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In traating ooopo and Bathed, '-¡si ley geatfilty adhered to the%
nonintervention! ot attitude, nlthough, as a Utilitarian he m& not 
mbrnm urging gevarraoental action II1 benefits free* It could be proved 
clear and Indisputable. Having found the rationale of economic 
activity in raental phonarrcrra, ha rejected the physical, material 
ooooaptiono held by most of hie fellow occmoralata* Thus, hie oyete® 
of thought posse coo d a wider and more general application, akin to 
that of the late nineteenth oontury marginal utility theorifsto.
iii
*M> fo i l  airing study 1« In large weaeure duo to the generous help 
aM ftssi stance 1 havo received froa oany quartern* I would f i r s t  like  to  
express sincere gratitude to  rrofeasor Lionel Hobblne, who in it ia l ly
•% t««tcd  ataual '•’alley  a s  a subject nor«5 consideration, and who aided 
with hie Olysspion patience and courage while the problem was un- 
tang led. '©adless to say, Professor itobbine i s  respond hlc for many 
of the good thing© to  fellow , end certainly for none of the bed*
1 a lso  have deep fin an cial ob ligations. I  would mention in  th is  
regard the ?8th U .s, Oongrosa, whose Public taw 5^6 (*$ «£ • B i l l * )  enabled 
m f m  no mny others, to  undertake and continue studies not. otherwise 
p o ssib le , h r. nedfleid rrootor, Proctor, Vermont, U-A, has for ssany 
years donated funds for the fatten Fellowship to  a aaaber of the graduating 
c la s s  a t  'iiddlehury College, Hi&licbury, Vermont,  OSA* Ae holder of 
the Fellowship in 1$?50 1 was permitted by " r .  Proctor’ © generosity to 
©pond several years in tnglaadf when taost of the researob for the present 
atu% was completed. A grant frees the leverhulwe Fund, London cbool 
of ’oonosio» and P o litic a l oienoe, and a grant fron the Central Hesaarch 
Pund, University of London, both contributed to  help m  over serious 
fin an cial d ifficu lty  mid-way through ®y course of study.
I err, acutely conscious of ®y indebtedness to  lib rarian s and their
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s t a f f s .  p a c if ic a lly *  I should Ilk® to  m otion those a t  the B ritish  
Library of io U t lo a l  and Seonoaic 'alone®, London school of Seonosdcej 
a t  the -oidijaith*9 Library, University of London Library! a t  the 
ftdi&iqg nocm o f tto* B ritish  Humus! a t  th« Department of lo ca l D ietary, 
t a f f i a l d  Oity L ib raries! a t  tha T rin ity  aolleg© L ibrary, T rin ity  
C o llage , H artford, aonnectiaut, IT'A*
irof-fsaor J , v ir a r ,  Professor F,A* hayek* and “r* P* ;;r a ffa  kindly 
took the trouble to  answer ay in q u iries  on spoolfio  points ratallap, to  
T alley* I should a lso  lik e  to  thank the others who tr ie d  to  aid tse 
in  ay quest fo r Bailey MSS, I f  th e ir  am bers ore 00 g re a t th a t I my 
not aoknottladf» each in d iv id u ally  a t  t h is  p o in t, I tru s t  th at they w il l  
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In June of 1825 Samuel Bailey of Sheffield obtained a certain sort 
of economic immortality for himself by publishing anonymously a small, 
two—hundred page octave volume entitled A Critical Dissertation on the 
Nature. Measures, and Causes of Valuef chiefly In reference to the writings 
of Mr. Ricardo and his followers (Londom 1825). Six years later, Col. 
Robert Torrens, one of Ricardo's co-founders of the London Political 
Economy Club, declared to its members assembled that Bailey's work had 
settled Ricardo on value.1 And, in 186.3, not long before the marginal 
"revolution" was to occur, the egregious H. Ti. tiacleod had insisted that 
Bailey's work was "... one of the most able little volumes on Political 
Economy in the language."**
The stamps of these "authorities" were insufficiently vivid, how­
ever, and the reading public of the time responded more to the judgement 
of the Westminster Review, which branded Bailey's book as "'much ado 
about nothing,'" and to the opinion of Ricardo's steadfast disciple, 123
1 "The only other subject of discussion we had was as to the prog­
ress made in the science of Political Economy since the publication of ̂ 
Ricardo's work, and "whether the principles of that work were still heid 
in the same estimation. The first part of the Enquiry wns not gone into, 
but Torrens held that all the great principles of Ricardo’s work had teen 
successively abandoned, and that his theories of Value, Rent and Profits 
wero now generally acknowledged to have been erroneous. As to value, the 
dissertation on the Measure of value publi shed in 1825 by Mr» Baillie of 
Leeds has settled that question." Entry from J. L. Mallet's Diaries, 
January 13, 1831. Proceedings of the Political Economy Club (London»1921), VI, 223.
2 H. D. Macleod, Dictionary of Political Economy (London: 1863),1,59.
3 Westminster Review, V (January, 1826), 172.
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J, R. McCulloch, mho deiced that %.♦ however ingenious and acute, ?*r. 
Bailey doss not appear to have properly appreciated the Ricardian theory
of value, or to have succeeded in any degree in shaking its foundations." 
At any rate, Torrens and Macleod were forgotten? the curtain they had 
raised on Bailey was lowered by other forces* And it was not until 1903 
that Bailey, along with a distinguished group of outcasts, was delivered 
forth from the exterior darkness by Professor Seligman in his nenorablo 
article,2 Thenceforth, it was only a natter of tine before someone would 
once again regain the ground which Torrens and Maclood had taken earlier. 
In 1931 the London School of Economics reprinted Bailey’s Critical 
Dissertation as one {Number 7) of its series of scarce tracts in economics 
and political science. This revealed again Bailey’s stature to a differ­
ent generation, and the references to him gradually became more numerous,^ 
Twenty y»ars later, the judgement was made by the late Professor J. A. 
Schumpeter that Bailey’s "... Blssertation, that said, as far as funda­
mentals are concerned, practically all that can b© said, must rank among 12
1
1 J. It, McCulloch, The Literature of Political economy (London:
18U5), p. 33. In inter anonymous A~ catalog of ! ook3,_tng
Property of a Political Economist; with critical and Mbllographical 
notices (London* lB65). n. §BU, a similar remark accompanies the refer­
ence to Bailey’s Critical Mssertatien.
2 E. R, A. gSHiSanT^^'STf^'lected British Economists,” 
economic Journal, XIU (1903), 335-63, 511-3?.
“5 Cf. L. Robbins, The Nature and Significance of Economic,Ccience 
(2d, ed.j London* 1935),“pp. f f S T S O T T 'Karl Bode reviewed the 'J g f t c jil 
Dissertation in Economlca, K.S, II (August, 1935), 3h3-Wi, and Bailey was 
referred to on several counts by Br. ?• N* Rosens tein-Rodan, " he 
Coordination of the General Theories of Money and Price," Economica, H.S* 
III (August, 1936), 263.
the masterpieces of criticism in our field, and it should suffice to 
secure its author a place in or near front rank.in the hlBtory of scien­
tific economics*”’*' Thus, the final insurance was given that Bailey’s 
name would not once again pass Into darkened obscurity.
Tf this is true, however, it seems a worthwhile undertaking to look 
more carefully Into the details of Bailey’s steeplechase economic career. 
It seems worth the time to spread his ideas out on the table, so to 
Speak, and to consider whether or not they may be arranged, or arranged 
themselves, into any sort of a significant system. Tn so doing, it should 
be possible to placo Bailey directly opposite his contemporaries. For 
ever since Brofossor Saligman’a article it has been clear enough that 
Bailey was a critic of considerable merit vis-a-vis the RIcardians, and 
that there were certain significant theoretical advances contained in 
his work. But so far no attempt has been made to combine tha facts which 
arc known about his theoretical achievements and to determine from this 
whether or not there was more to him than merely a judicious criticism 
of Ricardo. Bo attempt has boen made to ascertain whether or not Bailey's 
arguments were merely lucky shots in the dark, or whether they were in 
fact part of a larger consistent and devolopsd (or developing) body of 1
5 '
1 «1. A. Schumpeter, Bjstory of Economic Analysis (New York» 1951i), p* uoo.
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thought. ::e;;t ic a re-appraisal of ̂ alley’s t':eoretical pointy there­
fore, an evaluation of Fa!ley’s "system," if he has one, ■will he one of 
the objectives of the present study. The nature of such an evaluation, 
combined nith the results reached on detailed issues, should serve once 
and for all to determine ids place in the development of thought.
From what little has been said thus for, it will be evident that 
! alley’s gaze was focussed primarily on Ricardo. Subsequent chapters 
naturally seek to explore in greater detail the implications of Talley's 
scrutiny. This being so, however, it nay perhaps 1« argued that the 
title, "Samuel bailey and Classical Economics," is deceptive in that it 
implies an eqviality between classical and Ricardian economics. If one 
accepts Adam Snith, Ricardo, James Fill, Ealthus, J, R. KcCullcch,
Robert Torrens, and John Stuart Rill os the main protagonists of Fritish
1 The general American textbooks on economic thought have more or 
loss ignored Bailey, None of the following even mention his names . A. Fcott, The hevelo: 
of Economic 
~~c o nomlc r o ctr ino a ̂ |- - - - «■ - - \*ww AVA iV} ryi4t>), p. c. hewman, revelopnent of 1 'conomi
Thought "Ofew YorlkT 1952), J. F. Bell, A History of Economic Thought (New 
rerk: 1953). J. II. Ferguson, LandmarkFof Economic Thought (Few York: 193») 
mentions Bailey by name, but apparently never read the fritleal Piseortatlon. 
"dmund Whittaker, A History of Economic Idoag (New Tork* 19U0) more or less 
Gives Bailey his due, although tbie relevant remarks are somewhat widely 
scattered. The conspicuous exception to all of this is, of course,
Professor Schumpeter's History of Economic Analysis.
On the other side of tiieAtlantic the picture is somewhat more color­
ful. Professor K* Carman, Review of Economic Theory (London* 193?) and C.
Gide and C, Fist, A History of ':conoraic Doctrines (2nd. English ed.j Few 
York* 19U8) do not consider Bailey. However, "ric Foil, A history of 
Economic Thought (2nd. ed.j 11m York? 19h2) found a proper place for him. 
O u t s W  the~£exttook field, he appeared in L, M. Fraser, Economic Thought
and language (London: 1937), and M. Bowley, Bassau Senior and classical economics (Londoni 1937). “
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classical economics,'’ it is of course clear that there are some important 
differences between Ricardo and the other contributors to this agglomerate 
of thought. But admitting this, it has seemed preferable to place bailey 
within the wider and acre general framework, rather than in the narrower, 
end spedf? rally Hi card!an, one. ecause Bailey’s work had implications 
Which spread beyond the particular Ricardian stimulus which originally 
provoked it, its true inport can be soon more sharply against the broader 
background,
"Then Balloy published tho Critical Dissertation Ricardian notions had
2pretty ranch as used the mantle of orthodoxy. Although Ricardo’s work had
not appeared unaccompanied by criticism, the weight of its sassage was in
general irreeistable. McCulloch, reviewing the first edition of Ricardo’s
book, had originally described its contents as "... one haraonioua, oon-
3Si stent, and beautiful system.1’ And s few years later, contesg?oranoously 
with Bailey, he thought that the penetrating and agile mental powers ids 
friend had exercised would. ”... ever secure the nano of Ricardo a high 
and conspicuous place in the list of those who have done most to unfold 
the complex mechanism of society, and to carry this science to perfection.”
1 Cf. ?,. Robbins, The Theory of Economic Policy (London: 19£2), pp. 2-h,
2 S. G. Gheckland, ‘fhe ’'rcoaraidon ef’b/tcar31an Tconond.cs in 
^agiand," rconcudca, P.S. m  (February, l?b9}, h9~60.
? M p j g 4 f ^-aw, m  (June, 1818), 87.
a J# R* cCvlloeh, A Piscourso on the Rise, Propose, ccullar
encl -r)Bportay!-Cie o? ecCj tTdtriburgh: 18 2 g ),
8
T.f it was believed that political coonoay had boon carried to ”eer- 
foction” by Ricardo, it is clear that the demand placed upon a successful 
critic ’.weired, first, an appreciation of Ricardo's thought as a system, 
and second, a light by -which any suspected flans in the foundation of tbs 
structure could to revealed. In what follows, it will appear that Bailey 
possessed both of these requirements and was, in the event, able to use 
then-to jseximaa* offset, Moreover, in the unsurpassed edition of Blcard#*# 
works which Mr, Sraffa has presented economists,1 it is now possible to 
establish ©ore or less definitively the nature of Ricardo*# structure and 
its probable dwtlopnent and »waning in Ricardo’s own rind,- This should 
not be taken to suggest that Ricardo*a final utterances were those which 
be would have supported had he lived longer, but within the context of 
what is extant, it is non possible to pass a final judgeaent on Bailey’s 
appraisal of Ricardo, All of which is to nay, the dimensions of Ricardo’s 
system become an Index to Bailey’s stature.
Mr, Cheekland has remarked, quoting fro© Thomas fhalmars, that what
was required to combat snecessfully the now'(i,e, Ricardian̂  political
'economy was another metaphysician who could «,,, restore common sense to
«11 its prerogatives* fro© Which it had evidently boon deposed by the
2"subtleties of scholastic argument•” Sanaa! Bailey, he agreed, fitted 12
1 The T'orka and Correspondence of Pavid Ricardo, ed, 'P. Sraffa
’’«mbridgef . All refarencea' 'Co Ricardo’s letter#, papers, and
writings hereafter are in this edition.
2 Cheakland, "Propagation of Blcardtan Economies In Ragland,"S&* clt„ p. 52,
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this require?;« nt, but In the event urns not strong enough to gather around 
him the forces which could successfully take the dominating fortress.
There is more to Bailey’s "metaphysical starting-point" than Mr* Cheekland 
was prepared to show, however. In September, 1821 Bailey had published 
a snail volume entitled Assays on the Formation and Publication of 
Opinions,, and on other Subjects fLondonj 1821)*1 This work provided a 
most useful, down-to-earth rationalization of some of the vary foundation 
matter of the Philosophical Radicals’ arguments* On utilitarian lines it 
demonstrated in the clearest possible manner the ray in which cosraunity 
welfare or happiness would be injured by any attempt by government to 
control, regulate, or limit opinion or understanding. Any restraint 
or. the formation and publication of opinions, said Bailey, was analogous 
in its "mischievous tendency" to the "... system of forcing the capital 
and Industry of the community into channels, which they would never 
spontaneously seek* instead of suffering private interest to ilrect 
them to their most profitable employmentBailey’s conclusion« followed 
from the impossibility of discovering assy fixed standard of truth by which 
to test opinions. "Nothing more, it is manifest, would be required for
1 All references hereafter are to the second (London* 1826) edition, 
which was unchanged from the first, except for minor verbal alterations 
and the addition of an Appendix of ¿Iotas on the text,
2 Tho significance of this work is dealt with more fully in 
Raptor m $ infra., $p. 5U3-53.
3 formation and publication of Opinions, p* lOlt.
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the destruction of error than son© fixed and invariable standard of truth, 
■which could be at once appealed to and be decisive of every controversy 
to the satisfaction of all mankind; but that no ouch standard exists, 
the slightest consideration will be sufficient to evince.*'1 Pursuing 
the economic analogy, it could be impossible to discover a standard of 
economic truth, because individuals aleno knew what rac beat, economi­
cally, for themselves.
In approaching his problem from this mortal environment, one or too 
.factors in bailey’s attitude deserve mention* First, it is obvious that 
he on no account prepared to be intimidated by the authority of "re­
ceived opinion" or the alleged "perfection" of economic science. His 
©•«position, as he later elsewhere said, was undertaken with ”... perfect
freedom from awe, either of hr. Htcardo’s Intellect or that of any of 
2M s  followers...." ft the sane tine, he was convinced, that only as truth 
were obtained would economic science have justified itself, "’or, he in­
sisted in another work,
?hs prevalence of vdsary, as the consequence of ignorance, shows 
at once the paramount importance of the pursuit of accurate 
knowledge, To discover truth, is in fact to do good on a grand 
scale. The detection of error, the establishment of fact, the 
determination of a doubtful principle, may spread its benefits 
over large portions of the human raca, and be the means of 12
1 Ibid., p, 128.
2 A Letter to a Political .conomlst? occasioned by an article in
the Westminster Review on the Subject' of Value (London; pp. 6-7.
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lessening the misery or increasing the happiness of myriads of 
unborn generations.1
As will become clear in later chapters, Bailey's conviction of the 
ofPicacy of the freedom of inquiry -was on© of his prominent character­
istics. And at a time -when McCulloch and James Mill 'sere constituting 
an effective bastion against any "heretical” examination of the Ricardian 
gospels, it was one viewpoint which afforded some promise• That It was 
supported by a metaphysician intimated even more liklihood of success.
^hen Bailey attempted to shine his light into the darkness of eco­
nomic theory ho saw around him, it was inevitable, of course, that he 
should run up against Ricardo, who, he admitted, "... is generally re­
garded as the ablest economist of his day."*" Re understood immediately 
that it was upon his theory of value that so much of Ricardo’s argument 
depended. And he sew that his attack upon it would be successful only 
as he managed to break down Ricardo’s theory and replace it by something 
letter. To substantiate this, he had only to quoto^ DeQuincy’s famous 
remark that "Even for its own sake the subject of value is a matter of 
curious speculation* but in relation to Folitical Economy it is all in 
oil* for most of the errors (and, what is much worse than errors, most 
the perplexity) prevailing in this science take their rise from this
X wggd on Qf ’7>,,+ N  Qn Progress of Knowledge.
' mU u'~t . n̂eipl° of All ^i€er\cem <i Expectation
? V—XO, ...
f -i „ ,n
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source.»1 Inasmuch as a clear understanding of the problem of value «as 
equivalent to a large measure of truth in political economy, it is 
views that the author of the Formation and publication of Opinions 
be among the first to demand a free and open inquiry into the argents 
on value offered by the political economists. In a manner typical, of 
him, Bailey proposed to make the matter as clear as possible, by g, .ng 
slowly and cautiously into the very fundamentals of the valm pro . 
m s  would make certain that no errors had been committed at the outset. 
As «ill appear subsequently, Bailey «as able at this staLe to 
gratuitous assumptions, double meanings, fallacious inferences, 
variety of other faults. Prime among these «as the notion of value as 
an absolute. Already he had decried the notion of absolute, or absolute 
standards, in the realm of opinions or the understanding. But ho con­
ceived economics as part, or one aspect, of the entire ran^e of 
or moral phenomena.^ It «as natural, therefore, for him to be pr 
disposed to reject absolutes, or absolute standards, put _orwar up* 
port doctrines of value. He demonstrated that Iticardo saw value 
absolute in his theoryj he explained how so many of Ricardo s cone 
derived from and depended upon that notion} he contrasted this f 
■with his own superior formulation} and, in the last analysis, 
enabled thereby to pull the props from beneath an essential part of
1 T. PeQuiney, "Advertisement to the Dialogues," Templars« Dialogues, 
loUccted r m i n g S. ed. D, ?iason (London* 1897), IX, W*.
< t;r. Chapter XI, infra., pp. h98-5oU.
1*3
Ricardo’s edifice. As might he expected, this performance produced a 
variety of ramifications on those writers who were related to PJcardo 
either by agreement (e.g. James M U ,  McCulloch, and DeQaincyl, or by
dissent (e.g, Malthus and Torrens),
These prefatory remarks serve, therefore, to explain tic arran.,tment
which has been adopted to demonstrate Talley’s position on all of these,
and related, mattero. The chapters of Part I chcoapasa virtually all 
that stimulated Pailey to speah on the problem of value, plus «hat he in
fact did say on the matter. Chapter II, accordingly, "ii:L pa83 0 
more the well-travelled ground of the development of Bicardo s the ry 
value and his subsequent employment of it within his system. This should 
furnish a perspective against which to place Bailey’s appearance.
Ricardo, like anyone else, did not conceive his theory In a vacuum, It 
Is possible to relate its development in his own mind to the tnen runr ng 
criticisms of Malthus. This, in turn, provides a somewhat convenient 
appreciation of those aspects of Malthus’ theory which ̂ ailey apprai 
once this general background is made clear, successive chapters are then 
devoted to Bailey’s specific arg’nsents on the nature, measures, and 
of value. This, of course, is Bailey’s own manner of proceeding, as evi­
denced in the full title of the Critical Dissertation. Tut l/ takinc ds 
work apart in such a microscopic fashion, it is possible to exaad 
leisure its various aspects. Bailey’s entire theory taus expos ,
additional chapters are devoted to a survey of the responses which it 
evoked. The whole of Part I, therefore, should render «alloy’s theoreti 
cal position in contrast to the classical arguments.
14
Part n  consists of three chapters dealing with otters somewhat off 
the beaten track of the value theory of the preceding part. It is probably 
leas important than Part X, Put for all that, it does provide a *eans of 
ascertaining the extent to which Baileys approach to value theory enabled 
him to construct a wider, but still consistent, system. A judgement on 
tills matter is of some value, inasmuch as it will establish whether or 
not Bailey’s stature in the development of economic thought is to rest
wholly and exclusively on a criticism of Ricardo* lrte irst 
chapters in Part II is concerned with a work which Bailey oui 1 -Shed on 
the problem of variations in the value of money.1 It is obviously im­
portant to know whether or not Bailey* o theory of the value of money was 
consistent with the value theory he had earlier opposed to 
even more fundamentally, it is important to know whether or . 
understood the need to be clear on the differences or similarities be­
tween a theory of commodity value and a theory of the valuo 
The matter of the measure of value is of great significance in this con­
nection, as well, for it has much to do with the index nurai or problem.
So far in the literature, nothing much has been done to look 
"check points" to Bailey’s earlier theory. Bailey himself had declared 
that he was provoked to write in the first instance by the eual 
suits" which Ricardo’s theory had implied. By similar reasoning,
1 Money and its Vicissitudes in Value; as thoy a f f ^  nat^^al . 
dustry and~pec~miary contrSv. with a —
r r ^ i n r m r n — *— — -----------
2 Critical Dissertation, p, xxv.
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only right to use the same technique against Bailey's cn»n writings to 
determine whether his "unusual results” demand additional criticism.
The second chapter in Part II makes an evaluation of Bailey’s role 
in the Banking-Currency School discussions of the thirties and forties 
of the nineteenth century. Interesting in its own right as a contribu­
tion to this controversy, Bailey's work is also of some significance in 
affording concrete illustration of what Bailey was prepared to urge in 
tiie field of governmental economic policy* The work on money naturally 
had to take up this problem, but in the banking field it emerged with 
greater clarity. Bailey's remarks on this heading were contained in a 
pamphlet, A tefence of Joint-Stock Banks and Country Issues (London*
131*0), The argument there provides a useful introduction to the subject 
of the last of the chapters of Part IT, where Bailey's pronouncements on 
"scope and method" are considered. His somewhat scattered writings ob­
viously round out his viewpoints on governmental policy. They also 
pursue at rather greater length the psychological foundations of economic 
science, of which brief mention has been made above.
Part III is devoted wholly to a biography of Bailey. This seemed 
to be called for because the standard sources of encyclopedias and 
biographical dictionaries are necessarily spare and austere in their 
accounts. It is, therefore, difficult to derive from them any more 
intimate appraisal of the man, ids character and personality, and the 
influences he exerted through his other writings and personal activities. 
It might have been bettor to have placed the biographical material first, 
in order to know the man before taking up hie work. But the actual
16
quantity of biographical material involved reads it too substantial a 
hurdle to be surmounted before coning to what is, after all, the central 
focus of the present inquiry, via, the place of Samuel Bailey opposite 
the classical oconosists in the development of economic thought.
CHAPTER II
EIGARIX)*? THEORY OF EISTRIBTJTION AND VATHE 
It Is a fasAliar, and perhaps unduly stressed, fact that Ptcardo
conceived bin jaain problem as explaining the 1**® by vnich -ha 
produce of the earth« was distributed m m * the three classes of landlords, 
laborers, and capital!fit».1 Ricardo believed that these l«w w re revealed 
in changes of population and agricultural productivity as the economy prog­
ressed through the course of tin»* *»■ «*» ° f  y lm 9 * icari3a' m
attest to fomulate the well-kmem proportional distribution of the na­
tional produce ftnong the three classes was a sort of index nuaber problem. 
That ia, it woa an endeavour by hia to discover whether or -.0 epee
five standards of living of the three classes had varied relatively to 
each other through the relevant period* Tut In thio ll&bv, it follows 
froa Ricardo’s objective that the 00nsure of value with which he struggled 
so valiantly beooses merely the index by which w*»oee variations 
be revealed« Although caressing it this *»y »ay do soae violence to 
Ricardo's own appreciation 0? his schane of things, *t doGo 
ing toget’usr the way in which hia final structure was aase^led.
1*
In adopting the tripartita class basis of diatribution Ricardo ea- 
ployed a notion which rather violently distorted cojsaoneeruse beliefs as 
to what should be considered states of wall-being ifc aifxcrent tins periods.
1 Ricardo, Principle a, p. *>,
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It will becone clear, nevertheless, that at the expense of this distor­
tion, Ricardo believed that he was enabled to make a coherent and system­
atic advance over that viewpoint taken by Adam Smith, which sought sinply 
to ascertain variations in the quantity of material national output« Re 
made this clear in his much-quoted remark to Maithusi "Political Economy 
you think is an enquiry into the nature and causes of wealth —  T think 
it should rather be called an enquiry into the laws which determine the 
division of the produce of industry amongst the classes who concur in 
its formation."* These laws governing the distribution of the national 
produce among the three classes Ricardo first gave to the world in his 
pamphlet, An Essay on the Influence of a Low Price of Corn on the Profits 
of Stock (London* l8l$ .)2 In this work Ricardo sought to provide the 
theoretical foundation for his contention that high corn prices, due to 
the passage of the proposed Corn Law of 1815, would benefit the landlords 
at the expense of the farmer-capitalist class. Pased on diminished re­
turns to capital from land, M e  argument purported to demonstrate (1) 
that as the difficulty of obtaining agricultural produce increased, the 
landlord would obtain an Increased proportion and an increased quantity 
of the total produce, while the farmer-capitalist, after a point, rould 1
1 Ricardo to Maithus, 9 October, 1820, VIII, p, 278,
2 Mr. Sraffa points out, however, that this pamphlet merely made 
public a theory of profits which Ricardo bad already evolved two years 
previously in correspondence with Malthus, Cf. Ricardo’s Works, TV, pp. 
7-8, Cf. also, Q, 5. L. Tucker, "The Origin of Ricardo’s Theory of 
Profits," Pconondca. XH, (November, 19$U), 320-33.
3 Mr. Sraffa, Ricardo’s Works, IV, pp. 3-5 > gives the relevant back­ground to this discussion.
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receive a diminished proportion and quantity? and (2) that the increased 
difficulty of procuring agricultural produce -would raise the total wage 
bill facing any given farmer, -with the result that the farmer's residue, 
after meeting these increased costs, would be dindn shed even more.
If, then, the theory of the Essay on Profits can be taken as 
Ricardo’s Initial public attempt to resolve his "index number problem," 
his attempt to consider the "interests" or "prosperity or aituatio 
of the relevant.classes, as Ricardo himself had expressed it^the next 
step is to consider the way in which he dealt with the problem of the 
index itself* Of course it would be wrong to imply that Ricardo was in 
any way in touch with Laepeyres, "aasche, base-dates, end-dates, weights, 
geometric or arithmetic means, or any of the other paraphernalia 
modern index number constructions. Rut nevertheless, having alie -y  
undertaken what was in effect an index number problem (albeit w_ 
admittedly "peculiar" twist), it was inevitable that Ricardo should have 
been forced to devote some of his attention to the correlative problem 
of the index itself. He clearly had to consider the moans or medium by 
which the prior and anterior calculations were to be made.
Now in the Essay on Profits Ricardo made all of his calculations 
in terms of corn quantity. That is, the way in which he N.hose 
the distribution, or index number, problem as he conceived it, wn.. to 12
1 Ricardo, Esaay on Profits, IV, pp. 13-19, 21, 22, 26, 35-36.
2 Ibid., pp, 20-21, 37.
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consider whether or not in different periods the respective classes were 
better or worse off as regards the quantities of corn they received as 
classes. "As classes” meant, of course, the proportions in which the 
total produce was shared among the landlords, capitalists, and workers, 
and, as such, meant a somewhat unsettling departure from more customary 
views, which looked upon well-being as the number of bushels of corn 
any individual member of the three classes might actually receive. But 
for all that, Ricardo still held that it was important to be able to 
determine the manner in which the varying total produce of society was 
distributed among its three classes. And the reason why the absolute 
quantities received by each class were less important to him than the 
relative quantities, one class to another, was because only in the rela­
tive class sense did the keystone of his entire system emerge most 
clearly, TMs keystone, of course, was the profits of the manufacturing 
and commercial classes of the society. These profits appeared simply as 
the quantity of corn which the farmer retained after purchasing and re­
placing his fixed and circulating capital, and settling the rent based 
on the superior fertility of the land actually used over that last taken
into cultivation.^ However, it was on those profits, calculated as they
„2wore on what Mr. Sraffa has termed the ”corn-ratio theory," that the over­
all wealth of the nation depended. For it was by moans of the profits of 12
1 Ibid., pp. 10-11, 13-lS.
2 Mcardo's Works, I, P* xxxiii.
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the commercial and manufacturing classes that Ricardo was able to relate 
his analysis of the proportionate shares of the national produce to the 
additional problem of «hat that national produce might eventually bo.
Although Ricardo had derived his profits, or rate of profit, from 
his proportional calculations, their magnitude produced an effect on the 
size of the total national product itself* For, he claimed, it «as from 
the capitalists profits that additional accumulations of capital «ere 
derived* And the accumulation of capital constituted the encouragement 
and stimulation of productive industry.1 To the extent that the proposed 
Corn Laws would restrict the Importation of corn, however, capital would 
be forced to use increasingly unproductive lands, with the result that
«ages fin the proportional sense) would increase and profits decline.
*
Ly detaining capital in an activity «here its return «as less than it
would have been without the restrict^ on, the national produce «as less
than it could have been? the only gainers from such an arrangement «ere
the landlords. Pn the other hand, profits and, correspondingly, capital
accumulations, could be increased if the cost of obtaining national wealth
«as lowered. This could be achieved by using more productive land (1 .e,
lowering rents by retreating from the poorer lands), and by paying less
for corn (i.e. by lowering wages) through importation of the cheaper
3foreign product.
1 Ricardo, Kssay on Profits, IV, p, 37.
5 m d . ,  flp73s;-S:------
3 Tbld., pp. 3U-36.
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2.
Prom t»hat has been said thus far, it is evident that Ricardo’s 
distribution problem or "index number problem," mas solved by calculating 
the variations attending the "rise and fall of rent" on the basis of the 
ratio between the corn input and output. All of the magnitudes with which 
Ricardo concerned himself were reckoned in terms of this simple corn quan­
tity; changes in those magnitudes derived from the law of rent which, in 
turn, followed from diminished returns of capital from land. Ricardo him­
self was convinced of the appeal of his theory, and midway through a 
rather complicated and involved discussion on profits had written to 
liaithua, "let me intreat ["sic j you to give my single doctrine fair con­
sideration, and you must allow that it accounts for all the phenomena in
-1an easy, natural manner."
By the time Ricardo came to re-cast his argument in the Principles, 
however, the "simple doctrine" of the Kssay on Frofits ted become clothed 
rather more elegantly. The problem of distribution (hence, the "index 
number problem" in the Ricardian conception) was still there, but a con­
siderable degree of modification had been made regarding the roans of 1
1 Ricardo to Maithus, 17 April, 1815, VI, p, 2UU. After showing 
Mai thus the HS of the Essay on Profits in February, I8l5>, a prolonged 
«id frequent correspondence had taken'place on the problem of profits.
In fact, except for one or two letters exchanged at the time Ricardo pub­
lished his pamphlet, Proposals for an Economical and Secure Currency 
(London* I8l6>, in very few of the sixty-odd letters *fritton between 
February, 181$, and August, 1817, when Malthus had read Ricardo’s 
Principles, was there no discussion of the determination of profits.
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calculation (l.e, the index.) And it seems clear that Malthua Must be 
credited with a substantial part in having stimulated Ricardo to make 
this change. The manner in which this was brought about is interesting 
and important, in that it would soera to explain (1 ) the reason why 
Ricardo brought a theory of value into the theory of distribution which, 
as lias been seen, was phrased originally in the Essay on Profits Inde­
pendently of any such value theory, and (2) tlie reason why this involved 
Ricardo in his deep struggle over a measure of value.
As early as August, 1813, the disagreement between Ricardo and Malthua
1over the determination of profits was visible. Vp until the publication
of the Principles Ricardo had held that diminished returns to capital in
agriculture determined the profits of tho farmer-capitalist. Those prof—
2its, in turn, determined the profits of other trades or manufactures.
As a consequence, it was agricultural profits which constituted the focal 
point in which the distributive shares were manifest. Diminished profits 
signalled the increase in national wealth, but at a decreasing rate, 
which would eventually bring about that stationary state in which popula­
tion and wages were constant and the accumulation of capital was no longer 12
1 Ricardo to Malthus, 10 August, 1813, VI, pp, 93-9lil Ricardo to 
Malthus 17 August, 1813, VT, pp. 9li-9?. Ricardo summarised their differ­
ences in a letter to Trcwer somewhat later. ’’Nothing, I say, can increase 
Capital, but a really cheaper mode of obtaining food, A cheaper mode of 
obtaining food will undoubtedly increase profits says Mr. Halthus but 
there are many other circumstances which may also increase profits with 
®n increase of Capital. The discovery of a new market where there will
a great demand* for our manufacturing is one.” Ricardo to Trower,
8 March> 1B1U, VI, pp. 10U-5.
2 Cf. Sraffa, Ricardo»s Works, I, p. xxxl.
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possible, because m  Ion, ar worthwhile.
Maltbua, on th# othar hand, had ol joctod to Ricardo's confining 
tha determination of profit« exclusively to a dijrivstion from diainiahed 
returns in agriculture* Hlo contention-«as that profits depended on the 
relation between the demand and supply of capitalj where one or the other 
predestinated, profits would rise or fall indcpo:sdsntly of variations in 
soil fertility a la Ricardo,'1' ly tho manner in w!d.oh he chose to express 
M s  objection, hew/or, Falthus in effect queried the legitimacy of the 
radium or index which Ricardo had used to solve hie distribution problem. 
For example, Malthas had said,
Tf the non4 m l  price of corn be doubled, and the nominal ©mount of 
capital employed, be not quite doubled which you sees to allow 
sight bo the case, instead of saying 'how is it possible to con­
ceive that the rate of profits will not be diminished* 1 should 
sty how is it possible to conceive that it should not he increased? 
In no case of production, la the produce exactly of the same nature 
as the capital advanced, Consequently we can never properly refer 
to the material rate of produce, independent of demand, and of the 
a>undance or scarcity of capital. The more I reflect on the sub­
ject, the more firmly I feel convinced, that it is the state of 
capital, or the genera! profits of stock and interest of money, 
which determines the particular profit upon the land; and that it 
is not the particular profits or rate of produce upon the land which 
determines the general profit® of stock and the interest of money.
In the same vein a few months later, Malihus had Insisted that Bit 1» not 
the quantity of produce compared with the expense of production that de­
termines profits, (which I think is your proposition) but the exchange» 
able value or money price of that produce, compared with the money expense 12
1 Ricardo pointed out BalVnus* viewpoint In the Rssay on Profits 
Iv, pp. 13, ns 23-2h, and in the letter to Irower, 8 March, lBiU, VI, 
PP. 103-1».
2 Malthus to Ricardo, $ August, lBlit, VI, pp. 117-18.
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of production."'1" And he had told Francis Horner that "the fault of Mr.
Ricardo's table which is curious, is that the advances of the farmer
instead of being calculated in corn, should be calculated either In the
actual materials of which the capital consists, or in money which is the
best representative of a variety of commodities. The view I have taken
of the subject would greatly alter his conclusions,"^ Maithus saw
Ricardo's "material rate of produce," therefore, as the questionable
standard for demonstrating the theory.
For his own part, even before the Essay on Profits, Ricardo was
obviously convinced that Malthus» insistence on money-price or money-
value calculations was erroneous.
Individuals do not estimate their profits by the material produc­
tion, but nations invariably do. If we had precisely the same 
amount of commodities of all descriptions in the year 181$ that 
wo now have in 1811» as a nation we should be no richer, but if 
money had sunk in value they would be represented by a greater 
quantity of money, and individuals would be apt to think them­
selves richer.*1 234 5
Ricardo understood, however, that unless ha were able to disprove 
Malthus' contention that profits depended upon the relation between the 
money price of commodities and their money costs, M s  entire distribution 
theory as thus far conceived would crumble. And this for the simple rea-
dson that, on Salthus* viewpoint, profits and rent need not vary inversely.
1 Malthus to Ricardo, 9 October, l8lh, VI, pp. lltO-lil*
2 Cf. Ricardo, Essay on Profits, IV, p, 17.
3 Malthus to Horner, lit March, 181$, VI, pp. 187-88.
k Ricardo to Malthus, 11 August, 1311», VI, p. 121.
5 Cf. Malthus to Ricardo, 1$ March, 181?, VI, pp, 190-91. Ricardo 
Jo Malthus, 17 March, 181$, VI, pp. 192-9ÌU Malthus to Ricardo, 19 March, 
¿915, VI, pp, 19U-96, Ricardo to Malthus, 21 March, 181$, VI, pp. 196-98. 
Malthus to Ricardo, ?h March, 181$, VI, pp. 199-201, Ricardo to Malthus, 
27 March, 181$, VI, pp. 202-$.
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however, Ricardo was not particularly moved by lialthus ' arguments and 
remained convinced of the validity of his own theory. 1 And after telling 
James Mill that he and Malthus were not writing as frequently as before, 
but that they still continued to differ on rent, profit, and wages, 
Ricardo several months later set about writing what came to be referred 
to as the "great work."^
Mr, Sraffa has remarked that in Ricardo's letters of October and 
November, 181$, the three headings of rent, profit,and wages were all
L
present, although value was not mentioned at all. It seems clear from 
what Ricardo had said in the letters to Trcwer and Mill referred to above, 
that he ted not found it necessary to call upon a theory of value in 
order to put forward the "connected" principles of rent, profit, and 
wages which constituted his theory of distribution. However, as Ricardo 
dug deeper into his subject, a theory of value became more and more im­
portant to him. He began to appreciate that, in order to refute Malthua' 
objection that profits did not depend upon the increasing difficulty of 
obtaining agricultural produce, he had to give a clear demonstration that 123
1 "Mr. Malthua and I continue to differ in our view of the princi­
ples of Rent, Profit and Wages. These principles are so linked and con­
nected with everything belonging to the science of Political Economy that 
1 consider the just view of them as of the first importance. It ie on 
this subject, where my opinions differ from the great authority of Adam 
Smith, Malthus, etc, that I should wish to concentrate all the talent I 
possess, not only for the purpose of establishing what T think correct 
principles, but of drawing important deductions from them," Ricardo to 
Tremor, 29 October, 181$, VI, pp. 31$-l6„
2 Ricardo to Mill, 2li October, 181$, VI, p, 3U*.
3 Mill to Ricardo, 22 Dec e a te r , 181$, VI, p, 338.
k Ricardo'a Works, I, p, xiv.
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price or value variations did not destroy ids distribution analysis in 
the Banner Malthus bad claimed. In February, I8l6, for example, he told 
MaXthus that
I have not thought much on our old subject, —  ay difficulty is in 
so presenting it to the minds of others as to make them fall into 
the saiao chain of thinking as myself. —  If I could overcome the 
obstacles in the way of giving a clear insight into the origin and 
law of relative or exchangeable value I should have gained half 
the battle.— 1
By autumn, however, he had made same progress. He remarked to Mill that 
BI have been beyond masure puzzled to find out the law of price. I 
found on a reference to figures that my former opinion could not be cor­
rect and I was full a fortnight pondering on my difficulty before I knew 
how to solve it."^
The turning point in Ricardo's search for a satisfactory account of
3price and value was, as Mr* Sraffa has pointed out, in a letter to Mill 
at the end of 1835, Taken in the context of Malthus* opinion that prof­
its depended on the relation I»tween the money price of output and the 
money cost of input, it is possible to discover in the passage to be 
quoted a determination on Ricardo’s part to demonstrate that an altera­
tion in the value of money vis-a-vis all commodities could arise from 
fcut one cause, with the consequence that prices and costs and, therefore, 
profits, could not vary in the manner Malthus had claimed. This, in turn, 
Provided the basis for the more general labor theory of value by which
1 Ricardo to Malthus, 7 February, I8l6, VI, p, 20.
2 Ricardo to Mill, lb October, 1816, VII, pp. 83—Bit.
3 Ricardo’s Torks, I, p. xxxlv.
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the distribution theory could be linked together. Ricardo had said to 
Ja»<?s Mil,
I know I shall soon be stopped by the word price, and then I 
must apply to you for advice and assistance. Before my readers 
can \mderstand the proof I mean to offer, they must understand 
the theory of currency and price. They must knew that the prices 
of commodities are affected in two ways one by the alteration in 
the relative value of money, which affects all commodities nearly 
at the same time, —  the other by an alteration in the value of 
the particular commodity, and which affects the value of no other 
thing, excepting It enter into its composition. —  This invariabil­
ity of the value of the precious metals, but from particular causes 
relating to themselves only, such as supply and demand, is the 
sheet anchor on which all my propositions are built5 for those who 
maintain that an alteration in the value of corn will alter the 
value of all other things, independently of its effects on the 
value of the raw materials of which they are made, do in fact deny 
this doctrine of the cause of the variation in the value of gold 
and silver.1
In this passage, which is obviously not among the most lucid that 
Ricardo ever wrote, it seems clear that, first, he desired to stress 
the fact that a change in prices following a change in the value of money 
would affect all commodities equally. The implicit conclusion could be 
drawn from this, however, that a rise in the prices of all commodities 
from, say, a decline in the value of money, would mean merely that a 
higher unit of account was used to calculate exchange relations between 
the commodities. The exchange relations, themselves, or relative values, 
wottld not havo changed, however. This constancy of relative value among 
commodities would mean, in turn, that profits had not "really" altered? 
no commodity would be worth more of, or exchange for more of, any other?
1 Ricardo to Mill, 30 December, 1315» VI, pp, 3liS«4t9
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all inputs and outputs simply would be calculated on the basis of a dif­
ferent unit of account. The net result, of course, was that if profits 
had not "really” altered, both the distribution and ale© of the national 
produce it as unaffected by this change in the value of money.
The second point which appears to reside in the extract consists of 
two parts, only the first of which is fully visible in Ricardo’s state­
ment, That is, Ricardo had asserted that "those” (presumably, Adam Smith 
and Maithus) who claimed that a rise in the price of corn would raise 
the price of all other things, in fact admitted that such a rise did not 
raise the (commodity) price of the precious metals. In other words, they 
claimed that a rise in the price of corn would raise the price of most 
commodities by raising the wages part of their expenses of production? 
yet, in the production of the precious metals, they denied that this 
cause operated. Although Ricardo did not work out the entire explanation 
In the letter to Mill quoted above, it is plain that he understood the 
inconsistency involved, later, in the Principles, for example, he pointed 
out in several places that a high value of corn and a low value of money 
were generally considered to be the same thing. Ha was adamant in assert­
ing that they were wot the seme thing, however.^
A commodity can only permanently rise in price, either because a 
greater quantity of capital and labour must be employed to produce 
it, or because money has fallen in value? and, on the contrary, it 
can only fall in price, either because a less quantity of capital 
and labour nay be employed to produce it, or because money has 1
1 Cf, Ricardo, Principles, pp, lid?, 325, 336,
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risen in value. A variation arising from the latter of these al­
ternatives, an altered value of money, is common at once to all 
commodities! but a variation arising from the former cause, is 
confined to the particular commodity requiring more or less labour 
in its production.1
And somewhat later, in the Motes on Maithus, he stated that
... I believe Mr. Malthus would call that a fall in the value of 
money which I call only a rise in the price of a commodity. Every 
rise in the price of corn ho calls a fall in the value of money, 
altho' money should exchange for precisely the same quantity as 
before of every other commodity —  I should call it a rise in the 
price of corn, without the slightest variation in tho value of 
money* Money I think only falls in value, when it will exchange 
for leas of all things; not when It will exchange for less of one 
thing, or of two things, or of a dozen things. There is a marked 
difference, which Mr. Malthue's language has not provided for, 
between a rise In the value of a commodity, and a fall in the media» 
in which value is estimated.
The basis for these judgements by Ricardo is to be found in the passage 
quoted from the letter to Mill, in which Ricardo claimed that it was an 
error to assert that increased wages raised prices and to identify this 
result with a fall in the value of money. Since it is clear that by a 
fall in the value of money Ricardo meant that circumstance in which money 
exchanged for lesa of all commodities, a rise in wages alone would affect 
all productions equally (including the production of the commodities gold 
or silver) and, thereby, would leave thoir exchange relations unaffected, 
fa other words, a rise of wages would not affect the relative value of 
money or any other commodity.
The second part of Ricardo's conclusion that tha distribution of 12
1 Ibid., p. U17.
2 Ricardo, Hotes on Malthus, II, p. lhU,
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the national produce was net affected by changes 1« the vain» of money, 
was that, which led ispllcity to the general labor theory of value. Tn 
the vesay on Profits he had given intisatione of this theory, without, 
however, having felt the seed to work it into the distribution analysis*1 
It is likely that ho soon began to eoe how this theory of value co-.il:* be 
used to refute the SsltlWialthas theory of profits which, if unc^iallanged, 
would have destroyed the entire theory of distribution he already M d  in 
hand* By April, 131.6, be had apparently reached the point of orienting 
himself around the labor theory, for Balthus wrote to hist at that tine that, 
"on the subject of determining all prices by labour, and excluding capi­
tal froa the operation of the great principle of supply and demand, I
2think ym  must have swerved a little from the right course,**
Baring the stsaser and autumn of 1316 Ricardo went through a sorioa
of intellectual contortions in attempting to arrive at a treatm ent of
gthe problem of value suitable for presentation in the Principles, M l e  
Pill apparently was the confidante in Ricardo’s sufferi ngs over the nlm  
of relative or exchangeable value" during this Interval, Ricardo was 
able at the same tisse to carry on a sort of running battle with Malthas 
over profits. The difference between the two r»n was still the «asset
1 Bicar do, i-saay on Profita, 17, p. 15*. "The exchangeable value 
of «21 comodi ties ¿mriu,ecR as’ the"di.ffi cultien of their production in­
crease», If then m m  difficulties occur in the production of corn, from 
store labour being necessary, whilst no more labour is required to produce 
gold, silver, cloth, linen, etc. the exchangeable value of com will 
necessarily rise, as compared with those thing».**
2 Malthas to Ricardo, 23 April, 1816, VII, p. 30.
3 Cf. Mr. Sraffa’s Heasrks, Ricardo's Berks, I, pp, xlv-xviii.
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whither, as Balihus insisted, ”... the rate of the profits of stock 
depends mainly on the. demand and supply of stock compared with the demand 
and supply of labour, and very little (directly) on the facility or dif­
ficulty of production, properly so called” }1 or, as Ricardo maintained, 
’’profits depend on wages, wages, under com an circumstances, on the price
of food, and mcessaid.es, and the price of food and necessaries on the
2fertility of the last cultivated land,” Having by this tic© formulated 
M s  invariable measure,"* Ricardo was, accordingly, in a position to tell 
Malthus*
The difference between us is this. I say, that with every facility 
or difficulty of production, of the quantity of necessaries, that 
is to be divided between profits and wages, different proportions 
will be given to each, and that money will accurately show those 
proportions. You appear to so to think that profits do not depend 
on the division of the produce, and that money wages may as often 
rise with facility of production as fall.
In arranging his exposition In the Principles itself Ricardo did not 
succeed in making this difference clear at the outset. And because of 
this the first chapter lias teen difficult to appraise in its true rele­
vance to his over-all argument, Ricardo himself was aware, of course, *5
1 Malthas to Ricardo, 6 August, l8l6, VII, p, 5>2, The same point 
is made in the letters of 8 September, l8lo, VII, pp, 69-70} 9 October, 
1816, VII, p. 77.
2 Ricardo to Malthus, 11 October, 1816, VII, p* 78, The same point 
is made by Ricardo in the letters to Tialthus of 9 August, l3l6, VII, p. f>7|
5 October, 1316, VH, p. 72; lit October, l8l6, VII, pp, §0-31.
3 Of. Mill to Ricardo, 10 November, l8l6, VII, p, 98, in which Mill 
approves of Ricardo’s "measure of exchangeable value” as expressed in the
MS draft of the Principles. In the first edition Ricardo had taken it 
that money is ” *'.7 byt'He'supposition of an invariable value, always re­
quiring the son© quantity of labour to produce it.” Ricardo, Principles,
P. ^  „U Ricardo to Malthus, lit October, 1816, VII, p. 81,
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as he told Fill, that "mjr fault is that of brevity and it may so:«tines 
bo proper to repeat the idea in another fore," and that, accordingly, 
nI shall not. be careful to orr&t the repetition of the sane thought, per«* 
haps in various places,fortunately, for oresent purposes, he did 
sake a "repetition* of this "thought* about the relationship between his 
theory of value .and distribution, and Malth.ua» contrary view. Although 
it would have boon rrach more helpful earlier on in his presentation, In 
Chapter VII, "on Foreign Trade," he put down a summarizing passage in 
which he declared:
It has been my endeavour carefully to distinguish between a 
Ion value of money, and a high value of corn, or any other cos*» 
nodity with which money may be compared. These have been gener­
ally considered as meaning the same thing; but it ie evident, that 
whan corn rises from five to ten shillings a bushel, it may be ow­
ing either to a fall in the value of money, or to a rise in the 
• alue of corn. Thus we have seen, that from the necessity of 
having recourse successively to land of a worse and worse quality, 
in order to feed an increasing population, corn must rise in rela­
tive value to other things. If therefore money continue perman­
ently of the same value, corn will exchange for sore of such money, 
that ie to say, it will rise in price. The same rise in the price 
of corn will be produced by such improvement of machinery in manu­
factures, as shall enable us to manufacture commodities with 
peculiar advantages: for the influx of money will be the conse­
quence ; it will fall in value, and therefore exchange for less corn. 
But the effects resulting from a high price of corn when produced 
by the rise in the value of corn, and when caused by a fall in the 
value of money are totally different. In both cases the money price 
of wages will rise, but if it be in consequence of the fall in the 
value of money, not only wages and corn, hut all other commodities 
will rise* If the manufacturer has more to pay for wages, he will 
receive more for his manufactured goods, and the rate of profits 
will remain unaffected. Put when the rise in the price of corn is 1
1 Ricardo to Mill, 8 September, 1816, VII, p. 66.
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the effect of the difficulty of production, profits yd 11 fall; for 
the manufacturer 'will be obliged to pay sore wages, and will not
be enabled to remunerate himself by raising the price of nis manu­
factured commodity.
The refinement by Ricardo of the concept of "difficulty of produc­
tion" into the principle that tlie quantity of labor expanded regulated 
value or prieo took place, of course, in the first chapter. But what is 
pertinent to the present point under discussion, however, is to appreci­
ate that this sore "general" theory of value derived in large measure 
from Ricardo’s desire to refute the Sraith-i'althus viewpoint on profits. 
And this refutation, in turn, depended on his ability to make clear and 
beyond doubt the nature of what he had termed Adam Smith’s (and, by ira- 
plication, Malthas’) "original error respecting value," As McCulloch 
was able to express it a decade later:
The radical defect of the »Wealth of Nations’ consists in the 
erroneous doctrines Dr, Smith has advanced with respect to the 
invar!ableness of the value of corn, and the effect of fluctua­
tions In the rate of «ages on prices; These have prevented him 
from acquiring any clear and accurate notions respecting the 
nature and causes of rent, and the-laws which govern tho rate of 
profit; and have, in consequence, vitiated all that part of his 
work which treata.of the distribution of wealth, and the princi­
ples of taxation,^
In the letter to Mill just referred to, Ricardo had cited as partic­
ular instances of Adam Smith’s error Ids chapter on bounties*1 and hie 
chapter on coloniesRegarding the former, when Adam Smith had claimed 1
1 Ricardo, Principles, pp. Ih5-h6.
2 Ricardo to Mill, T December, 1816, VII, p, 100.
3 A Iftscourae on the Rise, Progress, Peculiar Objects, and Importance, 
of Political fec'onSgjr (2nd .'action, Kdlnburghi" ) ,o.£cj.
U Wealth of Rations, II, Book TV, Ch. V, pp. 7-2iw 
fi Ibid., II, frook IV, Ch, VII, part 111, pp, 91-11*0.
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that "the roomy price of labour, and of everything that is the roduce 
either of land or labour, roust necessarily rise or fall in proportion 
to the money price of corn»"'*' Ricardo merely pointed out that "in con­
sidering a rise in the price of commodities as a necessary consequence 
of a rise in the erice of corn, he reasons as though there were no other 
fund from -which the increased charges could be paid, He has -wholly neg­
lected the consideration of profits, the diminution of which ferros that 
fund, without raining the price of commodities." On Smith's theory, he 
added, any producer faced with a wage rise merely raised the price of 
M s  commodity? since all, therefore, were doing the same thing their 
goods "... would continue to bear the same value relatively to each 
other, Each of these trades could command the san© quantity as before 
of the goods of others, which, since it is goods, and not money, -»Mch
constitute wealth, is the only circumstance that could be of importance
2to them.,,," Accordingly, "profits could never really fall," Regard­
ing the second caso, in which Adam Smith had charged that the monopoly 
of the colonial trad© had permitted high profits throughout the mother 
country, thus raising prices and thus, in effect, injuring the trading 
possibilities of the mother country? Ricardo merely pointed out that 
Adam Smith originally had agreed to the depondence of prices on the re­
spective quantities of labor required to obtain the commodities. "That 
quantity," he added, "will not be affected, whether profits be high or
1 Ibid., IT, p. 12,
2 filcordo, Principles, Chapter IXII, "Bounties on Exportation,"
P. 308.
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or »ages lent or high, i?w then can prices be raised by h$?h. profit«?*5.
3.
Tn the effort of cstahlisbir/: the validity of his view that value
depended upon the quantity of labor necessary for the production of
"freely reproducible" commodities, It is well-known, of course* that
Ricardo saw his task as demonstrating in opposition to Adam Smith (1)
that the payment of rent did not affect the basic rule, and (2) that the
accumulation of capital, or, -what ras the same thing, the payment of prof-
2its, likewise did not overthrow it*'
The former problem ras doubtless the simpler of the two, for it in­
volved, as Ricardo once told McCulloch, simply "getting rid of rent.”̂
1 ¿bid,, Chapter TXV, "On Colonial Trade," p, 3U6.
2 ‘‘’iTwill be seen by the extract which I have made in page fl3 Jfrom 
the 1 ealih of nations,* that though Adam Smith fully recognised the * 
principle, that the proportion between the quantities of labour necessary 
for acquiring different objects, is the only circumstance which can afford 
any rule for our exchanging then for one another, yet he limits its ap­
plication to »that early and rude state of society, which precedes both 
the accumulation of stock and the appropriation of land!* as if, when 
profits and rent were to be paid, they would have some influence on the 
relative value of commodities, independent of the mere quantity of labour 
that was neceasary to their production,
"Adan Smith, however, has no where analysed the effects of the ac- 
c«emulation of capital, and appropriation of land, on relative value, It 
is of inpoi’tnnce, therefore, to determine how far the effects which are 
avowedly produced on tbs exchangeable value of commodities, by the com­
parative quantity of labour bestowed on their production, are modified or 
altered by the accumulation of capital and the payment of rent." Principles, 
pp, 22-23, n, this passage appeared in both the first and second editions," 
but for some inexplicable reason was suppressed by Ricardo in the third«
3 Ricardo to McCulloch, 13 June, 1820, 9TTT > p. 19b.
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île made the tacit assumption that agricultural land «as »untransferable 
and, therefore, vas without any competing uses which, by bidding tbs land 
away Tor employment in other directions, could constitute rent as an ele­
ment In the coat,, hence, price of agricultural produce** 'lent, therefore, 
became the payment for the greater productivity of certain portions of 
agricultural land compared with las3 productive portions. The farmor- 
capitalist, concerned with maximizing the returns from successive appli­
cations of capital, would be indifferent between a given return from less 
productive land and a more productive return on bettor land from which a 
rental payment was demanded by its owner. The pressure of population 
provided a continuing demand for produce obtainable only by cultivating 
successively inferior land, or superior land more intensively. From this 
it followed, of course, that "that corn which is produced by the groatast 
quantity of labour is the regulator of the price of corn; and rant does 
not and cannot enter in the lsast degree as a conponent part of its price," 1 2
Regardng the latter problem of the effects of the accumulation of 
capital on Adam Smith’s original rule, the middle sections of the first 
chapter testify that Ricardo ran into rather more difficulty than had 
been tbs case with rent. At the s&u® time, it will become clear that 
Ricardo*a struggles with capital were, so to speak, the rationale to a 
whole series of arguments regarding both an index number problem viewpoint
1 Cf, D. IT. Buchanan, "The Tftstori.cal Approach to Bent and Price 
Theory," Readings in the Theory of income Distribution, (Philadelphia*
191*6), pp:'m, H9i?ô7 --------------------
2 Ricardo, Principles, p, 77,
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and tho issue of an appropriate index. Although it is fashionable to 
comment on the suggestlveness of Ricardo’s statements on capital when 
viewed 1« the light of exchange value difficulties? yet, it is probably 
true to say that tide standpoint did not assure an i mportanee in his 
©jos comparable to the effect of tho accumulation of capital, or profits, 
on the distribution problem with which h© liad begun. Those two view­
points were not clearly distinguished in Ricardo*® own reasonings, but 
It seems clear that it was from the second that the mor© significant 
consequences for Ms argument derived,
When Ricardo first took up the matter of tho influence of capital, 
it was in the course of hia investigation into the determination of 
relative, or exchange, value. As a first eWp he had found that his 
basic rule was not disturbed by the fact that "immediate" labor was as­
sisted by "nccmrlrtcd" labor in the guise of capital* It was only 
necessary to discover the "aggregate sum" of labor involved, meaning 
both the labor immediately applied and the labor expended in the Tarna­
tion* of capital, in order to find the exchange valued
Tn hie next step, having talen capital as reducible to accumulated 
labor cost, Ricardo had had to admit that "economy in the use of labour 
never fails to reduce the relativa valuó of a commodity, whether the 
saving be in the labour necessary to the manufacture of the commodity 
itself, or 1n that necessary to the formation of the capital by the aid 1
1 Ricardo, Principles, pp, 2Ij~2£.
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of which It la produced. ”I, 1 This admission, however, led inescapably to 
the fact that capital might display varying durabilities. And this 
phenomenon involved a consequence which hitherto had not appeared, a "curl-
gous effect" on prices, as Ricardo had earlier told Mill« The way in 
which this problem arose, and the way in which Ricardo resolved it, are 
inportant because, in a sense, they provided Ricardo with a bridge over 
the gap between relative or exchange value and (Ricardian) distribution*
In the middle sections of the chapter on value Ricardo set up vari­
ous examples to demonstrate the effects attending commodities produced 
under different combinations of "fixed" or "durable" and "circulating" 
or "rapidly perishable" capital. The "curious effect" arose when Ricardo 
attempted to verify Adam Smith’s conclusion that a rise of wages would 
raise prices and values. In the first edition the results of Ricardo’s 
investigations are given a somewhat more striking demonstration than in 
the third edition. In the first place, when the proportions of fixed and 
circulating capital were the same for the relevant commodities, Ricardo 
showed that a rise of wages produced no alteration of exchange value. 
Inasmuch as all producers were affected equally by such a change in 
"general wages," none could urge the receipt of an increased amount of 
another’s output in exchange for his own because of an alleged higher 
wage outlay.^ however, when the equal capital structures condition was
1 Ibid., p. 26.
2 Ricardo to Mill, li» October, 1816, VII, p. 82. Cf. Ricardo’s ̂ 'orka,
I, p. xxxv.
3 Ricardo, Principles, pp, 53-55» 1st, ed.
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relaxed, an alteration on exchange value -was produced by a change in 
wages• A wage rise involved the wall-known result that a commodity pro­
duced by a larger proportion of circulating capital would rise in value 
relatively to a commodity produced by a larger proportion of fixed capi­
tal, different degrees of durability of fixed capital gave the same re­
sult, since the less durable fixed capital tended to assume all of the 
characteristics of circulating capital.
At first glance this general admission by Ricardo that wage altera­
tions could change exchange value appeared to be on the same ground as 
Adam Smith’s view that a rise of wages raised values. However, Ricardo 
was not to be forestalled on such a point as this, Indeed, in the first 
and second editions he phrased his examples in such a way as to bring 
about the result that a wage rise actually produced a decline in the 
prices of the commodities taken for illustration. And this produced 
his emphatic statement that "these results are of such importance to the 
science of political economy, yet accord so little with some of its re­
ceived doctrines, which maintain that every rise in wages is necessarily
3transferred to the price of coi®odities....n Although the prices of both 
commodities selected fell because of the rise in wages, the price declines 1
1 Ibid,, pp, 56-63, 1st ad. Ricardo had inserted several passages 
in the second edition to answer an objection made by Torrens that the 
varying durability of fixed capital would affect the basic rule. Gf, 
Ricardo to KcCulloch, 21* November, l8l8, VII, p. 338, and Principles, 
pp, 61, nj 31, n.2j 53, n.l? and 58, n,l and n.2.
2 Ricardo, Principles, pp. 56-58.
3 Ibid., p .~5L.
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were not proportional, with the result that one good rose, and one good 
fell, in exchange value.
Malthus was quick to point out that it was possible to produce a 
rise of prices from Ricardo’s assumed rise of wages, merely by supposing 
a greater rapidity of turnover of the circulating capital, Renee, a rise 
of wages in this large class of commodities, where, from the absence 
of fixed capital and the rapidity of the returns of the circulating capi­
tal from a day to a year, the proportion which the value of the capital 
bears to the quantity of labour which it employs is very small,w* would 
bring it about that the prices o? the commodities in question would rise, 
Ricardo readily enough admitted t'althua * contention in the Rotes on 
Malthus^ and in fact added It to the third edition of M a  Principles,̂  
notwithstanding McCulloch’s perturbation.*1
It is now clear that Ricardo was not dismayed by this problem of 
price changes produced by wage variations. And this, for the reason that 
he conceived such price changes merely as symptoms of the possibility 
that capital might exhibit varying degrees of durability. As he told 
Mill, tMs possibility did not constitute a bouleversement of the original 
labor quantity rule. Referring to a criticism Torrens had made of M s  1
1 T, R, "altbus, Principles of Political economy (London! 1820), p. 93.
2 "I inadvertently omitted to consider the converse of my first
proposition, Mr, Malthus is quite right in asserting that many commod­
ities in which labour chiefly enters, and wMch can be quickly brought to 
market will rise, with a rise in the value of labour," Notes on Malthus, 
H ,  p. 6U, ---------------
3 Ricardo, Principles, pp, 35, l»3.
U Cf, McCulloch to ÏÏIcardo, 22 January, 1821, VTII, pp* 339-bO, and 
Ricardo’s reply, Ricardo to McCulloch, 2$ January, 1821, VIII, pp, 3k3-Un
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am  theory of value, Ricardo had argued*
The fact is that Torrens does not represent Smith»3 opinion fairly 
he makes it appear that Smith nays that after capital accumulates 
and industrious people are set to work the quantity of labour em­
ployed is not the only circumstance that determines the value of 
commodities, and that I oppose this opinion, Row X want to shew 
that I do not oppose this opinion in the way that he represents me 
to do so, but Adam Smith thought, that as in the early stages of 
society, all the produce of labour belonged to the labourer, and 
as after stock accumulated, a part went to profits, that accumula­
tion, necessarily, without any regard to the different degrees of 
durability of capital, or any other circumstances whatever* raisod 
the prices or exchangeable value of commodities, and consequently 
that their value was no longer regulated by the quantity of labour 
necessary to their production. In opposition to him, I maintain 
that it is not because of this division Into profits and wages, —  
it is not because capital accumulates, that exchangeable value varies, 
but it is in all stages of society, owing only to 2 causes* one 
the more or less quantity of labour required, the other the greater 
or less durability of capital* —  that the former is never super­
seded by the latter, but is only modified by it. But Bay my opposars, 
Torrens and lialthus, capital is always of unequal durability in 
different trades, and therefore of what practical use is your in­
quiry? Of none, I answer, if I pretended to shew that cloth should 
be at such a price, —  shoes at such another —  muslins at such an­
other and so on —  this I have never attempted to do, —  but I con­
tend it is of essential use to determine what the causes are which 
regulate exchangeable value, although they may be so complicated 
and intricate, that, practically, the knowledge may be very little 
useful.
The import of this is, of course, that Ricardo did not want the figures 
of money piles used to illustrate the difficulty attending differing 
degrees of capital durability to be taken as limiting the basic labor 
quantity rule, Since the variations in exchange value attending a wage 
change were completely random, Ricardo was not one to hesitate long in 
rejecting such a line of thought in favor of one apparently of greater 1
1 Ricardo to Mill, 28 Receiver, 1818, VII, pp, 377-78.
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usefulness, Thus, he proceeded to mke hie famous assumption that,
In estimating, then, the causes of the variations in the value of 
commodities, although it would he wrong wholly to omit the consider­
ation of the effect produced by a ri so or fall of labour, it would 
be equally Incorrect to attach much importance to it} and conse­
quently, In the subsequent parts of this work, although T shall 
occasionally refer to this cause of variation, T shall consider 
all the great variations which take place in the relative value of 
commodities to be produced by the greater or less quantity of , 
labour which may be required from time to time to oroduce then.
How this was a supremely critical juncture for Ricardo, for with 
this assumption a whole aeries of advances were opened up for hi®. Con­
spicuously, he was able to get his discussion of the distribution problem 
away from soma of the Smith-Malthus difficulties and back on the level 
of the Rsaay on Profits, In addition, he had equipped himself with the 
tools necessary to accomplish the task. In a thoroughly ingenious man­
ner Ricardo saw a way of making a theory of value fit into his own dis­
tribution analysis.
Hiring shown in contradistinction to Adam Smith that the payment of 
rent did not affect exchange value, and that the accumulation of capital 
or payment of profits only introduced "modifi cations’* through different 
degrees of capital durabilities permitting different effects to attend 
wage variations, Ricardo was left with a supposedly valid labor theory.
If a commodity exchanged for more of another, it was due to a change in 
the producing labor and not, as in the Smith-Halthue view, to a change 
in the reni-wages-profits cost of production. Tut once this was
1 Ricardo, principles, pp. 36-37.
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established, it was possible to make the transition to the distributive 
level and to consider whether or not profits "really** did change in the 
relevant eiresistances. Only one problem was involved in that transi­
tion, and that had been considerably reduced by the assumption about 
capital durabilities and the effects of ©ago changes* This one problem 
was, of course, that of the index or "invariable" measure of value by 
means of which the particular calculations could be made.
In the Essay on Proflta the problem of a measure of value had not 
arisen, for the very simple reason that the distributive theory presented 
in the Essay had not been involved with a theory of value* The index 
there, as has already been observed, was simply the quantity of corn in­
volved as an input and an output* In the first edition of the Principles, 
however, Ricardo’s thought was that "if any ono commodity could be found, 
which now and at all times required precisely the game quantity of labour 
to produce it, that commodity would be of unvarying value, and would be 
eminently useful as a standard by which the variations of other things 
sight be measured,"* That is, a standard was required in order to reveal 
by means of exchange calculations against it, in which, if any, coumod- 
Itlea alterations had occurred in the respective causes of their exchange 
value* Since the causes had been reduced to one (with the familiar ab­
stractions observed), this meant that it would be possible to ascertain 
in which cesaoditiea the quantity of labor expended in their production 1
1 Ibid., p* 1?, n*
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bad altered. In the first and second editions, the standard choson to 
perform this function was obtained by "supposing money to be of invari­
able valuej in other words, to to always the produce of the same quan­
tity of unassisted labour," 1 Inasmuch as this commodity was involved in 
some difficulty because of the effects of wage variations opposite "un~
passistât! labour," it was necessary for Ricardo to carry his discussion 
a bit further.
In the third edition of the Principles Ricardo added a new Section 
VI, "On an invariable measure of value," to the chapter on value. In 
it he sought to amplify his rather meagre remarks of the previous edi­
tions. His objective was still the same:
When commodities varied in relative value, it would be desirable 
to have the means of ascertaining which of them fell and which 
rose in real value, and this could be affected only by comparing 
them one after another with some invariable standard measure of 
value, which should itself be subject to none of the fluctuations 
to which other commodities are exposed.
He agreed that it was inpossible to find such a commodity free of the
"fluctuations" to which others were subject, since there was none not
susceptible to changes in the quantity of their producing labor, or to
variations in their value arising from differences in capital structures
or durabilities. Characteristically, however, Ricardo pressed on, While
admitting that gold, like other commodities, was subject to the influences
he had mentioned, he took it that a variation in its value due to a 1
1 Ibid,, p, 63,
2 (iff..Sraffa, Ricardo’s Works, I, pp, xlil-xltv.
3 Ricardo, Principles, p. U3.
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"variation iu profita” "Bao "comparatively slight”; tha "most important
effects” derived fro» changos in its producing labor. ’?enco, if changes
in the- producing labor of gold «ere assumed away, ”... we shall probably
possess as near an approximation to a standard measure of value as can
be theoretically conceived.”'*' This "invariable” money, therefore, could
be used "for the purpose of sore distinctly pointing out the causes of
2relative variations in the value of other things.,..”
Having fashioned Ms tool in this maimer, Pieardo then proceeded to 
use It to re-construct the distribution theory of the Essay on Profits 
on the foundation of the labor theory of value. To this rather important 
task, however, lie devoted a scant two or three pages at the end of the 
chapter on value. In this vnderesphasis Ricardo was doubtless talcing 
it that his contemporaries were quite familiar with the outlines of hie 
distribution argument and that it was unnecessary for him to pass once 
more through the analysis by which the three classes varied, in his 
particular distribution sense, one against another. They all knew of 
his argument whereby the proportionate shares of the national produce 
received by the landlord and laboring classes would increase through the 
course of tica, while that of the capitalist class would decline. There­
fore, in order to express the argument in ”value" terms, only a relatively 
small "adjustment" was required. Thereas in the Essay on Profits the 
different shares received by the respective classes had been simple
1 Ibid., p. Ii$.
2 ÍTO., p. h7.
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proportionate quantities of the total produce, thereby laying htoself 
open to Maithus’ charges that too "material rate of produce" was an in­
sufficient explanation of wall-being as soon microcosmically through the 
rate of profitsj non, however, Ricardo censidorad theca shares as cal­
culated on the basis of their "... real value, vis. by the quantity of 
labour and capital deployed is producing then, and not by their nominal 
value either in coats, hats, money, or corn."1 Regarding tha distribu­
tive incomes, "it is not by the absoluto quantity of produce obtained 
by either class, that ote can correctly judge of the rate of profit, rent,
2and wages, but by the quantity of labour required to obtain that produce," 
He was now able to talk about the "value" of the landlord's, the laborer’s, 
or the capitalist’s return, in the basis of his "invariable" money, if, 
for example, com should rise in "value," this would mean that it was 
obtained by a greater expenditure of labor and exchanged for a greater 
amount of gold. In the ordinary course of tilings, population would in­
crease j thus, "when land of an inferior quality is taken into cultivation,
the exchangeable value of raw produce will rise, because more labour is
3required to produce it." From this it followed, of course, that the 
landlord would obtain a larger proportion of th© produce obtained on the 
lands he let out to the farmer-capitalist, anti that this larger share of 
the produce would be at a higher value J * A larger proportion of the
1 Ibid,, p. £0.
2 ibid,, p, U9.
3 Xb'jé. , p, 72.
h m z . , P. 83.
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produce -would also go to the purchase of the additional labor required
to procure the increased quantities of produce? the individual laborer,
however, would probably be no better off in the long run. Since he had
declared that "wages are to be estimated by their real value ... and not
1by their nominal value either in coats, hats, money, or corn," the mat­
ter of how much an individual laborer received was not strictly an issue
2in (Ricardian) distribution analysis. With rent and wages, therefore, 
absorbing the "value” of a greater proportion of the produce obtained,
3•It automatically followed that the "value” of profits must have declined.
The theory of profits, toward which the entire investigation had 
been directed, was almost the sano as the earlier version in the Essay 
on Profits. In the Essay rents took an increasing proportion of the 1
1 Ibid., p. $0,
2 itlcardo was inconsistent in his wage theory. In speaking about 
the proportionate shares, he considered wages merely a deduction from the 
total produce. Hence, wages were simply another real-value-of-a-share 
concept. Tn the chapter on wages, cn the other Land, he took up the 
problem of how much an individual laborer might have, or expect to have* 
This was clearly a reference to the "nominal" wages he had expressly ab­
jured at the end of the chapter on value, Cf. Ibid,, pp, 97, 102.
3 "Rut when poor lands are taken into cultivation, or when more 
capital and labour are expended on the old land, with a less return of 
produce, the effect must be permanent» A greater proportion of that part 
of the produce which remains to be divided, after paying rent, between 
the owners of stock and the labourers, will be apportioned to the latter. 
Each man may, and probably will, have a less absolute quantity? but as 
more labourers are employed in proportion to the while prod-ace retained 
by the farmer, the value of a greater proportion of the whole produce will 
be absorbed by wages, and consequently the value of a surlier proportion 
will be devoted to profits, This will necessarily be rendered permanent 
by the laws of nature, which have limited the productive powers of land." 
Ibid., pp. 125-26,
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increasing total product of the farmer * s output. In the Principles, on 
the other hand, the determination of wages was given an explicit, rather 
than an illicit, role. Thus, in the later version, on tha no-rant mar­
gin the independently established wages would "absorb** an increasing 
proportion of the "value" of the output, leaving a smaller residue. Prof­
its in the Principles, therefore, ware reckoned as the ratio of the 
"value*1 of the (no-rent) product-udnus-wages to the "value" of the labor 
employed to obtain that profit." In the ssay on Profits profits had 
leen taken as the ratio of product-minus-rent to the total capital em­
ployed, The practical conclusion was the same in either case, whether
2there was a "double dichotomy" or not. In the Principles Ricardo had 
injected a semblance of reality by moans of the "invariable" money he 
had posited. This meant that the various inputs and outputs could be 
dealt with in such an "invariable" money frame of reference} high prices, 
then, would simply mean that a greater expenditure of labor had taken 
place and that "real values" had risen,
It is possible now to take a brief look back over Ricardo's struggles 
to sort out the index number problem and the problem o f the index. It
1 "Profits, it cannot bo too often repeated, depend on wages} not 
on nominal, but real wages} not on the number of pounds that may be annu­
ally paid to the labourer, but on the number of days * work, necessary to 
obtain those pounds, ^ages may therefore be precisely the same in two
countries) they may bear too the same proportion to rant, and to tha whole 
produce obtained from the land, although in one of those countries the 
labourer should receive ten shillings per woe!;, end In the other twelve," 
Ibid., p, 11*3.
2 Cf. f t  fnlghfc, "The Ricardian Theory of Production and Distribu­
tion," Canadian Journal of Fconaaics and Political Science, I (February -
t T o ^ b e r 7 W J 7 T 7 C T T ----------------- --------------
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was shown that in the Essay on Profits, by focussing attention on the 
diminution of profits through the course of time, the variations.of the 
proportional distribution of the total product among the three classes 
concurring in its production would reveal the «armor in which the •well- 
being'* of the classes would alter* These calculations were made, in 
general, Is terms of the quantity of produce available for distribution* 
The whole arrangement was carried on for the most part independently of 
a theory of value. !!cmer, when Halibut had questioned Ricardo's theory 
of profits, thereby implicitly questioning Ricardo's theory of distribu­
tion, Ricardo had called In the theory of slue. By this he hoped to 
bring the distributive variations once more into dependence on factors 
which would circumvent Maithus* damaging objections on the score of
profits* Tt was out of this attonpt to relate the theory of value to
1the theory of distribution that Ricardo evolved the need for an index 
superior to the more quantity-of-produco calculation of the ssay on 1
1 Cf. J* 1!. Casacls, "A Re-Interpretation of Ricardo cat Value," 
Quarterly Journal of Economics, XHX, (May, 19315), p. 518* Ricardo's 
famous first chapter "cm "value was never i ntended &a an exposition 
of any theory of value in the accepted sense of the term, but was written 
for the special chain of reasoning about the dynamics of distribution,"
T. V, Hutchison, "Scats Questions about Ricardo," Economics. M.S. XIX, 
(November, 195?), P* h*?5. "However far the problem oF valua subsequently 
became the absorbing theoretical problem for Ricardo, the function of 
hie opening chapter on Value in the Principles remained, as the book was 




Once he had formulated the principles on which value depended, 
Ricardo then abstracted from them in order to obtain the so-called in­
variable measure. Any change in the price of any good, therefore, de­
rived from a change in the quantity of labor necessary to produce it.
On tine economy-odde level of the distribution of the national »income" 
among the three classes, a rise in (money) rente reflected a rise in the 
amount of labor required to produce that proportion of the money value 
'of tine total produce received by the landlords. The sou» inference 
could be drawn concerning the shares received by the other classes. Proa 
this, Ricardo then thought ho could infer, not that any class received 
a certain given quantity of the total produce as its income, as in the 
hssay on Profits? hut instead that whatever the quantity received as a 
proportion of the total, that quantity woulc Le obtained at a greater 
or less cost in terms of the quantity of labor r.eoot.sary to produce it. 
The result was to look in the same general direction as the Essay on 1
1
1 Way not this —  to refute the Saith-tfalthus view of profits and 
its consequences —  serve to explain why Ricardo struggled so hard to 
integrate the value, with the -d? stributlor, theory? May not this answer 
Mr* Checkland’s question: "Why then did he Vklcardo~]himself attach so 
much importance to the attempt to merge hie rro chairs of reasoning, 
from factors and from goods?" Economic history Review. VI, (April, 195b), 
p. 3?3. Ts it not cl oar that w‘ thou'i "b̂o labor tboor:' of value Ricardo’s 
distribution theory would have crumbled weakly before the Rmith-Malthus 
"nominal" theory of profits. Mis tenacity on the labor theory was indeed 
nothing more than his attempt to merge factors and good«, in order that 
the distributive core of hie system hold together. The ressure of value 
was merely the lubricating agent required to allay any frictional build-up 
’otween the two "chains" hr. Chocblood mentioned.
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Profit a, bub to shift Gzrpto3i3 array iron the simple proportional quantity 
of the total produce received by the respective classes. In the opposi­
tion of the Principles, attention came to bo cantered on the cost involved 
in obtaining the quantity of produce, regardless of what that quantity 
might be. In this way, Ricardo in effect introduced another step in hia 
attempted solution of the index number problem. And, on balance, it 
would seem that lie probably lost ¡acre than ho gained by taking it,
lw
It was one of iha consequences of having introduced the concept of 
the "real value’’ of the respective distributive snares, that Ricardo 
laid himself open to a considerable degree of oismderstunding regarding 
the meaning of the tonss rents, profits, and wages. Conspicuously, 
iialthus had objected to Ricardo1 s "peculiarity in the use of his terms,"* 
Specifically, be tod protested that, notwithstanding a laborer might re­
ceive a large amount of the "necessaries and conveniences of life,"
Ricardo's theory required that such a circumstance be described as labor 
•>of low value,“ The $aosi forthright use by Ricardo of the "real value"
of wages notion in the earlier, as the later, editions w&a, of course,
•*the famous example at the ena of tho chapter on value. The concept 
also ran through Chapter XX, "Value and ¿item s, fheir Distinctive
1 iialthus, Principles, pp. 212 £ £ ,
2 i M d „  p.-sSnr—
3 idcardo, Principles, pp, 6i*-sj;>, 50,
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Properties,"1' Ricardo added to the third edition several paragraphs
2'»hich purported to reply to Ralthus1 charge of "unusual language.”
Put it now aeons clear that this natter of satisfactory terminology too 
nothing hut an inevitable symptom of the issue which had surrounded 
Ricardo's system from the Ssoay cn Profits to the Principles. For by 
continuing to question tha propriety of Ricardo's language, Malthas was 
aimply pursuing tha objections he had earlier begun against Heardo's 
profit, hence distribution, theory. It was no accident, therefore, that 
âges arose as the point which «althus endeavoured to criticize, andi
Ricardo to defend, first and roost assiduously, labor, or rather the 
"value" of labor, was the independently detenaixwd variable in Ricardo's 
"double dichotomy" distribution theory, and it was through the causes of 
changes in such wages that the meaningful variations appeared in profits.
1 K,g. "Adam Smith gay», 'that the difference between the real and
the nominal price of commodities and labour, is not a matter of mere 
speculation, but say sometimes be of considerable use in practice,' I 
agree with himj but the real price of labour and commodities, is no more 
to bo ascertained by their price in goods, Adam Smith's real measure, 
than by their price in gold and silver, Ms nominal measure. The labourer 
is only paid a really high pi*ieo for Ms labour, wise» his wages will pur­
chase the produce of a great deal of labour," Ricardo. Principles, pp. 
27ii~7£* ' -----
2 B.g. "If I have to hire a labourer for a week and instead of ten 
shillings I pay him eight, no variation Iiaving taken place in the value 
of money, the labourer can probably obtain more food and necessaries,
*itfa liis eight shillings, than he before obtained for tens but this is 
owing, not to a rise in the real value of his wages, as stated by Adam 
Smith, and more recently by Mr* I althua, but to a fall in the value of 
the things on which his wages are expended, things perfectly distinctj 
and yet for calling this a fall in the real value of wages, I am told 
that I adopt new and unusual language, not reconcileable with the true 
principles of the science," Ibid., p. 19, Cf. also p. Ii7, n.
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Ac Ricardo stressed at several places, it had loon Ills “endeavour* to
ahsm •' that the rate of profits can never bo increased but by & fall in
»ages, and that there can be no permanent fall of wages but ia consequence
of a fall of the necessaries on -which wages arc expended,or that ”•*,
however abundant capital may become, there is no other adequate reason
for a fall of profit but a rise of wages, and further it any be added,
that the only adequate and permanent causa of the rise of wages is the
increasing difficulty of providing food and necessaries for the increas-
iag number of workmen.'**- indeed, these relationships, end the truth of
3the doctrine they occasioned, Ricardo deemed “absolutely oe,¡ions t ratio."
It seems worthwhile, therefore, to consider at further length the my in 
which tho dispute was developed. In ¿altbus' Principles and Ricardo's 
replies in the Motes on Malthue.
haltbus* own argument of the Principles is too lengthy and involved 
to permit detailed summarisation at this point. But it will be recalled 
that, following Ms chapter on the measures of value, in which he set up 
the ¿ucr,-ridiculed mean between quantities of corn and labor comssandadl4 
Malthus had then brought his attention to boar upon Ricardo's treatment 
of rent. In general, his argument, like Ricardo's, was based on the fact 
that the varying fertility of land was responsible for the differential
1 Ibid,, p. 13?,
? iHZ*» p *3 Ricardo to McCulloch, 13 June, 1320, VTII, pp, 19b-95. b Maltbus, Principle», pp, 51-13?,
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returns from which n rent could bo extracted by the oncer of the hotter
landa.'1' rnlthao then went, on to shots, however, that this differential
return Might he affected 1-7 more censes than that exclusive natural far«
otility which had foraed the foundation of Ricardo’s argvmeai* Troa this 
he inferred that it eight he to the landlords’ interests to attempt to 
increase the productivity differentials by diminishing tho cost of agri­
cultural produce. This would increase the spread between the cost and 
the price of such produce and would, therefore, provide the landowners 
with a .greater opportunity for revenue or rent.** Accordingly, Malthus 
thought Sicardo was wrong In holding that the interests of the landowning 
clans and society were generally opposed.** In addition, he thought 
Mcardo had erred in holding that rent payments wore not a factor in­
fluencing the price of comodlties, As he saw it, without this rental in­
come tte factor land would not have teen forthcoming for productive service,'* 
Favirg hy this argunsnt reached the jadt’eiwmfc that in the progress 
of society the landlords would generally improve their ’positive wealth,"
although their "relative condition and influence in society*’ would preb-
6ably decline in comparison with the capitalist class,* Halthus inevitably 
ran up against Ricardo’s distribution theory and ita rather different
1 Ibid., pt>, 13h ff.
2 IWcT., pp. 161 ff. Maithus’ other cavises were (1) varying quan­
tities oFcapital, (2) changes in population, (3) inrrroYcrr.ents in agri­
cultural productivity, and (k) changes in the demand for agricultural 
produce.
3 Ibid., pp. 20U-9.
ti THF., pp, lhl, 2o5.
5 lH3,, pp. 86-105, 17U, 183-91.
6 r m . , p. 199.
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conclusions about the relative positions of the classes. Since Malthus 
had made his ora exposition turn on more causes and influences than had 
Ricardo, and had reckoned it in terns of ordinary money outlays and in­
comes,1 it was only natural that he should try to defend it against 
Ricardo’s theory, which had been phrased in a different medium and which 
had reached different conclusions, It was to be observed, said Malthus, 
in reference to improvements in agriculture, that the mode in which 
Mr, Ricardo estimates the increase or decrease of rents is quite peculiar? 
and this peculiarity in the use of his terms tends to separate his con­
clusions still further from truth as enunciated in the accustomed lan-
egt&age of political economy,« He than cited Ricardo’s well-known example
of the way in which the proportional shares of the total produce given
to the respective classes would change, and went on to protest
... that if the application of Mr, Ricardo’s invariable standard 
of value naturally leads to the use of such language, the sooner 
the standard is got rid of, the better, as in an inquiry into the 
nature and causes of the wealth of nations, it must necessarily 
occasion perpetual confusion and error. For what does it require 
us to say? We must say that the rents of the landlord have fallen 
and Ms interests have suffered, when he obtains as above three- 
fourths more of raw produce than before, and with that produce 
will shortly be able, according to Mr. Ricardo’s own doctrine, 
to command three-fourths more labour. In applying this language 
to our own country, we must say that rents have fallen consider­
ably during the last forty years, because, though rents have 
greatly increased in exchangeable value, —  in the command of 
money, corn, labour, and manufactures, it appears, by the returns 
to the Board of Agriculture, that they are now only a fifth of«the 
gross produce, whereas they were formerly a fourth or a third.
1 Ibid,, pp, 361-2, n,
2 Ibid., p. 212,
3 ibid., pp, 213-lh,
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Regarding the distributive share, wages, Maithus claimed that 
Ricardo’s expressions left tea completely in the dark* "Tt requires in­
deed a constant and laborious effort f mind to recollect at all time« 
what is meant by high and low rents, and high or low wagesAlthough 
It had been customary to hold that when a laborer received a large quan­
tity of the ’necessaries and conveniences of life,” labor would bo high 
in valuej yet, on Ricardo’s language nothing could be inferred from this 
fact regarding the "value” of labor. So far as he could see, Halthus 
thought that his distinction of the value of labor into the "nominal” 
or money, and "real" or "necessaries and conveniences" commanded, cate­
gories was inclusive, Ricardo’s presentation, on the other hand, gave 
no help at all concerning the problems of the "condition of the labourer,
the encouragement to population, and the value of money, the three great
2points which chiefly demand our attention,"
So far as profits were concerned, rather than deriving them in 
Ricardian fashion as a residue after rent and wages had been extracted, 
Malthus expanded on the theme ho had adopted in the discussion preceding 
the publication of the first edition of Ricardo’s Principles, Profits 
were regulated by two main causess "1st, The difficulty or facility of 
production on the land, by which a greater or less proportion of the value 
of the whole produce is capable of supporting the labourers employed*
And 2dly# The varying relation of the quantity of capital to the quantity 12
1 Ibid,, p, 22i*, n,
2 TEid,, p, 291.
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of labour employed by it, by -which ssore or less of the necessaries of
life m y  go to each individual labourer."'1' Kalthus insisted that Ricardo
had dealt exclusively wi th the former of those two possible causes. Ho
had boon able to establish his law of doclining profits only because ha
had neglected to take the second possible cause into account* Although
it was true, Haltbus agreed, that the second cause might operate in the
same manner and direction as the first, it was also true that it could
work in the reverse direction and night, in some cases, actually over-
2con© th® effects due to the first cause. Moreover, the two causes could 
not be distinguished on the basis of tin© periods, for the latter cause 
might prove effective in surmounting th© former "often for twenty or 
thirty or even 100 years together,"̂  Ricardo’s theory that "profits de­
pend upon the quantity of labour required to provide necessaries for the 
labourer on that land, or with that capital which yields no rent”*1 was, 
therefore, unacceptable to Hal thus. If "necessaries'1 meant subsistence 
wages, then Ricardo’s statement that land of equal fertility yielded the 
same profits was untruej the varying rate of capital accumulation and 
expenditure would bring about different rates of profits on those lands 
of equal fertility.̂  If "necessaries" meant, in Ricardo’s theory, the 
"actual earning« of labour," the whole proposition was incomplete, 123
1 Ibid,, pp, 29ls-95#
2 SHcT.t pp. 301-13.
3 T H d., p . 313.
h Ricardo, Principles, p, 126.
£ Malthuo, Ih-’ihciplea, pp. 309-10.
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It la merely a iruiea to say that If the valuó of commodities be 
divided between labour and profits, the greater Is the share 
taken by one, the less will be left for the other; or In other 
words, that profits fall as labour rises, or rise as labour falls. 
If© can know little of the laws which determine profits, vínicas, 
in addition to the causes which increase the price of necessaries, 
we esplaia the causes which award a larger or a smaller share of 
these necessaries to each labourer* And here it is obvious that 
wo must have recourse to the great principles of demand and supply, 
or to that very principle of competition brought forward by Adas 
Smith, which Mr, Ricardo expressly rejects, or at least considers 
of so temporary a nature as not to require attention in a general 
theory of profits,1
In this manner, than, Ralthus succeeded in reaching the crux of the
issue, vis. whether or not prices were independent of wage variations,
’•althus saw with the utmost clarity that this was the problem tc be
settled between Ricardo and himself.
According to Mr, Ricardo, profits are regulated by wages, and . 
wages by the quality of the last land taken into cultivation.
This theory of profits depends entirely upon the eircuoatance 
of the mass of commodities remaining at the same price, while 
money continues of the same value, whatever may be the varia­
tions in the price of labour. This uniformity in the value of 
wages and profits taken together is Indeed assumed by Mr# Ricardo 
in all Ms calculations, from one end of his work to the other; 
and if it were true, we should certainly have an accurate rule 
which would determine the rate of profits upon any given rise or 
fall of money wages. But if it bo not true, the whole theory 
falla to the ground, We can infer nothing respecting the rat© 
of profits from a rise of money wages, if commodities, instead 
of remaining of the same price, aire very variously affected, 
some rising, some falling, and a very small number indeed re­
maining stationary.2
Since he had already shown that the possible capital structures and 
durabilities were so numerous as to ensure in almost all cases that wage 12
1 Ibid., pp. 310-11,
2 iEEcT,, pp, 326-27.
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changes would affect polcas« Malthas t;as willing to take it that the 
wages of labor wore not a satisfactory dotorislnant of the rate of profits.
Although the preceding account of Malthus* objections to soso parts
of Ricardo's theory reflects only a small portion of his prolix argument,
enough has bean given to understand the general drift of ialthus! eriti-
eisia. He had insisted at the beginning of his deliberations that the
"value" he was going to talk about m* primarily "exchange value,' not-
?w? thstending Ids division of it into "nominal" and "real" categories*
On the basic of this Saitldan distinction Malthas thought he could speak 
of the incoass of the respective factoi- classes as the amounts of money 
or coi'jffiodities they received in exchange for their services. This, in 
turn, led 1dm to question Ricardo’s oanner of expressing changes in 
these distributive incomes, not by the quantity of money or commodities 
received by the respective classes, but by ti» labor cost incurred in 
producing those incoaos. From that point, it was merely a matter of 
looking at the distributive incomes in a different light from Ricardo 
and, obviously, arriving at different conclusions concerning them, 
Ricardo's "unusual language" and "unusual application of common teros" 
attended Ida strange conclusions because lie had somehow lost contact with 
that fundamental notion of exchange value which underlay the perception 
of national -wealth. 123
1
1 Ibid., pp. 35-118.
2 i'bTd., pp, 51-63.
3 Ibid», pp. 211», n#, 2l5.
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5.
Although a number of the Hotes on Malthus were incorporated by
Pdcardo into the third edition.,̂  it is known that the actual MS itself
2was considered unsuitable for publication. McCulloch, in fact, thought
that "the first economist of the age ought not to waste his time in
•writing a refutation of every error into which another economist may have
fallen, but only to set him right on those great principles which affect
3the foundations of the science." However, it is a considerable advan­
tage for present purposes to have Ricardo's opinions on "every error" 
he thought ¿ialthus had made. In particular, it is helpful to have 
Ricardo's defence of that "peculiar sense" in which he desired the dis­
tributive incomes to b8 treated, "'bile, as has been seen above, the 
outlines of this treatment were presented in the Principles, as he sharp­
ened them in a polemic t?oey obtain a greater relevancy for immediate 
purposes.
Although Ricardo's notes on the various points in Malthus1 work 
were not arranged in any systematic or logical manner, it is possible 
to find in them the two major arguments Ricardo was prepared to defend 
to the end. These were, of course, the medium or measure in which las 
subsequent variations were to be calculated, and, the fora which the 
variations themselves were ejected to take. Conceptually, there was
1 Cf. air. Sraffa's Remarks, Ricardo’s Works, I, pp. lv-lix.
2 Cf. Sraffa, Ricardo's Works, II, pp, x-xi.
3 McCulloch to Ricardo, 22' January, 1821, VIII, p. 3ii0.
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little, if any, difference from his position in the Principles« Put 
expos!tionally the views were put forward in much sharper relief. Indeed, 
as will appear presently, once the latter are in hand it becomes very 
clear how weak and inelegant the presentation in the Principles actually 
was*
In light of the incidence of Malthus’ contention that profits, wages 
and rents were to be taken as the "necessaries themselves" which the 
capitalists, workers and landowners received, and that, therefore, the 
three "incomes" did not have to vary as Ricardo had postulated} it be­
comes clear that Ricardo was bound to object to the medium in which 
Malthus had reached these contrary conclusions. In fact, as Ricardo said 
several times, he found some difficulty in knowing exactly what medium 
Malthus was using at any particular tin» .1 Where his criticisms of 
Malthus came into focus, however, was in his appraisal of Malthus’ view 
of the distributive share variations and the way in which these changes 
affected the growth of national wealth. It w i n  be recalled that Ricardo 
had assumed M s  money to be of invariable value. This, he thought, per­
mitted him to infer that any subsequent variations in money prices were 
always due to causes producing an effect "from the aide of commodities," 
Therefore, notwithstanding all calculations might be carried on in money 
terms, any price changes could derive only from changes In (Ricardian) 
real value or (labor) cost of production. However, Malthus had irritated
1 Ricardo, Notes on Malthus, II, pp. 65, 125, 190, 201, 206, 280, 
323, 31»7, li0li-5, H r a n -------
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Ricardo by failing to specify when he used money prices whether or not 
he had taken that money as of "unvarying" value, "It is impossible," 
Ricardo complained, "to deny any proposition which may be advanced re­
specting price, unless it be previously determined whether the person
advancing it regards money at the tin» as stationary, or variable in
1value, and if variable in what degree and in what direction," Con­
cretely, this failure caused difficulty, as Ricardo had earlier expressed 
it, in distinguishing between a change in the price of corn due to a 
change in the value of money, or due to a change in the manner by which 
corn was obtained. The latter change, however, was the important one, 
for it gave the foundation to the laws of rents, profits and wages. In 
Maithus' presentation, on the other hand, the laws of rents, profits, 
and wages were not Integrated, because the price or value variations on 
which they depended were not satisfactorily Isolated,
It is curious to observe how Mr, Malthus explains the laws 
of rent, of profits, etc, without having recourse to his own 
measure of real value; —  he contents himself with a medium whieh 
he condenáis, and dees® variable. If he says that during ti» changes 
he explains, the medium is varying, then the alteration In price 
may be owing to tbe variation in the medium, and his account of a 
rise of rent, and a fall of wages, is quite unsatisfactory. If he 
says that to illustrate his argument, he supposes the medium in­
variable, then he has done what he condemns in ras, for T have only 
supposed that all the causes of variation in gold were removed, and 
that it was itself invariable.
Or again, 12
1 Ibid,, p* 2li5*
2 f'bicl,, pp, 12¿-25,
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I -wish Mr, Malthus had kept to Ms own standard, and explained the 
principles of Political Econoray by a reference to it, Tf com 
rises from b k —  to b 5> pr, quarter he calls it a rise in the 
price of corn, if labour rises from 10 to 12/- pr, week he speaks 
of the rise in the price of labour, but he sometimes calls the 
same thing a fall in the real value of labour. True he would say 
the labourer gets more money but for that money he gets less corn# 
How am I to know when he talks of the high price of labour whether 
he means a high or a low real value?1
The second point to which much of Ricardo's reasoning on the Hotes 
on Malthua was directed, was whether or not Malthus was correct in gener­
alising from his analysis of wage, profit and rent movements to effects 
on the national wealth. In passing on to tMs "aggregated" picture it
was clear to Ricardo that the problem of evaluation or calculation once 
2again cropped up, Malthus wanted to "value" the national produce, so 
that he might be able to decide whether or not it could exchange for 
more or less labor. From this, he thought he could Infer whether or 
not national wealth would Increase or decline, inasmuch as a surplus of 
"value" over labor outlays could be used to put additional laborers to 
work,-* Ricardo, on the other hand, saw in this formulation a complete 
abandonment of any determinant notions. First, it was simply Malthas’
1 Ibid., p, 280.
2 As i!althus had put it in Chapter VII, "On the Immediate Causes 
of the Progress of Wealth," Principles, p, U26, "In general, an increase 
of produce and an increase of value go on together? and this is that 
natural and healthy state of things, which is most favourable to the 
progress of wealth. An increase in the quantity of produce depends 
chiefly upon the power of production, and an increase in the value of 
produce upon its distribution. Production and distribution are the two 
grand elements of wealth, which, combined in their due proportions, are 
capable of carrying the riches and population of the earth in no great 
length of time to the utmost limits of its possible resources.,,*"
3 Malthus, Principles, pp. ii&Mjli»
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way of continuing Ms attack on the notion of Say's Law and, as Ricardo
understood ”... forms by far the most important topic of discussion in
1Mr, Malthus * work.’ And, in order to carry out his comments on the in­
fluence of "effectual51 or "adequate” demand on the growth of national 
wealth, Malthus had stressed that
a circulating medium is absolutely necessary to any considerable 
saving j and even the manufacturer would get on but slowly, if he 
were obliged to accumulate in kind all the wages of his workmen.
We carnot therefore be surprised at his wanting money rather than 
other goods.*, Tho circulating medium bears so important a part 
in the distribution of wealth, and the encouragement of industry, 
that to set it aside in our reasonings may often lead ua wrong,2
How Ricardo was clearly not disposed to give up Say’s Law, More than
that, however, he was not prepared to countenance Malthus* use of the
deceptive variable medium on which such an abandonment depended.
It is of no importance in elucidating correct principles in 
what medium value is estimated, provided only that the medium it­
self is invariable, Money —  corn, labour are all equally good,
Mr, Malthus in using money appears to me frequently to mistake 
the variations of money itself, for the variations in the commod­
ities of which he is speaking. An alteration in the value of money 
has no effect on the relative value of commodities, for it raises 
or sinks their price in the same proportion} but it is the altera­
tion in the relative value of commodities, particularly of neces­
saries, and luxuries, which produce the, most important consequences 
in the view of the Political Economist,14
For example, Malthus thought that a decline in the money value of national
capital would mean a decline in the number of workers employed, with 1
1 Ricardo, Notes on Malthus, II, pp, 306-7.
2 Malthus, Principlea, pp, 361-62, n,
3 Ricardo, Notes on Malthus, II, pp, 302-16. 
h lbid„ p, 3p4.
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obvious effects on national wealth. On the contrary, Ricardo replied,
"the power of employing labour does not depend upon the value of the
capital, but depends specifically upon the annual quantity of produce
which it will yield."1 Or again, in answering Malthas’ argument that
the forcible detention of capital in agriculture might have given the
nation higher returns, because of improvements to the land, than the
same capital might have given the nation invested in commerce or manu- 
2factureaj Ricardo insisted, "here again the estimate is made of money 
profits, but I require that in both instances the money profits should 
be reduced into the power of commanding labour and commodities. I do 
not want to knew what value we could have obtained in the two cases, but 
what riches we might have got, —  what means of happiness to the comraun- 
ityi"^ "A variation in the value of money," Ricardo admitted, "is of 
consequence to individuals, but is insignificant in its effect on the 
interests of a nation,"^
A H  of Ricardo’s objections to Mai thus’ statements of cows© turned 
on a suspicion of their conclusions which, in turn, derived from the vari­
ability of the medium (or, rather, media) Which Malthas from time to tin» 
employed. It is easy to understand, therefore, why Ricardo bent himself 
to such efforts in the earlier portions of the Notes on Malthus to es­
tablish the invariability criterion for the measure of value, and why he
1 Ibid., p. 352.
2 ^EvMalthus, Principles, pp, 220-22.
3 Ricardo, Motes "on 'Mltlhus, II, p. 203.
It Ibid., p. Í&5. ’ "' " '
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was so critical of Malthusf failure to do so, Halthus had been able to 
reach different conclusions about the variations of rent, profits, and 
wages simply because the modium he had used was not invariable. On the 
"aggregated” level this seemed to negate many of Ricardo’s propositions 
about the distributive share variations. Obviously Malthus could make 
things happen to the "aggregate" amount, or value, of the national pro­
duce which would have thrown Ricardo’s determinant law of distribution 
to the four winds. With the problem put to him in this way, therefore, 
the reasons are clearly given for Ricardo's strenuous efforts to clarify 
and substantiate his two basic and interdependent notions about propor­
tionate shares and invariability of the medium.
The lesser task was involved in the former. In a letter written to 
Malthus about the time he was completing the ?Totas on Malthus, Ricardo 
revealed that his belief in the proportionate share concept had become 
stronger. At tire same time, he intimated son» of the familiar difficul­
ties attending lialthus» position. 1
1
1 E.g, "Whatever commodity any man selects as a measure of real 
value, has no other title for adoption, but its being a less variable 
commodity than any other, and therefore if after a tin» another commodity 
possessing this quality in a superior degree be discovered, that ought to 
be the standard adopted,
""Whoever then proposes a measure of real value is bound to show that 
the commodity he selects is the least variable of any known,
"Poos Mr, Malthus conply with this condition?
"In no respect whatever. He does not even acknowledge that invari­
ability is the essential quality of a measure of real value, for he says 
a measure of real value implies a certain quantity of necessaries and con­
veniences of life, acknowledging that these necessaries and conveniences 
of life are as variable aa any of the commodities whose value they are 
selected to measure." Ibid,, pp. 30-31,
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To say that real value ao applied to wages Implies the quantity 
of necessaries given to the labourer, at the same time that you 
agree that these necessaries are as variable as any thing else, 
appears to me a contradiction... No la« can be laid down re­
specting quantity, but a tolerably correct one can be laid down 
respecting proportions* "very day I am more satisfied that the 
former inquiry is vain.and delusive, and the Inttor only the true 
object of the science.
The difficulty involved in laying down a law "respecting quantity" 
clearly has something to do with the measure or medium and its invari­
ability, and will be taken up in a moment. Regarding the other issue of 
proportionate shares, Ricardo admitted in the Notes on Maltbus that his
"language about proportions may not have been so clear as it ought to 
2have been." Ha then proceeded to answer Kalthus’ objection that the 
distributive incomes should be thought of as the "portion" of the value 
of the produce, or the amount of "necessaries and conveniences" or
3"labour" which the individuals constituting a class might command. 
Ricardo's point was that, regardless of the quantity of produce obtained 
in any interval, so long as it was the result of the same amount of labor, 
it was always of the same "value."
If this year the labourer shall have one third of the 180 
quarters [produced], and next year shall have one third of the 
170 quarters [then produced], I say his wages will be of the 
sane value next year, as tide, because the whole 170 quarters 
next year will be of the same value as the 180 quarters are this 
year, and consequently 1/2, a fourth, or a third of either of 
these quantities will be also of the same value... Whatever may 
be the quantity of corn obtained by the last capital employed on 1
1 Ricardo to Malthus, 9 October, 1821, Vili, pp. 278-79.
2 Ricardo, Motes on Malthus, II, p. 196.
3 Malthus, Principios, pp. 61-62, 2lé.
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tbs land, It will 1© of the ©an© value, because it Is the produce 
of the saa® quantity of labour. A larger proportion of this 
equal volt» must itself he a larger value. .
My weaeure of value Is quantity of labour,
'fence, what was left after the extraction of rent was always of an equal 
’’value” so long as the asm  amount of labour was required to produce It, 
the sir.: of thia remaining fund in physical quantity sad© no difference, 
as far as Ricardo was concerned, since it was always of the same value,
i. >, "real value." Therefore, when Malthus had charged that the dimin­
ished return for an application of capital to land would leave a smaller 
fund for division into rages and profits, with the result that the la­
borers and capitalists both had absolutely less "necessaries" given to 
2themj Ricardo was able to answer:
True the loss of quantity is generally divided between the 
labourers and capitalists," Tut' re are not talking of quantity, 
re are talking of value* trill the labourer have less value? If 
quantity and value be the sense thing, and in raw produce they 
are, according to Mr. Malthas, he willj —  but if with the re­
duction of quantity the value rises, it is certain that the la­
bourer will have a smaller quantity, and a greater value —  the 
former will have both a smaller quantity, and & smaller value.
Here Ricardo was back at the point which had earlier arisen between 
Malthus and himself. For by contrasting "quantity" and ’’value" in the 
manner he did, he made quite clear M o  belief that Malthas* reasoning 
was simply founded on an unreliable law "respecting quantity," whereas 
M s  am  theory he believed had passed beyond any such "nominal" calcula­
tions, Malthua, therefore, had displayed an unfounded consternation in 1
1 Ricardo, Motes on Malt hue, II, pp, 196-97,
2 Malthus, prlnclplos, p,T5b, n.
3 Ricardo, Ho tea "on "Efoltbua, II, p, 12b,
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protesting against the conclusions Ricardo himself had reached in his 
example shout the proportionate shares of rent, profits, and wages.
On the contrary,
Mr, Halthua has not read shat I have said on this subject xiih his 
usual attention, or, in the first place he would not hat's said that 
ray language ’requires us to say, that the rents of the landlord 
have fallen, and his interests have suffered, when he obtains as 
rent above three fourths more of raw produce than before.* If I 
estimated the riches of individuals, by the value of their incomes 
—  there would be a arm foundation for the charge, but I have taken 
great pains to explain my views and to show that I think it quite 
consistent to say that the riches of a man have increased, via, the 
quantity of conveniences and necessaries of life, which he can 
command, at the same time that the value of those riches have 
fallen,2
The "great pains” to which Ricardo referred evidently meant his Chapter 
XX, "Value and Riches, Their Distinctive Properties."̂  So that once it 
was established that the amount received as an income was not a ”value,” 
although it had a "value,” the way was opened for a reiteration of his 
main proposition, "Whenever," he said, "the difficulty of production on 
the land is such that a greater proportion of the value of the whole 123
1 Ricardo, Principles, pp. h9~i?0,
2 Ricardo, Kotes bn’Mnlthus, II, pp* 192-93,
3 Ricardo, r̂YtKlpies7’"p« "?73» "Value, then, essentially differs 
from riches, for value depends not on abundance, but on the difficulty
or facility of production. The labour of a million of mm in manufactures, 
will always produce the same value, but will not always produce the same 
riches. By the invention of machinery, by improvements in skill, by a 
better division of labour, or by the discovery of new markets, where more 
advantageous exchanges may be made, a million of men say produce double, 
or treble the amount of riches, of ‘necessaries, conveniences, and amuse­
ments, * in one state of society, that they could produce in another, but 
they will not on that account add any tiling to value} for every thing 
rises or falls in value, in proportion to tbe facility or difficulty of 
producing it, or, in other words, in proportion to the quantity of labour 
employed In its production,”
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produce is employed in supporting labour, T call -wages high; for T masure 
value by these proportions.”'1. And although the "portion" of the produce 
paid to the laborers might be smaller, the "proportion" of the whole pro­
duce they received would be greater because of the increased difficulty 
of production. The '’value'* of the later "whole produce" was the same as 
the earlier, since it was produced by the nauo quantity of labor. There­
fore, by having a larger proportion of the quantity produced, whose 
"value” had not changed, the laborers would have a larger "value
pInasmuch as Ricardo repeated this essential proposition elsewhere, 
it seems clear enough that he took it as superior to any Smithian or 
*>althusian argument which endeavoured to reckon the distributive incomea 
on the basis of "riches" received. In other words, Ricardo was unable 
to sanction the purely "nominal" standard which attended the confusion 
between "riches" or "wealth" and "value." And this for the reason that 
"richoa" or "wealth” were variable in their "value." "A given quantity 
of wealth cannot bo a masure of real value unless it have itself always 
the earn value, There is no wealth which may not vary in value.,. Wealth 
is estimated by its utility to afford en,joynont to manj value is deter­
mined by facility or dlffteiilty of production. The distinction is marked,
3and the greatest confusion arises from speaking of them as the same."
”or example, a country might Incur increasing difficulty in obtaining its
1 Ricardo, t’otes on Malthus, II, p, 252.
2 Ibid., pp7"ï3F;“l*9TO7;T50-59, ?61-67.
3 ih jd . j  p. 31*.
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com, and this would occasion a "rise in value"But this value would 
not add to the greatness or power of the country —  for the country would 
hare been richer end greater if the new difficulty in producing com had 
not occurred, and consequently if the prices had not risen.”1 When Adam 
Smith and Malthas, therefore, spoke of "real value” as being merely the 
"necessaries and conveniences of life" received by one or the other of 
the distributive classes, they had opened up a pandora’s box of deceptions 
from which it was impossible to know whether or not anything had "really” 
changed. As Ricardo had said so many times, both in the Principles and 
in the Notes on Malthug, neither of them had satisfactorily distinguished 
a change in the price of corn from a change in the value of money or a 
change in the difficulty of obtaining corn. The only ray this distinction 
could be made satisfactorily was to isolate the causes of changes by use 
of an "invariable” medium* Neither commodities nor labor had been shown 
by Adam Smith or Valthus to be invariablej therefore, it was impossible to 
assign causes of changes In the price or value of corn. And if tho causes 
of changes in tho value of corn could not be separated, It was impossible 
to establish determinancy in the theory of distribution* Nothing could 
be lâ d down concerning more "quantity,” No interdependency could be es­
tablished among the laws regulating rents, profits and wages.
The stress which Ricardo laid on the two notions of the invariable 
measure and real value in the Notes on Malthus reveals more clearly than
1 Ibid,, p, 18.
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the Principles itself the ray in which the distribution theory was tied 
together by the value theory. Possessed of an "invariable" measure,
Ricardo believed changes in the money value of the different class shares 
would be brought about by not hi Tig other than a change in the labor cause 
of the "value" of commodities. Hence, profits, calculated in the "invari­
able" money, fell through the course of time (barring occasional agri­
cultural improvements, market price fluctuations, etc.) because the in­
creased labor mcessary to provide the subsistence of the laborer meant 
that "wages" absorbed an increased share of the total revenue on the no­
rent land, A change in the independently determined share, wages, merely 
reflected a change In the prices of the commodities it consumed, and the 
changed prices of these latter items were produced only by a change in 
the quantity of labor required to obtain them, lialthus* view that an in­
creased (exchange) value for an output vis-a-vis a constant or smaller 
(exchange) value of an input provided no real or certain conclusion, be­
cause Kalthus had not satisfactorily shown whether these changed values 
were "real" or merely "nominal," Hence, Malthue* conclusions about the 
path of profits fluctuations were suspect. As Ricardo might have expressed 
it, Malthus not only failed to cut through what has been tensed the "veil 
of money"; he also failed to make a satisfactory incision in what could 
be thought of as the "veil of commodities." Halthus* was a "nominal" 
theory, expressed in "hats, coats, or money," that is, in necessaries and 
conveniences, And from a reference to the acre quantities of these "riches," 
nothing could be inferred regarding the rentier in which the three classes
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had '’reallŷ ' altered their inter-relations. Malth.ua had confused "wealth" 
or "quantity" with "value"} accordingly, he was unable to say anything 
useful about the laws governing rents, profits and wages*
OHAPTFR, i H
ths R tn n  np mm
By the tine he cause to ■write the Critical Dissertation Bailey suffered 
no illusions as to what had Happened regarding the theory of value. The 
position was not materially different fro© that which a quarter of a cen­
tury later John Stuart Mill portrayed with his memorable statement* %,* 
there is nothing in the laws of value which remains jl8h8 ]̂ for the present 
or any future writer to clear up? the theory of the subject is complete 
,*..ni McCulloch had spoken of Ricardo's having raised the science of 
political economy to «perfection,* BeQt&ney had confidently asked M s  
Phwdm, « 0  Philebta to ¡¡«at hi, hi, ”... on. prtnclpX, [of valno] .
with a few square feet of sea-shore to draw say diagrams upon, and I will
2undertake to deduce every other truth in the science,n And when the
second edition of James Mill's book was reviewed in the Westminster, it 
was claimed that the work truly contained all of the »Elements” of the 
science, so that "everybody, henceforward, who denies the truth of any 
of the principles, is bound to refute the proposition as stated in this 
work.,,,"^
I f  thie was the general current of thought of the Ricardians, how­
ever, Bailey was not beguiled by it, "The science," he declared contra- 
rily, "cannot yet be exhibited as a regular and perfect structure. *3
X John Stuart Mill, Principles of Political Economy, ed, Ashley 
(London* 1920), p* U36,
Z DaQuincy, "Dialogue the First," op, eit,, p, 55.
3 Testalnater Review, II (October, 1821*)/ '291 *
U Critical Dissertation, p* xii.
I
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There mo "too l i t t l e  circumspection0 ot the be,Tinning of i t s  investiga­
tion al ike "groundwork" hod not received that "minuteness and otosenesa 
of attention” i t  required. The re su lt wee that rsorst writers * contented 
themselves with a abort defin ition  of the tora value," followed tbio with 
a d istinction  of valuó into "several b inds,* and then employed tho torta 
with "varying degrees of la x ity .” ?iihout exception these writora bad 
fa ile d  to examine tbo nature of tbo idea suggested by tho tor®, and the
re su lt  of th is  preliminary neglect had occasioned "differences of opinion0
„ - „ 1 
and perp lex ities of thought" which oould have boon avoided. In  their
fervor to  spread the now gospel R icardo's follower? In particu lar had
overlooked a defect in the reasonii^j processes of their loader. Although
Ricardo possessed ’remarkable logical powers,8 Ballsy admitted, i t  was
p
nonetheless true that he woo le ss  "g ifte d 0 with "analytical su b titty .” 
Thus,
startin g fro® a given proposition, ho would reason fro® i t  with 
admirable oloeeatae, but be seems rever to have been sent book, 
by the strangeness o f t i e  re su lts  a t  which be arrived, to  a re­
consideration of the principles from which be bed set out, nor to 
have been rousted to a suspicion of come lurking ambiguity in  h is 
termo* Hence, it might have bee« predicted, that bo would commit 
oversights in  hie promisee and esnuspiiono, for whleh no subsequent 
severity of logic oould compensate.?
In other words, 'a lley  cow the »otter as an essen tia lly  -ethodological
issue in which Ricardo bad neglected to re-examine h is in i t i a l  assumptions
when tbo conclusions proved paradoxical or unusual. "Inc# Ricardo's
d isc ip le s  bad token over hie assumptions unquestioned, the errors wore
l Ibid., pp* iv-v.
% q s s t ; , v ' S f e - i t .
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compounded) upon i t s  very iP rs^ o id  the Hclenco u&a "disfigured" by 
"confusion and e rro r ." *
I f  th is then «of the state  of the problem «hen Bailey directed hie 
attention  to i t r i t  i s  clear that B elley 'a endeavor to solve i t  involved 
returning; to the in it ia l  postulates to «atee aura t ' a t  they, a t least» 
wore free  from error. To "begin ah the beginning,* to bo certain that 
f i r s t  steps w»r© taken on secure foundations, to f ix  concept« and teran 
a t  the outset, then, «ere the in i t ia l  tasks Hailey proposed for himself.
U
The f i r s t  words of tho f i r s t  chapter of the C ritica l fjecertation
are a reft action of the philosopher1» approach which hod produced four
2
years ear lie r  tbo formation and publication of Opinions. "Value,* de­
clared Bailey, "in  i t s  ultimate sense, appear" to **e*m tho eotaea in
which any object i t  held* I t  denotes, s t r ic t ly  speaking, an e ffe c t
5
produced on the w in d ....*  Although in th is , as in other canes o f cause 
and e f fe c t , of stimulus and fee lin g , i t  mn cordon to attribu te  the cause 
to a quality of the external object i t s e l f ,  i t  was nevertheless necessary 
to  understand that in the la s t  analysis value «an s t i l l  a "mental 
a ffe c tio n .” I t  «an brought about by causes operating on the mind in 
regard to  on ob jso t, and not by causes appearing to  operate in or on the 12
1 Ibid. ,  pp, v i l- v iU .
2 Of. Chapter m ,  in fr a .,  pp. 5U6-U7. 
¿5 Or I t  ioa l  td seer ta t  Ion, p. I ,
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object or objeeta themselves slono**
lna«r.uoh as a * simple fooling of osheem" did not mm  to Ha th* 
notion yooneraiois bad in aind »ban t  ey spoke of value, 'alloy per­
ceived th*t i t  wan necessary tor Ms to go further in hi® study* In 
doing so, bo nade sea® observations which wore surely worthy of the 
predecessors of the u tility  analysts in England. ■
»ban m consider objosts in tboMaeives* w'tboui reference to each 
otborj the etsoiion or pleasure or satisfaction, with which we re­
gard that» u tility  or beauty, can scarcely tabs t'-a sppelstlon of 
value* I t  in only whan object« are considered a® subject® of 
preference or exchange, that the specifie feeling of value can 
arise , When they are no considered, our esteeta for one object, 
or our wish to posse«® i t ,  may be equal to, or greater or lose then 
our asteam for anothert i t  say, for instance, be doubly as great, 
or, in other words* we would give one of the former for two of the 
latter»2
The recent revival of the ordinalire-eardinolias debate eight prompt ono
to question or oral00 Bailey*a opinion that a person could estimate hi®
3esteem for one object ‘’doubly as great” as for another. Tat, If ‘aHoy 
was unaware of the d ifficu lties lurfci nr In bla "cardinnlie«,* be
1 Xbid », p. 1£>, n*
a I bid», pp* a-3 .
3 The***di seuoaion which has followed the publication of J» Von 
?5eu»am  and 0» Morgonstern. The Theory of Verna3 (rrinoetcn, 1?44) is  
already well on ito way toward onoyeiopedio proportions re inisoont of 
a similar debate ravornl decades oarHer, In any casa, the koto useful 
r of e ronco s , after Trofeooor 0* h, Robertson* 0 Util it?/ and a l l  That 
(London* 1953), ore L» Robbins, "Robertson on’Otiiity' and ’ ooneT1* 
Scono-loa, n»n» 'it (Fay, 192$), 9f 4.11, and U, Tllehorg, * llaenio and 
Current not lens of 'Meaaureable U tility»*a "c onorale Journal, VUV 
(September, lf5* ) , 'Fv-r/u
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partially rodee©©d bln position by going on to »alee a aoro important dis­
tinction for hia mtbsequeni purposes.
» long an tie re-graded objeeie singly* wo night feel a groat admira­
tion or fondnose for the©* but wo oou 1 d net express our ©Motions in 
any definite nanner, ?hen, however* wo regard two object© as subjects 
of choice nr exchange, m appear to acquire the rower of expressing 
m * foe lingo with precision* we «ay» for instonco that ona A to, in 
our 8BtlB«ti«»i equal to two t* r>ut this So not the expression of 
positivo, hot of relative ©eteeaf or, nor© oorrectly, of the relation 
in which A and B stand to oaob ether irs our ostlaatian. ?h? s relation 
can be denoted only by quantity. The -value of A is oxpre- ed by the 
quantity of 8 for which it will «change* and the value of B is In the 
ease way expressed hy the quantity of A* hone© the value of A say be 
tersad the power which it poeaesaes ©r infers of pur oh« sing 3* or oca- 
sanding ü in exchange. If, t t m  any oonsidorati-on, or any number of 
considerations* «on este«« one A as highly as two 8* and are willing 
to exchange the two eowoditloe in. that ratio, it say be correctly 
said, that A has the power of occrsanding two n* or that 8 has the potter 
of commanding half A.1
Pro» this view of the phenomenon of value as ext ros sin’ with explicit
precision tito estimation in which two exchangeable objects stand in relation
to one another in the ©inds of it© individuals possessing thank* bailey then
proceeded to oxnaine moro closely the consequences which attended this
statement of the osee. Using Lauderdale’s dieta», #w® cannot express value*
2
or a variation of value, without a comparison of two commodities.* ’ alloy 
observed that it was essential to value that two objects should bg brought 
into comparison, 1%!«©, ha insisted, cannot 'e pradisatod of one 12
1 Oritical Dissertation, pp. 5-4.
2 Jaaee r€itiand ('Lord Lauderdale}, Inquiry into tho mature and Origin 
of pub Ho health (2nd* od.j Sdinburghs l&lS)"»' priTa's'qî ta'd' in' iritioa'i'*l‘ 
a seartatlen* p. 4, n.
tfeiwg oonaiderad alone», and vlttiout refi!rane© io anoifov tht%* If ih#
va tua of on objeet ia ita semai* of pur «tei sin?:, itera sust im a osa tiriti to
pure'” a 09. Val«*» da notes oonaoqutuily nothing positiva or Intrinsio» bui
eoraly tta relation In «teioh tao objaets stand to onch otte«* a® oxoban̂ a-
abta oosif5oditÌ98.,*i "atua «as elmiUr to distane®, '¡'or, Just a» it wan
iapossitele to «jssak of distane© positive ly» aithout raf©ranco to %m
potnta or pinose* so it wan lapeostblo to epeak of vsluo «lthout reforring
to thè tuo oewssodHlee or objoots ahi eh oonsHt utad tfc» e «sparla©«». “ ft
ite lag oonnot bs valueabt» in Iteelf w!thoui referonaa to another iMng»
sny «som ttean a thiag con bo di stani in iioelf altteout roferanoe to en­
fiethor itela-:."
It la permana nooosoary io forisi thè taspiation to read tee «ueh 
iato Balley’g use of aueh axpnssionp ss *eteoiee»0 *pr«forane®,* ’estas»*'* 
"eatiawtion*" ali relnted to thè *effo»l produeod on ito isind, ' Unti 
though theea tara® ara pari of ih® eurreney ef «odoro tteeory, li would 
tea wrong io segosi iteli by tele ersploytaani of ite©» lallay *©a#a eli of 
ite« tbloge ahlete Covone. 'deira», Mentir, Piacer» Pareto* or Moka and 
Alien «rote ini© thè teletofy of dootrine* Ai ite posi, it io olaar iteli 
te» «usi tei or»diti<t «lite tewrlng ratiiod vaiti©» «® exehsng© va lui* to 
',of5ti,5ations»', In takirr; vaino so a ’.Tentai effeetiors ' berefor©,
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1 PP* lim9*2 It-ìd.» p.
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Bailey ■was on tins right track and was certainly approaching the so-called 
"psychological" theories, TAke Fenger so many years later, for example, 
Bailey shewed tlat h® too understood that ”... value does not exist out- 
sice the consciousness of e o h."̂  And it is not merely trite to add that
2tide act was not always appreciated, either before or after Bailey wrote. 
Indeed, as will appear subsequently, there is good grounds for thinking 
that falley took this approach precisely'' because he did appreciate that 
those who had preceded him had failed to understand this fact.; their 
conclusions were faulty because their first position was untenable, 
fioroover, it ia probably not overstating the case to claim that this 
perception on Bailey's part is the main contribution to be found in the 
Critical Dissertation, While the Continent had teen building up a util­
ity tradition froa Galland and Condillac through Turgot and J, B. Say, 
most of the thinking in England had been along other lines. The dis­
coveries of which Jevona was a part cane as a definite shock, and only 12
1 C, '/anger, Principles of 'Economics, tr. and ed. J. Bingwell and 
B. F, Hoselitz, (Glencoe, Illinois* 1 9 ^ 7  P* 121*
2 Cf. o.g. Edgeworth’s remark* "If, with Jevons, we regard value 
as a mere ratio of exchange (Theory, Ch, iv>, let us take care, with 
Jevons, to remember that ’there"is a close connection' between value in 
this sense, and ’esteem’ or ’final degree of utility’ (loc. cit,). The 
relation between value in exchange and the other attribute of liatrinete 
value,' vis. cost of production, is not less likely to be lost sight of. 
The author of A Critical Dissertation on Value, S, Bailey, may be in­
stanced as one who incurred these dangers when he maintained that value 
is nothing positive or intrinsic, but merely a relation in which two 
commodities stand to each other." F, T, Edgeworth, "Intrinsic Value," 
Palgrave'3 Dictionary of rolltical Economy (London* 1926) IT, U$6.
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casar years later was tbs research stimulated which disclosed that England 
had had something of an underground utility tradition of i t s  own in 
Lauderdale, Senior, oh&tely, Losgfield, Lloyd, and lanfield . Mth the 
possible exception of Lauderdale, Failey is  certainly t i»  f i r s t  to ap­
pear upon the scene and to attempt to stem the tide flowing so strongly 
toward absolutist notions. Hew noli Bailey understood his purposes in 
this particular will appear outsoqusntly.
bailey next pointed out that i t  tmo a consequence of what he had 
said about value being a relation, that the prices of the two goods, 
expressed as the respectivo quantity or quantities of the other good 
received in exchange, were reciprocals. This being true, i t  was evi­
dently iiqpooaible that the value of one commodity could alter without 
the value of the other likewise altering. " It  would he an absurdity to 
suppose, that the value of A to B could a lter, and not the value of P 
to A; an absurdity of much the ear« kind es supposing, that the distance 
of the earth from the sun could ’ € altered, while the distance of the 
sun from the earth remained as before.”1 From this apparent truism, 
however, Bailey went on to draw the Important coro l la ry  that, whether 
the cause of a change In the relation of value appeared on the aide of 
A or B, or both, mad© no difference (except, of course, In the obvious 
case where the cause exerted equally intense effect on both sides,
1 C r i t i c a l  D i s se r ta t ion ,  pp. 5-6.
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thereby lowing the relation unchanged). The ultimate fact raa that 
the relation had. been altered, and the reciprocal prices, expressed as
quantities of the other good, indicated the extent of that alteration.
Although bo had earlier protested that his conception of value as 
a relation precluded his treating value as an intrinsic quality, Bailey 
admitted that In speaking >f the value of A as, cay, equal to the value 
of B, an intrinsic or aboolato quality seemed to be implied in each of 
the caaaod.ities* for unless such a quality existed, how was i t  possible 
to speak about an equality of values, or of adding or subtracting values? 
New the source from -which notions sue'; as this derived, replied Bailey, 
was to be found In a failure to appreciate what rag actually involved 
in the ordinary manner by which commodities were related to one another 
in exchange* What in truth occurred In exhibiting the esteem for com­
modities by their exchange relations, was that tltese relations were in­
variably ascertained, not directly, Vat indirectly through the medium 
of some third commodity. The normal, overt, explicit exchange relation, 
cr exchange value, really  encompassed two elements* These two elements 
were (1) the mutual relation of the objects themselves, and (?) the re­
lations which the objects held to other objects. Properly, said Bailey,
. . .  i t  i s  these la tter which occasion the semblance of absolute 
value, because they seem independent of the former, which is  the 
•immediate object of our attention. Indeed, i t  i s  generally by 1
1
1 Ib id ., p. 6.
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their relation to & third comodity, that we can at a l l  ascertain 
the mutual. relation of two commodities which we are desirous of
.comparing*
In ether sords, i f  the relation of A to h in exchange i s  sought, the
usual way to find i t  i s  to a:certain their respective relation to C,
end 'from, this to deduce their relation to each other. Thus, when
we affirm that the value of A in equal to the value of B, we mean only
2that.the ratio of A to C in equal to the ratio  of B to C,n Therefore, 
although the mutual relation, or *-xchanga value, of commodities was 
usually determined indirectly hy seen® of their respective relations 
to a third comodity, the important matter was s t i l l  the mutual relation 
which In fact represented the value of the commodities involved. And 
this relation, however "indirectly” obtained, was s t i l l  the s o l i c i t  
expression of the esteem in which the two commodities were 'held. In 
speaking of an equality of values, therefore, the noaning was an equality 
of "esteem” or "estimations«” And, os Bailey will stress even more 
forcefully in his c ritic ise  of Bica^do, because these notions are sus­
ceptible of variation fro® a large number of causes and forces and, at 
bottom, derive thoir existence from caucus operating on the mind in 
respect of the particular commodities being coloured, the notion of 
positive or absolute value io completely destroyed, ’’Positive esteem” 
could not be expressed with explicit quantitative precision any soro
X Ibid,, po, $-9
2 '* bid , , p • 9»
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than "positive valuej"  "relative osteon," on the other ’ aid, wps. value, 
and the respective quantities involved in th« relation properly expressed 
that conception.
"afore teaming to Bailey1a appraisal of the nature of value as con­
sidered by anise of his predecessors and contemporaries, i t  jg worthwhile 
to look at me natter which is  of aone importance in Bailey's position. 
While Bailey himself did not lay preat stress on i t  at this point *-r. 
his exposition, ?.t nevertheless formed an essential part of his treat­
ment of the nature of value and, consequently, became important in Ms 
analysis of the measure of value* I t  has been seen that Bailey has 
denied that value is  anything "positive or intrinsic'1 in a commodttyi 
he has denied that I t  is  an "Intrinsic cr absolute q>iality" or a "general 
and independent property" of objects. Instead, according to him i t  i s  
the esteem in which two or more commodities are held In an individual's 
mind when the two objects are viewed as subjects of "choice,'’ "prefer­
ence," or "exchange." This esteem i s  given quantitative precision by 
the respective «mounts of the commodities in question which the individual 
•would be willing to surrender or expend in order to obtain the otl«er ob­
ject or objects* As such, the overt relation described as value was de­
rived from the respective esteems associated with the particular commod­
it ie s  . i t  i s  important to understand, however, that when Bailey had 
insistod that value was a relation and was, therefore, not an "intrinsic 
or absolute quality," that he had not contended that value was ipso 
facto not a quality of any sort. On the contrary, Bailey understood
that the value he was at pains to describe was indeed a quality, vis, 
the quality or "power* of inducing or satisfying purchase or exchange* 
That is to say, a commodity possessed this quality to the extent that 
it had the "power of purchasing ether goods*"
Haw this quality, as Sir, Fraser ?*aa shown,1 is what ray be tensed 
a "relational quality," Such a quality derives fro» the fact that an 
individual cakes judgements or estimations about the satisfactions or 
pleasures to be obtained from possessing the object or objects under 
consideration, This comparison then establishes a set of relations 
ataong these objects, so that when one or another Is judged it appears 
to possess the quality of twins worth or coaaanding bo auch of the other, 
or other, ccaaoditles. In a sense, the ©notion or feeling aroused is 
"reflected tack" upon or M5sputed" to the objects concerned. The rela­
tion thus corns to be described as the "power* or "quality* of the ob- 
jecte to cosxand or puretiaso other objects in exchange, Proa what has 
been said, it la clear that Bailey understood this process by which ob­
jects evidently core to possess this quality* Two or ©ore commodities 
were sateened {for whatever reasons, It does not matter) in an individ­
ual’s sdnd} froa this a series of relations were established between or 
among the commodities} and finally, these relations appeared to sasnae 
an external ox1 stcr.ce through the exchanges by which the relevant ©steess
86
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were satisfied* Malloy obviously gave no evidence of understanding th® 
manner in which incremental satisfactions are balanced against one an­
other* fat he could hardly have stressed the overt exchange relation 
which depended on the cental estimations, without sensing f unconsciously,, 
perhaps) that the individual concerned would surrender the less highly 
estaemed for the sore* ^»changeability, or valuo, accordingly, was a 
"relational," and not an "independent" property of commodities* Tali» 
was the exchange relation in which commodities or objects stood to each 
other in an individual’s mind* Failey knew that it would be pointless 
and umasaning to stop at this point end to insist that the relation re­
gained exclusively an internal cental phenomenon, People night olviouelj 
"esteem" various conaodities to great lengths, but unless some actual 
exchanges were made the «specif?c feeling" of value would remain just 
that —  a specific ’’feeling," Clearly, than, unless these «feelings" 
wer« made public, no quantitative Xa*a could be ©stall!»red, Actual, 
physical transact!one, on tho other hand, gave prod elon to the "feel­
ings" or "emotions," “n this data the scientific laws of exchange could 
be drawn «©, and no harm was done In identifying the exchange relation 
with a quality of the objects exchanged, provided it was recognised that 
the objects possessed this quality only by virtue of the fact that they 
were held in sens degree of esteem in the minds of the individuals con­
cerned with then.
Although Failey was unable to work this discussion of esteem into
\
the utility analysis it seemed to portend, he oust be credited with
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great perception in establishing the true nature of value. As will ap­
pear momentarily, i t  was because he understood this that he was able 
to go so far in his criticism of the argument adopted by Ricardo and 
the other®, On Ms smaller scale, therefore, Palley bad taken up a 
position vis-a-vis the Ricardians analogous to that of Jevons and the 
Austrians opposite «John Stuart Mill half a century la ter,
2,
Having proved to his satisfaction the propriety of adopting Adam 
Smith’s definition, " . . .  that the value of an object ’expresses the 
power of purchasing other goods, which the possession of that object 
conveys,’ "'1' Bailey then proceeded to bring this concept to tear upon 
Ricardo’s argument. His f i r s t  step was to make sure that f  ere was 
agreed ground between Ricardo and himself, Ricardo, he said, had ac­
cepted Adam Smith’ s definition of value as power of purchasing, and, 
indeed, in the very f ir s t  proposition of the second and third editions
1 Wealth of Rations, I, Book I, Ch, 1?, p, 30, as quoted in 
Critical̂ pissertation, p, Ji, ralley also referred elsewhere, ibid«. 
pp, ??, 2jt3, to Adam" Smith’s definition of value as "power of purchas­
ing." His high regard for Adam Smith, ibid., pp. xiv-xv, and hie eager­
ness to get on with hie analysis of Ricardo’s discussion, evidently 
stimulated him to a certain degree of incaution regarding Smith, Al­
though Smith was generally consistent in using the term value to denote 
power of purchasing (albeit with occasional "nominal" or "real" suhcate- 
gori.ee), he occasionally lapsed. Thus, the "value" in his statement that 
"equal quantities of labour, at all times and places, may be said to be 
of equal value to the labourer, Wealth of flat ions, X, Book I, Ch, ?, p.33, 
could hardly be construed as "power' oF p u r M o r e o v e r ,  Bailey 
himself had admitted that Ricardo had quoted a passage from the Wealth of Rations. I, book I, Ch, ?, p. 32, which revealed a value difforehtrfTCB—  powir,"gr purchasing. Cf. Critical Mssertation, p. 233.
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of the Principles had defined the value of a commodity as the quan­
tity of any other commodity for which it will exchange."1 Thus far, at 
any rate, Bailey implied that he could accept Ricardo’s first premise, 
since it was to all intents and purposes the same as his own.
Bailey's next step was to ascertain whether the consequences which 
Ricardo drew from this initial proposition were valid. Re wasted little 
time in reaching an adverse judgement.
The relative nature of value has not, it appears to me, 
been distinctly seen or uniformly kept in view by our best 
writers on the subject. Mr, Ricardo, for instance, who agrees 
with Br. Smith in hie definition of value, asserts, that if any 
one commodity could be found, which now and at all times required 
precisely the same quantity of labour to produce it, that com­
modity would be of an unvarying value/ if value, however, de­
noted merely a relation, this proposition cannot be true. We may 12
1 Critical Piseertation, pp. 9, 27-28, The passage from Ricardo's 
Principles referred to is that which forms the heading of Section I of 
the first chapter "On Value." Ricardo had stated* "The value of a 
commodity, or the quantity of any other commodity for which it will ex­
change, depends on the relative quantity of labour which is necessary 
for its production, and not on the greater or less compensation which
ie paid for that labour." Principles, p, 11,
2 Tn a footnote, Bailey cited the second edition of Ricardo's 
Principles, p, 1?, n, where Ricardo stated* "If say one commodity 
could Te found, which now and at all times required precisely the sane 
quantity of labour to produce it, that commodity would be of an unvary­
ing valúa,,.." Bailey also referred to the third edition of the 
Principles, p, 275, where it was charged* "That commodity is alone 
Invar:! able, which at all timas requires the same sacrifice of toil and 
labour to produce it." Although Ricardo had suppressed the former 
quotation in the revised third edition of the Principles, and had added 
a new Section IV to the chapter on valise, Bailey insisted that these 
modification® still did not escape the strictures he had o fered.
Of. Critical Dissertation, pp. 9-10, n.
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ask, to «hat would this commodity tear an invariable value? 
hat is the correlative? Would It tear the same value to all 
other commodities? It sight do so, it is "rue, but certainly 
not in consequence of being produced by an unvarying quantity 
of labour: for while the labour, in this Instance, remained 
a fixed quantity, yet if the labour in other commodities tier© 
Increased or diminished, the relations of value between this 
one commodity and all others, would, on Mr, Ricardo's own prin­
ciple be instantly altered,1
The remainder of Bailey’s criticism of Ricardo on the nature of 
value consisted of an exploration of this theme. Thus, if Ricardo's
definition of value as power of purchasing were adhered to, a cos-
;modity of unvarying value would be one whose power of purchasing other 
commodities remained fixed, But on Ricardo’s subsequent assumption 
(which Bailey accepted for the sake of the illustration), that the 
quantity of labor determined the exchange value of a commodity, con­
stancy in the quantity of labor necessary to produce one commodity 
could not of itself ensure constancy in its value or power of purchas­
ing, If value were indeed relative, there was, as Bailey ever con­
tinued to stress, an inevitable correlative. It was always necessary
2to express value *tn something,” or "in relation to something." To 
take the above example as a case in point: if the producing labor of 
one commodity remained constant, but the producing labor of another, 
or others, for which it exchanged altered} then, the relation which 12
1 Critical Bdasertation, pp, 9-10.
2 Ibid., p, 3U.
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constituted value would necessarily alter as well* Therefore, sold 
Bailoyt
My proposition is, that if the causes affecting any ona com­
modity continued unaltered, this commodity would not he in­
variable in value, unless the causes affecting all commodities 
compared with it, continued unaltered*.*. What 1 assert Is, 
that If all commodities were produced under exactly the same 
circumstances, as for instance, by labour alone, any commodity, 
which always required the same quantity of labour, could not 
be invariable in value, while every other commodity tmderwent 
alteration#**. 1
Ricardo’s position was as absurd as claiming the unvarying likeness of
a portrait to its subject, because notwithstanding the latter might
change in feature or physique, the former continued to retain its fixed
and constant outlines* The truth of the matter was, on the contrary,
that "the relation of value, as well as the resemblance between two ob-
2jecte, depends upon both, and changes with a change in either of them.” 
Tf It may be taken then that bailey had successfully pointed out 
the fallacy in Ricardo’s reasoning, given the various assumptions 
Ricardo had made, the next step is to follow along with Bailey as he 
sought to discover why Ricardo should have reached such an untenable 
conclusion. In searching out the cause of the error, "alley demon­
strated that he was indeed the metaphysician or logician Thoms Chalmers 
had earlier sought.“̂ For Ricardo's conclusions having appeared
1 Ibid*, pp. 20-21.
2 ibid*, pp* 10—19*
3 fcf. Chapter I, supra*, p.8.
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contradictory, it was evidently necessary to direct attention back 
again to the initial premises from which they had been deduced, Bailey 
recalled, therefore, that Ricardo had begun by defining value as power 
of purchasing. Tie had next chained that if the conditions of production 
of one commodity remained unchanged, while those of other commodities 
altered, the first commodity would nevertheless remain constant in 
value. It was here, said Bailey, that the error had entered. It was 
obviously wrong to conclude that ”... the value of A to B could be al­
tered, and not the value of B to A.„.B This was is untrue as supposing 
”,,, that the distance of the sun from the earth could be increased or 
decreased, while the distance of the earth fro© the sun remained as be­
fore,”1 On tho other hand, it was not impossible, Bailey agreed, that 
the value of one thing alter in relation to that of another, while the 
latter did not alter in relation to the first, if value were defined or 
conceived in the meantime as something other than exchange value or >owor 
of purchasing, Since there was no evidence to show that Ricardo was 
prepared to abandon either Ms first premises or Ms conclusions, it 
followed that he must have changed Ms conception of value somewhere 
along the line. Thus, Bailey went on to aayi
An illustration of these remarks may be found in a passage 
of Mr. Ricardo’s work, whore he maintains in opposition to M, Say, 
that if, in consequence of increased facility in producing other
1 Critical Dissertation, p* 12,
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commodities, cloth should exchange for a double quantity of them, 
compared to what it did before, m  ought to say that cloth retained 
its forcer value, and that the commodities, compared vTEWlT^lJad 
fallen "to half their former value. This language, however, would 
be evidently incorrect, unless the value of an object were some­
thing intrinsic, and independent of other commodities; but since 
value, as I have shown, is essentially relative, if any commodities 
had fallen in relation to cloth, cloth must have acquired additional 
value, or have risen in relation to those commodities*
There is certainly in the English language no more forceful demonstra­
tion than this of Ricardo’s dilemma.
Bailey saw readily enough why R1cardo had made an unannounced new 
assumption for his initial postulate on the nature of value, ”... l‘r. 
Ricardo appears to have reasoned, that because the quantity of labour 
(according to his doctrine) is the cause of value, if tha cause in any 
one commodity remains the same, the effect must necessarily be the same,"̂  
From this it appeared that, if k and B altered in value, 1
1 Fa!ley hero attached a footnote giving the following extract 
from Ricardo’s Principles, Chapter XX, ’’Value and Riches, Their Distinc­
tive Properties," pp, ?M-3l, "According to 1?. Say, if the difficulty
of producing cloth were to double, and consequently cloth was to ex­
change for double the quantity of the commodities for which it exchanged 
before, it would be doubled in value, to which I give my fullest assent; 
but if there were any peculiar facility in producing the commodities, 
and no increased difficulty in producing cloth, and cloth should in con­
sequence exchange as before for double the quantity of commodities, M. 
Say would still say that cloth had doubled in value, whereas according 
to my view of the subject, he should soy, that cloth retained its former 
value, and those particular commodities had fallen to half their former " 
value*w The italics in the above quotation are Bailey’s, not Ricardo’s*
2 critical Dissertation, pp. lii-1?,
3 Ibid., p. 18.
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the truth intended to lx? conveyed by saying that B remains of 
the ssgg value is, that tho cause of the altered relation be­
tween A and B is in the former, and not In the latter? and to 
determine where the change originated is in fact the whole ob­
ject of thoso who endeavour to show what commodities have re­
mained stationary in value, and what have altered,~
This was most palpably true in the case of the author of the Templars*
Dialogues, who, said Bailey, was even more explicit on this sub-
2ject, and more unmeasured in his language than Mr, Ricardo himself,” 
Thus, BeQuincy’s "HZ" asserted that there is no necessary con­
nection at all, or of any kind, between the quantity commanded, and the 
value commanding,” and, that nI presume, that in your use, and in every­
body's use of the word value, a high value ought to purchase a high 
value, and that it will be very absurd if it should not, put as to pur­
chasing a great quantity, that condition is surely not included in any
3man’s idea of value,”'
On the basis of these remarks it wa3 not difficult for Bailey to 
reach Ms definitive conclusion, BeQulncy’s two commodities of ’’high 
value" might obviously purchase one another, he admitted. But clearly 
the tern "high" could not be used to denote their relation to one an­
other? it could only express their relation to a third ccsamodity or com­
modities, This being so, the "height” of this ’value" could only be
1; Ibid«, p, 12,
2 m s . ,  p. 29.
3 ‘Dialogue the Fourth,” op, cit,, pp, 82, 91, as quoted in 
Critical Dissertation, p, 29, in foQuiney’s original, the words "direct 
or‘Inverse" appear"after the words, "or of any kind” in the first quota­
tion.
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expressed by quantity« these two commodities were "high" because a
small quantity of them could command a lar e quantity of another com«
modity or other commodities# the value in question could not be expressed
without a reference to quantity of commodities, fevuincy, on the other
hand, was able to maintain that quantity was not necessary "to any man’s
idea of value," simply because he bad an "inaccurate apprehension of
the true nature of value«" Like Ricardo, he seemed to think that it was
a "positive result produced by a definite quantity of labour." Thus,
if the quantity of labour necessary for the production of an 
object is always the sa.ii», the value according to then ̂_i .e,
Ricardo and PeQuiney7 is always the same, however other objects 
may have varied; so that, in fact, the circumstances of its being 
produced by a certain quantity of labour constitutes its value, 
independently of any other circumstances» Whatever variations 
there sight be in the quantities of other things which the object 
commanded, it would be still of the sane value, because produced 
by the same labour.1
Ricardo and the others, therefore, completely overlooked, or forgot,
the fact that, as a relation value "... cannot arise from causes affect«
ing only one of the objects, but must proceed from two causes, or two
sets of causes respectively operating on the objects between which the 
2relation exists."
It was this viewpoint which constituted Palley’s never-endirsg com« 
plaint against his contemporary Rleardians. It seemed to him that they 
persistently nuraurred the old phrase about value in exchange at the
1 Critical Dissertation, pp. 29«31.
2 SOTTpTTET” -----
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outset of their works, hut before their arguments wero wall under way 
they had begun speaking about a new and different notion of value. And 
it generally emerged that this value tliay mistakenly believed would re­
main fixed and unaltered so long as certain conditions about the pro­
duction of commodities were fulfilled* In objecting to the direction 
their arguments was taking. It it clear that bailey was in touch with 
the very deepest foundational concepts, It is clear, furthermore, that 
he understood the confusion of thought which the Ricardians failed to 
pick up* As will become evident shortly, It was because of this acute 
perceptiveness that Bailey was able to go so far in showing the serious 
defects in so much of the then accepted theory.
3.
It was rather by association than by positive theoretical contribu­
tion that L'althus came under Bailey’s theoretical guns, That is, the
reasoning Bailey chose to consider was that which had appeared in
1Malthus' Measure of ?alue. And it now seems clear that by the time 
Malthus case to write that pamphlet he was of a mind with Ricardo in 
seeking to formulate a measure for what he termed "natural or absolute 
value." !hie "natural or absolute value" was practically the same thing 
as Ricardo's "real value." Thus, so long as Maitime agreed with Ricardo 
about the feasibility of such a concept as absolute value, so long was 1
1 T. R. Malthus, The Measure of Value (Londom 1823,?
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it easy for Bailey to apply his criticisms of the latter to the former*
It is true, of courso, that Maithus had not always agreed ■with 
Ricardo on what constituted Ricardian "real value*. It was pointed out 
in Chapter II that Halthua initially had understood, and had protested 
against Ricardo's definition and use of the concept (Ricardian's real 
value, in Ms own PrI nciplea, there "ore, llalthus had tried to answer 
Ricardo hy taking real value to moan, with Adam Smith, th© quantity of 
commodities and/or labor commanded by any other commodity in exchange*
Re thought he was successful in eotabllsMag a measure of hie real value 
in hie mean between the corn and labor commanded by a commodity* In 
the Measure of Value, on the other hand, i'althus had abandoned the search 
for a measure of the "real value in exchange" which he had begun in the 
Principles. Tn so doing, It© had cor?» into Ricardo's "real value” camp, 
Halthus' correspondence with Ricardo in the interval between the pub­
lication of his own Principles and the Measure of Value reveals the way
2in which his thoughts wore turning. So that in the Measure of Value 
ho was prepared to take as a measure of value a cotasodity whose cost of
1 3P* 52, 56.2 Cf.o*g, ",,* I now incline more to that explanation of value 
which your views would Indicate, but ... I am more than ever convinced 
that I am right in the approximating measure of it I have proposed," 
Malthas to Ricardo, 13 Sept., 1821, IX, pp, 6l*-60, In hi« next letter 
to Ricardo Maithus made it clear that "ay approximation to you on the 
subject of value only consists in a greater disposition to reject com­
modities in goneral, as a measure, and refer only to those where the 
cost of production including profits seems to continue most nearly the 
sarae." Malthus to Ricardo, 20 Sept., 1821, IT, p. 79.
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production was unvarying. Ms opening words of that pamphlet indicated
that his objective was the ease as Ricardo’s ,  v is* to be able to point
out in which, of any, commodities the causes of a change in exchange
-value had occurred. After distinguish!og value into the familiar value
in use, value in exchange categories, and noting that the la tter was
that with which political eeono’Ty wqs concerned, Malthue observed that
the power of commanding other objects in exchange
. . .  asy obviously arise either froa causes affecting the object 
i t s e l f ,  or the comcdity against which i t  i s  exchanged. Tn the 
‘ one case, the value of the objoct it se lf  my properly be said 
to be affected; in the other, only the value of t i»  commodities 
which i t  purchases; and i f  we could suppose any object always to 
remain of the samo value, the comparison of other cooBodities 
with th is one would clearly show which had risen, which had fallen , 
and which, had remained the sane, The value of any commodity 
estimated in a measure of this kind, might with propriety be called 
i t s  absolute or natural value; while the value of a commodity 
estimated in the others which were liable to variation, whether 
tlioy were one or many, could only be considered as i t s  nominal or 
relative value, that, i s ,  i t s  value in relation to any particular 
commodity, or to commodities in general.
The details of Malthas* measure of value w ill be taken up in a
later chapter, but i t  i s  evident from what he had said in the passage
immediately quoted, that he wanted bis ’’absolute or natural value" to
lie taken in the same sense as Ricardo’ s "real value.* fie proved this
in the sequel by contrasting Ms own measure, as "representing” the
2"natural value" of a commodity, or i t s  "conditions of supply,' with
1 lialthus, heaaure of Value, po. 1-2.
2 Ib id ., p .T T.
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Ricardo*e measure, which he charged did not properly represent those 
’’conditions.1,1 Re was trilling to argue with Ricardo about the actual 
composition of any particular measure. But he was erm mind with Ricardo 
in accepting that a satisfactory lav? or explanation of the determinationp
of value was the level of di scourse on wMch they were proceeding. 1
1 Tbid., p* 13.
? tS©"'correspondence between Malthua and Ricardo from April, 1023, 
until August, 1823, was almost entirely devoted to this issue of the proper 
ingredients of an invariable asaaure of value. Ricardo, of course, stuck 
by his monistic labor cost position* Malthua argued for labor (wages) and 
profits (estimated in labor) as the necessary cost elements« Both men were 
agreed, htwrer, that the measure they sought was one whoso cost, whatever 
it was made of, should be constant, 15althus, for examole, claimed tiiat 
”... as soon as we arc in possession of the knowledge of tiie circumstances 
which deteretlne the value of commodities we are enabled to say what is 
necessary to give ns an invariable measure of value. Now what can deter­
mine the natural and absolute value of commodities, but tho nature! and 
absolute conditions of their supply. Neither the advance of a certain 
quantity of corn nor even of a certain quantity of money will secure this 
supply unless they will command the requisite quantity of labour, labour 
Is the real advance in kind and profits may be correctly estimated upon 
the advances whatever they may be. Consequently it appears to me that the 
circumstances which determine the natural value of commodities must be tire 
quantity of labour advanced, accumulated and immediate, with the profits 
upon such labour for the time that it has loan alloyedj and if the quan­
tity of labour so obtained be on an average the sons as the quantity of 
labour which they will corwtend, we are at once furnished with a ready 
measure of tho circumstances which determine the value of commodities* or 
in other words an invariable nnasure nf tl-oir value.” ' Rial thus to Ricardo,
25 August, 1823, TX, pp. 36li~65.
Ricardo’s position was that of tho third edition of the Principles.
Tie retained it throughout the correspondence with Valthus. In" a letter to 
McCulloch during that interval he observed, ttT agree with you that if you 
are to measure value you must measure it by the agency of sea© one commodity 
or other possessed of value, —  that is what ?'r, Malthus and re all propoae 
to do, and the only difference between us is respecting the circitsctancee 
which are to determine the value, —  the invariable value, of the commodity 
which we chuse for our measure. Is it not clear then that an soon 33 we 
are in possession of the knowledge of the circumstances which determine the 
value of coEsaodities, we are enabled to say what is necessary to give us an 
invariable measure of value.” Ricardo to McCulloch, 21 August, 1823, TX,
P* 358# Ricardo made the same point to Trcwer, via, that McCulloch ”... 
does not appear to m  to see that if wo vsro in possession of the knowledge 
of the law which regulates the exchangeable value of commodities, we should 
be only one step from the discovery of a measure of absolute value.”
Ricardo to Trower, 31 August, 1023, IX, p* 377.
1G O
The nusl-er of times tí» phrase *natural and absolute value,* or "absolute 
valuó,” appears in the later letters on the measure of value testifies 
to ti» unauiEiity of objective both non hold.1 They were both agreed 
that they would be unable to push their respective theories very !'&r 
without the notion of ’’natural” or ’absolute’* value. As Malthus ex­
pressed it to Ricardo,
If it Qi.e* the labor commanded .noasure hs then espoused̂ / he 
vulnerable at all, it must be from weapons i»Hch apply equally 
to your system md sine, and which deny the existence of abso­
lute valuej but this would unquestionably confuse om of the 
most important distinctions in political economy, and weald be 
taking up a poa'tion which after all appears to me to bo by no 
moans tenable.'“
In undertaking his criticisms of "’sithus* treatment of the nature 
of valuó, bailey prefaced his remarks with what is probably the master­
piece of critical understatement in English political economy* or in 
appraising the passage quoted above from the early pagos of the Moasura 
of Valuó bailey cooly observed that "we have here invariable, absolute, 
natural, nominal and relative value....!1,3 As might be expected, "roa 
this embarrassingly ambitious collection of terns which Halthus bad 
marshalled together, Bailey selected that denoting absolute value and 
made it the object of Ms criticism. 1
1 In one letter Malthas used the phrase "natural and absolute 
value” no less than eleven times. Cf. Maithus to Ricardo, £1 July, 1323, 
TX, PP* 306-11,
2 ialthus to Ricardo, 11 August, 1823, HE, pp. 31*0-4*1.
3 Critical Dissertation, p. 23,
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... Throughout the whole of the passage, the not5on of value as 
something intrinsic or absolute is apparent, reporting at once 
from his definition, he maintains, that the value of an object may 
be affected without affecting the value of the commodities for which 
it is exchanged* that is, that the power of A in eotSKtanding B in 
exchange may be altered, while the power of B in commanding A re­
mains as before. Mr. Hal thus has fallen into the samo error, which 
we have already noticed in !5r. 'n cardoj the error of supposing, that 
if a commodity continued the same in the circumstances of its pro­
duction, it would retain the same value amidst the .fluctuation of 
other commodities * The inconsistency of this with the definition 
of value, has already been sufficiently exposed} and as it is the 
basis of Hr. Malthas’s notion of absolute value, that notion neces­
sarily falls to the ground. The vary torn absolute value, Implies 
the sane sort of absurdity as absolute distance} while the invari­
able value of one object, it the fluctuations of all otter 
things, is as self-contradictory a notion as the invariable re­
semblance of a picture, to the »patoral scenery from which it was 
taken, amidst all the vicissitudes of the soasens, the touches of 
time, and the encroachments of art.”
Bailey's strictures on Malthas' particular measure of value will be 
examined in creator detail in a later chapter, but it is worth noting 
tere that be has appreciated fully that Kalthus' attempt to formulate a 
measure of val» was inextricably bound up with his concept of absolute 
value. Tn the same manner aa Adam Smith, said bailey, ■ althns contended 
that the value of labor remained constant. But if, as again with Adam 
Smith, he had already declared that value meant exchange value, or power 
of purchasing, then he was ev’dently inconsistent. Tt was a logical im­
possibility to admit that labor at times received a greater or smaller 
quantity of commodities In exchange for its cervices, whilo postulating 
that its val» did not change. Palthus could not elude the contradiction 1
1 Ibid., pp. B3-Bit.
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by insisting that in cwch cases i t  wsa net the vela? of labor which varied,
but rather that i t  was the value of the money or coaaodbties received by
labor which had changed. Bor could he avoid It by arguing that the "causes
appropriats" to the labor, or to the commodities given to I t  in exchange,
could alter without affecting the relation of exchange existing between
such labor and cocaoditles» A contention such as this was transparently
absurd. *'Ab i f  produce or noney cm Id change in value relatively  to
labour, wit tout labour changing in value relatively to produce or aoney."*
Nothing but perplexity could obtain from auch femulations as th is . Tn
fact, Bailey noted, i t  was doubtless a confusion of this sort which enabled
Maithus at cne point in hie pasphlei to define value as "power of purehas- 
2log,” and at another to assert that ” . . .  although coney ©ay ‘ neraase in 
i t s  power of purchasing, i t  does not necessarily increase in value."'* 
Ultimately, then, the situation was hopeless. "Tf Mr. Malthuo thus
L
abandons Mo own definition, what other w ill he put in i t s  place?”
Pailcy easily  found an answer to his own query, "a saw that i t  was ab­
solute or positive value which lay behind Malthas' speculations. Malthas 
had claimed that the power of commanding objects in exchange " . . .  stay
obviously arise either from tbs causes affecting the object i t s e l f ,  or
Sthe comodltiea against which i t  i s  exchanged.” Having already ©ado
1 Ibid. ,  p. 25.
2 Measure of Value, p, 1.
3 Ib id . ,  o .
h Critical Dissertation, pp. 25-26,
$ r^casure*olr balue, p. 1, as quoted in Critical tlssertation , p . 21.
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clear that the relativo natura of value meant its strict derivation from 
"two causes* or tac sets of causes,” ~alloy put, bis finger directly on 
MalthUS1 error. Laithus
... states two casco} la cae, the po^er of purciiasinsj, posse?«»«? 
by any object, is said to arise from causes affecting the object 
itself} in the other, its power r** purchasing1 is said to arise 
from causes affecting the commodities against which it is ex­
changed. He then proceeds to observe, that in the first case 
‘the valuó of the object itself may properly be said to be af­
fected; i.e. 'if tha poser of purchasing possessed by any ob­
ject arises from causas affecting the object Itself, the value 
of the object itself may proparly be said to ho affected,' This 
must bo allowed to bo a very testtanin.: proposition.1 2 3
It was only bocaueo he believed in the notion of "absoluto vaina* that 
tfalthus could support this "unmeaning proposition." '"hen bal thus sup­
posed that ono object would reiaain of the sasa "value" as long m the 
"causes affecting the object itself" renalnod constant, and when he 
hold that emparisons of other objects vsth this "invariable” cno would
reveal alterations in the "absolute or natural value” of these other ob- 
3jocis, he was thinking of a value which wjw not relative, laving al­
ready shown that Ricardo had mads the sans conceptual error, the 'ore© of 
Bailey's observations against him was applicable to Moltftue a? well.
U.
By this time Bailey could no longer put off a consideration, of the 
then popular distinction between real and nominal value. In a certain
1 Rasure of Value, p, 1,
2 Critical TTsseHatlon, p, 22, n,
3 Measure of'Value,'pT 2.
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way i t  has already emerged that Ricardo's rea l value stood in  some con­
tra s t  to re la tiv e  valuó, Malthus in  his turn had a somewhat d ifferen t 
name for i t ,  hut he a lso  had a notion of non-relative value. In addition 
to t i l l s ,  however, Malthua had gone along with Adam Smith in  establish ing 
a d istin ction  between re a l (meaning commodity) value and nominal (meaning 
money) value. Since he was faced with several d ifferent w riters using 
sim ilar terms, but denoting by them differen t concepts, i t  was evidently 
necessary to d i s t i l l  some o f the muddied waters,
B ailey  began hie second chapter, "On Beal and nominal Value,” with 
the observation that Adam Smith, Halthus,  and Ricardo had a l l  distinguished 
between rea l and nominal v a lí»  or price • The two former, ha sa id , de­
scribed the money for which a  commodity exchanged as i t s  "nominal value," 
Adam Smith, he noted, took as "re a l value" the quantity o f labor commanded 
by commodities in  exchange. The "re a l value" of labor, however, Smith 
defined as the quantity o f "necessaries and conveniences of l i f e "  given 
for that lab or,1 Walthus, he pointed out, described "rea l value" as the
quantity o f "necessaries and conveniences of l i f e "  which other commodities
2had the power of commanding. R icardo's d istin ction , on the other hand, 
was that nominal value was expressed by the quantity o f other commodities 
an object would command in  exchange, while rea l v a lí»  was the labor and 12
1 c f * health o f Nations,  I ,  Pook X, Ch, V ., pp. 32~h8.
2 Malthas, Principles, pp, £6-60.
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cap ita l (Tilth reservations) expanded in the production of commodities.1 
Most of B ailey*s commentary mas directed against the use which Ricardo 
made of tho d istin ction ,
Having already proved in  h is e a r lie r  chapter that value was simply 
a re lation  between two or sore exchangeable caaaodlti.es, expressed in  
terms of quantity, B ailey  could e a s ily  protest that such a conception of 
value could not accommodate a d istin ction  into the two kinds popularly 
argued.
After a d isq u isition  on the nature o f value in the preceding 
chapter, the d istin ction  of i t  in th is  way, into two kinds, must 
appear to be merely arb itrary , and incapable of being turned to 
any use. * hat information la  conveyed, or what advance in  argument 
i s  effected  by te llin g  us, that value estimated in  one way i s  r e a l , 
but in  another nominal? The value o f any commodity denoting i t s  
relation  in  exchange to some other commodity, we nay speak of i t  
as money-value, corn-valuo, cloth-value, according to the commodity 
with which i t  i s  compared? and hence there are a thousand different 
kinds of value, as many kinds o f value as there are commodities in  
existence, and a l l  aro equally rea l and equally nominal. We gain 
•nothing in  perspicuity or precision by the use of these la t te r  
terms, but, on tho contrary, they en ta il upon us a heavy encumbrance 
of vagueness and ambiguity and unproductive d isc u ss io n /
As an example o f ouch "vagueness and ambiguity" which the terras "nominal"
and "re a l” had occasioned, Bailey chose BeQuincy*s Templars* Dialogues
once again . There, following Ricardo, DeQuincy, in the person of the
intrepid "XYZ,” appeared
en tire ly  to  lo se  sight of the re la tiv e  nature o f value, and, 
as 1 have remarked in  the preceding chapter, to  consider i t  as 12
1 C ritic a l P losertation , pp, 37-38,
2 f r i4 ic a l ' blssorCiKIon, pp. 38-39,
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something positive and absolutej so that if there were only two 
commodities in the world, and they should both from some circum­
stances or other come to be produced by double the usual quantity 
of labour, they would both rise in real value, although their 
relation to each other would be undisturbed* According to this 
doctrine, every thing night at once become more valuable, by re­
quiring at once store labour for Its production, a position utterly 
at variance with the truth, that valuó denotes the relation In 
which commodities stand to each other as articles of exchange.
Heal value, in a word, la on this theory considered as being the 
independent result of labour} and consequently, if under any 
circumstances the quantity of labour is increased, the real value 
is Increased. Heneo, the paradox, »that it is possible for A 
continually to increase in value —  in real value observe —  and 
yet command a continually decreasing quantity of Bs * and this 
though they were the only coosjoditios in existence.
Tt was obvious to Bailey that the adjective "real1* In Hi cardo *s theory
had completely destroyed the relativity of value, and, thereby, had
brought about the paradox and contradiction that a thing might alter in
"real” value without altering in its exchange relation to other things.
Since tide position was so striking, Bailey subjected it to additional
scrutiny.
In taking up Hicardo»s formulation and employment of the doctrine
of real value, Bailey made the justifiable lament that it had bean in-
2troduced by Ricardo in a "somewhat obscure and indirect manner 12
1 Critical Dissertation, pp. U0-hl, Be^vdncy, in "Dialogue the
Fourth, "'™’"on the ' use.and' abuse of two celebrated distinctions in the
theory of value," op. clt«, pp. 80-31, had said: "That man may rest as­
sured that his vocation in this world is not logical who feels disposed 
(after a few minutes» consideration) to question the following proposition
—  via. That it is very possible for A continually to increase in value
—  in real value, observe —  and yet command a continually decreasing 
quantity of Bj in short, that A may acquire a thousand times higher value, 
and yet exchange for ten thousand times less of B,"
2 Critical Dissertation, p . 233*
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Consenting first on Ricardo*s failure at the outset to define the con­
cept clearly and explicitly, notwithstanding it wss present in all of 
his "speculations,* Bailey then proceeded to dig out its significance*
the-first time Ricardo Rad mentioned the notion, ho said, was in a qnota-
1tion from the Wealth of Rations* Although Talley saw that Ricardo had
2usod the epithet "real" in regard to the value of nates, it was not un­
til quite a few pagos further on that the actual concept denoted by the 
expression was used* Thus, comonted bailey,
At page U3 he (Ricardo.1 nays, »Whan two corraedities varied in 
relative value, it would be desirable to have some Mans of  ̂
ascertaining which of them fell and which rose in real value«*
This appears to be the first passage in which relative value 
and real value are fairly placed in contrast? and we gather 
from it, that the value, which ho calls real, is not of a 
relative nature, "'o subsequently con« to the passage quoted 
in the text,« wherein he uses the phrase real value as synonymous 
with the quantity of labour and capital employed in producing a 
commodity» whence it follows that the real value of an object 
has no relation to the quantity of any other object which it will 
command, but solely to the cost of production, or rather it is 
the cost of production itself. If the cost of production is 123
1 "The real price of every thing, what every thing really costs to 
the man who wants to acquire it, is the toil and trouble of acquiring it, 
"That every thing is really worth to the man who has acquired it, and who 
wants to dispose of it, or exchange it for something else, is the toil and 
trouble it can save to himself, and which it can impose on other people." 
Wealth of Rations, I, Rook I, Ch. V, p. 32 as quoted in Critical pisserta- 
tion, p* ffJ57 Tailey italicized the words "real price" and "really worth," 
which were not italicised in Adam Smith’s original passage, or in the ex­
tract from it In Ricardo1« Principles, pp, 12-13.
2 Critical Dissertation, p, 2jh. The passage was Ricardo*s defense 
against A^a'iSth's' and CaTihus’ terminology, Cf. Principles, p, 19,
3 Ricardo did not italicize these words* The passage referred to is 
from Section VI, "On an invariable measure of value, in Ricardo’s first 
chapter. Principles, p. ii3.
U Bailey'muf extracted from Ricardo’s book the passage: ’"'ages are 
to be estimated in their real value, namely, by the quantity of labour and 
capital employed in producing them, and not by their nominal value, either 
in coats, hats* money, or corn," Principles, p. £0, as quoted in critical 
Ilssertation, p. 30. ----- C--  -------
always the same, the real value i s  always the sa^e.1 
As a logician  Bailey  recognized that Ricardo had a legitim ate righ t 
to use the expression "rea l value" in  any manner he chose, subject only 
to the requirement of consistency. In the present case , however, he f e l t  
bound to object that Ricardo hod abused the p riv ilege , Ricardo, he in­
s is te d , had already defined the basic concept "value," as "power of pur­
chasing," He had vio lated  the requirement of consistency, on the contrary, 
by a ffix in g  the modifying ad jective , 'or by so doing he bad in  fact trans­
ferred "value" to a d ifferen t c la ss  of concepts altogether.
If he had a righ t to us© the term in  any sense he pleased, he had no 
right to destroy the essence of h is own defin ition  by an epithet 
annexed to the term defined, file defin ition  of the term, as power 
of purchasing, makes i t  e sse n tia lly  re lative  to something to be pur­
chased, and i t  i s  annihilatin' M s own meaning to transmute value, 
by the force o f an epithet, into something in which no re lation  of 
th is  kind i s  im p lied /
I t  was- evident, then, that " . . .  re a l value, in  Mr. Ricardo’ s sense, i s  not 
value in  re lation  to  any commodity whatever» consequently i t  does not 
no an power of purchasing, and Mr. Ricardo has used the word value, when 
co p ied  with the epithet re a l , in  an acceptation which excludes the whole 
of his d e fin itio n ."3
I t  w ill be seen immediately that bailey  has su ccessfu lly  proved 
R icardo's logic  at fa u lt . Rut there i s  beyond th is  an issu e o f perhaps
1 C ritic a l D issertation , p , ?3h.
2 bV-id., 1 p. 25?.
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even greater inportance, And that iei whather or not there was any
worthwhile significance or merit to he attached to Ricardo's concept?ons.
Bor oven if the logic were impeccable, if the conceptual notions on which
it depended were untrue and incorrect, the argument as a whole would not
be worth much. By the same token, the logic might be defective, but there
might be something in the concepts. 'Tow it has alrc-ady icon seen in 
1Chapter II that Ricardo believed there wan great force in the concept 
"real value,” (moaning labor and capital cost of production) since changes 
in that "value" were conceived to explain (with certain simplifying as­
sumptions) the movements of the critical variables in his system. It was 
also made clear that Ricardo had attempted to convince ifalthua of the 
coherence of his system by stressing the manner by which the real value 
notion permitted the assignation of causes of variations in exchange value. 
Indeed, the fact tlrnt at that time at any rate, Malthtis* position was sup­
ported by a merely "nominal" basis, whether in "coate, hats, money, or 
corn," was the express reason Ricardo offered for the superiority of his 
own theory. ReQuincy's presentation of the issue is relevant and con­
clusive. For, he had said,
no man has over denied that A by doubling its cwn value will command 
a double quantity of all tilings which have been stationary in value.
Of things in that predicament it is self-evident that A will command 
a double quantity. But the question is whether universally, from 
doubling its value, A will command a double quantity; and, inversely, 
whether universally, from the command of a double quantity it is 1
1  Supra. ,  pp. U6-hQ, 67-7U.
n  o
lawful to infer a double value. This is asserted by Adam Smith, 
and Is essential to the distinction of nominal and real value? 
this is peremptorily denied by us. We offer to produce cases in 
which from double value It shall not be lawful to infer double 
quantity. We offer to produce cases in which from double quantity 
it shall not be lawful to infer double value. And thence we argue 
that, until" the value is discovered in some other way, it will be 
impossible to discover whether it bo high or low from any consider­
ation of the quantity commanded? and, again, with respect to quan­
tity commanded, that, until known in son» other way, i t  shall never 
be known frqm any consideration of the value commanding. This is 
what we say.3
T!e then added,
when X am told by Adam Smith that the money whi ch I can obtain for 
ny hat expresses only its nominal value, but that the labour which 
X can obtain for it expresses "Us real value —  1 reply that the 
quantity of labour is no more any expression of the real value than 
the quantity of corn? both are equally fallacious expressions, be­
cause equally equivocal."
The ’’equivocation" in question wan; most handsomely demonstrated in the
case of Maithus, DeQuincy thought. Tn taking up Maithus’ proposal to
discover some "estimate of a kind which may bo denominated real value
in exchange, implying the quantity of the necessaries and conveniences
of life which those wages, incomes, or commodities will enable the
3possessor of them to command," peQutncy claimed that
in this passage, over and above the radical error about raal value, 
there is also apparent that confusion which has misled so many 
writers between value and wealth, —  a confusion which Mr* Ricardo 
first detected and cleared up," That wo shall not be able to deter­
mine from mere money wages whether the labourers were »starving or 
living in great plenty» is certain: and that we shall be able to 1
1 "Dialogue the Fourth," oo. cit., p, 86.
2 Ibid., p. 87.
3 Malthus, Principles, p. i>9.
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determine th is  as soon as we know the quantity of n ecessaries, e t c . ,  
which those wages commanded, i s  equally certain? fo r , in  fa c t , the
one knowledge i s  id en tical with the other, and but another way of 
expressing i t j  wo must, of course, learn  that the labourer lived in 
plenty, I f  we should learn that h is wages give him a great deal of 
bread, milk, venison, s a l t ,  honey, e tc . And, as there could never 
■ have been any doubt whether we should learn th is from what Mr. 
Malthus tensa the rea l value, Mr, Mai thus aey'Ve assured that there 
never can have been any dispute raised  on that point. The true d ie» 
pute i s  whether a fte r  having learned that the labourer lived in  
American plenty, we sh a ll have at a l l  approximated to  the apprecia­
tion of M s wages as to rea l value» th is  i s  the question; and i t  i s  
p lain  that wo sh a ll  not, Mhei matters i t  that his wo pos give him a 
greet deal o f corn, u n til wo know whether corn boro a high or a low 
value? A great deal c f  corn a t a high value implies rages of a high 
value; but a great deal of corn a t  a low value i s  very consistent 
wi th wages at a low value, "one;/- ’ages, i t  i s  sa id , leave us quite 
in  the dark as to  re a l value. Poubtless; nor are we at a l l  the le s s  
in  the dark for knowing the corn wages, the r&lk wages, the grouse 
wages, e tc , ‘liven  the value o f corn, given the value o f s i lk ,  given 
the value of grouse, w e.shall 'mow whethera great quantity o f the*# 
a r t ic le s  implies a high value, or i s  compatible with a low value in  
the wages which commanded them; but, u n til that i s  given, i t  has 
been already shown that quantity alono i s ' 'an equivocal te s t  being 
equally capable of co-existing with high wages or low wages.
In other words, in  the Ricardian system, any calculations on the b a s is  of 
quantity were suspect. Only on the level of "re a l value” or labor and 
cap ita l cost o f production were the sign lfican t variab les properly under­
stood, Any other unit o f calculation  vas merely ’’nominal.”
Mow given Ricardo’ s more or le s s  ta c it  assumptions of perfect cos- 
p e titio n , constant co sts , mobility o f fac to rs, d iv is ib i l i ty  o f fac to rs, 
perfect knowledge, long-run time oeriod, and so on, such a cost of pro­
duction theory as he had proposed was not too wide of the truth* tinder 1
1 ’»dialogue the Fourth,” op, c ? t , ,  pp. 90-91.
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these assumptions, «real value,” preferably termed "cost of production,” 
night ho taken as determining th© rate; at which commodities mould ex­
change* But, unfortunately, this was not all Ricardo, or Ms successors, 
did with his notion. And it is surely to Bailey»s credit that, if he 
did not seo his way completely through all of the issues involved, ho at 
least made a start suggestive enough to deserve a careful consideration,
5.
At first eight it might seem that in refusing to support the real, 
nominal vaina distinction (whether of the Smlth-Talthus, or Ricardian 
variety), Bailey had destroyed two useful and convenient conceptual 
categories* Upon further reflection, however, his argument will he found 
to he substantially correct. And this is due to the fact that his first 
notion of the nature of value was true and valid, so that it carried him 
unimpeded through the heavy underbrush which had grown up around his con­
temporaries ,
It may bo observed at the outset that, having mado the real, nominal 
value distinction, there is even today a tendency to suggest that the 
former is somehow letter, more genu”ne, and less unreliable than the 
latter, This Implication, unfortunately, dis raises the fact that for 
economic thought both "real" and "nominal" considerations are meaningful. 
This problem is, of course, far too complex and vast to be admitted for 
treatment hers « Bui it nay be noted briefly, that the whole problem of 
hoarding in modern monetary theory discloses that the divisional lines
1 1 3
between "real” (i,o. commodity) and "nominal” (i.e. money) incomes or
values are, at best, weak and untrustworthy,1 It is true, of course,
that as Professor Rcfcbina has aptly noted, “only the miser, the psycho-
2logical monstrosity, desires an infinite accumulation of money.” But 
it is equally true, that only a "psychological monstrosity” desires an 
infinite accumulation of any good, commodity, or service* Money, like 
goods and services, is only a scans to an end# And although this remark 
has been made by probably every writer from Aristotle on down, in their 
seal to point out the erroneous -ways of the money-mad "psychological 
monstrosities” many writers have failed to Bea that both money and goods 
cr services are equally real and equally nominal. It surely would be 
difficult to contend on tha ona hard that money was somehow not "real” 
to a businessman ensnared in a period of falling prices, while insisting 
on the ot)»er that sugar was "real” to a housewife who, say, anticipated a 
shortage of it in the future. The real, nominal distinction is simply 
not one of substance, but is, rather, a device by which one phenomenon 
may bo viewpoint from different perspectives. It is wrong to suggest
that there is any necessary or fundamental preeminence of the one over• >- '
the other*
Now one of the places at which Bailey’s denial of tho real, nominal 
distinction comes to boar is in the matter of the index number problem, 12
1 cf, Fraser, op, cit,, pp, 339-ltQ#
2 Robbins, llature andTSignificance, p, 31.
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and the problem of. index numbers, This is obviously mor® germane to 
the measure of value difficulties which are to be examinee separately 
in another chapter. But for the moment, it can be seen that Bailey’s 
insistence on relative as the true nature of value necessarily threw out 
as pointless most of the struggle for the invariable measure of value,
Tt achieved nothing to put value into two contradictory categories, and 
to assume that one of those remained fixed and invariant. To discover 
an object invariable in its real value, for example, would not convey 
any particular advantage, for a person would still not be any better or 
more usefully informed about economically meaningful variations,1 
Per vlncy to the contrary, it was important and meaningful to know some­
thing about the money-, commodity-, or service-value of an income, how­
ever received, DeQuiney to the'contrary, the knowledge of the labor cost, 
or ’real value” of his incomo was probably the least important considera­
tion to an economising individual. Consistently with '/alley’s statement 
of the nature of value as "esteem” or ’estimation,” it follows that 
economic ng individuals sec the value of their incomes as what they can
1 "To pass over the inconsistency already exposed, of supposing a commodity to remain of the same value, and to take it as implying con­stancy in the circumstances of its production, it is evident, that, at an assigned period, the value of any commodity A, in this invariable commodity ■which we stay term I, would have no ©ore right to the appellation of real value than the value of A in any other commodity. Assume another period, and the sane remark would be applicablei \f commodities had varied in the circumstances of their production, the change in their value to A would show such a variation, bu still their value in I  would not be absolute value, in iff, Mai thus’ sense, any sore than their v&Lue in B, C, or B.” Critical Dissertation, pp, ?3?-33,
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get in exchange for them. Valuations* therefore, are made by ouch .In­
dividuals between all tbs goods, the services, and the money which outer 
into their economic plans* As Talley had said, if it wore necessary to 
specify, then there would transpire "money-value, corn-value, cloth-valuo"j 
there would be as many kinds of value as comraoditiee in existence, hut 
those values would all be equally real and equally nominal, because they 
were all fundamentally relative in their nature.
bailey's doctrine of the causes of value trill be dealt with separ­
ately in another chapter, hut Within the present context, his denial of 
the real, nominal distinction v~u-s-vi s Ricardo had isrportant implication* 
for the place of costs in trie P ‘ card! an system* Ae has been seen, Pailey 
had insisted that value derived from "two causes, or two sets of causes
respectively operating on the objects between which the relation Jof valí» 
exists,"* With his subject viewed in this light, Torrens’ dictum that 
"exchangeable value is determined not by the absolute, but by the relative
had not wholly understood. If value were in fact a relation, then the 
causes bringing the relation into existence, or affecting it thereafter, 
were nocessarily relative, Talley had stressed the subjective element in 
these causes, the "mental affection," the "esteem,” so that "... all 12
1 Critical Dissertation, p. lé,
2 R, Torrens, An Essay on tite Production of health (London* 1821), p, 5?, as quoted in Critical Dissertation, p, W 2
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causes of valúa Vising, in reality, circumstances affecting the mind,” 
it followed that "it night be sore correct to speak of the causes opera­
ting on the mind with regard to an object, than of the causes operating
1on the object Itself," In this way Palley hit upon the correct notion
of "relative* regarding causes of value, and in so doing approximated to
Wlckateed’s mere accurate presentation above three quarters of a century 
2later. Bailey, admittedly, 3 ad no conception of the margin. But he 
clearly understood that the causes of value were "relative," and that 
"relative" was subjective and personal.
Tt is well-established, on the other hand, that the Ricardlans did 
not look at the "causes" of valuó in this subjectively "relative" manner. 
By failing to do so they gave a momentum to the science in a completely 
different direction and, of course, provoked Jevons1 famous utterance
3about the car of economic science having boon shunted onto the wrong line. 
In developing that portion of Adam Smith’s theory which employed the labor
1 Critical dissertation, p, 16, «,
2 n... I t  A is said to have something in relative excess which P has in relative defect, tills does not Man that A has cor© of it or is loss keenly desirous of it relatively to E. That may or may not be the case.’ list the phrase means is Ffiat the marginal significance of this thing to A relatively to the other exchangeable things lie possesses is lower than in the case ojTTF ’Reïallv©1 Mans relatively to the "’otlsr possessions or alternatives in the estimate of the same man, not relatively to the same possessions or alternatives in the estimate of another can."P. H, Wlckstecd, The Common Sense of Political Bconocy, ed. 1. Robbins (London» l~ v £ ïT .
3 W. 8, devons, The Theory of Political economy, (3d. ed.j Londom 
1898), p.l (Preface). "
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cost analysis, Ricardo and his follower» tended not tc consider the quan­
tity of labor which one individual sight devote to the procuring of several 
different commodities and deriving from this their "relative* or "covnara- 
tlve" causes of exchange value, Cn the contrary, instead of making such 
corrparlsone or alternatives, they seroght to discover tbs quantities of 
labor which different individuals devoted to the acquisition of different 
commodities, Thus, for Ricardo "relative” value was determined by the 
objective, external "relative" or "comparative" quantities of labor which 
the hunter and the fisherman, the manufacturer, the mine operator, or the 
farmer applied, or hired to bo applied, to the production of their respec­
tive products, Tn the assumption that labor could bo taken as an objective, 
discrete quantum it was believed, that unsatisfactory inter-personal com­
parisons of utility or disutility were avoided.1
If the employment by Tticardo of objective labor seemed to avoid some 
difficulties of inter-personal comparisons of utility, It did not avoid 
the realm of discourse only within which such objective comparisons vers
1 Cf♦ Ricardo’s statements? "T like the distinction which Adam Smith 
makes between value in use and value in exchange. According to that opin­
ion utility is not the measure of value," Votes on Pent ham, TTT, p, 2?li,
Or, "if we say that value should be measured'Vy the enjoyments which the 
exchange of the commodity can procure for its owner, we are still as much 
at a loss as ever to estimate value, because two persons may derive very 
different degrees of enjoyment from the possession of the same commodity," 
Proposals for an Economical and Secure Currency (London? I8l6), IV, p. 61, 
^  ̂ WY^tyIban is not'the measure' rif exchangeable value..,," Principles, 
P, 11. Or, "One set of necessaries and conveniences admits of no com­
parison with another set; value in use cannot be measured by any known 
standard; it is differently estimated by different persons," Ibid., p. ljí?9.
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actually made» Thus, it was for this very reason that notwithstanding 
in Marshall, for example, real costs were eventually conceived as sub­
jective, psychological "sacrifices,” they were still actually aggregated 
and compared in a manner analogous to Hicarde*« aggregation and comparison 
of objective labor quantity. Marshall lent over > ackwards in the second, 
chapter of Book X to insist that Pleasures, pains, or satisfactions to 
different individuals could not be compared. 1Kut ho then nsnt on to say 
that no great barm would bo done in comparing such feelings if sufficiently 
large groups could be dealt with to smother the "personal peculiarities 
of individuals." This should not deceive any one. Sven if '-'orshall*s 
money were taken as ho desired, via* an an indirect measure of motive or 
effort* still, that measure was at bottom related to invalid interpersonal
comparisons. Comparing "exponces of production* was in the same conceptual
2Class of operations as comparing "real coots of production*" And these 12
1 A, Marshall, Trinci pics o'* Moncnlcs (8th. ed.j tondoni 1820),
19h9 reprint, pp. 12-1^
2 " hen we speak of ratio between an effort ant! an abstinence, or 
even between two diverso efforts, we assume, logo facto, an artificial 
mods of «assuring them in terms of some common unii, and ref or to the 
ratio between their measures. The pure science of Ethics halts for lack 
of a system of measurement of efforts, sacrifices, desires, etc., for her 
wide purposes* But the pure science of Political rconomy lias found a sys­
tem that will serve her narrower ends, This discovery, rather then any 
particular proposition, is the great fact of the pure science...« A point 
of view was conquered for us by Ma» faith, from which a commodity Is re­
garded as the eabodlement of measureable efforts and sacrifices,,.. Pro­
ceeding from its new point of view, Political Economy has analysed the 
efforts and sacrifices that are required for the production of a commodity 
for a given market at a given time* she has found a measure for them in 
their cost to the person who will purchase them, and then enunciated her 
central'"'truth," l ."‘larahali'/'̂ i. "Mil *s Theory of Value," Memorials of 
Alfred Marshall, ed, A, C, Pigou, (tondoni 1925), P. 126.
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comparisons were between the efforts and sacrifices, expressed in their
money measures, which different individuals underwent in that productive
activity which doainatod Marshall’s whole outlook»1 Since these
Marshallian real costs (expressed in their sonsy measures) were not
"relative" disutilities (in the Wieksteedian sense of "relative" noted
above), hut were instead "absolute" disutilities (in the sense that they
were produced by a "pain" of exertion or unhappiness, rather than by a
choice between "relative" alternatives); they were involved in all of the
2objections which have become the currency of the critical expositors*
And it seems evident when all of this development is understood, that 
Bailey's determination to look at economic phenomena through the mind of 
the economising individual inexorably forced upon him the correct notion 
of "relative." With few exceptions, this notion was a ssing with dreary 
regularity from much of fnglish political economy for a large portion of 
the nineteenth century. 12
1 "It is not true therefore that »the theory of Consumption is the 
scientific basis of economics.* (¿evens, op. cit., p, hi. Jevons actually 
said* "... the scientific basis of Economics' "is"in the theory of consump­
tion.,*.") for much that is of chief Interest in the science of wants, is 
borrowed from the science of efforts and activities. These two supplement 
one another; neither is complete without the other. Put if either, more 
than the other ...may claim to be the interpreter of thiT'Hlst̂
whether on the economic side or any other, it is the science of activities 
and"'noj'"that "of Wants. ' Prlncipieŝ' p. W,
2 Cf. F* Knight, Risk, Uncertainty., and Profits (l.ondom 181»3), tSB
reprint, pp. £l ff. Ifraa«̂  (FT Stigler, Prodtsetion
and Distribution Theories ( b'ew"Yor¥f™19l$6), pp, 62-66, 110-12, 2)1, 
X«"lBE3Sii"' Vailw' an^^ (2nd, ed.; Oxford» 191*6), pp. 17-18,
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It will to clear, at all events, that there was sore than enough in 
Bailey*s viewpoint to demolish what was an important elemrrt in Ricardo<s 
theory, vis, that coat once embodied in a commodity could be considered 
”comparable” and "relative” in an objective, external sense, and that, 
therefore, cost could be considered as positive and absolute. Ricardo*s 
device of-reducing the causes of exchange value t the objective labor 
quantity required for the production of commodities did, it to true, pro­
vide Mm with a basis for "comparisons" of such causes, But it is im­
portant not to forget that this reduction, to a single, objective fact was 
much more vital to Ms value theory as dominated by Ms peculiar distribu­
tion theory, than for value theory as an analytical problem in its own 
right. This, indeed, is what brought it about that Ricardo was loss in­
terested In investigating particular exchange ratios, than in changes in 
those ratios. Because, therefore, «comparative" came less to signify 
individual comparisons between labor costs of producing two contemporary 
commodities, and to signify more the changes through time which might oc­
cur la those costs, objective labor quantity came to represent positive
1or absolute value. As has been pointed out, Ricardo was undisturbed when 
it was objected to him that it failed to make sense to speak of the rela­
tive or exchange value of the distributive shares of wages, rents, and 
profits, Re was not stopped by this line of objection because ho was not 1
1 Chapter H, supra,, Pp. 56-57, 68-69.
looking at the distributive shares la a relative value sense at all* 
Bailey clearly understood this, and in a later chapter will use it to 
effect in objecting to Bicardo’s theory of wages."
Bailey had certainly seized the fact that Ricardo’s real and Malthas* 
absolute value wore non-relative in any meaningful or useful-economic 
sense* Ho saw that those notions were a controversion of the concept and 
definition of value with which they had begun their deliberations* If 
they had kept the relative nature of value, and the reasons for its 
existence, continually before then, he had said, they would have been 
forced ty the weight of logic to avoid the unhappy conception of value 
as independent, positive, or absolute* Because they failed to do this, 
they tried to make antagonistic ideas run together in the same harness*
It might have been predicted that they would become entangled in their 
am  lines.
Because Bailey’s demonstration of the essential contradiction between 
the two concepts of value was not taken up and fully appreciated by Ms 
conteirporaries, the notion of absolute or positive value remained in 
economic thought in England in eons form until its successful expurgation 
by the thoroughgoing marginal analysis. This is not to claim for Bailey 
that he had fully succeeded in the cleansing operation required. Indeed, 
as will appear in subsequent chapters, he was unequal to, and did not 1
1 Chapter VI, infra*, pp. 230-58.
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»belly perceive, the full implication of what «as involved. Put with 
all that, it is still necessary to observe that Bailey saw that the 
adoption of two kinds of value by Ricardo and the -others could only end 
in confusion and obscurity. Because Ricardo and Ms heirs were permitted 
to substantiate their distinction of value into two kinds, the doors were 
opened to a proliferation of the concept,1 There is great doubt that 
divisions such as this over succeeded in conquering as much economic 
ground os Bailey took with his single weapon of exchange or relative 
value, nothing more or less* 1
1 Cf. as an extreme example, C, M, *.'alsh, The Four rinds of 
Economic falue (Cambridge ptlSJCj t 1926) *
CHAPTER IV
THE MEASURES OF WIM
It has been recognised for some time that Bailey’s general argument 
contained within it the elements of gucccepCuI "'rot steps into index 
number theory. Karl Bode, for exarnle, Bound that anyone who read the 
Critical. I-issortatioa was assured against the danger of diverging
from the strictly relative and plural character of exchange value —  a 
danger -which is always present m ’m  to tha lean! ngs of modem thought 
toward qualitative and monistic c.inceptions *—  and he will then be in a 
position to embark upon such work as tha positive construction of a 
theory of Index Tfcasfoera*"* Professor Bobbins likewise thought that in­
dex number fc}toory could have avoided earn of its pitfalls if Bailey’s
2"main proposition" had been regarded cere seriously.
’»nee Bailey left his Base cemp of relative value, however, the 
judgements about his succeeding excursions »ere not 30 kind. Bode could 
nothing in Bailey’s measure of value theory which was helpful in the 
index number application to neesuresent of the value 0? money. Some­
what earlier C, M, Welsh had charged that Bailey contradicted himself by 
denying the seasuraebility of value through the course of tin» in the 
Critical Id seertailon, only tc take up the '’measure* prcblera of changes
hin tha value of money in a later work. Tt is of sene importance, 123
1 Bode, op, cit., p, 3ill.
2 Robbins, âturo and Bignifl cance, p. 60, n. 1.
3 Bode, op,’ c i i . ' ,  w. 3h3". *
li C, }/, fiSehTThe Fundamental Problem in Monetary Science (Hew Tori 
1903), p, lr2.
therefore, to discover exactly what Bailey’s argument involved and to 
decide between the alleged virtues and sins in the measure theory he 
constructed*
tike so many parts of the Critical Dissertation, Bailey’s measure 
theory derived in largo part from hie reaction to ttreceived opinion.**
As sight be expected, most of M s  remarks were directed against Ricardo 
and Malthus, since they held such a substantial share of the published 
field on the measure discussion. The structure of Bailey’s argument on 
the measure of value, therefore, was similar to that on the nature of 
value. For just as in the latter case he had been able to achieve M s  
critical success by seising the essence of the notions held by M s  con­
temporaries and by setting his own superior concept against them, so 
with the measure of value* It will appear that the soundness of Bailey’s 
evaluations followed directly from M s  ability to go straight to the 
heart of the measure problem and thus to avoid the confusions and dis­
tractions which had so beset those preceding him. In Chapter III it has 
been established that Bailey had enjoyed almost a complete triumph on 
the problem of the nature of value, He had surmounted the sometimes con­
fused and empty absolutist proposition maintained by Ricardo and Malthus 
by adhering Btrictly to M s  original relative value conception. It will 
be no surprise, then, to learn that this same foundation was more than 
strong enough to support M s  exertions under the present heading.
1.
In order to appreciate fully the merit of Bailey’s argument on the
measure of value it is necessary to make a few observations about the 
present status of the theory of nsasurerent. Until fairly recently it 
lusts been customary for economists to dismiss the basic problem of meas­
urement with q reference to the logicians, wherein "intensive” was dis­
tinguished from "extensive« measurement.1 The latter type proceeded by 
assigning similar numbers to objects displaying equal amounts of a 
particular quality, such as perhaps weight, length, area, etc. Any two 
such bodies so designated could be combined or added in order to equal 
a third body, which would in its turn be assigned the number represent­
ing the sun of the two numbers given to the two original bodies* In 
this way, a scale could be constructed on the basis of the so-called 
additive property, suggesting that the results of the actual physical 
operation of adding (or subtracting, multiplying, or dividing) quantities 
of th*> quality in question were confirmed in the results of ordinary 
arithmetic. The additive feature thus appeared to be "fundamental” to 
the process of measurement, probably because historically the first meas­
urements were of the order of putting tilings together in a pile, setting 
equal weights upon a balance, or establishing equalities in lengths. By 
contrast with this procedure, however, intensive measurement assigned 
numbers to items displaying different degrees of some quality, such as 
hardness, loudness, sweetness, intelligence, etc. On this basis a scale 
would be set up on which the different objects would occupy higher or
1 M, H, Cohen and K. Nagel, An Introduction to logic and Scientific 
Method (New York* 193it), pp. 289-90,
lower places as they had more or less of the quality Involved, Intensive 
Rsasureaent, therefore, merely ranked or ordered the objects in relation 
to others of the same conceptual class. The assignation of numbers to 
these objects did not, however, serve to determine in any quantitative 
sense either the degrees of differences between or among the objects, or 
the amount of the quality being "measured,"
So much is, of course, sufficiently familiar. Put if economists 
came eventually to accept that their basic data, i,e, utilities, pleasures 
satisfactions, preferences, and whatnot, were essentially intensive 
qualities to be "measured" only on an ordinal or preferential scale, It 
was not easy for them wholly to give up the conviction that there was 
something better about the way things wore done with the extensive qual­
ities handled by the physicist. The ability to add together objects 
manifesting these qualities, physically to check them against the re­
sults of simple arithmetic or vice versa, made it appear that there was 
some kind of scientific virtue associated with these extensive qualities 
which the intensive ones lacked. Thus, Professor Schumpeter could insist 
that "measureability" requires "(1) that it be possible to define a unit 
[of quantity]j (2) that it be possible to define addition operationally, 
i,e, so that It can be actually carried out," 1 From which, it followed,
2of course, that utility or satisfaction was a "non-neasureable quantity," 12
1 History of Economic Analysis, p, 1062, n, 1,
2 cf.' IT. vonMsea,'The theory of Money and Credit, tr, 8* E, Batson,
(Hew Haven: 1953), pp, 39, hl9, for a similar viewpoint.
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When the Theory of Panes and economic Pehavior^ announced that numerical
measurement of utilities was possible, it seemed that economic science
had attained a new status by acquisition of the much-desired additivity
feature. Subsequent backing and filling have more or less made it clear,
however, that this kind of measurement was not involved, notwithstanding
the argument seemed to be the same as that of the ’'extensive» or "funda- 
©mental” type. The question of just what kind of measurement is involved
la fortunately in the process of being settled* And if the mathematics
and technical language ar© somewhat frightening at the moment, there is
reasonable expectation that in due time the subject will be presented in
a fora more or less palatable to even the most "literary,*^ what all of
tills means in the present context, however, is that only now is it being
realised that the term '*measurement” has been by no means agreed ground
among economists* And recognition of this fact has tended to clew the
air and to encourage exploitation of gains opened up by techniques which
. Jiearlier would not have been sanctioned as "measurement,"
From the present perspective this development may be seen as a 
(probably unconscious) reflection of certain activities which had been 
taking place in nearby fields. In 1932 a Committee was appointed by the
1 Isunaxm. and Morgenster, op. elt,, pp. 15-29*
2 Cf, Ellsberg, "Classic and Current Notions of »Measureable Utility,** 
op. cit., pp, 529-56. 3*5
3 Cf. A. A, Alchain, "The Meaning of Utility Measurement,* American
Economic Review, XtlX (March, 1953), 27-50,
5 c¥7n. K. Strots, "Cardinal Utility," American Economic Review, 
Papers and Proceedings, XLTII (May, 1953), 38ii-9?.
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British Association for the Advancement of Science for the purpose of 
consider!.ng whether it was possible to achieve a "quantitative estimate 
of sensory events." This Committee, representing the Mathematical and 
Physical Sciences (Section A) and Psychology (Section J), deliberated 
for seven year*, and, in 1939, published its final report* It revealed 
that th© nineteen members of the Committee had been unable to agree on 
whether or not scales of measurement in physics could find their counter­
parts in psychological investigations. Some members held that it was 
possible to establish a relation between physically raeasureable (in the
additive sense) stimulants and a psychological response and that, there-
1fore, it was possible to deal with sensation quantitatively. Others
argued that a false analogy had been drawn between physical measurement
of a series of stimuli and the quantification of sensations; that it did
not follow that because sensations could be ordered in a series, they
could be measured. 1 2 3 An Intermediate croup claimed that it was possible
to construct a scale of sensation intensities, but that such a scale did
not depend upon the existence of physically additive magnitudes and that,
accordingly, different scales of measurement were required in the differ-
3ent physical and psychological applications. The report of th® Committee 
concluded that ”... no practicable amount of discussion would enable them 
to express an agreed opinion concerning these views," ^ith some
1 "Quantitative Estimates of Sensory Events," The Advancement of 
Science, I (January, 19U0), 332-33.
2T Ibid., p. 331».
3 l T O .t p, 33b.
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discrimination it noted, however, that "the word r-'oaaurement does not
appear in the Corrsitteo’s terms of reference, but has floured largely
in the Committee's discussion. Had a definition of measurenent been
found that gave satisfaction to ©11 its members the task of the Committee
Xmight have been loss recalcitrant. . . Since the end of the Second World
War, however, a discussion hat proceeded in fields represented by the
Committee of the British Association, the results of which seem to have
2established exactly what is meant by "measurement.” A variety of scales
have been conatructed to deal with the different phenomena involved and
they have been freed from the constriction of the now relatively utda-
■aportent or infrequently iteed "fundamental,” "additive” scale. It has 
been recognized that
... in the social sciences, the r.ethods (of measuraaeirtQ which have 
been devised cannot be Judged by the criteria applicable in physics 
because the problems are different from those of physics and the 
solutions also have been of a different nature. If numerical 
methods of description can be applied which aid in describing and 
predicting human behavior, then it is absurd to object to their 
use on the basis of a failure tp satisfy a set of conditions de­
signed for a different context.*4
Now economists in the avante-garde of the current ordinallsn- 
cardlnallsm debate seem to be In touch with this fact. They seem to 1
1 Ibid., p. 33b.
2 ??,nS. S. Stevens, "Mathematics, Measurement, and Psychophysics," 
Handbook of Experimental Psychology, ed. S. S# Stevens, (Mew Yorkt 1951), 
p p * 25-36.
3 Cf. a, Bergmann and K. W, Spence, "The Logic of Psychophysical
Measurement," Readings in the Philosophy of Science, eds. H. Feifl and 
M* Brodbeck, (.'Jew York: 1953), pp. 103-19. “
b A. L. Comroy, "An Operational Approach to some Problems in 
Psychological Measurement,” Psychological Peview, 57 (July, 1950), 222.
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Indicate their awareness that there is nothing sacrosanct about any par­
ticular seals of measurement or measuring technique* they seen to realize 
that it is rather the rules governing the assignation of numbers in eco­
nomic Investigations which define the kind of measurement, hence measur­
ing scale, involved* Thus, it is recognized that there are a variety of 
rules and a variety of tseasures which do not —  and need not —  neces­
sarily have elementary physical or natural science counterparts* Tf the 
economists have been reluctant to involve themselves in the behaviour- 
istic nazes of a feu decades ago, they have nevertheless come to concern 
themselves with the things the psychologists and paychophystc? sts de­
scribe as "just noiicable differences,* "equal appearing intervals," 
"fractionation judgements," and eo on.^ And these expressions simply 
denote the scalar techniques which have loan developed by the psycho- 
physicists so deal with their problems, Tt is worth stressing again, 
however, that in the construction of those scales of neasurcmsnt it was 
agreed that no scale among the several was more or less "fundamental" 
than any other, or that it, or its results, necessarily suffered because 
the behaviour involved was or was not arithmetically verifiable.
All of tliis will undoubtedly sees a long way from Pamiel Bailey,
1820, the Critical Dissertation, Ricardo and the others, In what is to 
follow, howevor, certain revealing parallels will appear between the 1
1 Cf. F* Knight, "Realism and Relevance In the Theory of Demand," 
Journal of Political Economy, til (December, 19iili), 30h-5. J. Hicks, 
'’Robbins on Robertson on utility," DconoirAca, N*S. XXI (Kay, 195U), 15U-57*
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position Bailey took on the process of measitresisnt Mg-a-via M s  contem­
poraries, and the current developments which appear to have freed eco­
nomic measuring from the somewhat simple fend, therefore, misunderstood) 
physical analogies. Specifically, it is possible to note in the position 
•which Bailey took on the matter of measurement a definite "psychological” 
influence* So that lust as today advances in the basic theory of meas­
uring techniques have been achieved because, in effect, economists have 
come closer to the things the psychologists and psyehephyslcists were do­
ing in the theory of measurement? so with Bailey, Tn M s  time ho was 
able to advance the appreciation of measuring technique Because, in a 
real sense, he came closer to the then equivalent cf a peychclogist- 
psychophysicist than any of the reigning economists.
Although Bailey*s own psychological theories were not as developed 
at the time of the Critical Mssertatlon as they subsequently were to be­
come, it is elear that investigation of mental phenomena had already in­
terested him. The Formation and Pnblication cf opinions early revealed 
this,'*' and his high praise in the Preface of the Critical issertatlon 
for Thomas Brown’s success in his study of "intellectual operations" and
the "inpalpable phenomena of thought end feeling" likewise indicated
2Bailey’s interest in psychology. Beyond this, like any Benthamite who 
was worth hi s salt, Bailey understood that it was impossible to carry 
the creed very far without a good knowledge of the operations of the 12
1 Cf, Chapter T, supra.,pp.9-10? Chapter XII, infra,, pp.5U6-58.
2 Critical Dissertation, pp, xix-xx.
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human mind. Indeed, M s  earliest and most striking success a.ladiIgthe
Philosophical Radicals wa3 achieved by him precisely because he had 
shown that it was impossible to regulate the inner workings of the human 
mind on the basis of more explicit material evidence or testimony,
U \ivWhen it is recalled that Bailees achievement in expurgating real, 
value from economic theory had likewise depended on his making value '■
essentially "esteem” or "estimation,” it is easy to see that lie had V,.
v i vmerely exploited a condition which he had opened up elsewhere with lap
\
incipient ’'psychology,” In the present context, heusvor, this ¡naansA \ 1 \that having used "psychology” to destroy "received opinion” on value as
an independent, absolute notion, he would similarly be able to useLV"psychology to eradicate the measures of value based on this unsatis­
factory "received opinion." In other words, to the extent that Bailey 
had formulated the nature o^ value correctly, a correct measure of value
should follow from it.
2.
On a first appraisal, several features of Bailey's measure theory 
stand out clearly. First of all, ho was completely in touch with the 
fact that the nature of the measure of value was dictated by the nature 
of value itself. lie was able to show that those writers whom he criti­
cized had been misled by their invalid notion of value, and had, 1
1 Cf. Chapter XII, infra., pp. 553-56.
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accordingly, employed inept analogies for their treasures of value, Be 
proved this error by showing that the "measurement” applications Ricardo, 
Halthus and the others sought were actually better achieved in a differ­
ent way by a different device, Be confirmed that to the extent the 
others clung to their measure theory they were merely attempting to ra­
tionalise their erroneous monistic, absolutist conception of value.
In Chapter TIT'" it was observed that Bailey had understood that 
value consisted of the esteem in which commodities were held, and that 
- this esteem was expressed by the mutual, exchange relation established 
between any two cosssoditieg. Generally, however, this exchange ratio 
could only be determined by discovering the respective exchange ratios 
subsisting between the two commodities and some mutual third commodity. 
From these data, then, it would be possible to calculate the exact ex­
change relation between the two relevant commodities —  a relation, be 
it noted, which would express the respective esteems in which the com­
modities were hold by the economic subject. Bailey was consistent, 
therefore, in bringing the nature of value, expressed in this way, into 
his argument about t’e measure of value. For i f  value war© cosmonly ex­
pressed ±y ascertaining the two commodities* respective exchange ratios 
in a third commodity, it necessarily followed that the third commodity 
became the measure of value,
,,, All we can understand by a measure of value, in some coamodity
which would serve as a medium to ascertain the relation subsisting 1
1 Supra,, pp. 77-80.
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between two other commodities» that we had no m am  of bringing 
into direct comparison. Thus, if I wished to know the relation 
in exchange between corn and cloth, and there happened to 1» no 
instance of direct barter of one of these commodities for the 
othor, I could acquire the desired information only by ascertain­
ing their relations to a third commodity. Supposing this commod­
ity to be money, if a yard of cloth were worth 10 s,, and a bushel 
of corn 5 0*» I should learn immediately that a yard of cloth was 
worth two bushels cf corn, and would have an equal power of com­
manding all other things in exchange, silver in this instance being 
the commodity employed as a measure.
Talley evinced not the least doubt about the nature of .la measure of
value, and made no further argument about it beyond a few brief statements 
2of the fact, on tbs other hand, ho did understand that i t  m s necessary 
for him to malea clear what the ■«asuro of valuó was not. Arid it is this 
which onto him. apart from his contemporaries and brings M m  provocatively 
up to date, (
Although it had been taken for granted, said I alley, that value was 
»soured in the same way as length or weight, upon close scrutiny it ap­
peared that the parallel, w«s unwisely chosen, Measuring length meant 
ascertaining the ratio which one object bore to another. o measure 
tbs longitudinal extension of e piece cf timber, for example, by a foot- 
rule j that is, we fled how often the length of the latter is contained 
in the former; and this is effected by the actual application of the rule 
to the timber, n  !a a physical operation,...”-" In the case of value, 
however, there was nothing which resembled such a definite physical act*
1 Critical T isse rta tlo a , pp. 97-98,
2 Ibid;, pp. io2,T0H7"ll2, 117, 120, 152, 252-53.
3 3Zl2*> P* 95.
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Tn Inferring the mutual relation of value between two commodities from 
their respective relations to a tMrd commodity, there was nothing analo­
gous to physical measurement. Ho new fact was diacoverod by a "physical 
operation"j rather, it was a "calculation from certain data, a mere ques­
tion in arithmetic."“ It was easy, ?alley agreed, to fail into the error 
of thinking that such an "arithmetical" calculation was the same thing 
as determining the comparative lengths of two pieces of timber which 
could nob to brought together, by applying a rulsr first to one and then 
to the other piece. lie expressly took the pains to point out, however, 
that in order for value to be measured it <*as necessary that the commod­
ities involved have their relations given to some third "medium of com­
parison, 11 As soon as the relations to the third commodity were known, 
the value would be known. In the cas-a of "measurement" by rule, on the 
other hand, the measurement; took place in the actual application of the 
rule itself. Any judges» nta of relative lengths occurred only after the
determination of the extenaional quality, the "measurement" strictly so-
2called, had been performed. "bat this meant, practically, was that 
"measuring" value was southing completely different from measuring length 
or weight, and that no advance in economic science was possible by trying 
to fit the former into the Procrustian bed of tise latter, A measuring 
taciuiiquo established for physical science need not be appropriate for a 
social science. 12
1 Ibid., o. 96.
2 lHcf„ p. 97.
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Having shown the Invalidity of the analogy between dimensional and 
value measurement, Bailey then took up a corollary of this alleged 
analogy, vis. that a commodity should possess invariable value in order 
to qualify aa a satisfactory asure of value, This belief, he said, 
had passed unquestioned from one author to another under the conviction 
that the need for inva lability of a measure in the dimensional sphere 
implied a similar restriction in the case of value. Of course, in strict 
logic Bailey was not required to take up tills subsidiary matter, for lie 
had already demolished the reputed analogy between extension«!! and value 
measurement. But he understood t.iat the issue of invariability had be­
come so deeply imbedded in speculations on the measure of value that his 
argument »ould not command sufficient attention and assent unless this 
idol of invariability were destroyed.
In measuring the length of an object, or of two objects in order to 
establish their comparative lengths, Bailey acknowledged that the third 
object or unit chosen aa the measure had to is invariant in its own 
length during the interval or period of measurement, Or, if the measure 
itself varied during the period of its application to the relevant ob­
jects, the degree of such variation liad to lie known, Vithout these re­
strictions, ho agreed, it would be impossible to formulate any significant 
ratios between the quality of the measure and the tilings to be measured. 
Invariability of the measuring device (or variations of it in known de­
grees), in other words, served to establish that a common denomination 
existed by which the results of the respective and separate "measurements"
could he compared,
Than attention ?;as transferred to the case of measuring value,
Bailey saw that it was likely that the need to express the mutual rela­
tions of value through the corcaen denominator of some third commodity 
probably appeared ns the same thing a3 the need to express the compara­
tive lengths of objects in some common and. invariable dimensional unit 
of measurement* Be was entirely clear, however, that the two cases were 
not the same. The mere existence or coincidence of a common third factor 
dr unit in both the dimensional and value cases should not, he insisted, 
obscure the fundamental differences in the respective processes of 
measurement. The function of the common unit of measurement in the case 
of length was clear enough. But, he went on to say,
... in the case of value, we obtain this common expression without that 
physical operation here described Lin the case of lengihj. We 
learn the values of two commodities in relation to the third, not 
from the application of an Instrument, first to on© commodity and 
then to the other, but from intercourse with mankind, or from the 
inspection of documents in which they are registered. We equally 
obtain a common expression, but we obtain it by different means.
But Invariableness in the length of a measure of space, as above 
described, is a circumstance belonging to the means employed to 
obtain a common expression of lengthj and as tho means of obtain­
ing a common expression of value are totally different, aa in fact 
the common expression is necessarily implied in the supposition of 
using any commodity as a medium of comparison, there is nothing in 
the latter case in which invariableness of any kind, or in any 
sense can be employed. In the one case there is an instrument 
employed in a physical operation, and it is for tbs purpose of 
rendering this instrument capable of performing its function, that 
invariabioness Is indispensably necessary; in tho other case there 
is no instrument so employed, and therefore there is no invariable­
ness wanted: in the former case invariableness in the inatrwaent
1 Ibid,, pp, lQp-3.
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(under the modification which it is needless to rcpaat) is esssn- 
tial to the attainment of the common term; in the latter, the com* 
mon t em being given, there is notliing in which invariableness can 
have place, or of which it can be predicated*1
It was absurd then, to seek invariability in a measure of value.
Suppose A to be the commodity selected as a measure, and that it 
is invariable in value to B, I have hero got an invariable value, 
but in what way am T to use it in regard to other things? -hen I 
have an invariable space, or an unvarying distance between two 
points, I can apply it mediately or immediately to all other spaces 
or distances within ay reach, and ascertain their respective ratios 
in it, but the invariable relation of value between A and B can 
tell me nothing of the mutual value of C and 33j or, to vary the 
language, the power which A has to command B, can tell me nothing 
of that which C has to command I). r do not in any sense measure 
the relation of value between two commodities, by that existing 
between two other commodities, Invariable value, therefore, can 
be of no service, The only meaning to be attached to the phrase 
measuring value, the only operation implied in it, is, as we have 
seen, that comparison of the values of two objects which we are 
enabled to ¡sake by thsir separate relations to a third, or, in 
other words, by having these values expressed in a common term of 
denomination* Put the capability of expressing the values of com- 
modities has nothing to do with the constancy of their values, 
either to each other or to the medium employed» neither has the 
capability of comoaring these expressions of value any thing to do 
with it. Whether A is worth UB or 6B, and whether C is worth 8B 
or 12B, are circumstances which make no difference in the power of 
expressing the value of A and C in B, and certainly no difference 
in the power of conparing the value of A and C when expressed/
Although Bailey himself did not put it this way, it seems clear 
enough, from the present perspective, that the reason ho was able to 
speak so strongly on this distinction between value and dimensional 
measurement was because he had already taken value as ultimately a "men­
tal affection." The price—quantity data compiled in records and documents 12
1 Tbtd., pp. 108-9.
2 fHci., pp. 103-5.
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might be material, physical facts, but they only resulted from the move­
ments of the basic mental or estimative operations. In the last analysis, 
therefore, measuring value amounted to a mental comparison of exchange­
able commodities through the aediun of some third commodity. This vaa  
clearly not on the «mm plane of concepts as using an instrument to es­
tablish degrees of an exfcenslonal quality. Realisation of the degrees 
of the value quality followed, or rather was identical with, the mental 
experience of calculating relative esteems, Tho establishment of value, 
or the calculation of exchange ratios, therefore, wan not a "new fact” 
derives from other separate and independent '’acts; rather, it was part 
of the interdependent complex resting basically on internal feelings.
Thus, no "physical operation" was necessary in order to reveal the quality 
of value, because the system of exchange ratios had already been settled 
metaphysically. In otl-sor words, the term "measurement" did not neces­
sarily mean the same thing in its economic, as In its physical, applica­
tion.
When it is recalled that Bailey already had one foot in the psychol­
ogist 's camp, it is easy to see why he, of all people, should have been 
willing and able to break away from tl̂ e "slight analogies with which 
economists had generally contented themselves in dealing with tho matter 
of a measure of v a l u e . I t  is not intended to suggest that bailey was 
on top of tlie matters which was mentioned in the first section of the
1 I b id . ,  p . 102,
present chapter* But there aust have Been scan reason for his breaking 
out of the accepted patterns of hia time. And the most plausible ex­
planation seems to reside in his psychologist’s disposition.* 1" In his 
period Falloy could protest against constricting value êasure.-ient in 
a physical framework, just as it is possible today to deal filth psycho­
logical or psychophysical magnitudes outside the construct of traditional 
or simplified, "fundamental," additive measurement. Within hia frame of 
reference Bailey understood that nothing was achieved by pursuing an in­
variable measure of value, because value wa3 a concept in which invari­
ability was meaningless and could result in no significant advances.
This is analogous to the appreciation today of the fact that utility or 
satisfaction is a non-additive quality and that, therefore, to manipulate 
invariable "util" units is a waste of time.
3.
The next step in bailey’s argument was perhaps the aost important 
of all. For it brought him in effect to the threshold of the index num­
ber problem and, at tlie same time, provided him with a platform frou 
which to discharge his criticisms of the measure tlworxes espoused by 
his contemporaries. It was generally maintained, he said,
of this, in passing, is surely Jams1 The remarkable figure - 1 * gtreets ahead of Pulley. Cf.
1*111. As a psychologist he was p rop *•» 4fmmml?hy this did not raise hia from hisChapter XIX, j rtfra. % p, 580. wny vnau U1U uvv i-**,***
almost mechanicaleconomic doctrines is difficult to explain.
... that money or any other commodity is a good measure of the 
value of conmod-ities, only at the sane time, because it Is liable 
to vary: while to perform this function correctly, there should 
be a commodity the value of which did not vary from one age to 
another? as to rreasure the lengths of objects at different periods, 
there must be an object of invariable length.1
Having previously demonstrated exactly what was involved in value and 
dimensional measurement, it was not difficult for Failey to dispose of 
this argument. It was agreed on all parts, he said, that invariability 
was a requirement in a satisfactory process of physical measurement. In 
the case of value, on the other hand, the only requirement was that the 
commodities concerned be related to some mutual third commodity. And 
this reduction to a "common denomination” was easily done, or rather, 
was already done. The price-quantity data of commodities obviously re­
vealed their respective values in relation to money and, therefore, re­
vealed their value relations to one another. "Tf money, therefore, is 
a good medium of comparison at one time,” he concluded, "it is at all 
times
It would doubtless be objected to this viewpoint, he went on to 
point out, that money might serve adequately as a measure of value or 
medium of comparison between several commodities at given, discrete in­
tervals, but that this would not by itself ensure that money could serve
1 Crltical Dissertation, p. U l .  In a footnote to this Observation 
Failey ci'tec! ac ev* denen the“ followi.ng passage fron the Health cf Hationa 
I, Book I, Ch. 5, p. 39. M,At the sare time and place, noney is the 
exact noasure of the real exchangeable value of all Commodities, It is 
so, however, at the same time and place only.T"
2 !£*£•» p« ns.
as a satisfactory asaoure of value between eomoditios at different 
times, This objection was nioconceived, ho claixned, for it was based 
on the assumption that a relation of valus could exist between commod­
ities at different tin»*, ^net is a relation of value could obtain be­
tween coiwsoditiea at the sane tirao. The truth of the -cutter was, how-» 
over, that no relation of value existed between eon-nodi ties at different 
periods.
It 1b a direct inference from the explanation of value in the pre­
ceding chapters, as denoting a relation between two commodities, 
a relation incapable of existin'* when there is only one commodity, 
that it cannot exist between a cocsaodity at 01»  period and the 
so®! coaaodity at another period, Ta cannot ascertain the relation 
of cloth at one tine to cloth at another, aa we can ascertain the 
relation of cloth to corn in the present day.
Tn the nature of the case, "... If no relation (of vainej exists there
can be no rseeaureiaent of it. Tt is, in truth, only the value of corned-
2ities at the sane tine that can tc eeas-nred." Teroly because objects 
in different periods could be compared or measured as to length was no 
reason to asstsae that the valve of conmoditles similarly situated could
be "censured" in the sane manner. The "uninterrupted transmission" of 
eone given object obviously permitted Intertemporal measurenents of 
length, "Put this circumstance can evidently have no exi stence :n the 
measurement of value, which in the ascertainment of a relation between 
contemporary commodities, and not between objects at different peri ode.«3
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Having said this much in his iconoclastic view, it is an important 
mark in Bailey*s favor that he realised that more denial of the measurement 
of value between commodities at different periods did not mean that all 
inter-temporal discussions about value were invalidated. With a percep­
tion far in advance of his time and, therefore, very close to the index 
number problem, he took especial care to explain exactly what was involved 
in inter-temporal, or inter-spacial, discussions.
The only thing to be done, with regard to different periods, 
is to compare the relation of value subsisting between any two 
commodities, A and B, at one period, with the relation subsisting 
between them at another} or, in other words, toe quantity ot' A 
which purchased B at the former time, with the quantity of A which 
pure ased B at the latter, This is evidently a simple comparison, 
in which neither A nor B performs the function of a measure, or 
medium, in any possible interpretation of the term. That office 
has in all likihood been already discharged in ascertaining the 
relative quantities of A and B at each period} and if, as is prob­
able, these quantities have been ascertained by means of the 
prices of the commodities, money has been the medium of comparison*
But after these quantities Iiavo been ascertained, there can be no 
place whatever in the subsequent comparison for any m d lm , no 
conceivable function far it to perform.1
Comparisons of Viae ¡aui«*y prices of a commodity in different periods, he 
continued, were not the same thing as comparisons between the money 
prices of different coaaodiiies at the same points of time, In the lat­
ter case, the thing accomplished was an inference from money prices to 
the purchasing power of the commodities over each ottier, or other com­
modities. Money obviously war the measure of value or medium of exchange. 
In the former case, however, the facts furnished were simply the money
1 Ibid., pp. 115-16
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prices of the commodity at the different periods, Frois these facts no 
inference analogous to that in the other cam could he nadej no deduction 
between the value of the commodity In the first and the second period 
could ho reached* because no relation of value existed} no inference fro» 
the facts could permit the deternd,nation of tie poser of purchasing of 
one commodity over different commodities in the other period, ?o sake 
such an inference would he an attempt, in effect, to ascertain the quan­
tities of a single commodity which would exchange for other quantities 
of the earn comodity in different periods.1 And this, he concluded, 
was "obviously absurd,"
We cannot ascertain the relation of cloth at one time to cloth at 
another, as we ascertain the relation of cloth to corn in the 
present day. All that we can do is to compare the relation in 
which cloth stood at each period to som  other commodity. When 
we say, that an article in a former age was of a certain value, 
we mean, that it exchanged for a certain quantity of some other 
commodity,», Value is a relation between contemporary commod­
ities, because only such admit of being exchanged for each other} 
and if we compare the value of a commodity at one time with its 
value at another, it is only a comparison of the relation in ? 
which it stood at these different times to sc®e other commodity,
therefore, money as a measure of value was simply the "medium of com­
parison" between commodities at the same time. Consequently, the con­
tention that money was not a satisfactory measure of the value of com­
modities at different time* was
«•* either false or amounts to nothing* Tf it means that money 
is not equally a good measure of conteroorary coraaodtties at any 12
1 Ibid., pp. 116-1?,
2 U S » #  PP* 71-72.
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period, It is directly opposite to the troth} if it means that it 
is not a good medium of comparison between commodities at differ- 
ent periods, It asserts the incapability of performing a function 
in a case where there is no function for it to perform,
It Is important to be clear on what Bailey has done here, for it
would seem that his position has not always been understood. Bailey had
not sought to deny that inter-temporal comparisons of value are desirable
and important} on the contrary, ha endeavoured to make quite plain oxactly
what is involved in such comparisons. What an inter-temporal comparison
of value did not mean, he bad asserted, was that a given portion of some
commodity would have exchanged for in the past, or would exchange for in
the future, a given amount of that same commodity at that past or future
period.
If a commodity A in the year 100 was worth 2B, and in 1800 was worth 
liB, we should say that A had doubled its value to B. But this, 
which is the only kind of comparison we can institute, would not 
give us any relation between A and B in each of those years. It 
is impossible for a direct relation of value to exist between A In 
100 and A in 1800... It will at once be seen how absurd it would 
be to talk of the power of A in the year 100, to command in exchange 
the sau» commodity in 180Q.
In Bailey’s terminology, the only things that can be made inter-tenporally 
are "comparisons." And ’’comparisons" transpire between value relations 
established in discrete periods.
Now although it may be said with Professor Bobbins that "It is pos­
sible to exchange goods now for goods in the future, and we can conceive 12
1 Ibid., pp. 110-16,
2 Ibid», p. ?3.
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an equilibrium direction of price changes through time”}1 yet, «hat this 
really tnoans is that from an evaluation of the importance of one thing 
compared to another thing or things, in different periods, an inference 
is made that the one thing is worth so many of itself or other things 
in another period. That is, two of A maybe considered as equivalent 
to certain other things for which it might exchange in period 1, and one 
of A might be considered as equivalent to these "earn" other things in 
period 2$ and from this, it may be inferred that two of A In period 1 
are worth one of A, or the other i'dngs one of A would have exchanged 
for, in period 2. But this inference is possible only because an actual 
or contemplated exchange of A for other things in the given periods 
actually did, or might take place. It is important to understand that 
the essential fact consists in the excharges (whether actual or "psychic”) 
made or contemplated in the separate, discrete periods. For by Itself, 
the statement that, say, two pounds now arc considered to be equivalent 
to one pound at some time in the future, is meaningless. On the other 
hand, it is correct and significant to say that two pounds now compared 
with the things they might now purchase, are, or might be, equivalent to 
one pound in the future compared with the things it might then purchase. 
Bailey understood with the utmost clarity what was meaningful in this 
"comparison” connection, ”We cannot say, that a pair of stockings in 
James the Firsts reign would exchange for six pair in our own dayj
1 Robbins, Nature and Significance, p, 62,
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and -we therefore cannot say, that a pair In James the first’s reign wag 
equal in value to six pair' now, without reference to some other article.** 
The proviso is important and Bailey was surely in touch with economic 
realities in insisting upon it* Moreover, the immediate urge to deny 
hla, by noting that things in the future can he discounted to the present 
in order to establish an equivalence between them at the different periods 
of time, may be suppressed. For the discount is only applied in order to 
compensate for a time, or a liquidity, preference. And the "preference" 
obviously means nothing more than an attempt to reckon what the commodity 
or money can be used for in the instant, as compared with the future 
period. It is the difference In the anticipations of the relation be­
tween the commodity or money in each of th© intervals which gives rise 
to the discount or premium* In other words, it is the value relation, 
or expected relation, between tho commodity or money and other things 
in the relevant periods which keys off the entire calculation, Ife on® 
would ever accept an agio or discount if there were no prospect of es­
tablishing value relations between the commodity or money and other 
things at the future date.
In light of what has been said, it is difficult to agree with 
either C, M. Walsh1 2
1 Ibid,, p, 72. Italics not in original,
2 Salley "... denies that tho »value* of a thing can be compared 
with itself at different periods, or that there can be measurement of 
‘value* through the course of time," Walsh, Fundamental Problem, p. 152,
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lor !<arl l ode in their judgements on Bailey. Fro® what has been said
above, it should he clear that Bailey never denied that inter-temporal
comparisons of value could take place, although both 'alsh and Bode
Bee® to maintain the contrary. Admittedly, Bailey did not entirely
understand subjective evaluations} as a result, he was unable to fornu-
2late a coherent theory of prospective value relatione through time.
But he did understand that it was the prices of commodities in different 
periods which made it possible to derive the quantitative exchange re­
lationships existing between or among commodities in those respective 
periods. He understood that it was these quantitative relations which 
were meaningful for economic conduct, He realised that from them, in­
deed, it was possible to make inter-temporal comparisons of value, given 
that "value” meant "exchange value," as he bad specified. Bailey’s 
inter-temporal comparisons were of the order of so much of A for so much 
of B in period 1, compared with so much of A for so much of B in period 
?. Thus, Inter-temporally Bailey spoke of comparisons} 1ntra-tesporally, 
however, ho spoke of "measures." Because both Walsh end Bode had a 
different notion of "value" in mind and, therefore, a different notion 12
1 Bailey "... was quite correct in his statement: »We cannot aay 
a pair of stockings in James the First’s reign would exchange for six 
pair in our own day: and we therefore cannot say, that a pair in James 
the First’s reign was equal in value to six pair now, without reference 
to some other article *} but only because the time-extension of economic 
plans, particularly those connected with credit, does not cover centuries. 
On the other hand, in all cases where the periods in question fall within 
the scope of one plan, interteraporal comparison of value is not only 
possible but is essential to tbs rationality of the plan." Bode, op. clt„ 
P. 3hk,2 Robbins, Nature and Significance, p, 60, n.l.
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of a " easure” appropriate to it; they condemned Failey out of hand for 
not ’’mwuraring” the kind of 11 valué” they envisaged* In doing so, how­
ever, they failed to soe or credit that ? alloy’s ’’comparisons” of value 
really were significant aspects of M s  argument, standing side-by-side 
with his theory of the seasure of valuó.
It«
Having observed in the two preceding sections the manner by which 
Hailey liad presented M s  own argument on the measure of value, it will 
be possible in the present section to consider the way in which ha applied 
M b theory against Ricardo’s position. In Bailey’s view a measure of 
value signified nothing sore than a medium of comparison, or a common 
denominator, by which the exchange relations of two or noro commodities 
could be deduced from their respective relations to that common medium. 
Inter-temporal comparisons of value resulted from the applicatdon of this 
measure of valúa function to different periods. In using the reasure of 
value inter-iomporally it was possible to make comparisons of the rela­
tions of value between commodities as they were exchanged for one another 
in different periods, but nothing could be inferred regarding any single 
commodity in comparison to itself exclusively in the respective periods.
In a word, inter-temporal comparisons of value wero entirely possible, 
but an exchange of one commodity for itself between two periods was cer­
tainly not possible; an attempt to make it so was nothing more than an 
attempt to make value Into something other than exchange value. It is
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Bailey’s acute perception of this fact which eonsiitutes the mala lessor? 
of the oresent section.
In Chapter X T i t  was established that Ricardo had sought an in- 
variable meaetire of value. By twine it he hoped to be able to discover 
when and where the causes of a change in exchange value had occurred.
He had cos© up with gold as a comodi ty less subject to causal changes 
la its own "value” and, therefore, as heat suited to indicate the occa­
sion of alterations in the causes of the value of other commodities,
On thi a basis he believed that ho could reckon tbs variations in value 
on which his distributive theory could bo worked out. When Bailey took 
no the natter of Ricardo’s measure of value, ho was quick to perceive 
that the allegedly invariable gold measure involved "contradictory con­
ditions,” First, if value were purely relative, it was physically im­
possible to discover any object which remained unaffected when any of 
the causes of value altered. Beyond that, to assume that a commodity 
was invariable in vain® in order that it ascertain variations in the 
value of other things, was absurd? any single commodity invariable in
value would necessarily mean that all eoonodl ties were invariable in
2value and, therefore, there would b® no variations to ascertain. The 
demand for invariability in a measure of value, Bailey emphasised once 
again, was based on the false analogy with length? the truth was that 12
1 Supra, ,  p p . 50-52.
2 2£&£caL Dissertation, pp. 119-20.
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”... fluctuations In vain® arc not ascertained by any measure, but by
historical evidence...” and ”... a measure of value can signify nothing
but a medium of comparison for contemporary commodities....h1 nm if
Picard© were genuinely interested in obtainin'; a measure of value, Bailey
added, there was no particular assistance to bo gained in supposing his
money to be produced by a constant amount of labor.
Silver, even if Invariable in its producing labour, will tell us 
nothing of the value of other commodities. Their relations in 
value to silver, or their prices, must be ascertained in the usual 
way, and when ascertained, us shall certainly know the values of 
commodities in relation to each other: but in all this there is 
no assistance derived from the circumstance of the producing labour 
of silver being a constant quantity.
Poreover, silver produced by a constant quantity of labor would not be 
of any particular help in ascertaining fluctuations in value, for a 
change in the exchange relations between commodities and silver would 
equally follow, or bo revealed by, silver produced by varying quantities 
of labor.^ The only inference to be drawn from a changed exchange re­
lation between commodities end silver produced by a constant quantity of 
labor, was that the cause of the changed relation necessarily appeared 
in the former. And it was this, of course, which was ticardo’s objective 
after all.
A commodity, therefore, under these conditions, produced by 
an invariable quantity of labour, would enable us to ascertain,
not the fluctuation® in value between two or acre commodities 123
1 Tbid., p. 120.
2 TOT., p. 122.
3 TOT., p. 123.
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(for these are facts to be gathered from appropriate evidence), 
but the fluctuations in the quantity of labour ■which produced 
them: and in truth, if re examine -what is the particular ad­
vantage which Mr# Ricardo himself supposes we should be able 
to derive from the possession of such a commodity, we shall 
find it to be in reality that which is here described, the power 
of ascertaining, not the variations in value, but the variations 
in the producing labour of commodities.̂
In support of this judgement Bailey was able to cite the passage 
from Section three of Ricardo1s first chapter, in which money produced
by a constant quantity of labor permitted the assignation of changes in
2the quantity of producing labor of the familiar salmon and deer. This 
passage, declared Bailey, accurately described what a commodity produced 
by a constant quantity of labor would be able to ascertain. Ricardo, he 
said,
*,. does not tell us that such a commodity would enable us to 
ascertain the value of fish or game, or their variation In value, 
but this variation being riven, that it would enable us to infer 
bow mucKTi'Tt "was 'to be attributed to a change in the labour 
required to obtain the salmon, and how much to a change in that 
required to obtain the deer.’
Bailey perhaps expressed himself somewhat too strongly in insisting 
that Ricardo M,,, has in truth confounded two perfectly distinct ideas, 
namely, measuring the value of commodities, and, ascertaining in which 
commodity, and in what degree, the causes of value have varied.Ror 
from what has been said elsewhere Ricardo probably would have denied 123
1 Ibid., p. 121».
2 Ricardo, Principles, pp, 27-58, as quoted in Critical Dissertation,
pp * 12?—26,
3 Ibid,, pp. 126-7,
U fbl'd., p. 122.
? W ."Chapter II, supra., pp.Ii?-h8, 72-7U. Chapter III, supra., 
pp. 91-9U.
"confounding the "two perfectly distinct ideas," ” 3 would doubtless 
have admitted that ho -was primarily Interested in ascertaining the causes 
of variations in exchange value and that, moat of his attention mas cen­
tered an that problem. But •with all that. Bailey was still correct in 
calling attention to Ricardo's error in describing the so-called invari­
able commodity a "measure of value," particularly since Ricardo had 
agreed at the outset to take value as exchange value.* Ricardo's com­
modity mas a measure of "value." Put by this time, as Bailey had proved, 
"value" had become something else.
Bailey understood that when Ricardo had tried to construct a measure
of value on the lasls of constancy in the quantity of its producing labor,
ho had really drawn up a new conception of "value" as it appeared in the
phrase ’measure of value." That is, when Ricardo had attempted to derive
the relation of value between two comraod*ties from the respective qnan-
2titles of their producing labor, the notion was clearly exchange value. 
But when he spoke about a commodity produced by an invariable quantity 
of labor, he was concerned with something different from relative or ex­
change value* Indeed, Bailey Insisted, the presence of "invariability" 
was almost certain testimony that Ricardo's "real value" had entered the 
discussion.
On reviewing this subject from first to last, it appears to 
me, that nearly the whole of the vagueness, confusion, and per­
plexity in which it has been involved, may bo traced to an 12
1 Cf t Chapter I I I ,  supra. ,  pp. 89-90.
2 Ricardo, Principles, pp. 12-13,
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unconscious vacillation between two distinct ideas. There arc evi­
dently two senses in which the terra measuring value is e©ployed, 
and it is the unconscious passing and repassing from one to the 
other, which has been the source of the mischiefj one of these 
senses, and the only proper sense, 5s, ascertaining the mutual 
value of two commodities by their separate relations to a third} 
the ether ie, ascertaining, when two cooaodities have varied in 
value, in which of them the variation has originated. The transi­
tion from one of these ideas to the other is, T think, perceptible 
in the doctrine examined in the text, that money is a good measure 
of value for conaanditios at the cane time, tut not for commodities 
at different times. In the first part of this proposition, the 
terra measure la used in the former sense, and it is meant to assert, 
that the value of commodities to each other is shown by their prices, 
or values in money. In the latter part of tho proposition, a *ransi- 
tion is made to the second meaning, and it is intended to say, that 
the value of a commodity in money at different periods does not show 
whether there has been any alteration in tho circumstances of its 
production? whether any variation in its price has or! glnated with 
It, or with the money in which its value is expressed... It is 
probably the latter construction of the terra racecure, under which 
invariablenosa has been so generally supposed requisite. But this, 
as is shown in the course of the present chapter, would not be 
invariableness of value, but invariablenesa of cost, or invariable­
ness in the oircumstaneeF of production} and what ~cmld la measured 
by it would be that cost, or those circumstances, and not value.1
Moreover, it was possible to detect in Ricardo’s exposition an additional 
"vacillation," Ricardo, he said, sometimes referred to a commodity pro­
duced by a constant quantity of labor as a treasure of value, and some­
times to labor itself as a measure. ’ hen the former notion was employed, 
Ricardo wanted to "indicate the variations In the cost of production, or 
producing labour of other commodities'*} when the latter was used, however, 
he desired to make clear that "when the quantities of labour respectively 
required to produce commodities are known, thair values In relation to
1 Critical pissertation, pp. 248-50.
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each other are thereby d* terminal! .y
Although Bailey '«eakoraid his argument slightly by not stating: defi­
nitely that Ricardo’s invariable measure of value •»•as directed exclusively 
toward Ricardo’s ’real value," this. In effect, ma -what Ms entire criti­
cism amounted to. Re had shewn heyond doubt that "real value’* in Ricardo*«
2argument wac identical with cost of production, Therefore, to the ex­
tent that Ricardo’s invariable measure of value was celled upon to make 
extant variations in (labor) cost of production of commodities, the in­
variable measure -was part and parcel of Ricardo’s notion of rc?al value,
1
. . .  Although Rr, Ricardo i s  prcfesaodly speaking of a commodity 
produced by invariable labour, in the character of a measure of 
value, ho i s  in reality , withont being conscious of the di ffer­
ence, altogether occupied with the consideration of that commod­
ity as capable of indicating variations in the producing labour 
of otter commodities. Instead of a measure of value, such a com- 
nodity ae ho describes would bo a ,n;aaure of labour, or a medlea 
of ascertaining the varying quantities of labour which commodities 
required to produce them.-
Thus, ” . . .  the real object n) ich. 1® contemplated in a sseeewre of value
was to ascertain by It the changes which commodltl*. a might undergo in
record to the quantity of labour required to produce then»”" And in
this, concluded Bailey, Ricardo was followed by "econeaiats in general,"
<whether they were aware of it or not.
If the analysis of the inception and growth of Ricardo’s measure or
1 Ibid., pp. 2SU-5S.
2 c f ,"Chapter I I I ,  supra. ,  pp. 106-10 8 .
3 O ritio a l D io sarta tion , pp. 127-28.
h naa,, » » — 'S TH3., p. 12?, n.
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index theory given in Chapter XX1 is at all correct, it is apparent that 
thus far Bailey has wet Tilth almost complete success in demonstrating 
the motivations behind Ricardo’s measure argument, it has been aeen that 
Ricardo sought to evade the Smtth-Malthne theory, in which profits might 
never “really" fall, by constructing a theory of "value” which could so 
relate the distributive shares that a variation, in profits (as defined 
by Ricardo) could be traced to one main cause —  via,, the quantity of 
labor necessary to procure the subsistence of the laborers. It wae ex­
pressly in order to isolate the soveaents and variations of this cause 
that R'ccrdo struggled so intently with hie so-called invariable measure 
" value. Armed with this measure (plus 8 few t*6it .'ons about
tine periods, proportions of firrod to circulating capital, etc.) Ricardo 
thought he could then shoe that when a change in relative value had oc­
curred it could be attributed to cm cans« only. Prow tide demonstra­
tion, he then thought he could go on to infer the effects on the distribu­
tive shares received by the three sccial classes, particularly the capi­
talist class. Tn this way, a perioral progression cf the economy through 
the course of time could be plotted, free from any of the allegedly 
"disruptive” influences which Halthus’ profit theory would have occa­
sioned. In setting up thia analysis, Ricardo noet certainly did what 
Bailey said ho did; an alteration in relative valve(ts) having occurred, 
Ricardo needed to discover the cause which had brought such an alteration
1 3tipra., pp. b3-52.
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about. Indeed, unless be were able to do so he would be unable to sub­
stantiate his judgement about the Smith-Malthus variations being incon­
clusively "nominal."
That Bailey was able to direct a revealing light toward the equiv­
ocal foundations of Ricardo’s argument, as hidden in the bass and ob­
scurity of the Principles, is a nark of true perception and critical 
acumen. It would be misleading to suggest, of course, that Bailey him­
self appreciated all of the possible ramifications and consequences of 
what he had done. Considering the thousands of pages that have bean 
written in critical commentary on Ricardo, it is hardly to be expected 
that a mere 2£o~odd pa*,© octavo volume could have opened up all of th© 
avenues leading from Ricardo’s impressive structures. But tide admission 
cannot controvert the fact that by wise employment of logic and adherence 
to Ids fundamental proposition, Bailay was able to lay bare the serious 
ambiguity with which Ricardo had set out, ialley’s appraisal of Ricardo’s 
theory of a measure of value revealed which side of the ambiguity Ricardo 
had selected as the more important for his over-all argument. For, in a 
sense, it was by disclosing Ricardo’s inconsistency on the measure of 
value that "alloy was finally able to pry loose from its encumbering en­
virons Ricardo's basic concept of real value. Once this was exposed, it 
was easy, of course, for subsequent and greater economists than Bailey 
to bring down the edifice Ricardo had built upon real value and to replace 
it by a superior structure founded on the utility analysis. But before 
this could be done, however, real value had to go. And Bailey, above all,
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was the one -who contributed most to helping it on it« nay, He gar» 
definitive proof to the logical inconsistency between relative and real 
valuej he understood what nom  before his had perceived, via,, that once 
invariability had been admitted with the measure of value, relative value 
had been replaced by a different concept, He demonstrated that if in 
fact a measure of value were invariable, there would be no variations 
in value for it to ascertain, because it would always exchange for the 
same quantities of other things, ?% shewed that if invariability were 
still deemed desirable or necessary, it meant that the invariability 
was to be implied to something other than value, —  other than exchange 
value, that Is. And in most eases, therefore, invariability meant in­
variability of cost of production or real value. How important this con­
clusion is will appear in the following section.
$ *
It was characteristic of Ha that, having demonstrated an ambiguity 
in Ricardo’s argument concerning the nature of value, and having shown 
that in the way he used his measure of value Ricardo confirmed the exist­
ence of that ambiguity, Bailey should seek to show why Ricardo thought 
ho was justified in his presentation. In other words, Bailey saw the 
need to com® to grips once more with Ricardo’s real value, albeit this 
time tinder tbs provocation of the measure of value theory,
Bailey had already established that a measure of value was a "medium 
of comparison." Any commodity or money would servo as a measure of value
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in any period or place, and to suppose invariability in the value of the 
measure 'was to raise self-eontradictory conditions. Inter-tenocral and 
inter-spacial comparisons of value could be made with no difficulty, 
merely by consulting available "records'* or ’’evidence.* But there was 
nothing required to nraeasxire* the value of commodities in different times 
or places because no relation of value existed between such commodities. 
When Ricardo drew up his ”invariable” commodity to ’’measure” the varia­
tions in value between different times or places, he corns!tted an error 
in changing his conception of value from that with which ha had begun.
'hon Ur, Ricardo tolls us, that a commodity always produced by the 
same labour is of invariable value ... by the epithet invariable 
ha clearly wans, that its value at ona ti.ua will bo precisely the 
sane as its value at another, not in relation to other commodities, 
for he supposes all other coaaodities to vary, but in relation to 
itself. Ho distinctly states, that if oqual quantities of gold 
could always ba obtained by equal quantities of labour, the value 
of gold ’would be invariable, and It would be eminently well cal­
culated to measure the varying value o f all -tier things,’•* -whence 
it follows, that this lnvariableneas must be intended to be af­
firmed of the value of gold coapared i&th itself, and not of any 
relation between gold and some other commodity.2
How Bailey had had no trouble in showing that Ricardo had believed a 
commodity would remain invariable in its value if it continued to be 
produced by the same quantity of labor, or that Ricardo took value to be 
some positive, independent result of the application of a definite quan­
tity of laborTherefore, it followed that to the extent Ricardo 1
1 This extract is from Ricardo’s Principles, p. 37. The italics 
are Bailey’s.
2 Critical Plsscrtatlon, pp, ?h-?£.
3 cf. Chapter Til, supra,, p;108.
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persisted in his claim for an invariable measure, (1) he was seeking to 
expose variations in real, not exchange, value, and (2) he was trying 
to compare this real value of a commodity at different time or places, 
ReQuincy was one with M m  in this as well.
The following passage from the Templar*a Dialogues on Political 
Economy, is a conspicuous example of the error in question. *1 
wish to know,* he Q,e, DeQulncy] says, »whether a day’s labour at 
the tine of the English Revolution bore the earn value as a hundred 
years after, at the time of the French Revolution, and if not the 
same value, whether a higher or lower. For tMa purpose, if I be­
lieve that there is any coimodity immutable in value, I shall natu­
rally compare a day’s labour with that commodity at each period.
Some for instance have imagined that corn is of invariable value, 
and supposing me to adopt so false a notion, I should merely have 
to inquire what quantity determined the relation« of value between 
labour at the two periods.’*
To wMch Bailey well replied*
It scarcely needs pointing out, after the explanation T have 
given, that no relation of value could exist between labour at 
these two periods* the only point to be ascertained would be, 
whether the same or a different relation existed at both periods, 
between corn and labour, and this would be equally well ascertained, 
without supposing the condition of corn being immutable in value. 
This very supposition implies, either that the fact wMch it is 
wished to ascertain is already ascertained, or, that the value of 
com at one period may be compared with the value of com at smother 
period, with no reference to any other commodity in the world.2
It is perhaps unfortunate that Bailey did not express himself rather 
more carefully and pointedly on this matter, for his conclusion was im­
portant and needed to be fixed as securely as possible in the minds of 
M s  readers. From what he had demonstrated, it was obvious that none of 1
1 BeQuincy, "Dialogue tho Fifth," op. clt., p. 9$, as quoted in 
Critical Dissertation, pp, 76-77.
‘ P Cri'tlcal risaertati on, p, 77.
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H icardo's or BeQuiney’ s conclusions war© v a lid  i f  the "value" they spoke 
about meant exchange or r e la t iv e  va lu e. Such a position  would have im­
p lied  "the contradiction  involved in  affirm ing the statio n ary  or in v a ri­
able vali® o f any object araldst the variatio n s o f other t h in g s , , . , " 1 
B ut, as Baxley»3 argument had a lso  im plied, th e ir  views might have been 
supported in  lo g ic ,  i f  not in  tru th , provided the '’value" they had in  
mind was something other than exchange or r e la t iv e  valu e. How i f  B a ile y  
had been w illin g  to p re fix  the ad jectives " r e a l,"  or "p o s it iv e ,"  or 
"absolute" before h is use o f the term "value" in  the c r i t i c a l  passages 
quoted immediately above, he would have shown very c le a r ly  that the ob­
je c t iv e  Ricardo and PeQuincy had in  Eind was to  compare, not exchange 
valu e, but th at in tr in s ic  q u a lity  derived from labor expenditure.
Ricardo and EeQuincy obviously believed that i t  was possib le to compare 
such a q u a lity  a t one period w ith the same q u a lity  a t another period, 
provided only that the q u a lity  i t s e l f  remained in  the same conceptual 
c l a .s .  How B ailey  him self had had no d i f f ic u lt y  in  showing that Ricardo 
and BeQuincy had derived the q u a lity  "re a l value" from the fa c t  o f  a
commodity*s having been the "independent re s u lt  o f  labour" applied fo r
2
a ce rta in  length o f tim e. Therefore, i f  Ricardo and BeQuincy b elieved  
that "re a l value" or "absolute and natural value" formed an independent 
q u a lity  o f the commodities being compared, then the in te r - te n o r a l  12
1 I b id . ,  p , 16 .
2 tW q. ,  p , h i .
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in v estig ation s they proposed could haw  toon made and th e ir  "measures* 
wetCLd have f u l f i l l e d  the function for -which they had teen designed. Fur­
thermore, i f  such comparison» o f »value,” as an independent property,
■ were v a lid , then they would have teen J u stifie d  in  drawing th e ir  analogies 
between the "-m surerent" of such "valúas” and ordinary physical measure­
ment, The determination o f changes in  " r e a l” or "absolute” value would 
have teen in  the sane c la ss  o f operations as ascertaining changes in  the 
dimensions o f ph ysical o b je c ts .
I f  a l l  o f  these consequences were p ossib le  under the assumptions, 
i t  i s  evident th a t, a t bottom, they depend e x c lu s iv e ly  on whether or not 
the conception o f value as an Independent property o f objects was sound. 
Although - a lle y  obviously believed th at he had adequately disposed o f 
the notion o f re a l or absolute va lu e,1  i t  seems c lea r th at he could have 
sharpened h is point I f  he had admitted that Ricardo had formulated a 
theory o f measuring which was s a t is fa c to r y  provided "value” were under­
stood as Ricardo apparently wished. I t  then would have been necessary 
fo r  hist only to  point out the fa l la c y  o f value as sn absolute or p o sitiv e  
conception, in  order to  p u ll the props from beneath the o v e r-a ll measure 
constructions. Of course, P a lle y ’ s argument amounted to  th is  destruction . 
Put h is general conclusions would have drawn greater atten tion  i f ,  instead
1 "As to real value, tits last chapter ( I I )  has shown that it is a 
nonentity." Ibid., p, 58, n. And, ”should Mr. Ricardo, or rather should 
any of M s  followers, shelter himself under the notion of real value, and 
thus escape the absurdity here charged upon him (of supposing invariabil­
ity amid variations), it would only be taking refuge in another absurdity 
equally great,” Ibid., p. 119, n.
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o f re ly in g  so h eavily  on the fa c t  that R icardo'e measure theory reached 
contradictory conclusions when value was taken as his (B a ile y ’ s) re la ­
t iv e  or exchange valise, he had agreed that R icardo’s  theory appeared, to  
make sense i f  value was taken as Ricardo hirasslf conceived i t *  This 
admission would have focussed atten tion  on the very foundation o f the 
Ricardian argument and would, in  turn, have erapliasissed the notion o f 
r e a l or absolute value which underlay the respective p osition s he had 
adopted. There i s  l i t t l e  doubt that b a ile y  was aware of the conceptual 
d ifferen ces between his argument and th at o f Ricardo’ s .  But i t  i s  also  
c le a r  th at by Ms method o f  stressin g  the fa c t  th at R icardo's conclusions 
could not p o ssib ly  be true on h is own d e fin itio n s , be appeared to  many 
o f M s readers to  be quibbling about terras, and not about fundamental 
conceptions* Had ho but re-constructed the theory o f Ricardo in  i t s  own 
l ig h t ,  showing how i t  depended so desparately on re a l or absolute valu e, 
he would have made the contrast between Ricardo and him self more str ik in g  
and v iv id . SVora what has boon adduced thus fa r  the contrast was obviously 
present in  the C r it ic a l D issertation , but as la te r  chapters w i l l  show, 
i t  did not aer&eve ranch success in  u n settlin g  tl*e R icardians,
6*
Although B a iley  believed that the observations he had made n ain ly  
cn Ricardo’ s measure o f value would be gen era lly  ap plicab le, he did devote 
a "cursory notice" to  Malthus’ re h a b ilita tio n  o f Adam Smith’ s measure 
theory in  the Measure o f Value. Malthus considered th at the labor which
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a commodity would command was a s a t is fa c to r y  measure o f th at commodity’ s 
valu e. In conformity with received opinion, Halthus then held that th is  
labor had to be in variab le  in  i t s  value in  order to  function s a t is fa c t o r i ly  
an a measure o f va lu e. B a ile y  demolished th is  point in  h is  usual way, by 
pointing out that i f  the labor in  question were tru ly  in variab le  in  valu e, 
I t  would always exchange fo r  the same quantity o f other things} as such, 
i t  could not in d icate the variation s in  the value o f other th in gs, since 
such variatio n s had been ass rased away in  the f i r s t  premise.1  This 
reductio followed i f  Malthas wore concerned to  compare the exchange or 
r e la t iv e  value o f  comodi t ie s  a t d iffere n t periods of tim e, le s t  Sialthus 
had put forward h is measure as a "medium o f comparison” in  the B a ile y  
sense, i t  was worth considering, he thought, ju s t  how e ffica c io u s  quan­
t i t y  o f labor r e a l ly  was in  such a case . T f ilalthus wanted to  discover 
the mutual value, say, o f  corn and c lo th  in  any given period, a l l  that 
was necessary was to  find th e ir  respective p rices from appropriate 
records. '»nee these p rices were known, the re la tio n  o f valu e between 
the two commodities would appear fro® the simple arithm etical ca lcu la­
tio n . However, th is  technique appeared to  use as a medium money, which 
Malthus had re jected  as unstable. Therefore, in  order to employ Malthus* 
labor commanded measure, i t  would be necessary to  discover the respective 
values o f corn and c lo th  in  lab o r, from which th e ir  value to  each o tte r  
could be In ferred . Since i t  was u n lik e ly  that corn and c lo th  would be
1 Critical Dissertation, pp, 139-hO.
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valued d ir e c t ly  in  lab or, i t  would probably be necessary to  fin d  the
money p rice  o f  lab o r, or wages, and from th is  to  deduce the re la tio n e
o f corn to  labor and c lo th  to  lab o r. Then, i t  would b® p ossib le  to  find
the value o f corn in  c lo th  end v ice  versa . I t  was obvious from th is ,
B ailey  concluded, that estab lish in g  the value o f  corn and c lo th  in  labor
was " p e r fe c tly  superfluous" fo r  ascertaining th e ir  mutual valu e, Inasmuch
as such an exchange re la tio n  would have emerged Immediately from the
1knowledge o f th e ir  respective money p r ic e s ,
Malthas* disingenuous ta b le , purporting to  demonstrate the in v a ri­
able value o f the medium or measure he had se le c te d , came in  fo r  some o f 
B a ile y 's  c r it ic is m  as w e ll.  In  follow ing through the ta b le , which he
described as "on© o f the most curious productions in  the whole range o f
2p o l i t ic a l  economy," B a ile y  merely observed that
. . .  Hr. Malthus sets  out from the promises, that 120 quarters o f 
corn are given as wages to  10 men, and, a fte r  journeying through 
two columns o f f ig u re s , he a rriv es  at the conclusion, th at the 
said  120 quarters are worth the labour fo r  which they are given,
Tn the same manner ho goes through a l l  the other cases, and as 
whatever quantity o f corn i s  given to  10 man as th e ir  wages must 
bo equal to th at fo r  which i t  i s  exchanged, that i s ,  to the labour 
o f 10 men, he constantly succeeds in  a lig h tin g  a t the point from 
which he set o u t,’
The f u t i l i t y  o f  reasoning th at "because the wages of ten men are always 
o f the same valu e, estimated in  labour, therefore the labour fo r  which 
they are exchanged must be o f  in variable v a l u e , w a s  too apparent, And
1 Ibid., p , Ui2,
2 f H 5 „  p , Ili2,
3 iH rl. ,  p . Hill. 
h ib id . ,  p . lli? .
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B a ile y  did not deem i t  necessary to  explore one© again the p o s s ib i l i t y
that the ’’va les” b'althua was comparing through the course o f time was
something other than exchange value, inasmuch as he had already exposed
the absurdity and confusion surrounding that notion.*
One other aspect o f  B a ile y ’ s c r it ic is m  o f Walibus1 nencure o f value
deserves mention, for in  taking i t  up B a iley  in  e f fe c t  forced him self to
return to  the arena o f the index number problem. Xn th is  B a iley  was
back at the point he had e a r lie r  made against Ricardo, via* that in
speaking o f value i t  was necessary to  dost with "d e fin ite  portions" o f
the objects re lated  or exchanged. "An a lte ra tio n  tn  the mutual value
o f two a r t ic le s ,” he repeated, "means, that the q u an tities in  ■ which they
are exchanged fo r  each other are altered} a d e fin ite  quantity o f one i s
2exchanged fo r  a greater or sm aller portion o f the other than b e fo re ."
In  the Measure of Balue Malt hue had boon able to  reach M s empty conclu­
sions because he took " ages’* to be a coisaodity derived in  th o ir  own 
rig h t from the aggregation o f  the individual commodities cooposlag such 
"wages."
. . .  I t  .13 ju s t  the same kind o f f u t i l i t y  to c a ll  wages in variab le  
in  valu e, because though variable  in  quantity they command the 
same portion o f labour, as to  c a l l  the sue given fo r  a hat, o f 
in variable  valu e, because, although sometimes more and sometimes 
le s s ,  i t  always purchases the hat. Xn speaking o f the r is e  and 
f a l l  in  the value o f commodities, we have nothing to  do w ith  ag­
gregate quantities which r e a l ly  vary in  amount, and have no 
id e n tity  but in  name; our business i s  w ith d e fin ite  portions* 
and the precise reason why the labour in  on® case, and the hat 12
1 Cf, Chapter ITT, mrara., p. 101.
2 Critical Pi asertatiori'7 p. 146.
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in  the other, are not o f in variable  v a lu e , i s ,  that the q u an tities 
o f corn and money given fo r  them have varied , although these quan­
t i t i e s  under every va ria tio n  continue to  he designated by the terns 
♦ wages* and ‘ sun,*1
B a ile y ’ s judgement was, o f  course, a d ire c t co ro lla ry  o f  h is in ­
sisten ce that value was nothing sore than the quantitative exchange r e la ­
tion s ex is tin g  between commodities» The e f fe c t  o f  Malthus* viewpoint 
was to  depart from determinate notions by using the saate terras to  denote 
subsequently changed conditions. Once again, however, B a ile y  probably 
fa ile d  to  ex p lo it an opportunity f u l l y  by not stressin g  the point that 
Malthua r e a l ly  had mixed together in  one discussion the ( exchange) value 
o f lab o r, or wages, and the (absolute, n atu ral, or p o sitiv e )  value o f 
wages, or the labor cost o f producing subsistence. I t  was the la t t e r ,  
o f course, which Malthus b elieved  remained in variab le  in  i t s  "va lu e," 
because the labor ( i . e .  wages and p ro fits )  cost o f  obtaining d iffe re n t 
q u an tities o f corn appeared to remain constant. Hence, the "value” o f 
wages seemed constant no matter how much or l i t t l e  corn the laborer 
a c tu a lly  received*
On the other hand, B a ile y  did draw an additional and important con­
sequence from his "d e fin ite  portions" c r it ic ism  o f Jfalthus* " id e n tity  
but in  name," And t h is ,  taken in  the l ig h t  o f hia appreciation o f in te r*  
temporal comparisons o f value, reveals once again how c lo se  he was to  
suggestive index number c r it ic is m . One o f the objects economists had 12
1 Ib id . ,  pp, 1U6-U7.
2 Ealthus, Measure of Value, pp, 26, 30r*32.
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proposed fo r  themselves in  seeking the in variab le  measure o f va lu e, said  
B a ile y , -was ” . . .  to  determine the e ff ic ie n c y  o f revenues, s a la r ie s , and 
wages o f d iffe re n t c lasses o f  people a t  d iffe re n t periods, in  what con­
d ition s such revenues enabled then to l iv e ,  or what power i t  enabled them 
to wield« This i t  i s  supposed, would be accomplished, did we possess some 
object o f Immutable v a l u e H e  c ite d  Halthua as or» such economist who
wanted to  go behind statements o f mere money income in  order to  discover
S
tbs « real”1 condition o f people in  d iffe re n t periods o f tim e, in  ap­
praisin g th is  proposed measure, B a llsy  again was com pletely a t hoa© with 
his basic and fundamental concepts, and he saw that the o b jective  In view 
was founded on a "gross misconception o f the nature o f va lu e."  In  tru th , 12
1  C r it ic a l  D issertation , p . 133.
2 ’l l 1'we arc"'told' that "the wages o f day-labour in  a p a rticu la r 
country a re , a t the present tin » , fourpence a dayj or that the revenue 
o f a p a rticu la r sovereign, TOO or 800 years ago, was boo,000 1* a year} 
these statements o f nominal value convey no so rt o f information respect­
ing the condition o f the lower classes o f people, in  the one case, or 
the resources o f the sovereign, in  the other, without further knowledge 
on the su b ject, we should be quite at a lo ss  to say, whether the labour­
ers  in  the country mentioned were starvin g , or liv in g  in  great plenty* 
whether the king in  question might be considered as having a very inade­
quate revenue, or whether the sum mentioned was so great as to  be incred­
ib le .
’I t  i s  quite obvious that in  cases o f  th is  kind, and they are o f con­
stan t recurrence, the value o f wages, incomes, or commodities estimated in  
the precious m etals, w i l l  be o f l i t t l e  us® to  us alone, ?fhat we want fu r­
ther Is  son® estim ate o f the kind which may be denominated re a l value in  
exchange, implying the quantity o f the necessaries and conveniences o f 
l i f e  which those wages, incomes, or commodities w i l l  enable the possessor 
o f them to  command," Malthus, P rin cip les, pp. 5>9~6g, as quoted in  
C r it ic a l  D issertation , pp, 133-357
The ease o b jectiv e , o f  discovering a s a tis fa c to r y  "estimate and com­
parison o f wages, s a la r ie s  and revenues in  a l l  countries and a t a l l  
p eriod s,” was present in  the .oaaure of Value, p . 2 ,
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a knowledge of value meant nothing more than a knowledge of certain ex­
change relations obtaining between commodities.
Fro® the relation of corn and money nothing can be inferred as to 
the relation of corn and labour, or of corny and labour. If, pro­
ceeding a stop further, wo learn from the proper records the rela­
tion also of labour and money, then we can deduce the relation of 
labour to eomj but we should not be able to make any inference 
to any other object,1
Additional steps, therefore, could only be taken by consulting the ’’proper 
records,” Fhat this implied for the problem of determining the ’’effici­
ency” of incomes or revenues, however, was
that if we wish to ascertain the state of comfort or luxury in 
which any class of people lived at any assigned period, there is 
no possible method of affecting the object, but ascertaining from 
the proper documents the aaount of their incases, and than, particu­
lar by particular, the relation which these incomes bore to commod­
ities, If the incomes are stated in corn, or silver, nothing can 
be inferred from the statement, as to their power over other things. 
Supposing the income to be a certain amount of money, then the in­
quirer must find records of the prices of those articles to which 
his curiosity is directed, and a simpl® calculation will teach his 
the power of the income to command the®.
If he wishes, for exar.pl©, to ascertain the condition of the 
labouring class at any given period, 1» must first find the rate 
of wages, or, in other words, the mutual relation of labour and 
money. This is one step in the investigation, but it will not of 
itself threw any light on the food, clothing, and comfort, which 
the labourers are able to procure; and he must therefore search in 
the proper registers for the prices of such commodities as con­
stitute these necessaries and conveniences. He can ascertain noth­
ing but what is shown by the historical documents which he consults. 
When he has found, the price of labour, the price of corn, of cloth, 
of hats, of stockings, of fuel, of house-room, be will be able to 
tell how much of each of those commodities a week's or a year’s 
labour could command: in other words, the condition of the labour­
ing class of society in these respects will become manifest.
But these are all separate particulars, to be separately
1 Critical Dissertation, p. 135
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ascertained: one ■will not disclose anotherj each must be individ­
ually established by independent evidence. There can be no commod­
ity, by a reference to wMch the power of a given income over any 
or all other commodities may be shown.2-
It would be overstating the case for Failey to claim that in this 
passage he had given all of the ncccssar/ and sufficient conditions 
demanded of empirical researchers in their investigations. Put it must 
surely be agreed that it would be difficult to find sounder or more use­
ful advice to anyone who was about to undertake inter-temporal compari­
sons. Yet it is not difficult to find instances in which the massage 
Bailey gave was overlooked or forgotten in the century and a half which 
followed its publication. And anyone who has »»pressed the belief, or 
undertaken an investigation under the conviction that, ©ay "a dollar or 
a pound today is only worth fifty cento or ten shillings” has, in fact, 
overlooked or forgotten it, Inter-temporal comparisons of value were 
fruitful and Important to Bailey, as his care and effort In making clear 
their real nature implicitly testify. If he gave the expression “measure 
of value" to a process otter than such inter-temporal comparisons, that 
is not to say that he was indifferent to the importance of the latter.
As was invariably true of 1dm, ho tried always to establish a consistent 
nomenclature and terminology. He isopod, thereby, to do away with much 
of the confusion which had been raised by those writers who used the 
same tors© or expressions to denote different things or processes. Bailey 
was on top of his subject in confining M s  "measure of value" to the
1 Ibid., pp. 136-37.
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medial function and, as -well, in pointing out that those authors who had 
invariability in mind must, necessarily, have transferred their attention 
to a kind of value different from relative or exchange value to be "meas­
ured*” This judgement was true of Ricardo and Balthus and, for that mat­
ter, of more modern economists. Marshall's "stable money,” procured, as 
dgeworth said, "by a certain amount of effort and sacrifice,"'1 was in 
the same class of conceptions aa ralihuo* "invariable" measure and 
Tticardo'a "invariable" commodity. The objective before it was the same 
as the earlier writers had had, viz. to discover whether things had be­
come more or less difficult to obtain and to infer from that fact whether 
people were "better" or "worse" off. Thiie Bailey did not in any sense 
understand the index number intricacies of wights, of aspcyres or 
baascha, of price or volume indices; he nevertheless did understand that 
economic reality lay in determining "particular by particular" the rela­
tions between commodities and incomes; he understood that reality did not 
attend "invariable" things and that the "efficiency5 of Incomes was not 
revealed by any reference to such "invariablesIf one wanted to pursue 
"measures" of coot or sacrifice variations, he admitted that such might 
be a "useful inquiry.'• But it was not a pursuit of a erasure of value.
Nor could a physical analogy of measurement make it one, Because "value" 
to Bailey meant a "mental affection," the only meaningful phenomena were 12
1 Marshall, Memorials, p. 68.
2 Critical dissertation, p, 127, n.
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revealed on the level of exchange or relative "esteeKs.” Thus, there 
was only one significant and worthwhile kind of vain© and only one satis­
factory measure appropriate to It. And whether the "eaa*urement" of such 
value occurred at one tisse or separata times, the pro-csss still was de­
termined by the nature of that value itself. Bailey never expressed 
himself in this way, of courso, tut what ills message cane to, in effect, 
■«as simply that mixing physics and "psychology” indlecriiainfttSly could 
net produce significant conclusions in a field of inquiry whose bound­
aries were given mainly by the latter discipline.
CHATTRP. V
batista mmtwts c'ywmwm
Although its presence hare say sees to intrude slightly on tho flow 
of Bailey* a own exposition, it is worthwhile to devote seno attention to 
a confirmation of Bailey’s Judgements on the nature of real and cbsolute 
value in Ricardo’s and Maltha»* arguments and the manner in which their 
naatrures of value derive from those notions. It has teen seen that, 
without the advantage of the flotes on Balthus or of any of the explanatory 
correspondence and conversation which passed between Ricardo and his 
friends, Bailey had been able to place in the clearest possible light 
the conceptual contradictions which existed between real and relative 
value. He had teen able to show that the search for the measure of value 
was Rarely part of that fundamental confusion. Mainly by a careful scru­
tiny of the various steps in their respective arguments, Bailey in effect 
had forced the others to sake an explicit, definitivo declaration on this 
natter of real versus relative value, and to reveal to ths world in such 
a declaration the tremendous amount of misdirected effort that had gone 
into the aaasuro of value problem. In Ricardo’s case Bailey had been 
farced to make his plea on the unsatisfactory and contradictory exposition
of the Principles which, as even Marshall has observed, left so such to
1be desired in the matter o f definitional end logical sophistication.
In material which has subsequently cone to light, however, it is now 
possible to take Ricardo further on the problem of real value than he,
1 Marshall, Principles, Appendix 1, "Ricardo1» Theory of Value," 
p* 670.
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hlnsolf, took hia readers in the Principles, Since the concept and its 
alleged validity is of fundamental importance to a very large part of 
Bailey’s criticism, there will he an obvious benefit in moving a lit 
further along in order to discover what Ricardo's own statement, of his 
explicit and ultimate viewpoint actually was* This discovery, In turn, 
Hill serve to certify both the truth and stature of Bailey’s indictment.
In Malthus’s ease, the matter is somewhat less difficult, although 
no less important. If Malthus was not altogether clear on what he was 
about, ho did manage to get most of M s  thoughts published. Thus, there 
is not quite the same need to scour through the "¡ore obscure places in 
order to find a confirmation of Bailey’s appraisal. In addition, as will 
be made clear in Chapter fill,1 Malthua himself took the opportunity of 
replying to Bailey, and this makes it unnecessary here to do more than 
compare his position one© again with Ricardo’s,
1,
In Chapter II, above, the hypothesis was advanced that Ricardo had 
seen his way past Malthus’e objections on the matter of profits, by for­
mulating an index around which he conceived the other factors of hie 
distributive system to revolve. By analysing the movements of the index 
itself, Ricardo had then sought to solve the index number problem as it 
presented itself to him/ Ricardo, In his turn, had had to answer 12
1 Icfra.» Pp.339-#.2 Cr. Chapter II, supra»» pp. 23 ff.
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Malthus* charges of nunusual language” respecting the concept of real 
value which lay at the center of his system. His actual reply, however, 
was less an argued defense of the validity of the doctrine of real value 
itself, than a reiteration of tho manner in which he had employed it 
throughout hie general system."1' It appeared that, up to this point at 
any rate, Ricardo had teen able to take it more or less for granted that 
his colleagues would grant him the validity of the real value concept 
in order that he be permitted to get on with the reminder of hie sys­
tematic argument. However, except for M s  somewhat unsatisfactory de­
fense of the real value notion in the Motes on tlalthus, the first time 
that Ricardo really was called upon to defend the notion en aue waa in a 
correspondence with M s  friend Hutches Trower after the publication of 
the third edition of the Principles in May, 1321. As Mr. Sraffa has noted,
Ricardo*s correspondence with Trower was generally an attempt to explain
2economic doctrine to a "comparative layman." It is of some importance 
in the present context, therefore, because the great pains which Ricardo 
took to make certain that M s  meaning waa clear to his friend, expose 
clearly the reasoning which lay behind the concepts tacitly assumed in 
the Principles«
Late In November of 1820 Ricardo had written to Trower, mentioning 
that he had completed his work on the Motes on Malthus.^ Tn his reply 123
1 Cf. Chapter II, supra., pp. 6l-7h.
2 Ricardo*s "Forks, xLv.
3 Ricardo to’ frower, 26 November, 1820, Till, pp. 3Oii-0,
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tremer had asked to see them in order to make some comparisons 'with an 
abstract of Malthas» Principles on which he vas working.1 Therefore, 
after McCulloch and Kalthue had finished with the Notes, they cose into 
Trowcr’s banda, When he had finished reading them, Tremer told Ricardo 
that h© thought his Principles had been vindicated successfully in the 
face of flalthus* charges. There mas one matter, however, on which he be­
lieved there was some obscurity, lolthus, he said,
,,, is incessantly puzzling and perplexing himself with undefined 
notions of value, Hot that I can entirely agree with you In your 
- efinHion off'exchangeable value —  no doubt the labor expandeef 
upon a commodity Is" the measure'by which the accuracy o? It3’Ex­
changeable value, is ascertained, and eventually regulated; but X 
confess I think, that the labor, which a commodity can command is 
what . actually constitute© ita exchangeable value,
The term value is employed to'cesignate the relative value of 
Commodities; which" is necessary to be ascertained in excHanglni 
them for each otter* It refers to exchangeable and not to positive 
value. It is Intended to express how much of one thing is worth",’’"' 
or can procure, so much of another thing. If there were no exchange 
of commodities they would have no value. They would, of course, re­
tain their use} but they could not ""Be‘said to possess value; which 
implies the worth of one thing estimated in some other’ things. There 
are no means "olF estimating what is the value of Commodities in use. 
If they had no use they would possess no value, because they would 
not pass in exchange, and because therefore there would not be any­
thing with which they could be compared. I submit therefore, that 
the only proper use of the tern value is in exchange. And value in 
exchange will signify the relative or comparative value of two cora- 
modi'ties, which are exchanged for each other. If so, I doubt whether 
the term exchangeable value can be applied to signify the quantity 
of labor necessary to acquire or produce a commodity; but the quan­
tity of labor that commodity can command when exchanged; The quan­
tity of labor necessary to acquire or produce a commodity Is the ex­
pence of acquiring it, and is very properly termed its cost, but 
this cost may be very different from, and is rarely exactly the 
same as, the value it can command in exchange. It is nevertheless
1 Trower to Ricardo, 11 December, 1820, Till, pp. 231-32.
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the central point to which exchangeable value is constantly gravi­
tating and fjtom which any violent aberrations are neither frequent 
nor lasting*1
It will be evident from this extract that ¿rower had put the issue
squarely to Ricardo: whether Ricardo’s employment of the tens value did
not obscure, rather than distinguish, the difference between labor cost
and exchange value. It is clear that, in posing such a question, Trower
called upon Ricardo to explain at some length exactly what he had meant
by the term value as it had been used in the Principles* In his reply
to Trowar's letter, therefore, Ricardo observed:
T an not surprised that you should not agree with me in my defini­
tion of exchangeable value, but when you say that ’the labour ex­
pended upon a cooRodity is the measure by which the accuracy of its 
exchangeable value is ascertained and constantly regulated* you ad- 
sit all I contend for, I do not, I think, say that the. labour 
expended on a commodity is a measure of its exchangeable value, 
but of its positive value, I i'uen add that exchangeable value is 
regulated by positive value, and therefore is regulated by the 
quantity of labour expended,
You say if there were no exchanges of commodities they could 
have no value, and T agree with you, if you mean exchangeable 
value, but if I as obliged to devote one month's labour to sake 
me a coat, and only one week's labour to sake a hat, although I 
should never exchange either of them, ths coat would be worth four 
times the value of the hat} and if a robber were to break into my 
house and take part of ray property, I would rather that he took 3 
hats than one coat. It is in the early stages of society, when 
few exchanges are made, that the value of commodities is most 
peculiarly estimated by the quantity of labour necessary to pro­
duce them, as stated by Adam Smith*1 2
In the first paragraph quoted above, Ricardo has broken down his 
measure argument into two steps. In the more important first step, by
1 Trowar to Ricardo, 2\x June, 1821, nil, pp, 393-9h,
2 Ricardo to Trower, k July, 1821, IX, pp, 1-2,
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assuming away the difficulties mentioned in the sixth section of the 
chapter on value,1 and discussed at length in correspondence between 
himself, McCulloch, and ilalthus from 1821 until his death, Ricardo had 
supposed himself possessed of a labor quantity "measure." This measure 
was to be taken as the representative of -what he ha® here termed "posi­
tive" value, but which is equivalent to his "real," or "absolute," value
gof other places. Ones, therefore, quantity of labor had been estab­
lished as the representative of "positive" value, Ricardo believed he 
could pass on to the second step, At that point the additional assump­
tion of a so-called commodity of invariable "positive" value permitted 
Mia to make explicit the variations of bio distributive system outlined 
earlier,
Tn the second paragraph, however, Ricardo’s near-statement of an 
alternativa cost doctrine, based on the sacrifice real-cost conception 
of tie Marshallian genre, is less striking than the consequences he drew 
fro® it. The ease with which he could agree with Trower in denying the 
existence of exchange value If no actual or physical exchanges occurred, 
and yet could fail to see that expressing a preference for the loss of 
three liats instead of or» coat was just as effective an exchange as a 
litoral or physical one, —  these things could not appear as contradictions 
in Ricardo’s mind simply because it seemed to mate sense to M m  that things 12
1 Principles, pp. l¡3-ii7,
2 &'f, e',g. 'fetes on Malthus, II, pp, 32-33, 35» Ricardo to Malthus, 
28 lay, 1823, TX,"pp. 298-300. ^Absolute and Exchangeable Value," TV, 
pp, 399 ff.
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should bo "-worth" something go long as labor had been expended in obtain­
ing them. In other words, with exchange or relative value out of the 
picture, a kind of value denoted "positive" or "absolute" or "real" would 
still bo retained. It was, ho thought, even more necessary to analyse 
this othor kind of value, because it gave rise to, and preceded in im­
portance exchange value. This other kind of value was that which in 
fact underlay all of the inconclusive and "nominal" exchanges ready to 
the eye, but mute aa far as disclosing the causes which night have brought 
those exchanges about in the first place* In the sequel, therefore, 
Ricardo could complain with apparent justification that Trcrtcr’s exclu­
sive concern with exchange value deprived him of a means to analysing 
this other very important kind of value,
I confess T do not rightly understand what meaning you attach to 
the words ‘exchangeable value,* when you say that ’the labour 
which a commodity can command is what actually constitutes its 
exchangeable value.’ A yard of superfine cloth we will suppose 
can command a month’3 labour of one man, but in the course of a 
year, from come cause, it commands only a fortnight’s labour of 
one man, you are bound to say this whether the cloth he produced 
with a great deal less labour in consequence of the discovery of 
Improved machinery, or the food and some of the other necessaries 
of tho labourer be produced with so much difficulty that wages 
rise and therefore labour rises as compared with cloth and many 
other things... I cannot approve of your saying that cloth has 
fallen in exchangeable value merely because it will exchange for 
less labour, no more than I can approve of the ease terms being 
applied to the fact of its exchanging for less salt, or for less 
sugar. Surely such use of tho words exchangeable value tends to 
perplex and mislead. Labour rising in value le one thing, com­
modities falling in value is another, but once admit your language 
and these 2 different things are confounded. It would be quite 
accurate to say in both cases that cloth had fallen in exchange­
able value estimated in labour, as it would be to say it had fallen 
in value estimated in salt if such should be the fact but then the 
medium by which you measure exchangeable value is named and you
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only express a fact — this i s  very different however from saying 
that cloth has fallen  In exchangeable value without mentioning 
the medium in which i t s  alteration in value is  specifically  con­
fined.1
In Ricardo*s opinion, then, exchange or relative value language »only-
expressed a fact,» and failed to give any indication of the reason for
which a change in exchange value might have occurred. This reason was
presumably something ©ore than the ©ere expression of »a fact.»
In the subsequent exchange Trowor accepted Ricardo»® principle
that i t  was real value which underlay and determined exchange value. He
continued to in sist , however, that Ricardo»® manner of expression Invited
confusion* Specifically, he charged that in Ricardo’ s terminology the
difference between cost, (or »the labor expended upon a commodity") and
exchangeable value, (or »the amount of labor, or of other commodities,
which that commodity can command") was obscured, (ha this point, there-
2
fore, Trowor thought that Haltbus had had the better of the issue.
Ricardo agreed that the fault doubtless lay in his manner of expressing 
his doctrine. He refused to give up the notion i t s e lf ,  however, and in­
sisted that i f  he used » , , .  the word value without prefixing the word 
exchangeable to i t "  1® could speak of something altering in i t s  value 12
1 Ricardo to Trowor, U July, 1821, IX, pp* 2-3.
2 Trower to Ricardo, 22 July, 1821, IX, p. 30. Cf, Malthas, 
Principles, p. 6l, "We have the power indeed arbitrarily to call the labour which has been employed upon a commodity its real value) but in 
so doing we use words in a different sense from that in which they are 
customarily used; we confound at once the very important distinction 
between cost and value) and render it almost impossible to explain, with 
clearness, the main stisaulua to the production of wealth, which, in 
fact, depends upon this distinction.»
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without at the same tine implying that it exchanged In the sans direction 
for more or lose of other things.1 Beyond that, he expressed the convic­
tion that the ideas h@ had in ®ind were satisfactorily distinguished by
2prefixing “real” and ‘’exchangeable** to value.
low on the face of it, it la difficult not to agree that ¿rower ap­
peared to have the letter of these points. There is little doubt that 
the two ideas in question would have been more clearly distinguished by 
the terms "cost" and ’’exchangeable value,” rather than by Ricardo’s 
’’real value” and "exchangeable value.” Ricardo’s Principles itself is 
sufficient testimony that, regardless of his good intentions of the let­
ters to Trower, he frequently forgot, or neglected, to include the neces­
sary prefixes. This, of course, invited the ambiguities and perplexities 
which Talley and falthus had noticed* But if this is true, it naturally 
leads to the question* why should Ricardo have been reluctant to use 
terminology which had so much to comaand it? There seem to be two pos­
sible explanations for his behaviour.
First, and probably of less (which is not to say, insignificant) 
importance, Ricardo had run into sons© misunderstanding; over the term 
ncost.” During the course of his exchange of letters with Trower, for
example, he had remarked that "cost is an ambiguous word and sometimes
3includes the profit of stock, and sometimes excludes it.” 123
1 Ricardo to Trower, 2? August, 1821, IX, p, 38.
2 Ricardo to Grower, k October, 1921, IX, p. 87.
3 Ricardo to Trower, h July, 1021, IX, p. U,
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flow it seems likely that this observation was related to Itelthua* well-
known objection in hie Principles, that Ricardo*s definition of real
value obscured fcho distinction between cost and value, Ricardo’s replies
to Malthus * charge show that the obscurity of which Hal thus had complained
was due to Malthas* failure to apprehend correctly what Ricardo ¡scant to
Xdenote by the torn "cost,” On the other hand, '’hen Ricardo incorporated 
the substance of the reaarfcs in the Rotes on Malthua in the much-quoted
pnote of the third edition of his Principles,' it can he seen that he was
1 "Mr, Malthus accuses m  of confounding the very inportant distinc­
tion between cost and value, If by cost, Mr, Halthus means the wages paid 
for labour, T do not confound cost and value, because I do not say that a 
commodity the labour on which cost a h 1,000, will therefore sell for
h 1,000} it m y sell for h 1,000, -1,200, or b 1,500, —  but I say it will 
sell for the same as another commodity the labour on which also cost 
h 1,000} that is to say, that commodities will be valuable In proportion 
to the quantity of labour expended on then. If by cost Mr, Malthas means 
cost of production, he must include profits, as well as labour; Isa must 
mean what Adam Smith calls natural price, which is synonymous with value,
"A commodity is at its natural value, when it repays by its price, 
all the exponces that have boon bestowod, from first to last to produce 
it and bring it to market, If then my expression conveys the same mean­
ing as coat of production, it is nearly what 1 wish it to do,
’•The real value of a commodity X think means the same thing as its 
cost of production»,.," Rotes on Mai thus, II, pp, 3ii-3S* Ricardo re- . 
pentad at several other pleceTTn the Votes on Palthus his assertion that 
bo wished cost of production to mean tKo'laFor (l.e. wages) and profits 
involved in bringing a commodity to market, Cf, Ibid,, pp. Ii24j£, 73-79, 
100-101.
2 "Mr. Maltha* appears to think that it is a part of y doctrine, 
that the cost and value of a thing should be the same; —  it is, if he 
means by eo3t, »cost of production* including profits. In the above 
passage, this is what he does not moan, and therefore he has not clearly 
understood me," Ricardo, Principles, p. it?.
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not merely clarif.7i.nr That he want by "ccct”: of probably creator sig- 
nificanee, ho t?as showing what he want by "value.” And the result of 
the latter demonstration was to permit Mm to remain composed and un- 
ruffled risen cost and valuo were stigmatised as the sane thing by '’althus
and Trouer. Tide, homnrer, suggests the second possible reason Ricardo 
ray hare preferred to contrast "real value” (i.e. natural price, natural
value, absolute value, positive valus, etc.) and "exebanrenbie valix*," 
rather than "coat” and “exchangeable value,”
Rnprefiuced (or, real) value was, Ricardo had said in the Polos on
Malthas the same thing as labor, (i.0, mages) and profits. Tt van,
2moreover, as he had also said in the Rotes, equivalent to what Aden
3Smith had termed "natural price,” but with the rant taken out, Row al­
iithough, as Bailey had observed, the literal expression "real value” was
not very much in evidence in Ricardo’s Principles, the concept Ricardo 
intended it to denote (i.e. Adam Smith’s ”natural price” minus rent) 
could be found at numerous points. It mas stated above that Ricardo
had had some fault to find with Adam Smith regarding the actual deter­
minants of valueOn the other hand, he had bad nothing but praise fear *i
1 Rotes on balthus, II, p, 35#
2 Ibid., pp.
3 TbO., pp. hW«5.
ii Chapter III, supra,, pp. 106-7 $ Chapter VII, infra., pp. 282-90.i> The most obvious place is, of course, Ricardo’s principles, Chapter L?, ”0n Uatural and Market Price,” pp, 38-92. It is to Fe found’also in 
the early portions of Chapter V, “on rages,” pp. 93-97} in Chapter XXII, 
"Bounties cn Exportation and Prohibition of Importation,” pp. 301-13} in Chapter XXVIIX, "On the Comparative Value of Gold, Corn, and labour, In 
Rich and Poor Countries,” pp. 2?3~?‘>| in Chapter XXX, ”0n the Influence on Demand and Supply on Prices," pp. 382-83} and in Chapter XXXII, "Mr, Malthus’ Opinions on Rent,” pp. hOlt-17.
6 Chapter II, supra., pp. 3U-36.
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the way in which Ada» Smith had demons tratad that temporary aberrations 
of market, from natural, pries were ironed out in the long run, leaving 
the latter as the ultiroato "regulator" of price,**
How the reason why Ricardo was willing to accept Adam Smith’s doc­
trine of natural price so readily is because he saw, or thought he saw, 
in it a resolution of the contradiction between what "iosor has described 
with groat perception as a "philosophical” and an "empirical" applanation
pof value,' By showing that rent was price determined and that interest 
(i.e, Ricardian profits) varied more or less in the same ratio as the 
quantity of labor necessary for the production of commodities, Ricardo 12
1 F,g, "tr. Smith,,,has so ably supported the doctrine of the natu­
ral price of commodities ultimately regulating their market price,..," 
Principles, p, 37?. "Tt is then the desire, which every capitalist has, 
of diverting M s  funds from a less to a more profitable employeerrt, that 
prevents the market price of commodities from continuing for any length of 
time either much above, or much below their natural price. It is this com­
petition which so adjusts the exchangeable value of commodities, that after 
paying, the wages for the labour necessary to their production, and all other 
expenses required to put the capital employed in its original state of ef­
ficiency, the remaining value or overplus will in each trade be in propor­
tion to the value of the capital employed,
"Tn the 7th Chop, of the Wealth of Nations, all that concerns this 
question is most ably treated. Raving fully acknowledged the tcriporary ef­
fects which, in particular employments of capital, may Ve produced on the 
prices of commodities, os well as on the wages of labour, and the profits 
of stock, by accidental causes, without influencing the general price of 
commodities, wages, or profits, since these affects arc equally operative 
In all stages of society, wo will leave them entirely out of our considera­
tion, whilst we are treating of tire laws which regulate natural prices, 
natural wages and natural profits, effects totally independent of these 
accidental causes. Tn speaking then of the exchangeable value of commod­
ities or the power of purchasing possessed by any one commodity, I mean al­
ways that power which it would possess, if not disturbed by any temporary 
or accidental cause, and which is its natural price," Ibid,, pp. 91-92,
2 F, V. Wieser, Natural Value, ed. T7. Smart? trans."7 , A, Malloch,
(New York* 1930), pp. xxvti-xxix,’r
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1thought he had demonstrated that Adam Smith’s "empirical" account of value
2was essentially the same as Adam Smith’s "philosophical" account. That 
ia to say, in Ricardo’s language, "nominal value" was related to its 
anterior or superior "real v a l u e . Y e t ,  the only place at which this 
identity between "philosophical*' and "empirical," or "real” and "nominal" 
value occurred was in that long run state of affairs which Ricardo 
credited Adam Smith with having "so ably supported," This explains why 
Ricardo desired that short run, temporary, market deviations of an even 
•ore transient "empirical" or "nominal" sort ho put out of the way* Re 
would then he left with ”... what should he thought of as the character­
istic attribute of valuej what it is we ascribe to some things and deny 
to others that, to all epofearances, are entirely the sane; what it is of 
which we ascribe a great deal to certain things and very little to other 
things which, measured by outside standards, seem Infinitely superior 
If Ricardo did not declare explicitly in M s  Principles that he de­
ls:! rod Adam Prdth’o phrase "natural price" to be taken as equivalent to 
M e  own "real value," it is clear from the correspondence with Trewer 
considered above, that he nsant the two expressions to denote the sac® 
concept. Rut if this is true, it goes eon® way to explain why Ricardo 1
1 T.e. the theory mainly of Chapter PI, "bf the Component Parts of 
the Price of Commodities* health of Hattons I, Book 1, pp. l¿?-5ó,
2 T.e, the labor theory of the first'part, of Chapter V, "Of the 
Real and Nominal Price of Commodities, or of their price in Labour, and 
their price in Money,” Ibid., pp. ??~h0.
3 Principios, p. 51.
h Wj.eser,op. cit,, p. xxvii.
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preferred to use "natural price" as denoting the concept, rather than 
Trcwer’s or Maithus' "cost.” "Natural price," once Adam 'laith's spurious 
"empirical" accretions had been disposed of, conveyed that idea of an 
equilibrium of sacrifices which the mere terra "cost" or "cost of pro­
duction" failed to do, Ricardo saw great merit in Adam Smith’s descrip­
tion of the way things "gravitated" toward the final equilibrium state 
of "natural prices," The expressions "cost" or "cost of production" 
simply did not carry ’with them this idea of things as the pure embodiement 
of sacrifices, of labor, of their "philosophical" and "real" essence.
These expressions, on the contrary, suggested merely "nominal" calcula­
tions,
2.
Tn the correspondence with Trowsr Ricardo had made sot» headway 
toward an explicit formulation of the place of "philosophical" or "real" 
vali» in his general argument* Now, however, by the publication of the 
hitherto unknown final paper on value It is possible to see the way in 
which Ricardo intended to complete thie explicit statement. This revela­
tion is important, of course, as giving a more thorough understanding of 
Ricardo’s system. Tut in the present context it is all the more remark­
able, for it bears out the judgement Bailey had made while under the 
handicap of having available only Ricardo's Inchoate expressions of the
1 "Absolute and Exchangeable Value," TV, pp. 36l-ljl2, Mr, sraffa, 
IV, pp, 358-^0, gives the detailed background of this paper.
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Principles. While much of the final payer was devoted to the particular 
problem of the measure of value, it is possible to see it as a partial 
reaction to the conception of value put forward by Torrens in his ’saay 
on the Production of Wealth« Since Torrens ‘ out1.ok in certain respects 
reseatled Brower’s and, as has been seen, Bailey’s, it is possible to 
reason by analogy and to infer how Ricardo would have reacted to Bailey’s 
criticisms•
Torrens * argument in the Essay was a rather more elegant discussion 
of the proposition ho had enunciated in the Edinburgh ilagaslne, via*
”... that the products obtained by the employment of equal capitals will 
be equal in value. , , . ”1 Tn the Preface to the Essay Torrens had observed 
that Ricardo had pushed Adam Smith’s labor determinant of value to fuller 
applications in all periods of society, Ho thought, however, that 
Ricardo’s expression ’’labour expended upon production” was imprecise| it 
failed to indicate whether the "labour” in question was ’'immediate'* or 
"accumulated.” Accordingly, ho went on to assert that in his book he had 
given for the first time the correct solution of these fundamental 
questions, and has shown, that it is neither the immediate labour, nor 
the si! of the immediate and accumulated labour, but solely accumulated 
labour expended on production, which determines the quantity of one
2article which shall be exchanged against a given quantity of another," 12
1 "Strictures on Ur, Ricardo's Doctrine Respecting Exchangeable 
Talue," Edinburgh tfagaalne, IIT (October, 1818), 336.
2 Torrens, Essay oh "the Production of Wealth, pp, vl-vii.
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This "accumulated labour" Torrens designated singly as the capital ex­
pended in production.
So far as the nature of value were concerned, Torrens sees» to have
confined himself to Bauderdale, After discussing the relationship between
value and wealth, ho declared that
when we say that any article of utility possesses exchangeable 
value, the expression is figurative, and, in its precise and real 
import, does not predicate any quality, or attribute, as inhering 
In this article? but merely implies, that there are two persons 
able and willing to give other articles of utility instead of it.
The phrase, exchangeable value, has a reference to the power and 
inclinations of those persons who possess articles of utility, 
and not to any thing actually belonging and essential to those 
articles themselves. Exchangeable value, therefore, depending 
on the will and the ability to give one thing for another, is an 
accident, a casual circumstance, which sometimes is, and sometimes 
is not found to exist in connexion with those articles which supply 
our wants, and gratify our desires, defining wealth to consist in 
exchangeable value, is the same thing as defining it to consist, 
not in any quailties or forms belonging to material subjects, but 
in the motives and volitions of »oral agents, 1
Tt Is to be remembered, moreover, tliat the term exchangeable value, 
does not even under the particular circumstances in which one com­
modity is given for another, stand for any property or quality 
actually inhering in, or belonging to the articles of wealth. 12
1 Ibid., pp, 10-11,
2 W R p. 16, T auderdalo, in the Inquiry into the Mature and 
Origin oFPublic Wealth, had said, p# 12, H,i'he "'tern'' Value," whatever'might 
have been iis original "sense, ac it. is used in. common language, does not 
express a quality inherent in any commodity. There is nothing which pos­
sesses a real, intrinsic, or invariable value. The possession of no qual­
ity, however important to the welfare of man, can confer value,,,." And, 
p. 21, "Thus we may perceive, that the existence of value is perfectly in­
dependent of any inherent characteristic la the commodity itself? that 
there is no such thing as intrinsic value? and that the alterations in the 
degrees of value are not dependent upon any change of quality, but always 
on some change of proportion betwixt the quantity and the demand for a com­
modity? —  a sure proof of which Is, that we cannot express value, or a 
variation of value, without a comparison of two commodities..,»"
These quotations make sufficiently clear the affinity between Torrens 
and Pailey and explain why Bailey felt justified in citing the author of 
the Essay on the Production of health as displaying sound views on the 
nature of value, ST, 'Critical Dissertation, pp, 32-33.
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With this concept of value having been made clear, Torrena then went 
on to consider those causes which brought it about. As is well-known, 
ha argued that the exchange value of commodities was determined by the 
respective quantities of capital necessary for their production. Along 
Smithian equilibrating lines, he held that if the products of two manu­
facturers employing equal capitals did not exchange one for one, the 
manufacturer whose product exchanged for lees of the other’s would cease 
production of his own, and cocanence production of the other good. This 
process would equalise returns all around to the point where commodities 
again exchanged one for one (or son» equivalent multiple thereof), given 
equal capitals,1 The exceptions to this theory were roughly the same as 
those Ricardo had allowed for M s  labor quantity theory? via. different 
periods of investment of equal capitals would occasion value differences, 
short run demand and supply fluctuations would cause deviations from the 
long run tendency, and monopoly pricing would not correspond to the equal
9capitals rule.
At this point, with value defined as exchange or relative value, and 
with the capital expended in production the determinant of this value of 
commodities, Torrens* next step was to consider the problem of the measure 
of value. Prom his definition of value and its determination, it evidently 12
1 Torrens, Essay on the Production of health, pp, 25-UO,
2 Ibid,, pp, hl-U2,
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1followed that price or value
... cannot admit of any accurate standard, A standard by reference 
to which we may ascertain the fluctuations in the exchangeable powers 
of other things, must itself possess an exchangeable value fixed and 
unalterable. But there is nothing in existence which possesses such 
a quality, Nothing possesses invariable cost of production and even 
if something did, its exchangeable value would still change as other 
things for which it exchanged varied.
Tf the cost of producing gold remained the sane, while the cost of 
producing all other things should be doubled, then would gold have 
a less power of purchasing all otter things than before} or, in 
other words, Its exchangeable value would be precisely the sane in 
effect, as if the cost of producing all other things remained un­
altered, while that of producing gold had been reduced one half,
In the very tern, exchangeable value, a relative, and not an abso­
lute quantity is implied. If gold should have a greater or less 
power of purchasing all other things, then all other things would 
have a greater or less pic'] power of purchasing gold, It is im­
possible to increase this exchangeable value of am set of commod­
ities, without at tho same time diminishing the exchangeable power „ 
of the other set of commodities with which the first set is compared.
It appeared, therefore, that
to bestow upon any article an invariable exchangeable value, and 
thus qualify it to be a standard for measuring the exchangeable 
value of other things, it would be necessary that the cost of its 
production should not only remain the same, but that it should at 
all times bear the same proportion to the cost of producing com­
modities in general,3 /
Accordingly, neither the labor cost or labor commanded standards served 
as accurate measures of value, because "noticing can be an accurate 123
1 Torrens had earlier declared* KTb© tern, exchangeable value, 
expresses the power of purchasing with respect to commodities in general* 
—  the term, price, denotes the same pernor with respect to some particu­
lar commodity, the quantity of which is given,,. Exchangeable value nay 
rise while price falls, or fall while price rises,” Ibid., p, 1*8,
2 Ibid,, pp, $6-57,
3 JOT., p. $8.
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measure of value, except that which itself possesses an invariable value. 
Since nothing could fulfill these conditions, it was evident, in conclu­
sion,
... not only that there is no actual and real standard, but that 
exchangeable value being always relative, and an increase or 
diminution in the power of purchasing possessed by one set of 
commodities, necessarily implying a corresponding diminution of 
the same power in sorse other quarter, we cannot, without involving 
ourselves in contradiction and absurdity, conceive the posslbi.15.ty 
of an abstract or ideal standard. As every marketable commodity 
which exists, or which can be supposed to exist, is perpetually 
varying in its power of effecting purchases, it is as inpossible 
to discover a measure or standard of exchangeable value, as it 
would be to obtain a measure of length, or of weight, if every 
thing in nature were undergoing incessant change in its dimensions 
and specific gravity,2
Citing with approval Lauderdale’s observation that the search for an 
invariable measure of value was as hopeless as the search for the philos­
opher’s atone,Torrens concluded that «all we can do is to ascertain 
the circumstances which cause a given quantity of one thing to be offered 123
1 Ibid,, pp. $3-$9.
2 THcf,, pp. 6b-« .
3 lau&rdale had insisted that proper ideas as to the nature and 
cause of value "... do not, however, appear to have been so clearly under­
stood as to destroy the idea of any thing possessing a real and fixed 
value, so as to qualify It to form a measure of value. After this phi­
losopher’s atom many have been in searchj and not a few, distinguished 
for their knowledge and their talents, have imagined that in labour they 
had discovered what constituted a real measure of value.” Inquiry, pp. 
22-23. But, "to those who understand any thing of the nature of value or 
on what its variations depend, the existence of a perfect measure of value 
»mast at once appear impossible: for as nothing can be a real measure of 
length and quantity, which is subject to variations in its own dimensions, 
so nothing can be a real measure of the value of other commodities, which 
is constantly varying in its own value. But as there is nothing which is 
not subject to variations, both in its quantity and in the demand for it, 
there can be nothing which Is not subject to alteration in value," Ibid., 
P. 27.
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and received for a given quantity of another. ”1
Torrens1 Essay was published in July, 1821, but it appears that
Ricardo did not devote much, or any, tints to it until a few months prior
to M s  death* In August of 1821 he told Hill that Torrens had not yet
fulfilled M o  promise to send him a copy of the Essay, so that at that
2tine he had not yet read it, Then Ricardo moved up to London from
Gatcorab Park in early 1822 It wa1' to take up a multitude of Parliamentary
activities, from which he only obtained release in his Continental tour
during the summer of that year. Therefore, it was not until the spring
of 1823, under the provocation of the publication of Malthue* Measure of
Paine, that Ricardo took up Torrens* theory seriously. It seem» likely
that he had encountered Torrens* Views at the meetings of the Political
Economy Club, for he told Trower that when McCulloch visited the club
during the summer of 1823 he had become convinced, as the other members
had teen "long convinced,” that progress was limited "by the contrary
3ideas which men attach to the word value,” ne added that everyone seemed 
to have his own idea of a proper measure of value, Torrens included, and 
that it seemed impossible to understand one another until some common 123
1 Torrens, Essay on the Production of health, p, 65.
2 Ricardo to Mill, 28 August, 1821, IX, p. ii6,
3 Ricardo to Trower, 2h July, 1823, IX, p. 312.
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agreement was reached on the nature of value and its measure,1 Although
Ricardo's remark that Torrens had his own idea of a measure of value does
not definitely establish that by this time he had read the entire "saay
on the Production of '"oalth, it does seem to suggest that he had become
more or less familiar with Torrens' viewpoints. The whole problem of
value was definitely "in the air" at this time, and only a week before
Ricardo had returned from the Continent Torrens had written an editorial
in his newspaper, The Traveller, in which he noted that the Political
Economy Club was to discuss the questions "Whitt are the circumstances
2which determine the value of commodities?" In the same editorial
Torrens had summarised the respective theories of Ricardo, James Mill,
McCulloch, Halthus and Took©, and had presented again the main points
3of his own position. 1*3
1 Ibid., pp. 312-13. Ricardo, Maithus, fieCulloch, Torrens, Jamas 
Mill, Senior, Tooke, and Warburton all attended the meeting of 2 June,
1323 to which Ricardo had referred. The Club had for discussion the 
question* "1. Granting that Profits depend upon the proportion of the 
whole produce which goes to Labourj what io it that determines the pro­
portion which goes to labour? 2. toes the depredation of the Currency 
in a state afford an encouragement to industry, or cause an increase of 
production? 3* What i s  the effect likely to be produced in the condi­
tion of tho English Labourers by the competition of Irish labourers? 
it. Can there bo an increase of Riches without an Increase of Value?" 
Political Economy Club Einutes, VI, p. 59.
’ 2 John Ktuart Mill. Two letters on the measure of value, contributed
to the Travoller (London) in Lecomber,' 1$22. cd. J. Hollander 
Xl aYtYmoroV 1?3&)» p. 9. ' ’fho”' question was "not in fact discussed until 
the meeting of 7 April, 1823, however, when Ricardo, Malthus, James Hill, 
Senior, looks, George Grote, and Torrens attended, Cf. Political Economy 
Club Minutes. VI, pp, 52-53, 57-58.
3 Cf. J, S. Mill, Two Letters, p. 10.
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If Torrens’ hope that tho discussion would lead to a settlement of
the question of value was not realised, it seems clear that one result
was a final attest by Ricardo to settle his own thinking. And if Ricardo
1was not particularly sanguine about a solution, it is possible, never­
theless, to sas in his remarks, particularly on Torrens, a positive con­
firmation of the judgement V alley had earlier reached on tho place and 
function of roal value in Ricardo’s system. At the sa.no time, it »ill 
become even aoro evident that the concept of real value »as present in 
Ricardo’s argument as the result of a far more conscious design than 
bailey-had been willing to credit.
A large part of Ricardo’s final paper on value was taken up with the 
well-known differences between himself and balthus over the measure of 
value. As such, Ricardo’s remarks did not differ in substance from those 
he had made in the Rotes on Maltbus, or in the later correspondence with 
Malthus. The main question was still whether hie labor coot, or '‘althue* 
labor commanded, measure could or would remain less ’’variable’’ through 
the course of time, due attention having boon paid to the ’’modifications" 
of differing aapital structures and periods of investment. Ricardo re­
mained convinced that the conditions of production of his measure conformed 
rather closely with those of the greatest number of other commodities to 
bo "measured"? as such, it was less of an "extreme" than ’"althua’ measure 1
1 Cf. Ricardo to Trower, ?h July, 1023, II, p. 313« "As for ryaolf 
Î moan also to turn my thoughts to the subject Fpf value!, but T fear I 
cannot arrive at any sounder conclusions than the acknowledgedly imper­
fect ones which I have already published«"
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and, accordingly, -was freer of variations in its exchange value due to 
’'»age changes.3*
So much was well-travelled ground for Ricardo. Tn Torrens* case, 
however, the problem was somewhat different and, in a sense, more demand­
ing because more fundamental to Ricardo*s position. Torrens, it has ap­
peared, had denied the ex?stance of any kind of value beyond relative or 
exchange value. It had followed from this that, because commodities were 
always changing in their conditions of production and, necessarily, in 
their-relative value, nothing could serve as an invariable measure,
Trowor, it will be recalled, had begun on a somewhat similar note, but 
had retreated (with reservations on terrdnolory) «hen Ricardo had insisted 
that "real value" was to be taken as undorlyi nr exchange or relative value 
and that a measure, therefore, was required :*n order to discover any 
changes which might take place in that real value.
It la understandable, then, that Ricardo should have chosen to re­
fute Torrens by demonstrating that he appeared to he unaware of a kind 
of value different from relative value. For even if Torrens were correct 
in contending that an invariable measure of exchange value was mia-con- 
ce’ved, because all things were ever varying in their cost of production} 
it did not necessarily follow that real value could not be invariable in 
its essential quality, or that a measure for it could rot be conceived to 
exist* Although Ricardo began M e  commentary on Torrens by a reference 1
1 Cf* Ricardo to RcCulloch, ?$ January, 1821, VIII, pp. 3h3-hli. 
"Absoluts and Exchangeable Value," IV, pp. 371-73, ho5.
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to exchange or relative value strictly so-called, by calling on the in­
variability condition in the same paragraph, ho indicated that he was 
not to be confined to exchange value exclusively. 1 Thus, in regard to 
Torrens specifically, said Hieardo,
Col. Torrens does not scruple to confound two things which ought 
to be kept quite distinct —  if a piece of cloth will exchange for 
loss money than formerly he would say that cloth had fallen in 
value but he would also say that money had risen in value because 
it would exchange for more cloth. This language nay bo correct as 
be uses it to express only exchangeable value but in Political 
Economy we want something more we desire to know whether it be 
owing to sobs new facility in manufacturing cloth that its dimin­
ished pernor in commanding money is owing, or whether it be owing 
to some new difficulty in producing money* To ee it appears a 
contradiction to say a thing had Increased in natural value while 
it continues to be produced under precisely the same circumstances 
as before. It is a contradiction too according to the theory of 
Col# Torrens himself for he says that commodities are valuable in 
proportion to the quantity of capital employed on their production# 
If less capital then be required to produce cloth, cloth will fan 
in value —  in this wo all agree but would it not bo wrong while 
the saras quantity of capital was required to produce money to say 
that money had risen in value# Tt has risen in value compared with 
cloth he will say* It is undoubtedly of a higher relative value 
than cloth but how it can be said to have r^sen in value because 
another commodity had fallen in valuta does not appear clear to me 
nor can it be warranted but by an abuse of language.
It is evident from this that Ricardo could not have denied that money 
rose in value because cloth fell in value, unless he had in mind a con­
ception of value different from exchange value. That he did have such 12
1 "By many it la contended that the sole way of ascertaining value 
ia by estimating the commodity whose value we wish to ascertain In the 
ssass of commodities —  that if at one time it will exchange for more of 
these than it did at another wo may Justly eay that it has risen in value 
and vice versa, How the objection to this ia that it assumes invariabil­
ity in the value of the aaea of commodities, for ea has been already ob­
served nothing can be a proper measure of value which is not itself ex­
empted from all variations," "Absolute and Exchangeable Value, IV, p# 37U.
2 ibid,, pp, 37U-7S.
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a different kind of value In mind, a "natural value" which reflected the 
ease or difficulty of producing a commodity, is testified by his second 
sentence in the paragraph just quoted. This "natural value" was obviously 
ti» "southing more" than mere, inconclusive exchange value.
It was a corollary of Torrens» failure to provide a so-called invari­
ables measure, Ricardo went on to say, that Torrens was unable to show 
whether, and in what places, the cacaos of changes in exchange value had 
occurred. Hence, Torreras had failed to mke clear whether euch changes 
ware "real," or sorely "nominal," It was agreed by all, Ricardo admitted, 
that Torrens* theory, that equal capitals employed for equal times would 
produce commodities of equal exchange value, was correct as far as it went, 
rut the difficulty in this view of things lay in determining what Torrens 
meant by eoual capitals. And the only solution to this problem Ricardo 
could see was to Invoke the concept of real value, Torrens, said Picardo, 
■would discover the equa l i ly  between different capitals
by comparing then n th a third commodity wrdch will accurately 
determine their relative value —  lie is quite correct but suppose 
now something occurs to alter the value of the clothiers capital 
as compared with the sugar bakers the means are undoubtedly easy 
of ascertaining what tire alteration is in the relative value of 
these two capitals but what I want to know is in which the altera­
tion has taken place and here Col. Torrens' rulo fails me, I can 
only know that their relative value has altered but T have no 
measure by which I can toll whether the capital of the one has 
fallen or the capital of the other has risen, A yard of cloth 
may bo worth ? loaves of 3ugar. The difficulty of producing cloth 
and sugar may be increased two fold, or it may bo doubly easy to 
produce them both, in neither of those cases will the relative 
value of these two commodities alter, a yard of cloth will be still 
worth £ loaves of sugar, and because their relative value has not 
altered Col. Torrens would lead you to infer that their real value 
has not altered —  I say their real value has certainly altered,
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in one case they have both, the yard of cloth and the $ loaves of 
sugar, become less valuable, in the other they have both become 
more valuable. If Col, Torrens says that be also says they are 
altered in real vaine I ask by what rule he estimates the altera­
tion —  if he says by comparing item with a third or fourth com­
modity I ask him for his proof that they have not altered in value 
for it can not be too often repeated that nothing can be a measure 
of value -which Is not itself Invariable* If te says that this 
third or fourth commodity are invariable then ho has found out an 
invariable measure of values and then T ask bin for his proof of 
its invariability. Set instead of staking any such claim he says 
expressly there is no treasure of absolute value and all we can 
know any thing about is relative value.
Ricardo’s disturbance with tba inconclusive relative vaina approach
is abviouo fro© the above passage. The incompleteness of Torrens* theory.
was revealed to Ida, he thought, in the fact that it provided no way of
isolating the causes of changes in exchange value. On the ot or hand,
-by Invoking a conception of value different from relative value, it was
possible to get around Torrens* difficulties.
In page 1*9 Col. Torrens says the exchangeable value of cottons 
would fall one half if they could only purchase half the former 
quantity of commodities altho* they might at the ease time ex­
change for double the former quantity of wine, corn, labour, or 
nonoy. Tut suppose that their exchangeable valuó roso relative 
to as many commodities as it fell relatively to others we should 
not then say its exchangeable value had fallen. I suppose Col, 
Torrens would say their exchangeable value had both risen and 
fallen, according to the goods with which he compared them# Put 
if T asked him whether their value, leaving out the word exchange­
able, had altered, he would be pus sled for an answer, fío» with 
respect to the correctness of Col, Torrens* definition of *2
1 Ibid., pp. 393-9lu
2. TOTTons had said* B7f cotton would purchase only half the former 
quantity of commodities in general, while it purchased twice the quantity 
of some particular commodity, such as corn, or wins, or labour, or money, 
—  then its exchangeable value would have sunk one half, while its price, 
as expressed in corn, or wine, or labour, or money, became double,” 
j’saay on the Production of noalth, p, hB,
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exchangeable value no one questions it, no one who has preceded 
M a  in those enquiries who has not nearly said the saiae thing on 
the subject as he has himself, but there are writers deeply im­
pressed with the importance of possessing an absolute measure of 
value to which all things nay be referred, and the question is 
not whether an accurate measure of this description can be obtained, 
but whether any thing approximating to it can be suggested.
Fortunately, for present purposes, licardo  wont on to consider a t
greater length the nature of th is  value, "leaving out the word exchange­
able After noting that "by exchangeable value i s  meant the sewer which 
a comodity has o f commanding any given quantity o f another cewwedity,
v< thout reference whatever to i t s  absolute valu e ," and that "any commodity
2ring value w ill measure exchangeable v a lu e . . . . *  'm  stated  in a portion 
of a d raft o f ils© fin a l papert
Tf an ounce of gold from commanding two yards of cloth came to 
command 3 yard« of cloth it would alter in  relative or exchange­
able value to cloth but we should be ignorant whether gold had 
risen in absolute value or cloth had fallen in absolute value.
Suppose lead to bo a measure of absolute value, and that when 
an ounce of gold exchanged for two yards of cloth it was of the 
same value as 7 out of lead and that when it was worth 3 yards 
of cloth it was worth also 3 cwt of lead then cloth would not 
have varied in absolute value, but gold would have risen $0 pet,
Tf on the contrary the ounce of gold continued of the seme value 
as 2 cwt of lead then when i t  exchanged for 3 yards of cloth 
cloth would havo risen 50 pet, in  absolute value and gold would 
not have varied. The question i s  can we obtain such a measure 
of absolute value and what are the criteria by which we are to 
s a t i s fy  ourselves that we have obtained.
Ricardo’ s problem s t i l l  was to discover the c r ite r ia  by which it 
would Ve possib le  to i so late  variations o f absolute value -V roigjh the





cours© of tira©. He rejected a measure of value at one time as a satis­
factory measure for different times, 1 and thereby confirmed Bailey*© 
judgrrerrt that those who found unsuitable for different periods of time 
a masure of value which had been suitable for the earn time and place, 
bad really moved between two conceptions of value. He then contended,
But if T want to know whether cloth be of a greater absolute value 
now than at a former period I can know nothing of this fact, un­
less I can compare it to a commodity which ï am Bure has itself 
not varied during the time for which the comparison is to be made... 
X may be asked what I m a n  by the word value, and by what criterion 
I would judge whether a commodity had or had not changed its value.
Î answer, I knew no other criterion of a thing being dear or cheap 
but by the sacrifices of labour made to obtain it. Every thin® is 
originally purchased by labour —  nothing that has value can be 
produced without it, and therefore If a commodity such as cloth 
required the labour of ten mon for a year to produce it at one time, 
and only requires the labour ©f five for the same time to produce 
at another it will be twice as ehr*p. Or If the labour of ten men 
should be still required to produce the same quantity of cloth but 
for 6 months instead of twelve cloth would fall in value.
That the greater or less quantity of labour worked up in com­
modities can be the only cause of their alteration in value is 
completely made out as soon as we are agreed that all commodities 
are the produce of labour and would have no value but for the la­
bour expended upon them,1 2 3
Xn considering whether or not commodities were "dear or cheap** on the
basis of the "sacrifices of labour made to obtairf them, it is apparent
that Ricardo had reverted to that “philosophical** explanation of value
3found in the Wealth of Nations. Hew this labour “sacrifice** may have 
been the “criterion“ by which Ricardo believed he could ascertain the
1 Ibid., p, 396.
2 TOT., pp, 396-97,
3 health of Nations, I, Book I, Chapter V, p. 35. “At all times 
and places that is' dear'which is difficult to come at, or which it costa 
much labour to acquirej and that cheap which is to be had easily, or with 
very little labour."
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variations in “value** relevant to hie Inquiries, but that "sacrifice" 
was equally the essence of value for bin, Inasauch as -without it no com­
modity could have value, He made this point 'with perhaps even greater 
force at another place In the final paper. It will not be surprising 
that it appears in the course of a rejection of a measure of value at on© 
time and place in favor of one allegedly suited to distant times ami 
places —  a rejection, be it noted, -which Bailey had correctly insisted 
was founded on two different (and contradictory) conceptions of value,
6 *, We are possessed then of plenty of measures of value and 
either might be arbitrarily selected for the purpose of ascertain­
ing the relative value of commodities at the time they are measured, 
but wo are without any by which to ascertain the variations in the 
values of commodities for one year, for two years or for any distant 
portions of time, X cannot for example say that linen is 20 pet, 
cheaper now than it was a year ago unless I can with certainty aay 
that the commodity in which X ascertain Its value at the two periods 
had been Itself invariable, but by what test shall I ascertain whether 
its value has remained fixed or lias also altered, I can have no 
difficulty in asserting that a piece of cloth which measures 20 feet 
now is twice the length of a piece of cloth which was measured a 
year ago —  I have no means whatever of ascertaining whether it be 
of double the value,
7, The difficulty being stated, the question is how it 3hall be best 
overcocas, and if we cannot have an absolutely uniform measure of 
value what would be the boat approximation of It?
8, Have we no standard in nature by which we can ascertain the uni­
formity in the value of a measure? It is asserted that we have, and 
that labour is that standard. The average strength of 1000 or 10,000 
men it is said is nearly the same at all times, A commodity produced 
in a given tin» by the labour of 100 men is double the value of a 
commodity produced by the labour of £0 men in the same time* All 
then wo have to do it ia said to ascertain whether the value of a 
commodity be now of the same value as a commodity produced 20 years 
ago is to find out what quantity of labour for the same length of 
time was necessary to produce the commodity 20 years ago and what 
quantity is necessary to produce it now. If the labour of 80 men 
was required for a year then and the labour of 100 sen is required 
new we may confidently pronounce that the commodity has risen 2$ 
pet, —
9, Having discovered this standard wo are in possession of an
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uniform measure of value as well as an uniform measure of lengthj 
for suppose 1000 yards of cloth or 100 ounces of gold to he the 
produce of the labour of 80 men we have only to estimate the value 
of the commodity we wish to measure at distant periods by cloth or 
gold, and vie shall ascertain shat variations have taken place in 
its value, and if we have any doubt whether our measure itself has 
varied In value there is an easy method of correcting it by ascer­
taining whether the same quantity of labour neither more nor less 
is necessary to produce the measttre, and making a correction or
allowance accordingly x
3.
It is not necessary to labor further in the task of ferreting out 
Ricardo’s remarks on the subject of real, natural, absolute, or positive 
value. Enough has been adduced from his treatment of the objections by 
Trower, Torrens and Malthus to establish that Bailey’s judgement about 
the non-relative nature of this real value was entirely correct, Enough 
has boon presented to show that Bailey was right in Insisting that most 
of Ricardo’s measure of value discussion was simply one aspect of his 
real value concept and that the only reason Ricardo needed, or thought 
he needed, an Invariable measure of value was because he had in nlnd a 
’’value” different from exchange value. The implications of this are 
manifold, but it was, or could have been, a consequence of a strict ad­
herence to the original definition of value as exchange valuó, that 
certain of the more unsatisfactory inter-temporal comparisons could have 
been avoided. As Chapter H  has shown, Ricardo’s theory of value was an 
essential and integral part of his distribution theory, in that it appeared 1
1 Ibid., pp, 381-82.
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to avoid moat of the difficulties associated tilth the "nominal1* and in­
conclusive Smlth-líalthua theory. In the same way, Ricardo's index or 
measure of value was Inexorably intermixed with that theory of value,
'?ow as a first approximation, «Itere only one tine and place «ere under 
consideration, and «here, accordingly, value «as taken as relative value, 
Ricardo's labor theory of relative value «as singly a variation of the 
later Smithian cost of production theory. Tilings exchanged according to 
the quantity of labor their respective productions had cost, labor qual­
ities, varying time periods of production, and differing capital structures 
having been assumed, rather than explained, sway. But «ten the problem 
of distribution came to dominate the picture, the need to undertake in­
vestigations in different times and/or places involved errors if the 
exclusive exchange or relative value viewpoint «ere employed. As Ilicardo 
sa« it, to spaak about the relative value of the distributivo shares 
meant that these shares might vary in value from variations in the cost 
of production of both the items given and the items received! it meant 
that in two or more periods or places, two sets of costs of production 
might produce variations. In Ricardo's mind, the result of this rather 
loose state of affairs «as to admit that variations could always 1« at­
tributed to something else, to some other cause —  «ero In fact incon­
clusively "nominal." He believed that hie own theory of value avoided 
the emptiness of the purely relative theory by showing in what consisted 
the essence of value and, therefore, the real causes of the variations 
in the value, the real value, of the distributive shares* Thus, for
Ricardo, the question of relative or exchange value in the same time or 
place night he in varying degrees useful, hut one only became "deeply im­
pressed* with the problem when attention was shifted to the question of 
different periods and places. And there it was that one called upon a 
form of value both superior and anterior to mere relative value, This 
"real* value was that alone which would isolate those distributive varia­
tions which Ricardo believed so important. And it was for this "real* 
value that Ricardo’s particular index was constructed*
"ben it is appreciated that much of the exploration of the real 
value concept in Ricardo’s thinking appeared after the third edition of 
tho Principles had been published, Pailey's achievement becomes all the 
more remarkable. Re displayed truly great perspicuity in seeing tJ» way- 
in which Ricardo’s approach had pushed him further and further toward 
real or absolute value. The later materials uncovered serve to establish 
that this was the way Ricardo was going, of course. Put with no help 
whatsoever from any such outside sources as tlieae, Palley had been able 
to dig out of the Principles the fundamental contradiction on which it 
all rested,
U.
Inasmuch as Malthus, unlike Ricardo, had an opportitrdty of answering 
Pailey’s criticisms directly,1 it will not be necessary here to go to great
1 Cf# Chapter m i, infra., pp. 339-55
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lengths to show what was in hie mind as a confirmation of palley's judge­
ments. It has been seen that Talley was able to penetrate through 
Malthas* rather broadsidod approach in the Measure of Value, and to
demonstrate the notion of absolute value which forced such an itrf>ortant 
part of Halthus* reasoning. In his acre or less overt replies to Bailey1 
It will become clear that 'althus endeavoured to push the absolute value 
concept even further in an attempt to avoid some of the ambiguities 
Bailey had noticed, But for the moment It is possible to reach a sort 
of half-way confirmation of Bailey’s appraisal of ’'-althus. This appears 
in one of two papers which Malthus read in 1827 before the Royal Society 
of Literature entitled, "On the Measure of the Conditions necessary to 
the Supply of Commodities" and "On tho Moaning which Is most usually and 
moat correctly attached to the term, Value of Commodities»"' For present 
purposes, tii© second of these two papers is the nor© important. For, as 
Professor Sonar has pointed out, it ,-ay be taken in  part as an "indirect 
proof" of tl<© position adopted earlier in the Measure of Value.- Thus, 
declared . althus,
On a former occasion I endeavoured to show, that the quantity 
of common labour which a conraodity will ordinarily command, repre­
sents and measures the ordinary conditions of its supply, or the i*3
i T. R. Malthus, Kefinitlons in Political Bcanor.y» preceded by an inquiry Into the rules wfilch ought tV guide ôllti cal Sconogd sts in the definition and use ' of their torcaj ' with '̂ ŝ its'on' ̂ "'deviation from these "rules ' In'their'writings' fdonejorn''ÌB27V.
?" Transactions"of tho Royal Society of Literature (Londons 1829), 
Mol, I, Part I, pp. it! ff. "Pari TT, pp. 7h ff.
3 J. Fonar, ' althus and lis ’Tork (Londons 188?), p, 26iu
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natural and necessary cost of Its production. It is new my object 
to show, that when the value of a commodity is rationed without 
mentioning at the same time the article or articles in which it is 
to be estimated, it is generally understood to refer, and can only 
refer correctly, to the conditions of its supply, or the natural 
and necessary costs of its production.
This statement, which is strikingly similar to Ricardo’s observa­
tions to Trower and Torrens about omitting the prefix ’’exchangeable’* 
when value was under consideration, indicates that althuc was thinking 
of his "absolute and natural value" of the Measure of Value, This value 
responded to causes peculiar to itself and was, therefore, to be dis­
tinguished from mere exchange value, which was affected by other external 
causes.
.,• never consider the value of one commodity as affected by 
the caxjses which m y  operate upon another, Tf Iron and broadcloth 
have remained for a few years at the name prices, we call them 
steady in their value during that period, without the met distant 
Idea of this steadiness having been affected by the changes to 
which in the same period bops and cotton had been subjected.2
The whole emphasis, obviously, lay on cost or cost variations in differ­
ent time periods. "... Then we speak of the value of a commodity, we 
almost exclusively refer to the circumstances which affect its plenty or 
scarcity, to the conditions of the supply of the commodity itself.'^
This domination of his thinking by the cost considerations shows clearly 
hew far toward Ricardo Malthus had travelled by this time.
As might be expected, once he had made it clear that a commodity's 123
1 Malthas, "On the leaning which is moat usually and most correctly 
attached to the tern, Value of Commodities," op. cit., I, Part II, p, 71*.
2 Tbid., p. 76.
3 TSid., p. 77.
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steadiness in value meant steadiness in cost, or in the "conditions of 
its supply," Malthus' measure theory followed closely. It is north quot­
ing the expression of it in order to see how intimately the two concepts 
were tied.
Put though neither labour, nor any other object, or set of 
objects, can be an accurate measure of the power of any commodity 
to purchase an average of the whole macs, yet the ordinary quantity 
of labour which a commodity will command in any country, as it 
represents the quantity of labour necessary to its production with 
the addition of profits, will measure correctly the natural and 
necessary conditions to Its supply in that country. Put it has 
appeared, that it is to the natural and necessary conditions of 
the supply of commodities in any place or country that w® refer, 
when wo speak of their natural and ordinary value. Consequently, 
the ordinary quantity of labour which the precious metals will 
command in any country, is tbs measure of their natural and 
ordinary value In that country.
It is unnecessary to go further in establishing the validity of 
Bailey's judgment on Malthus, The notion of absolute value, which 
Bailey had seen so clearly In Malthas* earlier writings, has emerged even 
wore forcefully in this paper. Beyond that, as bailey had also pointed 
out, T'althus was clearly one with Ricardo in believing that "value" would 
remain the same if coat remained the ease. .Since this could be true only 
if value meant something other than exchange value, ’’althus, like Ricardo, 
had ipso facto changed M s  ground. It has been shown that both Ricardo 
and Malthus became increasingly attracted to the non-relative value vi ew­
point. Although this fact itself is remarkable for the bias it gave to
economic thinking, it Is certainly no more so than the fact, as Professor 
Schumneter has pointed out, that Bailey's was a "peak performance" in 
seizing upon it and its inherent deficiencies 12
1 Ibid,, pp. 00-81,
2 Schumpeter, History of Economic Analysis, p, J?99.
CHAPTER VI
BAILS Y AJ© THE CAUSES OF VALUE.
Tn certain respects the subject. matter of the rsressnt chapter has 
been anticipated in the three chapters immediately preceding« By in- 
si. stint? on the relative nature of value, end by Instating on Ricardo's 
failure to apprehend this fact as exemplifled in his doctrine of real 
value, it has been seen that Bailey had questioned a theory which sought 
to arcertrin fluctuations in the former by aeons of changes in the lat­
ter. Indeed, the final judgeasnt that Bailey had been able to sake on 
Ricardo’s measure theory ras that it was designed not to measure exchange 
value, but to ascertain whether or not, and where, changes had taken 
place in Hicardion real value. This "valué” was not really value at all, 
Bailey had eaidj on the contrary, It was nothing wore than cost of pro­
duction, Investigations into alterations in the cost of production he 
had admitted sight bo a "useful inquiry,” But they were not to be con­
fused with a manure of value, which was on an entirely different level 
of discourse, *n Inability to perceive this had brought Ricardo into 
contradictory and inconsistent positions. The source of the confusion, 
however, was at bottom to be traced to Ricardo’s notion of real value.
Having thus demonstrated the manner in which Ricardo’s theory in­
exorably led toward cost of production as the underlying determinant of 
M s  system of reclaming, it was natural that Bailey should next propose 
to consider the extent to which Ricardo’a argument correctly explained 
the doternr?nation of value, i.e, exchange valuó. TMs meant, of course,
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a consideration by Bailey o f the legitim acy of Ricardo’ s (or h is follow­
e r s ’ ) d is t i l la t io n  into labor quantity the cause fo r which commodities 
would exchange. Thin, in turn, necessitated a positive  statement by 
Bailey of h ib own explanation of the causes determining the ra tio  in 
which ewraiioditles would exchange. In conformity with the pattern adopted 
in  the preceding chapters, B a iley ’ s  oosition in  i t s  own right w ill be 
analysed, a fte r  which i t  w ill be possib le  to take up h is appreciation of 
the positions held by Ricardo and M s d isc ip le s ,
1.
Tn undertaking to  formulate a theory of value, Bailey was mindful 
o f the standpoint he had adopted a t the outset of his f i r s t  chapter*
That i s ,  although as a f i r s t  approximation value might bo considered a 
quality  o f external objects in , what he elsewhere suggested might be 
termed their "exchanglv© re la tio n s” , 1 s t i l l ,  ho stressed  that ultim ately 
i t  wan the e ffec t produced on the mind when objects were considered as 
items o f choice or exchange* Given th is basic  conception, however, i t  
followed that th is  value, "th is  feeling or s ta te  of mind may be the re -  
rmlt of a varie ty  of circumstances connected with exchangeable commod­
i t i e s ,  and an inquiry in to  the causes of value i s ,  in  re a lity , an inquiry 
into those external circumstances, which operate bo stead ily  upon the 
minds of men, in  the interchange of the n ecessaries, comforts, and con~
2veniences of l i f e ,  as to bo the subject® of inference and calcu lation ,” 12
1 Critical dissertation, p, 2h0.
2 T K rdT rpT W .---------
I t  As c lear enough, th at, having reached th is  point, with very l i t t l e  
urging b a iley  could have travelled  some way along the road which Senior,
Longfleld, and T-loyd ware la te r  to  prepare in advance o f the more thor­
oughgoing u t i l i t y  an aly sis. Of co r s e ,  Bailey did not turn th is  conclu­
sive ly  subjective way. Therefor®, i t  I s  necessary to consider eicactly 
what he had ir. s&nd in speaking of those “external circumstances" which, 
so long as they are "steady in  their operation* nay be “equally regarded 
os corses of value," regardless of whether they " . . .  act d irectly  on the 
rind, os considerations immediately influencing i t s  views, or they nay 
operate in d irectly , by only causing certain uni forts considerations to  be 
presented to  i t « " *
As c preliminary to  M s Investigation , Bailey drew attention once 
again to  the point he had mode e a r lie r , and in sisted  that although the 
causes operating on the wind wen? s t r ic t ly  the causes of value, he would 
employ the common mode of identifying these "mental s ta te s"  with a qual­
i t y  o f the external objects which had excited then. Thus, rather than 
continually referring to causes operating on tho mind, ho claiiaed the
indulgence of speaking of the causes operating on tho commodity or con-
2aod itio s concerned. As a second preliminary reminder, ho stressed  that 
I t  was a corollary of M s treatment of the nature of value that the 
phenomenon only existed as a result, of two so ts o f causes a ffectin g  the 
commodities for the ainda of the relevant individuals'} constituting the
1 Ib id ,,  pp, I8i)-0l.
2 ifeid., pp# 1-?, 103.
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value re la tio n , Although in the investigation  to follow he declared 
that ho would fo r convenience deal with those causes separately , i t  was 
nevertheless to  he remembered that the relation  of value was dependent 
for i t s  existence on the two so ts  of causes. The fac t that the re lation  
might he altered  by an a lteration  o? one (or one se t)  o f these causes 
was net to  obscure the more fundamental fact that the re lation  i t s e l f  
s t i l l  derived from both (or both se ts '. '* ’ Stressin g th is  point «ay see« 
unduly academic ( i . e ,  i f  “academic" i s  understood, ns sees» i t s  popular 
destiny, as equivalent to  “w orthless*)♦  on the other hand, in  th is 
•'duality*1 o f causes as expressed by Bailey i s  to  be found a r e a l is t ic  
approach to the problem o f cost which, because they were inclined to 
overlook i t  in th eir positive  formulation», led the PicardIans into some 
of their more violent p i t f a l l s  and cul-de-sacs. I t  was no accident that 
Bailey employed the exoresnion “causes of value* in  the fu ll  t i t l e  o f the 
C ritica l d is serta tio n , For i t  w ill aopear that th is was a deliberate, 
conscious e ffo rt  by h i« to restore the cecBsonecnse r e a l i t ie s  o f the case 
in  opposition to the monism of the B icardians.
Tn order to d iscuss the "ccuces which determine the quantities in
2
which commodities arc exchanged for each other* B ailey  resorted to the 
proper sc ie n tif ic  procedure of careful c la s s if ic a t io n . He divided com­
modities into three categories on the b asis  o f what seems to  be essen­
t i a l ly  market forms or entry conditions. The three c la sse s , ha sa id , ware*
1 Ib id . ,  pp. 183-81*,
2 TH 3., p . 181*.
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1* Coaaodlttes which are monopolised, or protected from competi­
tion by natural or adventitious circumstances»
2, Commodities, in the production of which some parsons possess 
greater facilities than the rest of the community, and which
therefore the competition of the latter cannot increase, ex­
cept at a greater coat.
3. Commodities, in the production of which competition operates 
without restraint.
Since the causes of the value of cosoodttios in the respective classes 
ware ostensibly different, Bailey then proceeded to examine the particu­
lar causes.
The first category, which he termed '’monopolies,” was distinguished
into two kinds; "... those in which there is only one interest concerned,
2and those in which there are separate Interests.” is evidence of the 
first kind of monopoly Bailey cited Tilcardo'o remark that commodities
were at a monopoly price when their quantity could not he Increased by
xany device. In this situation, ”... the co;.ipotition is wholly on one
side —  amongst the buyers.”*1 Bailey's statement of the second kind of
monopoly contains the germs of duopoly-oligopoly conditions.
The second kind of monopoly differs from th® first in the 
obvious circumstance that there «ay be a competition amongst 
the sellers as well as amongst the buyers. Wbsre there is only 
one interest concerned i n the aonopcly, it may be to the advantage 
of the oarty to withhold hie article from the market in times of 
dull demand, or even to destroy a part of it to enhance the value 
of the remainderj a policy which is said to have been pursued by 
the 'Dutch In the spies trade. But when a monopoly is in ths hands 
of different individuals, with separate interests, such a line of 123
1 Critical ClBBtrtation, t>. 18£,
2 ra .̂Twrm :̂— '
3 iffeordo, Principles, p . 21*9, as quoted in Critical Dissertation, 
p. 186,
b Critical Dissertation, p* 186.
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policy Is Impracticable! for although it might be to the advantage 
of the nhole body If the quantity of the monopolised article vsero 
proportionately reduced to each holder, yet as, by the supposition, 
there is no combination of interest, every individual finds it bene­
ficial to dispose of all that he possesses. To destroy any.part of 
it, -would be to injure himself for the benefit of his brother monop­
olist?:, mile on the on© band ho is fenced in by an exclusive 
privilege or possession from the competition of the public, ho is • 
on the other hand compelled by M s  own interest to bring to market 
the whole of hia supply, and is obliged by the same principle to 
produce the greatest supply in M r power, so long as the average 
price pays him a higher profit than the ordinary employment of 
capital,*
The "Interest" of the respective duopclists-oligbpelists to which Bailey 
had referred appears to be some sort of profit maximum, and his relating 
this return to the alternative rate of interest (or as it was usually 
designated, "profits") seems to suggest the proper awareness of alterna­
tive cost cone!derations, There is no evidence to show, however, that 
Bailey understood any of the real intricacies of monopoly or oligopoly 
pricing behaviour. In the pure monopoly case he ignored the influence 
of the firm’s cost function completely. And although there was a Mat 
of it in the duopoly-oligopoly passage, there was nothing to suggest an 
appreciation of ihr wuth (kOM compHcsted problem'raised "when a monopoly 
is in the hands of different individuals, with separate interests.1* Be­
yond M s  underabanding that the "second kind of monopoly* could be pro-
2ducad by entry barriers of a taspornl oert, however, Bailey’s main 12
1 Ibid., pp. 137-88.
2 ?flt”do serves to be remarked, that all commodities, which require 
any considerable period of time for their production, are liable to be 
occasionally forced into the class of articles owing their value to this 
second kind of monopoly, by a sudden alteration in the relative state of 
«Upply and demand*" Ibid.», p, 188. Corn and labor, he thought, were 
good examples of comsotEl'ies whose value was occasionally determined on 
the basic of such a "temporary monopoly." Tbid., pp, 189-#0.
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contribution on this heading -was in separating the pure monopoly con­
ditions frcn the duopoly-oligopoly ones. If hia actual pricing analysis 
was not worth very much, at least having established the above categories 
was an advance in tha right direction.
Regarding those commodities produced under the second type of entry 
conditions, i*e, those commodities which could be increased by in­
dustry and competition, but only at a greater cost,,,,”,1 Pailey was 
rather more obscure than he had been in hia monopoly analysis. Like most 
writers at this time he had no perception of a demand curve and the rele­
vance of ita shape and position for the particular market fora be had 
in mind, lie hinted at an industry whose supply curve was rising, although 
there was no indication that he understood the firm cost functions on 
which such an industry curve was based. At any rate, with entry free v$> 
to the limit experienced by a high cost producer, a low cost producer 
would realise "extraordinary" profits. He would in fact be a monopolist.
When a commodity is of a kind which adulto of being increased 
by industry and competition, but only at a greater cost, the 
possessor of tha cheaper raeans of producing it has evidently 
a monopoly to a certain extent, and the value of the commodity 
will depend on the principles already explained, until it reach 
such a height as will afford the^ordinary profit to those who 
produce it at a greater expense,c
Corn, he thought, was an example {"raw produce in general, metals, coals," 
wore others) of such a commodity being produced under increasing cost 
conditions. The existence of higher cost producers who were drawn into 12
1 Ibid,, p. 193.
2 TEid,, p, 193.
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the industry set a Halt beyond which the value of the commodity could 
not rise*1. This higher cost was not to be taken as the positive cause 
of such value, however*
It is a cause of its being no higher, not the cause of it being 
so high, A perforation in the side of a vessel, at any distance 
from the bottom, would effectually prevent its being filled to a 
greater height with water, but it could be no cause of the water 
attaining that height. At the utmost it could be considered as 
only a joint cause of the result/
Bailey’s "joint cause" was obviously akin to Marshall's famous scissors^ 
and the pricing policy he had in mind was nearly the same as that as­
sociated with the earlier duopoly-oligopoly market fora, the only dif­
ference appears to lie in the fact that here Bailey made explicit the 
increasing cost conditions} in the earlier case he did not take up the 
nature of the cost functions at all,
Bailey’s third category of goods, ".*• those which can be increased 
by industry, and on which competition acts without restraint.,.."/ fell 
into the familiar Ricardian case of competition with constant costs. 
Economists were agreed, he said, that commodities in this category, whose 
value "owes nothing to monopoly," were determined in their exchange rela­
tions by their respective"costs of production*"^ Becalling once again 
the fact that the causes which determined these relations were the con- 
aide rations which acted on peoples* minds with "certainty and precisian,
1 Ibid., p. 19U.
2 fTO., p. 195.
3 Marshall, Principles, p, 290. 
U Critical Dissertation, p. 198. 
5 ibid., pp. 198-99.
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in the interchange of commodities," It appeared that "no man, who bestows 
his time and attention on the production of a commodity, will continue 
to produce it for the purpose of exchanging it against another commodity, 
which he knows costs less to produce than his owm and, on the other 
hand, every producer will be willing to sell as large a quantity of his 
commodity as he can dispose of at the same price as his fellow producers 
It is apparent that Bailey here confused two analytically distinct 
cases. The first half of his proposition was clearly not a legitimate 
member of that class of commodities "on which competition acts without 
restraint," Indeed, it was a clear case of bilateral monopoly* There 
is no evidence, either here or in hie discussion of the "second kind of 
monopoly" above, that Bailey understood the indeterminancy problems of 
such a market form. Beyond this erroneous classification, however,
Bailey went on into further error in contending that the high cost pro­
ducer refused to exchange his product for that of the low cost producer 
because he knew the latter’s costs were lower. Per se, knowledge of this 
sort has nothing to do with determining the rate at which exchanges will 
eventually occur. The high cost producer would receive, for example, 
more than one of the low cost producer’s products in exchange for one of 
his own, simply because the latter, within the time available to him, 
would have produced more of his particular commodity. The low cost pro­
ducer, therefore, would have been willing to part with more of his goods 1
1 Tfeid., pp. 199-200.
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in order to obtain one of the high cost producer's goods, "ach producer's 
cost function might exert some influence on the rate at 'which he was will­
ing to part with a portion of his product, through determining the amounts 
and rates of accrual of the stocks held each time an exchange was made.
But the considerations of subjective evaluation, bargaining power, reaction 
conjectures, etc., ad infinitum, are sufficiently numerous and varied to 
render mere knowledge of a rival's cost function unimportant, even assum­
ing it could be obtained. The cost functions sight set some sort of 
"lower bargaining limits" and, therefore, might enter as partial deter-
painants, as he had seen earlier. But it is clear that all of this leaves 
unsaid the probably more involved, and certainly sore important, problem 
of what the respective demand fmotions for the two bargainers might be* 
Bailey displayed no perception of this difficulty.
The second half of Bailey's statement applies correctly to the class 
of commodities he had delimited. The implicit principle is, of course, 
that competition occurs over the long run by means of output} an infinitely 12
1 Cf. Marshall, Principles, Appendix F, "Barter," pp. 652-SU,
2 "Suppose two persons',"’X™’and B, of whom the former lias linen, which 
he wishes to exchange for woolen cloth, and the latter has woolen cloth, 
which 1» wishes to exchange for linen. The matter would be abundantly 
plain, If besides knowing what hi# own article cost Mm, each had a know­
ledge of the producing cost of the article to be received in exchange.
But it is likely enough that they do not possess this latter knowledge, 
and in this case the defect will be supplied by the competition of the 
producers, wMch is itself governed by the cost of production} and thus, 
although the two parties to the bargain may not be guided by a knowledge 
of what each article has cost to produce it, they are determined by con­
siderations, of which the cost of production is the real origin."
Critical Dissertation, pp, 181-32.
elastic sales curve is taken as a parameter. In this state of affairs, 
cost of production obviously detomirad value, as Bailey insisted. He 
■went on to point out, however, that if the "best economists* were agreed 
that this was tha determining factor, they were by no means in accord 
regarding what should be included in that cost of production. Sene (pre­
sumably Ricardo and his interpreters) argued that quantity of labor con­
stituted cost| others, (probably Torrens) thought that capital did.1 
Bailey’s solution of the problem is unique, in that, on the one hand, he
reverts to a sort of "empirical" explanation of value which, as Wieser 
2pointed out was one characteristic of Smithian, in contradistinction to 
Ricardian "philosophical," theory. On the other hand, Bailey’s argument 
corns to the threshold of a somewhat different "philosophical" theory 
and which derives essentially from Bailey’s "mental states" outlook of 
the nature of value.
His first stop was to look at the "state of the facts." "The facts," 
he found were these.
If a man exchanges an article whi ch he has produced by a day’s 
labour, for another article, also the produce of a day’s labour, it 
is plain that the cost of production is the labour bestowed. If 
another man expends h 100 in producing a quantity of cloth, that is, 
in the purchase of materials as well as in the wages of labour, and 
exchanges it for another quantity of linen which has cost his neigh- 
b o w  h 100, the cost of production is the capital employed. Cost 
of production may be, therefore, either a quantity of labour or a 
quantity of capital, That the labourer produces without capital, 
costs him his labour? what the capitalist produces costs him his 
capital.1 23
1 Ibid., p. 200.
2 Metier, Natural Value, pp. xxvii-xxviii.
3 Critical Dissertation, pp. 200-201.
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This appeared to be the "simplest view” of the "facts," He anticipated, 
however, that the labor quantity theorists would undoubtedly object that 
the quantity of capital could be reduced to the quantity of labor required 
to produce it, that labor could be taken as the cost of producing capital, 
and, therefore, that labor would b© the final cause of value, its ultimate 
cost of production* Bailey’s rejoinder, on a first view, appeared to be 
slfipliate in the extreme. But on subsequent scrutiny it will be found to 
bnve enabled him to advance some way beyond the labor quantity purists.
The way in which Bailey refuted the attempt to resolve capital into 
previously expended labor is instructive. It shows that his insistences 
on the "mental affection" remarks of the early pages of the Critical 
Dissertation were not to be taken as isolated observations. For, he con­
tinued,
it must be recollected, however, that we are Inquiring into the 
circumstances which determine sen to give a certain quantity of 
one commodity for a certain quantity of another* and what really 
acts upon the minds of two capitalists in exchanging their re­
spectivo goods, Is not the labour which in a thousand different 
ways has been expended upon the articles constituting the capital 
employed, but the amount of capital they have parted with, in 
order to obtain the commodity produced. So that granting for the 
present that the value of capital may be resolved (to use the com­
mon language on thie subject) Into a previous quantity of labour, 
it would »till be a correct statement of facts to say, that the 
cost of production consists in the quantity of capital expended* 
or to lay aside the tenet cost of production altogether, that the 
.amount of capital expended is the cause which determines the value 
of the commodity produced,1
His concluding remark on this portion of his argument —  "there can be
1 IMd., pp. 201-2
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nothing absurd in assigning one thing as the proximate cause of an effect, 
»»rely because it is possible tluat another nay be assigned as its remote 
cause,"1 —  would leave an uneasy feeling were it not for the fact that 
Bailey himself moved on to look at more "remote” causes*
First, the expenditures of labor or capital wore the principal costs 
of production from which value was stated to arise. Without further 
amplification, this would seen to place Bailey in the ranks of the ¡simple, 
mechanical, money cost of production thaoriests. However, even this inter­
pretation cannot stand as the final one, for Bailey found it necessary to
■*
add to what he Bad already said a statement regarding other "causes” of 
value. It io noteworthy that these otter causes arc, almost without ex­
ception, "mental affections,"
The amount of capital is thus the chief, but by no means iho 
sole cause of value, other circumstances which have a regular 
influence, camot with any propriety be excluded. The discredit, 
the danger, the diaagrooabloness of any method of employing capital, 
all tend, as well as pecuniary expenditure, to enhance the value of 
the product. The time, too, which a commodity requires before it 
can be brought to market, is another circumstance affecting value, 
and frequently to a considerable extent* It would be an extra­
ordinary phenomenon, indeed, if, in the interchange of eoamoditlos, 
the minds of men should b© influenced by one exclusive consideration« 
if, imbued ao thoy are with feelings of shame, and fear, and im­
patience, and others not necessary to enumerate, those passions 
should leave no regular traces of their operation in the daily 
business of production and exchange,1 2
It is probably true, of course, that Ricardo, James Kill, and 
KcCulloch would have agreed that these other "causes" were present*
1 Ibid,, p, 20h.
2 f'Hicf,, pp, 206-7
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But it is also likely that they would heve considered the» too devious 
and various in their operation to fern any basis for scientific «concede 
calculation. This two certainly Bicardo’s well-known attitudes toward 
many of Balthus» methodological objections,1 and unquestionably provoked 
Malthas’ later complaint that the doctrine of value of the "rev school 
of political economy" failed to take account of, or admit, the numerous 
acknowledged exceptions.1 2 3 From what has been observed of Bailey, it le 
clear that he was disposed to admit "«ratal affections" equally with 
labor or capital costs in the regularity of their operation. The former, 
as well a» the latter, afforded a scientific foundation from which in­
ferences could be nado. Bailey was fully convinced on the legitimacy of
th'o viewpoint and, 33 will bo shown later, argued that it was really the
3basic of the science of political economy. It is obviously too much to
claim that Bailey’s remarks regarding the subjective evaluations of the
"discredit," the "danger," and the "diaagrceableness" of eroloying capital
wore worked up into a coherent and systematic exposition. But he was
heading in the right direction. Otherwise, he never could have asserted
in a truly remarkable passage that,
The timo necessary to produce a commodity may, equally with the 
requisite quantity of labour, be a consideration whieh influences 
the aind in the interchange of useful or agreeable articles. We 
generally prefer a present pleasure or enjoyment to a distant or», 
hot superior to it in other respects. We are willing, even at 
sore sacrifice of property, to possess ourselves of what would
1 Cf. Bcwley, Nassau Senior, pp. 31-3Í»,
? Quarterly B e v i e s (January, 182U), pp. 307-20.
3 CfT chajptor tt,‘"’infra., pp.h97 ff.
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otherwise require time to procure it, without waiting during the 
operation} as of what would require labour, without personally 
bestowing the labour# If any article were offered to us, not 
otherwise attainable, except after the expiration of a year, we 
should be willing to give sorething to enter upon present enjoy­
ment, On the part of the capitalist who produces and prepares 
these articles, the tiro required for the purpose is evidently 
a consideration which acta upon M s  mind. If the article is wine, 
he knows that the quality is improved by beeping} he io aware that 
the sane excellence cannot be imparted to any wine, without the 
omoloyoent of capital for an cqu.il period} and that people will 
be found to give him the usual compensation rather than employ 
their own capitals in producing a similar result, Thus time is 
really a consideration which m y influence both buyers and sellers} 
nor is It necessary hairs to enter into any metaphysical inquiry 
into its nature in order to prove its effects.1
Sous aspects of this observation will obviously have to be taken up
again in considering Bailey's capital element in distribution theory.
Put, within the present context, M s  ability to keep the causes of value
close to phenomena which "influence,” or "act" upon, the mind indicates
a departure from the somewhat strained and unrealistic confines of
Ricardo's successors. At any rate, there surely never was a critic of
the Ricardian interpolators who was on stronger ground than Bailey,
when he completely demolished Janes Sill's proposition that the increased
value which tin» gave to wine could be considered as the result of an
expenditure of labor,
■Tew If any one proposition can be affirmed without dispute it is 
this, that a fact can be correctly considered as having taken 
place only when It really has taken place, Tn the Instance ad­
duced. no human being, by the terms of tbs supposition, has ap­
proached t>® wine, or spent upon it a moment or a single motion *2
1' Critical Mssertation, pp. 218-19.
2 1:111, Blomantu, gnTedition, p, 9?.
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of hia muscles, As therefore no labour has boon really exsrc'oed 
In any nay relating to the nine, a tenth more labour cannot be 
correctly considered as having loon expanded upon it, unless that 
can be truly regarded as having occurred which never happened.1
Still in the realm of mental phenomena, Bailey found another cause
of value. As might be expected, it was one which Hicardo, following
Adam Smith, had been disposed to assume out of hia calculations* In
Bailey’s view, however, it was one which had to be brought back into the
science if precision and reality were to be preserved. James Kill,
McCulloch, and BeQuincy, eaid Bailey, were all agreed that, putting aside
fluctuations of market value, the value of commodities depended in the
2last analysis on the quantity of labor expended in their production. 
However, Bailey wanted to know, what had happened to the qualitative 
differences in labor which all had 90 readily compressed into a standard
3scale of estimation? Were Mill, KcCulloeh and BeQuincy justified in 
accepting their leader’s statement that these differences in labor did 
not modify or destroy the operation of the basic labor quantity rule?
In crdor to prove his point it was only necessary, said Bailey, to 
show (1) that there wore cases in which commodities had been produced 
by equal quantities of labor and yet sold at different prices, and (2) 
that commodities once equal In valve, without any change in the quantity 123
1 Critical rissartation, pp, 219-20. Bailey was iaprassed with 
this proof of tho fallacy, for ha cited it some years later as an eraraple 
of the way in which facts hostile to a general law were transmuted by 
3orra "verbal legerdemain" to support the law* Cf. S. Bailey, The Theory 
of reasoning (Londont 18<1), pp, 171-72,
2 Critical Blssortation, pp, 207-8.
3 Cf. Hicardo',.Principles, pp, 20-21.
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of tfcoir producini} labor, no longsr exchanged In the esse ratio,1 So
far ao the first case was? concerned, it was clear, h- said, that
•Ivory om at all acquainted «1th manufactures must know, that there 
are in the same, as well as in different occupations, various de­
grees of skill and rapidity of execution amongst art lean r., various 
kinds and gradations of talent and acquirement, which enable some 
of the* to earn double the money obtained by their leas fortunate 
compeers in the same time« There are also circumstances of in­
salubrity, or diaagreeablonoss, or danger, which affect the pecuni­ary recompense, The value of the articles produced by these various 
classes of workmen, and under those various cireuastancas, boars 
no proportion to the mere quantity of labor expended. It is no 
answer to this to say, with Mr, Ricardo, that »the estimation in 
which different qualities of labour are held, comes soon to be ad­
justed in the market «1th sufficient precision for all practical 
purposes?or with Ibr, Mill, that »in estimating equal quantity 
of labour, an allowance would, of course, be included for differ­
ent degrees of hardness and skill.’’ Instances of this kind en­
tirely destroy the integrity of the rule, Differences of skill is 
a circumstance which practically affects value, as well as differ­
ence in quantity of labour, and therefore the latter cannot with 
any propriety, be said to be the sole cause of value,“
••• It must be altogether incorrect to designate quantity of labour 
the sole cause, when quality of labour is {to steady in it's effects. 
This cause of value iis/ in’" fact, on precisely the same footing as 
any other. A variation in it, small or great, would occasion a 
variation in the value of the article on which the labour was em­
ployed} and however Inconsiderable its effects say be, they cannot 
be consistently either denied or overlooked.-
The way in which Bailey worked this viewpoint into his theory of
wages and then used the results thus obtained to make another attack on
a different argument in Ricardo’s theory, will bo taken up momentarily.
But it cccorves notice here that, once again Bailey has gone back to basic
1 Critical Pisssrtatlon, p, 209.
2 Ricardo,'" Principles'^'p, 20,
3 Mill, Elements, 1st ed., p. 72.
U CriticfT ]v ssartatlon, pp, 209-11, 
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cental considerations, to "insalubrity,* to "danger,tt and to "disagree- 
ableness" in finding a cause of value. When these were added to inherent 
differences in skill and ability, he was clearly correct in claiming that 
an important cause of value had been overlooked, or that the general rule 
had not been satisfactorily qualified.
Regarding the second way in which Ricardo’s principle could be
proved inadequate, Bailey merely called upon Ricardo’s admission that a
change in vages would cause a change in value if the capital structures
of the respective commodities were dissimilar.1 He would not deny that
Ricardo or his followers had admitted this cause of a variation in value,
2and, therefore, had sanctioned a modification of the general rule. But 
he did say that, "... if they allow it, why persist in calling the quan­
tity of labour the sole determining principle of value? why attempt to 
give the science an air of simplicity which It does not possess.”^ The 
presence of different capital structures, and presumably different time 
periods, of course tended to substantiate Bailey’s earlier conclusion 
that it was probably a closer description of the facts to say that com­
modities exchanged according to the amount of capital expended xpon them* 
And capital, he had said, was often employed by a capitalist during a 
period of time in order to raise the value of the commodity being produced* 
As will be seen subsequently, Bailey failed to Improve on the time aspect
1 ff. Ricardo, Principles, pp. 36-3?.
2 Critical Dissertation, pp. 215-16.
3 TH'a;7 p?; "5'is-it .—
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of Ricardo's own capital theory, except in the single instance of in­
sisting that time somehow operated on the capitalist’s mind.
On the basis of these several concepts, then, is to be found the 
min outline of Dailey’s theory of value* The determinants of value 
were, he had pointed out, as various as the "mental affections,” and 
could, therefore, be ascribed to labor cost, to time, to monopoly or 
scarcity, to disagreeableneos, and so on* These were all causes of value, 
and changes of them were causes of changes of value* Ricardo had more or 
less reduced these determinants to two, vie. labor tin» and capital, and 
and then tried to isolate one of them as the independent variable, leav­
ing the other as constant, Bailey understood that his general position 
would probably be likened to Torrens* and that Ricardo’s successors 
would probably object to him that it was possible to go one stage fur­
ther and dispose of the constant itself. Put an objection of tills na­
ture was unfounded, ha concluded.
Hence for those economists, who object to the doctrine of 
the value of commodities being chiefly determined by the quan­
tity of capital expended in their production, that it does not 
satisfy the whole of the inquiry, since they want to know what 
has determined the value of the capital, the answer Is easy.
The value of the capital was probably determined by the value 
of preceding capital, which was in its turn determined by pre­
ceding capital in the same manner. Does any one ask, what 
determined the value of the first of these capitals, trace 
them as far back as m  will? X answer, perhaps monopoly, per­
haps the quantity of labour, or perhaps the value of labour; 
or possibly some combination of these»1
1 Critical Dissertation, pp. 22U-25.
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2.
Tn passing from Bailey’s general theory of value to the more par­
ticular aspects of it as seen in his handling of the problem of dis­
tribution, it will be convenient to take up M s  examination of the dis­
tributive shares one by one. After this, then, all of Bailey’s forces 
can be observed in their final onslaught against Ricardo’s particular 
interpretation of the value-distribution problem,
Bailey’s remarks on the subject of rent were relatively brief and, 
with one exception, were not characterised by anything of great merit.
He argued that rent appeared as a phenomenon only in the case of com­
modities which could be "increased by industry and competition, but 
only at a greater coat,,,,** Thus, rent existed in that second class of 
commodities he had enumerated.1 The owner of a more fertile farm or mine 
evidently possessed a monopoly. It was a monopoly, however, the limits 
of whose possible price rise was set by the existence of other lands or 
mines of inferior fertility. This, of course, was stressed merely in 
order to distinguish the pricing principle from that of pure monopoly 
where, be had pointed out, tbs price rise was not limited by anything 
other than the demand for the commodity. In the present case, however,
It was clear that
it is simply out of this monopoly-value that rent arises. Rent 
proceeds, in fact, from the extraordinary profit which is obtained
1 Critical Dissertation, np. 193-91*.
by the possession of an instrument of production, protected up 
to a certain point from competition. If the owner of this in­
strument, instead of using it himself, lets it out to another, 
he receives from him this surplus of profit under the denomina­
tion of rent*1
The general analysis here was obviously that of the Malthus-Ricardo
genre, Bailey understood that, in the monopoly viewpoint, rent was price
determined} "... rent ie a consequence of the extraordinary value of a
monopolised commodity, and it cannot therefore be one of the causes of 
2its value." However, ha did not fully appreciate the price-determined,
price-determining difficulty, which probably explains why he was content
to dismiss the question of whetlier or not rent was a component part of
price or value as "... at best vauge and indefinite, and ought to be
banished from a science, which owes half its difficulties to the laxity
3and ambiguity of language."
Only one feature of Bailey's argument warrants separate notice. As 
will appear In greater detail when he takes up the problem of wages, 
Bailey was among the first to make a satisfactory start toward a gener­
alization of the rent concept. In the argument which has been re-cast 
above, it is clear that he had already put himself in the most favorable 
position to undertake such a generalization. For by use of the careful 
expression "instrument of production" it is obvious that he did not want 
his rent analysis to be confined exclusively to land, Since Ricardo and
1 Tbid




Malthus had never associated the payment of rent tilth anything other 
than land or mines, it may he presumed that Bai ley would not have used 
the expression "instrument of production" unless he had already deter­
mined to give the rent concept a wider application than it had received
hitherto# Be was wrong, admittedly, in criticising Ricardo for attributing
1the existence of rent exclusively to differences in soil fertility.
But in drawing attention to the notion of "scarcity" rent, Bailey was 
holding himself to the line which would permit him to make the generalisa­
tion of the rent concept as easy as possible, The importance of "monopoly" 
or "scarcity" in pulling some of Ricardo's theory to pieces was never 12
1 Critical Dissertation, p, 196. Ricardo, of course, understood 
that the’̂tl-oory of rent did'riot require the existence of soils of inferior 
fertility, since the application of capital "intensively" to soil of equal 
fertility would produce the stum result, Of. Ricardo, Principles, pp. 71# 
72, 80, U12-13, n, Botes on Malthus, XI, p, 170. Eoubtless, RicardoTs 
unfortunate phrase "original'arid Indestructible powers," Principles, p* 69, 
misled Bailey, as it has misled so many others.
2 "In this view of the subject, the extraordinary profit might exist, 
although the land in cultivation were all of the sane quality; nay, must 
exist before inferior land was cultivated; for it could be only in conse­
quence of extraordinary gains obtained by the monopolisers of the best 
land, that capital and labour would be expended on soils of a subordinate 
order. Rent, therefore, might exist, while all the land under cultivation 
was of equal fertility. Perhaps it eight not exist under these circis»- 
stances during any long period, but Its existence at all would prove that 
it was the effect of monopoly, an extraordinary profit, and not the con­
sequence of the cultivation of inferior soils," Critical Dissertation,
p. 196,
Br, Rowley has agreed to Bailey’s priority in generalising the rent 
concept to wages some few years before Senior's attempt to do so. Nassau 
Senior, p. 131, n. However, si» neglected to point out that Bailey"had 
preceded Lloyd, Longfield, and Senior, Ibid., p. 127, by at least ten 
years 5n demonstrating the possibility o f  a pure scarcity rent entirely 
beyond the more or less accepted confines of the differential analysis.
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underestimated by Talley, And, as 'Bill appear momentarily, he attributed 
much of the poor quality of the Hi card?, an analysis to a failure to take 
sufficient cognizance of it is the theory of value. This, indeed, ex­
plains why Bailey was so careful to set monopoly considerations aside in 
a special category in M s  treatment of the determination of value,
3.
In attempting to sort out Bailey’s ideas on wages it will be con­
venient, first, to consider his own treatment of the nature and deter­
mination of wages, after which to see how he applied these concepts to 
the Ricardian system.
In many respects it is a pity that the elegance of hie strictures 
on the nature of Ricardo’s value has tended to forestall closer investi­
gation of Ballsy’s handling of the problem of wages. For if it Is true 
that Bailey clearly exposed the Ricardian error of considering value as 
positive or absolute, which at bottom was simply a rationalization of the 
labor theory of valuej then it is equally true that, consistent with the 
reasoning by which he had made this original error apparent, Bailey like­
wise dealt with the wages problem in a manner which should have driven 
the Ricardian® to avoid that unrealistic approach which so disfigured 
distribution theory. In his chapter expressly devoted to the problem of 
wages Bailey defined the value of labor in the same terms as he had de­
fined the value of commodities generally in hie first chapter.
Unless we change the meaning of value in the case of labour 
from that which it bears when applied to any thing else, the value
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of labour must signify the power of commanding other things in ex­
change. The term in reference to labour, as in all other cases, 
denotes a relation, and the relation, in this instance, must be 
between labour and commodities. Labour, therefore, is high in 
value when it commands a large, and low when it commands a small 
quantity of commodities* and when labour is said to rise or fall 
in value, the expression implies, that a definite portion of it, 
a day's labour for example, exchanges for a larger or a smaller 
quantity of commodities than before. This is obviously the only 
interpretation of which the terms rise and fall of labour admit, 
consistently with the definition of value.1
"Wages,” Bailey added, signified the same thing as the value of labour 
or, in other words, the relation of exchange between a commodity, or com­
modities, and a definite portion of labor* in the term wages, however,
2the commodity obviously implied was money.
Prom this statement, which Bailey repeated at various other places 
throughout the book, several points «arrant notice. First, in accord­
ance with the normal practice, Bailey took labor as a commodity which, 
like all other commodities, possessed a relation of value. The second 
point, which Bailey had insisted on before^1 in his measure theory and 
which really derived from the first definition of value, was that the 
value of labor had to be reckoned on the basis of a "definite portion" 
of labor. The way in which Bailey used this second point opposite the 
Ricardian analysis will be considered subsequently, but it should be ob­
served here that, by starting outright from the viewpoint of wages as the 
value of a unit of labor, Bailey focussed attention on the fact that the
1 Critical Dissertation, pp. b64j7.
2 r.-------
3 Tbiij., pp. £2, lfeO.
k öf, Chapter IV, supra., pp. lUo-liE>, 163-70.
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problem of «ages was really a problem of value. And tide, surely, was 
in vivid contrast with the 'Ricardian belief that the problem of distribu­
tion was not considered a problem of value at all,1
Given, then, that wages, or the value of labor, meant for Palley 
•merely the «mount of money or commodities received by a "definite portion" 
of labor, tha naxt problem was for him to develop the determinants of the 
value of labor. His first step in this direction derived from Ricardo’s 
famous illustration at the end of Section VII of the chapter on value in 
the Principles, whore Ricardo had argued that the distributive shares were 
to be ustimated by the percentage of a given total they received, rather 
than by particular "absolute" amounts,1 2 3 These latter "absolute" calcula- 
tions, it was shown in an earlier chapter, Hicardo had rejected because 
they were of the inconclusive "nominal" variety used by Adam Smith and 
Malthus. As BsQuincy had phrased Ricardo’s positions "... when I am told
1 Cf, Rnight, "The Ricardian Theory of Production and Bistributicn," 
op. cit,, p. 6, Bowley, Nassau Senior, pp. 166, 177-73.
In "a letter, Ricardo' to McC’uiloch, 13 June, 1820, VIII, p. 19li,
Ricardo taado tha much-quoted claim that his conception of the distributive 
problem as the proportional sharing of the "whole produce" among landlords, 
laborers, and capitalists, was not "essentially connected with the doctrine 
of value." Ricardo’s statement was true, of course, because in it he meant 
exchange value when referring to the "doctrim of value." At the same 
T£ should also be clear that without his labor theory of value 
Ricardo could not have isolated the variables necessary for expounding his 
peculiar distribution theory. However necessary the labor theory was for 
this purpose, (which is to say, however necessary it was to explain the 
value of the distributive shares in Ricardo’s "peculiar sense” of the term 
"value,”) it was not used to explain the distributive incomes as the rela­
tive or exchange values of productive factors,
2 Ricardo, Principles, pp. U9-50.
3 Chapter li'7''aupraTT pp. U7-U8.
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by Adam Smith that the money which T can obtain for my hat expresses 
only its nominal value, but that the labour -which X can obtain for it 
expresses its real value —  T reply that the quantity of labour is no 
wore an expression of the real value than the quantity of monoyj both are 
equally fallacious, because equally equivocal,”1 Bailey, however, saw 
clearly what had been done.
It has been already 3taied that when labour is said to rise or 
fall in vali®, the expression in?)lies, that a definite portion 
of it exchanges for a larger or smaller quantity of some commod­
ity or commodities than it did before. This however is not the 
view taken by Mr* Ricardo of the value of labour; for he enters 
into various details to show, that although the labourer sight 
receive more commodities in exchange for hie labour, yet-the
value of his labour, notwithstanding, might have fallen./
Bailey then quoted several paragraphs from the end of Ricardo’s first 
chapter in which th© well-known example of proportionate shares was set 
forth.
In criticising this portion of Ricardo’s argument, Bailey resorted 
to hie usual approach. That is, he returned to M s  Initial definitions 
and assumptions and considered how well or ill th® conclusions adduced 
followed from them. In the present case, as might be expected, hie 
judgement was adverse.
The error, however, which it belongs to the purpose of the 
present chapter to point out, is a departure from hia own defini­
tion of value, instead of regarding labour as rising or falling 
according as It commands a greater or smaller quantity of the com­
modities exchanged for it, which is a direct corollary from the 
definition of value as the power of purchasing or commanding other 12
1 “Malogue the Fourth,” op. clt«, p. 87.
2 Critical Dissertation, p. !><?.
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objects in exchange, ha represents it as rising or failing only 
when a larger or smaller proportion of the commodity produced 
goes to the labourer« As" value»’alien applied to labour, denotes 
its relation to other things, that value must vary, not only from 
causes which affect labour, but from causes which affect the com­
modities received In exchange for it« To tab® Mr. Ricardo1s own 
case in the preceding extract. He says, that if by improvements 
ia machinery and agriculture, the whole produce of the country 
■were doubled, while the quantity of labour employed continued the 
same, and if before this Increase of produce, of every hundred 
hats, costs, and quarters of corn, the labourer received 25* and 
after the Increase only 22, then wages would have fallen, although 
the labourer actually received bit, where he before received only 
25, But if by a fall of wages is meant a fall in the value of 
labour| if, further, by value we mean the power of commanding 
other tilings in exchange, and if the degrees of that cower are in 
proportion to the quantity commanded, then it is evident, that so 
far from wages falling they would have risen, inasmuch as a definite 
portion of labour would command in exchange an increased quantity 
of hats, coats, and corn,1
The nature of this objection, of courts, was by no means new to Ricardo}
2Malthus had made practically the same criticism some time before. But 
Malthua had not been able to place M s  objection in so sharp and incisive 
a fora, and, in the last analysis, Ricardo’s insistence on the doctrine 
of the "real value" of the distributive shares (and not their "absolute" 
amounts) had worn M m  down. Bailey, on the other hand, was too fully 
prepared to cling to the original definition and, as the above quotation 
shows, was not to be beguiled from it by a confused or deliberate trans­
fer to a different conception of value.
Bailey admitted, with Ricardo, that a change in the proportion of 
the product assigned to the laborer might be one cause of a variation in 12
1 ibid., pp, 56-57.
2 Sf ."’Chapter II, supra., pp. 2it-25.
«ages, or the value of labor, because i t  «a s  evident that i f ,  from a 
fixed quantity, a greater proportion «ere deducted, a  smaller quantity 
or proportion would remain. But such a cause of a wage variation  de­
pended wholly on the assumption that the orig in al quantity remained fixed , 
Bailey took particu lar pains to  s t r e s s ,  however, that ”Mr, Ricardo’ s  error, 
i t  deserves to be repeated, l i e s  in  considering th is  change in  the pro­
portion to be the only cause of a change, or rather the only case of 
change in  the value of labour,”5'
Ricardo’ s theory of wages, as a proportionate share, n ecessarily  
implied the inverse variation  of wages and p r o f i t s .  Rcwever, when wage© 
were daflnod as the value of labor and recognized as the quantity of 
commodity or commodities given in exchange fo r  that labor, I t  was c lear , 
Bailey went on to  argue, that the proportionality viewpoint could not 
apply equally to wages and p ro f it s .  I t  was only necessary to understand 
th at, i f  a r is e  in  wages meant a greater quantity of produce received by 
the laborer in  exchange for his labor, then the Ricardian position  was 
invalid? wages and p ro fits  need not vary inversely . This was made clear 
in  the example of so-called proportionate shares Ricardo had given. In 
that example, the value o f labor had increased from 2$ to ttk hats, coats, 
and quarters of corn, while p ro fits , as the percentage return on the out­
lay  o f wages and rent, had a lso  r ise n . Such a situ ation  as Ricardo had 
imagined was an tire ly  u n rea listic , regardless o f the unusual meaning 1
1 Critical nseortation, p, 58.
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Ricardo had given to the value of labor,
Wages, or the value of labour, and profits may both rise to­
gether, because the value of labour does not entirely depend on 
the proportion of the whole produce, which is given to the la­
bourers in exchange for their labour, but also on the nroductivo- 
ness of labourj because, in fact, a rise of profits and a rise in 
labour are essentially distinct in their nature, the one signify* 
ing an increase of proportion, the other an increase |n the quan­
tity which a definite portion of labour will command,
Railey's treatment of profits may be deferred for the moment, But 
from what he has said, it is evident that he thought the value of labor 
could change for two reasons. First, if the amount of product remained 
constant on the implicit no-rent margin, a change in profits would mean 
an Inverse change in wages, and vice versa, whatever the respective cause. 
This was virtually the normal Ricardian case, with the assumption of con­
stant product added* Secondly, however, a change in the aswmt of prod­
uct, or, in other words, in the productivity of labor, might cause a 
change in the amount of commodity received by the laborer. In this second 
case, a change In productivity could obviously mean a change in wages in 
either direction* Profits, likewise, might move in the same direction 
as wages, or inversely. The point to be made from the second case, how­
ever, was that, upon any change in the productive power of labor, the 
new product might be divided in any manner, depending on th© particular 
circumstances. Since this division was evidently au hasard, it was clear 
that It was wrong to lay claim to a determinant outcome as Ricardo had
1 Ibid., pp* 63-61t
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done. His formulation, therefore, was simply on© among many possibilities,
Should it be objected to the doctrine of profits and the value 
of labour rising at the sane time, that as the commodity produced 
is the only enure© whence the capitalist and the labourer can oh* 
tain their remuneration, it necessarily follows that what one gains 
the other loses, the reply is obvious. Bo long as the product con­
tinues the same, this is undeniably true? but it is equally tenable, 
that if the product be doubled the portion of both may be increased, 
although the proportion of one is lessened and that of the other 
augmented, flow it is an increase in the portion of the product as­
signed to the labourer which constitutes a'rise in tba value of his 
labour} but it is an increase in the proportion assigned to the 
capitalist which constitutes a rise la M s  profitsj whence it clearly 
follows, that there is nothing inconsistent in the supposition of a 
simultaneous rise in both,1
It is to be regretted, of course, that Bailey did not pursue to 
greater lengths this matter of the effects of productivity on the value 
of labor. It is clear tiiat he had many, if not moat, of the ingredients 
necessary for the productivity analysis of wages, By his ’’definite 
portion* of labor viewpoint, ha had escaped the Mluap~3um” concept of 
distribution. He was, thus, at least on the way toward the factor unit 
approach by which the theory of distribution is most consistently related 
to a theory of value.
At the saat tire, Bailey's "definite portion” outlook enabled hi© 
to break down the tripartite (social) factor-class argument of Ricardo’ s 
own distribution theory. For having already distinguished commodities 
into various classes according to market forms, one of which was com­
modities ’’raonopollaod, or protected from conpetition by natural or ad­
ventitious circumstances," Bailey went on to Insist that
1 Ibid., p, 70.
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labour m a t  be considered as falling under this class of ex­
changeable coaaaoditles, and as being determined in value by the 
same causes which operate on articles monopolized in the eecond 
method here described. If a ran employ his capital in production, 
he must purchase labour, and the demand for labourers will there­
fore be in proportion to the capital destined for this purpose#
But there are only a certain number of labourers in existence; 
these cannot for the time be either purf*>sely increased or 
diminished, and they consequently possess a nxmocoly of their 
peculiar commodity* The greater the demand, therefore, for their 
labour, the higher it will rise, exactly as other monopolised 
commodities in the same circumstances.1
This statement is, of course, wage fund doctrine of the simplest 
sort* The only thing which saves it fro« complete banality is the 
cognisance Bailey took of the time difficulties in adjustment of the 
supply of labor# By placing labor in the class of commodities, pro­
tected fro» competition by "natural or adventitious circumstances,B 
Bailey gave the impression^ at least, that there was no necessity to look 
toward that long run state of affairs envisaged by Ricardo where 
”subsistence" (which is not to say “starvation") wages obtained# Indeed, 
if labor were the monopoly Bailey claimed, it wae Ipso facto prevented 
from ever felling to its "cost of production" in a way analogous to 
commodities in whose production "competition operates without restraint#“ 
alley did not spin this reasoning out to any length, but it is known that 
he refused to go along with ialthusian population theory,® and this
1 Ibid#, pp# 190-91.
2 hallhuB* theory, he said, »*#, shows what a long train of un­
sound inferences may be consequent on the precipitate formation of a 
general law from an insufficient collection of facts#••#" The theory of 
Reasoning, p# 177# Kueh earlier - alley had read a paper on
theory to a local literary society# At that time also he had queried 
the Kalthusian doctrine# Of# Chapter 1X1, infra»* p. 566.
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may have disposed him to consider labor as being generally a monopolized 
commodity,1 Re also understood that there were otl»r difficulties of 
supply adjustment which might produce monopoly values for labor* "Sub­
ordinate monopolies" for labor existed, So that, "in trades, which re­
quire application for a greater or smaller period before they are learned, 
th workmen are evidently protected frot Immediate coicpatitlonj and should 
there be an increase in the demand for their work, their labour would rise 
In value, and remain enhanced till more artisans possessed of their pecul-
5iar skill had bean formed,* Although there ia a alight hint here of 
wages being something of a premium for the greater productivity or skill 
of more "capitalistic" methods of producing ©r preparing laborers, it 
would be stretching credence to violent lengths to argue very strongly 
in Bailey*3 behalf for such a theory. It is ¡¿ore likely that the state­
ment should bo subsumed under the familiar natural- and market-price of 
labor analysis, with perhaps lass emphasis on the "orssr than was cus­
tomary,^
It if appears from what baa boon said that Bailey’s treatment was
extremely suggestive, if incomplete, there is still one final contribu­
tion he had to make which must be credited, this was hia noil-known 
attempt to generalise the rent concept to wages,
the extraordinary profit out of which rant arises, is analo­
gous to the extraordinary remuneration which an arti san of more
1 Critical Eisaertation, p. 191,
? iiVid „  p, m ,
3 'ibid1,, p, 180,
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than common dexterity obtains beyond ti» «ages given to workssen a t  
ordinary skill. In so far as competition caimot reach then, the 
owner of the rich soil and the possessor of the extraordinary skill 
obtain a monopoly price. In the one case this monopoly la bounded 
by the existence of inferior soils, in the other of inferior de­
grees of dexterity.1
It is to Bailey’s credit that he drew the analogy here strictly in terms 
of rent or "monopoly price,** and left what was quasi-rent, or "temporary 
monopoly" alone. This, of course, implied that !» recognized that the 
price or value differences visible in the former cose were strictly due 
to skill or fertility differentials of a long-run duration» in the "tem­
porary monopoly" price instances these price or value differences night> - - .
disappear when sufficient time was available to affect the supply. Be­
yond this, moreover, Bailey had seen that the true rent concept did not
depond exclusively on the differential notion, but rather on the more
}
fundamental concept of scarcity or monopoly* It deserves to be emphasised,
therefor», that these "monopoly" or "scarcity** factors, which Bailey
2claimed Ricardo had so frequently overlooked, subsequently served as tbs 
basis for the familiar Cairnsian notion of non-competing groups. To the 
extent that these latter notions involved a more realistic theory of 
factor distribution, Bailey must be credited with having at least pointed 
in thè proper direction, particularly in the case of labor,
in
1 Ibid., pp, 196-9?.2 Tbi5>, p. 229*
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As the absence of any useful treatment of the (capital) deaand for 
labor in M s  wages argwsent will suggest, failey’e capital theory could 
hardly be characterized as s significant advance* With one exception, 
this judgement seems to be the most that can be said for M o  in the treat­
ment of interest or ’♦profits*" This single exception derived, of course, 
fro i Talley’s willingness to adult tin» as an influence on value and, 
therefore, on productivity. It has been seen that Ialley had objected 
against Ricardo’s disciples that the nine example deaonutratod the pres­
ence of the tin« factor in the determination of value-. How in the way 
bit. had Introduced this objection, it seems evident that bailey understood 
that there was eoxe kind of functional relationship between the length 
of tin» capital was aisployed and the value of the product concerned* ’*© 
had pointed out that the "tiraa required" to produce an article was a 
”consideration" which acted on tha ai»d of the capitalist involved, And, 
ho had instated that such a capitalist had to receive the "usual com­
pensation” from others who wore unwilling to undertake such an investment 
for a similar period of tino.1 He also saw that "mental affections” would 
probably have some effect on capital supply, and he was quite clear that
pit was erroneous to try to reduce capital to accumulated labor.
Tut if these observations seem to place Bailey in the vanguard of
1 Ibid., pp. 213-19,
2 TOT., PP, 221, 8 M * .
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English anticipators of the abstinence theory of capital, it is never- 
tholes® abundantly clear that Bailey was not up to the task of working 
M s  remarks Into any kind of coherent and systematic explanation of the 
return to capital* In fact, it is remarkable as well as disappointing, 
that he should have seen on the one hand the apparent need to remunerate 
the services of the capitalist for the time period during which his re­
sources were employed, while on the other hand he should have failed so 
dismally to incorporate this viewpoint Into his specific treatment of 
the problem of "profits." The depth of M e  failure is even more depress­
ing when it is appraised in the light of the solid groundwork he had laid 
In treating wages.
If it is necessary to give one single explanation for Bailey’s fail­
ure to do more with "profits” than he did, It is probably to be attributed 
to the fact that his outlook was dominated by that portion of Ricardo’s 
theory which dealt with the proportionate sharing out of the whole produce. 
Bailey apparently accepted the fact that "profits” were best seen and ex­
plained by the ratio of return to outlay. This is the simplest business­
man's interpretation and, of course, fits directly into the proportionate 
share© viewpoint, But it is clear that this approach also tends to ob­
scure the relationship between the services of capital and its productivity. 1
X
1 Cf, F. T, Edgeworth, Papers Relating to Political Economy (London* 
1692) III, 30, where it was cïalraec! tViat BaStey was one with Senior in 
attributing the value of capital to abstinence. Professor Seligman, "On 
Some Neglected British Economists,” op, alt,, p, 3$lt, made the same point 
and Dr. Rowley, Nassau Senior, p. lhh, h,, admitted that a claim for 
priority might be made" for'p,alley.
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IMch is to say, the proportion»*» viewpoint makes it difficult to see 
how tiie volt» of the productive sew Leo is derived* This »produce-lee«-« 
Eductions’* concept# in -which »profits" bee«» the residue after race« 
had im n paid to laborer« on SMMrsnt land# fail» to «aphasia® th# superior 
productivity of tisae-consus&ng' sethodsj instead# the productivity «aphasia 
tends to go on th® labor factor* Whs« th« conventional asBuaptions of 
the accounting period are made# the productivity of the service of capital 
1« to all intent« am! purpessa lost from view*
It hae boon seen that failoy had many of the proper and satisfactory 
Initial concept* c m  to carry t&a through to a valid conclusion to th» 
capital problem. Be had »tressed the relative nature of valuej he had 
treated the return to the services performed by labor as atrlctly a prob­
lem in valuation j he had admitted significant psychological considerations, 
as the influence of time# scarcity, dlsagreeablenes»» and so on. let, in
the case of capital# beyond a reference to the "abstinence''not! one already 
1pointed out, the need to treat the return to capital a» a problem in 
value, (relative value, that is, as Palley would doubtless have said) did 
not occur to him* Thus,
a rise or fall of profits 1« sometiaes »poke of a» analogous 
to a rice or fall C»lc3 of labour or of rages* Put profits cannot 
be regarded a t analogous to wages * labour ie an exchangeable thing, 
or one which ccasaands other thing» in exchange* but the tens profit» 
denotes only a share or proportion of coimoditios, not an article 
which can bo exchanged against other articles, when we ask whether 
wage# have risen, we aosn, whether a definite portion of labour 1
1 Supra*, pp . 220-22.
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«xehangea for a greater quantity of other things than before* 
but whan we safe whether profit« have risen, we do not mean 
whether a definite portion of aero® article called profit« will 
eashang« for a greater quantity of other things than before, 
bat whether the gain of the capitalist bears a higher ratio 
to the capital esnployed,1
Thie passage 1» evidence enough to show that Bailey was straying far 
afield in hia abeentsdndedneea, Tie clearly m a net going to conaider 
the return to capital aa an »«change for it« services, although ha 
recognised that this way of looking at thing* had given hi» a satis­
factory wags analysis wherein a "definite portion0 of labor would ex­
change for a "quantity" of "other thing**® Thu», capital and labor were 
not to be placed on the sans footing as regarded the nature and deter­
mination of their respective values. In fact, Bailey could not even get 
hie analogy straight. Whan wages altered this meant a change in the 
quantities of "other things* for which a "definite portico* of labor ex­
changed, but when profits altered he did not conaider whether a "definite 
article* of "capital* exchanged for sore of "other tMng%" which would 
have been the correct analogy. Instead, ha took the pointless paint to 
deny that an analogy existed between a "definite portion* of labor and a 
"definite portion* of "aosae article celled profits."
tn this aanner, Bailey made It Impossible to ask hinaelf the ques­
tion» why should a unit of the productive service of capital exchange 
for ©ore or less of other things? Therefore, the only thing left for hi* 1
1 Critical Dissertation, pp, 62-63,
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to do «as to undertake a somewhat sterile consideration of the relation­
ship Ricardo had sought to establish between the proportionate shares of 
the laborer and capitalist. Tie had already proved that an increase of 
labor productivity could change the quantity of other articles which a 
"definite portion" of labor sight receive, and, therefore, that wages 
and profits sight vary in a canner different from Ricardo’s theory.3“
Thus the only thing left for him to do wan to take up the implications 
of such results on proportional profit variations. It was immediately 
clear, he said, that If labor productivity increased, so that more of 
the total product remained to be divided between the laborers and capi­
talist! then, both parties might receive sore. In such a case as this, 
he said, "... while the value of labour, in relation to hats, coats, and 
com, is evidently increased, that is, while a definite portion of labour
exchanges for a larger quantity of those articles, the proportion as-
2signed to the capitalist, or the rate of profits, is also augmented."
For, it was "... an increase in tho portion of the product assigned to 
the labourer which constitutes a rise in the value of his lahourj but it 
is an increase in the proportion assigned to the capitalist which con­
stitutes a rise in his profits! whan it clearly follows, that there is
3nothing inconsistent In the simultaneous rise in both*" And again, "... 
a rise of profits and a rise in labour are essentially distinct in their 123
1 Supra,, pp. 230-37.
2 critical rsisssriatlon, pp, 66-67,
3 ibid., P. 70.
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nature, the one signifying an increase of proportion, the other an in­
crease in the quantity which a definite portion of labour will command.”* 
It 1» clear, therefore, that Bailey was not to be weaned from hie 
conviction that profits constituted the "proportion*' of the total product 
received by the capitalist* As such, he never gave himself the opportu­
nity of investigating the value of a unit of capital, The idea seems to 
have occurred to him that someone might be a bit uneasy with his argument, 
for he acknowledged at the end of the chapter on profits that "it may be 
asked, whether not only the proportion is raised, but the value of the 
same proportion? If the capitalist, for instance, receives 100 hats, 
coats and quarters of corn at the latter period for every $0 at the for­
mer, would not the value of his profits have risen, although the pro-
2portion were loft undisturbed?" It ia unnecessary, however, to take up
his response to this hypothetical objection. Far by tin phrase "value of
profits" he had brought himself to a position where practically anything
he said would bo wrong. It would have been as though he had attempted
to deal with the "value of wages," having already defined wages as the
value of labor. Indeed, it is remarkable that he should have been able
to urge so passionately the relative nature of value in which "definite
3portions" or quantities were concerned, and yet, should have failed to 1
1 Ibid,, p. 6h,
2 'fbid,, p. 67,
3 r Trr X cannot too strongly recommend the student of political econ­
omy never to let the word value pass before hi» without putting the ques­
tion, »value in what?» or, »in relation to what?» The value of a commodity 
must be its value in something and whenever tho term is used with any defi­
nite meaning, that something may be assigned. If it cannot be assigned, 
the reader may rest assured that tho author, whoever he be, is writing 
without any determinate ideas,»» Critical Pisaortation, p, 33,
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©ee that "profits11 were by no means a "definite portion" of some "com­
modity." How Bailey, of all people, should have argued so strenuously 
that waives were simply the value of labor, and yet should have missed 
the fact that "profits" were simply the value of capital, is one of the 
most dl «appointing features in the entire Critical Tdsaertation,
S.
With so much of Bailey’s theory considered in its own right, it is 
now possible to turn with hi» in making certain conclusions from it re­
garding Ricardo’s theory of value. Two things see» to stand out in what 
has been said thus far# First, it is clear that, in his theory of value 
proper, Bailey sought to take account of the greatest possible number of 
factors producing an effect on the minds of the parties concerned in an 
economic exchange. This did not man, however, that Bailey’s numerous 
factors wore nothing hut a mere listing of possibly relevant matters# 
Although ho did not pass into the psychology of the economic subject, ha 
did Insist that the "mental affections" were the result of persistent 
influences on which it was possible to base inferences # This was his 
way of proving that there was a "scientific" "inductive" foundation for 
economic inferences and deductions, and that the regularities observed
and employed did not necessarily have to be confined to supposedly ob~
1jectivo and external phenomena. Flowing M s  problem In this "psycholog­
ical" light, it is clear that Bailey was not so hesitant to recognise a
1 Of, Chapter XX, infra., pp. h97 ff.
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wider range of influences on value, nor to feel that by doing so he was 
abandoning the discipline to soma sort of economic anarchy.
The second feature which has eraarged with worthwhile significance 
front Bailey»« theory has been his analysis of wages. Indeed, almost 
alone among the distributive factors was its return considered as a prob­
lem of value* And Bailey had shown beyond question that it was his own 
conception of value, to which he had clung so consistently, that had 
guided him in dealing with the value of labor,
flow it was from these two m i n  standpoints that Bailey criticized 
the Ricardian structure, île of course placed emphasis on most of the 
admitted exceptions to the staple labor quantity rule. Be charged that 
Ricardo waa wrong in holding that commodities other than those "on which 
cor-ipetition operates without restraint" were an insignificant portion of 
the mass of commodities. He had shown, ho thought, that monopoly con­
siderations were an Important influence on value, and that tins number of 
commodities thus affected was not small, but considerable. At the same 
time, he was clear that Ricardo had failed to look beyond his own nose 
in the case of commodities owing their value to these "monopoly" or 
"scarcity" influences. For having admitted the theory of rent, which was 
due at bottom to "scarcity," Ricardo should have seen that the earn prin­
ciple held in numerous other cases as well. 1
Regarding commodities produced under the conditions of "freest
1 Critical Dissertation, p. 229,
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c«qpatition,n Bailey agreed that an alteration in the producing labor 
of cno of th« commodities would alter their ««change value, provided the 
other’s producing labor remained constant or, at any rate, did not vary 
in such a «ay as to overcome the first movement. But this case of the 
quantity of producing labor variations was only one among a variety of 
causes which could produce comparable effects.1 Although he acknowledged 
that Ricardo had acted.tted the influence of time in the fora of differing 
capital structures end durabilities, Bailey still claimed that Ricardo’s 
successors were not so magnanimous.
On a review of ths subject it appears, that economists attempt 
too much. They wish to resolve «11 th© causes of value into one, 
and thus reduce the science to a simplicity of which it will net ad­
mit. They overlook the variety of considerations operating on the 
mind in the interchanges of commodities. These considerations are 
causes of value, and the attempt to proportion the quantities in 
which commodities are exchanged for each other to the degree in 
which one of these considerations exists, must be vain and inef­
fectual. All In reality that can be accomplished on this subject 
is to ascertain the various causes of valuej and when this is done, 
we may always infer, from an increase or diminution of any of them, 
an increase or diminution of tie effect.
So far as the value of labor analysis in Ricardo’s system was con­
cerned, Bailey’s strictures were not necessarily further reaching than 
the several objections which have just been noticed. But in the labor 
case Bailey, in a sense, had his subject under the microscope. Paving 
provided himself with a crystal clear lens, he was fully prepared to ex­
plore every minute portion of th® matter. It 1« the intensive ness of 12
1 Ibid., p. 230.
2 TH?., pp. 231-32
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Bailey*?! commentary on the value of labor problem that so persistently 
cowraimda attention,
Pr. Bow ley has pointed ovrfc that, deriving from M m  Smith»» two of 
the labor theory of value for si-pie (l,e. non-capi talisrfcie) productive 
conditions, the question of valuing a unit of labor «as avoided during 
the first quarter of the nineteenth century, Under the simple conditions 
envisioned, the wage or reward received by the laborer depended directly 
on hie physical productivity, with the resultant tendency to consider 
labor as a whole, rather than an an individual factor unit, "Ith more 
coaplcr productive conations, wages' still depended to some extent on 
physical productivity, although their actual doternination was thought 
to be better explained by the no-called wproduce-lesa-dednctionsw theory, 
Under these latter conditions, however, the problem of wages still con­
tinued to be looked on as deriving fro» tha product of labor as a whole, 
rather than related to a unit of labor.3, Tn addition, because the labor 
theory of value brought it about that labor was taken as the cause and 
source of exchange value, attention was directed sore toward the “labor* 
value of the coraaodity produced, than to the value of labor iteelf, Where 
wages were concerned in the subsequent Ricardian distributive argument —  
which they were not, be it noted, in Ricardo* 3 Chapter V, Hcn 'ragee* —  
they were treated as some physical quantxsa which possessed a “value** be­
cause of the labor and capital expended in producing the», and not as an 1
1 Fowlsy, Vsssan Senior, pp, 168-6?, 1?7,
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inconclusive «nominal” quantity of money or commodities which the la­
borer might receive in exchange for hi# service# at any particular tin»» 
'Joe It -was against thla formulation that Bailey objected, claiming that 
It was inconsistent and contradictory with the theory of value Ricardo 
had previously set down* Moreover, as will appear, Bailey pointed out 
ho» and why Ricardo had eocssittad thla error* This achievement, which 
must surely stand on the sane level as Bailey»s perception of the Incon­
sistent duality of Ricardo’s notion of value, because It derived directly 
frost that perception, has passed generally unnoticed in the literature.
is was so often the case with hie, in order to wake his point as
clear and revealing a» possible Bailey went first to Ricardo’s definitions*
Recalling that value mant exchange value, and, by implication, that
Ricardo had agreed to this definition In hie very first proposition, 1
Bailey pointed out that the concept of exchange value was applicable to
the coaaodity labor equally with other cosaaodlties. The «value of labour,*
or «wages** signified the «power of coataanding other things in eaghanga,”
and denoted a «relation* in the anew way that the value of cossnoditiee
2signified their «»change relations with other conssodities* If, there­
fore, wages were to be considered as noalors of the «value« class of con­
cepts, it followed fro« what Bailey had proved earlier, that the alleged 
distinction between «real and nominal" value was equally invalid when 
applied to »ages as to any other form of exchange value. 12
1 Cf. Chapter XXI, supra*, pp. 88- 89 .
2 Critical Dissertation» pp* h6-ii?.
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It «a» obvious, Bailey continued, that i t  «ages w w  in the sane 
class of concepts as the "value of labour," as Ricardo»« definitions at 
the outset had impliedj then something was asdss in M s  subsequent argu­
ment. For Ricardo, he observed,
... talks of the »labour and capital eoployed in producing -wages,* 
and of »the real value of wagesj »3. in -which instances it is im­
possible to substitute the term value of labour Instead of wage», 
as sight be done if the two terms were used as synonymous and 
equivalent. We could not speak with propriety of »the labour and 
capital employed in producing the value of labour,* or of »the 
real value of the value of labour,"*
Row Ballsy understood that the impossibility of considering the "value
of labour" and "wages" as equivalent had never troubled Ricardo, for the
simple reason that Ricardo by this tine was looking at "wages" from a
completely different and contradictory standpoint* Moreover, Bailey saw
that the contradiction involved «as analogous to that in which Ricardo
previously had transferred his conception from exchange value to real,
positive, or absolute value, this was the familiar Ricardian error of
overlooking the fact that value was a relation and depended on two causes,
or two sets of causes. Ricardo’s doctrine of real value, in fact, derived
from an apprehension of but one cause, Bailey saw that, if Ricardo were
to ba consistent with himself in employing hia notion of real value, he
would end up in a position of absurdity* For if the real value of a
commodity was, as Ricardo had claimed, the labor and capital involved in 12
1 This refers to Ricardo’s Brine?mleg, p. *&>, where Ricardo had 
aaidi "Wages are to be estimated by their*real value, via, by the quan­
tity of labour and cap"ini employed in producing the«."
2 Critical Dissertation, pp. 1*7—1̂ 8*
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ifc® production* than by parallel reasoning, the real valu» of labor 
should have been the labor and capital involved in its production. The 
way In which Ricardo handled this probing, was not loot to Bailey. The 
ïsanner in which ha cr-ticiaed hiss for it1 merely reflected Bailey»» con­
viction of the soundness of his own fundamental dafinitions and concept#. 
Moreover, r«ilcy»s standpoint also attested to his belief that, if it* 
bases wore sound, the* theory crectod m  it ntoulc not fail in m  cri tical 
an application. Ricardo, h* insistod,
... ingeniously enough avoids a dlffic^dty, wMch, on a first vie*, 
threatens to encumber his doctrine, that value depends on the quan­
tity of labour alloyed in production. J t  this principle is rigidly 
adhered to, it felloes, that the value of labour depends on the 
quanti ty of labour employed in producing It —  which is evidently 
absurd. By a dexterous turn, therefor», Ur. Ricardo makes the valu* 
of labour depend 0« the quantity of labour required to produce wages, 
or, to give him the benefit of M s  own language, he maintain© that 
the value of labour 1» to be estimated by tha quantity of la'our re­
quired to produce rages",by which TiTnean#, the quantity of labour 
required to produce the nosey or corsaoditlcc given to the labourers. 
This is similar to saying, that the value of cloth ia to be esti- 
naied, not by tha quantity of labour bestowed ou its production, 
bat by the quantity of labour bestowed on the production of the sil­
ver, for which the cloth is exchanged.
In other words, whan Hlcardo had had excliange value under view, he had
held t*iat the exchange value of two ccasoditica would be in proportion
to tbs respective quantities of labor ejsploysd In their production. in
thia case there wore strictly two causes for the exchange relation, i.e.
the respective quantities of labor. But, as Bailey had so cogently
1 Uarat, Thaorl&g of Surplus Valuó, p, .102, has been the only caw 
to draw much «I tentiian" -*0 bailey • a stricture s on thia matter.
2 critical Elssartation, pp. Sô-51,
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remarked, Ricardo tended to drop the "correlative" by the way, and to 
consider the value of a commodity as depending exclusively on the quan­
tity of labor employed on it alone, thereby making value something posi­
tive or absolute* This, in effect, took the notion of value out of the 
class of conceptions with which Ricardo had begun, By a parallel argu­
ment, the value of labor should have depended on the quantity of labor 
necessary to produce the labor itself and on the quantity of labor neces­
sary to produce the commodity or commodities exchanged for it. This 
would fulfill the dual causes of the first Ricardian position. In trans­
ferring to the real value viewpoint, however, where value appeared as an 
absolute, Ricardo went not to the former of the dual causes, (i.e. the 
quantity of labor necessary to produce labor), but rather, to the latter. 
Thus, as Bailey pointed out, ho made the real veins of labor depend upon 
the quantity of labor necessary to produce wages,
Tn an earlier chapter^ the method by which Ricardo had sought to make 
his wages-profits fund reflect only changes in the "real value" of the 
respective shares was discussed. It was observed there that Ricardo had 
called won this formulation mainly in order to avoid reckoning in what 
he thought of as merely "nominal" terras, For, under the "nominal" theories 
of Adam Smith and Malthue, h© had found it impossible to ascertain whether 
changes in the exchange relations between commodities had been brought 
about by "real" changes in one or the other commodity. In a money economy, 1
1 Chapter II, supra., pp . 36-1x9, 67-71.
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this meant that it night be inpoeslble to assign changes in the value of 
money and, therefore, to know whether price variations «ere «real" or 
not. The need to avoid this difficulty had brought about the familiar 
’'invariable" Ricardian medium, which allegedly thro* all variations in 
price onto causes appearing as changes in tho cost of producing commod­
ities, instead of changes in the cost of obtaining the money used as the 
medium. On the distributive level, this same assumption had thrown all 
changes in the value of tho respective wage or profit shares onto changes 
in the cost of producing one or tho other of them. On the surface, this 
appeared as two similar positions, but at bottom they were essentially 
different. In the first, Ricardo had sought to point out the reasons 
why a commodity might rise or fall in price or valrn, and thoa® reasons 
had appeared to derive fro® changes in productive cost. As Ricardo said, 
changes in real value would produce changes in relative value, Won# In 
the distributive argument, changes in the "real value of wages" (to put 
it In Ricardian phraseology) might bring about a change in tho quantity 
of the commodity or conasodities given to the laborer in exchange for his 
service«. Rut such a quantity (or changes in each a quantity) as this 
was an unreliable "nominal" calculation and was classed by Ricardo as 
mere abundance of commodities or riche«.*
Now Ricardo*s position had not escaped ralley when it was a question 
of the "value" of commodities. With equal perception, Ricardo's movements 1
1 C f. Chapter XI, supra., pp. 70-72.
on the di stributive level were called in question by Bailey, It was ob­
vious that, with a fixed quantity of a commodity produced by labor, a 
greater proportion of that fixed quantity received by the laborer would 
mean that the exchange value of the laborer had risen, as had the "real” 
value of those wages. But with a varying quantity of commodity produced 
by labor, Ricardo bad held that, notwithstanding the laborer might receive 
a larger quantity, i f  that larger quantity were the produce of a smaller
iquantity of labor, the value of labor should be said to have fallen*
In this latter case, however, the ”value” of labor was patently real, 
and not exchange, value, Thus, continued Bailey,
Mr, Ricardo’s inference is a legitimate deduction from his 
premises, if wo conceded certain postulates, Grant him the kind 
of value called real, which has no relation to the quantity of 
commodities commandod, but Bolely to the quantity of producing 
labour, and it Inevitably follows, that there could be no altera­
tion in the real value of labour, but from, an alteration in the 
proportion o f i h »  product which wont to the labouror, Neither, 
if money were always produced by a uniform, quantity of labour, 
could there be any other alteration in the money-value of labour#
But to say in this case, that although the labourer obtained a 
larger quantity of hats, coats, and com, yet if he obtained less 
money, the value of his labour would have fallen, is altogether 
nugatory. Money-value has no greater claim to the general term 
»value,» than any other kind of value; and the simpla state of 
the case would be, that labour had risen in value in relation 
to hats, coats, and com, and fallen in relation to money, 1 2
Ricardo’s position involved the conclusion that wager might be of a high
value, although the laborer received little in exchange for his labour
1 Ricardo, Principles, pp, U9-$0.
2 Critical Blesertalion, p, £8, n.
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and was almost starving*1 Something obviously was wrong with a theory
2which reached such a paradoxical and contradictory deduction as this*
Bailey knew that its source lay in the notion of ’’real value.1* Once this
conception was concocted as a preliminary, the other results followed 
3automatically. «Real value" in the wages argument, therefore, occasioned 
t!wr same kind of inconsistency that it had in the simple commodity treat­
ment.
It is also necessary to appreciate that Bailey’s criticism drew even 
greater strength for haring seen that Ricardo’s distributive wage fieory 
was bound up with his ".remarkable tissue of errors" in the chapter on 
value and riches. for the implication of Ricardo's argument in that 
chapter was to deny the force of productivity on value considerations.^
And this amounted to denying any kind of relationship between productivity 
and wages or the value of labor, how it has been seen that Bailey had 
glimpsed the cormoction between changes in productivity and changes in
1 "ftages are at a high real value, when it requires much labour to 
produce wages} and at a low real value, when it requires little labour 
to produce wages» and it ie perfectly consistent with the high real 
value —  that the labourer should be almost starving} and perfectly con­
st atent with the low real value —  that the labourer should be living in 
great ease and comfort«* EwQuincy, "Dialogue the Fourth," op. cit«* p# 91* 
as quoted in Crit-1 cal Dissertatian, p. 60.
2 U r it ic a l L iaso rtatio n , pp* 6 o-6 l.3 rm̂ Tprsm----li Ricardo "... speaks of value as the positive result of labours 
whence It follows, that the same quantity of labour must always produce 
the same value, however much its productive powers nay have increased. 
Riches, therefore, m y  be indefinitely multiplied, while no more labour 
is employed} but the value of the riches, under this condition, remains 
invariably the same," Ibid,, p. 163.
the value of labor, He had done so only because he had citing consistently 
to the relative nature of value premised at the outset. That Ricardo's 
argument had failed to do bo was irplidt disproof of the labor t>»ory 
he had used it* Then it 1» understood that Bailey had reached these 
conclusion® within his •‘definite portions” approach to the value of labor, 
it is clear that an early and effective break-sway from the sterile "pro­
portionate shares" theory had been Bade. The effect was to steer the 
theory of wagos back to a problem of unit valuation from which Ricardo’s 
"real value* concept had taken it. And this was an early and halting 
ctcp in England toward the Integration of distribution theory with a 
correct theory of value.
CHAPTER VII
SAMUEL BAILEY AND THE Y/ESTMIMSTER REVIEW
Almost twenty years after he had published the Critical Dissertation 
Samuel Bailey had occasion to recall that he had been "much abused” for 
the «free comaantary” he had made on some of Ricardo’s doctrines at a
itime when Ricardo’s fame was at Its height. The source of this abuse 
eeens clearly to have been the Westminster Review. For six months after 
the Critical 'Dissertation had been given to the public It was reviewed 
in the Westminster by someone as yet unknown. The actual article it­
self had the distinction of diatribe, for It provoked the resolute 
McCulloch to comment on Its *uncalled for asperity,"*1 and even drew from 
the generally unsympathetic "arx the observation that "however narrow 
M s  own views may have been, yet, that he [bailey] laid his finger on 
some serious defects in the Ricardian Theory, is proved by the animosity
with which he was attacked by Ricardo's followers. Bee the r'03tu1nstor
£Itevtaw for example.” Col* T. Perronat Thompson thought that some of 123*5
1 Assays on the Pursuit of Truth, (2d ed.j London* 1814»), "Note G," 
pp, 271-T5V
2 "ART. VIII. A Critical Dissertation on the Nature, Measures, and 
Causes of Value* chiefly In reference to tho writings of Hr, Ricardo and 
H a  followers. Py the Author of Essays on the Formation and Publication 
of Opinions, ete, etc. R, Huntor. London, 1326,” "Vcstminster Review,
V, (January, 1826), 157-72. The publication date of the i-ritical 
Dissertation was obviously misprinted and should have read
The (jentlenan»s Magazine XCV, Part II, (1825), Supplement, pp. 618-19, 
praised Bailey as a "good shot” who had caused "much havoc" among the "best 
game" in Ricardo’s "preserve.” But the review was generally shallow and 
failed to appreciate the real implications of Bailey’s work.
3 Apoendix"A” infra.« pp. 685fY offers a suggestion as to the author­
ship of the Beatwinatcr article.
ii The Literature of Political Economy, p, 33.
5 Capital^ A Critique' of Toli'ticalEconomy, trs. A. Moore and E. 
Aveling (CMeagoV 1m V i T r ^ T ^ *------------
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Bailey's coKcents in his later Assays on the Fur atilt of Truth, On the
Progress of Tnowlodge, And on the Fundanaental Principle of All '’vi donee
and Pxoectation (London* 1329) w e  due to his having sorastirae suffered
"Lfro® the "petulence of criticism."
But if it seems clear enough that the "asperity* and "petulance" of
the T?est nine ter article had not been lost to those whoso business it •was
to read it, it must still be remembered that McCulloch, for example, had
said nothing about the truth or validity of the article, notwithstanding
its vindictiveness. Indeed, he continued to retain his belief that Bailey
2had not succeeded in shaking Ricardo’s foundations. Jamas Mill, as the
3other of Ricardo's "too and only two genuine disciples," was already
convinced of the orthodoxy of Ricardo's theory,̂  And ‘ cCulloch, likewise,
thought that the "first economist of the ago" should not be concerned to
*answer every attack and criticism against him, Tn the absence, therefore, 
of any denial of the Westminster article by any of the Rlccrdians, and, 
Indeed, in the face of a strong presumption that it was written by on© 
of then, it may be taken as a representative militiaman in the Ricardian 1*3
1 Westminster Review, n ,  (July, 1829), ii87, r t • Appendix "o" 
infra,, pp. 7te-i2.
' "2 Literature of Political Economy, p, 33»
3 TTl‘.n Mill to McCulloch',' 1$ September, 1823, IX, p, 391* 
it Ricardo to Trower, lit January, 1821, JTTII, p, 333, "Your opinion, 
I perceive, is in favour of publishing the® [i.e. the Motes on balthue J as 
an appendix to the new edition of my ' rinciplea of Political ;conony.' 
That was the form in which I at first had an idea of giving than to the 
public, but I was strongly dissuaded from it by .Mill, who thought T ought 
by all means to avoid giving too controversial a character to ny book, and 
indeed he advises me not to notice any of the attacks which have been made 
upon me..,,”
$ McCulloch to Eicardo, 22 January, 1821, Till, p. 3h0,
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stronghold three years after Ricardo’s death. This is not, however, to 
he taken as claiming that Ricardo himself would have affixed his im­
primatur to the article, had he been alive. Indeed, as will appear in 
the telling, Ricardo would probably have been the last to sanction cer­
tain of its propositions, about the substance of which he is known to 
have had grave doubts, but in appraising the development of economic 
thought, it is useful to sea the manner by which Ricardo’s disciples un­
dertook their exegeses and, thereby, in Fieser’s words, turned a great 
thought into a childish error by refusing to depart from the opinions of 
their first t e acherSuch a lesson is not less important today for its 
having occurred one hundred and twenty-five years ago.
Proa what has been said in the chapters immediately preceding, it 
is surely evident, McCulloch notwithstanding, that Bailey had in truth 
appreciated the Ricardian theory of value and had succeeded in shaking 
its foundations. It has been seen that, starting from a conception of 
value as purely and essentially relative, Bailey questioned the construc­
tion and employment of a measure of value designed to fit a conception of 
value which was not relative, This query not only exposed the error of 
the practical measure itself, but ©von more significantly it revealed the 
contradiction involved in attempting to place relative and real, positive 
or absolute, value in the same conceptual class. In the face of this 
predicament, Bailey had argued that the rejection of the real value notion 1
1 Wieser, Natural Value, p, 202.
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alone would release the argument from the unstable horns of the dilemma 
on which It was based. As a final step, oven granting bin for the moment 
the notion of real or positive value, Bailey had shown that Ricardo’s 
employment of it left unsaid or unexplained certain phenomena which wore 
required if the theory was to fit the facts. Throughout his entire ex­
position, however, Bailey had never ceased to stress the place and func­
tion of real value in Ricardo’s argument. It was real value which in 
effect had destroyed the validity of Ricardo’s first proposition! it was 
real value which lied brought Ricardo's .measure of value into existence; 
it was real value which had enabled Ricardo to sake his confusing infer­
ences on distribution, notably in the case of wages.
The rtestmlnator Review article itself was a somowiiat awkwardly pro­
duced affair, in which the author's plan apparently was to consider 
Bailey’s work chapter-by-chapter. In the event, however, approximately 
eight pages of the review were devoted to ralley's flret chapter, "on 
the Mature of value"; the next nine chapters of the Critical Dissertation 
were generally dismissed with a paragraph or so of commentary; and Bailey’s 
final chapter, "On the Causes of Value," received about five pages of the 
critic’s attention. There is no way of knowing for certain the reason 
for this arrangement, of course. But it seems likely that the writer con­
ceived that in M s  first and last chapters Eailey had made his most damag­
ing strictures, and that somewhere in Ricardo’s or his successors* works 
could be found arguments by which most successfully to refute them. Be­
cause he appreciated, no doubt, that most of Bailey’s other judgements
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against Ricardo and his followers derived from this first confusion, it 
was natural for him to devote so much of M s  article to this aspect of 
Bailey's hook* As has been shown earlier, a large measure of the success 
of Bailey’s attack consisted in substantiating the relativity of value 
as against Ricardo’s amiivilencej the critic, therefore, was wise enough 
to boo that M s  own task was easiest ac oraplished by trying to prove 
that Ricardo had not meant what Bailey had said he had,
Bailey presented M s  reply to the Westminster article in a small 
pamphlet entitled A tetter to a Political Economist* Occasioned by an 
article in the Westminster Review on tbs Subject of Value« By the Author 
of the Critical Dissertation on Value therein reviewed (London* 1826)
The pamphlet was not distinguished by the fact that Bailey incorporated 
in it any doctrine new or different from that of the Critical Dissertation, 
But beyond certain occasional displays of controlled ascerbity, which 
evidently were Bailey’s attempt to fight fire with fire, the Tetter to 
a Political Economist did manage to focus attention more directly on the 
existence of the real value concept in Ricardo’s argument. In recounting 
Bailey’s efforts along these lines, therefore, the critical weight of 
Bailey's earlier work is brought to bear upon that portion of Ricardo’s 
system least able to support it. 1
1 The final page of the text was dated August 30, 1826. TTowever, 
in the "Advertisement" Bailey stated the circumstances prevented its 
publication immediately and dated these remarks November 17, 1826, The 
pamphlet was actually published in December, 1826, price* ii a. English 
Catalog of Books (London* 191li), p. 339,
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In light of tli© uhoptcr-ty-chapter method adopted by the Westminster 
critic, the tost way o f treating the dispute between him and Bailey seems 
to be to consider the critic's specific objections, and then to relate 
Bailey's replies to them. Although this procedure will obviously destroy 
the over-all organic sense of the Bestainster article and the Tatter to 
a Political Economist, it will nevertheless place Bailey as strictly face- 
to-face with his accuser as it is possible to bring his.
1.
In directing M s  attention to Bailey's first chapter the critic in­
dicated in his first paragraph the lino of defense tie was determined to 
establish. He contended that Bailey's charges turned more on the verbal 
propriety of Ricardo's expressions, than upon the substance of Ricardo's 
ideas, thus, Bailey’s first chapter was
•«• logomachy, simply and purely. It makes profession, or rather 
ostentation and parade, of being a controversy with Mr, Ricardo,
But It contains not an assertion to which, as far as ideas are 
concerned, Hr, Ricardo would not have assented* It contains, not 
indeed, as far as such ideas are concerned, an assertion which is 
not implied in the propositions wMch Mr, Ricardo has out forth.
It is a criticism of sons of Hr. Ricardo’s forms of expression, 
and the dissatisfied critic will presently find that M s  own ex­
pressions stand in need of quite as much indulgence, 1
The critic then went on to say that Ricardo had attempted to introduce
Mraor® precision" into the language of the science by using the term vale®
in "two souses," This, he added, had always been recognised by Ricardo's 1
1 "A Critical Dissertation," op, cit„ p, 157.
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followers, as well as his opponenta. He alleged that if Ricardo had 
undertaken "further innovations in language” than It© had, he would have 
cade his book even "sore embarrassing to the learner than it is." Since 
Ricardo had recognized that he could not dispense altogether with the old 
meaning of the term value, while nevertheless needing a new, it was only 
encumbent upon him to make the "context" always indicate the precise 
meaning he had in mind. Ricardo, said the critic, had managed to do this 
with "extraordinary vigilence and success." Inasmuch as Ricardo had ac­
complished all of this, and inasmuch as bailey had not shown that Ricardo 
had failed to keep hie various Ideas distinguished, writing the Critical 
pissertation seemed to the critic "... to employ ability to very little 
purpose." 1
As might be expected, Palley took a rather dim view of this argument, 
and noted, with a touch of irony, that "in the ridst of the dry discus­
sions of Political economy, a touch of the imagination is like an oasis
in the desert. I have never met with a purer fancy-piece than the whole
2of the representation." He expressed doubt that Ricardo would feel dis­
posed to accept credit for the "spaciousness of the defense set 13? in his 
behalf,,,,« The critic’s position was an "intellectual peo-saw" by which 
it was wholly impossible to damage Ricardo's reputation. For if any ob­
jections were made to Ricardo on the basis of one use of the term value, 12
1 Ibid., pp* 158-59.
2 letter to a Political Economist, pp, 23-21*.
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it wan only necessary for the critic to claim that Ricardo had never in­
tended that meaning at all; thus, the stricture would he inapplicable. 
According to the critic's manner of reckoning, it appeared, said bailey, 
that "the objections [against RicardoJ are good if the term is taken in 
one sense, but neither he nor any one else ever dreamed of taking it in 
that sense, and therefore the objections are pure logomachy, fighting 
with shadows, conclusions which no one ever disputed, instances of mere 
ostentation and parade of controversy.""^ Since the basis of the critic’s 
position was that Ricardo had always distinguished two senses of value, 
had always made his context indicate these senses clearly, and had been 
successful in having M s  supporters, as well as his opponents, nark this 
distinction; R alley proposed to show*
1, That the use of the word value in two meanings by Mr. Ricardo 
has not been always remarked by his supporters and opponents.
2, That hr. Ricardo did not avowedly use the word in a double 
sense, but on the contrary professedly used it in one sense only,
3, That ¿r» Ricardo did not keep the two meanings distinct and 
make the context clearly indicate in which of the two meanings 
the word should be received, and this for the simple reason that 
he was unconscious of employing it in more than one,
U, That Mr. Ricardo did not consider himself as employing the word 
value in any new, peculiar, and technical sense, and therefore 
could never entertain the ingenious design here imputed to him 
of giving more precision to the language of political economy 
by tho profound expedient of using the same term sometimes in 
one sense and sometimes in another,
5» That Mr. Ricardo’s employment of the term value in what the re­
viewer styles a new, peculiar, and technical seuse, or in other 
words Mr, Ricardo’s unconscious departure from his own defini­
tions, had not even the merit of originality, as a similar 
definition of the term is to bo observed in the economists who 
proceeded M a r  12
1 Ibid., pp. 2Ji-25.
2 thief., pp. 23-30,
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This is an umdstft'kably clear statement of what Bailey proposed to do, 
and it ia also clear that in the process Bailey would leave no avenue 
unexplored in seeking to expose Ricardo’s conception (3) of value, Bhile 
Boise of ralloy's researches will necessarily re-trace ground which had 
already boon covered In the Critical Dissertation, it is nonetheless 
worthwhile to consider them in order to evaluate how well Bailey’s second 
thoughts on Ricardo stand up.
2.
On turning to the proof of tho first of his five propositions, ”...
that tho employment of the word .Value' in two senses by Mr* Ricardo ha»
always been remarked by both his supporters and opponents,” Bailey directed
his attention against McCulloch and Janes ’fill. In the case of ’»cfulloch’s
article on political economy In the Supplement of the Encyclopedia
pr.lt a nnl ca^ Bailey found that McCulloch had distinguished merely the two
fautlliar sensesof value in use and value in exchange, McCulloch’s was
an elenentary work, ’’professing to explain tho most recent doctrines of
the science," and it seemed to Bailey that it was a nscossary place for
readers to be informed of all possible ways in which the term value was 
2to be taken. Since Its could not discover any *third sense” of the word 1
1 Vol. VI, Part I* (“.dinburglu l3?h). All references to this article 
are to the reprint Qutlines of Political Economy. Being a rcpUblication 
of the article upon that subject contained in'trie s5i'nburgh S^pleEoni To 
ilha Encyclopedia Brttannlca'. TogetW with Not'ea VTOianatory and Critical 
and a Sun£ary 'o f the' sjrtcnce]| By Rev, Jolm M ’Viokar. (New' York: .
" 2 he't.ter.to"a.i’oid'ticai Economist* pp, 32-35.
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value in McCulloch*a work, Bailey concluded that one at least of Ricardo's
"followers" had failed to ejrrploy the distinction the Westminster critic
claimed was so much of common currency,1 Bailey admitted that -»hen
McCulloch had republished the trltannica article in separate form as the
"Tincioles of Political Economy, with a sketch of the Rise and Progress
of the Science (Edinburgh* 1825), lie had explained for the first tin»
n*., that the tern value is used in two senses, on© having reference to
the power of purchasing, and the other to the quantity of producing la- 
2hour," Hot from this first appearance of the exchange value, real value 
distinction Bailey drew the inference that it had been made in consequence 
of HcCulloch’a having* read the Critical Dissertation, oboro Ricardo’s 
“double meaning" had first been exposed."
?n this judgement it would seen that Bailey is, or may be, only partly 
correct. It is possible, of course, that McCulloch cay have made the ex­
change value, real value distinction verbally explicit because of Bailey’s 
charges in the Critical Bdesertatlon« But I alley probably vent too far 123
1 Tbid., p. 3 h,
2 Ik id «, p , 35. Bailey’s reference is evidently to McCulloch’s 
grinclr-les. p. 211, where it is stated* "The value of a commodity may be 
considered in a double point of vlewj either, let, in relation to the power 
or capacity which it possesses of exchanging for, cr purchasing, certain 
quantities of labour, or of other commodities obtainable only by means of 
labour} or, 2nd, in relation to the quantity of labour that has been ex­
pended in its appropriation or production, or that would be required for 
that purpose at the period when the investigation ia made. Value, con­
sidered in the first point of view, may be denominated exchangeable or 
gslattve value. r?aTue, considered in the second point of view, nay be 
^nominated real value." Earlier, pp. 2-3, McCulloch had made the famil­
iar value in tine, value In exchange distinction.
3 Tetter to a Political Economist, pp. 35-36.
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in assuming that McCulloch had loon entirely unaware of Ricardo*® ”pecul­
iar technical sense" until he had seen it in Bailey*s hook. This may 
have been one of the penalties which Bailey had to pay for living in 
Sheffield, away from the conversational circle in London where these 
problems were so freely discussed* But, at any rate, in M e  earliest ap­
praisal of Ricardo’s work McCulloch had stated that when the quantity 
of labor required for the production of commodities increased, B,,. their 
exchangeable value would remain unaltered, while their real price would 
hcmevwr be augmented*”1 The terra "real price" was slightly different from 
the "real value” Bailey had been dealing with, but its meaning was iden- 
Ileal with tiie later expression, as Ricardo clearly understood. It is 
true, of course, that Bailey need not necessarily have known that McCulloch 
the author of the Edinburgh article. But even if it had not occurred 
to him to compare passages from it with virtually identical parts of the 
I’ritannica article or McCulloch's later Principles, he still could hardly
have avoided admitting that the author of the review was a decided ”sup-
3porter” of Ricardo’s Principles, And this was all that was required to 
invalidate the substance of Bailey’s first charge,
"©vend this, however, and, to bo sure, outside any possible knowledge 
Bailey could have had, it is possible to verify that the concept of 123
1 Edinburgh Review, XXX (June, 1818), p. 68,
2 If, Ricardo to Grower, 18 September, I3l3, HI, p* 297,
3 Cf, e,g,, Halthus to Ricardo, 16 August, 1518, VII, p. 278, BT 
congratulate you most sincerely on your success in the Edinburgh Review, 
I think T hardly ever met with an article in that journal, which so ut­
terly approved of the views of the work under consideration."
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Ricardian real value had been cocoon ground between Ricardo and McCulloch*
Por one thing, McCulloch had read the Hotos on Malthas after Ricardo had
finished them in late 1820* As has been shown above, the concept, as
■well as the expression, real value was in considerable evidence in the
jiotes. Thus, i t  i s  unlikely that McCulloch could have continued long in
ignorance of it* Indeed, in one of hia letters to Ricardo accompanying
the return of the MS of the Motes, McCulloch had raised the point that a
portion of Ricardo's exposition was obscure because it failed to make clear
whether a certain change bad occurred in “relative value" or in "real
3value" or "absolute value." Furthermore, McCulloch bad visited London 
in May and Juno of 1823 and had taken part in the discussions on the 
measure of value following the publication of bait bus1 Measure of Valxie 
in April,k After McCulloch returned to Edinburgh, Ricardo kept him posted 
on what ho called the "pours and centres of Maltbus’ doctrine" by sending
5
him a recent exchange between Kalthus and himself on the measure of value. 
In Halthus * letter0 which Ricardo had enclosed, the phrase and concept 
"natural and absolute value" was frequently used as describing the objec­
tive for which Malthue conceived his own measure particularly suited.
Ricardo»s reply to this letter of Halthus’, which he also enclosed, did 
hot employ the exact phrase "real value," but the concept was clearly 123*6
1 Ricardo"s Merles* TT, pp, ix-xi*
2 Chapter TT, supra., pp. 61-7U.
3 McCulloch toxicar do, 22 January, 1821, VITI, pp. 339-hO,
h Ricardo’s Forks, IV, pp* 309-09*
0 Ricardo to "McCulloch, 8 August, 1323, IX, p* 330.
6 Malthus to Ricardo, 21 July, 1823, IX, pp. 306-11,
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present.1 And if McCulloch m a  unable to agree that it was possible to
2discover a "real and invariable standard of value,” he nevertheless took 
Ricardo’s reply to Malthus’ argument aa "... one of the most acute and
3
able articles that has over come fro® your pen»« in doing so ho neces­
sarily embraced the real value concept«
To repeat, there «as no way Bailey could have t een expected to knot 
that the matter of real value had been a subject of discussion and cor­
respondence between Ricardo and one of his "followers." Put from what 
has been sold, it seeds indisputable that McCulloch was aware of the 
notion. Ricardo’s "double meaning" racy never have formalized itself in 
McCulloch’s expositions. But it would have been impossible for him to 
have embraced Ricardo’s system so completely without having the distinc­
tion crop up somewhere. ; n the Critical lissertation Bailey had had al­
most no difficulty in allowing that Ricardo’s doctrine of proportional 
wages had rested on the notion of real value.^ it was careless of him,
therefore, not to aako the same deduction with McCulloch’s argument on
5the same point.
If it seems true, then, that Pailey was rather too sanguine in hold­
ing tliat McCulloch had been unaware of Ricardo’s "double cleaning" until 
it had been pointed out to him in the Critical Dissertation, it is still
1 Ricardo to Malthus, 3 August, 1823, TIC, pp, 23U-35.
? ’ cCulloch to bicordo, 11 August, 1823, XX» p. 3hh.
3 Ibid., p. 3li?. ' *
[j Chapter VI, supra., pp. 232-35, 252-5U.
5 < f. McCulloch, Qtttlinea of olitical conoray, pp, 133-3^, liiO, lltf.
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possible to credit him with a greater validity for his claim that it was 
not until the Critical Dissertation appeared had McCulloch made the 
"double cleaning” explicit and expressly defined. The Critical Dissertation 
bad been published in June, 182$, L But McCulloch's expansion of the 
Pritannlce article was not published as the Principles of Political
g
economy until December, 1325. This Interval certainly would have pro­
vided McCulloch with an opportunity to incorporate the expression «real 
value« into the later work* Moreover, McCulloch could have had good 
reason for doing this, feeling that it would give to Ricardo's argument 
a clarity of expression, which Bailey had el-town to be absent, Tt would,
thereby, bring out more vividly the validity of Ricardo's conceptions,
3which he thought Bailey had not properly understood.
In the case of James Mill, Bailey himself had acknowledged that in 
the sections on exchange value in the sígnente the familiar "value in 
exchange" had given way to the "peculiar technical" sense the Restadnster
1 relish Catalogue of Books (London* 191i*), p, 166.
2 m a „  p. 5'55;
3 McCulloch's remark, Principles, p. 220. "A and B have been 
produced by certain quantities o t labour; but more labour is now required 
to produce A, and a still greater quantity to produce Bj under these cir­
cumstances, A must obviously lave increased In real value, or in the es­
timation of its producers, for it has cost them a greater sacrifice of 
toil and troublej but as A has not increased so fact in real value as F, 
it is plain it will now exchange for, or purchase a less quantity of B,
It is difficult to conceive ban the author of the Dissertation should not 
have perceived this distinction! but if he had perceived it, he would 
certainly have spared not a few of the remarks he has made on the state­
ments advanced by Mr. Ricardo,,,."
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reviewer had found in Ricardo's exposition.1 Put, he claimed, Hill gave 
no indication of having deliberately undertaken the distinction, nor of 
having »remarked*’ the "two senses” in which value was to fee understood, 
bailey, therefore, inferred that Mill had not perceived and understood 
Ricardo's "double sense," contrary to the critic's dais, Moreover,
Pailay added, it was not until the third edition of the Rlesasntc» pub­
lished after the Critical Tissertatlon that Mill made an explicit declara­
tion that value was to be understood in two distinct senses, in addition 
to the rejected "value in use," As in the case of McCulloch, Bailey 
reasoned that Mill had overtly employed the real value notion in conse­
quence of having seen and understood its import in the Critical Dissertation.
^han Jamas Mill was in the midst of writing the first edition of the 
'"laments, Ricardo had written to ; cCulloeh that Mill intended ",,, to 
steer clear if possible of the difficult word value....,J When he read 
ver the first edition of the intonenta, Ricardo told Trower that it was 
a book in which "... all the good doctrines are advocated.’̂ 1 While this 
may not be takon as indicating Ricardo's express approval of the real 
value concept, Ricardo still told Mill that "I have, as a friend ought 
to do, diligently looked out for faults jin the BlensntsJ, and have
1 better to a Political Economist, p , 31*. In the Critical disserta­
tion r‘ailey had referred exclusively to the second edit:!on''of'The"''lorants 
of Political economy (2nd. ed.j London: l32ij). Cf. Critical Bissortation,
pp. 171, 21?, ?17, ?19, 21*6.
2 (London: 1826.)
3 Ricardo to McCulloch, 17 Jamary, 1321, Till, p, 337.
U Ricardo to Brower, 11 December, 1821, IX, p, 122.
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scarcely been able to discover any.”5 As to Fill's sections dealing with 
value, 'Ricardo noted only that Mill would probably suffer the osme ob­
jections to the simple labor quantity rule and measure of value which he, 
himself, had experienced.2 Since he M d  not protested to the contrary, 
it wohld seem that Ricardo «as satisfied that the concept, if not the 
precise expression, o f real, value, was present n Fill1a exposition.
As for his part, mil wrote to Ricardo shortly before the latter's 
death, that "I am »oro and more satisfied that your account of the matter 
[of the measure of value which both McCulloch and myself have adopted, 
is the true exposition? and that it wants nothing bat to be somewhat 
better expressed than any of us has yet cone it, to satisfy everybody, 
except Malthus and Torrens."3 The "account” Mill referred to was, in all 
probability, Ricardo's argument of the Principles, the ôtes, on J£lthus, 
and the various discussions of the measure of value during the spring of 
1323. And it is difficult to believe that Hill had not perceived the 
real value notion before 1825. Although it is not known exactly when 
m i  read the rotes on Falthus, M s  bandwriti ng on the Ml shows that he 
had seen thanA in addition, Ricardo's final paper on value caae into 
Mill's possession, probably not long after Ricardo's death.5 The notion 
of real or absolute value was certainly present in that paper. Feyond
1 Ricardo to Kill, 18 December, 1621, IX, p. 125.
2 Ricardo's "Rotes” on Rill's jtecgrrts, IX, p. 127.
3 Mill to Ricardo, 6  August, 1323, IX, p. 33m .
U Ricardo's ' orbs> "T, pp* xi-x'i,
5 Ibid.» IV,157559.
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this, in 1322 John Stuart Mill and Torrens had exchanged letters in 
Torrens’ newspaper on the subject of value, ~n one of hl3 letters ¿¿ill 
had referred to his father’s ^laments (erroneously, it seems) as never 
using the term “value" in any meaning but ’’exchange value,” He had con­
trasted this position -with Ricardo’s, in which, he said, “value” was 
equated with “productive coat." ' Since Janes ifi.ll had instigated his 
son to undertake the defense against ’orrens,' he doubtless must havo 
approved of its contents. At the same tins, he could have believed that 
to oreaent these Intricacies to the public in hie Klements would have sub­
verted the purpose of h is "School Book of Political Hconony” designed to 
"... teach the science easily and effectively,"^
It would seen, then, that Pailey was wrong in claiming that McCulloch 
and Mill had given no evidence of being aware of Ricardo’s "double sense" 
of the word value. Value, as "real value,’’ was in effect as uch a part 
of their arguments as it lied been of Ricardo»3. There Bailey was probably 
correct, on the other hand, was in claiming that, up until 1825 at any 
rate, neither McCulloch nor Mill had specifically and explicitly "remarked" 
the "peculiar teehnri cal sense" the Westminster critic had attributed to 
Ricardo’s followers. Ricardo’s other "follower," DeQuincy, of course, 
had declared that ".Hr. Hieardo sternly insists on the true sense of the 
word value, and (what is still more unusual to most men) insists on uaing 123
1 -'ill. Two betters, p, 15.
2 John slluart ' rTnT butobtography (London» 1373), pp. 87-39,
3 Cf. 71111 to Ricardo, 23 Pecenbcr, 1820, VTIT, p, 327.
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it but in ono sons©,1,1 Bailey naturally thought that BeQuiney’s position
2bolstered his own refutation of the vestmlnster -writer's argossent, al­
though the Templars’ Fialogues relied heavily on the real value concept
•sas he had elsewhere shown,
Tf Bailey has succeeded in substantiating only part of his first 
position, it is clear alao that he rather let down his own side by fail­
ing to refer to any of Ricardo’s "opponents’1 who might have "remarked'1 
the distinction in question, this was a glaring omission on Bailey’s part, 
and one for which it is difficult to find any excuse. Had he looked, for 
example, at the first section of the second chapter of Valthus’ »rincioles, 
he would Iiave found there a definite statement as to the three sorts of 
value. In addition, 1® would have discovered a oroteat by Malthas against 
Ricardo’s employment of the expression "real value" to signify the quan­
tity of labor employee in the production of a commodity/1 Also, at the 
end of the same chapter, Malthus had observed that when Ricardo used the 
tern value "alone," he evidently scant cost, and not exchange value*'’
Tn his chapter on rent Malthus repeated his objections to Ricardo’s 
"peculiarity in the use of his terms," particularly as regarded the "real 
value" of Ricardo’s three distributive shares,^ how Bailey himself was 123*56
1 IoQuincy, "Preliminary Dialogue," on. cit,, p. JjO,
2 Letter to a Political Economist, p, 3*57
3 rf. 'chapter i f f ,  supra.',' pp. i'bg-6.
h Malthas, Principles, up. 51-63*
5 ibid., p. T ^
6 tbld., pp. 211-17. Gf. Chapter II, supra., pp. 56-60.
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certainly acquainted with i’althus' Principles, and he had more than once 
referred to it in respect of Maltbus* conception of value and its measure*^ 
Put in the instant case he neglected completely to mention that an "oppon­
ent” of Ricardo’s, in the person of Ualthus, had explicitly "remarked" 
the “double sense" of the word value (value in use having been assumed 
away), There is no apparent explanation for Bailey’s refusal to credit 
Malthas on this point, unless he ra3 apprehensive that by doing so it 
■would appear that Halthus had stolon somo of the polemical thunder of the 
Critical ^soortatlcn.
There is one other caso -which stands as a circumstantial indictment
of ̂ alley’s reticence to notice another of Ricardo’s "opponents*” "’or
in the anonymous pamphlet, Tser aliona on Certain Verbal IT scutes in
Political vconomy, particularly relating to Value, and to remand and Supply
(London* 1521), It ras pointed out that "ieardo had used the term value 
2in several sonsos. First, tteQuincy had oxprossly referred to the 12
1 Critical Dissertation, pp. 37-33, 133-35, 2bh-4*5.
2 Professor tiner "has privately advanced the hypothesis that "»a? ley 
actually wrote this pamphlet, bettor of 11 March, 195b. Mr, Traffa. 
Ricardo’s rorks, TX, p. 27, n. has noted that Marx also pointed out the 
similarity between this pamphlet and Tailey*s Critical Dissertation.
'Thile agreeing that the author of the Observations «mifBailey were 
close on certain doctrinal issues, the present writer judges that the 
complete dissimilarities of style mate it unlikely that bailey wrote the 
earlier work. As has been pointed out, in 1321 bailey had already pub­
lished the Formation and r>uhllc£tion of Opinions, in which ids lucid 
phraseology was ¿Treaty manifest. Tte CbservatTono consisted of"some 8b 
pages, uninterrupted by section, chapter, or part leading. Failey was 
certainly ahead of such a casual style as this.
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Obsarvatíons panshlet in M s  Templars' Flalopnos.1 Pailoy had particu­
larly acknowledged that it was the "extravagant consequences" to which 
DoQuLncy liad poshed Ricardo’s doctrines which had provoked M m  to under­
take the Critical Risuevtutlon»̂  Therefore, it is mat unlikely that he 
would iiave neglected to follow up this lead and to consider how Ricardo’s 
doctrinos liad struck, the author of too ebsorvations pamphlet, J Pro-over, 
the publisher of the pamphlet was Bailey’s own publisher.** When it is 
realizad that such of the content of the observations appeared in an ex­
panded and improved .form in Tailsy’s Critical Dissertation, it io diffi­
cult not to infer that Failoy had read the earlier pamphlet. if® would 
have found it difficult to justify bis claim that no "opponent" of 
Ricardo’s had seen the '‘double meaning" of value if someone had confronted 
him with the passages "That Mr. Ricardo has departed from hie original 
use of the ter» value, and has stacia of it something absolute, instead of 
relative, is still sore evident in M s  chapter, entitled ’Value and Riches, 
their distinctive} Properties.”*̂  Or again,
Value, or valour in French, is not only used absolutely instead of 
relatively as a quality of things, but is even used by som  writers 
abstracted from any thing, and spoken of in the same terms as you 
would speak of a commodity, and a mcaaurcáble commodity,,• The 
definition of the value of a thing, in V. Say’a epitomo, is, tho 
quantity of other things it will exchange for¿ Then, what does 
value, not saylng ti» valí» of a thing, mean?-'
1 re'hslncy, "Preliminary Dialogue," op. clt., p. h9* This passage 
was originally written in the London Paragifna '‘April, l82ii), p. 3Ub, al­
most a year keforo the C ritfC B T l^ B z ^ a ^ io n ^aB published,
2  ' Critical TFseortationj p.'ray.
3 ViisV’vT iuriter, C:t , Paul’s Churchyard. 
h Observatlcna, op, li>-l6.
5 TH37TP737. '
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There is, of course, an even wore famous "opponent" of Ricardo's to
■whom Bailey should have made reference on tits "double 3 * 119 0 "  o f Ricardo's
value. Bailey himself had pointed out that Ricardo's real value concept
had underlay his chapter on value and riches and that the concept had
formed the substance of Ricardo's charges against J. B, Say.1 Since 
„ 2Bailey had obviously read Say's work and was certainly aware of Say's 
differences with Ricardo, it is surprising that he did not look further 
into their disagreement. Had he dona so he would undoubtedly have como 
across Say's observations on measure theory, with their direct bearing 
on Ricardo's concept of value. Por example,
A yard or a foot is a real measure of length? it always pre­
sents to the mind the idea of tha self-anna degree of length. *ío 
matter in what part of the world a man may be, he Is quite a uro, 
that a man of six feet high in one place is as tall as a san of 
six feet high in another... Tut when 7 am told, that a camel is 
at Cairo worth $0 sequins, that is to say, about 25*00 /■•rasgaos of 
silver, or $00 fr. in coin, Jran form no precise notion of the value 
of the camel? because, although I may have every reason to believe, 
that $00 fr. are worth less at Paris than at Cairo, X cannot tell 
what may Bo"the difference of value.
The utmost, therefore, that can be done is, me.ely to estimate 
or reckon the relative value of commodities? in other words, to de­
clare, that at a fdvon time and place, or» commodity Is worth more 
or less than another; their positive value it is impossible to de­
termine. A house may be said to be worth 20,000 fr.; but what idea 
does tiittt sum present to the mind? The idea of whatever equivalent 
I can purchase with it; which is, in fact, as much as to say, the 
ioea of valúa equivalent to the house, and not of value of any fi*ed 
degree of intensity, or independent of comparison between one corn- 
aiodity and another. 12*
1 Cf. Chapter £11* supra,, pp. 92-93 . C ritica l d isse rtation- 
9-10, 27-28, 2$3-$ti. Tetter to a -o iltlca l ^conchist, up. 1i3-$T7 '
2 J, c, Ray, A Treaii#e~otr Rcónoay, trans, rinaep
(Uth ed,? Tondoni 3¿E?17. Ti4, trítical Disaerlatìon, pp. 2Ul,
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When two objects of unequal value are both compared to differ­
ent portions of one specific product, still it is a mors estimate 
of relative value..* It is true, that, when both are compared to 
a production capable of separation into equal portions, as money is, 
a more accurate idea can be formed of the relative value of one to 
the other} for the mind has no difficulty in conceiving the relation 
of two integers to one, or 20,000 to 10,000. Put any attempt to 
fora an abstract notion of the value of one of these integers crust 
be abortive.
The unmistakable reference in this passage to the real or absolute valus
concept might have suggested to Bailey the usefulness of looking up Say's
2notes in the French translation of Ricardo’s Principles. For example,
Say objected to Ricardo’s having apparently resolved the causes of ele­
ments of value into simple labor cost
£, Ricardo me semble à tort ne considérer ici qu’un des 
elements de la valeur des choses, c’est-a-dir© le travail, ou, 
pour parler plus exactement, 1 ̂étendue des sacrifices qu’il faut 
faire pour les produire. Il neglige le premier element, le 
veritable fondement de la valeur, l’utilité. C’est utilité qui 
occasionne la demande qu’on fait d’une chose. D’un autre coté, 
le sacrifice qu’il faut faire pour qu'elle soit produite, en 
d’autres mots, ses frais de production font^sa rareté, bornent 
la quantité de cette chose qui s'offre à l’echange... Ce ne sont 
donc pas les frais de production seuls, ce que V, Ricardo, d’après 
Smith, appelle le prix naturel d’une chose, qui règle sa valeur 
échangeable, son prix courant, si l’on exprimer cette valeur en 
monnaie. Lorsque les frais de production augmentent, pour que la 
valeur échangeable augmentai aussi, it faudrait que le rapport 
de l’offre et de la demanda restât le meme... La valeur échangeable 
ne peut donc pas monter comme les frais de production.'3
A bit further on, Say observed in respect to Ricardo’s desire to be 123
1 Say, A Treatise on Political Economy, pp. 299-ltOO,
2 published originally in Parle*1019. References to follow are 
to Oeuvres Completes de David Ricardo, trs, M, Constancio and A. Fonteyraud, {Parisj i&h?).
3 Ibid., pp. 8-9, n. This passage was in reference to Ricardo's
statement, wTt the quantity of labour realized in comroodlties, regulate 
their exchangeable value, every increase of the quantity of labour must 
augment the value of that commodity on which it is exercised, as every diminution must lower it.” Principles, p. 13. 17
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taken as referring to long-run "natural price" «hen he used the expression 
"exchangeable value," 1 "la distinction entre le prix naturel et le prix 
courant que M. Ricardo adiaet apres Smith, parait èJre tout a fait 
chimérique » Il n'ya que des prix courants enéeonomie politique." This 
■was true because the prices of products depended on the prices of the 
productive factors, «hose prices, in turn, «ere determined on the familiar 
principles of demand and supply. Accordingly, "Il en resuite, pour chaque 
genre, un quantité d'offres et de demandes qui regie la valeur courante, 
le prix courant de tous ces differents services. Il n'y a point la de 
prix naturel, de taux commun et fiXB, parce qu'il n'y a rien de fixe dans 
ce qui tient aux valeurs. Ce n'est pas un prix qu le taux auquel une 
chose ne se vend pasj et si elle se vend a ce taux, ce taux devient son 
prix courant." 1 2 And, in a note on Ricardo*e chapter "Value and Riches,"
Say made it quite clear that the absolutist notions in Ricardo's exposi­
tion disturbed him.
La valeur est une qualité inhérente a certaines choses; mais 
c'est une qualité qui, bien que tres-réolle, est essentiellement 
variable, comme la chaleur. Tl n'y a point de valeur absolue, de 
m m  qu'il n'y a point de chaleur absolueI mais on peu£ comparer 
la valeur d'une chose avec la valeur d'une autre, de meme qu'on 
peut dire qu'une eau 09 l'on plonge le thermomètre, et qui le fait 
monter à quarante degrea, a autant de chaleur apparente que tout 
autre liquide qui fait monter le thermomètre au meme degré.
La valeur ne peut être mesurée que par la valeur. Si l'on 
entreprenait de mesurer la valeur des choses par une autre de leurs 
propriétés, ce serait comme si l'on voulait mesurer leur poids 
parleur forme ou par leur couleur ,.,- 3
1 Principles, p. 92.
2 Ibid., p. 66, n.
3 rHcf., pp. 2Î»8-ii9, n.
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Admittedly, Say added to the above his erroneous conviction that invari­
ability was an essential prerequisite for a measure of value through the 
course of tine. But it is nevertheless clear that he could hardly have 
made those remarks unless he had understood that Ricardo’s real value 
meant value in an absolute sense. This is made even clearer when it is 
appreciated that the passage quoted immediately above was affixed to the 
passage in Ricardo’s book which said, "That coassodity is alone invariable 
which at all times requires the same sacrifice of toil and labour to pro­
duce it»"^
3.
On proceeding to examine his second point, that Mr. Ricardo
liimself avowedly used the word in two senses, and was of course perfectly
aware of both,” Bailey repeated the substance of his argument of the
2first and second chapters of the Critical Dissertation. Re stressed 
that nowhere in Ricardo’s work was it possible to find an explicit state­
ment of the «double sense" attributed to him by the Westminster reviewer. 
Bailey did not deny that Ricardo had conceived a double meaning for the 
term; he simply protested that Ricardo had not included such a conception
3in hia express preliminary definitions. Since in none of his subsequent 
chapter or division headings, nor in the subsequent parts of his book,
1 Principles, p. 275.
2 Cf. SHaptar H I, supra., pp. 88-96, 103-112.
3 Letter to a Political Economist, np. 39-i»0,
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had Ricardo made the explicit avowal Pallay demanded, ho concluded that 
Ricardo had teen conscious of dealing only with that exchange value which 
he had defined in the heading to the first section of the first chapter 
of the Principles,
On this point, Pailey was obviously correct in claiming that Ricardo 
had not nade an explicit averse1 of the real value concept at the outset 
of his chapter on value. But if Ricardo had not been up to making the 
precise declaration Bailey would have liked, that was hardly reason for 
him to junp to the conclusion that Ricardo used the torn value in a new
gsens© "unconsciously and without design*” indeed, it is surprising that 
Bailey should have reached this judgement, after the patience and care 
lie had exercised in showing how the real value concept had appeared in 
Ricardo’s argument. It is now known that the real value concept was 
present In Ricardo's argument as the result of a deliberate attempt to 
put it there.^ And although this judgement has been readied on the basis 
of information not available at the time to Bailey, It is difficult to 
believe that Bailey had really put much careful thought behind his con­
clusion, Having shown that the real value concept was somewhat untidily 
scattered around Ricardo’s Principles, one would have thought that Bailey 
would have scoured every j>ossible hiding place in an effort to expose it. 
In addition to the passage on the real value of wages at the end of the
1 Ibid,, pp* ii04il.
2 ibid», p, ill,
3 W T Chapter III, supra., p p. 105-8.
ii Cf. Chapter V, supra., pp. 176 ff.
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chapter on value in the Principles, from which Bailey had inferred the
equivalence of real value and cost of production, 1 and in addition also
to the similar conclusion he had reached on the baa’s of Ricardo’s argu-
2ments in his chapter on value and riches, there were at least three
other places where Ricardo had equated real value with cost of production,
One of these was in a footnote at the end of the new Section VI of Chapter
3T in the third edition of the Principles, Another place where Ricardo 
established this meaning for the expression was in his Chapter XXXII,
"fir, Malthus’a Opinions on Rent," where he stated that "By allowing the 
free importation of corn, or by improvements In agriculture, raw produce 
would fall? but the price of no other commodity would be affected, except 
in proportion to the fall in the real value, or cost of production, of 
the raw produce, which entered into its composition.***1 And, in Chapter 
XXVrr, "On Currency and Banks," Ricardo stated, "In another part of this 
work, T have endeavoured to show that the real valus of a commodity ie 
regulated, not by the accidental advantages which may be enjoyed by son»
Critical Dissertation, ?
r a d., pp, lgygBTga -s
38, ?3ii.12 _____3 Ricardo, Principles, p. 1*7, n. Ricardo quoted from Malthua‘ 
principles, p, 61, *"’e have the power Indeed arbitrarily to call the la­
bour which has been employed upon a commodity its real value, but in so 
doing we use words In a different came from that in which they are cus­
tomarily used} we confound at once the very Important distinction between 
cost and value..,.»" He replied to lialthu3* charge by pointing out that 
having omitted profits from (labor) cost, Jialthua had failed to understand 
his doctrine correctly. Ricardo’s quarrel with Malthus, therefore was 
over what should be Included in Ricardian cost of production, since Malthas 
had used the expression "real value" to signify coat of production, Ricardô  
had tacitly acknowledged that value was to be taken in that sense °
ii Principles, p. 1*17.
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of its producers, but by the reel difficulties encountered by that pro­
ducer -who is least favoured,”'1'
It is, of course, inmaterial whether Ricardo reached his real value 
notion deliberately or unconsciously. For all of the judgements bailey 
nade preserve their validity regardless of hoi? Ricardo cane by the con­
ception, But it seems clear that if he bad been prepared to dig more in­
tensively into this natter and thereby to reach the conclusion that the 
real value notion was a deliberate action on Ricardo's part, Bailey could 
have strengthened and sharpened the whole point of lila criticism, in a 
sense, by his willingness to credit real value to an "unconscious’* action 
by Ricardo, Bailey simply nade an unnecessary concession,
it*
As to the third point, that *,,» if ;Tr, Ricardo did not make any 
avowal of using the word in two senses, it sdght still be true that he 
was conscious of so using it, and that he always indicated by the con­
text in which sense he wished it to be received," This, it will b© ap­
preciated, follows closely on the matter taken up in the previous point, 
in that it forces Bailey to search once again through Ricardo's Principles 
in an effort to expose those instances in which Ricardo used the real 
value concept, albeit without overt avowal. This section, in fact, is 
really the theoretical core of the Letter to a Political Economist. For
1 Tbid„ p. 363.
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in it Falley not only cited three cases in which Ricardo«s context failed 
to make clear the two sonnes of value claimed for him by the We strains ter 
writer, but also he wont on to amplify the remarks of the Critical 
Fiacertation demonstrating that the two senses wore mutually contra­
dictory, And, it is unnecessary to insist at greater length that it 
was F alloy's perception of the inconsistency between real and relative 
value that struck at the very heart of the Ricardian system. This per­
ception, bo it noted in passing, was far superior to Bailey's objections 
to Ricardo's use of language and manner of expression.
The first place in which Bailey found that Ricardo's context had 
failed to make the two sonses of value clear was in the first section of 
Ricardo's chapter on value. In the passage in question Ricardo had criti­
cised Adam Smith for departing from his original explanation of value. 1 
Since tills passage occurred, said Bailey, in that section the title of 
which defined value as power of purchasing, it was clear that Ricardo 
was confusing hia readers. For when this original definition was sub­
stituted in the passage cited, tho result was that Ricardo had to charge 
Adam Smith wrong for claiming that a thing became more valuable or
1 Principles, pp. 13-2ii. "Adorn Smith, who oo accurately defined 
the original source of exchangeable value, and who was bound in consis­
tency to maintain, that all things became more or loss valuable in pro­
portion as more or less labour was bestowed on their production, has 
himself erected another standard measure of value, and speaks of things 
being more or loss valuable in proportion as they will exchange for more 
or less of this standard measure. Sometimes he speaks of corn, at other 
times of labour co a standard measure» not the quantity of labour be­
stowed on the production of any object, but the quantity which it can 
command in the market."
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possessed a greater pom r of purchasing, when it exchanged for more corn 
or labor. But these propositions co Id not b© wrong if Ricardo*a orig­
inal definition -were correct, From this, Bailey concluded that
As Mr. Ricardo, nevertheless, supposes they are quit© inconsistent 
with each other, he must have unconsciously changed the meaning of 
the term jjalooj, and the attentive reader will oereeive that he 
did in fact, labour under such a confusion of ideas. Although he 
"begins the passage with speaking of exchangeable value and has just 
defined it is the power of purchasing, yet he suddenly passes to 
another Evening and tells ns that a commodity, A, be comas more valu­
able (In a sense which has no reference to purchasing power but to 
cost of production) as more labour is bestowed tpon it, and does not 
of necessity become more valuable (in the same sense), because it 
exchanges for more corn, Bence, he argues, that those are wrong 
who contend that because A exchanges for more corn it has become 
of greater value j that is, he infers from a sense of tbs terra, 
which he has himself unconsciously substituted, the erroneousness 
of a proposition which is perfectly true in that sense of the term 
with which he commences.*
The incisiveness with which Bailey has phrased his objection on this point 
has probably not been surpassed in the literature. And there was no doubt 
in Bailey's mind that this "confusion" under which Ricardo labored was 
the source of most of the erroneous conclusions reached in the Principles.
In accordance with the position he had taken in the Critical 
Dissertation, it was not difficult, therefore, for Bailey to point out 
another placs in which Ricardo had made this "unconscious" shift of mean­
ing of the term value. This, be said, was also in the first section of
the first chapter, whore Ricardo had protested against Adam Smith's and
PMalthus* language in describing a rise or fall of value. 12
1 hfiiicr to a Political Economist, pp. W i-4j5.
2 Principles, pp. 18-19.
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According to the definition in which these throe writers coincide, 
and to the explanation prefixed by Mr, Ricardo announcing the sub­
ject of the section, there could not possibly be any doubt in the 
mind of any one, who had a clear view of the subject, as to what 
should be called a rise and what a fall of any commodity whatever,
A rise In A would be an increase in its power of purchasing some 
other commodity Bi a fall in B, a decrease In Its power of pur­
chasing A,
??hen therefore Adam Smith and Ur, Malthus contend, that if 
labour and corn exchange for less gold, it is the geld which has 
risen in value while the labour and corn have not risen but re­
mained stationary, the right answer would be, "If you mean sta­
tionary to each other you are correct, but if you moan stationary 
to gold you are evidently incorrectj because according to your own 
definition of value as the power of purchasing, if labour and corn 
purchase less gold they have become of less value or have fallen 
in relation to gold,"
But this is not the answer given by Mr* Ricardos he contends, 
that if the cause of corn exchanging for less gold is a diminution 
in tbs labour necessary to produce corn, he is bound to call the 
variation of corn and labour a fall in their value, and not a rise 
in the value of the things with which they are compared* i,e, 
(following his own definition) he is bound to call the variation 
of corn and labour a decrease of their purchasing power, and not 
an increase of the purchasing power of the things with which they 
are compared, as if one could take place without the other. Here 
is evidently another unconscious transition from his adopted ac­
ceptation of the word value. He no longer means by it the power 
of purchasing, although the title prefixed declares that to be the 
subject of the section.
The third place in the Principles to which Bailey was able to point
in proof of his contention that Ricardo had failed to make his context
show what sense of the term value he meant to imply, was in the chapter
2on "Value and Riches," As in the Critical Dissertation, Bailey repeated 
his charge that this whole chapter afforded ample evidence of Ricardo’s 
confusion. For, assuming vdth Ricardo on the one hand that value meant 1
1 better to a Political Economist, pp, i*6-i*8.
2 Principles, pp. 273-87.
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cost of production, the chapter consisted of a scries of assertions ”...
that what the labour of a given number of men produces, always costs
their labour to produce it.’’* On the other hand, if value meant exchange
value, or power of purchasing, as Pd card© had defined it in the heading
to the first section of the chapter on value, then a large portion of
the instant chapter was incorrect.
Non, although it night be conceded to Kr. Ricardo that he should 
use the tens in any sense he liked, provided he did it consistently, 
he could have no plea for attacking the language of ottiers, who 
used it in the ordinary sense of purchasing power. The very cir­
cumstance of his animadverting on others for esploying the tern 
as he thought improperly, proves, that 1» had himself considered 
it as only legitimately possessing one meaning. Why should he 
find fault with M, Ray for saying "the value of incomes is then 
increased, if they can produce, it does?not signify by what 
means, a greater quantity of p r o d u c t s " a  proposition perfectly 
correct if the term value is construed in the sense of purchasing 
powerj In other words, perfectly correct according to Mr. Ricardo’s 
own definition? Surely had he possessed that clear and distinct 
perception of the subject which has been attributed to him, that 
perfect consciousness of two senses in the term value, ho would 
not have failed to make the remark, that the proposition was cor­
rect in one acceptation of the word and not in the other. Far 
from doing this, however, far from pointing out a distinction of 
this kind, he evidently conceives that there is no other distinc­
tion to be made than the common one between value in use and value 
in exchanges and it Is accordingly with confounding these two 
meanings that he charges the French economist,3
Having made clear these three instances in which the context of
Ricardo’s work had failed to place beyond doubt the meaning he wished
to attach to the term value, Bailey then retraced the argument of the
Critical Dissertation, He showed that in attempting to explain the 123
1 Letter to a Political Economist, p. i$8,
2 Principles, pp. ¿80
3 Letter to a Political Economist, pp. f>0-f>l.
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causo or regulating principle of value, or, in othor words, the circum­
stance which determines in what quantities commodities are exchanged for 
each other,” Ricardo had adopted ti» labor cost explanation. Raving done 
so, however, Ricardo lost sight of the necessary “correlative” which the 
original definition of value should have suggested. Thus, «... i» in­
advertently concluded, that if A always required the same labour it would 
always remain of the same value," or, "... that a thing would increase 
or decrease in this property of value, not in relation to other commod­
ities, but considered in itself, in proportion as it required more or 
less labour for its production*”1
At this juncture It will be helpful to sake one or two observations 
on what Bailey had achieved. Admittedly, he had begun by criticising 
Ricardo for. a certain slackness of language. But by far the greater im­
port of Ills attack had been to demonstrate that behind the linguistic 
ambiguities there was to be found an ambiguity of concepts. Ronce, Bailey 
was correct in claiming that it was not true that Ricardo had always 
made hie context convey the meaning in which he wanted to be understood. 
Moreover, he was correct in claiming that Ricardo had moved from one sense 
of value to another without giving any indication that he was aware that 
they were in essentially different classes or levels of discourse. Of 
course, it Is known that Ricardo thought these concepts could be used 
without confusion or contradiction. But regardless of the expositions!
1 Ibid., pp,
291
difficulties under which he labored, ho still was unable to get over the 
insurmountable contradictions with which he had saddled himself»
If this seems true, however, it seems hardly Just to imply, as Mr.
L. Fraser has done, that Bailey's criticisms of Ricardo were valid only 
and to the extent that he was correct in assuming that Ricardo had exchange 
value exclusively in mind whan dealing with value.* As Chapter 7^ has 
shown, Bailey was a trifle wide of the mark in assuming that Ricardo had 
"unconsciously and without design" resorted to two conceptions of value. 
Yet, whether "unconsciously" or deliberately, it would be difficult to 
maintain in the face of the passages quoted immediately above from the 
Letter to a Political KccnosAat, not to mention all of the other places 
already referred to, that Bailey thought that Ricardo meant by value 
exchan;to value exclusively. It would be oven more difficult to support 
the claim that Bailey had failed to appreciate the cost (l.e. real) value 
concept which underlay so much of Ricardo’s argument. Regardless of how 
Ricardo had arrived at his two senses of value, it cannot be gainsaid 
that, to the extent Ricardo undertook the long and arduous search for the 
invariable standard by which to Isolate a single cause of real value or 12
1 "Bailey’s strictures on Ricardo seem to me wholly Justified, pro­
vided that it be assumed that Ricardo always meant —  or thought he meant 
—  by ’value’ exchange value. I cannot believe this* indeed it is an 
essential part of ray argu. mt that the labour theory of value would never 
have been formulated, much less survived as long as it did, had it not 
been for the presence in the minds of its exponents of a more or less 
vaguely conceived »cost value’ lying behind the exchange relationships*" Fraser, 
Economic Thought and"Language, p* 119, n.
2 Supra., pp . 176. ff.
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real value variations, Bailey truly perceived that Ricardo was going 
astray and obscuring important factors from his theoretical view. At 
the minimum, Bailey saw in Ricardo’s argument a portion at least of the 
error Jevons was to make so clear nearly half a century later, For, 
like Jevons^ Bailey understood that Ricardo’s determination to deal with 
’’absolute” or "real” cost concepts was bound to bring him into difficulties 
and untruths, Of course, this is not meant to imply that Bailey was up 
to seeing through all of the relationships which constitute modern mar- 
ginalist theory. But with his essentially relativist foundation, he was 
able to appreciate that a satisfactory theory of value should proceed 
from more complex causes than simple labor quantity. He understood that 
such a theory should emanate from "mental states,” from "estimations,” 
from "scarcity,” from "time,” and so on. Thus, Ricardo’s rule simply 
provided one among many causes for Bailey. "The only place in Mr, Ricardo’s 
work, whore T have been able to find the expression of the general rule 
qualified, is the Index, He there says, ’quantity of labour requisite
2to obtain commodities the principal source of their exchangeable value,’"
Ho inferences derived, Bailey had insisted, from the doctrine that 
the quantity of labour employed in the production of commodities is the 
sole determining principle of their value which would not equally 
flow from the more accurate proposition, that it is the principal cause, 123
1 Op, c i t , , pp, 177,  62— ,
2 C r it ic a l  D issertation , op, 213-14,
3 ----- “  '
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Another instance of what appears to be almost a deliberate refusal 
to appreciate the fundamental merit of Bailey's argument is to be found 
in Mr, ?. W, Bladen's essay »Adam Smith on Value,"1 Mr, Bladen's atti- 
tude toward Bailey's accomplishments is less remarkable in its accord 
with Mr, Fraser in holding that Bailey assumed Ricardo was talking about 
nothing more than exchange value, than it is in presenting a retrogressive 
attempt to put against Bailey a protest the Westminster critic had fool­
ishly made more than a century before. Thus, Hr# Bladen claims that 
Bailey's strictures on Adam Smith and Malthus and, by implication, Ricardo,
were unjustified because those authors were not speaking of value when
2Bailey claimed they were. Therefore, says Mr. Bladen, "It would be 
legititrate to criticise the loose use of the word value* it does not seem 
legitimate, or useful, to «take nonsense of an author's work by assuming 
he has used a word in one sense only, when he lias quite clearly used it 
in three or four different ones,"^ From this, it would seem that Mr, 
Bladen's "Intellectual see-saw" is far superior to the one employed by 
the Westminster critic, for Mr. -laden's device Is built to accommodate 
"three or four," instead of two, terras. Tfhera, if ever, Bailey had "made
1 In Essays in Political Econoray » Sd. ff. A. lands. (Toronto* 1938.)
2 -laden, ' Âdam Smiih on"Value,»' oo. cit., p, 31,
3 Ibid., p. 32. Cf, Westminster Review," V (January, 1826), p. léíi. 
"Chap, ifr bn Real and ’'oralitàl Value —  On‘t&.B chapter we have not much 
to say, The‘"anihoi*' gives" us his opinion, which is easily done, that this 
distinction is not useful. And then he finds fault with Mr. Ricardo and 
the Templars‘ Dialogues, because they predicate and predicate truly of 
value in their sense, what cannot be predicated of it truly in his sense* 
This is mero logomachy* and these are the contents of the chapter."
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nonsenna” of Ada® Smith*#, Malthas’, or Ricardo’s work by assuming that 
they used value in one sense only, it would be impossible to say# What 
Bailey did, in fact, was of course something entirely different. To use 
Mr. Bladen1# phraseology, Failey ’’made nonsense” of the works in question 
precisely because they did use the term value in several senses. And the 
’’nonsenso” at issue arose strictly because, as Failey had clearly demon­
strated, the authors had endeavoured to moke tonne which were not even 
of the sane genus run together in the same class, Bailey’s strictures 
were designed to restore order to the chaos which resulted when those 
various terras hurried in a number of directions all at once. It is re­
markable, indeed, that Mr, ?laden should have failed, or neglected to do 
what Bailey himself had succeeded in doing, vis, in demonstrating that 
if the various terms were mutually inconsistent, it was necessary to re­
ject them in favor of those which were not.
It 1® perhaps not am-prising that Mr, Bladen’s argument should have 
failed to convince, for it Is rent down the middle by the fallacious Fe­
ll of that it is possible to criticize terminology without criticising 
concepts. Fad Mr. Tladen been a bit more careful in digging through the 
Critical Dissertation, he might have seen that issues of terminology are, 
in the final analysis, i##uts of concepts. Had he done this, he sight 
have seen that Bailey was entirely justified in quoting, as part of his 
argument, a passage from one of DeQidncy’s Dialogues. It is just as ef­
fective a rebuttal against Mr, Bladen’s viewpoint, as it was against the 
Westminster critic when Bailey so employed it.
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’For one© Phaedrus* (says one of the interlocutors in the Templar?s 
Dialogues to another) ’I am not sorry to hear you using a phrase 
which is in general hateful to ay ears.’ "A mere dispute about 
■words” is a phrase which we hear daily: and why? Ib it a case of 
such daily occurrence to hear men disputing mere verbal differ­
ences? So far from it, I can truly say that I never happened to 
witness such a dispute in my life —  either in books or in conver­
sation: and indeed, considering the small number of absolute 
synonyme3 which any language contains, it is scarcely possible 
that a dispute on words should arise, which would not also be a 
dispute about ideas (i,e, about realities), Why then is the phrase 
in every man’s mouth, when the actual occurrence must be so very 
uncommon? The reason i3 this, Phaarirus: such a plea is a ’’sophisraa 
pigri intellectus,” which seeks to escape from the effort of mind 
¡tiecess ary for t he comprehending and solving of any difficulty under 
the colourable pretext, that it is a question about shadows and not 
about substances, and one therefore which it is creditable to a 
man’s good sense to decline: a pleasant sophism, this,'which at 
the same time flatters a man’s indolence and his vanity.
For his fourth point, ”... that Mr, Ricardo did not consider himself
as employing the word value in any new, peculiar, and technical sense,”
Bailey once more returned to the first section of Ricardo’s chapter on
value. This time he quoted the passage in which Ricardo had protested
2against Malthus’ charge of "new and unusual language.” Since Ricardo's 
position was obviously erroneous if value were taken as exchange value, 
or purchasing power, it appeared that Ricardo meant value in his "new, 
peculiar, and technical sense,” However, continued Bailey, since Ricardo 
himself disclaimed any linguistic novelty, he had by his own hand 12
1 DeQuincy, "Dialogue the First," op. cit., pp, 57-58, as quoted 
in Letter to a Political Economist, pp. 73-71*.
2 Principles, p. 19. Cf. Chapter II, supra., p. 53.
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effectively thwarted the “ingenious design” of the Vfestc&nster critic, 
who had found in the Principles a deliberate attempt to introduce greater 
precision to the language of the science by using a different sense of 
the word value.1
6.
On his last point, *... that Mr. Ricardo’s departure from the re­
ceived definition of the term had not even the merit of originality,” 
Bailey called upon Adam Smith. For, he said, when Adam Smith had defined 
value to be purchasing pov;er, and had then gone on to claim that labor 
remained invariable in its own value, it was clear that he had passed 
”... into a cense of the term in which no power of purchasing is Implied, 
labour, he says, sometimes purchases a greater, sometimes a smaller quan­
tity of good®, but It is their value which varies,, not that of the labour 
which purchases them; a conclusion not true in the sense of purchasing
2power, and, therefore, if true at all, it must be so in some other sense.”
Somewhat lamely, as far as authoritative citation goes, Bailey added 
another proof on this point, by claiming that all those economists who, 
before Ricardo, had sought for an invariable measure of value, really had 
had two concepts of value in mind, Following the argument of the Critical 
dissertation,1 a strictly invariable measure of value would always exchange 12
1 letter to a Political Economist, p, $7.
2 tetterrni'or a 'Fol-'tlcal jfeononlll;, p. 99* Beiley is referring to 
the Wealth of .lotions, I,' 33-35v
~3 chapter$/, supra., p . 138.
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for an invariable quantity of other things* Therefore, a persistent
search lor such & measure, in order to ¿oterrn.no which cosnodities hod
varied, aaraiy indicated that the* conceptions had been altered and value
taken in sons canae other than purchasing power. Thus, wherever it was
possible to show a writer concerned with the invariability condition,
priority on the dual sense of value would go to hia and not to Ricardo,'*’
All of this is true, of course. Fut without a specific reference, it
could hardly be accepted us a definitive proof of this point. And 'alley
did not trouble to naan other writers than A dan Smith who had sought the
invariability condition* Bailey's lapse is, doubtless to be esplained by
the fact that in the Critical rissortation ho had cited several authors
Pwho undertook the search for the invariable measure* hut the point he 
was trying to establish here was one of priority over Ricardo, and, un­
til lie could cite chapter and verse he had not successfully made it.
7*
Raving concluded these five points, which Bailey obviously con­
sidered the main task of a successful refutation of the defense put up 
by the Wastcd.nator -writer, It is now necessary to consider only briefly 
the remaining charges which were levelled against Failey’s other chapters.
Regarding the second chapter of the Critical Dissertation, w0n Real
1 letter to a Political Economist, pp. £9-60.
2 Critical' \ i ssortatA on,' *
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and Htsdnal Value," the critic dismissed lb peremptoi'ily as nm vo 
logomachy*" All that Valley lad done, ho said, -was to define value in 
a Earner opposed to Ricardo, and every tiaa Ricardo used the term value 
in his cum sense, Bailey had charged that Ricardo was in error,1 It is 
unnecessary to give the critic much credit for this defense, Fc:* in 
hia second chapter Bailey had certainly proved beyond question that the 
"real” and "noauual” distinction had confused concepts and ideas. There­
fore, M s  differences with Ricardo were surely »ore than a dispute about
•words or definitions, Bailey’s reiteration of this proof in the Letter
7.to & Political Economist singly crew strength from the original position 
in the Critical Pissortation,
The Teatainstor author used essentially this same line of defense
against Bailey* a positions in the* chapters on trie value of labor and on
profits, that is, the critic held that Mcardo was not guilty for having
committed an error in claiming that wages might vary in M s  sense, &1-
3though they might not do so in '¿alloy's sense, ' Hon? it is of course true 
that Bailey had insisted that Ricardo liad been wrong in describing a 
variation of wages in the Ricardian real sense, or proportional sense, 
which could never have been supported in the exchange value sense. But 
in tMs It has bean sm n * that Bailey had quite properly made a careful 
scrutiny of the two concepts at issue and had e lected for M s  own 123
1 Westminster Review, V (January, 1826), l6)i.
2 bettor to a PoHTTcal Bconomlai, op* 68-6?,
3 ' ostrd ns ter T? eview, w (January, 1826), l6h*»65,
U 'Chapter TT, supra,, pP .230-31.
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explanation the ass which care the greater generality to the theory of 
value. That the critic could dismiss this as a "perpetual i^noratio 
elenchi" on Bailey’s part is snrcly another indication that tbs imprint 
of carlo's system was so vivid that all other constructions wero dinned 
into obscurity by comparison*
Concerning Bailey’s fifth chapter, "On Cowparing Commodities at
different periods,* the critic found in it only that "the object still
is, to accuse fir, Hicarde of error, because he affirms of value In his
own sense of It, what it would be absurd to affirm of it in the sense
of the anonyaona dfpseriator."* The critic blandly vent on to claim
that Talley war wrong In holding that F.icardo’s invariable measure was
invari able in Its power of purchasing) on the contrary, he said, Tilcardo's
invariable commodity was not Invariable in Bailey*a sense of value, bid;
was indeed Invariable in its cost. Pence, it served to do just what
Eicardo had wanted, via* to demonstrate where, if at all, variations in
the costs of commodities had occurred. The same argtsasnt was applied
by the critic to Bailey’s chapter on tbs measures of value, Be was thus
able to conclude with great superiority, if little percent!venose,
if invariableness in value means invariableress in power of pur­
chasing, it supposes of course, that no chaise takas place In 
any thing, When Mr. Picardo says 'standard measure of value,* 
he mans a commodity invariable in the labour which goes to its 
production. Be does not mean invariable In its power of pur­
chasing, quite the contrary. And we have already shown what-is 
the use to which he would turn this commodity as a standard/ 12
1 Westminster Review, V (January, 1836), 16$.
2 !l!d 77  pT W .----
lYva what the critic had said, it -«cold appear that Talley he..' never
wr.'tton a line denonstrating conclusively that Ricardo's invariable esas-!
ur~ was designed to do nothing more than indicate where alterations in 
(Ricardian) real value had occurred through the course of time, However, 
it lias bean seen above tliat ow of Pal ley's groat achievement r had been 
to indicate that the whole scope ark! intent of the much-sought invariable 
measure was to isolate the causes of changes in value. In effect, there­
fore, the critic had really agreed with v.hat Bailey had a aid about licardo 
theory. At the same time, however, the critic was evidently unable to ap­
preciate that fcy taking this position he had really done nothing to avoid 
the contradiction which Bailey had shown surrounded the entire notion of 
exchange value and the invariable measure.
I Ml the Wostalaster writer came to take up Bailey's chapters 
on estimating value and the distinction between valve and riches, it was 
clear that he was beyond hope of ever questioning tho propriety or neces­
sary function of the real valise concept in Ricardo'3 theory. As a result, 
he was obviously uniqprossed with the judgement that Bailey had made of 
Ricardo's argument amounting to the assertion that tho amount of labor 
expended in producing commodities ia equal to their labor cost. Thus, 
the critic benignly observed that,
In Illustration of his own peculiar meaning of the word value, Mr, 
Ricardo said that, if the productive power of the labour of a 
country wore doubled, the amount of the commodities would be doubled) 
but the value would be the same. In Mr# Ricardo's sense of the word 
this ie strictly truej and our nameless author abuses him because 
it is not true in a different accop tat5 on of the terra. Tou cannot 
speak, ho aays, of the alteration or non-alteration of a commodity
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in exchangeable vain©, without a reference to the commodities 
against which it is exchanged. True} hut in speaking of altera­
tion of value in Mr. Ricardo’s sense, you need a reference to 
nothing hut.the quantity of labour which has been employed in 
production.1
The same point was made by the critic against Bailey’s view of Ricardo’s 
alleged distinction between value and riches. This afforded definite 
proof that Bailey’s unravelling of the many tangled threads which had 
eventually led Ricardo to consider value in the erroneous absolute or 
positive sense had passed quite unnoticed.
This narrow-mindedness was even more apparent in the critic's treat­
ment of Bailey’s final chapter on the causes of value. As a first step, 
Bailey’s contention, that monopoly or scarcity elements were of greater 
importance to the theory of value than the Rlcardiana had supposed, was 
glibly dismissed with the observation that ”... that is a question of
fact, not of principle} and, therefore, it does not concern our present 
2purpose.” It is not necessary to enter into the intricacies of the 
argument on the inductive-deductive method for economic science in order 
to realise that the critic’s conviction, that a "principle” could be 
cheerfully divorced from a "fact,” was merely a reflection of the general 
unwillingness of Ricardo's popularlzors to understand the nature of the 
foundation on which the stark outlines of their master's theory rested. 
Bailey's contributions to the problem of method will receive more detailed
1 Westminster Review, V (January, 1826), 166.
2 MV," p.T&r.---
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examination at a later p o i n t P u t  it Is worthwhile to note here that 
the critic’s attitude wag simply another case in point of what Bailey 
had elsewhere described as "... a false simplification in matters of 
fact ¡which] can be of no service, and can only tend to perplex the mind 
of the inquirer by those perversions of language, those distortions of 
expression, and those circuitous expedients of logical ingenuity, which 
it unavoidably engenders."
Having thus declared himself to be concerned only with those com­
modities "upon the value of which competition produces its full effect," 
which automatically cut out two-thirds of Bailey’s chapter on the causes 
of value, the critic then came to a consideration of Bailey’s expression 
of cost of production as the cause of the value of commodities in this 
class. He took exception to Bailey's viewpoint and asserted with the 
greatest force,
demand Is the cause of value. There is no puzzle about thatj 
about which, hoiwever, our language-master has puzzled himself 
through several pages, Cost of production, by preventing demand 
from raising value above its own level, limits and determines 
valve} and, therefore may, with great correctness, be denominated 
the Regulator of Value. To call it a Cause, is a metaphysical 
blunder.3
It is not quite clear what the critic was trying to prove in this passage» 
On the one hand, ha seems to have had it in mind to stress more heavily 
than had the Ricardians generally, the fact that demand was not to be 123
1 Chapter 3d, infra., pp. b96 f f .
2 Critical Dissertat!on, p. 232.
3 Westminster Review,' V (January, 1826), 168.
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passed over too lightly as the indispensable pre-condition of value.
But on the other hand, on'What grounds he should have felt justified in 
denying that cost of production was equally a cause of value is not clear. 
Indeed, on the critic’s own theory, that cost of production prevented de­
mand from raising price to higher levels, he would have found it difficult 
to maintain that cost of production did not in fact cause value to be what 
it was, instead of something else, How he would have distinguished a 
’’regulator of value,” which "limits and determines value,” from a "cause 
of value,” is impossible to say, Bailey, at any rate, was not deceived 
and saw that so long as the critic supported Mill's theory of resolving
capital into labor,1 he had really said that cost of production (l,e,
olabor quantity) was the cause of value*
How lightly the critic in fact took his contention about demand be­
ing the cause of value is testified by the persistent manner in which he 
strove to defend Mill’s resolution of capital into labor quantity. This 
defence is a confirming example of that outlook which insisted that unless 
a theory of value were set on a monistic basis of labor cost, no deter­
minate conclusion would be forthcoming. In Bailey’s presentation it has 
been made clear that he held an attitude toward costs which took Adam 
Smith’s essentially commonsense and realistic notions of entrepreneurial 
or money costa of production and related them to mental states. In con­
sequence, some time before Senior there had appeared in England an
1 £££•* P* l67.2 'Letter to a Political Economist, pp. ?8-80,
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appreciation of coat of production which avoided the pitfalls of the 
Ricardian physical or real cost theory, involved as it was in being un­
able to compare the costs of goods made under conditions of different 
capital structures or, what amounted to the seme thing, qualitatively 
dissimilar labor. If, as was in fact the case, it was impossible to find 
one common denominator for the components of Ricardian real value, then 
two alternatives ware present. First, any collection of heterogeneous 
goods could be compared or related by means of their utility. It lo un­
necessary to relate how and why a complete exploitation of this alterna­
tive, which would have had to demonstrate a functional relation between 
utility, supply, and exchange value, was not forthcoming for several 
years. Secondly, however, if utility was not appreciated as a possible 
common denominator, and if labor quantity and time could not be resolved 
into one elementj then, the only other way to relate the different ele­
ments was through their money costs of production which, so to speak, 
absorbed and reflected a wider variety of influences than mere labor 
quantity.
Uow it was this second alternative which Bailey had chosen. And, 
in so doing, he demonstrated that lie was aware of the fact that the path 
leading from one aspect of Smith's theory, which Ricardo had taken, led 
inexorably into an impasse. It occasioned what Bailey had called the 
"unmeaning and identical propositions” that "what a million of men pro­
duced always cost the labour of a million of mem a = a."1 By turning
1 Critical Dissertation, p. ?5U.
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down the other path leading from Adam Smith, Bailey saw that an advance 
vas possible. And, in selecting this alternative Bailey was clearly in 
the right. For it is obvious that the simple Smithian money cost of pro­
duction theory hat far :rore to commend it than the more unrealistic 
Ricardian approach. Indeed, it is on the Smithian standpoint that are 
to be found tho far greater possibilities for the development of the 
alternative cost theory, even in the absence of its greater potential 
refinements on marginal utility linos. When all of this is understood, 
however, the Westminster critic’s conviction that Mill was correct in 
resolving the ncauses” of value into labor quantity, plus his consequent 
failure to appreciate the real significance of the relativity of Bailey’s 
economic quantities, affords ample evidence of just how far down Jevons* 
"wrong line” the "car of Economic Science” had been "shunted” by 1826.
At the sane time, it indicates that even while tho car was gaining momen­
tum, a switchman had been passed whose signals might have directed It in 
a completely different direction.
In the Critical Dissertation Bailey had successfully refuted Mill's
attempt to resolve the causes of value into simple labor quantity by
showing, first, that qualitative differences destroyed the validity of 
*1the basi c rule, and, secondly, by showing that the presence of time also 
2modified it, Ricardo, he had said, admitted that time had prevented the 
quantity of labor from being the sole determining principle of value, but 12
1 Chapter VI, supra,, pp. 223-21*.
2 Chapter VI, supra., pp. 220-22.
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Hill had argued that time. produced no effect on value and, with McCulloch, 
had held that any changes which occurred in value through the course of 
time should be considered as resulting from simple labor expenditure.
It was clear to Bailey that the absurdity of Mill’s position was a suf­
ficient basis for rejecting the attempt to resolve capital into labor.
And there is probably little doubt that this rejection suggested to 
Bailey the need to acknowledge other causes of value. Such a breach In 
the wall, therefore, had impelled Bailey to go on to enumerate various 
other causes which might have a regular influence in value, and to con­
clude that tiie simple labor quantity v/ae merely one among many possible 
and probable causes.
As might be expected, it was the ostensible inconclusiveness of this 
argument wliich so irritated the Westminster critic. His reply to it 
demonstrated that he was not to be moved by Bailey’s provisional conclu­
sion that the value of commodities might depend upon the value of the 
capital expended in their production. It has been seen that Bailey prob­
ably expressed himself in this way because he thought it would accommo­
date the greater variety of influences he had considered. But the 
Rested.nater writer could not accept this and in hie protest to it indi­
cated that any theory which failed to arrive at a monistic explanation 
âc next to wortlileaa. Bailey, he said,
... evades the reasoning of Mr, Mill, which applies to commodities 
in general, by saying that the value of one commodity may depend upon 
that of another. Who has ever disputed that? Surely not Mr, Mill, 
who says, only a few paragraphs before that which the author has 
quoted —  ’Cost of production, then, regulates the value of commod­
ities.’ But is it enough, in inquiring what it is that value depends
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upon, to say, that the value of one thing depends upon the value 
of a second, that upon the value of a third, and so on? If the 
Inquiry related to sweetness, would not every ono laugh at the 
pretended philosopher who should tell us, that 'the sweetness of 
your tea depends upon the sweetness of the sugar you put into it, 
and that upon the sweetness of the sugar cane?* Is it not per­
fectly clear, that the question what sweetness depends upon, is 
not answered by a reference to a million of things that are sweet 
• •• A thing is of a certain value, when a certain value has teen 
expended upon it. This is very true; but utterly useless when we 
come to inquire why the expended value was such and no sore».,
We is a poor metaphysiclan who does not see the pertinence, 
at least, of Mr. Mill«a reasoning, and also its conclusiveness 
to the point in hand. It may bo, or it may not be, that Mr, Mill 
has traced to its proper elements the regulator of value* but it 
is obvious that the man has not made a single step who accounts 
for the value of one thing, by only giving us a reference to the 
value of another; and that the man who thinks he has made a step 
in so doing, has the art, in great perfection, of imposing upon 
himself. Is not this, as Mr. Mill describes it, to explain value 
by itself; or, in other words, to tell us that value ia value; a 
notable discovery —  the upshot, however, of this boastful volume; 
the sum and substance of its grand discoveries.1
It will be evident from this oxtract that the critic had found in 
Bailey's argument nothing more than the assertion that the value of com­
modities depended on the value of the factors used in their production. 
Since it appeared to him that this argument had failed to provide a 
determinate, monistic explanation of why the valí» of those factors was 
what it was, the argument was useless. In the critic's eyes Bailey's 
case seemed to content itself with remaining on what TSieser described as
the "eBspiricaln hauls of value, and refused to dig down into the "philo-
2sophical" foundations. And it is clear from ids analogy with sweetness 
that the critic would never be able to appreciate that there was moro 12
1 Megtndnster Review, V (January, 1826), 170-71.
2 l̂éseír, op. cit.,~*pp. xxvii-xxviii.
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"philosophical" depth in a reduction of value to "mortal states" than 
there was in a reduction to labor expended, In a small focus, therefore, 
the critic has virtually posed the entire issue between the classical 
and psychological viewpoints, and, on its restricted scale, has in ef­
fect iaunaurred Tlcksteed’s well-known "cant of the absolute in a world 
in which all things are relative,”1 For the critic*3 attitude shows 
in the clearest manner the way in which Ricardo*a beginnings were being 
pushed toward the so-called "original factors notion,” At the same time, 
Bailey’s Insistence on the fact that the value of things might depend
•jupon the value of other things, is really a passage down the road which 
Adam faith had opened up with his doctrine of net advantages** and which 
led away from his other postulation that labor was the means by which 
wealth was "originally purchased,"̂  In Bailey’s argument value had al­
ways meant exchange value* "once, his proposition meant that the value 
of commodities depended upon the exchange value cf the factors necessary 
to produce them, Bailey generalized this into the observation that cost 
of production was the cause of value, as has teen seen. But inasmuch as 
this cost of production was composed of the many different and varying 
elements and influences, it was clear that this collection cf causes 
could only be expressed and related through their money values. This was
1 Wlcksteed, op, cit,,, I, 80,
2 G, Stlgler, Production and riatrlbution Theories (New York: 19h6), 
pp. 193-99.
3 Critical Pissertatlou, p. 203.It Wealth of Nations, t?ol, I, Book I, Chapter X, p, 101,
£ iHu., Tot. T, Book i, Chapter V, p, 33.
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tbs reason why Bailey had rejected the possibility of reducing all causes 
of value into simple labor quantity; this was the reason he had spoken 
about the capital cost of production and had pointed out that capital 
was composed of, and influenced by, many factors; this was the practical 
means by which Bailey had mantfoated M s  conviction that value was ul­
timately a "mental state" and not an "original factor,"'*' Bailey's "capi­
tal" was obviously pecuniary outlay, whether expended in the form of fixed 
or circulating capital so-called. But parting with it produced an effect 
on the minds of the capitalists who had possessed it, and Bailey had 
deemed this an important cm oration, When to this were added those 
other influences on the minds of capitalists, the ’’risk',' the "time," 
the "feelings of shame, and fear, and ¿impatience," it was clear to Bailey 
that nothing was to he gained by a "false 8i5ipllficationn in these "mat- 
tors of fact," "lotldns worthwhile was achieved by rosort to such a 
"dexterous logic," Omission of these influences rerely for the sake of 
preserving a ¿ingle principle was the '¡eighth of sophistry.
It would be an extrema exaggeration, of course, to claim on the 
basis of what ¿¿as been said, that Bailey had formulated anything like a 
complete theory of alternative costs. In conformity with the general 
attitude of the time, lie had rejected value in use as a notion upon which 
to base subsequent reasonings. Accordingly, Adam Smith's value in ex­
change, or power of purchasing, remained as the only suitable concept.
This gem outlook had prevailed when Bailey cam  to consider the objective 1
1 Cf, Chapter VI, supra., pp. 220-26.
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of a particular economic subject.'*' And from this it had followed that 
Bailey necessarily had to make his capitalists vie» their problem as 
determining the "value" of the resources they used in any given produc­
tion. Since value for Bailey meant exchange value exclusively, it was 
a necessary consequence that no capitalist would concern himself with 
any given historical physical cost manifest in some "original factor,”
On the contrary, he would only consider the value of whatever factors 
were necessary for the production of the particular commodity. This 
meant, in effect, considering how much "capital" it »as necessary to 
"part with" in order to secure the services of those factors. All of 
which, finally, is merely another application of the Smithian doctrine 
of net advantages. Yet, without understanding fully »hat lie had done, 
by relating behaviour of this sort to the "mental state" of the capi­
talist, Bailey had undertaken one of the first steps in England to re­
late utility to cost of production. That he should have done this in 
the .face of his rejection of utility as a criterion of wealth or riches, 
is not so remarkable as it is instructive of the unsatisfactory connota­
tions which clustered around the term "utility" itself. This is self- 
evident to generations which have learned to think in terms of increments 
of utility and, accordingly, to seize the truth of behaviour on such a 1
1 Cf. Critical Dissertation, p. 168. "With regard to heterogeneous 
commodities, there are in fact only two conceivable criteria of riches: 
one, the utility of any possessions) the other, their value. The first 
is in the highest degree unsteady and indeterminate, and altogether in­
applicable. . . Value, therefore, is the only criterion of riches which 
is left to us."
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"margin.” But regardless of the terminology involved, it is surely clear 
that Bailey could not have made the distinction between vrhat he termed 
"positive” and "relative esteem” unless he had somehow perceived or 
sensed that the latter related to actual or potential "subjects of choice 
or exchange.” Yet, "relative esteem” and "net advantages” are but a very 
short step apart. And if Bailey did not actually subdue the intervening 
distance, it is evident from what has been said that he spent a good deal 
of productive and suggestive energy in walking around it.
The judgement which emerges from a consideration of Bailey vta-a-vis 
the Westminster critic, then, is one of a continued, conscious advance 
away from the confines of the labor theory. The merit of the Letter to 
a Political Economist consisted essentially in shewing that Bailey was 
confident of his ground in objecting to the relative-real value distinc­
tion in the Ricardian system* It followed from tills, moreover, that he 
had a similar confidence in objecting to a system in which
... one particular cause becomes the sole regulating principle 
of value amidst the admitted operation of other causes; a commod­
ity is reconverted into the toil which produced it; additional 
labour, in defiance of bars and bungs, pertinaciously settles 
upon a cask of win© which has been scrupulously preserved from ^ 
the touch of human hands In the security of a well-locked cellar....
Most of these things had been put forward in the Critical Dissertation,
of course. But in the Westminster critic Bailey possessed a virtual cari­
cature of the Ricardian system as popularly understood. And if some of 
the critic’s postures were exaggerated, they nevertheless Indicated the 
way things were going. The Letter to a Political Sconomlst stressed again 
Bailey’s sincere belief that the way was wrong. 1
1 Letter to a Political Economist, pp. 19-20«
CHAPTER. VIII
' hgr* nmnsns
Although there has been a certain amount of anticipation of the 
present in the previous chapter, it seezsa nevertheless worthwhile to 
undertake a survey of those instances in which Bails?*« argument, or a 
part of It, ran a subject of reference by hie centeaporariao* In jaaking 
a survey of this nature the natter is relatively clear in those cases 
7»here the observations on 'the Cr.ttical D'.ascrtati zn -.«ere direct and overt. 
On tiie other hand, the survey could easily get out of hand in respect of 
tiiose eases where the writers were not so forward. An attempt to estab­
lish a derivation tVO*\ Pailoy would, in ouch instances, require a c a re fu l  
and thorough oxanination of the particular work, both before and after 
the publication of the Critical Blasoristlon, and, even if than certain 
sindlarities emerged, them could be no outright proof that Ialley had 
bean ths source. The well-known principle of the multiplicity of causes 
would obviously work against such a definite conclusion. In the face of 
this difficulty then, it sees* best to admit forthrightly the arbitrary 
selection by the writer of those cases where sene relationship to Bailey 
sooths evident, .if Indeed definitely unprovable, and to leave the validity 
of such selection*! to the aserciee of what Edgeworth oreo whimsically 
called the ^intelligence of the reader,w
The interval selected for the curve:/ is the period between the 
publication of the Critical Dissertateon in 132? and Bailey’s death in
1870, This, in its turn is obviously an arbitrary delimitation. There
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are, however, sos» advantages in being able to refer to reactions evident 
in Bailey’s lifetime, particularly In view of the fact that the end of 
that period coincides with what is a significant historical, If not con­
ceptual, point in the development of economic thought*
1*
Although J. !?• McCulloch believed that Bailey’s book had not suc­
ceeded in shaking the foundations of Ricardian value theory, the impact 
of the Critical Dissertation on McCulloch himself is visible in three 
instances, to two of which McCulloch provided express acknowledgement. 
I>oa what has boon said thus far, it la clear that a good portion of 
Bailey»a criticism of Ricardo bad bean to demonatrate the fundamental 
contradiction between real and relative value* Bailey himself had in­
ferred that It vías the disclosure of the confusion surrounding the term 
value in the Critical T ies station which had prompted McCulloch to make 
the "double meaning” explicit in tho first edition of his r‘rinctplca.3' 
McCulloch’s engagement on this heading say also he seen as an attempt 
by hi® to resolve the contradiction in meaning which Bailey had charged
against Ricardo. Hio approach was essentially the cams uc that which
2BeQuincy had used in the Templars’ Bialogues. 12
1  C f. Chapter WL,  supra. ,  p . 268.
2 McCulloch gave high approval to FeQuincy, and thought that the 
Tesplars’ .Dialogues had "exhausted the subject" cf Ricardian value theory, 
cf * McCulloch', The’"l,iterature of Political Economy, p. 33. Catalog» of 
looks, p. 288.
McCulloch* a discussion of the nature and measure of value was pre­
sented in Part III, "the Distribution of Wealth,« of his Principles, In 
the usual way he distinguished between «value in use« and «value in ex­
change,” The farmer was admitted aa a prerequisite for the latter, al­
though there «an no positive correlation between their respective magni­
tudes, On the other hand, It was «valúa in exchange” which gave wealth 
its distinguishing characteristic, and this, in turn, gave a «distinct 
and definite object” to the laws regulating distribution,^ Once he had
established, then, that wa coaaaodity is not valuable because it is use­
ful, but it is valuable because it can only be procured by the 5 nterven- 
2tion of labour,’ and that, therefore, labor was the source of exchange 
value and wealth,-* th* way was cleared for r.im to expand his treatment 
of that value on which distribution in fact depended,
McCulloch cot ids argument on the nature of value in the foHcw-
ing namor.
The value of & coucsodity m y be considered in « double point of 
view* either, 1st, in relation to the newer or capacity which it 
possesses of exchanging for, or purchasing, certain quantities of 
labour, or of other commodities obtainable only by mans of labour j 
or 2nd, in relation to the quantity of labour that has teen expended 
in its appropriation or production, or that would be required for 
that purpose at tbs period when the investigation is made.
Value, considered in the flrat point of view, may be denominated 
exchangeable or relative valueT
Value,1"considered in the second point of view, may be denomi­
nated real value.
iFTe abundantly obvious, that all commodities, possessed of ,
exchangeable, aust also be possessed of real value, and vice versa.
1 McCulloch, Principlesj
2 ibid., b p, rrr. ..
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Hero, of course, Is the explicit reference to the "double ©caning" of
value which Bailey had claimed was absent until he had pointed it out,'1'
Regarding "exchangeable value," McCulloch claimed that It was a
"quality inherent in all coiasodltl*» which are not the spontaneous pro-
2ductions of nature,,,,n It was a quality of commodities which derived
from the fact of their having been produced or obtained by the expendi­
ture of a certain quantity of labor, This "inherent quality” was
... one that can neither be narcifeatad nor appreciated, except 
when they are compared with each other, or with labour. It ie 
indeed quite irspossiblo to apeale of the value of a corssodity 
without either referring to sos» other commodity or to labour 
aa a standard. So one article, or product, can have any ex­
changeable value except in relation to oom other article or 
product that either is or isay bo exchanged for it. It would 
be just aa correct to talk about absolute height or absolute 
depth, as about absolute value in exchange, A la said to be 
valuable, or possessed of value, because it has the power of 
exchanging for a given quantity ofc dF'C? and it is evident, 
that the quantity of B or C, for which A exchanges, forma the 
only attainable measure of, or expression for, the value of A$ 
just as the quantity of A forms the only attainable measure of 
or expression for the value of B or C.
Row this passage has a fasdliar ring to it and secas to reflect McCulloch*a
determination to think of exchange valuó as a "relational quality” In
i
about the ease wwtaner as Bailey had considered it, ‘ Viewed in this light, 
the notion of "absolute value1 was clearly impossible, McCulloch dif­
fered from Bailey only in holding that the quality derived from commod­
ities being obtained by an expenditure of labor, whereas bailoy had made 
the quality depend upon "csteoa" or "mental affections,"
1 Cf. Chapter fll, supra,, p. 268.
2 McCulloch, Principles, p, 212,
3 Ib id ., pp, 212-1$.
k EEapter III, supra., pp. 78-88.
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McCulloch then lient on to point oat in language again appearing 
to owe much to the Critical Mesertation, that the nature of exchange­
able value »»ant that if one commodity changed in its "power* of coBtaand- 
ing other coraasoditiaa or labor in exchange, then the power of other com­
modities or labor had altered in a reciprocal manner. *ff A rises, it 
jaust be In relation to something else, as Bj and if B falls, it must be 
in relation to something else, as A; so that it is obviously impossible 
to change the relation of A to B, without at the sane tia© changing that 
of B to A.H" In other words, this demonstrated that a commodity could 
only be of invariable exchange valus if at all tines and places it con­
tinued to exchange for the am a quantity, or quantities, of other things 
or labor* This, in turn, amounted to saying that constancy in exchange 
value only existed whan the causes which produced the relation in the 
first place continued to exert the same Influença# Since observation 
indicated that such a constancy of causas never occurred, it was clear 
that Invariability of exchange value never existed* Or, if invariability 
of exchange value were present, this ainply m m t that nothing was re­
vealed except that the causes producing the relation of value had re- 
2œained unchanged* All of which was obvious, McCulloch concluded, add­
ing that "the conditions essential to the production of an invariable 
measure of exchangeable value were first clearly pointed out in the
1 McCulloch, Principles, p. 213.
2 Ibid., pp, 213-lii,
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Riasertation on the Mature, Measures, and Causes of Belt», p, 17."1
How much McCulloch was aware of the ground he -was giving in this 
citation of Bailey cannot he determined* of course. But the inport of 
his admission was to pull the props from beneath a large portion of hie 
master*a structure, as Bailey had conclusively shown. McCulloch it known 
to have believed that an invariable measure of value was not necessary
2to his reasonings, although Ricardo clearly had understood the contrary. 
In any case, it does seam as though i-cCulloch accepted some of the things 
Bailey had said about the nature of value, "exchangeable" value, that is. 
that he should have done so in one breath, and in the next, should have 
taken up for consideration the nature of the real value he had earlier 
distingtiished 1» truly remarkable.
Tn the way he set up and employed the notion of real value McCulloch 
implied that he had avoided the strictures Bailey had made against It,
Hie first move was to brine himself firmly Into Ricardo’s frame of
1 Ibid., p. 21li, n, this comment appeared in all the subsequent 
editions' oFth© Principles, and in McCulloch’s edition of the Wealth of 
Hâtions (Edlnbttrght 1865V p, h39, n,“ 5T *1 ast only endeavouring to ascertain the circumstances which 
determine the comparative values of the commodities in the same market —  
the question agitated between you and Malthus is totally different —  it 
is, what are th® circumstances necessary to give invariability of value 
to any ccaaaodity? —  this is a question which I believe is quite insolu­
ble, but at any rate it does not come within the scope of ay inquiries —
X leave it to be settled by ay masters." McCulloch to Ricardo, 2k August,
19?3, IX, p. 369,
Ricardo, of course, thought differently and told Trower that McCulloch 
”... does not appear to me to see that if we were in possession of the 
knowledge of the law which regulates the exchangeable value of commodities, 
we should be only one step from the discovery of a measure of absolute 
value.” Ricardo to Trower, 31 August, 1823, IX, p, 377.
refercr.ce. His objective, he said, was to discover, once a change in ex­
change value had'occurred, what had caused the alteration In the exchange 
relation, and, fro® that, to arrive at more "definite conclusions."
These "definite conclusions'’ would follow, he thought, if a person could 
ascertain "the cause «fey A once exchanged for, or wag equal in value to 
B* and could draw out the implications of the "operation of this cause,"1 
1» posing his problem in this way, however, i'cCulloch in offset had 
abandoned the notion of relative value which he had just finished dis­
cussing. having declared that exchange value was a relation, ha had 
illicitly admitted that it was produced by the operation or existence, 
as Bailey bad stressed, of "two causes or two sots of catusos," in the 
instant observation, however, «eCulloch had stated that it was M e  pur­
pose to know "the cause" for the equality in exchange value of A and B, 
so that by investigating the operation of "this cause" ho could pass on 
to the "definite conclusionsThis was a self-contradiction, for it is 
obvious that if value is a relation there la no single, monistic cause 
responsible for it.
Once McCulloch had adopted this viewpoint it was easy for him to
find the elements in Ricardo’s theory which would fill in the successive
steps• "The real value of a commodity,” he said, "or the estimation In
which it la held by its possessor, is measured or determined by tbs qtian-
2tity of labour required to produce or obtain it." "Estimation” does 12
1 McCulloch, Principles, p0 21i>.
2 Ibid«, p. 2IV.
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seem to to a term owing; something to Bailey, although, of course, Adam
Smith had used it 3.n this sense,^ and Ricardo had mentioned the "estiraa-
2tion" in which different qualities of labor was held. In any cane, 
McCulloch intended the terra to denote the real or sacrifice costs which 
had been present in Ricardo's argument. So that after the hasty ad­
mission that demand was the "ultimate source or cause of both exchange­
able and real value," McCulloch rent on to claim that it was 11... the 
quantity of labour required to render a demand effectual, or the quantity 
required to produce, or appropriate the commodities wanted, that forms
the single principle by which their real Talus is exclusively regulated 
3er.d determined," From this, It followed, that in bho absence of monopoly 
and short run deviations, commodities' "exchangeable value is identical 
with their real value," Therefore, if the "exchangeable value" of A in­
creased because a greater quantity of labor mu required to obtain it in 
relation to B,
... we should he entitled to cay, that A had increased in exchange­
able value because it had increased in real value —  assuming the 
toil and trouble of acquiring any thingt-Pbc the measure of its 
real value, or of the esteem in which it is held by its oossessor,
and, consequently, of the proportion in which lie will exchange it 
for other things.**
On the basis of thin relationship established between real and ex­
changeable value, McCulloch then revealed his debt to DeQuincy and, in
1 health of Nations, I, Book I, Ch. VI, p. U9.
2 Ricardo," Principles, p. 20.
3 McCulloch, Principles, p. 215.U Ibid., pp. TOAlg.
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so doing, indicated that uis deference to Salley on the nature of excising# 
value had bean little raora than perfunctory. It emerges, perhaps even 
more clearly, that his notion of "estimation* was nothing unless it wa® 
grounded on real or sacrifice costs.
So long, therefore, as me consider quantities of labour and 
commodities in reference only to cm© another, withotit considering 
them in reference to the sacrifice their production or performance 
imposes on raan, we have no means by which to ascertain the causes 
of variations in the exchangeable value of coaaaoditi.es, And if it 
were impossible to discover these causes, the science of Political 
Econcagjr, as now understood, could not exist. It would bo worse 
than idle to set about inquirin'- into the causes which determine 
the value of commodities, if that value were altogether capricious 
and dependent on no fixed principle. If a commodity, A, for example, 
exchanges at one time for q quantity of labour, B, and at «notbar 
time for twice that quantity, the variation may have arisen either 
from causes exclusively affecting A, or exclusively affecting B, 
or which m y have partly affected the one and partly the otherj but 
so long as wo eoupare only the ccn .-odity and tins quantity of labour 
together, we shall never be able to discover the cause of the vari­
ation} and, an the one must be a standard to the other, we might 
with equal propriety say, either that the commodity A had risen, 
and the labour B had fallen in value} or, if it be admitted that 
real value m y  exist, we might say that the real value of A had re- 
mined constant, while that of F had fallen; or that the real value 
of B had remained constant, while that of A had risen,1
The notion that the causes of changes in exchange value were somehow
"exclusive,* the cheerful conviction that anything unconnected with "real
value* was somehow "capricious" and independent of any "fixed principle,"
the belief that mere quantity revealed nothing of significance regarding
value and that, therefor®, real and exchangeable value did not necessarily
vary in the same direction and degree —  these points sll serve to show
that McCulloch had really not taken hie statements about the relative
1 Ibid,, pp. 217-18,
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nature of value very seriously, He had certainly failed to appreciate
the logic of Bailey’s argument that, by prefixing the ter® "real* tto
whole conception of value was changed «id was placed In that category of
"absolute" notions which McCulloch hi see If had earlier abjured, For
McCulloch, on the contrary, it appeared that
... given quantities of labour are not to b® considered in the ass» 
light an given quantities of its prod?«:®, or of c0M90dB.ti.ee, For, 
whether the quantity of commodities produced by a given amount of 
labour varies or remains constant, the value of that quantity, in 
the estimation of the producer, necessarily remains the same} and 
he will always be disposed to exchange It for an equal quantity, 
or the produce of an equal quantity of other men’« labour.J-
Thia followed directly the argument Heard© had laid down in M s  chapter
2on value and riches, and which Bailey had shown amounted to nothing »ore 
than the assertion that what a million of mn produced always cost 
the labour of a million of men* a * a,'5** McCulloch, however, would not 
be budged from hie position. So that regardless of the greater or 
smaller quantities of produce a laborer might receive in one compared 
with another period, "what h© produces, or acquiree by equal quantities 
of labour always coats hi» the Ban» sacrifice, and has, therefore, the 
same real value, whether It be large or email. He gives a constant, but 
receives a variable quantity in its stead," McCulloch evidently drew 
confidence from the fact that leQuincy had reached virtually the same 
judgement. And because of this to felt justified in upbraiding Bailey 123
1 Ibid., o. 218.
2 ITeardo, Principles, pp. 273-87
3 Critical rdsaertaCTon, p, 2$h. 
h BcCUiidchT"‘̂rnĉ piea, p, 223.
, Cf, Chapter I I ,  supra. , p. 




for liaving failed to understand the significance of the conclusion.
From rhat has been said in the preceding chapters, it is clear, of 
enure«, that Bailey had understood this distinction very will, arid had 
seen that Ricardo and DeQuincy rada it expressly for tbs purpose of con­
sidering value as an absolute which could bo compared in different periods 
of time* "bile J/cCulloeh appeared to abandon much Ricardianis® in giving 
up the search for an invariable boss tars of valuej yet, he was right back 
in the fold in holding with DeQulncy that more quantity did rot reveal 
the movements of the fundamental forces which managed to *liiit or deter­
mine value,* The gjsploratlon of those forces was:, of course, for McCulloch 
a consideration of real value, TTe admitted, than, that it «as ”visionary” 
to attempt to find or formulate an ’nvariablo standard of exchange value, 
but insisted that it «as not difficult to trace changes in exchange value 1
1 ’-’The acute author of tlie Terijpl&r’g rialcpr«es, fiord, Msg», Way, 
18?li, p. ?5l), has stated, that ’It ie possible for 'A continually to in­
crease in value —  in real value observe —  and yet command a cent? nually 
decreasing quantity o fT T ? This passage has been animadverted upon by 
the author of the Critical flcnertatton on the nature, Measures, and 
Causes of Value. Nothing, however,'can be more perfectly correct'than 
ihe statenciit Tn the Plalo rues, —  A and B have been produced by certain 
quantities of labour j' b'ut' more labour is new required to produce A, and 
a still greater proportional quantity to produce Pj under these circum­
stances, A must obviously have increased in real value, or in the estima­
tion of Its producers, for it has cost them a greater sacrifice of toil 
and troublej but as A has not increased so fast in real value as E, It 
is plain it rill now exchange for, or purchase a lees quantity of B, tt 
lo difficult to coneeive how the author of the Dissertation should not 
have perceived this distinction! but if he had perceived it, he would 
certainly have spared not a few of the remarks he has made on the state­
ments advanced by Hr, Ricardo, as well as by the author of the Dialogues,n 
McCulloch, Crlnciwles, ». 220, ft. This note was unchanged through' all 
the editions" of'the Principles.
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to their ’’proper source.” Deviations between real and exchangeable value
could be ascertained and set down in a few principles.1 These deviations
owere, obviously, the familiar and hoary exceptions; monopolies, market
price variations,^ and qualitative differences in l a b o r B u t  with these
exceptions out of the way, the conditions obtaining were clearly Ricardo's
long-run competitive viewpoint where real and exchangeable value were
identified, Thus, McCulloch had only to demonstrate that cost of pro-
duction was the regulating principle of price,-" that labor was the con-
6 7stituent element of this cost, that the payment of rent and the employ- 
8meat of capital did not materially affect this constituent element, in 
order to make the triumphant conclusion that ’’the cost of producing com­
modities —  denominated by Adam Smith and M. Gamier natural or necessary
price, —  is ... identical with the quantity of labour required to pro-
'? odues them and bring them to market.”
It has boon seen that McCulloch apparently believed he had made some
sort of advance in agreeing that an invariable standard of exchange value 
was an impossibility. Nevertheless, he had claimed that it was possible, 
by referring to a given quantity of labor whoso ”estimation” in an
1 Ibid., p. 227»
2 iHcf., pp. 256-58.3 i b id . ,  pp, 250-55.
h S H 3 „  pp. 229-U5•
5 rHTd», pp. 21*3 ff.
6 ibid., pp. 26l ff»
7 ibid., pp. 261* ff.
8 Ibid., pp. 288 ff.
9 ibid,, p, 250.
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individual»a mind never altered, to obtain an "unvarying standard of 
real value,”1 Tn his long-run normal conditions, than, this quantity
of labor «as a measure of real value arid, necessarily, of exchange value*
By this McCulloch meant the aas® thing Ricardo had stipulated, via. that 
use of this measure would permit the assignation of causes of variations 
in long-run noraal exchange value. Mere quantity of labor or commodities 
revealed a change in exchange value, but failed to show where the change 
had taken place. But McCulloch thought that real value, a definite quan­
tity of labor, (not, as with Ricardo, a commodity produced with a con­
stant quantity of labor) would provide him with the means of ascertaining 
those causes of changes in exchange value.
McCulloch, in fact, never made any use of M s  standard, although, 
as has been pointed out, Ricardo understood that in iormulati ng it he 
was but a step away froa a ©assure of value in the accepted Ricardian 
sense* Bailey had seen the reason for this failure to use the labor
standard, and had explained that it was due to the impossibility of iso- 
. 3bating the data on which it was constructed. Ricardo, he said, had given 
tacit proof of this by never employing the pure labor measure, but rather
L
used a commodity assumed to be produced by a constant quantity of labor. 123
9
1 TMd., p, m .
2 fbTH. j  pp. 2 2 3- 21».
3 Sr^lcal Dissertation, pp, 127-33.
U vri f th¥"qucntlliy o f producing labour really determines the value 
of commodities, it seenn on a first view useless to require for a measure 
an object of which the producing labour is invariable, when we aay have 
recourse to the labour itself* But Mr. Ricardo nrobahly perceived, that 
a knowledge of the quantity of producing labour in objects would be in 
most cases difficult of attainment, and therefore betook himself to the 
conaidex’ation of a commodity in which a definite portion of it was em­
bodied," Ibid,* pp. 177—79*
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McCulloch, however, wanted it both Pailey's ray on the impossibility of 
an invariable measure of exchange value, and Ricardo's ray for an invari­
able measure or standard of real value in a constant quantity of labor. 
Ultimately, be ended up with the worst of both possible worlds.
McCulloch's second reference to the Critical Bissertation was on 
the issTie of whether or not rent was an element in price or value.^
Bailey had argued that when commodities were produced, under conditions 
of increasing costs, the low cost producer possessed a monopoly. As a
result, the cost of production of the commodity did not determine its
■* . s ' S'. V
value, but demand and supply, or the "competition of purchasers" did.
Tills implied, of course, that value was not proportioned to labor cost 
of production, contrary to the Ricardian argument. McCulloch acknowledged
o
Bailey's claim.' He then pointed out, however, that, according tb Ricardo, 
the proposition that value was proportioned to cost of production aoplied 12
1 It might perhaps be argued that McCulloch’s deliberate reference
to the wine-in-the-eask example was a reply to Bailey. For Bailey, it 
has been seen, had proffered time as an element in value, beyond mere 
expenditure of labor. Cf, Chapter VI, supra., p. 221 . However,
Ricardo himself had already made this objection to McCulloch, insisting 
that the length of time for which capital was employed should be con­
sidered as a factor in value. Cf. McCulloch to Ricardo, 1$ May, 1820,
VIII, pp. 188-89. Ricardo to McCulloch, 13 June, 1820, VIII, pp. 191-9ii• 
Ricardo to McCulloch, 8 August, 1823, IX, pp. 330-31. McCulloch to 
Ricardo, 11 August, 1823, IX, pp. 3ii2«4i5. Ricardo to McCulloch, 21 August, 
1823, IX, pp. 358-62. McCulloch to Ricardo, 2l\ August, 1823, IX, pp. 
366-68.
McCulloch merely repeated his argument of these letters when he pro­
duced his Principles, claiming that time did nothing more than permit 
"really efficient agents" to work. McCulloch, Principles, pp. 313-18.
2 McCulloch, Principles, p. 285.
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only to eonasodities produced on the land last taken into cultivation. 
Sine® the product was homogeneous, It could be taken that the product 
obtained on the last land imder cultivation was representative of the 
claes, Unless this no-rent cost were met, the supply of the produce 
would be less than its demand, in which case, the cultivation would be 
extended again to rest the desand. Thus, the cost at the margin of cul­
tivation bees*» the determining cost,*
McCulloch’s objection to bailey was ccri’ect in the sense In which 
ha meant it. But that is only to say that McCulloch had behind him a 
long string of assumptions and abstractions which could bring it about 
that rent was not a cost element. Bailey’s point, on the other hand, 
arose simply because h© had refused to acknowledge demand at the outset 
and than to forget it, the way Ricardo and McCulloch and the others had 
done. Thus, Bailey’s argument was that demand in soae way had affected 
to taka all land, however inferior, into cultivation. Thus rent was a 
scarcity or monopoly price and certainly was an eleaent of at least 
coordinate importance with demand. The difference between McCulloch and 
Bailoy on this point, then, really cones dawn to whether or not such 
monopoly or scarcity influences were to be admitted in the manner Bailey 
bad claimed.
The third case In which McCulloch appears to have derived something 
from the Critical Blsaertation lies in M e  treatment of the relationship 1
1 Ibid., pp, 286-37.
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between profits and wages. McCulloch himself did not make any explicit 
reference to Bailey on this heading, Rut from the natura of his remarks 
and certain other evidance it rather seems that Bailey’s influence was 
present. It has been observed that falley had laid 3033 emphasis on the 
wagos-proflt relation and had insisted that the normal HifssdUtt inverse 
variation hold only in the caso where a chargo in labor or capital pro­
ductivity bad been ruled out, On the basis of a definition of the value 
of labor consistent with feio initial definition of value as exchange 
value, Bailey had then questioned Ricardo’s theory of distribution as 
dependent on a different conception of value,* KcCulloch, in what is a 
most surprising deviation fresa Ricardian orthodoxy, took Rid ley’s line 
oven further and, perhaps without being fully aware of what he was about, 
approached dangerously near to a position which would have aligned hits 
with Malthas on tho issue of gluts,
Whan McCulloch took up the problem of the ’’Circumstances which deter­
mine the Rate of tapes,n ha nado explicit in one sequence the distinctions 
which Ricardo had more or less left to his readers to collect as best they 
could, McCulloch declared that ho would consider what determined, first, 
the ’’actual or market rate of wages”; second, the "natural or necessary
rate of wages” j and third, the ’’proportional wages, or the share of the
2produce of his industry, falling to the labourer.” The first two analyse» 
were normal wage fund arguments, differentiated only as regarded the time 12
1 Chapter VX, aupra,, pp. 233-38.
2 McCulloch, Principles, pp, 326-27*
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periods. The rat© of wages in these cases McCulloch defined as "the 
aaotmi of subsistence falling to each labourer,"1 "his, of course, vas
the sera sense Ricardo had eaployad in his own separate chapter on wages» 
"afeen in this sense -wages, as the vain# of labor, wore in the saae class 
of conceptions with exchange valnej hen.ee, they were oppressed by the 
ordinary quantity of ccmoctitles and labor which exchanged for ono an­
other, in Ricardo’s case, however, there was no evidence to show that 
he understood that the value of labor eonaidared in the chapter on wages 
contradicted the value of labor considered in the distributional analysis 
at the end of the chapter on value, McCulloch, acre or loss cade the 
contradiction eonplete by admitting that ’hsar&et or actual" wages sight 
vary in a Erection and degree different from "proportional wages,"'*
From this point McCulloch then went on to complete this srgwsttt 
on the relationship between profi ts and wagec, It would be acknowledged, 
he said, that if the fund retraining after the subtraction of rent were 
divided between capitalists and laborers, one share obviously could in­
crease or decrease only at the expense of the ether, m  this cirerastance, 
proportional wages might rasa*in constant or diminish, while the absolute 
amount of produce or money received by the laborers (now confusingly ce- 
scribed as "real wages") sight increase because of an increase in pro-
j.
duetiwity, and conversely, Whether It was Mill or bailey who influenced
1 Ibid,, p, 327.
2 Ricardo, Principles, Chapter V, »On Wages,” pp, 93-109.
3 McCulloch7*PrTnHp$5s, pp. 361-62,
h Ibid», p. 33?r:
2
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McCulloeh to this way of thiniklng cannot he ascertained, of course. Bat 
there is a presus^ptlon tor-ard the latter, inaeauch as Mill had been will­
ing to forget abort esses in the pure quantity «er?se, affli to take them 
in their "usual” proportional viewpoint#* Additional weight ia lent to 
this judgeraent by the way McCulloch employed Ids adulasi on about produc­
tivity and actual .quantities received In Ids subsequent troatsant of 
profit*.
In allowing that the laborers and capitalists divided the produce- 
Rinus-ront into Inversely varying shares, McCulloch instated that this 
did not provide a determination of profits, on the contrary, he claimed, 
"profits consist of the excess of the commodities produced by the ex­
penditure of a given quantity of capital over that quantity of capital?
end are always measured in aliquot parts of the ospitai employed in pro- 
2dncticn.” «Profit is In every case the result of more being produced 
in a given period, than is consumed in that period."^ This being trae,** 
McCulloch then tried rather delicately to express a difference of view­
point with M b master#
Mr# Sicario has endeavoured to show, 'n one of the stesi origi­
nal and ingenious chapters of his work, that the RATS of profit 
depends entirely cn the proportion In which the produce of industry, 
under deduction of rent, is divided between capitalists and labourers? 
that a rise of profits can never be brought about, except b£ a fell
X refcre the 3d. od* of the "lenents, that la* Cf. infra., p. 333.
2 McCulloch, Principles, p. 3Óè'.
3 Ibid*, p. 3W ,
2t IniT amounting, incidentally, to Malthus* treatment of profits,
Cf. Halthus, Principles, chapter V, «of the Profits of Capital,” pp. 293 ff#
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of proportional stages* nor a fall of profits, except bg a corre­
sponding rise of proportional wages. It Is evident, However, that 
this theory is universally true, only in the event of our attach­
ing a different sense to the tern profits, from what Is xiaually 
attached to it| and supposing it to scan the real value of the 
entire portion of the produce of industry, failing, in the first 
instance, to the share of the capitalists, without reference to 
the proportion which the magnitude of this produce hears to the 
magnitude of the capital oapIoysiTin its production. Thus under­
stood, tir. Ricardo’s theory holds universally} and, on this 
hypothesis, it voulc. follow, tliast, ao lung os the proportion, In 
which the product of industry, under deduction of rent, Is divided 
between capitalists and labourers* continues the cane, m  con­
ceivable increase or dictinntion in the powers of production, could 
occasion any variation in ths rate of profit. Tut, if we consider 
profits, in the light in which they are invariably considered in 
the real business of life, —  as the portion of the produce of 
industry, accruing to the capitalists in a given period of time, 
after all the produce expended by tbes. in production during the 
san» period Is fully replaced, it will iwaediately be seen, that 
there are very many exceptions to J r * iiicurdo1« theory.-
Thie argument constitutes a sooswhat violent change of heart for
JxCulloch, however, for la the article; in the Encyclopedia britanrdca
2Supplement he had ¿ivun the Ricardian theory straight down the line.
At all events, he went on to discuss the various reasons, which might 
bring about an alteration in profits, finding such changes in alterations 
in wages, in productivity, and in changed tax levels,' And frav M s  In­
vestigation 5)o was able to conclude that ”... the proposition that a rise 
of profits can never be brought about otherwise than by a fall of wages, 
nor a fall cf profits otherwise than by a rise of wages, is true only 
in those cases in which the productiveness cf industry remains constant,”^ 123
1 McCulloch* Principles, pp. 367-68.
2 rr, McCulloch* Outlines of Political "conony* pp. iWi, 1U9, ISO.
3 McCulloch, Frlneiptes'* "pp." 30-71... .
U Ibid., p, 373.
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If, indeed, profits more merely the proportional share of the produce 
retained by the capitalist, as Ricardo had stipulated, variations in
productivity would not affect them in their dependence on "proportional
wages." However, McCulloch was adamant in insisting that "profits depend 
on the proportion which they bear to the capital by which their are pro-
.....i' '\T " Vducsd, and not on the proportion which they bear to wages."• TV V
It is only necessary now to point out that Bailey vad defined prof­
its S3 the rati o of gain of the capitalist to capital employed,2 which, \
\ |vy\was the definition McCulloch used in the Principles, as contradistin- \
\
guished from the earlier Britannlca article. Bailey also had maintained ¡4
in the strongest terms that the inverse relationship between profits and j
'■ V  . 3wages obtained only in the special case «here productivity was constant.
In the last analysis, then, it seems clear enough that ivcCulloch had 
simply taken over Bailey's argument and embellished It with additional 
illustrations. Although ’¿ill had preceded both Bailey and -ieCulloch in 
making the point about the inverse profits-^wages relationship holding 
only in the case of constant productivity? yet, McCulloch Mtapolf had 
not freed profit*} from depending on "proportional wages" until after the 
fri.tl cal, dissertation .had appeared. And Torrens at this tine took it 
that Hailey had been influential in weaning McCulloch away from what 123
1 Ibid., pp. 3?3-7ii.
2 Chapter VI, supra., pp. 21*2-U7.
3 Chapter VI, supra., pp. 233-3 6.
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Torrens described as hl.» “aectartan dogaatiss.”1
2*
tn th© Preface to the third edition of his sUasat» of Political 
Tconoay (hondeei 1826) Janes 111! had declared that alterations, 
not nerely verbal, »ill be found, in the section on Profit», where the 
different Kodes of expressing the relation of profits to »ages is sere 
fully expounded, [and I in the section which treats of »»hat deter»!«»» 
th» quantity in which consoditiea exchange for one another, * whore 1 
ham added eoaeihing in illustration of the analysis of what rtf Elates
* 1» An Essay on the External C o m  Trade (3d# ed.j tendon* 1826), 
pm j&l, T e r m »  l^^eaii'lSrSmW0ey»s''^tleal riesertation fur­
nish*? jj m  mmtism test for the detection o f that vague ana"'¡wibignmi* 
language in which »am  of our aost ealoaat eeenssdate have indelged, and 
which has aainly contributed to retard the progress of the science.” As 
a case in point, he observed m  %fee following page that- "An his recent 
work upon Politics! Pconosy, Mr* McCulloch ?u*d, with laudable candour, 
corrected, in m  essential degree, his forcer pinions on the cub^ect of 
profit? «aid has adadited, that Mr* Hieardo’s principles are tenable, only 
wren we eervert fro» their established acceptation the teras in which 
thorn principles are expressed* TMs is the sane thing as acteltting, 
that tha Ricardo doctrine of profit Is erroneous* Arbitrary alteratiotta 
la the meaning of terns are not discoveries in science**
It 1® perhaps only fair to point out,. however, that Torrens later 
reversed M s  field* In the budget - On Commercial and Colonial Policy» 
With an introduction« l a " w S t e f r a a ' w w n f t e d  inter* 
Mill«s SyetcB of of eefie" 'emtj^rted '̂
juss^ieng ’in"'l%iJtim'r^5^sior1‘̂ tan&mV ' lft&), pp* xx^3oci{vl»~^' allowed 
tSat' ';lcardo *¥;;'H-5cipio’ of profit« was "desonstrably true* under certain 
“necessary corrections#* tie acknowledged that Ricardo had used "obscure 
end equivocal nomenclature,” but then edited that cere alteration» in M a  
*nos»Rclat\afe,” such «us he himelf had suggested in the ~»say on the 
xtcrnal Corn Trade* had not actually overthrown Ricardo’*» theory ¥ihat 
profit»’ rise' 'or fall as the cost of producing wages is diminished or in­
creased**
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1 Svalue, , . although the illustrative addition revealed no substantial
chang« in Mill*« endeavour to roduc« capital into accuaulated labor and, 
thereby, to avoid Bailey*a charge on that heading,' it ie possible to 
sake a stronger case for Bailey’s influence regarding the first altera­
tion Mill had nentioned.
In M s  Autobiography John Stuart Mill had remarked that one of the 
direct consequences of the discussions held at George Crete's house.in 
the City was hi® father's attempt to rsodify (unsuccessfully, in the eon’s 
opinion) the rigid Ricardian doctrine of the inverse profits-wages rela­
tionships It is true, of course, that Jama Mill had admitted In both 
the first and second editions of the Mloaents that the inverse profits- 
wages relationship did not hold nbea those terns were taken as meaningM.“
absolute quantities, nevertheless, ho had concluded 1» both those edi­
tions that profits did vary inversely with sages, if profits sere taken
cin their "usual sense, to denote the ratio of values,,,," There is good 
reason to believe, however, that James Mill’s optimism about the "usual 
sense" of profits being the proportional was not altogether infectious. 
And it seems clear from what J, S, Mill had said, that he must have re­
turned to his father fro© Orote’a "Threddle" with the clear objection to 
Ricardian profit theory encountered in the group reading of Bailey’s 123*5
1 Mill, Bleiaents, p. lv,
2 Tbid.,"?;hap'ter III, Section II. pp, 9 0~?8 .
3 £3C~Chapter 1 ,  supra,, p . 226 . Chapter VII, supra.,
P P .305-9, 311.
h Mill, Autobiography, pp. 121-??.
5 Mill, •icBonis, 1st od., pp, *>8-£9| 2nd ed,, pp* ?h-75, 02,
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book.1 Whether the aon also nade any observations on the issue of 
Ricardian "real valtte" Is not known. Bat Jams Mill’s manner of expres­
sion in the third edition of the ^lemntg suggests that here too Bailey 
may have been a factor.
In seeking to clear up his meaning of the w&ges-rise-profits-fall
doctrine, Mill had first pointed out that It was necessary to consider
only the net produce remaining after provision had bean made for depreci-
2atiom, rent payment having been assumed sway in the usual fashion. The 
produce regaining after these subtractions was to be divided between the 
capitalists and laborers an profits and wages. An ''alteration” in «ages 
or profits could m m , first, "a change in the proportions,” from which 
it followed that "the proposition that profits depend vpon wages, admits 
of no qualification,” On the other hand, said Mill, an "alteration" 
could mean "a change in the quantity of conaodities,” Taken in this sense, 
profits did not depend on wages, and both sight vary in the sene direction. 
Changes In productivity night produce changes in the quantity of commod­
ities received. "And this,” he added, "is a proposition which no politl-
3cal economist has called in question."
So much, apparently, is more or less in line with the approach of 
the first and second editions, however, in pursuit of hi a objectives,
Mill was led to add the observation that a still different meaning could
1 Mill, Autobiography, p, 120,
2 Mill, deraents, 3d. ed., p. 71.
3 i b i d . / p .  727'
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be given bo an "alteration" of ■wages and profits, via, that n • It nay
be the value of «hat is received imder these denominations, which is 
meant to be indicated,"1 Wow it is obvious that no one could have de­
liberately proposed to discuss the "value" of profits and wages, unless 
he were well under the Ricardian influence with its refusal to consider 
"wages* as the exchange value of labor. In following the Ricardian line, 
however, Mill ran into the hornet*s nest of real versus exchange value. 
In order to make clear what was involved when wages and profits 
were considered from the standpoint of "value," Mill distinguished the 
"double «easing of the word value," @tt the one hand, he said, value 
is used in the sense of value in exchangej as when we say, that 
the value of a hat is double that of a handkerchief, if one hat will ex­
change for two handkerchiefs," Contrasted with this1 view, however, was
Ricardo, who \ised the word value in a sons® referable, not to pwr-
2chasing power, but to cost of production," This latter sense of the 
term was illustrated, he thought, by two ccmsodities * having been ob­
tained by equal quantities of labor, thereby making them of equal value. 
Or, if in two different periods the productivity of labor increased, the 
"value* of the respective quantities of commodities obtained would still 
be the same provided the quantity of producing labor had remained the 
same. It was this explicit recognition of two different senses of the 12
1 Ibid.,
2 ibid.,P. 73. p. 73«
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term value, which, as has teen see»,1 Bailey believed the Critical 
tiseertation had brought about.
0« the bade of tMa distinction of senses of value, Mill then re­
turned to their significance for the wages-profits relationship. If 
wages or profits were considered in the sense of exchange value or pur­
chasing power, th© case was the same, he said, as when those tews were 
taken In the sense of quantities of commodities. ’♦When we say that the 
labourer receives a greater quantity of commodities, and when we say
tliat he receives a greater exchangeable value, we denote by the two ex-
2presaions, on© and the »as® thing,” Whence it followed that wages and 
profits <Ed not necessarily vary in inverse fashion if reference was 
made to their "exchangeable value.”
In contrast with this, however, th© use of Picards*s sense of the 
term value produced the normal inverse wages-nrofits relationship once 
again.
If what Is produced, by an invariable quantity of labour, continues 
to be divided in the same proportion, say one half to the capital­
ist, and on® half to the labourers, that half way be a greater or 
smaller quantity of eoaasoditiee, but it will always be th© produce 
of the sari® quantity of lahourj and, in Mr. Ricardo's sens®, always, 
for that reason, of the same value. In this sense of the word 
value, therefore, it is strictly and undeniably true, that profits 
depend upon wages so as to rise when wages fall, and fail when 
wages td.se.1 23
This appeared to be about the limit of Mill's powers, The remainder
1 Chapter MIX, supra,, pp# 272-73.
2 Mill, Elements,id. ed., p. 7U.
3 Ibid.t "pp".'W-7$•
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of his exposition consisted of a not very lucid discussion of the two 
ways in which profits and sages could be understood and, therefore, of 
the two different way» in which they could vary. Through several pages 
oscillated around the ’’language of proportions" and the "language of 
quantity* and, therefore, of whether or not profits did depend inversely 
upon wages* He ended up, eventually, with what he called a "connected 
chain of true propositions"«
1. That which accrues to the parties concerned in the production 
of a commodity or coiaaodities, the labourers, and capitalist, as 
the return for their cooperation, is a share of tho produce to each,
2. The share of the one cannot be increased, without a correspond­
ing diminution of the share of the other.
3* These shares remaining the sane, the quantity of produce in­
cluded in them may to either greater or less, according as the pro­
ductive operations have been followed with a greater or a smaller 
produce.
It, According as you apply tho tara valus, to tho effect, the quan­
tity of producoj or to the cause, the quantity of labour employed! 
it will be true, or it will not be truss, that the valus of what is 
received by the capitalist and the labourer reciprocates along 
with their shares.1
Thia conclusion was not substantially different from that of tira first 
and second editions of the Kleaamts; it acrsly added Ricardian terminology 
to tira question of whether wages and profits were to be taken in the pro­
portional, or absolute quantity, sense. As in the first and second edi­
tions, however, Mill still refused to sake up ids mind about the wagos- 
profits relation in tho context of changing productivity. And when all
1 Ibid., pp. 78-79.
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was done, Mill blandly left the argument at the cross-roads where profits 
might or sight not depend on wages, depending on how one considered those 
Incomes•
It would perhaps 1« wrong to claim that Mill’s straggles with the 
profits problem had been entirely provoked by Bailey’s criticises* As 
-has been seen, Bailey himself had had little constructively to contribute 
directly to the problem of profits, rut he had been socara In his in- 
a! stance that profits could depend upon wages only in certain exceptional 
circumstances. He had also been most forceful in demonstrating that the . 
Ricardian theory was a violent departure from ecssaonsenae and logically 
consistent conceptions of the "value" of labor, And this, at bottom, 
had merely resulted fren his i«avir.g called in question Ricardo’s doctrine 
of real valuó. How Kill understood that Ricardo’s analysis seemed dif­
ficult because of the obscurity of its terminology. He there .foro re­
sponded to Bailey’s call for a clarification of expression. This revealed 
the naturo of Ricardo’s exchange? value-real value dilemna, neither horn 
of which Mill could bring himself to grasp. From the way he expressed 
himself in M s  third edition, it scons clear enough that Mill appreciated 
the point Bailey had posed so vividly. Having coa» that far, however, hs 
could not retreat to -wint Torrens called the "pure Ricardo doctrines’* of 
the unequivocal dependence of profits on wages. At tbs cszna- tiro® he 
lacked the courage to press on to the logical conclusion of Bailey’s ap­
proach, for to do so would have brought down the entire theory of profit 




If Bailey was unable to make much doctrinal headway with the 
'gestainater Review and Jaara Mill, and waa able to sake only a slight 
ispression on McCulloch, perhaps the most surprisin' reaction produced 
by the Critioal Dissertation waa that revealed by the Rev. T. ft. Malthas. 
Surprising, that is to say, because Malthua had seemed to have something 
in common with Bailey in being generally out of step with the Ricardian». 
In the event, however, Malthus actually proved just as inhospitable 
toward Bailey* s message as the others had been. This is not to Imply, 
of course, that Malthue and the Ricardians were theoretical comrades in 
arasj the well-known issues of relevant times periods, of gluts, of the 
precise measure of value, of the theory of profits, of the objectives 
of the science, and so on, were, indeed, real points of difference be­
tween Malthus and the others. But there waa one element in Bailey’s 
argument which proved just as damaging to Malthus * "system'1 as i t had 
to Ricardo’s. And it is clear that it was because of this that Malthus 
strove so desperately to put down Bailey’s uprising.
It will be recalled that Bailey had had no difficulty in bringing 
Malthus under his critical guns. The Measure of Value, as Bailey had 
shown, proceeded almost entirely on the pread.se that "natural and abso­
lute value" was a useful concept. Malthus, like Ricardo, had struggled 
with a measure of value whose basic premise lay in a conception of value 
dependent on causes absolute and inherent within itself and, therefore,
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isolated from other causes or influences.* It was along this line that
Malthas * thinking had »oved, particularly as he became increasingly in-
2volved in the difficulties of intor-tesporal caparisons. Therefore, 
when Bailey had desonstrated that the notion of absolute value was so 
much nonsense, it was only natural that Malthas should attempt to de­
fend the concept upon which he, like the Rteardians, had made so such 
depend.
Malthas' direct reply to Ballsy appeared in M o  Be fi nit Ions In 
Political Economy, A clue to the magnitude of the task confronting M m  
3-s given in the fact that the chapter devoted to Bailey is the longest 
In the book,"* He began his appraisal of the Critical Dissertation with 
somewhat charming aplomb, cmataenting that the "fundamental errors'* of 
Bailey's book, plus the "irpreasion* he understood it to have made among 
"some considerable economists," seemed to warrant some attention.^ In 
the "attention" he gave to Bailey’s argument, however, he revealed M s  
Perception of the manner in which it threatened his own theories. Indeed, 
so spirited was Malthas* defense that he managed to ©serge in the some­
what paradoxical role of Ricardo*e defender. This, of course, merely 
corves to substantiate the point made earlier, that Malthua and Ricardo 
had tended to converge in their conception of real or absolute value. 1*3
1 Cf, Chapter HI, supra», p . 98.
£ Cf • Chapter TV, supra., p . 168.
3 Tfalthus gave 4, r, 'gay h pages, Adaa Smith 9» Ricardo Ui, James 
Mill 32, McCulloch $6, and Bailey no less than 78. Cf* Befinitlons,
pp* iii-iv,
b Kalthus, Definitions, p. 12$.
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It 1# true that Malthas did m '*s two valid objections to Bailey’s 
exposition, neither of those, however, w w  in any sansa sufficient 
to destiny the lagitiaoey of Bailey’s general arguwnt* S&lthva first 
criticised nailey for haring failed to devote atifficJoal tina to m  #x~ 
aaiiifttion of Ada© Sn&tfc’e nearing cf value, it Baa Hi» usted already 
that Bailey -had rather oessily adopted Ada» faith’s definition of value 
aa merely *pmsr of pumhaaiag»”1 liilthas, however, ras correct In in- 
elsiiitf that. Adas Ssith Maeelf bed gen» on to investigate those con­
siderations which acted on ren’o minds in orchinging coraiodities ar.d 
which, Bailey had averred, were so Important, This appeared, «aid Halthas,
in. the digression on the variations in the value of silver 1» the chapter
2on rent of the health of Mr ‘•i ore. The «hole point of this digression. 
Malthas correctly concluded, war. to shew that a difference existed between 
an alteration in the volts® cf silver doe to a chango in the relative 
scarcity of silver itself, and as alteration in the rains of silver dm 
to a change in the difficulty of producing certain eoamoditles, notably 
com,-’ In stressing these differences, therefore, Malibu® thought that 
Smith hod necessarily involved hiaself In u discussion of volco m  sees»- 
thing more than vs&rñ "power of purchasing,"
Halthuc' soeond valid objection against Bailey likewise turned on 
his hasty acceptance of Irdth’s definition of velas. Bailey had erred
1 Cf. Chapter ITT, supra., pp. 80, 88.
1 1 , Book 1 , Chi j “  p* 11 
3 Kalthns, Deficit! ons, pp. 130-31.
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once again, said ¥althus, in  holding that Adam Ss&th’a definition of value 
implied only particular exchange value. So far as he -was abl® to under­
stand him, ?3althua observed, Smith had meant by value, not particular ex­
change value, but "general power of purchasing"j which i s  to say, Smith 
had meant not one good: in an exclusive exchange relation to another good, 
but rather one good in  relation to a l l  other, or groups of other, goods.'1' 
Wow i t  would appear that ¥althus again had rather the better of th is argu­
ment. For Adam Smith had defined value to be the "poser of purchasing 
2other goods" and had used the terra frequently in reference to a p lurality
3
of other things commanded in exchange by a given commodity. Smith’s  la ­
bor commanded measure had been chosen by him expressly because i t  repre­
sented in a collective fora " . • •  a l l  the produce of labour which i s  then 
in the market,"14 While i t  ia  true that Adam Smith had occasionally em­
ployed Bailey’s notion of value as expressed specifically  by the "quantity
5
of some other commodity" for which a given commodity might exchangej yet, 
he had used the general concept more often, fhus, so long as both partic­
ular exchange value and general exchange value were present in the Wealth 
of Hattons« ilalthua was properly entitled to berate Bailey for implying 
that Smith had used only the former. Once again, however, th is objection 
by Malthus «»rely  questioned Bailey’s use of "authority"! i t  did not 123
Inal.
1 Malthus, fefinltlons, pp. 132-33.
2 Wealth of' llaiio'n'gi,' 1 , Book I, Ch. 1?, p. 30.
3 Ibid., pp. 30, 32, 33.
U f p. 33.
$ iH3., p* 3h. Italics not in original.
Ita lic s  not ln orig-
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destroy tbs logic of ralley*a argument.
On® of the first items of substance 1» Bailey's theory which Halthua 
chose to attack was Bailey’s treatment of "esteem," And it seems clear 
from Malthas* objections to the "lax and inconsequent manner" in which 
he tho\^ht Talley had used the concept, that he had already mapped out 
a place for it in his own argument. It will be recalled that Bailey had 
begun by asserting that value, in the ultimate sense, appeared to be the 
esteem in which an object was held. Since this ultimate esteem could 
not be given accurate, quantitative expression, he had rejected it as 
unraeanlngful for economic considerations. The concept of relative esteem, 
aa manifest in relative or exchange value, took its place.1 Mai this, how­
ever, objected strongly to Bailey’s second, step and contended that if 
value were esteem in its "ultimate sense," then that was the esteem which 
economists were required to analyze. Now this true "ultimate esteem," 
said Malthue, which was equivalent to the "value" of a commodity, could 
be represented by the "natural or necessary conditions of its supply,"
or its "elementary costs of production," or "its general power of pur- 
2chasing." This esteem, or general purchasing power possessed by a com­
modity, was for Malthua not merely the quantity of another commodity it 
could receive in exchange. On the contrary, it was the sore "fundamental" 
notion of the sacrifice required to obtain the commodity, Thus, Malthas 
was here thinking along the "philosophical" lines found in Adam Smith. *3
1 Cf, Chapter III, supra., p . 79.
3 Ealthus, Definitions, pp, 169, 1?6, 183, 187.
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And this is shown very clearly by Kalthus * examples which purported to 
prove that Bailey had erred in holding that the exchange vain© of com­
modities was notidng more than the explicit expression of the relative 
esteem in which they were judged as »subjects of choice or exchange«*
For after quoting Bailey*s remark that the feelings of esteem were ex­
pressed with precision only when the actual relevant objects themselves 
were exchanged,* Malthas put forward a case in which two types of fruit 
were exchanged for one another* Such a situation, he thought, would be 
one in which the quantities actually exchanged would express the relative
Nesteem in which the fruits were held a la Bailey. Malthus went on to in­
fer, then, that if the quantities of fruit exchanged remained the same 
throughout the year, Bailey’s theory required that tbs estimation in 
which the fruit was held be unchanged through the year. But this was 
absurd, he objected. For inasmuch as fruit was a seasonal commodity, 
it was obvious that the various kinds of it could not possibly be esteemed 
in the same degree over the period assumed. Everyone knew, he concluded
triumphantly, that fruit was esteemed more in winter than in etmer.
othus, Bailey*s theory was broken. 12
1 Critical dissertation, p. 3 as quoted in Malthus, Definitions,
PP. 1263T.--------------- ---------
2 Malthus, Definitions, pp. 127-23. Malthas also thought he had 
disproved Ballsy's "theory by showing that, if for any reason, commodities 
could not be exchanged, the inference was present that the specific feel­
ing could not arise. In a country possessing only deer and no beaver, 
said Malthus, the relative esteems between these animals could not be es­
tablished on Bailey's theory, because no exchanges took place. But this 
was ridiculous, be concluded, for someone might hold either of the products 
in such "high esteem" that he might walk fifty miles to obtain it.
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Trm  what Malthus had said, it is easy to understand why the utility 
theory had such a hard time making headway in England, Malthus had dis­
proved Bailey in the case of tbs two types of fruit by no longer consider­
ing then relatively to one another. Obviously Bailey’s exchange ratio 
between the fruits could not provide an answer to Malthus * query about 
tiie varying seasonal estimation in which fruit was held. The two matter# 
were on completely different level# of discourse, Hailey’s was dealing 
with the meaningful economic relations which expressed hew much one thing 
was worth in terms of another, while Malthus waa off in the clouds of 
total utility or some other reals. In order to answer Malthus, Bailey 
had only to press Malthus to explain what else the seasonal estimation 
of fruit was related to, and he would have revealed the relative nature 
of esteem, and therefore of value.
In continuing Ids argument Malthus undertook to show that Bailey was 
also wrong in claiming that the real-nominal distinction was useless and 
erroneous, Malthus needed to achieve this, since he could then show how 
the real-nominal distinction provided a place for the "estimation” he had 
oo prised at the outset, Malthus objected then that Bailey’s theory 
seemed to deny the concept of general exchange value, and to involve, on 
the contrary, the thousands of values implied by an exchange ratio between 
each and every comodity. This ’’prodigious confusion,” this “precision 
with a vengeance,”1 would destroy intelligent discussion.
1 Malthus, Cefinitions, p, 139.
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... X think no one, in ordinary conversation, has ever lean heard 
to express the general power of purchasing by the power of pur­
chasing some one particular commodity, 1 certainly, at least, 
myself never recollect to have heard these two very distinct 
meanings confounded. It would, indeed, sound very strange if a 
person returning from India, on being asked what was the value 
of sonsy in that country, were to mention the quantity of English 
broad cloth which a given quantity of noney would exchange for, 
and to infer, in consequence, that the value of money was lower 
in Tndia than in England,2*
In expressing himself in this way Malthas© indicated that he had coa- 
pletely failed to understand the relevance of Bailey's proof of the man­
ner in which inter-tesporal comparisons should correctly be made* This 
was merely the problem of the index number in another guise. And it is 
clear that Malthas did not appreciate Bailey's lesson, vis. that inter­
temporal comparisons were valid only to the extent that particular by 
particular" one calculated the "efficiency" of an Income. Malthus was 
incredulous that Bailey should have failed to see that "... to cospare 
a commodity either with the mass of otter commodities, or with the ele­
mentary cost of production, is most essentially distinct fra» comparing 
, 2it with some particular commodity named." But this was true only be­
cause Malthus had a different kind of value in mirk! which he now wanted 
to consider. He claimed that economists had purposely employed a peculiar 
terminology to mark the distinction between a relation to some "general 
object" taken as a "standard," or between some "particular object named." 
Thus,
1 Ibid., pp. X3li-3S>.
2 r m „  p. 31t3.
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it is perfectly rail known, that »hen, in any particular place or 
country, a m n is said to be a rich »an, the term refers to a sort 
of loose standard, expressing either a certain command over the 
goods of this life, or a certain superiority in this respect over 
the mass of the society, which superiority it had been the custom 
to aark by this expression... It is clear, therefore, not only 
that, the terras real and positive nay be legitimately applied in 
contradistinction to relative, whan a relation to some sore general 
object or standard is intendedj but that the difference between the 
two sorts of relations is of the utmost importance, and ought to be 
carefully distinguished.1
As a case in point in which this customary acceptance of some general
kind of standard to which the terra "real* was applied, Malthua elected
to defend hie former adversary, Ricardo, Bailey’s observation that real
value in Ricardo’s theory was the "Independent result of labour” and was,
2accordingly, positive or absolute, drew from Malthus the reply that 
BeOuincy, in the passage in question“* had not spoken of "real value" un­
related to anything else. On the contrary, said Slalthus, like Ricardo, 
he had meant by "real value," "value in relation to the producing labour,"a 
Although Malthoii could not agree that Ricardo’s specific use of this "pro­
ducing labour" was correct, he was prepared to argue against Bailey that 
the concept Ricardo had denoted by it was unexceptionable.
It would ask the writer, who says that the value of a conaodity 
weans the esteem in which it is held, whether the labour required 
to produce a coasodlty does not, beyond all comparison, express 
wore clearly the esteem In which the commodity is held, than a
1 Ibid., pp. 152-53.
2 ?’rlileal Dissertation, p, bO, as quoted in Malthus, Definitions,
pp. H L-& :---------------------  -------------
3 "Dialogue the Fourth," op, cit„ pp. 80-81. Cf. Chapter III, 
sugra., pp. 109-110.
Malthus, Definitions, pp. 156-5?.
referenda to some other commodity the producing labour of which 
is utterly unknown, and m y therefore be one day or a thousand 
days?1
If calico, for exaraple, casus to exchange for lees silver because of some 
increase in the facility of producing calico, Bailey*s theory required 
the judgement that silver had risen in eataea* But no one, protested
pBalihus, could be so foolish as to support such a conclusion as that.
*$o man, I believe, but the author (j'ailoyj would venture to say that 
he should knew the value of silver four hundred years ago by knowing the 
quantity of calicoes which an ounce of silver would than cosasand.*̂
Froa what has been said thus far, It is obvious that Malthas was 
unjustified In scoffing at Bailey for failing to perceive the usefulness
and virtue of seas "general object" or "standard" by which the "esteem"
r. !of a commodity could be reckoned* la the example of silver and calicoes,
for instance, Bailey indead understood what Malthas did pot* namely,
that estess could be dealt with significantly and maning fully only in
tems of exchanged casaaodities considered individually. Bailey saw that
economic behaviour related to individual calculations between the objects
relevant to the Individual»a economic plan. This might, or might not,
include relations between comrsoditieo and their producing labor. But ob­
viously producing labor was not the exclusive consideration in the mind 








of individual economic behaviour. Put it is clear that by restricting 
himself to tro commodities considered as subjects of «choice or exchange," 
ho bad avoided the contradiction illicit in Kalthua’ silver and calico 
argument. Like Adam Smith and Ricardo, Kalthue viewed an object’s esteem 
from the standpoint of its producing labor, so that if the labor remined 
constant the estes© likewise remained fixed, A single, monistic causo 
of value reflecting "ultinate eetaem" therefore, to Malthus* way of think­
ing, was theoretically more useful than Bailey’s "relative esteem1* qua 
particular exchange value.
Once Malthas had established the representation of esteem or "general 
power, of purchasing" in some standard, it was necessary for him to take 
up Bailey’s discussion of the treasure of value. He was under no illusions 
about the Implication of Bailey’s position, and he therefore sought to 
prevent Bailey fro® dislodging him from the absolute or positive value 
position. He first ridiculed Bailey’s belief that Invariability was 
unnecessary for a useaouro of value, Be admitted that if no relation of 
value existed between two different periods, a constant measure of value 
was manlngXess, But, he went on to say, it did seem eminently sensible 
to talk about the value of a commodity rising or falling at different 
times and places. Such comparisons Implied that people wished to compare 
the "esteem" in which "a commodity" was held at one time with its "esteem" 
at another, which was to say, a comparison of Its "general power of pur­
chasing" at the two different periods. And, he demanded, would Bailey 
than "♦.« maintain, that if, In reference to two periods in the sane
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country, a commodity o f a giver. Had w i l l  in  the second period eorr.and
double the quantity o f labour that I t  did at the f i r s t ,  m  could not w ith
wash were c e rta in ty  in fe r  that the esteem fo r  i t  had g r e a t ly  increased,
than i f  we had token ca lico es or currants es the medium o f  eowparison?*^
Or again, i f  the money p rice  cf corn hod rise n  between two d iffe re n t
periods, how could B a ile y  ju s t i f ia b ly  held ” . . .  that from the a ltered
2
re la tio n  between coni arid money we deduce no other re la tio n ?” Fas i t  
not c le a r , indeed, that
. . .  we sec every day the most p erfect conviction p reva ilin g  among 
all agriculturalists, merchants, manufacturers, and shopkeepers, 
and among ©H w riters  on p o l i t ic a l  economy, except the author 
¡Bailey], that to estimate the relation of commodities, at dif­
feren t periods, in  regard to th e ir  general power c f  purchasing, 
and particularly the power of purchasing labour, the main instru­
ment o f production, i s  a most important function, which i t  i s  
peculiarly desirsabla to have performed; and that, of moderately 
short periods,.money does perform th is  function  w ith very to le r ­
able accuracy.
How then could Bailey reasonably deny the merit of Ricardo*a money ob­
tained by a constant quantity of labor, which clearly would be able 
”... either to measure the different powers of purchasing possessed by 
commodities at different periods, or to measure the different degrees of 
estimation in which they wero held at those different periods ?,l*J
By his questions it is clear that t!althus succeeded not only in 
failing to understand what Bailey had said about Inter-temporal
1 Ibid., p. 16$.
2 YHxf., p. 16?, Cf. Critical Dissertation, p, 117,
3 Malthus, Definitions, p. 171.
?* ibid», p. 177,
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coapc•ieena of value, tut that he also fell once again into the error of 
believing t!mt esteem via somehow reckoned sore appropriately in terms 
of labor than in teras of any other eeiaacdifcy. Bailey had never denied 
that exchange value, cr relative esteem, could he compared at different 
periods. He had admitted •with no hesitation that the exchange value of 
S and f in one period could he compared Tilth thsir exchange value is an­
other, And this was equivalent to coopering the relative ©ste-m in which 
they were respectively held in the two different periods. But, be had 
instated, any such coaiwr.lBom gave no ¿rounds for an inference regard­
ing the aeteoa, say, for A at one period with A at another period, or 
for A at ant period with B at another# If MaLthus •»anted to compart the 
relative esteem for labor and m m  cooaaodity at different periods, there 
was nothing to prevent him. All that Bailey had insisted, however, was 
that lab ox* possessed no peculiar or unique, characteristic which made it 
any mors useful than any oilier commodity for such a eoiapax’ison# i'ore- 
o-'.mr, by Invokin.:; tits Invariability crltexlon, iialthus had implicitly 
proved Ballsy's judgeoent that tbs "value" to be "measured" by constant 
labor had become eoaathlng other than the exchange value originally 
postulated, Malthus, on the other hand, saw none of this. He, there­
fore, claimed most righteously that Ricardo*0 "invariable** measure of 
*alt® was unexcelled.̂
Although ’ althus did take the pains t© point out that reference to 1
1 rb iti., pp, 178-77.
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the estissatica in which a cormdity was held in different periods did. 
not man that "Value in ox.-hang® is lost sight of,''* when .ha passed on 
to extol the mrits of S!. car do’s "masure” for its relative stability 
in *valse* over longer periods, the notion of exchange had receded into 
the background.
As a natter of fact, when a rise in the value of hops or of 
corn is spoken of, who ever t hi nits about the changes which may 
have taken place la the values of Iron, flax, or cabbages? For 
short periods, we consider money as nearly a correct masure of the values of coraaoditios, as well as of their prices| and if 
hops and corn have risen in this masure, we do not hesitate to 
say that their values have risen, without the least referez»® 
to cloths, calicoes, or cambrics# This is a clear proof that, la general, when wo speak of the variations in the values of 
commodities, we do not measure them by the variations in their 
general power cf purchasing, but by some sort of standard which 
we think better represents the varying estimation in which they 
ar® hold, determined at all times by the state of the supply 
and demand, and, on an average, by the elementary costs of pro­
duction/
In other words, lailey’s "prodigious confusion” of particular exchange 
values failed to give h'althus access to that particular "estimation* in 
which a commodity right be held at various times and places "as deter­
mined by the natural and necessary conditions of supply, or elementary 
costs of production»”
From this it followed, of course, that the variations in the "estisa- 
tion” Malthas had in nine could only be revealed by an accurate *masurwt* 
hence, "the only variations in the general power of a coraodity to pur­
chase, which arc susceptible of a distinct and definite masure, are 1
1 Ibid., p. 176# 
f îbie., pp# 182-83#
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those 'which arise from causes which affect the commodity itself, and not 
fro» the causes which affect the innumerable articles against which it 
is capable of being exchanged.” Therefore, ”variations in the value of 
particular commodities" had to be considered s:ns crclusiwely proportioned 
to, arad measured by, the amount of the causes operating upon themselves."1 
There was nothin? at all in Bailey’s doctrine that "the value of one com­
modity night be just as powerfully affected by causes operating upon an-
9other commodity as by causes operating upon itself.” .ace value in ex­
change had boon distinguished fro® value in -ass, it became necessary 
"with any view to precision and utility," to
... drew a marked line of distinction between a variation in tbs 
power of purchasing derived from causes affecting the particular 
purchasing conjaoditHs, tnñ the variations in the posar of pur­
chasing which may rise from causes operating upon the purchased 
commodities, Ts must con.fi m  ?ur attention exclusively to the 
forrnrj and for this purpose must refer to some standard, which 
will best enable us to estimate the variations in the elementary 
costs of production, and in the state of the demand and supply 
of these eomodlties, ao the best criterion of thair varying 
value, or the varying estimation in which they aro held at dif­
ferent periods.’
Once «gain, with the causes affecting a particular commodity dis- 
-̂̂ jwí.shed from those effecting iv- ccraaoditis« for which it could be 
exchanged, HaltHus then preeeedod to rhow how tho labor comandad meas- 
of his "oasere of Talve was best suited to reveal any changes in the 
f̂ rnnr causes. The "labour and profits" outlay to support & given quantity
1 Ibid., p. 133.
2 XlblcU, p* 185.
1 T¡r¡7„ pp. 186-87.
of labor was a constant sum, "labour" and "profi ts” varying inversely
In licardlan fashion. This proved that the "value” of a given quantity
of labor -was constant, Bence* labor could be taken as an invariable
standard against which conparieons in different periods could be made.
Those would disclose in which, if any, commodities the "ale&eutary costs
of production" had altered. This, in its turn, would indicate any changes
which bad taken place regarding the "estinstionP in which the relevant
eoMOdity was laid,1 If value wore taken to near general exchange value,
than "labour best r presents an averace of the general. of produc- 
8lions,” If value was supposed to signify sacrif5.ce, then labor alone
5would measure its changes* Arid finally, Just to show how comprehensive
hia atasurs redly was, if value- depended upon oil of the cause» operating
on the human aiad in respect of corawditles, as valley had claimed, the»
whatever tuay be the nusSber and variety of const derations operating 
on the Bind in the interchange of eojsmodities, whether merely the 
coasca elenentary costs of production, or whether thee® costs have 
been variously modified by tax»«, by portions of rent, by monopolies 
strict or partial, and by temporary ecr^ity nr ebtmdsnce,,, the 
labour, therefore, which a coonodity will ccsmnd, or which the 
pure».asere are willing to give f-r it., measures tve result of all 
th® causes of value acting ig>cn it, —  of all the various consider- 
alions operating upon the i&n& in the interchange of comodities*»
Hence,
,,, it appears to ms always true, that whew eomnodltlm  in different 






quantity of the agricultural labour of each country and time* they
may with propriety La saldi io have bean held in the am e esumati«», 
and considered of the same value.
So much, then, was the impression Bailey made on Malthus. Bailey 
might lust as afeli have never wri tten a word about the need to consult 
price data In different periods of time in order to discover relations 
of value* he might lust as well have never said a thing about the im­
possibility of the relation of vali» existing between two different 
periodai !» might lust as well have never denied the concept of positive 
or absolute value* he might »just as well have never insisted that the re­
lation o vaino was the result of two causes, or two sets of causes, so  
that it was meaningless to speak of causes affecting one eoasodity it­
self. It is true tiiat Malthus ' saoseure did carry with it some overtones 
on the need for a "correlative" when speaking of value. But for all that, 
his purpose was still or» with Ricardo In seeking to establish a method 
of revealing the change in the ease or difficulty of procuring things.
As such, his labor commanded indeed was a measure of value. But the 
value it measured was not exchange vali» or relative value.
iu
Samuel Read is one conternporary of Bailey’s who has been charged 
by several authorities with having drawn something from the Critical 
dissertation. Professor Schumpeter, for example, claimed that Read
1 Ibid., p. 231.
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"acknowledged Indebtedness to W k  jl.e, F5ailey~]and followed M s  lead,...’’1
Professor Seltpian stated that "Bead confesses that in M s  main point of
, 9theory he has been anticipated by Bailey*..*" As will appear, it is true 
that Head did draw one aspect of Bailey’s argument in front of the 
Hlcardians, Bat there is sow question whether any appreciable portion 
of the Critical Dissertation appeared in Head’s An Inquiry into the 
Natural Grounds of Eight to Vendible Property or health {Bdinburgh* 1829)• 
The one point in Bailey’s argument which Head expressly employed was 
Bailey’s demonstration of the absurdity of resolving time into labor in 
the manner of McCulloch and James Mill, Head condemned rcCulloch for 
making the "effects of capital” the same thing as the "effects of labour,” 
or, in other words, for making wagss and profits the same thing,-* He 
berated McCulloch all the more soundly for putting forward such an argu­
ment "after the manner in which the absurdity of the nostrum it maintains 
had been previously exposed by the author of the ’Dissertation on the 
Nature, Causes, and Measures of Value.,..’ [sic
So much, however, was the extent of praise Bailey received from 
Head, And if Bailey’s "main point of theory" was his treatment of the 
nature of value, It is clear that 1» and Head had never been In w r y  
close company. It is difficult to see how either Professor Schumpeter 
or Professor Seligmsn could have missed Bead’s own declaration in M s
1 Schiwpeter, History ofEconomic Analysis, pp, US6-87* h88,
P SfUgman, U:':n ’lh >n silegiiccSed British F.conoMato," cp, eit,, p, 517. 




notwithstanding the very high respect X entertain for this author,
it ■»dll la aeon in the course of t<«e following pages, tnat X find 
occasion to differ from hi® very widely in M s  main positions in 
the »Critical Dissertation** it appears to an that ti* fundamental 
error in that work, and that from which all the others to be found 
in it flow, consists in l:is treating of value as if it were a ¡acre 
relation of cotaaoditiea between tzioasalvea; whereas it appears to' 
as.'i£a¥li&a'aE "valaa 'in commodities cannot even bo conceived 
without being mingled with the idea of their relation ‘4o" Wnkinif 
and to ..ijaau labour, of which seas portion must always be employed 
in producing or procuring them' originally.
Lord Laucordale is quoted ns on autaorlby for saying, »We 
cannot express value, or a variation of value, withotst a comparison 
of two cosaoditiaa, ’ ,'sao the work referred to, p* It*} Mow this 
I s  a mistake, for we can ^xpress it by a comparison with labour, 
which 1c not a co^asdity,-v
It. la evident from this that head was certainly well aware of the 
importance in Bailey's argument of the relativity of value* Read ad­
mitted that *.aluo could bo taken in such a !!confined sense'1 as tnisj 
that is, that it could bo thought of tn, the ux*3lative vendible power of
j»coonodlties,"' But ha also thought it nau an enlarged signification,
which lie designated "absolute value, ana which was in proportion
o its utility or necessity, first to the existence, arm secondly to the
■aupineso of auaan creatures," lie was so far from Bailey, therefore,
that uhen he Lad finished discussing the nature of value he affixed an
f.appendix in which ho analyzed "absolute value" at greater length*
On such a foundation as this, it should not be surprising to learn
1 Ibid,, ©. viii, n*
?. T O ? ., p. 10.
3 '■ c. *, p• S1.
It u :id * ,  pp, 227-30,
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that Head proceeded to bri ng up all of the conceptions which -«era, in
fact, anathema to Bailey, Thus, he described money as being the most
suitable practical measure of value, because it possessed greater con-
1staney in value than any other commodity. Since money was only a “prac­
tical” noasure, however, Read thought it necessary to consider a superior 
measure whose value was less unstable. As might be expected, he called 
upon labor to fulfill this role, since it appeared to be the chief in­
gredient in the cost of obtaining most commodities, Eis final position 
on the measure of value, than, was Adam Smith entirely. ”ihe natural 
wages of common labour, or determinate quantities of corn, are the only 
defined or definable articles which could he appealed to with certainty
to perform the office of correctors, or to determine the value of previous 
2contracts.,.,” Bailey, of course, had effectively dealt with a measure
of value of this type and had shown how in Maltbus? hands it failed to
provide any useful information about the "efficiency” of incomes in dif- 
3ferent periods. Read doubtless believed he was exempt from Eailey’s 
strictures, for he bed explicitly declared that tie invariable value of 
the lebor or corn used in his measure was a value different frem exchange 
°r relative value.
... labour itself cannot vary, because it consists of a fixed and 
invariable quantity of bodily toil, pain, or suffering, which the 
labourer must undergo, and which times, nor places, nor the power 
of men cannot alter. Tages may indeed vary, and we can understand
1 Ibid., pp. 197-99.
2 ibid., pp. 217-18,
3 Cf. Chapter 1?, supra., pp. 169-70.
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the proposition when it is said that wages rise or fall; but when 
it is said that labour rises or falls« is there any meaning in the 
expression? —  Is 'IV'really intelligible? —  -hat is it that rises 
when labour rises? —  Wages, —  But this is not labour itself} it 
is the reward or recompense of labour. Labour» as T have alroady 
observed in a former part of this work, is siiaply a movement or 
exertion of the human body and faculties* and to talk of its rising 
or falling in value, unless its reward or wages be alone meant, is 
plainly to use words without the shadow of a meaning.1
And again:
Why should a thing the same in itself not be paid differently or 
»very differently?« or is it any impeacTiment of the invariability 
of the value of labour to say that it is paid differently? —  On 
the contrary, is it not plain to the common sense of mankind, that 
If a thing be really invariable in its value, it must always be 
paid differently whenever the value of other things varies.
Now Read could refuse to accept Bailey« s demonstration of the con­
tradiction between real or absolute and relative value because he thought 
that labor, toil, pain, or suffering were the ultimate substances of 
value. His objection to Bailey’s definition of value as a "sere relation," 
therefore, intimated Marx's later criticism of Bailey for analysing only 
the "form of value* instead of "value itself,w^ But it is difficult to 
see how Read failed to pick up the relevance of Bailey's strictures on 
’ialthus« labor commanded measure. It is even more difficult to explain 123
1 Ibid., p. 205,
2 ibid., p, 21$,
3 franc, Capital, I, p, 57, n, Marx said Bailey had accused Ricardo 
of converging exchange value from somethin relative into something
absolute. The opposite is the case, fie has explained the apparent rela­
tion between objects, such as diamonds and pearls, in which relation they
appear as exchange values, and disclosed the true relation hidden behind 
the appearances, namely, their relation to each other as mere expressions 
of human labour. Ibid., p, 95, n. Cf. also K. Marx, Theories of Surplus 
lalue, trs. 0, A, ?omer and E. Burns (blew York* 1952), p. 2i0.
In th
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for In it be Involved himself in some entertaining index mater diffi­
culties. He -wanted to find out, be said, Whether a contradiction la or 
is not involved In the supposition of a standard of value," and what 
were the '’necessary conditions of a perfect standard."1 It would be 
agreed, he said, that if a standard implied an exchange for an invariable 
quantity of all otter things, then the sxqjposition of such an "invariable" 
standard involved contradictory conditions. It was obviously impossible 
for one thing to alter in relation to the standard, without the standard 
altering reciprocally* But, ha went on to say, this was not all that was 
mast in a standard or measure of value.
Com, for instance, has an exchangeable power over every commodity* 
cloth has the ease exdiangeable power. The value of com, there­
fore, might fall or rise in reference to clothj hut if it altered 
in the same degree in an opposite direction with same other com­
modity, its exchangeable worth would remain the same, though it 
had varied compared with cloth. For value, it must be again ob­
served, mans a power vested in a commodity of exchanging for 
otter commodities, not for a particular commodity. If the general 
value of A. wore altogether regulated by its power of &,, A.smst 
of necessity altor by alterations in B ., as B, roust alter by altera­
tions in A. As things however actually exist, a variation in the 
value of one commodity compared with another, does not necessarily
alter its value compared with all commodities, and therefore.by ho
mans invalidates the supposition of an invariable standard of 
value.
This concept of general exchange value was similar to Malthua' argument. 
And having earlier argued that the cost of producing a commodity was the 
cause of value,"* Cotterill concluded that "the condition, therefora, 12
1 Cotterill, An Examination, p. 99.
2 Ibid., p. iW .
» 3 tTicf., pp. 17-23, Cost of production Cotterill took to man
nlabour""an<S something he called the "general productiveness of labour."
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essential to an invariable standard, is invariability in the coat of its 
production,"* Then, after observing that the quantity of labor required 
to obtain gold or silver ordinarily was not fixed, that the “general 
productiveness of labour" was continually varying, that wages were not 
constant, and that different productions contained different proportions 
of fixed and circulating capital, he somewhat lamely renarked that "it 
will, therefore, be very readily believed that a perfect standard of value 
is unattainable! though the propriety of conceiving one, I think, cannot 
be fairly disputed,^
Just exactly what purpose was served by demonstrating that a per­
fect standard of value was conceivable, although unattainable, is not 
clear, Nor was there much consistency in Cotterill’s referring his 
readers "to the »Critical Dissertation,* etc, for a very lucid and com­
plete confutation of invariableness in the quantity of labour having any 
thing to do with the qualifications of an invariable standard of value," 
and yet, insisting that invariability in cost of production, as he under­
stood it, did in fact have something to do with a properly conceived 
standard of value.
Cottori11»s concept of general exchange value was, of course, a 
«-'rude beginning to the problem of an index maker But Cotterill never 
did anything with his statement of the concept, for example, he thought
1 Ibid., p, 105.
2 Ibid., pp, 115-16,
3 m ,  pp. 106-7.
li Valsh, Fundamental Problem, pp. 11-13,
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that if necessaries in on® period cost 1» iiO and conveniences h 60, and 
in a second period h $0 each, then the "value of income" would not hare 
changed between the two periods "since in either case fe 100 would pur­
chase so the sane aggregate amount of necessaries, conveniences, and 
luxuries," This overlooks the fact that unlass the discrete items pur- 
ohasad as "necessaries, conveniences, and luxuries0 were all identical or 
possessed of some corraon element, it would be impossible to aggregate 
the®, Here identity of noney outlay in two different periods obviously 
would not imply equal total quantities of goode obtained with such out­
lays. Cotter!11 thus completely missed the point Talley had so well 
talcer in this respect, via* that only by comparisons of individual price- 
quantity ratio« in the relevant periods could any judgement be made about 
the ‘'efficiency*’ of incenses, Fo "invariable" standard could show this 
"efficiency," however.
So far as the cause of value was concerned, Cotterill found rnly in 
Adam Smith anything acceptable. "Labour and the general productiveness 
of labour" signified respectively that “the labourer gives Ms muscular 
strength and time, and receives reward under the term wages. The capi­
talist finds the implements of husbandry, the machines of manufactures,
advances the wages of labour, and receives Ms reward under the terra 
2profits." These components of the cost of production, therefore, revealed 
the general phenomenon of exchange value. Tie objected to Bailey’s stress 1
1 Totter!11, An Examination, p, 100.
2 Ibid., pp, SS-Sy, Ij6.
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on monopoly and shorter run influences,^ although he did make some point 
of generalizing the rent concept, Varieties of human genius were analo­
gous to varieties in the productive qualities of land, he said, and quoted
Senior's remarks in. the Appendix of '"bateley'Q Sic.:.onta of Logic to sup- 
2port his vie«* He took no cognizance of the generalization of the rent 
concept Bailey had already given in the Critical Dissertation, however,
6,
Cotterill had expressed the belief that DeQuincy had written his 
.Templars* Dialogues merely as an exercise of "logical legerdemain," and 
that if DeQuincy had had an opportunity to digest the message of the 
Critical Dissertation he would have given up many of the positions taken 
In the earlier work. As it happened, DeQuincy did have a chance to re­
evaluate the Templars’ Dialogues and, in the event, proved Cotterill wrong. 
In the Preface to Ms Logic of Political Economy (Edinburgh* 1814»)̂  
DoQuincy declared that he had written the earlier work in order to 
draw into much stronger relief than Pdcardo himself had done that one
radical doctrine as to value by which he had given a new birth to Political 
_ <economy." TIe appreciated that the Templars’ Dialogues in part had been 123
1 Ibid., up. hO-iil,
2 Soiieriil, An Examination, pp, i>9-62. Cf. If, Senior, Outlines of
the Science of Political Economy fLondon? Library of Economics re-
Print, ‘Appendix, "p."'2J7T
3 Cotterill, An Examination, op. 38-39.
U All references" are to the reprint in DeQuincy, Collected Writings, 
ed. D. ^ason, (Londons 1897), Vol. IX.
$ DeQuincy, Lo&ic of Political Economy, p. 119.
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responsible for the Critical Pissertation, whose author had displayed 
"so much of ingenuity and logical acuteness," But he was still not shaken 
In his opinions. *1 continue to hold ay original ideas on the various 
aspects of this embarrassing doctrine....*1 in the logic of Political 
»conrmy itself, therefore, there «re only one or two points on which 
BsQuiney referred directly to Bailey, The Templars* fftalogucs were taken 
by him as so much ground won, and the bogie of Political Fconosy was uuod 
mainly to expand on soa* "perplexities* in general value doctrine. %  
discussed the various roesninge and implications of the phrase •fait* in 
use* opposite exchange value. Be was pore or less able to solve the 
Smithian paradox by contracting nintrinsic utility* and "difficulty of 
attainment" as elements in the generic concept of exchange value, rn 
dealing with wages, rent and profits, ReQuiney merely repeated familiar 
Ricardian doctrines.
The major contribution of reOuincy*s presentation in the logic of 
Political Economy was to bring demand, or utility, into place as a eo~ 
efficient of exchange value, notwithstanding Ricardo had given lip-service 
to demand, it is well established that most of his expositions ware phrased 
independently of any satisfactory functional relationship to it. Indeed, 
it Is probably true to say that Ricardo's notion of real value depended on 
the very absence of such a functionally related demand, TeQutncy evidently 
had little appreciation that in admitting "intrinsic utility" and 12
1 Ibid,, p. IX?.
2 152., pp, 12? ff.
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"difficulty of1 attainment" as eo-equal causes or determinants of value 
he had ralead some serious implications for Picardía» thoory, In fact, 
"intrinsic utility" end "difficulty of attainment* could have teen worked 
lose obtrusively into Bailey’s argument, based on esteem and cost of pro­
duction, then into Iiicardo’e, based on monistic, roil value* This shows 
again he« much of Bailey’s neaaage in the Critical Tiasertatian was lost 
to him.
The first of BoQoincy's explicit references to Bailey was in re ard
to the alleged difference between a m asure and a causo of value. Bo
said that Bailey had done him "much honour" in admitting that he had hoen
the first to point out that was involved in the distinction.* Thus, he
repeated his statement of the Templars’ Bdalorves that the asapar* of
value, the "principiua cognoscendi," was of no imrort-snee alongside the
2ground of value, the "principiwa essendi." %  made no attempt to answer 
Bailey’s charge that la© had erred In asserting "that ttr, Ricardo did not 
propose his principle of valuó (randy, quantity of labour) as the moaa- 
W e  of value
BoQuincy’s next reference to Bailey dealt with the natter of nag# 
differentials and their influence on exchange value, Bad ley had protested 
«gainst Ricardo's assuming away the important problem of qualitative dif­
ferences in labor and their effect on the value of commoditiesBeQt&ncy, 123
1 BeQulncy, Logic of rolltical Bconoay, pp. 152-53.
2 Ibid«, pp, t t . Dialogue tne Fifth," op. cit,, pp. 9U-96.
3 cf7"Critical risoortatlon, pp. 172-73.
it Critic'cl pp. 210-13. Cf. Chapter 71, supra., p, 221*.
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in rebuttal, took it that Bailey had "offended heavily against logic"
when he had argued that Tilcardo’a labor quantity theory had been subverted
by the admission o f qualitative differences. Be evidently thought it was
sufficient to prove M s  caso against Bailey rarely by repeating Ricardo’s
position." His glib acceptance of the assumption m á» in the second sec-
2tion of Ricardo’s chapter on value as a "starting point of the whole
calculation" of Ricardo’s value theory roc lesa amusing than incriminating. 
Bor it was by that w r y  assumption that Ricardo and his colleagues had 
taken the problem of wages out of the realm of value theory and had made 
it, instead, a problem of arithmetic overladen with the population theory. 
Bailey understood, however, that unless the wages problem was solved as 
n problem in value, Ricardo’s system would lac!' that elegance and consist­
ency bo generally charged to it.
PeQvdncy revealed M s  lad: of perception oven core clearly in the 
sequel to the above when ho admitted that Ricardo could be "destroyed” 
on value only when it had been proved that a change in the "quantities 
of labour" did not affect the prices of ccmoditieo proportl.onally.* 
Rowever, Bailey had proved this very point in the Critical nasertatlop.**
*'« had shown that there were cases In which the respective quantities of 
producing labor had changed without the respective price© of commodities 
changing proportionally, and, conversely, that there were cases in which 123
1 BeQuiney, logic of Political Rconeay, pp. 269-70.
2 Of. Ricardo, principles, pp. I f ü i ’iT '
3 BeQulncy, logic Political Economy, p* 270.
U C t, Chapter1%,'supra., pp”"223-257
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the respective prices of eossaodities had altered without the respective 
quantities of producing labor altering in a corresponding manner,
J3eQuincy*s third claim against Bail«?- was on the alleged distinction 
between value and wealth or riches, Xn clearing txs what ho conceived to 
he important errors on the "valuo in use,” "value in exchange" distinction, 
PeQuincy had found to M o  own satisfaction that "value in use" was the 
cane thing as "wealth.*1 Ricardo, he said, was the first to rsake wealth 
a "polar antagonist9 to "value in exchange,® and if Ricardo had neglected 
to identify wealth with «value in us«," it was probably through n»re "in­
advertence*" Accordingly, ho praised Ricardo*» chapter on value and 
riches, noting that except for the drat chapter no chanter in Ricardo*s 
took "has veen so singled out for attack, or for special admiration*"'*1 
As specific erf tics he renti erred Bailey and tfslthns who, he said, con-
2n* derrd the chapter in question as a Hmre scandal and rock of offense*" 
beQuincy then attested the iapertenee of the value and riches chapter in 
Bieardo*s sTsten by observing that "with the collapse of this doctrine 
concerning wealth collapses the entire doctrine of Ricardo*» concerning 
Wlue! and, if that basis should ever seriously be shaken, all the rest 
Ricardo*s system, being purely in the nature of a superstructure, oust 
ibll into ruins.Reedlsss to say, DePuincy did not believe either 
hr, 1,iny er j/althus had succeeded in »t«*h a deaoli tion. 12*
1 BeQuinoy, Topic of Political Economy, p. 127
2 Ibid,, p. W ;~ n T
1 tTlct*, p* 1?8.
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Of coot3o Bailey had understood most clearly the m j  in  which Ricardo
cert ion that the s mm quantity of labor always produced goods of the earn
■ IT ,’’vnl\vt>.W *rw*M 4iim»erh tiumn wiiffht V W T  In ounnt.l+.v fwBiflM »eried
•tailed the det«rrd.naticr. of which side of the exchange r&lation had been 
¡subjected to a disturbance. Cn the other hand, whan 'lalthua had contended 
that exchange Talus was -enerally associated with the notion of wealth, 
it la likely that he had in ratnd the fad that this viewpoint would better 
serve W s  purpose regarding the natter of gluts. By considering commod­
ities or wealth in respect of their exchange value, what they could coa- 
Rsnd, whether nosey, cosnodlties, or labor| It appears that althus had
1 Critical Dissertation, no. IdSM>9.“ r— i-sp . - * g  —  **-“ *•® Distinction between
had used his theory of value to support hie views concerning wealth. He 
hod been disturbed over, end had questioned tha ’seftOnces;of, the as-
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moat easily arranged himself to stress the matter of effective demand
1and its -well-known place la his argument. recause Ricardo*« theory 
brought It about that no correlation obtained "between wealth (abundance) 
and value (whether Ricardian real value, or exchange value), it seemed 
to Malthus that an important matter of great significance had been as­
sumed away.
Neither Peluincy, nor for that matter Bailey himself, indicated 
that they understood that Ricardo*e alleged distinction between value 
and riches supported his system against Malthus* subversions. But both 
BeQuincy and Bailey understood that unless Ricardo was able to contrast 
riches and value in the manner he had, be would not be able to substanti­
ate his own position. Ricardo had made himself quite clear in confront­
ing Malthus* law of "quantity** with his own "tolerably correct" law of 
"proportions#B Bailey had simply tried to get the analysis back on the 
quantity basis. DeQuincy had merely parrotted Ricardo in insisting that 
It had to be somewhere else.
7.
John Stuart M i l  never explicitly credited Bailey with having caused 
bin to change or modify the doctrinal positions he took up. At the same 
time, Kill did admit that hie theory of International values and a "modi­
fied" version of Ricardo's profit theory had "emanated" from the
1 Malthus, Principles, pp. 355, li!7* Cf, Chapter II, supra., pp.
5l*-6l.
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conversation® at Groto’e.^ It was concluded above that Bailey may have 
been responsible in part for James Mill’s attempts to clear tsp the prob­
lem of ti«J inverse profits-wagea relation In the Ricardian theory. It
ia Iowan that John Stuart Mill was not altogether happy with the results
2M s  father had reached in attesting to defend Ricardo. Sinca Bailey 
had been one of the main critic® of this aspect of Ricardo’s argument, 
there is a presumption that 1» may have been responsible fear John Stuart 
Mill’s attempted re-stateaent.
As has been seen, Jams Mill had more or less left the readers of 
the third edition of his Rlemnts in a state of confusion regarding ths 
determination of profits. For profits could be different mounts depend­
ing on whether or not one adopted the "language of quantity" or the "lan­
guage of proportions,” Now John Stuart Mill was not the man to permit 
such a vagarisa to encujsber the foundations of the science, and his essay 
”0n Profits and Interest,”** displays a more spirited defense of Ricardo’s 
profit theory than his father had teen capable of producing, The problem 





Mill, Autobisee*p, 171.Ibid., pp. IS
_ jT 1>. Mill, T̂ 8ays on some Unsettled Questions of Political rconomy
(Rondone 18IUi), LSE reprint, in the Preface to' the gassai» ifoll' staSâ T'' 
*hat the essays had been written out originally In 182£ a m  1830* Ths 
theory of profits given in the essay in question was substantially the 
•ñs» as that subsequently argued in Mill’s Principles of Political Econogqr. 
®d, a . J, Aahley (London» 1926).
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First» thé profits (meaning the rat© of profit) of the capitalist 
were defined as "the ratio between the price which he has to pay for 
these mean® of production, and the produce which they enable him to raise 
• * * * ° ^  Hence, profits depended "... upon the ratio between the price of 
labour, tools, and materials, and the produce of the»* upon the propor­
tionate share of the produce of industry which it is necessary to offer,
2
in order to purchase that industry and the means of setting it in motion*"
But inasmuch as tí» "tools and materials" were "nothing but labour," it
wao clear that "labour appears to be the only essential of production*"
Accordingly, capital expenditure or replacement amounted to nothing acre
than the expenditure on, or replacement of, "the wages of tí» labour ss- 
3Ployed," It followed from this, obviously, that the ratio between the 
wages of labor and the produce obtained gave the rate of profitj hence, 
Ricardo's principle that profits depended inversely on rages*
It was at this point that Mill felt the need to protect the principle 
fro® any "mi sapprehension•" These "misapprehensions" appear to owe some­
thing to Bailey. For first among them Mill took the meaning of wages, 
ïf wages meant the quantity of produce tí» laborer received, it «as clear 
that the inverse relation did not hold, Horth American workers received 
absolutely greater quantities of produce for their work than European 
workers, although the profit was still the same in both areas* But 123
1 Mill, Essays on some unsettled Questions, p. 92,
2 Ibid., p. 93.
3 Ibid., p. 9k.
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Ricardo, said Mill, had not meant -sages to signify "roal comforts* or
th© »quantity* of the laborer»» "remuneration"? on the contrary, lie had
meant the »value of wages*» In Ricardian fora, then, »the rate of prof»
ita depends not upon absolute or real wages, but upon th® value of wages.*1
Proa this rather awkward position, Mill then had to point out that Ricardo
did not sean by value, »exchangeable value,* For exchangeable value was
2only another way of expressing the quantity of eosssodities exchanged. 
Instead, Ricardo, »in a sense peculiar to himself,« meant by value cost 
of production or the quantity of labor required to obtain a commodity,
Thus, the value of wages for Ricardo became the »cost of production of 
wagesj or, sore concisely still, the cost of wages, meaning their cost 
in the 'original purchase ooney,* labour,»^ Therefore, »a rise of wages, 
’’d-th Mr, Ricardo, meant an increase in the cost of production of wagesj 
an increase in the number of hours' labour which go to produce th© wages 
°f a day's labourf an increase in the proportion of the fruits of labour 
’which the labourer receives for M s  com share j an increase in the ratio 
between tbs wages of his labour and the produce of it* This is the 
theory,,,,»1*
Tt is clear from this that Mill had simply thrown the entire analysis 
back on Ricardo's proportional basisj he had taken it that Ricardo was 123
1 Ibid., p. 95,
2 Ibid,, p, 96*
3 'fbitf,, pp. 97-98* In Mill's Principles* p. 109, the expression 
became »coal of labour."
h Mill, Fssays cn some Unsettled Questions, pp* 96-97*
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s laid in rejecting the exchange value, or quantity received, concept of 
«ages. Unlike hie father, therefore, he was not disposed to admit the 
"language of quantity41 Into the theory of profits, F alley* a breach In 
the dike was to be repaired by altering Ricardo*© expression slightly in 
order to ravoal more clearly what he meant. It Is true* of course, that 
Mill did go on to question whether Ricardo «as correct In resolving all 
of the "expenses of production" into ■ ages. Mill himself believed, on 
the contrary, that the outlay of any individual capitalist would go toward 
both wages and the profits of a capitalist on a previous production. And 
If this were true, the immediate capitalist adgbfc suffer an increase in 
hie own profits (because of a decline in a previous capitalists profit, 
or because of the outright dispensation of that equivalent outlay) with­
out, at tbs same tine, experiencing a decline in his wages outlay.1 But 
all that was required to sake the theory correct was to express it in 
terns of the "cost of production" of wages, meaning the wages and profits 
expended in producing the articles received by the laborer in exchange 
for his work. This, in effect, merely put the discussion back on the 
level of "proportions," and, therefore, took it away from ralley's damag­
ing "quantity" or "absolute® basic. Since there had been no sore force­
ful protagonist than Bailey regarding the "quantity" or "exchange value" 
viewpoint of wages, it seems safe to conclude that he nay have been 
Responsible in large measure for Mill’s endeavours, 12
1 Tbid„ pp. 98-99.
2 Ibid., pp. 103-U.
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A second place la which Bailey rather sm m  to hare influenced John 
Stuart hill, this time positively, is la Mill’s discussion of the ©assure 
of value in the Principles« He took up this subject, ho said In a charac­
teristically injudicious remark, "if only to shew how little there iff to
comparing with which any two other things, we nay infer their value in
tion Bailey had described. Mill then went on to noto, however, that such 
a medium functioned satisfactorily, not only at a giran tine and place, 
but also at different times and places. Homy, ha said, regardless of 
its own variations in value, served to measure value satisfactorily at 
any time and place so long as the relevant pri ce-quantity data were avail­
able,^ Tip until tbs Critical rdaaertatlon had been published, no one had 
aver admitted that money was a good measure of value at all time» and 
places,
Mill then observed that one of the objects economists had proposed 
for themselves was a Erasure by reference to which they could discover 
whether any other commodity had altered generally in relation to all other 
corsmodities. Now Bailey had demonstrated the fallacy of this search, by 
showing that nothing "general" could be inferred fro© a conparíson between 
®ny given ccmodity and this parti cular measure} this information could




only be revealed by determining the exchange relations between the com- 
aodiiy in question and other cowBoditiea, particular by particular* f?Ul 
said it this way;
To enable the money price of a thin?! at two d* fferent peri, ode to 
ooasuro the quantity of thirds in general which it will exchange 
for, the same si© of raoney rust eoCTecpccnd at both periods to the 
saae quantity of things in general, that is, money must always 
have the sane exchange value, the same general purchasing power.
Mew, not only is this not truss of money, or of any other commodity, 
but we cannot even suppose any state of circwstar.ces in which it 
would be true.1
once more in Bailey's fashion, Kill then proceeded to point out that 
the Impossibility of discovering any such measure of value had led writers 
to search for a «measure of cost of production." With the usual Ricardian 
assumptions about similarity of capital structures and durabilities, a 
cosaaodity whose cost remained constant would disclose, when another ecus- 
Ia°dity had altered in exchange relation to it, that the cause of the al­
teration had been in the other commodity. Although such an "invariable"
commodity was clearly not Invariable in its exchange value, added Mill,
2
it would serve as a measure of cost of production. He agreed, however, 
that although such a measure was "conceivable," there was nothing entirely 
f*ee from changes in its own cost of production. Such a measure, then, 
"can no more exist in fact, than a rasas cape of exchange v a l u e . W i t h  see» 
cs’edit possibly due to Lauderdale and Torrens, no one but Ballsy had put 








The final place in which the influence of the Critical rissertation 
scene evident is 1*111»a writing» is In the adoption of the tripartite 
classification of market form. Certain other resemblances take their 
places within those categories. Tt will be recalled that Bailey had dis­
tinguished coisscodities possessing exchange value according as they were 
(1) monopolised* (2) produced under conditions of increaeing costs, and 
(3) produced under conditions of un-restrained competition.* At the out­
set of M s  chapter *»0f Pent, in its relation to Value," Mill had distin­
guished three classes of eowa»diti*s to which M e  theory of value had 
been applied. There was, first, a "small class" of commodities, "lied,ted 
to a definite quantity," whose value was detenaimd by "denand and stipply," 
except that their cost of production, provided they had any, set the per- 
arent lower limit of their value. There was, second, a "large class" of 
commodities which could be Increased "ad libitum by labour and capital," 
whose cost of production fixed the lower a s well as the upper linlt of 
their exchange value* And, third, there was an "Intermediate class" of 
cesasodltiee which could be increased by the application of labour and 
capital, but any such increased quantities were obtained only at a "greater 
cost."1 2
1 Cf. Chapter VI, supra«, p. 212 • It Is true, of course, that
Senior also classified coraocitiee according to the conditions under which 
they were produced and sold* Senior’s five-fold classification merely 
cave greater precision to Bailey’s three classesj it did not break new 
conceptual ground« Cf* Senior, Political fconoay, pp. 111-11h. H* Bowley, 
Haosau Senior, pp. 97-100» Am will' anpo'ar,' Mill’s presentation exhibited 
a greater alfiMty to Bailey’s, than to Senior’s, arrangosont*
2 Mill, Principles, p* U69» Cf. also pp. WiU-4i5*
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Regarding the first category, M il employed the usual denand and 
supply analysis, in the course of which he made seas headway toward a 
schedule concept for both sides of the market, Ha mentioned J, P. Pay 
as a "skillful expositor*' on this heading and referred to BeQuincy*»
Lake Superior "huckster" in illustrating a point or two, He remarked on 
tii© distinction between commodities absolutely or "naturally and neces­
sarily Halted in supply" and those "artificially so” or "temporarily so,”
On the other hand, he aads no attoispt to fellow up Bailey’s sijggestion
1regarding the distinction between pure monopoly and oligopoly.
In the case of commodities which could be "increased in quantity 
indefinitely and at pleasure," hill put forward hie weH-Jmcwn cost of 
production theory, the elements of which were rages ("labour") and what
9Dr. Hawley has described as "the magical word 'abstinence»’" (capital). 
Mill's argument is, of course, for more elegant and sophisticated than 
Bailey’s, but the essentials of Bailey’s exposition are visible in it.
?or example, M i l  found that tlio value in question depended "principally" 
upon the labor expended in obtaining and bringing the ccerodity to mar­
ket."̂  He had then added "profits" to the outlay on labor as an element 
in the cost of production, These profits depended on the three factors 
of "abstinence, risk, exertion.’’̂  Bailey himself had stressed several 
times that Ricardo’s cole labor causa of value was, in reality, only one 1
1 Mill, Principles, pp. b lt^ O ,
2 gowleyTljassau Senior, p. 16 3*
3 Mill, Principles," pp,T U57-58,
U IU d . . " » T g g = 7 .
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among several possible causes,* and o f course bad pointed out that the 
risk and dieegreeablonoss and tis» involved in ««ploying capital -were to
9be considered as co-off’ cleat causes of value,
Ct5.ll in the category of cocaioditiec produced under "free and active 
competition," Mill m xt admitted another point which Pal ley had been the 
first to make against Ricardo« This was that qualitative difference* in. 
labor necessarily implied different ean© rate«, and that this implied a 
deviation of exchange value from nor© quantity of labor employed,-* Thus, 
«aid Pill, ”... if -..ago« are higher in one employment than another, or 
If they rise or fall peraansatly in one eirsloyrent vitbeut doinc so in 
others, these inequalities really operate upon values*., “When the wages 
of ®  esploynant porr.anantly exceed the average rate, the value of the 
thing produced will, in the sam degree, exceed the standard determined 
by rare quantity of labour.”^ It is true that Mill, like Ricardo, had 
subsequently expressed the belief that "variations” in value derived 
mainly from changes in the respective quantities of labor involved, ami 
not fro® changes In rages, which rare "general” or "absolute” and affected 
all commodities equally.'’ Nevertheless, Ricardo‘s rule had been "properly 1
1 "The only place in Mr. Ricardo‘a work, where I have been able to 
find the expression of the general rule properly qualified, is the Index* 
Re there says, »the quantity of labour requisite to obtain cois&oditiea
the principal source of their exchangeable value,»" Critical tiusertatioo, 
PP. n. The italics are Bailey's,
2 Chapter VI, supra*, pp. 220-22 i C ritical U ssertation, pp.
206-7, 217-20,
3 Chapter VI, supra,, p . 22U , Cf, Critical Dissertation, pp,
209-10.
It Mill, Principles, p, It60,
$ Ib id ., p . it6lV~
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qualified,” and this «as all Failay had ©ver sought*
One or two traces of Bailey’s exposition appear in bill’s consider­
ation of t'ie third category of oosaaoditiaa produced under increasing cost 
conditions. On© of these «as the perception of differential advantages 
involving a generalisation of the rent concept, sill understood, as 
Bailey did not?' that the necessary «ssuasptioa of bosogenity of product 
»adt it isaaaterial «bather or not any individual portion was obtained at 
a lesa cost. than any other portion* At the easaS Un», Mill sa», as had 
"‘alley, that differential advantages in production involved the general­
isation of rent* Under increasing cost conditions, thè lew cost producer 
clearly field an advantage over the high cost producer*
If this [lent coat} advantage depend upon any special exception, such 
as being free fro® a tax, or upon any personal advantages, physical 
or montai, or any peculiar process only known to tftsaselvet, or upon 
the possession of a greater capital than other people, or upon vari­
ous other things »Mob sight be enumerated, they retain it to then- 
selves as an extra gain, over and above the general profits of capi­
tal, of the nature, in sow sort, of « nonopoly profit*?
Bine# rent in agriculture was m re ly the fora in which the differential
advantages of land »era remunerated to the owner by the user, it followed
that coal aiata, fisheries, patents, and peculiar talents and skills »ere
analogous to agrieulttsral land in receiving '©atra profit* or ’’extra
gains,“ Tiisy partook of *«11 advantages, la fact, which ono coapatiuor
fcau over another, ehathar natural or acquired, whether personal or the
1 Chapter VI, supra*, p p , 216-17,
2 Vili, rrincipioaV p* u71.
3 ibid. ^ r w r "
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result of social arranges»»!©. . • . It Is true, of course, that Bailey 
had not been alone to seeking the generalisation of the rent concept*
But he had certainly been among the first and most forceful advocates of 
it in England. And if, perhaps, Mill draw more directly fro® Senior than 
Bailey, this Is not to say that Senior htoaslf was entirely ignorant of 
the Critical Dissertation, notwithstanding he never explicitly referred 
to it}
8*
It will be possible to eras an already over-extended survey to a 
close by a brief reference to one writer who, if ha did not take up hia
'".1 x'h "-
a m  theoretical positions because of what he read in the Critical
'"""'"ir11'" ,:'r
ilasertation* aavortmieea credited Bailey with having ir.ade ispertant ad­
vances. H* t>* Maeleod lias already appeared as one of Bailey*» few con­
temporaries who saw a «a© thing worthwhile in what Bailey had written."* It 
seems likely that Macleoti must have first encountered the Critical 
Dissertation to connection with the writing of hie Dictionary of Political 
Economy (London* 1863)!* He clalsod in the Dictionary that Bailey had 
been able to show with *co?pJU*te success'* the ‘'erroneous nature** of the 
views Ricardo, Malthas, and the others had hold regarding value. Me cos- 
sanded Bailey for having shown that value was an "external relation,*
1 •Bid*j pp« 873—77•
2 MTTewiey, Hasaau Senior3 p. 98.3 Cf. "haoter“t7 supra., p. 3.
h Only Vol. I was ever published*
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rather than an ‘'internal quality” and for having proved, therefore, that 
notions of absolute and intrinsic value were fallacious.’1' Be likewise 
praised Bailey for making clear that value was founded in the mind and
9not in the expenditure of a quantity of later.
Tn Isle early  Sleaents o f Political opnesy (Londons l8£8) MacLeod 
isad drawn on Thstely in stressin g  the re la t iv ity  o f value, ̂  and had op­
posed to the Sloardians the argument that value derived from demand and
Unot from' labor or cost of production. 11 is clear, then, that he was 
Moving along liners similar to Bailey*«, Tn the second edition of hie 
Theory and Practice of Banking 'London: 18.66} Macleod had out together a 
chapter entitled, **The Theory of Value,” in the course of which it is 
possible to find a good deal of Bailey, MacLeod stressed the essential 
relativity and reciprocity of value; he ¿enunciated intrinsic value; he 
disproved labor as the source or cause of value; he placed the determine» 
ti©n of value in the hrnan mind; and, he demonstrated the it^osaibiliiy 
of an invariable measure of value J* Be pointed to the Critical rts3ertatton 
as. having established the inroossibility of an !rr/ariable standard of value, 
and he adopted wholesale Bailey's nroof of what a measure of value could 
and could not do.^
Although it is difficult to chow that 'aeleod was directly indebted
1 Facieod, Dictionary, p. 60.
2 Ibid,, p*""&3*3 .iaVTeod, Clements, p. It.u ibid., pprm̂ B.
*> HccSsod* Theory and Practice of “ anMn^, T, 
6 ibid., pp."op—oo.
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to ralley for parte of M s  analysis, it does seem obvious that he saw
. .............................  . - »• ‘ ••• •
Kisch of merit in the Critical Dissertation, which he thought had *««• 
greatly contributed to found Economic Science**1




Ever since Professor Marget took up the cudgel of his careful end
meticulous scholarship against Keynes• charge that generally before the
general Theory an "hiatus" had bean permitted to exist between ordinary
value theory and the theory of the value of money, a test has been
posed to every figure «ho has passed in review in the history of thought
and analysis* It has become necessary to determine to what extent a
writer has compartmentalised his system and, as Professor Sehun»eter has
expressed it, has "plastered" his monetary theory onto a barter model 
2already built. For upon such a judgement so reached depends the evalu­
ation, not only of the internal consistency of the writer’s thought, but 
also of the important matter of the stability of a system in which 
"monetary" are at work alongside "real" forces. Although the theoretical 
vistas opened up by the last statement are enormous, it is nonetheless 
necessary to try Bailey by it* For by the publication of Money and its 
Vicissitudes in Value; as they affect Ffatlonal India try end Pecuniary 
Contracts! with a Postscript on Joint-Stock Banks (London? 18371, he was 
obviously involved in these matters. As has been seen, Bailey had put 
together a theory of value in the earlier Critical Dissertation. Although 1
1 A. w. Marget, The Theory of Prices (New York* 19b2) II, Part I, 
pp. 3-13?. Cf, J. H, Keynes, The generaT"Theory of Ssapioyment, Interest, 
and Honey (London* 1936), PP* <$2-9b.
' ?'■ History of Economic Analysis, pp. 1025, 1087-89»
3 The "i'cstscript" Will be dealt with in the following chapter.
there he did not say ouch directly abort money, beyond employing it gener­
ally as a numeraire in his discussion on the nature and measure of value* 
yet, by the time he got around to criticising the measure theories of 
his contemporaries he seemed to be heading in acre suggestive directions. 
In any ease, he was in possession of the one major notion upon which the 
successful integration of money with general value theory depends, vis, 
that the causes of value are seen ultimately as Individual mental estima­
tions* It remains to discover whether the Money was able to accomplish 
the formidable task which thus confronted it,
1.
Although Bailey began the first chapter of the Money, M0n the Mature 
and Functions of Money,” with the observation that money had been dealt 
with so frequently and competently as not to require an extensive examina­
tion on his part, he fortunately discussed several characteristics of 
money which saved him from banishment for dealing in triviata, "Money,” 
he said, ”ts in the first place the universally marketable commodity, or 
that in which every one deals for the purpose of procuring other coraaod- 
ities.” How by Instating that money was a "commodity’' Bailey obviously 
had not broken any new theoretical paths, for the same had been dons frosa 
Aristotle and the Schoolmen on through hecks, Adam Smith, Say, and Ricardo, 
’•'ut in stressing the marketability or exchangeability of money Pailey 
added to its commodity substance a for more important, and strictly 1
1 Money, p. 1,
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monetary, function. In fact, in order to bring out as clearly as possible 
both the substantive and functional aspects of money he proposed to think 
of it as the "medial commodity." "’his expression, he believed, would fix 
attention on the my in ’which money "mediated" and, therefore, facilitated 
the exchange of other commodities while, at tho same time, emphasizing 
that money was not the less for that still a commodity like any other 
which passed in the circle of exchangeBy expressing himself in this 
ây it is evident that Bailey had put himself in the best possible posi­
tion to integrate hie subsequent discussion of the value of money with 
his theory of value.
A second characteristic of money, deriving mainly from its being 
the "modial commodity,” was its acceptance as the "general commodity of 
contract.” By this Bailey meant that money was generally used to effect 
bargains on the transfer or interchange of property between different 
Periods of time or between different locations. This was another way in 
which the ''commodity” money "mediated.”
A third characteristic of money was its employment as a measure of
j .3valuo. This was the simple numeraire' function he had used in the 
Critical rissertatlon, but which he had specified, "... is in fact a 1
1 Ibid., pp. 2—3.
2 ÏMcF., p, 3.
3 In 'ilia Walrasian sense, i.e, not as a mere abstract unit of ac­
count, but as an economized object in which the exchange relations with 
other ecnnoditias were calculated. Cf. A. W, Marget, "Monetary aspects 
?f the Walrasian System," Journal of Political Economy, XLTII (April, 
1935) 172-75. ---------------------
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necessary incident to a generally employed medial commodity.,*."
Taking as read the familiar qualities of durability, portability, 
divisability, and relative scarcity to the generality of commodities, 
Bailey then i-ent on to note that money displaying these qualities ap­
peared to conMne two essential requisites, The first was that "... 
coney should be uniform in its physical qualities, so that equal quan­
tities of it should be so far identical as to present no ground for pre-
2forring one to the other," The need for this quality was obvious, since 
without it no commodity could conveniently mediate or be generally ac­
ceptable. These remarks were evidently turned toward metallic money, 
which, he said, had superseded all other types of commodity money in 
"civilised countries,"
The second requisite attending the familiar qualities was that of
3e "comparative steadiness of value."
... Uoney is that commodity which a person keeps by him to be able 
to command other commodities when he wants them; but if a definite 
portion of it continually and extensively fluctuated in its power 
of commanding other commodities, he would be in perpetual uncer­
tainty, end sublet to frequent disappointment. Tn its capacity 
of the commodity of ccntraet, the desirableness of this steadiness 
in money is still more conspicuous, bargains for the receipt of 
money at future periods, would be little better than desperate 
speculations, if the commodity in which they were made underwent 
incessant and extensive variations in its relation of value to 
other articles.”
1 goncy, pp. 3-U,
2 ibid., p. 5.
3 fro., p. a.
h ?P* M .
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If this proposition appears to contradict the argument of iho Crit3cal
Diaseration, which was Interpreted as meaning that "there is no commodity
1mere fixed In its value than any other," it Is only necessary to appreci­
ate, first, that Bailey has not proved or attempted to prove that money 
is constant in its exchange value, Bather, he has stated that in its 
function as commodity of contract It would he desirable that it be 
"comparatively” steady in its value. It is in discussing the conditions 
which are necessary to ensure constancy in the value of money that Bailey 
rsveale just hew much of this matter ho understood. And this revelation 
turns out to bo a mere continuation of the analysis he had undertaken in 
the Critical Dissertation.
Tn the second place, in considering money from the "commodity of 
contract" viewpoint, the entire problem assumes an aspect quite differ­
ent from that of the Critical T ■ssertatlon, notwithstanding the terms 
In which the problem is discussed are more or less the sane. It is 
only when the "commodity of contract" or "store of value" function of
money la under review that the "specifically monetary funetion of money"
2emerges. In the earlier work, however, Bailey's inter-temporal dis­
cussion was shaped almost entirely by the need, as ho saw it, to explode 
Ricardo’s notion of real value. So that while it nay be true that 
Bicardo was "acutely sensitive" to the difficulties introduced into *2
3. "A Critical Dissertation," Westminster Review, Y (January, 1826),lfilw
2 Cf* p . N, Resenatein-Bodan, '»the' Coordination of the General Theories 
of Money and Price," Iconomica, III (August, 1936), 270.
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economic problems by the nee of mosey, it is equally true that hie
determination, in the successive editions of the Principles, tc csiab-
oH a h  a coherent distributive system over-rode this "sensitivity.** And 
this, in turn, meant that M s  system was calculated in terms of his 
particular conception of ’'real" analysis. Accordingly, neither Picando*s 
"invariable*1 money nor Bailey's "measure of value" of the Critical 
bieeertation period were used wi thin the framework of the "commodity of 
contract" or '’store of value" function. On the other hand, "money* ap­
peared in both of these argumenta and, of course, now appears in Bailey’s 
analysis under the present heading, Tt is no wonder, then, that seme of 
Bailey's statements appeared contradictory. The question is whether they 
in fact were.
Before proceeding, however, it is worth understanding that between
his remarks in the Critical Tissortation and in the “loney Bailey has
described the medium of esehange and store of value functions on money
In a completely consistent manner. That is, in speaking of the "measure
3of value" or "medium of comparison" in the former, he never thought of 
money as an abstract unit of account. Rather, it was first and foremost 
a commodity employed in its medial canncity. While this may not seem a 
singularly earth-shaking advance, it does tend to make the integration 1*3
1 w, c. Mitchell, "Postulates and Preconceptions of Ricardian 
conomics," reprinted in The Backyard Art of Spending Money and Other 
gss&ys (Ra* ?orkj 1937), p, "
” z’ CX. Chapter II, supra,, pp. 17 t t .
3 (■ £. Chapter IV, supra., pp. 132-45.
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of the theory of the value of sonsy and the value of coaanoditlae easier* 
"'hen the numeraire to s t r i c t l y  a caanodity, and not a mero unit o f ac­
count, abstraction  from forces or causes a ffe c tin g  tí»  value o f such a 
medium hecoas more s ig n if ic a n t, For to tre a t the valuó o f com od itics 
under such an abstraction  leaves dangling in  a id -a ir  the eq u ally  important, 
hut unanswered question, of the value o f ths commodity taken as the 
n;vr.nrairo or medium. 111¡en noney « is  vised in  i t s  conmodity o f contract 
or otore o f value fun ction , i t  was s t i l l  a commodity fo r  b a ile y , This 
noant, there ’ore , th at the in tegration  w ith  t í»  commodity theory o f 
value inter-tom porally could s t i l l  be accomplished. And by p a r a lle l 
reasoning, the causes and e f fe c ts  he had discussed in  re la tio n  to com­
modities gen erally  could be applied to  the p a rticu la r commodity serving 
as the store o f value or commodity o f con tract. The most suggestive as­
pect o f the Earner in  which P a ile y  has begun, however, i s  in  tí»  fa c t  
that ha has c le a r ly  placed uncortainty high on the l i s t  o f facto rs  a f­
fectin g  money in  i t s  store o f valuó function. In  ths absence o f uncer­
ta in ty  he would have fiad no need to  worry about the desirable steadiness 
in  value o f  money in  d iffe re n t periods o f tim e. In the absence o f uncer­
ta in ty  about the fu tu re , in  other words, the commodity used as money would 
curve only as the lmi^ralro or medium of exchange,^ The presence o f un­
c e rta in ty , th erefo re, i s  the ration ale  o f tho store o f value or commodity 
c f  contract function o f money. 1
1  Rosonstein-Fodan, op. c it» , p . 2 $9 ,  n * l.
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These preliminaries disposed of, bailey turned in his second chapter 
to the causes of variations in the value of money, The value of coney, 
he said, like that of any other commodity consisted merely of the ex­
change relation which coney boro to other commodities in the market,
"The prices of these commodities express the quantities of coney for which 
definite portions of them sell, and the value of the money given is in 
its turn denoted by the definite portions of the commodities,"1 If so 
auch is entirely consistent with the nature of value set forth In the 
.Critical Dissertation, it does leave open, however, the more ambiguous
ord difficult matter of the value of money taken in its nonoral price 
2level sense, Bailey usually Insisted that the value of money denoted 
the "definite portion" of son» commodity or commodities for which a quan­
tity of money might exchange, although he did waver at one or two points. 
And in doing so, he seemed to admit the notion of a general price lovol 
tfhich, by strict adherence to the logic of his purely relative and "defi­
nite portions" concept of value, he should have denied. Tn describing 
aoney as the "medial commodity" Failey had claimed for it the distin­
guishing cliaracterlstic of being the "universally marketable commodity," 
The notion of unlveral marketability suggests, of course, that the value 12
1 Money, p, lit.
2 crr%hx>mpi9ter, History of Tconoaic Analysis, p, 791.
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of money is its relation in exchange to, or purchasing power over, not 
only one "definite portion" of a commodity or commodities, but any or all 
other commodities in the market* So that if the value was clearly ex­
change value, there was mixed with it the conception of generality, the 
*dea that money comrandod in exchange not necessarily one, but a collec­
tion o? goods. And it is, of course, only a step away from the idea of 
a general purchasing power or exchange value to the ’dea of a price level* 
Although Bailey had expressly denied the validity of a "general affirma­
tion" about value, which failed to specify the "definite portions" of the
1commodity In which the evaluation was made, in the Money at more than
one place ho spoke of changes in the value of money as being the same 
A 2thing as an inverse changes in "prices," The inconsistency of this does 
not appear to have occurred to Mr. on balance, in any case, he usually 
insisted on the "definite portions" viewpoint toward value, and frequently, 
repeated his charge of the Cr'V cal Ti osertation that the value of a 
commodity had. to be expressed in, or related to, some other commodity.
As will appear presently, it was from this standpoint that he criticized 
the index number proposals of Joseph lowe and Poulett Serene.
Taking the value of money as "relative" in a sense Identical with 
the relativity of other commodities, except as noted above, it followed 
that alterations in the value of money proceeded from any cause affecting 12
1 Critical Dissertation, pp. l56-$7*
2 honey, pp, 11?, 76, 86,
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the qusnbit1.ee of money or common ties which might be given in exchange 
for each other. Tt was evident, then that
Changes in the value of money —  or, what is the same thing, 
in prices —  may obviously arise from two sats of circumstances:
—  via, from circumstances operating directly on money, and from 
circumstances operating directly on other commodities, A quarter 
of wheat, for instance, which now sells for fifty shillings, may 
rise to sixty shillings, from an additional influx of money, oc­
casioned by the augmented fertility of the mi nos, or from a 
partial disuse of the precious metals, while the supply of wheat 
and the demand for it remain the same. And, on the other hand, 
while the quantity and uses of money remain unaltered, a quarter 
of wheat m y  rise to sixty shillings, from a failure of crops or 
an Increase of consumers, Jn both cases, the value of money in 
relation to wheat is equally altered....1. 2
If the value of money in relation to wheat, or vice versa, was 
altered because of either of the causes he had mentioned, it was never­
theless possible, Bailey thought, to distinguish an important difference 
between the two eases. He pointed out in the well-known and familiar 
manner that an alteration of the circumstances operating directly on 
money itself would produce an altered value in relation not only to 
wheat, but to all other commodities as well. On the other hand, an al­
teration in the circumstances operating on wheat alone would merely change 
the relation of value between wheat and money, presumably leaving the 
prices or money value of other commodities unaffected. He did not see 
the error of this latter notion, of course, A change in the value rela­
tion between wheat and money, due to a change in the circumstances
1 Honey, p, 1$.
2 Ibid«, pp, 18, 86.
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operating on the production of wheat, would necessarily affect the prices 
of other commodities. Any economizing individuals, or groups of individ­
uals , could reasonably be expected to have an elasticity of substitution 
between wheat and other things at least greater than 0. In any case, 
bailey proposed that "variations in the value of money, of the first kind, 
fflay, for the sake of convenience, be termed changes of value originating
on the side of money: variations of the second kind may be termed changes
1of value originating on the aide of other commodities*"
On a superficial view it would appear that in this proposition 
Bailey controverted atloast part of the argument given in the Critical 
Dissertation. It will be recalled that he had strenuously criticized 
Ricardo for fallaciously distinguishing the causes of value operating 
on a commodity from those causes operating on the commodity or commodities 
with which it might be exchanged. And the Westminster critic had leaped 
to Ricardo’s defense, holdin that Ricardo's distinction had been eminently
n 2worth making*" Bailey had also protested against Malthua’ attempt to
distinguish the derivation of value on the basis of causes affecting the
commodity itself and causes affecting the commodities with which it might 
v 3be exchanged. And Maithus had replied that without the distinction In 123
1 Ibid., pp. 15-16.
2 ”k Critical dissertation." op. cit.t pp. 159-60. Cf, Chapter TII, 
supra., p!.' 90 \ chapter VI, supra.,~pp. 232-57.
3 Cf. Chapter ill, supra., pp. 100-105.
question it would be impossible to set up a standard of value against
which to reckon changes in the causes of value. 1 in agreeing to mark
the difference between the effects on the value of money due to causes
originating on the money, and on ttse commodity, side, however, tailey
apparently saw a problem which might be a source of confus'on unless this
aattor were set aright at the outset, And to suggest that "alley was
"unfortunate" in distinguishing M s  causes and effects in this way is to
2fail to note how successfully he carried its consequences. In the 
Critical Dissertation Bailey's protest was against those who distinguished 
their causes of value in the observed fashi on in order to be able to claim 
that by holding one cause, or set of causes, constant a constancy of value 
would be implied. Both Ricardo and ??althus had isolated the causes and 
effects of value for this purpose alone. In doing so, as "alley had suc­
cessfully proved, they had forgotten the relativity of the value with
3which they had begun. In the Money, however, notwithstanding Falley 
had marked the same distinction as the others, he took particular pains 
to point out that he, himself, would not fall into the same errors they 
had committed.
When causes operating on one commodity (e.g. money) were distln- 
Ruished from causes operating on the commodities for which it was exchanged, 123
1 Cf, Chapter VIII, supra., pp. 552-55.
2 Cf. Rosenstein-flodanj, op, clt,, p. 263, n. 2.
3 Cf. Critical Fissertation, pp, 12-31».
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Bailey said,
It has been usual to style tho former changes in the value of 
money, and tho latter changes in tho value of other commodities; 
and to consider, that in the c m  case the value of such commod­
ities, and in the other the value of money, remains unaltered; 
but wltfa manifest 1ncorrectness. IThen employed in close reason­
ing,' ouch phraseology faccurate enough for common purposes) al­
most inevitably vitiates our deductions.
The only reason such conclusions could be'fcanifestly incorrect" was be­
cause they obviated the relativity of value which had been an original 
premise, Tn other words, constancy in the causes operating on one side 
of the value relation would not, by itself, ensure constancy of value 
unless the causes operating on the other side were likewise constant. 
Although Bailey, therefore, had proposed to employ the familiar distinc­
tion, he made it clear that he would not permit the abstraction from 
causes affecting one side of the relation to imply constancy of value.
Be also made it clear that he would not abandon the relative nature of 
vali» which he had earlier defended so strongly, in fact, as will appear, 
nowhere in the Honey does Bailey claim that perfect constancy in the value 
of money is desirable, or even possible, except under assumptions so un­
realistic as to be worthless. Rather, 1» uses the careful expression 
"comparative steadiness" in the value of money to suggest that some vari­
ations necessarily attend tho persistent movement of causal forces.
These causal changes directly affect the welfare of individuals, and if
1 Money, p. 16. Italics net in original
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th e ir  consequences on money alone could be n eu tralized , th is  i s  no guaran­
tee that in ju r ie s  to  w elfare would thereby be avoided* This s i reply f o l ­
lows from the fa c t  that the causes a ffe c tin g  the value re la tio n  are so 
numerous and so a c tiv e  that to  abstract very se r io u sly  from them is to  
indulge e ith e r  In t r i v i a l i t y  or p o sitiv e  error*
On turning to an examination of the causes of variations in the 
value of metallic money, Pailey passed rather quickly over those causes 
which, as he said, "... originate on the side of other commodities*" Tf 
the operation of causes affecting money itself were suspended, it was 
evident that variations in the value of money would proceed from changes 
in the ease or difficulty of obtaining commodities, fro® the abolition 
or creation of monopolies, or fro® alterations in the tax structure,
^M le varia tio n s in  the value o f money due to  tlie operation o f these 
causes were gen erally  im perceptible in  the short run, over longer periods 
they were, he thought, o f appreciable magnitude. 1  B ailey*s l i s t  o f pos­
s ib le  causes "on the 3ida o f commodities" i s ,  o f course, by no moans ex­
haustive. One would wish, n a tu ra lly , that he had pursued a t greater 
length the matter o f esteem and i t s  e f fe c ts  on the value r e la tio n . Tn
the c r i t i c a l  P isserta tlo n  ho had re la te d  esteem more s p e c if ic a l ly  to the
2
external evidences o f causes o f  the value r e la tio n , Tn the present con­
te x t an e x p lic it  reference to  the influence o f esteem on the immediate 12
1  Honey, pp, 17-18 ,
2 Of, chapter V I, supra*, p p . 2 2 5 - 2 6 .
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causes he had mentioned ■would have node the argument theoretically more 
appealing and elegant, although even as Badley presented it it -was not 
necessarily wrong.
The causes of a variation in the value of money which originated 
"on its own slue" wore next taken up and, as might to expected, received 
the greater share of Bailey’s attention. He ranged these causes under 
two headings. First, a variation in tbs’demand for the precious metals 
themselves would obviously affect their value, or the value of neney 
Kade from them, assuming the quantity of these metals constant in the 
meantime. Now the possibility that the precious metals might be required 
to a larger or smaller extent for "purposes of ornament and luxury,” thus 
changing the value of the commodity used B3 money, does not in itself 
establish enough to claim for Bailey an understanding of the quantity 
theory properly so-called.'*' For notwithstanding Bailey thought that an 
increase in the non-ir.onetary uses of the precious metals was comparable 
in its effects to a decrease in the supply of the metals from the mines, 
he failed to pass on to the deeper question of the general price level 
concept Implicit in the quantity theory constructions. This is to his 
own advantage, however, inasmuch as his particular notion of individual 
relative value necessarily refuses assent to the price level concept, at 1
1 i.e. In the Schumpeterian sense that changes in the supply or da- 
®and for money produce corresponding proportionate changes in the value 
of a unit of money. Cf, History of Economic Analysis, p. 703.
2 Money, p. 19*
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least if that conception of value is to be consistent with it3 implica­
tions,1
The second way in which the demand for the precious aotals sight 
altar was by being required in a dif Cerent quantity to fill what Talley 
described as the "office of money." ’Ion this obviously opens up con­
siderations which are noro suggestive from prosent-day vantage points,
MA growing addiction to hoarding,” he said, brought on perhaps by "despot­
ism, or commercial instability, or the insecurity of political institu­
tions” or the "breaking out of a war” meant an Increase *n the demand to
r 2hold the precious metals in their "office of money," Since Talley
specified that this increase of demand raised the "value" of the precious 
metals, it may bo presumed that again he was skirting warily the- general 
price level concept, "?alue" always scant value "in" something for him, 
and if the question had been put to him, ho doubtless would have tried 
to specify the commodities in which the value of money had altered. 
Whether by ignorance or deliberation, at any rato Bailey did not have to 
resolve the embarrassing matter of & change in the value of money (moan­
ing that all commodity prices moved in the sane direction in the same 
degree or ratio).
In expanding on the question of hoarding failoy made some remarks 
suggestive of the subsequent cash-balance or liquidity-preference notions 12
1 Cf. F, A. Kayak, Prices and Production (bondon* 1931), pp. 3-f>.
2 Money, pp, 19-20,
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of xore recent times, ’'All the none y in the country,” he said, "must be 
held conjointly by the dealers In it and the ’jeers of it. Almost every 
individual is the holder of some places of money for his individual 
necessities•" VFhile the specific amounts held by individuals might vary, 
particularly from class to class, the total fund held was more or less 
"proportioned" to the population.1 It followed, of course, that if an 
alteration of the population changed the absolute amount of cash-balances 
held In the economy, and thus, changed the value of money by changing 
the demand for it; then, with the population held constant, any factors 
which affected the size of individual cash-balances would likewise affect 
the demand, iîence the value, of money, "alloy was far from formalizing 
the familiar transactions, speculative, and precautionary motivas, or 
any other factors derived from the essential uncertainty of the future 
and determining, accordingly, the need to hold a cash-balance, but 
hoarding cash for "immediate purposes'* does suggest transactions, and 
hoarding cash because of "commercial instability" does sug est precaution, 
us does the "insecurity of political institutions." Bailey did not ex­
plicitly relate desire to hold cash-balances to the esteem notion of 
value of the Critical Dissertation. But the hoarding or cash-balance 
view is clearly consistent with a theory of value founded on estimations, 
however. And without any evidence to the contrary, it is to be presumed 
that Bailey intended to retain his nentaiist concept of value, even in
1 Itld., PP* 2°-22*
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i t s  cionetory s ig n if ic a t io n .
Although he iiold that reverse e f fe c ts  on the value o f money would
follow  from demand changes in  the opposite d ire ctio n , B a ile y  tr ie d  to
fin d  two additional elements causing a diminution in  the demand fo r  the
precious raetals, He claimed f i r s t  that the su b stitu tio n  o f paper fo r
m etallic  money would decrease the demand fo r the precious metals and
would, th erefore, lower th e ir  va lu e. This was proved, he sa id , in  that
i f  subsequently e l l  o f the paper money was withdrawn, i t  was obvious
that the operations o f commerce would be impeded, and the value
o f money enhanced a l l  through the world in  a degree d i f f ic u l t  to  c a l-  
1c u la te ,” P a ile y  did not sp e c ify , but he presumably meant by tha paper 
money substituted  fo r  the m e ta llic , convertible paper money, inasmuch as 
lie so t aside inconvertible paper money fo r  separate treatment in  a la te r  
sectio n . The s ig n ifica n ce  o f h is argument, at th is  point at any r a te , 
waa th at such a 11 missed" currency system did not n ece ssa rily  operate in  
the same manner as a purely m etallic  system,
B a iley  did not elaborate on h is reasons fo r  objectin g to  the cur­
rency p r in c ip le , tie did add to  the above p o sitio n , however, one or two 
remarks on the way in  which bank cred it could a f fe c t  the value o f money. 
He very u se fu lly  re la ted  i t  to the d esire  or need to  hold cash balances.
The system o f banking diminishes the demand fo r  the precious 
m etals, simply by making a sm aller quantity o f money do the work 
of a la rg e r  quantity. Without banks, the merchant and the
1 Honey, p, 23.
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T.amjfacturcr, the gentleman and the tradesman, the landlord and 
the tenant, would all have to keep in reserve a much larger 
amount of money for current and «respective purposes, than they 
now have any need to doj an immense maos of property would be 
thus at all times lying without employment, to meet the emer­
gencies when it might be wanted* The trade of the banker renders 
this unnecessary. Through M o  instrumental*ty, those sums are 
distributed to active employments, and eventually a much smaller 
quantity of money than formerly suffices to perform the same 
functions, to transact the sans amount of business, by being 
massed more rapidly from one person to another.*
It follows, of course, that if bank credit can change the else nf cash-
balances and alter the velocity of circulation, it can affect the value
of money. At this juncture Bailey did little more than scratch the sur-
2faee which Thornton had laid out four-square much earlier. But, as will 
appear, the logic of his position inevitably forced him to say something 
about the effects of bank credit on inflation and output as a whole.
It is also necessary to observe that Talley understood that there 
*as considerably more to the problem of chance a in the value of money 
bhan a mere inverse change in the price level or prices of all goods 
and services, in the sense that the latter change meant nothing more than 
counting every transaction with a higher or lower unit of account. Thus, 
if, according to a then popular viewpoint, the population increase of the 
past several decades was responsible for the agreed rise in the value of 
Metallic money, this effect, Talley said, had been n,.. beneficially 12
1 Ibid,, pp. 23-?lu
2 Thornton, An Enquiry into the Mature and E ffects  of the Paper 
£ redit of flreat B r itain (1902), ad, TY A. Hayek, (How York}' 1939), pp, 93ff.
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counteracted by the employment of paper-money, by improved systems of 
banking, and those other expedients of inter-change which are discovered 
and adopted in the progress of civilization,"1 Tinder the conditions of 
an assumed population increase, the aicrollste quantity theory would have 
put it that the value of money rose, because there was more work for 
ffionsy to do, but that this alteration did not have any necessary effects 
on the volume of output or transactions, Bailey, however, saw that such 
a fall in prices was not neutral in its effects. Otherwise, the fall 
could not have been "beneficially counteracted" by the developments he 
mentioned. As will appear presently, he related these substitutes for 
metallic money to their effects on national wealth and output as a whole, 
Tn dealing with the way in which changes in the supply of money 
influence its value, Bailey naturally had to xro solve the problem of the 
international distribution of the precious motals, His argument was not 
particularly sophisticated or refined and added nothing to the theories 
already then extant. Starting from a position of monetary equilibrium 
between countries on a metallic standard, ha assumed an increase in the 
population of one country unmatched in the other. As a result, the de­
mand for the precious metals in tha given country would increase, their 
value would rise, and the stocks of the precious metals would be drawn 
'rom otter countries a3 they paid for the low priced commodities of the
1 looney, p. 22,
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initial country. Presumably those movements would continue until the 
respective price levels were brought back into equilibrium. He saw that 
th© money cost of producing both commodities and the precious metals 
provided the moans of calculating whether or not it was worthwhile for 
the respective parties to exchange. "Tf England produced no such com­
modity as the Mexican wa3 willing to buy at a price to cover the cost,
2she could not augment her stock of silver. rJe was thus consistent with 
himself in keeping away from the then popular comparative cost analysis 
based on the labor theory of value. Tn stressing improvements in "pro­
ductive industry" due to an increase in the "efficiency'5 of capital, he 
suggested the productivity analysis he had broached in the Critical
» iri n  i l i ik ii» i ' "
dissertation, fioreover, ho did add to the customary two-country, two- 
commodity analysis, a throe-country caoo in which the amount of the 
precious metals the non-raining countries obtained was determined not 
only by their productive relations to the raining country, but to each 
other as well. The amount of geld or silver tho non-mining countries 
received, he said, would depend mainly on the relative state of the 
productive powers of the two countries, in conjunction with the numerical 
population,"^ Fo that upon discovery of a new and more efficient pro­
ductive process, tho country in question could draw stocks of the precious 
metals to itself from the mining countries and also from the non-mining 123
1
1 Tbld., op. 27-28.
2 !H3., p. 31
3 1ST?., PP. 37-33,
countries, who -would settle their adverse balances in the gold or silver* 
This analysis suggests Senior's acre enable analysis, of course >l  And 
Bailey cay very well have taken it fro® Ida, although ha never referred
2directly to any of Senior's works, either here or in his oilier writings* 
At all events, in the absence of a more detailed reference to the mstt*rs 
of trade balances, terns of trade, reciprocal destand«, exchange rates, 
and such like, Bailey's treatment of the international mechanism cannot, 
he judged a very distinguished effort.
ialloy ended his remarks on changes in tits value of money By con­
sidering the problem of paper money. Aeouaing strict convertibility at 
first, ha held that paper money would partake of all of the variation© 
in the value of tlie metallic money. An "excess” issue of paper —  which 
lie failed to define —  might lower tlx» value of both paper and specie 
initially. But this movement would "lead to its ovm correction*" through 
the exportation of specie in the usual way for the usual reasons." This, 
of course, contradicted the position lie lad adopted earlier, for he had 
then claimed that the substitution of paper aonoy for metallic money 
lowered the value of tha latter, Implying that such a decline -«as per- 
Ranont. At any rate, he had said nothing about any ''correction." for®- 
over, 1«? had also argued that the extension of banking facilities
12 tf. Eowlay, baasau Sealer, pp* 2?3-25.Ba did know of Senior, however, and mentioned him in a speech In 
103h. Cf. The Speeches of Sanuol I-alley, betruavy 6th. lQ3b. fol. 18-L, 
Bept. of bocal history, Sheffield City libraries,
3 Money, p p , 3 6 -3 7 .
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diminished the demand for the precious metals and, therefore, lowered 
their value* This effect «as likewise by implication permanent. Since 
he made no move to differentiate bank credit from paper money, he was 
wrong to suggest that us© of the former permanently (and "beneficially”) 
raised prices, while use of the latter alone set in motion forces cor­
recting such a price rise. The cane judgement applies, of course, to 
his earlier remark about the substitution of paper for metallic money 
lowering the value of money generally. In tie present case, however, 
he has declared that substitution of paper for metallic money does not 
lower the value of money because of the corrections involved.
In the case of inconvertible paper issues, he thought that the 
common rule would be an excess of paper money, leading to a fall in its 
value vi.s-a-vls bullion, . inconvertible paper and specie might originally 
circulate at par, but an increase in paper issues would soon provoke a 
premium on specie and a fall in tie value of paper currency. This rise 
in the price of bullion, along w th all other commodities, would stimu­
late the melting down of specie until all metallic money Had disappeared 
and a permanent increase of prices obtained on the paper circulation,'*’ 
ne© again Bailey's argument is generally undiotinguisiied. In on© 
instance, however, lie did make a useful observation. He devoted some 
attention to the influence of confidence on variations in the value of 1
1 Ibid,, pp, 38-39
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paper money. Although, ae Professor finer has noted, Ricardo and the 
others involved in the buLlionist controversies were aware that specula­
tive factors night influence the value of paper money, * neither side made 
very much of the possibility. And tilth the resumption of specie payment 
in 182! the issue naturally receded into the background in the popular 
discussion. There was some merit, therefore, in Bailey’s stressing that 
"whatever may be the quantity of paper money in circulation, a convic­
tion that the parties -who have issued the paper, whether governments or
individuals, will not or cannot refund the amount, according to the stip-
2ulation on the face of the notes, is fatal to its value.” This meant, 
Moreover, that the nero regulation of the quantity of money itself was 
insufficient to produce stability in its value. And if Bailey directed 
his remarks mainly toward the probability of the redemption of paper 
raoney, to the proximity of the data when it would be recalled, or to the
3possibility of a now issue,' his argument was equally applicable to other 
factors or "thousand causes” affecting confidence, he had seen that con­
fidence was surely a consideration bearing on the size of individual 
boards or cash-balances held. Failey did not relate his observations 
directly in this manner. But ha had earlier stated that the size of cash- 
balances was of some effect on the value of money. lie therefore deserves 1
1 finer, Studies, pp. 132, 13k.
2 Honey, p. kO.
3 Ibid., p. la.
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at least passing mention as falling with Lord King, George Foods, Henry
1 2 1 ^arnell, and John T hoatly somewhere between Thomton and looks, who
Have been considered as the important English protagonists on the matters
of confidence and hoards
3.
Having thus considered the causes of variations in the value of 
metallic and paper money, Lai lay next entered upon a discussion of the 
effects of those causes on (1) the industry of the country and (2) on 
pecuniary contracts or money bargains, The first probably has the greater 
current appeal, for, like Halthus’ Principles it seems to charist by its 
departure from the much-maligned propositions of Say’s Law, The second, 
however, is more important for present theoretical purposes, for it is 
a continuation of falloy’s argument on the store of value function of 
coney, it is accordingly, one more step taken by him toward an integra­
tion of the theory of the value of money with his commodity value theory.
Assuming first that a country carried on its domestic trade by means 
of ’arter, Tailoy made the point that the introduction of the medial com­
modity would increase output as a whole by obviating the restrictive ef­
fects of the so-called'’double coincidence of wants,” Any subsequent
1 Cf, Virter, Studies, pp. 13L-35.
2 o p . c i t , ,  ifrwr
3 T .'Tobka, History of Prices (London* 1939) I, 156.
ii M, f, Holtrop, “Tneories ox’ the Velocity of Circulation in Earlier 
conoraic History," Economic TTistory; Economic Journal Supplement, I 
(January, 1929),
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improvement in the fora or srsbstance of such money would likewise give 
a "proportional encouragement of industry, inasmuch as it would facilitate 
the Immediate object of almost all industry —  the interchange of commod­
ities."* Although the last phrase seems to suggest the usual interpret
2tation of Say’s Law as expressed in barter lores, Bailey meant by it 
something considerably less inelegant. The popular expositors of Say’s 
law, he said, contended "... that an influx of money does not tend to 
promote the production cf other commodities, that, inasmuch as these 
commodities arc the sole agents of production, such an influx of money
fcannot give that encouragement which is ascril ed to it," This view­
point was wrong, ho argued, Tf the object of ind airy was to Interchange 
commodities, tide did not necessarily imply the well-known dictum that 
production was only bought by production. This latter argument, he said, 
tried to prove too much. "It would prove that production could never be 
enlarged, for it requires an an indispensable condition to such an en­
largement, that food, raw materials, and tools should be previously aug­
mented: which is in fact maintaining that no increase of production can 
lobe place without a previous increase, or, in other words, that an in­
crease is impossible Tho truth of the matter, lie assarted, was that 
Productive increases derived from new demands, from now "motives to
1 Honey, pp. 5?-53.
2 lM cK is not what Say meant, of course. Cf, Schumpeter, historyof 'Economic Analysis, pp. 815-4®,
3 ' ,' h o m y ,'' p .  " ? 0 .
It THdT, p . 7P.
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exertion.” Changes in demand would bring about an ’'influx of money and 
a consequent rise of prices" and this would "quicken internal interchange 
and enhance the existing demand," trie effects of which would obviously 
be "beneficial" to national wealth.1 His argument was equally applicable 
to the notion that, with productions buying productions, any new demand 
merely shifted the productive factors from one application to another, 
without adding to total national wealth, and that, therefore, only by 
prior accumulation was it possible to add to wealth, "It may be laid 
down as a general principle," he said, "that a new demand will be set 
by fresh exertionsj by the active employment of capital and labour before 
dormant, and not by the diversion of productive power from other objects," 
Indeed,
to prove, then, that any circumstance may increase production, 
it Is not necessary to show that it increases the agents of pro­
duction, meaning by this terra the elements of capital* it is only 
necessary to show, as we have endeavoured to show with regard to 
an Influx of the precious metals, that the circumstance in question 
presents a motive to exertion which otherwise would not have existed. 
Ary now commodity say have this effectj any novel object of desire, 
any prospect of gain or gratification may present this motive,3
This departure from the "parsimony" doctrine of Adam Smlth^ and
d
Hicardo had, of course, been made earlier and more competently by
6 7bauderdale and Malthus. Put it is to Bailey*s own credit that he clung
1 Ibid., pp. 71-75.
2 tbid,, p* 65.3 ibid,, p» 12•
k *S5Ith of TTatlona, I, Eook II, Ch. iii, pp. 325-26,
5 Principles, pp. 151-5U.
6 In Inquiry into the Nature and Origin of Public Wealth, p, 209.
7 mneiplea, Chapter VII, pp. 3&  ff.
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to his general mentalist framework in stressing "motives to exert5 on" 
m a source of increased productive activities and, accordingly, of in­
creased national wealth. If he was unable to decide whether an Influx 
of money was a cause or effect of a changed demand or altered motive,* 
he was nevertheless convinced that the assumption of fully employed 
resources was unrealistic, “Political economists," he objected, “are 
too apt, as we have already remarked, to consider a certain quantity of 
capital and a certain number of labourers as productive instruments of 
uniform power, or operating with uniform intensity, Nothing, we venture 
to repeat, is more fallacious than any view of this kind,” “Such a 
state as this ¡of fully employed resources j may be pronounced impossible! 
at all events, it can so seldom happen, as to justify us in assuming that
a new demand will occasion an increase of production to a greater or
3smaller extent," lie thought that there were always some producers in 
a "state of inactivity*' and that there was, beyond that, "a great varia­
tion in the intensity of their exertions," Thus, with varying quantities 
of capital customarily "lying inert," it was only necessary for some de­
mand to arise, for some "motive to exertion" to present itself, and those 
resources would necessarily be called into production,^ "It is, then, in 
overlookin'; the circumstance that production is susceptible of - eing I,
1 Money, pp, 66, 87-88, 
S ibid,, p, 58,
3 T m . , p. 61,.
I, iH3., pp, 51,-55*
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largely expanded when now inducements to exertion are presented to the
classes engaged in it, that lies the fallacy of those who maintain an
1increase of money to be powerless 3n stimulating industry."
One would wish, naturally, that Pailey had displayed a greater 
awareness of the differences between changes in demand, in the technique 
of the partial analysis, and changes in demand, in the sense of an ag­
gregate or social total. He usually argued that a change in demand, in 
the partial sense, would mean an increase in prices for the particular 
good. This, in turn, would mean an increased income for the producer of 
that good, an increase in expenditures by him or his workers elsewhere
in the economy, and so on until the over-all level of output had been 
2raised, Put at this point it seems to have escaped Pailey that his
assumption shat idle resources were "almost always" present was simply 
3not enough. Until he could explain, Instead of assuming, the existence 
of idle resources, Bailey was clearly out of touch with the deeper 
cyclical phenomena. Hie demonstration that, with unemployed factors, 
a new foreign demand for domestic products would probably increase 123
1 Ibid,, P* 69. This argument drew somewhat unusual praise from 
Marx, it' was one way of proving, he said, the error of the "classic 
economists" who Judged any change in the productive powers of capital 
"inconceivable," Capital, I, 668, n,
2 Ibid., pp.*TI=537 7U-75.
3 W  did admit that some changes in individual demands need not 
uniquely result in increased prices for the product in question. The 
producer might be operating under conditions of decreasing cost, or some 
form of internal economies, enabling him to sell greater outputs at lower 
prices. He failed to show how general this condition might be for the 
economy at large, however. Ibid», pp, 73-7U.
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toastie national wealth1 was likewise doubtless true. However, until 
it was related to the complex questions of terms of trade, balance of 
payments, exchange rates, depreciation, prices and/or price levels, and 
these, in turn, related to effects on income and output, the conclusion 
was not very significant.
Bailey’s discussion of changes in the amount of national wealth did
include one other noteworthy matter, however. He understood that with
resources fully employed the introduction of additional money would not
render interchanges of goods and services any easier and, therefore,
2could not by this means increase national output, Hut if an increase 
in the amount of money failed to produce any apparent increase in national 
wealth and seemed. Instead, to be dissipating itself in higher prices, 
it was nonetheless possible, ha believed, to discover a long-run affect 
on national wealth. This would derive from the advantages which would 
accrue to marchants, businessmen, and others who conducted their under­
takings on credit during a period of rising prices, ”... All persons 
whose gross receipts rise with the rise of prices, while out of these 
receipts have to pay fixed charges, derive an advantage proportioned to 
the fall in the value of m o n e y , A  rise of prices, of course, "... 
always occasions some change in the distribution of property, or in the 1*3
1 Ibid., p. 63.
pp, £3—$h, 69-70,
3 ibid., p, ?6.
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command which individuals respectively possess over the capital and labour 
of the country.“1 But if the fixed Income receivers, by suffering a. loss 
through the decline in the value of money, effectually transferred part 
of their wealth to the creditor class, and If the laborers likewise lost 
some of their property through the tendency for wares to lag behind prices, 
thor© would, nevertheless
... be that incentive to exertion presented to the minds of farmers, 
manufacturers, merchants, and tradesmen in general, which extra­
ordinary profits create. This advantage may bo unjustj not desir­
able; not to be purposely sought; but, admitting this, the effect 
attributed to it remains, —  namely, the stimulation of industry.
In any great change of the currency, this effect is of Immense im­
portance,2
Bailey acknowledged that it might be difficult to form a “comparative 
estimate“ of the degree to which the advantages outweighed the disadvan­
tages of an Increase in the quantity of money, but he concluded that 
“•«, on the whole, the industry of a country is stimulated by an expan­
sion of its currency.""* Increasing the supply of money, therefore, could 
produce a “permanent improvement" of national wealth by “lightening the 
fixed burdens on productive capital..,,
Obviously, Bailey’s form of the forced savin-s doctrine was not as
$elegant as some versions which were already extant at the time he wrote.
1 Ibid., pp. 70-76.2 !H3., p. 77.
3 p. 79.
*i TOT., P. 81.
5 UFT’F. A, Hayek, "A flote on the Development of the Doctrine of 
‘Forced H a v i n g , Quarterly Journal of Economics, XLVTI (November, 1932), 
123-33, Viner, Studies, pp. 187-92.
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Hie perception of the importance of the "fired burdens on productive 
coital« did not carry Mat over to a consideration of the influence of 
bank credit and the money rate of interest on the level of investment 
and output, although the relation was implied in hie argument, since he 
had been willing to consider bank credit as a substitute for money.1 
Therefore, increasing bank credit would havn boar equivalent to raising 
the supply of money and lowering the burdens on productive capital ♦
Bailey believed that eventually, however, the increase in the quan­
tity of money would lead into some explosive, smeeulatiw» boon in which 
■demand would be "artificially enhanced" and credit "extraordinarily ex­
tended." The "game of speculators" would necessarily be followed by a
depressi ve collapse, when "an excess of commodities beyond real demand
2arast force back prices.,,.« Once again, he gave no real appreciation 
of the intricate matters surrounding the turning point, nor did be satis­
factorily explore the distinction lie had suggested between "real demand" 
and (presumably) some kind of artificial money demand* He seems at this 
Juncture to have been sore concerned, rather, to preach that the nil« 
uf the collapse itself were an acute object lasso» to governments to re­
frain from artificially increasing the quantity of money.^ 123
1 The credit of a man of undented stability is as efficient 
aa money itself," Money, p* 91.
2 Ibid,, p. BO,
3 Ibid,, p, 80»
flaiaing that Bailey’s remarks on prices and outputs were entirely 
without merit would, perhaps, he too strong an indictment of him, espe­
cially in view of the fact that he had made seme promising overtures in 
the direction of monetary influences on output as a whole. Put if his 
tentative motions at this juncture arouse a certain sympathy for him, it 
is all the more remarkable to find him making a complete bouleversement 
at the end of this investigation and concluding that after a country 
has acquired a sufficiency of the precious metals for the purpose of
interchange, any alteration in their value originating on their own side,
1is to he regarded as an evil and not a good,” "Which meant, in effect,
that the entire discussion he had launched in the poetic language of an
increase in money releasing the might slumbering in the arm of the 
2peasant, all of the increases in national wealth derived from trans­
ferring capital to producers from fixed income receivers during periods 
of rising prices, oil of the benefits produced when a more efficient com­
bination of productive resources attended an increase in individual money 
demands, —  all these were overbalanced by the nevils” he thought would 
be projected against the fixed income recipients when the value of money 
declined, Tt is difficult to find any reason why Bailey should have 
spent so much time in pointing out to his readers the benefits associated 
with an increase in ths quantity of money, when the result was entirely 12
1 Ibid,, p, 81.
2 Ibid., pp, 68,
negated by the experience o f the fixed  incoise groups.
I t  i s  true that he m itigated th is  conclusion s l ig h t ly  by granting 
that i f  the value o f money ro se, upon a diminution o f i t s  quantity from 
some one or several o f the causes he had mentioned e a r l ie r ,  the e f fe c ts  
would be more gen era lly  severe than the mere reverse o f the case when 
the value o f money f e l l .  "The fa l l in g  o f f  in  the demand fo r  products,*' 
he sa id , " w ill  be m aterially  aggravated by that rant o f confidence which 
always attends a general lowering o f p r ic e s , and the ruin  which w i l l  be 
brought on the heads o f many, w i l l  have fa r  more extensive consequences 
than the p rosp erity  which, under contrary circumstances, would have 
gladdened the c o m m u n i t y . F i x e d  income receivers often  had to  take 
lo ss  than th e ir  contractual or le g a l due, w-'th the re s u lt  th a t, even 
with the higher value o f money, they were not so w e ll o f f .  bages, he 
thought, would f a l l  equally  with the decline in  p r ic e s , instead o f la g ­
ging, as they had in  the reverse caso* Thus, the gains o f the cred ito r
2
c la ss  were not e x a c tly  o ffs e t  by tho losses o f the debtors. " . . .  The
calam ities attending a reduction in  the quantity o f coney are fa r  greater 
than the b e n efits  o f an addition to  i t  U ltim ately, however, i t
seemed to  him th at ” . . .  i t  would be a t a l l  times the height o f f o l l y  to  
a t t e s t  to  produce an augmentation not l ik e ly  to  be permanent,
1 Ib id . ,







It 1e not clear why lie should have chosen to express himself in this 
rather coy manner* For he surely could have said sickly that a deliber­
ate diminution in the quantity of money would produce the "calamities" 
he had described* Instead, he chose to relate these effects to a probable 
collapse following an over-expansion of money in tie first place* It is 
possible, of course, tiiat he never had observed an augmentation of money 
which was "permanent," He thus would have little confidence that the 
authorities could manage the quantity of money to any particular optimum, 
Hut putting it in this way opens up even more difficult ¡matters for him.
He seems to suggest that some kind of "permanent” increase in the quan­
tity of money would have bean acceptable, rut without stopping to ques­
tion whether lie meant by "perranent" a single, "one-shot" increase, or a 
series of "permanent” increments, ho had already shown by hie earlier 
analysis that mere constancy In the quantity of money was insufficient 
to bring about stability in its value. Hence, there was little point 
in his implying that "evils" of changing price levels could be overcome 
by come "augmentation" in the supply of money expected to be "permanent," 
In taking vp the effects of the variation in tip value of paper 
money on the industry of the country, Hailey contributed little in the 
nay of a unique theoretical advance, Tn the case of convertible paper, 
be followed the argument he had earlier suggested. He contrasted the 
Position of convertible money, the quantity of which could only be in­
creased internally, with that of metallic money, the quantity of which 
could only increase when foreigners were willing to purchase more domestic
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goods with their precious metals. Tacitly assuming a less than one hundred
per cent specie reserve, an increase in the quantity of convertible paper
■would lower the demand for the precious metals and release a quantity of
them for export to purchase foreign commodities* Tn this way, he thought
capital would be «liberated” from an unproductive state. Industry would
be stimulatedMoreover, this export of the precious metals to other
countries would lower their value there, producing all of the effects he
2had earlier associated with generally rising prices.
Similar effects would occur when the paper money '."as inconvertible* 
Specie, presumably, would be exported upon the substitution of paper, 
for metallic, money. Prices would r3.se in both the paper-issuing and 
specie-receiving country* He was not too careful to distinguish whether 
by «prices” he meant paper or specie "prices,” but the former is more 
probable, however. The main difference in the effects attending changes 
in the valuo of pure metallic or convertible paper and inconvertible 
paper lay in the greater uncertainties regarding over-issue of the latter.
' hilo he admitted seme good effects might attend a decline in the value 
of inconvertible paper, the stimulation to Industry, for example, could 
never outweigh the "violation of all pecuniary contracts" and the destruc­
tion of the "security of property,"^ Variations in the value of money 
from "natural or unavoidable causes” "tended" to encourage speculation 1
1 Ibid*, op. 89-90.
2 ibid., pp, 90-91.
3 ibid., pp. 9is-95.
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and were "apt” to produce a "calamitous revulsion," but "... the depreci­
ation of an inconvertible paper currency must inevitably lead to some 
crisis of a still more disastrous character, and inflict, in the mean­
time, the thousand ills of «»certainty and apprehension."*
The second series of effects produced by variations in the value 
of raonay which Hailey proposed to investirate were those on "pecuniary 
contracts" or money bargains. rla had mentioned this matter briefly in 
his discussion of changes in the value of money effecting debtors and 
creditors in such a way that, with a price rise, capital was transferred 
from the latter to the former and, accordingly, national wealth increased, 
beyond this, however, he now considered it important to analyse the ef­
fects produced by changing prices on the parties to particular bargains.
\
bailey believed that most people entered, into various long-term pecuniary 
contracts without realising fully the Implications of their acts. Ilka 
a good Utilitarian lie proposed, therefore, to make the matter as plain 
as possible so that all the consequences could be readily appreciated
and understood.
As a first step he pointed out that a pecuniary contract was, in
its nature, simply an agreement between two persons, on® of whom lent
the other soma thing or things or their equivalents, to be returned at
2*oae stipulated future date for an agreed consideration. Since what
1 Ibid., p, 9$. Italics not in original.
2 iFi'd,, pp. 100-1.
the “equivalents" ii&ght be were the source of potential injuries to either
party, Bailey stressed the fact that generally such bargains proceeded
on the basis of the quantity of the object lent, and not on its value.
Tfhen X lend a sum of money, I sake no reference at all to its 
value, —  that is, of the relation of money to other articlesi 
f never think of them: I stipulate only for the return of the 
quantity of money lent, along with such an additional quantity 
for its m e as may be agreed upon. If I referred to the value 
of the aim lent, it would bo necessarily its value in some one 
thing, or in several things, and then my bargain would be in 
effect for a return of certain quantities of these things, T?e 
must coxae to a quantity of something at the laot.̂ -
As in the Critical Dissertation Bailey was once again determined to 
emphasise that the aaro reference t a mas of money was not of itself 
identical with a statement about value, A sum of money only became "valu­
able1» when it was exchanged for some thing or things. Value was expressed 
or revealed only in terms of the quantities respectively exchanged. Now 
the reason why Bailey took the pains to insist once sore on the virtual 
identity between value and quantity exchanged, was because he later 
wanted to refute those arguments which proposed that pecuniary contracts 
would only to settled in strict justice by the return, at the end of the 
contract, of an unchanged ability to command unnamed resources in the 
Market, ilia position, therefore, came to this* if the contract were 
truly phrased in terms of value, it amounted quite simply to the proposi­
tion that so much money worth (e.g.) so many quarters of wheat was lent 
in period 1 and that this much money worth those quarters of wheat (plus
the usual consideration) was to be returned at the end of the contract 
in period 2* In other words, the contract was expressed effectually in 
terns of the quantity of wheat. Um if trie contract was drawn up on the 
notion that it involved the lending by one party to another a generailzed 
command over a collection of unspecified commodities, it would clearly be 
impossible to know exactly what was being lent, which, in turn, meant 
that it was impossible to know how isueh was to be repaid. One apparent 
way around thi3 difficulty is to formulate sosjs sort of tabular standard 
or index number by which to give more or loss precise expression to the 
sirs of money lent. As will appear later, Bailey had some pertinent 
tilings to aay about the so tabular standard proposals. Fut it is clear 
already that to the extent he clung to his original notion of value, as 
expressed by simple quantity axel tanged, he could have little sympathy 
with any proposal which departed from that conception. There was more 
to his criticism of the tabular standard than this, of course. But it 
is worth noting the consistency with which Eailey taaintained hie argument 
against it,
Bailey went on to analyze the effects which would be produced on 
Pecuniary contracts from one, or a combination, of four essential causes, 
via, from (1) a rise in the value of money due to an alteration "origi­
nating on its own side," (2) a fall in the value of money from the same 
cause, (3) a rise in the value of money from an alteration "on the side 
of other commodities," and (U) a fall in its value from the same source.1
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In the first two cases, he asx’oly repeated old and familiar doctrines 
that a fall in prices contributed a gain to creditors at the expense of 
debtors, while in a period of rising prices the reverse was true. It
a simple ease of transferrin- wealth from one class to another.
Ialley made no reference at this point to "forced savings" cr the pos­
sible changes in national wealth which night be associated with such 
redistributions, however*
r n cases three and four the matter appeared to M s  to be rather 
»ore involved and complicated, Assuming some productive improvement had 
taken place which lowered the prices of all commodities except metallie 
money or tlie precious metals,’*’ it was evident that a creditor would en- 
joy the same position as case (1). He would be able to command an in­
creased quantity of commodities and would, to that extent, be better off. 
the case of the debtor, however, was different from cas© (1). He would 
dispose of M b products at a lower pries, it ras truc, but this was due 
to their having co3t him loss to produce, and not to the feet that the 
quantity of aonsy liad declined. Therefore, the debtor’s ability to re­
pay bis loan, or Interest on bis loan, would not bo diminished and might 
even be increased. The not result, then, was that the creditor obtained 
a considerable gain from the assumed productive inprovesont, while the 
debtor did not sustain any loss. Rather than a transfer of wealth from 1
1 Tt is worth noting that there Ís mors to this assumption than 
first appears. For to the extent that the cost of obtaining gold is used 
3s an explanation of the world distribution of the setal, the similarity 
of productive conditions between gold and other commodities is Implied.
debtor to creditor, as in case (1), an increased fund had been created 
out of which both parties could, and probably would, draw,1
in the fourth case, in which Increased difficulty of production 
produced a rise in prices, the lender was in the same situation as when 
money had fallen in value according to case ( 2 ) , Therefore, to the ex­
tent he could only purchase lose he was injured, The borrower, on the 
other hand, would not gain as he had in case (2). Although he would re­
pay his loans in money of loss value, and although his total revenue 
would remain unchanged from before the productive deterioration, he would 
nevertheless retain net from hie enterprise funds which would have a 
smaller power of commanding other things. He would, therefore, partake
equally with the creditor in the loss occasioned by the smaller quantity
„ 2 of commodities generally available,
?fith these four main categories made explicit, Failey then turned 
to the possible means by which the respective effects could be adjusted. 
He posed for himself the question« whether it was just and wise to devi­
ate from the principle of quantity on which he had found all pecuniary 
contracts to rest? He considered first the feasibility of substituting 
a value - for the quantity - criterion of pecuniary contracts. Referring 
to case (3), where prices had fallen from some cause operating "on the 
side of commodities,” he found that the equal value criterion would 
require that the borrower would repay something less than the sum
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borrowed because the productive Improvement had increased the value of 
money. This would mean, however, that the creditor was denied partici­
pation in the benefits the other members of the community shared from 
the improvement* The borrower benefitted twice, once by the productive 
improvement and once by having to repay less than borrowed. Admittedly, 
the lander would be no worse off absolutely, but in being deprived of 
participation in the general increase of national wealth he would suffer 
relatively, and, therefore, could be considered as unjustly treated«*
The fourth case was obviously the reverse of the third. l?hen productive 
difficulties increased, both parties lost, on the equal value criterion, 
however, the borrower would be required to repay more than the sum lent 
in order to leave the lender in a position to command the same quantity 
of commodities as when the original loan was contracted. The debtor, 
therefore, would have lost doubly* once in the general productive de­
cline and once in having to find additional money necessary to leave
pthe lender In an unchanged "value" position,' As a result of this re­
view of the condition, bailey concluded that the best and most just policy 
would be one of non-interference. Since the value criterion did not pro­
duce that equality of treatment alleged by its supporters, it was safer 
to fall back on the principle of quantity for pecuniary contracts, making 
sure that both parties understood fully the implications of such an ar­
rangement.
1 Ibid., pp. 120-21.2 TET3,, P. i?i.
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In the first and second cases, where a variation "on tho side of 
money" had produced a change in the value of money, it was evident that 
the value criterion meant that the borrower would be required to repay 
loss than the original sum borrowed if the value of money had risen (and 
vice versa, if the value of money bad fallen)* This requirement would 
satisfy .justice, said bailey, inasmuch as neither party would have gained 
at the expense of the other* There were some extenuating circumstances, 
however. For instance, if both parties were equally well-informed of 
the possibility of a change in the value of money, then there would be 
no reason to compensate the losing party, while leaving the other un­
attended* Intervention here would be unjust, for it would amount to 
inequality of treatment, Inhere ignorance of the implications of a con­
tract was present soma tribunal might perhaps beneficially revise a 
Quantity contract to a value one, but tbs obvious difficulties in the 
of ascertaining when and where clear cases of unintentional ignorance 
occurred were so great that practically such an adjustment would be im­
possible, Moreover, an attempt by the state to make periodic reviews of 
the conditions and circumstances of pecuniary contracts, with a view 
toward modifying their "value" content, was not feasible. The great 
diversity of opinion prevailing as to the causes for changes in the value 
°f money, whether "from the side of money" or "from the side of commodi- 
ties," made it virtually impossible to decide which in fact had operated.
There are so many causes operating simultaneously to alter priees 
—  some permanent, some temporary —  some affecting one commodity, 
some another —  some affecting whole classes of productions —
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sane In this direction, some in the opposite —  that it becomes 
next to impossible to pronounce how far the changes have originated 
on the side of money, or of the commodities} or how far causes 
acting on these opposite sides have counteracted each other.1
Therefore, if intervention were undertaken without the absolute assurance 
that the operative cause had been satisfactorily Isolated, an injustice 
sight be committed more serious than that of the changed money value it­
self. ’Pith little prospect that the divergent opinions of economists 
would ever come together to Isolate such causes, Bailey concluded that 
it was better to forget the justice-dispensing tribunal and adhere, in­
stead, to the "sound and simple principle of quantity for quantity** as
2a basis for pecuniary contracts.
So far as paper money was used to settle pecuniary contracts, it
was apparent, Bailey went on to say, that convertible paper functioned
3in the same manner as metallic money. The matters he had outlined 
earlier were applicable to it and, presumably, the policy recommendations 
were the same. In the case of inconvertible paper, however, certain 
difficulties arose.
First, contracts made originally in metallic or convertible paper 
isoney might later be settled in an inconvertible and, probably, depreci­
ated paper money. Since the original contract was drawn up on the basis 
of a certain quantity of the preelous metals, or their convertible paper 
equivalent, it was clear that depreciation in inconvertible paper meant 123
1 Ibid., pp. 126-27,
2 T m . t p. 133.
3 I H d „  p. 133.
that the settlement of the contract deprived the lender of a portion 
of his metal. The "safe and simple” quantity principle would have been 
violated* the creditor would have been deprived of his property by a 
"fraud.«1
In the opposite case in which contracts stipulated in a certain
quantity of inconvertible paper were subsequently settled In convertible
or metallic money, it was clear, said Bailey, that the lender of the sum
involved had not in fact parted with any given amount of the precious
metals or their paper equivalent. Therefore, for the lender subsequently
to be paid interest or principal in the precious metals or convertible
paper money meant that he received in settlement a quantity entirely
different from that of the original contract. In this case, the debtor
2was obviously defrauded of his property. Bailey stressed, however, 
that suspension or resumption of convertibility and their effects on 
pecuniary contracts were not the same thing as changes in the value of 
money due to causes operating "from the aide of ¡convertible or metallic \ 
money." Depreciation or appreciation of money from suspension of con­
vertibility absolutely defrauded one or the other of the parties to the 
bargain of a certain quantity of the substance in which the bargain had 
been struck. Depreciation or appreciation of money from changes "on the 
side of money" still satisfied the quantity criterion in which the bar­
gain had boen originally framed. In the case of suspension or resumption,
justice would be satisfied «hen the agreed quantities -were repaid* in 
the other case justice had been satisfied -»hen the agreed quantities 
^ere repaid, In other words, suspension or resumption required inter­
vention by the state to ensure that the same weight (i.e, quantity) of 
aetal -was repaid} in the other case, there -was no way in -which Inter­
vention could overcome the difficulties by changes in the value of money
1from causes working "on the side of money,"
It will bo agreed that, to the extent Bailey was unwilling or unable 
to make arbitrary assumptions about the omniscience of parties to a 
pecuniary contract regarding the potential vicissitudes in the value of 
money, and to the extent that he was unwilling or unable to make any 
arbitrary judgement as to the causal changes which might produce a change 
in the value of money, it was reasonable for him to fall back on his 
Quantity principle, What is more important for present purposes, how­
ever, is that by doing so he was in fact preserving M s  consistent at­
titude toward the problem of an index of variations in the value of money, 
'ih'as, even if Its seemed to equivocate between denying and admitting the 
notion of general exchange value or, what is the same thing, the price 
level, he was nevertheless still opposed to the idea that anything could 
be done either to stabilize the price level (by urging certain monetary 
Practices on the part of the government), or to vary the purchasing power 
of incomes (in order to preserve some constant command over commodities 1
1 Tbld., pp, lii34£
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la the market), That Bailey ”... nowhere considers that a manipulation 
of the coney supply might he resorted to in order to keep its value con­
stant, l,e,, to maintain a certain level of general prices" is not a
1failure on his part, as C* V* Mixter implies. Rather it was a demon­
stration By him of an awareness of the fact that the causes of changes 
in the value of money were so many and so varied that merely "manipu­
lating" one cause among them would achieve nothin;. Bailey’s lesson 
from the Critical Dissertation was again applicable here. There were 
two, ox’ two sets of, causos of value, and constancy of value.could only 
Be ensured by ensuring constancy of Both, or both sets of, causes. In 
the present context, holding the supply of money constant could not en­
sure constancy In the value of money, for causes were ever at work "on 
the side of commodities." Moreover, as he hod earlier shown, holding 
th© supply of money constant could not ensure constancy in the value of 
money, since other factors operating "on the side of money" itself could 
change its value.
tu
At this point it is convenient to turn with Bailey to a consideration 
of what advantages could Be secured from, and what evils avoided by, fluc­
tuations in the value of money, having examined the causes and effects 
of variations in the value of money on national industry and pecuniary 
contracts, it was necessary for him to compare and contrast the measures 1
1 "Samuel Bailey on Appreciation," Quarterly Journal of Economics, 
XII (April, 1898), 3U7,
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which the government might undertake to pronote advantages or alleviate 
ills with the manures private Individuals might likewise adopt. As has 
been seen, in those instances in which he had some policy recommendations 
to make, Pal ley was generally on the non-interventionist si tie. He there­
fore had blocked the stream of his argument, that changes in the quantity 
of money sight benefit national wealth, with the conclusion that in that 
case there was no scope for government intervention. And by the time he 
had finished discussing the offecte of variations in the value of money 
on oecun’aty contracts, the most that he could find for the government 
to do was to ensure convertibility of paper money and to confine its 
legislation to ensuring the simple quantity principle for such contracts, 
Tn this Palley was obviously employing good utilitarian individualism 
doctrine, whereby the government could set the framework in the form of 
certain legislation guaranteeing convertibility and metallic content of 
the legal tender, Tut this was all» And he clearly believed that addi­
tional positive or negative prescriptions would only become hopelessly 
confused in the complex mesh of multiple and interactive causes and ef­
fects, The weight of hie discussion, then, lay in his obvious desire to 
®ake tlx» issues and difficulties as clear as possible, to educate, in 
order that the utilitarian principle be permitted to function .in its most 
efficient manner, viz, by the individual who was alone considered to be 
the best kludge of h1s interests and happiness, rt will not be surprising, 1
1 Cf, bobbins, The Theory of Economic Policy, pp, 176-8?.
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therefore, to find that it Is cn this general note that Bailey ends his 
investigation.
Looking hack to his earlion discussion, in which an increase in 
metallic coney had produced increased employment and national wealth, 
he repeated his judgement that goveranent attempts to raise prices by 
increasing the quantity of money no cos sari, ly transferred property as he» 
tween the debtor and creditor classes. Notwithstanding the increased 
money supply might stimulate production and call forth new exertions, 
this advantage had to be set against the relations between the debtor 
and creditor classes. If it were possible to judo the "general benefit” 
to the country great enough to compensate the losing party "by their 
share in the common gain,” there right be something for a governmental 
attempt to raise the supply of money. Put such a situation as this 
would orobably only occur in an "extraordinary state of affairs, such as 
now countries." Under the "resent conditions of developed, "civilised" 
countries
the whole advantage swifting from an increase (in the supply of money 
would probably be less than the whole of the disadvantage sustained, 
and, at ell events, the benefit would be less to what w© have termed 
the losing [creditor^party. There would not be that clear, and in­
dubitable prospect of universal advantage, which would justify the 
production of an inequality of effect on the welfare of different 
classes of the community.
Moreover, even if the government could succeed In raising employment and 
health to such a degree that, notwithstanding the relative transfer of 1
1 Ibid., pp. l)>9-50.
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Health, all classes shared In varying measures in the general increase,
he still believed that such an increase could never he permanent, Sooner
or later at some point in the process of lowering the? value of money, the
metallic base would he escorted, whereupon the inevitable collapse would
tabs place, bringing with it all of the well-known consequences, Thus,
Bailey thought he could "safely conclude" that lowering the value of
money H,.. is not an object which a govenment can properly propose to
itself; and that, if it were, there are no means of attaining it within
1the power of the supreme authority,"
If the positive production of variations in the value of money was
not a legitimate object of governmental policy, for Balloy the prevention
of alterations In the quantity of money was equally beyond the pale. The
knowledge, ability, and omnipotence required to accomplish such an and
wero so vast as to exceed anything to bo reasonably expected from govern-
fflents as he had known them. Tor oxasple, oven if the government could
succeed in controlling the amount of the precious metals exported and
imortsd, (meaning implicitly control over commodity imports and exports
as well) this would not suffice, he had demonstrated, lie thought, that
it wa." necessary to vary the supply of money to accommodate changes in
population, changes in the banking system, and changes in industrial ef-
2ficicney, if stability in the value of money were to obtain. The task 
of encompassing those many and various forces wa- far too vast, so that 12
1 Ibid., p. 150.
2 it;id'., pp, 151-52, 159.
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th© eor,elusion again emerged that the natter was test left to individual 
prudence and wisdom.
on the source of paper money, Failey followed the earn reasoning. 
Thus, the ’’proper object” of government was to ensure that the paper was 
"perfectly securethat it was at all times convertible into the coin 
It represented, that it was available in convenient denominations, and 
that the danger of overissue was met by "adequate preventive, or remedial 
checks,”1 He tod somewhat lax in failing to specify exactly what he 
meant by "perfect" security, although presumably convertibility repre­
sented what had in mind. The same was true of the checks against 
overissue, by which he seemed to suggest that convertibility would some- 
hem produce adequate "automatic" regulation of the paper coney,'
So far as private individual attempts to alleviate the evils, and 
encourage the benefits, which attended fluctuations in the value of money 
wore concerned, it was evident that by themselves, they could do nothing 
to bring about overall cliangos in the quantity of money. Since they could 
not look to the government tc do it legitimately for them, their only re­
course was to make certain that they were sufficiently well-informed about 
the subject to le able to avoid ths evils and enjoy the benefits. He 
suggested, in fact, that private individuals might circumvent some of the 
Vicissitudes of changes in the value of money by reserving long rents or
1 Ib id ., pp, 155-56.
2 W r Chapter X, infra., pp. 455-55, 460
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annuities in  corn. Considering a l l  that he had e a r lie r  written about 
pecuniary contracts being in  terns o f quantity, and ouch quantity sub­
sequently being subject to a l l  the variations in value which night ob­
tain  fro® the many forces he had discussed, there i s  no reason why corn 
rents should liave presented any particu lar advantage. Corn i t s e l f  would 
he no le s s  subject to change in  i t s  value coming "from the side of corn” 
and "from the aid© of other commodities" than ary other ob ject, Ceyond 
that, inasmuch as corn was not the usual "medial commodity" and, there­
fore, not possessed of that generalised purchasing power which the medial 
ceeaodity exhibited, on fa l le y ’ s am  showing i t  would have certain posi­
tive disadvantages associated with receiving i t  as an income. This 
broaches, of course, the entire question of the store of value function 
° f  nonoy and, therefore, the question of the re la tiv e  liq u id ity  of money 
and other th ings. I t  might be advantageous to hold corn, in  preference 
to other thing» (including Moroy), during longer time in te rva ls, r vt 
’w in g  said  th is , B ailey ’ s observation was incomplete without mention 
of the other p o s s ib i l i t ie s *  He ¿-id see , however, that holding inventories 
to a minimum was desirable in  n period o f r is in g  money value, and he also  
hrged that i t  might bo advisable to shorten the length of sa la r ie s  and
Pensions in  order that quieter revisions of them lesson  sore e v ils  a t-
2»ending changes in  the value of money. 12
1 Ibid., p. 161.
2 TTi.fi., pp. 162-60.
The other expedient which private individuale might tate in order 
to avoid difficulties attending changes in the value of money was that 
of the tabular standard than made popular by Joseph Lose and Poulett 
Scrope. Although Bailey did not refer to Lowe or Scrcp© by nane,̂ " he 
clearly had them in mind in remarking that "... it has been proposed to 
overn contracts by a reference to a number of commodities, instead of 
merely to a single one lite gold or silver." Noting first the complexity 
of the scheme, which he thought would preclude its becoming generally ac­
cepted, Bailey then merely called on his familiar approach to the causes 
of value being multiple. In the nature of the case, he said, it was im­
possible that a fixed quantity of selected commodities preserve a con­
stant or uniform relation to other commodities. If improvements took 
piece in their ̂ reduction, it would be of no advantage to the person re­
ceivin' the fixed quantity in settlement of a contract. Indeed, it might 
be just the reverse, for a fixed quantity of more easily produced commod­
ities would exchange for less of those commodities which load suffered no 
productive improvement. Thus, the individual would bo worse off than when 
he had first made the contractThat it amounted to, ultimately, was 
using the tabular standard itself as the "commodity*’ of contract. As such, 
the standard could not confer any particular advantage on tho parties 
'»hose contract was reckoned in terms of it, for the standard still
1
2
nr to Whsately, for that matter. 
Money, p. 1(6 •
Cf. rimer, Studies, pp* 282-63,
possessed an exchange relation or relations with other non-standard com­
modities * The only way to avoid this difficulty was to include all com­
modities in the standard. The impossibility of this had preempted the 
su porters of the schema to select only the "principal” commodities, but 
this would necessarily fall short of its goal. Justice in respect of 
long-run contracts meant putting the lender and borrower in the "same 
relative position, so that one shall not profit at tlx» expense of the 
other,” Heroly giving the lender or borrower cociuead over a certain 
quantity of commodities could not accomplish this, Cluuiges "from the 
side of commodities" might benefit one party, while the other failed to 
sliare in such a gain* Since the tabular standard scheme could not dis­
pose of this eventuality —  moaning that it invited injustices to one of 
the parties —  Ialley concluded that it had nothing to recommend it.*
Tlia only thing the government could properly do was to enforce the rule 
of "returning quantity for quantity" in pecuniary contracts, "To obviate
tlie consequences of vicissitudes in the value of the medial commodity,
2must be left to the private prudence of the parties interested,..."
Having in this manner surveyed Ealley's discussion of the variations 
■which might take place in the medial commodity and toe efforts which might 






Bailey’s remarks on the problem of the measure of value. From what >ias 
been said thus far it is evident that Bailey recognised that variations 
in the value of the medial commodity, or commodity of contract, produced 
evils and benefits to the parties making such contracts, But beyond urg­
ing convertibility as a means of overcoming the possibility of excessive 
issues of paper money, he bad bad little to offer in the way of dispelling 
the existence and effects of variations In tbs value of the ommodity of 
contract. It appeared to him that forces were ever in operation which 
could and would produce changes in the value of commodities (the medial 
commodity included), and that, in the sain, the control of these forces 
was beyond the reach of proper or possible legislation. In making this 
conclusion, however, he had never implied, or attempted to imply, that 
van at4 ons in the value of the r-dial commodity were of no ir. -¡ortanco. 
?ndeed, M s  whole argument was bent to the effort of demonstrating exactly 
what was involved in ouch variations in order that individuals be better 
informed and, therefore, better able to take their own defense» against 
them.
How '"alley wan quite clear that thi a problem was entirely distinct 
from another Which had been frequently confused with it, vis, the doctrine 
of the need for Invariability in the value of a measure of value, while 
it is perhaps possible to raise an objection on the ground of the confusing 
+«*rnd.nology involved9 there Is cons4derahle merit in distinguishing* as 
Bailey did, between the functions of the redial commodity as a "commodity 
°f contract" or store of value, and the medial commodity as a measure of
value or medium of exchange. Although the same object, the medial com­
modity, might appear in both the store of value and the medium of exchange 
roles, the roles themselves -were significantly different. The medium of 
exchange or measure of value was simply the device Thereby things ■aero 
related in exchange indirectly through another thing, "Thus the value 
of all commodities in relation to each other, or their respective stations 
In the scale of value, are at once seen by their prices; as the compara­
tive weights of substances are seen by their weights in relation to water, 
or their specific gravities,«1 This function of the medial commodity was 
instantaneous and appeared once the separate value relations with the 
medium were established. How the medial commodity also served to relate 
separate tin® periods to one another, thus becoming the commodity of con­
tract, Its function in that capacity, however, was entirely different 
from its function as the meditai of exchange, Tt was in their failure to 
perceive this fact, add Hailey, that economists had confused themselves 
on the matter of invariability and the measure of value.
In the first place, the accepted doctrine from the earliest times
had been that money, in order to be a good measure of value, had to be
Invariable in its own value, fa*lev merely called upon the analysis he
had given in the Critical dissertation to show that «the excellence of
any thing as a measure of value is altogether independent of its mm
2variableness in value.t Political economists, he said, 12
1 Wonegr, p. lu
2 ibid,, p. 10,
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appear to  have confounded the idea of a measure o f value with 
that o f the medial commodity, or commodity of con tract. What they 
have r e a l ly  meant may be gathered from such p osition s as the f o l ­
lowing —  »that money i s  a bad measure o f valu e, because, i f  a man 
lends the sum o f & 1 0 0  today, there i s  no s e c u rity  that when i t  i s  
returned, a dozen years hence, it will be of the same value) whereas, 
I f  money were a good or in variable  measure, the sum would be o f 
equal value a t lo th  p e rio d s ,' This is obviously using the word 
measure in  the sense o f medial commodity, or ra th er, commodity o f 
con tract, and amounts to the assertion, th at money, owing to  i t s  
variableness of value —  or, in  other words, to  i t s  sometimes com­
manding a smaller and ooisetiooa a larger quantity cf ether com­
modities —  i s  not i t s e l f  a good commodity o f contract fo r  long 
periods, The same sum, or same weight of octal, rill not always 
enable i t s  possessor to  obtain the same th in gs, and i t  i s  therefore 
an uncertain article in which to mates a bargain,
'Vom the fact that a pound exchanged for, say, a bushel of wheat and a
sheep, it was possible to establish that the wheat and the aiteep would
exchange equally for one another. If, later, two pounds exchanged for
the- ' ushel and the sheep, the came conclusion still held true, oven though
uioney had varied in its value in the meantime. rut, he insisted, *»it is
purely on account of its being the general medial commodity, and, as a
consequence of this, the general commodity of contract, that changes in
the value of money are of importance, and not on account of its being
the measure of value *” ’low the ass a rt!  on that the value of money as a
measure of value wag a factor of no consequence would craw today, as it
drew when B a llsy  wrote, a storm of protestations upon his head, But such
objectors would have aioroad what Bailey had had to say,
“n both the Critical Dissertation and again in the „.oaoy, B a iley  had 12
1 Ibid., p. 1?.
2 m t . ,  p . 13 .
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insisted that as a measure of value money was merely a device for relating 
commodities to one another. Objections to variations in the value of money 
could not be on this account, since the relationships between commodities 
®nd money, or between commodities themselves, could still be given in in­
flated or deflated money values, Dailey agreed that mi invsriablenesa 
was required respecting a satisfactory measure of value, but it was in- 
variableness of quality. Obviously money could not serve as a satisfac­
tory measure of value, or medium of exchange, if it were not uniform in 
its fineness and weight. But hosogenity of the medium was something 
quite different from invariability In the value of the medium.
On the other hand, objections could be very well taken to variations 
in the value of money according to the varying degrees of injury inflicted 
upon one's economic status. As has been seen, it was this problem almost 
exclusively with which Bailey had concerned himself in the Money. In do­
ing eo, the functions of money as a measure of value, or medium of ex­
change, were completely passive as far as any of his conclusions were 
concerned, once barter conditions had given way to monetary conditions, 
the economic status of individuals was not materially effected by money 
in its function as a measure of value or medium of exchange! once barter 
conditions had given way to monetary conditions, the economic status of 
individuals was very definitely affected by what happened to money in its 
function of consaodity of contract or store of value. In this way, Bailey 
in effect brought himself back to the position he had adopted in the 
Critical Dissertation when different time periods were under considerations
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namely, that it was possible and useful to make intertemporal comparisons 
of value, but such comparisons were not the same thing as measuring value.
Although he had denied that a relation of exchange value could exist be­
tween discrete time periods or places, in the earlier work falley had 
taken some pains to insist that he had not meant by this to deny the 
validity of intertemporal comparisons of exchange value, 7n the Money, 
therefore, he was within his rights in building his argument on such 
intertemporal comoarisons. Me could speak about the Importance of stabil­
ity in the valt»» of the commodity of contract wi thout contrad*cting his 
earlier claim that invariability in the wesure of value was unimportant, 
because he was dealing with the some object in a completely different 
function,
Two other points are worth making. tn the Critical rinrortatlon 
bailey had had no difficulty In showing that the invariability criterion 
so demanded by his contemporaries was merely pert of their absolutist 
value notions, Ricardo and Malthas, for execute, had struggled for the 
invariability of their respective measures solely in order to liave a 
standard of reference against which the operation of changes in the 
causes of value would be revealed, Tt is remarkable that when ?alley 
took up the matter of stability in the value of tty» commodity of con­
tract, and when ho later distinguished the poss-’blo causes of changes In 
value into the two money and commodities "sides” of the relation, he did 
not feel the need to make any substantial use of the Ricardo-Malthus 
ceteris paribus, viz, that all causes affecting one side '»»ere suspended
4 4  4
in order to investigate the effects of causes operating on the ether side* 
It is tree that Bailoy node this familiar distinction, But it is also 
tree that once having mads it, he particularly stressed the "manifest 
incorrectness'* which would result if constancy <>o value rcra inferred 
from the suspension of causes affecting only on? side of the equation, 
Thus, the relativity of falley's value, and the relativity, therefore, 
of the causes of that value always kept before Mm the fact that no mat­
ter on which side a causal change appeared, the entire relation of value 
was still affected.
It is likewise noteworthy that nowhere in Bailey’s treatment of money
Is there to be found any suggestion of the real, nominal distinction which
1is usually a part of such inquiries, Tn Chapter 1TI it wee shown that 
Bailey expressly denied the usefulness of this distinction, whether in 
its Ricardian or mors familiar Sn&th-Valthus formulation, “’nat this 
meant in the present context was that Bailey understood that changes in 
the value of money were important, for as the commodity of contract, an 
individual's welfare could obviously be affected by such changes, rut 
the same thing would be true of any commodity received by an individual,
A change in the value of any commodity received by that individual would 
affect his welfare. Therefore, to put money considerations out of the 
picture (because "merely" nominal) would be overlooking important elements 
in individuals’ economic plans. In other words, money was just as "real" 1
1 Supra«, pp. 105-112.
to Individuals as any othor coraaodlty. the basis for a lira of thought 
S’ach as this had been laid to Bailey’s earlier disavowal of the real, 
nominal distinction which, as has been seen, derived from his conviction 
that value was purely relative In its meaningful economic signification."
1 Cf. dosemteia-sRodan, «Coordination of the General Theories of
*foney and Pidce," op. cit., p *  263.
CHAPTER %
BAL'KIHC*
At the prescat time, the acreage encompassed by the currency and 
decking controversies of the th ir t ie s  and fo r tie s  decades of the 
lOth. century has been so thoroughly ploughed, harrowed, and c u lti­
vated that l i t t l e  oast be gained in the administration of another 
■ t r e a t me nt On the other hand, there i s  t groat conventcmee in  
having th is period so woll covered; the major events and occurrences 
ar© v/oll established and documented; the important figures and argu­
ments are sa t is fa c to r ily  condemned or praised. All o f which makes the 
evaluation of Samuel Bailey against such u monetary panorama the 
simpler» In the procoding chapter i t  was shown that Bailey*s work on 
money was phrasod generally in tom s of the theoretical problem of 
the value of money, or changes in  the value of money, and the somewhat 
more praotioal matter of whether, in terns of tho theoretical analysis, 
anything could be done by the sta te  to circumvent the v ic issitu d es 
occasioned by such changes. The Money, therefore, was in  some contrast 
"with the usual run of pamphlet literatu re  published at the time. It 1
1 Cf, Viner, Studies, pp. 218-89, Yora C, Smith, The Rationale 
of Central Banking, (London» 1936), pp* 14-20, 61-79, L.W. Mints,
A History of Banking Theory, (Chioago: 1945), pp. 101-124, E. Wood, 
English Theories of Central Banking Control, (Cambridge, f]lJSAj s 1959) 
&«ISV Feavearyear.' It'e hound Sterling (Londons 1951), pp, 216-70.
A. Androacice, History of bhe iBank o f England. (3d, ed ition ; London* 
1935), pp. 2i8-94.
«as provoked neither by a monetary oriels nor by the proposal or 
passage of an aot immediately impinging on monetary problems* Rather* 
it was merely one moire of Bailey’s familiar endeavors to eet the 
analysis straight and to see just hoe much oould then be inferred from 
it* At the end of the Money proper« however, Bailey had set aside a 
few pages devoted to what, in the title, was described as a "Post­
script on Joint-Stock Banks*" And this "Postscript," along with its 
companion publication, A Pofonoe of Joint Stock Banks and Country 
Issues (London t 1840), rather definitely put Bailey into the midst of 
the contemporary issues implied in the titles* Sinoe little has been 
•aid in the oritleal literature about Bailey's participation in these 
disputes, it is worthwhile to attempt a brief appraisal of it*
The Defence was divided into two parts, the first of whioh was a 
virtual re-print of the "Postscript" of three years earlier* There 
la a certain advantage, however, in using the ohronology of Bailey's 
publication, for the two parts of the Defence. while related in many 
matters of principle, were nevertheless written in response to some­
what different monetary problems whioh ooourred during the thirties 
decade. It is therefore possible to relate Bailey's arguments to the 
Very well-known and immediately practical issues of the period*
1.
By way of a brief background to Bailey's "Postscript," it will 
be recalled that, although the Committee of 1852 appointed to consider
the expedienoy of renewing; the Bank of England*s charter produced 
»o report, on the basis of the evidence so gathered the Government 
passed the Bank Charter Act of 1835« In addition to granting the 
®tok certain increased powers of credit control through freer use of 
the Bank rate, the act also broadened the field of operations of the 
joint-»took b a n k s From one viewpoint, therefore, the Government 
gave It® approval to the operation of the system of joint-stock banks 
’•hioh had been established under the Act of 1826*® Tho period 
following the Act of 1833, however, turned out to be one of considerable 
prosperity and eventually, of great speculative activity. Although 
hhe actual crisis did not materialise until the end of 1838,5 explana­
tions were not wanting for the devolopment of the boom. Conspicuous 
among these was that given by William Clay in his speech in tho Bouse 
°f Commons of 12th May, 1838, urging the appointment of another Select 
Committee to inquire into the expedienoy of altering tho Act of 1826,* 
tod that of J«H, Palmer, who charged that joint-stock banks thwarted 
hot ion by the Bonk of England to regulate its issues by reference 
to the exchanges,® It was in light of the strong presumption that 1234*6
1 Cf. Peavearyeor, on, oit,, p. 354,
2 7 Geo. IV,, C. 46,
3 Cf, Andreades, op»oit«, pp, 263-68,
4 Cf, Speech of William Clay, Esq,, M,P,, , , ,  (London: 1836),
PP, 11-46. ---------------------------------------
6 Cf. J.H, Palmer, Causes and Ccnsocucnoes of the Pressure upon 
the Lionejy-2,i&rkat *#* (London V 1837), p. 34«
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some kind of leg!slafcion governing the conduct of Joint-stock banks 
would bo soon forthcoming that Ballsy, who had developed a considerable 
personal interest in the system of Joint-stock banking,1 proposed to 
oonsidor the question of "... how far the State ocn beneficially 
interfere In the business of banking.2 This matter of governmental 
intervention had been one of his objectives in the Money proper* In 
the instant oase, as In tho foraer, he believed it was necessary to 
demonstrate unequivocally that the advantages of interference outweighed 
the disadvantages* And while admitting that there might be instances 
in tfhich the State vms required to interfere, in tho proesnt, as in 
the former argument, he thought that the general provinces of trade end 
commerce were best carried out without deadening or inept legislative 
restrictions. He was unable to see that '’dealing in money" m s  in any 
’.my different from dealing in any othar commodity, except in the fact 
that legislators cannot forgo the fond fancy of a necessity for 
their interposition Lin it]*"® The self-interest of individuals and 
the watchful competition of their rivals would see to it that "... In 
the long run, tho business of dealing in money, like all other trades*
t t*shall be oarried to an adequate, but not an excessive extent* % Hhat 1234
1 Cf* Chapter X III, in fr a , p>. 59 -̂99.
2 Money, p . 173. Defence, p . 1*
3 BonSy, pp. 175-78.
4 I b id ., p* 179.
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wnc “true policy” in regard *0 individuals, therefor 9, Bel ley saw as 
likewise applicable to partnershlpc which acted like indiriduals. And 
the act of 1826, which ho believed tree “judiciously framed,” was 
com ended by him for its enlightened attitude in refusing to amice 
restrictions on the conduct of partnerships which thorough-going solf- 
intorsst motives would satisfactorily regulate,* Moreover* he believed 
that the Act of 1820 had given the country a “considerable number of 
sound establishments"and that the system vhioh they represented had 
proved “beneficial.“®
It was from this general standpoint that Bailey directed himself 
to the three main charges that (l) the 1825 Act had led to an un­
warranted end unsafe increase in the number of banking companies 
formed, (2) that they had mismanaged their affairs, and (3) that they 
had expanded the currency of the nation by overissuing their own notes. 
Sc far as the first charge 5ms concerned, Bailey took the view that if 
too many now bonking establishments had been formed, this m s  no differ­
ent from any other trade recently opened up. The private interests of 12
1 Ibid., p, 183. Defence, pp, 8-10. Bailey did admit that 
some regulations were dictated by the nature of large companies, as, 
for example, the procedure for their formation, the means of obtaining 
and disposing of shares in them, the provision for conducting law suits 
by and against the company, and publication of the names of its partners. 
But these restrictions wore not directed against the motives of the com­
panies themselves. Bather, they wore legitimate measures adopted by the 
government to protect its citizens in a sptera in which they were unable 
to do 00 themselves.
2 Manay> P* 184» Pafonco, pp. 10-11.
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capitalists and consumers would eventunny determine the proper number 
of banks required* "No wisdom, short of omniscience, could so well 
proportion the number and extent of these banking I establishments to 
the wants of the community, as those principles of human nature which 
spontaneously work out the result.*1 Therefore, any government Inter­
ference would he "useless* and "mischievous." As will appear sub­
sequently, when Bailey proceeded to discuss "principles," this adherence 
to the "wants of community* or "needs of trade" argument was the foundation 
of much of his reasoning* It is worth remembering at the same tins, 
however, that in emphasizing this side of the question as against the 
"eupply" side, Bailey was consistent with the fundamental carsea of 
economic behavior he had laid down in the Critical Dissertation.
Regarding the second charge, Bailey admitted that "overtrading" 
and "raismanagonenf had taken place, but he thought that they too 
were no more than could be expected from the opening up of a now trade*
If the ¿Joint-stock banks had pushed their transactions beyond "safe 
and proper limits* during the boom of 1856-56, they were no different 
from th© many other joint-stock companies which had done the same 
thing. The "mania* was not due to the joint-stock banks alone* but 
rested, on a "much deeper souroo." There was nothing in this, ha 
believed, "••• but what is temporary, nothing which will not correct
1 Money, p* 186. Ttefeaoe, pp. 12-13,
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itself, nothing peculiar to bant», or han.lri.ng companies, large or 
smallBanks cad mercantile firms wore dike and their individual 
errors would ho corrected only by " *«• ampler experience, sounder 
views, end superior knowledge —  acts not to be forced upon then, by 
Aote of Parllamont, " 1 2
That Baxley’s perception of the eylclical phenomenon was shallow 
is, of course, obvious :raou„h* As will be shown momentarily, particu­
larly was this true in his failurs to appreciate the differances between 
the oporatioa of a oysfc«n of banks and the operation of an individual 
bank, Qa the other hand, there was a certain nerit in his refusing to 
aooept tho almpllste notion that banks, alon® and exclusively, were 
responsible for speculation extravagances. Bailey may have boon right 
for the wrong reasons, for he was obviously disposed to defend hie own 
calling against tho imputations so frequently made* But is Is not 
too muoh to olatra that by far the most popular (and probably mis­
leading) explanation of oyclcs (orises) m s  in tome of ’’monetary 
phenomena." In insisting on the fact that there was a "much deeper 
source” than this, Bailay was at lo»3t pointed in the right direction*
The third charge Bailey termed the "grandi charge of all.” It 
prooesded, he said, from taking tho country banks and the Bank of 
England as analogous in their function as banks of issue* The Bank of
1 ?fonoy, pp* 187-88. Defenoe, pp. 13-14*
2 ^ n9y» P* 191* Defence, p. 16*
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England could issu s  not os v.ith no ohook but c o n v e rtib ility *  the 
country banks, on the other hand, vero a l l  " r iv a ls  to  waou other" 
and "act under circumstansos which immediately and e ffe c tu a lly  lim it 
th e  amount o f th a ir  c irc u la tio n ."*  He then proceeded to  s ta te  h is 
version o f the 'Vaunted p rin cip le  o f re flu x "  somo eigh t years before 
?ullortan  made i t  popular. 1 2 * He expressed him self very o arefu lly  and, 
th e re fo re , was not tjuito so g u ilty  o f error as i s  implied in  tho 
ohargo that tho re flu x  p rin cip le  f a i l s  to  d iffe re n tia te  the in d ividual 
bank from a system o f banks. 5 hank of England and country bank note» 
trero s im ila r, sa id  B a ile y , in  th e ir  l i a b i l i t y  to  redemption in  
spoolo. Thus, both the Bank and the country banks had to  keep a 
spooio reservo , o r , in  tho case o f the country banks, a  reserve in  
Bonk n otes. The s im ila r ity  ended th ere , however. The Bonk o f  England 
made advances on b i l l s  and public se cu ritie s  by means o f i t s  own n otes. 
Tho country banks, on the contrary, made the "princlplo  p art" o f th e ir  
advances in  gold or Bank, o f Ragland notes* "For every fiv o  pound note
1 Money, pp. 192-95. Befeuoe, p* IB .
2 cif." X  F ullerton , Cm the regulation  o f Currencies (2d e d .j
Londoni 1845), p . 04. The p rin cip le  o f reflux’,"' l:oT,:sv e r7 ’’had been
around fo r  some tim e. Cf. V iner, Studies, pp, 256-41.
5 Cf. T. Joplin, Vlevvo on the auj.jeot o f com  and Currency, 
(London* 1826), pp, 45-46, 155. J.R . Ik)Cullooh," Hist'oric'aI "Sketch 
o f the Bank o f England, (London* 1851), pp, 47-48. djo* Horroan,
Remarks upon ¥omo Prevalent Erro rs , with  Raspeot to  Currency and 
Banking . . .  (London* 1856), pp, E&, 54. 6 « Loyd,  I'urt'Ksr Ref 1 sot 1 one 
on Vho State o f the Currenoy . . .  (London* 1837), pp."^9-fe0.’""
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which they issu e  cm commercial h i l l s ,  or ored it accounts, they roust 
probably advance then, f i f t e e n ,  or twenty pounds in  gold or other re a l 
c a p ita l This ra tio  between th e ir  own notes and gold or Bank
o f England notea advanced might vary between in d ividual banks, B ailey  
added. Be thought th a t the exact proportion o f gold or Bank o f England 
notes which accompanied country note issues would depend upon the 
business requirements in  th e p a rticu la r  area. I t  follow ed from th is  
th a t " I f  a bank should attempt to  fo rce  out more than the proper 
proportion o f notes on i t s  customera, the paper would be returned upon 
i t ,  probably the same day, fo r  speoie or London n otes , " 1 2  3 In add ition , 
a "considerable p art" o f th e  lo c a l advances were made fo r  the purpose 
o f s e t t l in g  London accounts, and the country bank notes were not 
aooepted fo r  th is  purpose. These two faotors would normally check any
excessive issu e  o f  paper on the part o f the country bankers,® The 
borrower decided what proportion o f gold. Bank o f England notes, London
d ra fts , or lo o a l notes he would accept fo r  h is  p a rticu la r needs.
But i f ,  In misconception o f th e ir  re a l in te r e s t , any o f these 
banks should attempt to  extend th e ir  c irc u la tio n , and should sue**
1 Money, p , 194* Defence, p , 19 ,
2 Money, p , 196, Defence, p , 20,
3 There was the addition«1 incentive o f allowing In terest on d eposits, 
so that country bank customers would o rd in a rily  t r y  to  repay cash as 
quickly as p o ssib le . Sot a l l  jo in t-s to ck  banks adopted th is  procedure, 
although B a ile y 's  own bank did allow  2 to  3 per een t, C f, D,0, S co tt, 
H istory o f the B ise and Progress o f Joint Stook Banks in  England
(London* 1837), p , 9 ,
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oeed by sosa« means or other In g ettin g  a flo a t  a greater amount o f 
th e ir  notes than would be issued without any d ireot e f fo r t  in  
the regular course o f th e ir  businesst the external and repressive 
cheeks would in s ta n tly  cone in to  operation. Should they have 
forced out a greater proportion o f paper to  specie than the nature 
o f the business carried  on in  the neighbourhood can do w ith , the 
surplus notes are in s ta n tly  sent in  fo r  g o ld . Should they have 
compelled or induced th e ir  customers to take out notes fo r  large  
payments, which must a fte r  a l l  be f in a l ly  made in  London, the 
paper in  a few days finds i t s  way back to  the Bank that has had 
the f o l l y  to  issu e  i t ,  probably through the weekly exchanges 
which are established w ith i t s  neighbours in  the same tra d e , and 
the amount has to  be liquidated by a d raft on London, to  tho loss 
o f the issuer»*
Although i t  Is  o lear enough that B ailey fa i le d  to  see how note­
issuin g banks could expend th e ir  c ircu la tio n s so long as they remained 
in  stop with one another, 1 23*5  he was correct in  emphasising the fa c t  that 
the n ote-issue function i t s e l f  was a le s s  s ig n ific a n t portion o f the 
banker's business than the currency protagonists im plied . 5  To the 
request by the Committee o f 1856 th at the country banks avoid an "im-
1 Money, pp* 196-97. Defence, p* 2 1.
2 C f. Smith, op» o i t . .  pp# 60-76. B ailey in  fa c t  believed  th at 
i t  was possible fo r  one bank to  expand i t s  issues by "d isp lacing" 
those of a r iv a l  bank. Be said  nothing about possib le "re ta lia tio n s"  
on the part o f r iv a ls  whose issu es threatened to  be eo "d isp laoed," and 
saw no way in  which th is  kind of behaviour could become cum ulative. On 
the other hand, he somewhat la te r  in co n sisten tly  claimed th at any bank 
which denied i t s e l f  business, in  conforming to  the injunction o f the 
Parliamentary Committee o f 1836, would «imply be tran sferrin g  i t s  busi­
ness to  competitors who were d iffe r e n tly  motivated# Money, pp# 206-7. 
Defence, p . SO#
3 Cf • E* Wood, op. o it» . pp. 88-40. Although Professor Wood In­
cludes B a ile y 's  onjy and Defence in  h is bibliography, he makes no
contextual references to him. This i s  somewhat su rp risin g , inasmuch as 
some c f  the conclusions Professor Wood reaches are the same as those 
B ailey  had made#
prudent extension o f  tho c ircu la tio n “ B ailey had rep lied  that the note 
issues o f tho country hank® wore * ••• only in cid en tal to  th e ir  m in  
business o f leading re a l c a p ita l, and are subject to  e ffe c tu a l checks, 
which r e lie v e  the banker from the n ecessity  o f attending to  the amount« "* 
He thought that the
• »* p rin cipal business f js f  the country bankers (docs not co n s is t,, 
l ik e  that o f  the Bank o f England, In lending th e ir  own n o tes,.b u t 
in  lending rea l c a p ita l, belonging e ith e r  to  themselves or th e ir  
depositors? and so long as th e ir  own paper bears so small a pro­
portion to  th e ir  loans, th e ir  o h ief concern must be to  make ad­
vances to  th e ir  customers s a fe ly  and p ro fita b ly , with l i t t l e  or 
no reference to  the e f fe c t  which such advances may produce on 
th e ir  c irc u la tio n . 1 2
hhco he returned to  hie subject three years la te r  B a iley  employed 
th is  same viewpoint with considerable e f fe c t  in  in o istin g  that monetary 
d i f f ic u lt ie s  were due le ss  to  the abuse o f the power o f  note issu e by 
banks than to  abuse o f tho extension o f cre d it or deposit accounts.. At 
d l l  events, i t  i s  impossible to  dismiss Bailey»# dictum —  “The only 
proper p rin cip le  on which any Bank subject to  the competition o f r iv a ls  
Possessing tho same powers as i t s e l f ,  ©an conduct i t s  proceedings, i s  a 
Very simple one and eoamon to  every trade* I t  i s  to  do os much sa fe  and 
p ro fita b le  business as i t s  resources w i l l  a llow , and no more. “ 3  4 —  as 
Meaningless, As Professor Schumpeter has shown, * . .  a fa u lty  theory, 
in  th is  as i t  does in  other oases, covers wise a d v ice .”* So that
1  Sfonoy. P* 200, Sefenoe, p . 29.2 ôn®y« P* l®3* Defence* p. 22,
S Money,- p . 204. Defence, p* 2?,
4 ' M sto ry  o f Economic A n alysis, p . 780.
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however beguiling may bo the perception of the; sxpaxmioniat powers of 
ft system o f hanks as contrasted with these o f an Individual hank, i t  
s t i l l  remains truo th at the system could remain more, i f  not ab so lu te ly , 
stab le  i f  a l l  i t s  members did confine themselves to  carofu l and search­
ing exurinations o f th eir reserve positions and the cre d it applications 
made against then.
In one f in a l  discharge a t a recommendation o f the 1833 Committee, 
th a t th s  country banks should f e e l  i t  to  be th e ir  " *•» pressing duty 
to  examine aoourately the s ta te  o f the exchanges, the proceedings o f 
the Bank o f England in  reference to  i t s  issu e s , and may thus guard 
«gainst the dangerous error o f an imprudent extension e ith e r  o f oredit 
or o f c ircu la tio n  when an opposite course was rendered neoaeaary,” !  
B ailey raised  a point which he was to  argue even more fo r c e fu lly  in  
1840 again st S. J . Loyd (Lord Overatone) and, in  doing so , broached the 
important matter o f the re la tio n  of the country banka to  control by 
the Bank o f England, Having demonstrated that the note issu es o f the 
country banks depended upon the proportion o f notes to  advanoes required 
in  any p a rticu la r  d i s t r ic t ,  B ailey  found i t  i l lo g i c a l  that the Committee 
should require these banks to  regulate th e ir  iesues in  referenoe to  the 
exchanges and/or Bank o f England is su e s . Ee objected to proposing to  1
1  Koporb of tho Joint Stook Bank Committee o f 1856 as quoted in  
T. Joplin. An j feaminati on o f tFe import o f the 'joint Stock Bank 
Committee (Jtion'dbnY 1836), p . c2 .
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the country banks * »•• a pufcl c object a tta in ab le  only by th o lr  general 
concurrence in  doing what i t  i s  th e ir  individual in te re st  to  neglect 
• •••"* Tii9 banks’ business was in to m s o f lo c a l conditions and th e ir  
own resources, and i t  was unreasonable to  expect than to  net through 
some ’'chivalrous resolution  to  turn tho exchanges." Moroovor, unless 
a l l  the banks acted together on th is  proscription  by the C om itt eo, the 
contraction or expansion o f issu es would bo in e ffe c t iv e . R ival banks 
would probably refuse to fo llo w s  contraction o f issues o f  a s in g le  bank 
attempting to fo llo w  the C o n it te e ’ s advice* They would merely replace 
the issues the individual bank had o alled  in  without producing any 
e ffe c t  on the t o ta l  c irc u la tio n *2  Expansion, as he thought ho had 
s a t is fa c to r i ly  proved, oould take place only i f  the lo ca l conditions 
demanded i t *
Beyond a l l  t h is ,  which he thought was obvious, B a iley  argued th at 
i t  was superfluous to  expect the country banks to  regulate th e ir  
issues by reference to the exchanges, when action  by the Bank o f England 
alone oould bring about any desired expansion or contract o f the 
aggregate o ircu lation * To provo th is  point he used what was e s s e n tia lly  
Thornton’ s application  o f the Hum!an balance o f payments a n a ly s is ** 5
1  yopoy* P* 205* defence, p* 27,
2 Money, p* 207* ftbfence, p , 50*
5 ttS» Paper C red it, 2ld f f *  This theory, o f course, had been 
a va ila b le  fo r  some time alnoo Boyd had outlined i t  in  1801* Cf* V iner, 
Stud!es. pp. 154-56. J*K* H orsefield , "The Duties o f a Banker* I I ,  
^Fcbnondca, XI (May, 1944), reprinted in  Ffrpers in  English Monetary 
id sto ry , eds* T,S* Ashton and S.S* Sayers ' ( inndonT lb 63), pp* 54-36.
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A contraction o f the m etropolitan currency i s  not » h olly  sustained 
by the d is t r ic t  in  which i t  c ircu la te s  without a r i v a l ,  but i s  
d iffu sed  throughout the oountry, u ltim a te ly , i f  not immediately, 
the comparative s c a r c ity  o f money and the r is e  in  th e ra te  o f 
in te re st  draw a greater number o f payments to  London. A la rg e r  
amount o f gold and Bank o f England paper i s  sent from the country 
to  London, and a sm aller quantity from London to  the country. 
Country Bankers consequently fin d  th e ir  resources diminished* th e ir  
notes are brought In fo r  d rafts on London, or deposits are drawn 
out in  Bank o f England paper to  send th ith e r , and th o ir  issues 
are thus gradually contracted without any d ire c t e f fo r t  o f th e ir  
own with th at view.*
Even though i t  would probably take some time fo r  the f u l l  e f fe c ts  o f  a 
contraction o f Bank o f England issues to  make i t s e l f  f e l t ,  B ailey  was 
s t i l l  convinced that the in te re sts  o f the oountry bankers would prompt 
them to  watch c a re fu lly  the value o f geld  and notes both in  London 
and the provinces and to  move funds wherever i t  was g re a te r .“* This 
being so , he again could fin d  no reason fo r  the Government to in te r fe re  
in  regulating the oountry issu e s .
There i s  no d ireot in d ication  th at B a iley  meant his argument about 
in te r - d is tr ic t  balances to  apply to bank ored it as w ell as note ia su e s. 
But inasmuch as the opposing sid e had directed i t s e l f  almost ex clu siv e ly  
to  the note c ircu la tio n , lo g ic a l ly ,  in  order to refu te  them, he was 
not required to  take up the problem o f deposit accounts* As has been 
shown, B ailey  was s u ff ic ie n t ly  aware of the fa c t  that d eposits, l ik e  
b i l l s  and checks, were sa tis fa c to ry  su b stitu tes fo r  n otes, and, as w i l l  12
1 Honey, pp. 20S»10. Defence, p. 22.
2 I&mey, pp. 2 1 1 »1 2 .  Polanco, p . 3 8 .
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appear p resen tly , he understood th at the forms o f bank cred it other 
than notes probably outweighed notes in  importance* His mention o f 
the high in te re st  ra te  as one o f the facto rs tending to  draw funds to  
London and h is re la tin g  the rate to  the amount o f the London c ircu la tio n  
shows th a t, I f  ho did not explore th is  p o s s ib ility  o f Bank o f England 
control over the country banks f u l ly ,  a t le a s t  he was aware o f i t  as 
one a va ila b le  method* A few years la te r  he carried  i t  somewhat further* 
At th is  juncture, however, B ailey  rea lised  th at the point in  question 
was bank notes, whioh, fo r  the currency school, constituted the 
c ircu latio n * He had never relinquished the demand fo r  c o n v e r t ib ility  
o f country bank notes, so th at to  the extent th at c o n v e rtib ility  was 
supposed to  prevent the Bank o f England from over-issuing i t s  own notes, 
to  th at same extent c o n v e r t ib ility  oould prevent a system o f in d ividual 
country banks from over-issuing th eirs*  On the basis o f the record, 
however, the great v a r ie ty  o f explanations and condemnations o f the 
Bank o f  England's behaviour in  fa i l in g  to  abide by any consistent 
ru le demonstrated, he thought,
*•• the d i f f ic u lt y  o f arriv in g  a t  any sa tis fa c to ry  system o f 
regulating the currency under a monopoly! and i t  may be doubted 
whether th is  d i f f ic u lt y ,  so long as the monopoly la s t s ,  can ever 
be overcomel inasmuch a s , whatever system i s  adopted, the 
n ece ssity  w i l l  e x is t  o f having recourse to  a rb itra ry  assumptions 
and em pirical expedients* * 1
1 Money, p* 217. Defenoe, pp* 38-39.
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The longer the monopoly continued the more complicated commercial and 
f in a n c ia l a f fa ir s  would become, because that "great desideratum" o f 
a convertible currency autom atically adapting i t s e l f  to the expansions 
and contractions o f business was thwarted by the ad hoc expediencies 
of the Bank's D irectors* The monoply enjoyed by the Bank o f England 
gave i t  a power, he thought, to  meander haphazardly through the f ie ld  
o f monetary management which a system o f independent "sound e sta b lish ­
ments," issu in g " in sta n tly  con vertib le" notes, and subjeoc to the 
"watchful competition o f r iv a ls “ would oiroumvent* 1  To th is  and B ailey  
suggested the founding o f ten or twenty banks in  London with c a p ita l o f  
the order o f two or three m illion  pounds apiece* Operating under the 
”©asy movements o f  unfettered trade" they would be able to  accomodate 
the business needs o f London* C o n v ertib ility  and the re flu x  p rin cip le  
would e f fe c t iv e ly  regulate th e ir  issues* Inter-bank balances oould 
b t se ttle d  in  a note c ircu la tio n  o f one hundred percent specie reserve , 
such notes to  be issued by a National Bank o f Issue* This Bank o f 
Issue would merely convert bullion  in to  notes, which would be le g a l 
tender, and would leave the changes in  the value o f money to  the 
automatic forces o f the market and the exchanges* 1 2 A ll  o f the con­
veniences and b en efits  o f the usual banking functions would be a v a ila b le
1 Money, pp* 814-15« Defence, pp. SB-56»
2 Morey, pp* 221-24* Defence, pp* 41-44»
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to  the country under such a system, B ailey b elieved , and most o f the 
e v ils  produced by the whimsical and fa n c ifu l manoeuverings of the 
"chartered l ib e r t in e ” would be avoided,*
I t  i s  tempting, o f course, to  dismiss B a ile y ’ s p osition  as o f 
l i t t l e  account, Tho argument that a system o f banks can do tilings 
which an in d ividual bonk cannot has gen erally  appeared to  put paid to  
the defense o f fre e  banking as against some form o f cen tral control 
or assumption o f the issue» p riv ileg e *  But confined to  the problem o f  
the issu e function alone, and leaving aside the matter o f deposit banking 
in  the fashion of the ourrenoy p rin cip le  supporters , 1 2 *5 i t  has not been 
proved unequivocally that a system of cen tral control over the issu e 
function is  Inherently more stab le  than a a ye tan o f m ultiple issuers*®
At any ra te , B ailey  and the others of the banking school probably had 
some ju s t if ic a t io n  fo r  taking tho performance of the Bank o f England 
as s u ff ic ie n t  evidence that one o f the things that had not been achieved 
was s t a b i l i t y  o f issues in  reference to the exchangee or in  reference 
to th e  requirements o f business conditions* To the exten t, th erefo re, 
that i t  was p ossib le  to  a ttr ib u te  monetary i l l s  to mismanagement of the
1 The only dlreot reference made to Bailey's plan uas J*W«GiIbnrt*s
approval of it, bf • Currency and bsnidag (London» li’41) reprinted in 
?fio History and Principles of Bunking, eto* (London» 1866), pp, 852-53,
~ 2 .-uiloy understood that this probably amounts to throwing out
tho baby with tho bath water, as will be seen subsequently,
5 Cf, "V* Smith, op.oit., pp. 147-54,
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c irc u la tio n , the advocates o f freedom In note issu es were on ground 
at le a s t  as sa fe  as th at staked out by the supporters o f  cen tra l control 
o f the Issue» In saying t h is ,  however, i t  must not be overlooked th at
a fa r  more Important and in terestin g  matter i s  loft over fo r  discussion, 
v ie ,  the extent to  whioh monetary i l l s  were due to the a b i l i t y  o f  
in d ividual banks, or a system o f suoh banks, to  make advances and to  
open cred it aooounts# The currency sohool did not ignore th is  problem, 
obviously* But i t  sees® sa fe  to  say th at other d i f f ic u lt ie s  oame 
higher up on th e ir  l is t»
2.
From what has been observed thus fa r  o f B e ile y fe defense o f  freedom 
o f the issu e  function fo r  the joint**etook end p rivate  banks, i t  Is  
c lea r that there was probably le s s  depth in  h is an alysis than oonviotion 
in  his b e l ie f  in  the e ffio a o le s  o f fre e  trad e, Yihen he erne baok to  
H s argument in  1840, however, he had broadened i t  in  terms o f  evidence 
and events, and had sharpened i t  in  terns o f the p rin cip les underlying 
his view point.
Due to  a combination o f external faotors and in te rn a l mismanagement 
"the Bank o f England in  1838 and 1839 had only ju s t  succeeded in  avoid­
ing bankruptcy, A fa ilu r e  o f the oorn crop in  1838, the suspension o f 
Specie payment by the Bank o f Belgium, defensive measures to  th is  by 
*he Bank o f France, and a p o licy  o f lowering the discount ra te  by the 
hank o f England, a l l  managed to  reduce the Bank o f England's b u llio n
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¡reserve to  such a low point th at what remained o f i t  was only preserved 
by a loan from the Bank o f Prance through Baring B r o t h e r s A s  in  the 
case o f the boom o f 1835-36, there wore p len ty o f explanations fo r  the 
instant c r i s i s ,  grouped gen erally  around the theories propounded by the 
Currency and Banking Schools* For present ourcoscs i t  im co st convenient 
to  re fe r  to the pamphlets published by S ,J . ioyd (Lord Overatone) as re* 
presenting the former, since i t  was the view adopted there which B ailey  
chose to  oonfront*
Although Loyd «greed that cy o iio a l convulsions were not uniquely 
caused by currency flu ctu a tio n s, he thought that the la t t e r  oould at 
le a s t  re stra in  or «bet them, depending on the d irection  of the currency 
»oveaents*^ The importance o f changes in  the voluso of the currency 
thus establish ed , Loyd then analysed the 1858-39 disturbance with the 
intention of discovering the cause o f any changes which might have 
occurred in  the currency circu lation * His te s t  was to be the extent 
to  which the amount o f currency in  c ircu la tio n  corresponded with the 
«mount o f b u llion  held by the Bank o f knglend, For he believed th at 
°n ly in  th is  way was the "prin cip le  o f currency* —  i . o .  "a paper 12
1 Andrend.es, op» o it» ,  pp* 267-68.
2 Cf. S.J* Loyd, Ramarks on thè Itoagament o f thè C lrculation
(tondoni 1840), pp* 90-SJ* b .J . Loyd, A J^tte r '~to J*Jà. &tàth,~liq« 
(tondoni 1840), pp. 7 , 10-11* S ,J . Loyd, A ìteoona tetter to  J*B* 
fiaith (London: 1840), reprinted in  S.J* Loyd, Traete and Other 
i^ b lipe t i  one_ on li?eta l l l c  and Paper Currenoy, od. d*R*UcCu 1 loch 
(tondoni 166C], pp* 208-6* *”
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circu la tio n  varying in  »count e x a ctly  as the c ircu la tio n  would have 
varied had i t  been m e ta llic * ^ - to be preserved. In seeking fo r  the 
cause o f a change In the volume o f the currency during the period 
in  question Loyd admitted that the Beak o f England i t s e l f  was not 
t r o l ly  blameless in  fa i l in g  to regulate I ts  issue® according to i t s  
b u llion  r e s e r v e s B u t  i f  i t  appeared that the Back's re la tio n  with 
the Government forced i t  to  pursue contradictory p o lic ie s  respecting 
i t s  issu e function and servioe as lender o f la s t  resort,^  as an equally 
In flu e n tia l agent in  thwarting the e ffe c ts  o f the Hank's actions Loyd 
turned against the country banka o f is su e . In general, bs found th at 
they did not regulate th eir issues according to  the movements o f b u llio n , 
th at they responded to Sank Hate changes too la te  ruid too v io le n t ly , 
that th e ir  system o f com petitive issu es forced them fco act d iffe re n tly  
as a system oomoarod with th e ir  conduct as in d iv id u als, and that they 
coimteraoted changes in  the Bank o f England's c ircu la tio n  by th e ir  own 
issues 1234
1 S.J. Loyd, R eflections suggested by a perusal o f !fr. J. Horsley
Palmer* a Paraph lot  t, London f  11S$TT,' o'. ” 16." Tovd, ¡farther ferl'ooi'iona
on^che "state  o f the Currency (London* 1837), pp, S8-3fi “ }i;eTCurrency 
iVinoipIe was by no moans novel with Loyd, o f  course. Of. Wood, op. 
bi t , ,  pp. 1 1 0 - 1 1 , and the referenoes there c ite d .
2 Loyd, Remarks on the gfonarenant o f the C irculation  . . .  pp 77, 
k*yd, L etter to  J .B . Smith, Bag., p . 17 .
3 Loyd, remarks' on the o f the Circula tio n  pp, 48-53
4 Loyd, Remarks on the Management o f the C irc^ V tion  pp. 58 f f *  
L°yd, Letter to  J.B . Smith, Esq, op 12 ff^  Loyd',1' Second l e t t e r  to
J.B, Smith7 Sag. pp7~2l4 J$f**
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Since most o f Loyd’ s charges were against notions B a iley  had 
maintained in  the "P o stsc r ip t,” i t  was only natural th at B a iley  should 
t r y  to  defend th e country banks again st them* Most o f  the second part 
o f the Defenoe, th erefo re, i s  taken up with B a ile y 's  attempt to  re fu te  
Loyd, Bis argument consisted o f an an alysis o f  the ru les proposed to  
guide banks in  the regulation  o f  th a ir  issu e s , o f  how fa r  the Bank o f 
England and the country banks had abided by suoh ru le s , o f  how fa r  i t  
was p racticab le  that the country banks should abide by suoh ru le  or 
ru les as were la id  down, o f what b e n efic ia l e ffe c ts  attended ohanges 
in  the amount o f  the country issu es and the e f fe c t  suoh ohanges produoed 
on the c ircu la tio n  o f  the Bank of England, and f in a l ly  o f  the p a rticu la r  
advantages o f  a paper c ircu la tio n  and how they oould be b est secured,*
In order to  keep the many d e ta ils  o f the argument s tra ig h t, I t  w i l l  be 
convenient to  note the points on which B ailey  and Loyd were agreed.
F ir s t  o f a l l ,  there was no question about th e n e ce ssity  fo r  
c o n v e rtib ility  o f paper issues* B ailey had already made th is  c le a r  in  
the "Postscript"® and he continued i t  in  the second part o f the Defence,8 
Next, l ik e  Loyd, B ailey  did not Intend to imply by h is in vestig ation s 
that he considered currenoy flu ctu ation s the so le  cause o f c y c lic a l 
movement8, This had been part o f  B a ile y 's  argument from the Money, and 123
1 Defenoe, pp, 46-47
2 Supra» pp. 4 5 5 - 5 4 .
3 defence, p* 91,
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had a lso  'been continued in  the ttP o stsc r ip t."1
IVhen I t  came to  the Bank o f England, both men wore agreed th at 
the Bank had not been e n tire ly  successfu l during the la te  t h ir t ie s  in  
keeping to  the Palmer Rule o f  note issu es varying with the b u llio n  
aoveaonts*2 From th is  p oin t, however, th e ir  positions diverged* As 
1» w ell known, Loyd believed  sin ce re ly  in  the o b jective  o f the Palmer 
Rule. On the other hand, he doubted that the Rule i t s e l f  oould work 
s a t is fa c to r i ly  and proposed, in stead , th at the separation o f  th e issu e  
function from the banking function would serve to  re -e sta b lish  the 
correlation  between note flu ctu ation s and b u llion  movements.55 In 
Addition to  t h is ,  only as the oountry banks went along with the Bank 
o f England in  regulating themselves according to  the exohanges, said  
4°yd, would the en tire  c ircu la tio n  correspond in  i t s  movements with 
those o f the b u llio n  upon tdiioh i t  wae based. Otherwise the oountry 
issuers might counteract whatever p olioy  the Bank o f  England had 
adopted on i t s  reading o f the exehange*. Accordingly, and in  con­
form ity w ith the general currency p rin c ip le , Ioyd la id  down the 
**ule that a l l  banks o f is su e , whether the Bank o f  England or the
1 Of* supra,
2 C f* 'Loyd, R eflections
p.452. Chapter IX, supra pp.410-15. 427-28.
pp# 6-6, 58-39. Loyd, Remarks on the 
40-42.
•"* V* 0 ***■*» f If  i f  9
¿fou&gcment o f the C ircu latio n , pp* * ?foney. pp. 216-19• 
"gtenoe. pp. 36-89.' 49 .
Loyd, R e fle ctio n s, pp 16-17, 42-49*
country banks, ought to  regulate themselves according to the b u llion  
reserves*!
I t  was in  appraising th is  general position  th at B a iley  opened 
up most o f the important th e o re tica l d ifferen ces between him self and 
l<oyd* I t  i s  d e a r  th at Loyd’ s ru le  assumes (1 )  that i t  is  d esirable 
that the t o ta l  c iro u latio n  (meaning note issu es) vary in  the manner 
Be prescribed, (2) th at i t  i s  p ossib le  to  asoertain  tho relevant 
variatio n s in  suoh to ta l  c iro u latio n , and (S) th at the oouatry note 
issuee are perfeot substitutes fo r  the Bonk o f England issues throughout 
the country* So fa r  as he was able to  make out, i t  seemed to  B ailey  that 
k>yd meant h is ru le  to prescribe th at a bank should keep a "certain  
fixed  proportion” between i t s  b u llion  and i t e  c ircu la tio n *2 Ih is 
B ailey dubbed the ru le  o f "equal increm ents," fo r  i t  meant that ” *#* the 
Paper money o f any Bank a e tu a lly  in  ciro u lation  and the gold in  i t s  
°o ffe r 3 sh a ll increase and decrease by an equal amount.”5 Observing
1 Cf* Loyd, Sooc-nd Letter to  J.B* Smith Esq* p* 202* "••* Manage** 
»eat o f the ourrenoy means regulating tbe iiu otu ation a  o f the paper 
lesues by the flu ctu ation s o f the b u llio n ! and mismanagement consists 
cith er in  putting out large  quantities o f paper-money and rap id ly  
«ailing them in  again, when there i s  no corresponding increase or 
diminution o f the b u llio n t or in  taking in  large quantities o f b u llio n , 
cad not putting fo rth  notes against i t .  By th is  ru le  I  oontend that 
a l l  issuers o f  paper-money, whether Bank o f  England or Country Issuera, 
°ut to  be Judged, and th at th e ir  measures must in  every instance be 
condemned or approved, in  proportion as they oonfora to  or v io la te  i t . ”
a lso  Loyd, Remarks, pp. 114-15 .
2 Defence, ppV 47-48.s tbiirrp. bo.
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the w ell-sub stan tiated  in s canooe in  which the Bank o f England had 
fa ile d  to  abide by th is  ru le  during the period under review, B ailey  
then went on to  make a more damaging c r itic ism  of it«  In the f i r e t  
p lace , he pointed out that Loyd subjected the Bank o f England and the 
country banks to d iffe re n t c r ite r ia  fo r  adhering to  the r u le . That i s ,  
the Bank o f England was supposed to regulate i t s  note issues by reference 
to  the gold I t  hold, but the oountry banks were supposed to regulate 
th o ir  issues by the gold in  the possession o f the Bank o f England* In 
other words, aooording to  Loyd the country bankers were not supposed 
to  oonsult th e ir  own reserves in  order to determine the extent o f th e ir  
issu e s , but were, rath er, to  oonsult the b u llio n  reserves o f  some other 
in stitu tio n **  This eeomod p aten tly  inconsistent to  Bailey* Moreover, 
so long as Loyd was not prepared to take the issue p r iv ile g e  away fro® 
the oountry banks e n tir e ly , he could hardly charge them with mismanage-
f
a «nt unless he oould show that they had fa i le d  to  make th e ir  issues 
correspond with th e ir  own bu llion  reserves* Since the a v a ila b le  data 
revealed only the country c ircu la tio n  and not the b u llio n  held by the 
Country banka, Loyd had not succeeded in  showing that the oountry 
bankers had v io la ted  the "equal increments" rule*
This was not a l l  fo r  B ailey , however. Granting, he sa id , the 
country banka decided to  regulate  th e ir  issues by reference to the l
l  Ib id *, pp, 83-64*
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bullion, holding« o f  the Bank of England, the Loyd ru le  would prove 
•e lf-co n tre d ic to ry  in  p ra c tic e . During the period 10 January to  
7 February, 1839, fo r  example, the b u llio n  held by th e  Bank o f England 
declined by b 417,000, while the c ircu la tio n  o f the Bank increased from 
% 18,801,000 to  b 18,268,000* This being the ease, B a iley  wanted to  
know, what were the country banks supposed to  do? Were they to  decrease 
th e ir  issu es by & 417,000 and thus uphold the equal decrements ru le?
Or were they to  deerease th e ir  lasues by a greater amount in  order to  
compensate fo r  the Bank*« increase o f i t s  own issues a t a time o f de­
creasing b u llio n  reserves? Or, f in a l ly ,  were the country banks to  decrease 
th e ir  issues by the same r a t io  as 417,000 was to  18,201,000? Obviously, 
there were in  foot too many p o s s ib ilit ie s *  " I t  i s  needless to  pursue the 
p erp lex ities  o f such a ru le  fa r th e r ,"  said  Bailey* " I f  any one chooses 
to  do so , he w il l  fin d  that they reduee to  a very sim ple, although not 
te ry  a va ila b le  maxim, that when the b u llio n  in  the Bank v a r ie s , the 
Country Issues ought to  va ry  somewhat in  the same d irectio n , idle extent 
° f  the varia tio n  being an unassignable q u an tity."*  Beyond t h is ,  the 
country banks did not have access to  the information necessary to  carry 
°ut such a ru le  as Loyd envisaged. The data cam© too la te  fo r  use and 
bh© presentation o f i t  in  to m s o f  averages fa i le d  to  show how fa s t  or 
slow the ra te  o f change o f b u llion  holdings was proceeding. Y et, i t  1
1 Dafonoe, p* 56«
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»ao data of this order «hioh was required if the country hankers were 
to stake their Issues correspond directly with the bullion flows«1
Bailey also made another objection against Loyd’s rule, if by it 
toyd meant that the country hanks should wary their issues in correspond­
ence with the bullion flows from or to the Bank of England« Assuming 
a one million pound withdraw! of bullion, Loyd's rule required a con­
traction of one million of Bank of England circulation and, since he 
had made no attempt to differentiate the country banks, e one million 
contraction of their issues ns well« Thus, a decline of one million 
-n the bullion holdings of the Bank of England produced a two million 
decline in the over-all circulation. Loyd’s first assumption was 
therefore overthrown, for under such conditions the entire circulation 
did not behave like a purely metallio one.1 2 Moreover, since the 
country bonks usually issued notes to only a fourth or fifth of their 
total advances, to effect an expansion or contraction of their circu­
lation equal to that of the Bank of England the country banks would 
have to alter their advances by four or five time* the change in the 
bank’s bullion. This concluded Bailey, would force the oountry issuers 
into "over-bonking with a vsngeanoe.”® If Loyd did not intend his rule 
work in this way, thou he was book in that vague area where the
1 Ibid«, pp* {56—57*
2 Ibid«, pp« 67-69* 
8 I biff., p 62«
country bonks war© supposed to very their issues In a certain direction« 
but the extent of the variation would bo an "unassignable quantity*" 
fior was this all* When Loyd had oited figures from Noman, Huae, 
and Bank of England returns to show that during the years 1853-39 there 
were frequent occasions when the eountry issues varied inversely with 
the Bank of England’s circulation,1 Bailey objected, correctly it seems, 
that Loyd had changed his original criterion. Loyd hnd first laid it 
down that the country banks should govern their issues by reference to 
the bank’s bullion* But in the present referenoe Loyd had oritioised 
the country banks for not regulating their issues by reference to the 
Bank’s circulation* The latter Interpretation of hie rule was valid 
only to the extent that the Bank of England had made its own circulation 
correspond exactly with the bullion movements» Sinoe the record dem­
onstrated that this was not the case and that the Bank's issues had 
frequently diverged from its bullion reserves, Loyd had found the country 
banks wanting in merit by inoonsistently using two different standards* 
Bis position amounted to insisting that the country banks * * •*• line 
of conduct shall be uniformly parallel to two other lines which are 
themselves frequently at right angles to each other*
Taking it as proved, therefore, that the country issues should not. 12
1 Cf* Loyd, Remarks, pp. 69-77*
2 Defence, p. 71.
and probably oould not, vary directly with the Bank of England bullion 
reserves, Bailey nsxt addressed himself to the quest!on of how the 
country Issues should fluctuate and how suoh changes should be brought 
about* As sdght be expected, he relied entirely on the reflux principle 
which he had declared in the "Postscript."
It is deaireable that the amount of the country circulation 
should vary with the business it has to perform, and this is 
secured, as far as human regulations con secure it, by the present 
system* The oheoks upon overissues are so completely and so 
immediately operative, that the circulation cannot be forced for 
any period sufficient to affect prices, and whatever amount is 
afloat is kept out, because it is required by the actual wants 
of the community**
Ho went a little further in defending the reflux principle at this 
time, however* And he seems to have appreciated that It was more 
readily defensible if he could show that the country Issues were not 
perfect substitutes for Bank of England notes* For if this oould be 
proved, it would follow that whatever factors affected or determined the 
country circulation would net necessarily be compensated by inverse 
changes in the Bsmk*n circulation end vice versa. And, from thie he 
oould support his claim for exemption from legislative control over the 
country issues, regardless of what program the legislature adopted for 
control of the Bank of England*« oireuiation. hoyd, of course, took the 
opposite view, and understood that he oould justify his claim that 1
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***** control, either direct or indirect, must bo exeroisod over all 
the paper issues of the oountry,"1 only if he could take it that 
Bank of England and oountry bank issues were substitutes* Be thought 
that he had satisfactorily proved this to be the case, of oourae.^ 
Bailey’s argument, that the Bank of England and country bank 
Issues were not perfect substitutes and did not circulate co-extensively, 
was generally well-grounded, and it Is somewhat surprising to find it 
completely overlooked in the oritical literature* ibis ioay bo due to 
the f aot that as a msssbsr of the Banking School, and therefore failing 
to note the differenoe between the effaces of an individual bank and a 
system of individual banka, there is a tendency to dismiss other portions 
of Ills defense as unmeaningful, however, as far as the purely empirical 
foundation for his position was concerned, Bailey was better situated 
than Loyd*
The gist of Bailey's defense was that changes in the amount of 
the oountry circulation produced no effect on ¿he purchasing power of 
the whole circulation, of the nation, i*e* Bank of England notes*
The reason that provincial paper cannot affect that of the 
Bank of England Is, that it cannot do the work of her paper* The 
fields of operation for these two currencies are not oo-extensive* 1
1 Q* 2725, Evidence before The delect Coaadttee of the house o f 
Commons on Banks o f issue* 1846', reprinted in' Loyd,Traces, p* &G7» 
1-oyd expressed ~tna same conviction elsewhere in ids evidence. Of ,Q* 
2879• I b id ., p. 416*2 Cf* Loyd, Remarks,pp, 6S-76* Loyd, Seoond Letter to J»B* 
Cgdth, Esq.» pp* 214-23V Q* 5195, Evidence on banks of Issue.' T' 
fyaotis. p* 470*
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The letter can perform ©Tory office of the former, hut the former 
Is  excluded from the most Important offices of the latter« Country 
paper cannot circulate in London, and oannot therefore by its 
abundance, or its soarcity, produce any effect on the prtoes of 
commodities there, or on the prioes of public securitlesi and 
being at all times instantly convertible into Bank of England 
notes, it carnot by its quantity produce any effect on prices 
in the oountry«*
He perceived, therefore, that a void created by either the Bank of 
Sagland or the country banks could not be filled by the notes of the 
other, "The metropolitan sphere of her jl.e. Eank of England's J 
oiroulation is as effectually out off from the interference of the 
oountrv issues as the paper currency of one country is from the in» 
fluenoe of that of another This being the case, the London-
country relation is explained in terms of ordinary balenee of payments 
theory already laid down in the “Postscript.“3 Anything done in 
London to affect the interest rate would affect the country circulation«* 
Salley admitted that the country issues would compete with the Bank 
England branch circulation«3 But it was erroneous, he insisted, 
infer from this that any ehnnge in the London oiroulation of the 
Sank would be Immediately counteracted by an inverse change in the 
tnuntry circulation* Loyd's figures adduced to show that the country
1 Defence, p, 83*
2 Ibid», p* 84«
5 5un*ra«, pp. 454-5p.
4 Defence, j>p* 75, 79-80*
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issues expanded when the Bank of England issues contracted failed to 
note that the branch circulation of the Bank had expanded at the same 
time.1 In other words, he had put forward no relevant evidence to show 
that country notes direotly or indirectly displaced Bank of England 
notes
The difference of the positions in whioh the two branches 
of our English circulation ere placed has been too littlo adverted 
to, and it has been perpetually assumed that they must affect each 
other, precisely as if they were on equal footing, and perfectly 
interchangeable, whereas, to make use of a Jooular and expressive, 
although somewhat paradoxical phrase frequently heard, ‘the 
reciprocity is ail on one side.,s
As might be expected, Bailey drew from his analysis the conclusion 
that the country issues could not possibly be excessive enough, by 
themselves, to thwart the effects produoed on the exchanges by alter­
ations in the Bank of England*« circulation^ It was true that the 
country banks might affect the bullion flows from tendon abroad, but 
this was far different from Loyd's claim that the country issuers 
invariably reacted initially in a contrary fashion* Obvioualy, if the 
Bank of England undertook a contraction of its London circulation in an 1234
1 Ibid,, pp. 71-72.
2 Professor Wood reaches the same conclusion that country issues 
did not supplant Bank of England notes* He falls to credit Bailey with 
ftuy relevance on this point, however. Cf. E. Wood, op. oit>, p, 32*
3 Defenoe, p. 85*
4 Ibid#, pp. 76-72.
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effort to dampen dov» the outflow of bullion» transfers of gold fro» 
the provinces to London, in order to take advantage of the higher value 
of money there* night prolong the outward flow of bullion# The London 
prices would be kept at a high level and the exchanges would bo prevented 
fro® turning favorably for London. But, on the other hand, there might 
be a great defend for funds in the country, so that the London circulation 
would not bo expanded, London prices would fall* and the external drain 
would eventually cease.* If Bailey’s exploration of the ext<.raal»1ntornal 
drain relationships was not particularly sophisticated, he ms still 
within Me rights in using it to fill out his claim that the Bank of 
England and country Issues were not reciprocal and symmetrical* And 
if this is true, there was some merit in his contention that expansion 
of the country circulation in response to the '‘real business of the 
country“ ms not uniquely responsible for the ovor-all rise in priooo.2 
He did admit that there was “on© sense“ in which the country issues might 
be considered excessive, "Although it can never bo more than the 
business of the country requires, and can be augmented only by demands 
Etado for it by actual transactions, yet the business of the country may 
Itself be carried to excess,and it waa in expanding this propositi cm 
that Bailey »«do perhaps his most significant contribution to the debate*
1 I b id ., pp, 31-82, ? 11-Id., p, 80»
5 Ibid», p, 74*
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T3io country circulation night increase, he agreed, whether the 
rise in business activity was ngood or bad, prudent or imprudent*'’
® tosfcls,
for a time, the sound or unsound character of the transaction can 
make no difference* a mercantile or nanufneburnl concern may be
carried on during oven a considerable psriod -without any proper 
foundation, and as long as It continues its operations, it will 
employ as much of the currency as if no disaaterous termination 
wore to follow, end may thus extend the circulation*
But t>da is a circumstance which must happen under any system 
of currency whatever* nor is the imprudent assistance whioh such 
undertakings sometimes receive from Banka, at all peculiar to 
Banks of issue, or mainly furnished by moans of their own notes*1
It was in fellin'* to appreciate that demands upon banks for advances
*ere something different in their effects and importance from doaands
upon banks for notes, that toyd end the others had adopted cm erroneous
'How* **If the Country Banks hove erred at all, it has not been in
their conduct as banks of issue, but in thoir conduct as banks for
discounts and loans* a matter altogether different and distinct****"̂
issuing notes and creating deposits or making advanoos were two entirely
different things, although they had often been confounded.
*.» Many of the evils which had been attributed to mis•managements 
of the circulation, to improper and excessive expansions and con­
tractions, have in reality proceeded from improper discounts and 
loans, —  tram; a at lone whioh would take place under any system 
whatever, and the evils of which can be remodied only by * progress 
in intelligence* 12
1 Ibid., P. 74.
2 Ibid*, pp. eS-86*
So one would b® mad enough to attempt to interfere lu  any 
way with the management of establishments for borrovdng and 
landing mousy, and yet it is not too much to say« that in that 
character, Banks are of far greater importance to the community 
than the otheri that they produce far mors extensive consequences 
by the regulation of their loans than they can produoe by any 
fluctuations which they have the cower of offsowing as hunks of 
issue, so long as paper is convertible. Whatever arrangements
consequently are adopted in
aouross of good and evil in
regard to the currenoy, the principal
the sys&eu; of hanking will continue#1
For example,
supposing country issues to bo suppressed, and no paper but that 
of one single issuer to be allowed, the Banka would still be at 
liberty to make any loans they might think proper. All the effects, 
whether good or bad, produced on the commerce of the country by 
banking institutions would rexain, except those which are 
specifically occasioned by local paper# Banks properly conduoted 
would then be of the highest sorrioo to coheres as they are now, 
while Banks improperly conducted, making immoderate and un­
warrantable advances for improvident undertakings, and risking 
their money on hazardous or worthless securities, would bring 
great evils both on tbensalvos and on the community, just like 
any other mercantile establishments in the hands of bad managers#
It is necessary, therefore ••• net to ralx Up the benefits and 
evils of the trade of borrowing and lending capital, with the 
spaoific effects of issuing promissory notes.2
Thomas Tocke referred to Bailey on these ;.oints with approval*®
It was to Bailey’s credit, however, that he had made those observations 
generally in advance of the bettor-known members of the banking school, 
(a#g. Took©, Fullerton, James Wilson, and J#1f* Gilt art) who are most ° 12
1 Ibid«, p# 06*
2 Ibid., p. S7.
S HcITcugh, at the sane time, ho charged Bailey with having failed 
to mark the asms distinction apropos of the Bank of England's issue 
and banking funotiaus. Cf# An Inquiry Into the Currency Principle 
(2d# ed#j London* 1844), pp.TuMhfT"”"
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praised for haring perceived that deposit accounts urerc of greater 
Significance time the cuz'rcncy school acknowledged#^
Saving devoted hiteolf to proof of the propositions that country 
tanks of issue were limited by the competition of their rivals and that 
tka acto issues of country banks vero a lose significant portion of 
their business then their loans and discounts, the question night 
reasonably be posed to £alloy* why bother to defend ocuntry issues 
at ail, if they ars so unimportant? In the finul pages of the Cofet.wo 
tailoy addressed himself to this matter and proposed to discuss the 
«pacific advantages conferred by a "crodit-nct© currency" as a means 
of proving the desirability of its retention* A orodit-nofc© currency, 
i«e* convcrtitlo paper based on a loss than one hundred percent bullion 
reserve, said Eailoy, possessed the two ma^or virtues of ’convenience" 
®ad the "saving of capital*" Since the former advantage could equally 
'frail be secured by a one hundred percent bullion reserve convertible 
paper, or simple "bullion notes," it was clearly the latter advantage 
frhich vías unique with credit-notes**'' This feature of convertible 
paper currency permitting the "saving of capital" had already been 
explained in the Money and Bailey secas to have been content to stand 12
1 Cf* Vinar, Studies, pp* 220-22. Andreades, op* pit*, pp* 270-76*
«Cavearyear, Pit*, pp, 247-48*
2 Dofonae, ¿>»"*88»
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by the analysis he had there presented.-^
So far as the feur&linr objections to a credit-note currency were 
c<moerned, Balloy thought that it wns poGSifcl® to overcome than without 
too suoh difficulty. Hcnoa, the alleged liability of a fiduciary la rue 
to greater and wore severe expansions and contractions than a one 
hundred percent bullion reserve currency could bo obviated by taking 
away the dependence of the issue on tho will of the issuer. This could 
be dons, ho believed, by leaving tho amount of such fiduciary issue to 
the %tmta of the parties who use the currency*”1 2 Once again, Bailey was 
obviously relying on the reflux principle to limit tho quantity of 
promissory notes able to be circulated by note issuing banka. As ho 
had been before, ha was still guilty of failing to appreciate the 
«spansivs powers of a system of Issuing banks, in contrast with the 
power of one individual bank out of stop with tho others, his faith 
in th® demands by the borrowera to limit the amount of notes they would 
toko was better founded to the extent that he envisaged borrowers 
carrying on not only local transactions, but transactions out of the 
district as well* That ie, the need by borrowers to settle ¡sciences 
outside the district might limit their demands for local notes in 
some nefl&ur#» If their needs wer® exclusively local, however, they
1 Cf. Chapter IX, supra» pp.419-20.
2 Defence, P* 31*
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oculd probably go on demanding notes until suspension ■vac practically 
inevitable, so long ao tho Issuing tanks leapt in step and did not suffer 
alters» clearing balances with the other banka in the area. Bntley did 
not go into tho possibilities to this extent, although he nay hare 
presumed that M s  earlier analysis of the Î mlara-country relation was 
the model ho had in mind*
A second disadvantage of a credit-note currency, vis. its liability 
to tuepoaslon from overissue, could bo prevented if note issuers would 
always so© to it that ”••• the excess of paper beyond tho reserve of 
bullion is not too groat•*1 This ratio would be settled, lie said,
:'by experience* on tho part of tho individual bunk*
A third disadvantage, that insolvency of its issuers might subject 
the currency to a complete loss of value and produce serious injurl ee 
to all parts of tho community, could bo overcome by having a ”system 
of solid ootablishnonto *
In the fact that ha did not pauetrato further into the “experience*1 
and “solid establishments* which wore supposed to avoid the problejaa he 
had sioatianodjBailay praoably skipped over more difficult!as than he 
Resolved# Of course, sa ha3 been noted oarlior, if all oe&kers abided 
by the rules of conduct Bailey had suggested, many of the specific
1 ibid#, p. 21*
2 tbTT., ?. 91.
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banking evils night have been avoided* But suoh behaviour vould have 
proved only a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for stab ility  
of the system of banks* Bailey never did rise  to the perception of 
the different effects attending a system of banks as oompared with 
an individual bank* Probably his utilitarian  faith  in the efficacy  
of individual conduct in th is, as in other fields of endeavour was 
too strong to be abandoned*
In concluding his remarks Bailey took one or two parting shots 
at the proposal to oanfine note Issue to one single bank* Be thought 
that thie plan would confer no advantages over the present one of 
multiple issuers* A single issuer would not distribute the savings 
° f  capital on a fiduciary issue equitably throughout the country, 
the currency would not be adapted to the varying wants of diffsrent 
communities as well as under a system of many banks of issue, and 
there was no necessary guarantee that suspension of cash payments or 
iasolvenoy would be any less likely with a single. Instead of many 
banks of issu ed  He ju stified  these observations by having recourse 
to those principles of human behaviour whieh had been so muoh of his 
earlier investigation*
The more the subject i s  considered, the more clearly I am inclined 
to believe i t  will be discovered, that any system whioh involves 
the neoesslty of any arbitrary, speculative, or deliberate ad- 1
1 Ibid*, pp. 94-97
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justment of the sum total of a credit-note currency to tho supposed 
oommeroial condition of the coammity i s  essentially wrong.• •
Ho prinoiplo can be depended upon for the nice adjustment of 
the ourrenoy to the wants of the people* but that play of internet 
in which we unhesitatingly confide for the adequate eupply of 
a l l  the other necessities* comforts, end conveniences of l i f e . *
Although from the present perspective of central bank control
over note Issues Bailey's attempted defense of free issue may appear
rather superfluous* i t  i s  important not to overlook the fact that
there was a certain internal consistency in his argument at the time
be presented I t *  which the Currenoy School lacked. That i s *  having
understood that money substitutes* in the fora of bank deposits* oheoks*
h ills  of exchange* and so on* were at leaet of oo-ordinate importance
with the ourreney in any business fluctuations, Bailey me right in
insisting that regulation of the quantity of ourrenoy alone would not
resolve the problems. Be was certainly not guilty of the sort of monetary
schlsophrenia displayed by the supporters of the Bank Aot of 1844*
whereby i t  was believed that the separation of the Issue from the
Banking Department of the Bank of England would* i f  not cure monetary
Ailments* at least constitute a sort of preventative mode cine.5*
There was no fault in Bailey's logie when he had insisted that
legislative approval for free trade in deposit banking should have im- 1
1 Ibid»* pp. 98—99.
2 Cf. S .J .  Loyd* Thoughts on the Separation of the Departmente
of the Bank of England (Londoni 1«44)* reprinted in Traots* pp. 240-41.
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p lied  fre e  trade in  note issues» since notes end deposits were to a l l  
intents and purposes indistinguishable* With the exception o f Tooke,* 
most o f the other members o f the Banking School were one with B ailey on 
th is  point* I t  i s  in te restin g  to appreciate that the adherents to  the 
Bank Aot o f 1844 were content to  re e t rauoh o f th e ir  s a tis fa c tio n  w ith 
the Aot on the fa c t  that i t  had, by i t s  regulations» ensured the con» 
v e r t lb i l i t y  o f  the ourranoy*^ th is  Im plies, o f course, that i f  the 
note issu e  were not p a r t ia lly  backed by a fix e d  amount o f s e c u r it ie s , 
so that varia tio n s in  the issue would correspond to  v aria tio n s in  the 
remaining b u llio n  reserve , then c o n v e rtib ility  might have been lo st*
But i t  overlooks the fa c t  th a t individual note-issuing banks oould be 
Just as se n sitiv e  to  changes in  th e ir  b u llion  reserve p osition  as a  
sin g le  bank o f is s u e , i f  not more so*3 So th a t, as B a iley  saw, there 
was no sp eo ifio  reason why a system o f issuing banks would he inherently 
more l ik e ly  to  suspend cash payments than a s in g le  issuin g bank* And 
there was a strong presumption, i f  the record o f the Bank o f England 
was any c r ite r io n , th at a s in g le  bank o f is s u e , enjoying the favor o f 
the Government, would probably fin d  greater ease in  escaping i t s  o b li­





T. Tooke, Histo ry  o f P rices, I I I ,  208. 
C f. V ln sr,Hgtudieg, p* 'HS*
Cf* Smith, p* 150»
Defence, p* 96"*' C?. Smith, op* o it * . p . ISO*
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All of whioh seems to leave ones mors as the rujor defect In 
Bailey’s analysis his inability to contrast the expansionist powers 
of a system of banks with that of an individual bank noting independ­
ently of it8 rivals* Whether this power, as confined to the note issue 
privilege, involved the banking system In greater instability than it 
already possessed, in terms of its power of granting loans through 
deposit aooounts, is a question not susceptible of absolute proof* 
Probably the most that can be done is to note that the estimates that 
have been made place the depoeits of eountry banks at about five or 
six times the amount of the notes they issued*^ While these deposits 
stay have included interest-paying savings aooounts, their over-all 
ratio to notes issued accords fairly well with the estimate Bailey 
him*aIf had given*® Therefore, Bailey was dearly correct in having 
drawn attention to the fact that it was the deposit-creating power of 
banks, rather than their power of note issue, whloh produced the more 
dgnificant oonsequenoes for the levels of business activity* Thus* 
all likelihood he would have found in that former power the greater 
potential for affording instability in the banking system*
s#
Although the Bonk Act of 1644 embodied many more provisions than 1
1 Cf* 3* Wood, oo* clt», pp* 22-23*
2 Sup™*«PP. 455-54.
thoso items against which Bailey had raised ob^setlona in the Defence,* 
it is nevertheless interesting to consider tire manner in whloh Loyd 
treated Bailey*» argument, partioularly in light of the influenoe Loyd 
himself had in preparing some of the nay for tho Act, Prom what hes 
preceded, it will be recalled that the m i n  and most important difference 
between Loyd and Bailey was over the extent to which freedom in note 
i*aue by country and private banks subverted the attempts by the Bank 
of England to regulate the circulation in correspondence with the ex­
changes and bullion flows* When he appeared before the Commons Committee 
on Banks of Issue in 1040 Loyd addressed himself to this matter and 
spoke at some length on tho reasons why he thought competition in note 
issues was contrary to the publie interest* To the question "Could 
the end of banks of issue be attained without danger to convertibility, 
by a free competition among the issuing banks, accompanied with any of 
those cheoks against over-issue which you have reoamended?* Loyd had 
replied!
That raises of course the whole question of competition of issuesi 
my own view of the matter is, that competition is a principle most 
properly applicable to banking business, as to most other businessesi 
but that it is not a principle applicable to what I should rather 
call the privilege than the business of issue* Issuing paper I 
always consider as the creation of money, and that is a duty or 
privilege whloh I think can be better exeroised for the benefit of 
the community by one body, acting under the oeatrol of the Legis- 1
1 Cf* Horsefield, "The Origins of the Bank Charter Act, 1844," 
oit*, pp. 116 ff,
lature or Government, than by trusting it to tlio principle of 
competition. The prinoiple upon which the advantage of competition 
depends, appears to no to be this* that its tendency, in all 
ordinary cases, is to secure to the public the advantage of the 
greatest quantity of the article, and of the boat quality, at the 
cheapest price, and that all miscalculations with respect to supply 
that are made by producers, fall in their inconvenient consequences 
upon the producers, and not upon the public. How, with regard to 
paper money, the object that competition secures is not that in 
securing which the public interest is most concerned! it is not 
the greatest quantity at the cheapest price which we require, but 
it le a strlot regulation of the quantity by reference to a oertain 
standard! and again, any miscalculations in the proportion of the 
aotual supply, to that which ought to be supplied, fall prinoipally 
and most extensively on the community at large, (in some degree, 
undoubtedly, upon the over-issuers,) but the community at large are 
in that case the greatest sufferers by the miscalculations of the 
over-issuers. Again, this question of competition at once lets 
in the consideration which I adverted to in my examination on a 
former day, as being laid down In the pamphlet in defenoe of joint 
stock banks and country issues, where it is distinctly stated, that 
it is not the interest of each separate issuer to conform to that 
rule which the interest of tha community at large requires! that 
It is, in fact, his interest to violate it. Well, then, look 
what competition is in this case! competition is to place a great 
public trust, for such the Issue of paper money really is, in the 
hands of a body, wives, by its own statement, it appears that it is 
the Interest of each separate Individual of that body to violate 
the rule upon which the public interest requires they should act, 
end even if interest does not lead them to violate it, they etate 
that it is impossible for them to attend to that rule. I believe 
those to be perfeotly correct statements! and thoy appear to me 
at once to prove that to intrust the issuing of the paper money of 
the country to the prinoiple of competition, is to intrust it to 
that which must mismanage the paper money, and must inflict very 
serious consequences upon the public interest.*
Loyd's conclusions rest, of course, on the oonviotions (1) that
oonvertibility le the be-all and the end-all of ourrenoy policy, (2)
that country issues are perfect substitutes for Bank of England notes. 1
1 Q. 2866, Loyd, Tracts, pp. 411-15.
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(5) that convertibility oan only be attained or maintained by making 
variations in the entire circulation correspond exactly with variation*  
la bullion flows, and (4) that the oountry issues are not regulated by 
reference to the exchanges with sufficient exactness and promptness to 
ensure (5)* As he said, Bailey's argument seemed to snake it plain 
enough that the interest of separate Issuers precluded their ever abiding 
by the only rule which would produce and sustain convertibility, via* 
naking their issues correspond with the state of the exchange*.
How although I t  nay be granted that Loyd was s tre e ts  ahead o f 
B ailey in  seeing that inter-bank clearings would not by themselves 
produce c o n v e r t ib ility , * ha was le s s  securely founded in  dism issing 
Bailey«» contention that there was no reason why independent issuer* 
should bo expected to  arrange th e ir  a ffa ir s  according to  a ru le  in ­
applicable to  th e ir  range o f a f f a ir s .  Throughout h is en tire  testimony 
before the 1840 Committee Loyd took i t  as read th at an understanding 
of the true "prin cip le  o f currency” would n ece ssa rily  show that a l l  
the note issu ers In the oountry should regulate themselves by the 
««changes»2 This assumed, o f course, that Bank o f England and oountry 
issues were oo-extsnsive and o o -e ff ic ie n t . Although Loyd grudgingly 
admitted that there might he instances imagined in  which lo ca l condl-
1 Evidence before Committee on Banka of Issue, 1840, Q. 2867, 
Tracts. p. 413
* Of* Ibid.. Q. 2654, pp. 341-42* Q. 2726, pp. 368-70* Q. 2727,
P. 370* Q. 2805, pp. 396-396* Q. 2876, pp. 416-17* <1. 2879, p . 418*
Q. 2976, pp. 439-40* Q* 3197, p. 479* Q. 5198, p. 479.
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tio n s might require actions d iffe re n t from those prescribed by his 
m ile ,1 he gen erally  took i t  that the two classes o f issues were co- 
equftle«1 2 Therefore, when he wanted to  judge against the system o f 
m ultiple issv .ers, he adduced figu res to  show that they did not manage 
th e ir  c ircu la tio n s by reference to  the bu llion  flow s,^ He made no 
attempt to  d istin guish  the Bank o f England’ s London c ircu la tio n  from 
i t s  Branch c ircu la tio n  and, accordingly, conveniently overlooked B a ile y ’ s 
charge th at the two were not id e n tica l in  th e ir  purposes and e f fe c t s .
I t  was by lumping the two classes o f issues together, th erefore, th at 
&>yd was able to respond to  the question "is  the d i f f ic u lt y  o f  good 
management increased by the m u ltip lic ity  o f issu ers?” in  the follow ing 
terms*
Yes, I think i t  i s  very serio u sly  increased by the m u lt ip lic ity  o f 
issu ers} whore the paper money i s  issued by a m ultiplied number 
o f persons, i t  i s  probably not the in te re st  o f each o f those 
persons separately  to  conform to  one common r u le , and even i f  
i t  was th e ir  in te r e s t , i t  may very f a i r l y  oe contended th at i t  
i s  not p racticab le  fo r  them to  do so* That very ground has been 
taken in  on anonymous pamphlet published by a w ilie r  o f  v«ry con­
siderable esninoenoe in  h is ether works, who has undertaken the 
defeaoe o f country is su e rs , h o  has taken, as the ground o f defence, 
th at they do not conform to  the flu cu tation s o f bu llion  in  the 
management o f th e ir  issu e s , because, i f  i t  wan th eir in te re st  
to  do so, i t  would not be possible fo r  them to  do so . The passages 
are not very long, and I w i l l  take the l ib e r ty  to read them} I 
r e fe r  to  th is  pamphlet, because the w riter o f i t ,  whose name i s  
not given, i s  w ell known fo r  the ju s t  m erit o f many o f h is other
1 I b id ,,  Q. 2982, pp. 440-42,
2 FbTSr., Q. 5000, p . 442j Q. 5024, pp, 446-46} Q, S026, p , 446, 
8 TbTrT., Questions 2685-2718, pp, 368-65,
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works, and th erefore i t  ie  a f a i r  te s t  to  take; the f i r s t  passage 
i s  a t page 55 o f h ie pamphlet* —  »When we speak o f the Bank o f
England«, or any other bank« and in s is t  th at i t s  c ircu la tio n  and 
i t s  b u llio n  s h a ll vary by equal increments and de or ament c ,  we 
la y  down a precise and unambiguous p rin c ip le , tho observance and 
n eglect o f which, whether i t  i s  in  i t s e l f  !u rt or n ot, are e a s ily
perceived and exactly  uweaureablej but whan vro in s is t  that the 
country banks sh a ll make th e ir  issues vary with the v aria tio n s in  
the quantity o f b u llio n  held by a bank in  Ionion, we p rescribe a 
ru le to which no d e fin ite  rap tuning otm be a ff ix e d , and o f which 
no ingenuity can prove that one in terpretation  ought to be fo llo w ­
ed rather than another.*1 ,
I t  lo  remarkable th at Loyd should hare been w illin g  to point so
d ire c tly  to  Bailey*» cJ?'ar demonstration o f the fa lla c y  involved in  
exporting the country issu ers to  abide by a ru le  foreign  to th e ir  le v e l 
o f a c t iv i t ie s ,  and y©t should have been w illin g  to  express the b e lie f  
thai conformity to  that ru le was s t i l l  the "real duty, incumbent upon 
tho aggregate body o f tho paper issuers o f the cou n try.. , ”1 2 i t  i s  
a l l  tho more remarkable fo r  1/3ycl’ s re fu sal to  carry out tho f u l l  
oonssquonoes implied in  tho p osition  he had takon. For s t r i c t l y ,  i f  
control of tbo aggregate c ircu la tio n  was the f in a l  o b je ctiv e , i f  the 
d irectors o f tho Bank o f England could reasonably bo expected to  accept 
toyfi’ a ru le fo r  governing paper issues according to  tho oxohanree, and 
* f  tho freedom o f  country issues appeared to  thwart tho operation o f 
the ru le  because the country bankers had not suddenly become "benevolent* 
sad placed the national above th e ir  own individual in te r e s t j  then.
1 Ib id ., Q. 2738, pp. 376-78
2 IbicT., Q. 2976, p . 439.
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Obviootlly9 the country I t  . hod to 20. Loyd had ovir.cod no 1 r.tion 
in In sistin g  that separation of the Issue from, the Banking Eeportaenfc 
of the Bank of England vms absolutely necescv.ry i f  tho Bank vme to 
Regulate i t s  issu es in conformity with the rulo ho had proposed. Laving 
Cone th is fa r ,  he should have boon ju st  as w illing to get rid  of tho 
inconvenience of tho country issu e s , either by having the Bank take then 
over en tirely  or by imposing upon then tho sane r ig id  restric tion s 
im plicit in  his plan for separating the two departments o f the Bank 
i t s e l f .  In th is respect. Peel m s in it ia l ly  much more consistent than 
Loyd in suggesting that i t  would be host fo r tho Bank of England to 
substitute I t s  notes for country issues as quickly as fe a sib to .1 In 
the event, of course, the actual Bank Act of 1844 re lied  on a more 
gradual process of assim ilation  and control, Loyd, however, xvonted i t  
Loth ways at once and continued in  his evidence and elsewhere to urge 
s t r ic t  provision by the leg isla tu re  for regulating the issues of tho 
Bank of England in accordance with the exchanges and to urge that the 
country booker a regulóte their issu es in accorslanoe with the bullion 
in the Bank of England.**
Loyd completely Ignored Bailey ’ s plea fo r a precise statement of 12
1 Horsefield, "The Origins of the Bank Charter Act, 1844" Op. 
git., pp, 135-24.
2 Evidence before the Comlttee on Banks of Issue, 1840. Op. pit.. 
Questions' ¿Wú+Yé',"l>p* 4&S-40j' Question* 2741-42, p, 578} Questions 
3186-98, pp* 478-7S» Cf. Also, Loyd, Thoughts on tho Separation o f the 
Departments of the Bank o f England, T racts, pp. 257-61, 278-GO,
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fcovthe proposed rule was to operate, o f b e t t o r  the country banks were 
to rewulato their issu es in equal inorsronts or decrements w?th the 
tu l l ic a  flows, in proportional increments or de«re»ents, or in  sere 
tuy ta la  icing up with the Bank’ s alteration s in i t s  circulation so that 
the to ta l circulation  corresponded with the hullion. All that he would 
s&j? iu3 that "♦ ,«  i t  appears to  as that a l l  the issu ers of paper money 
cughfc to act concurrently with each ether, not one in  obedience to 
another* I t  appears to a© that they ought a l l  to he Joint controllers 
of the stoney operations of ths country* net one party controlled by the 
other.'’1 Ho likewise overlooked Bailey ’ s claim that the deposit accounts 
^ero fa r  more sign ifican t than the not© issues in th e ir  e ffect on the 
-evels o f business! a c t iv ity . This, o f course, was one of the tenets of 
the currency advocates v i s . that deposits were not to  be considered as 
part of the currency or c iro rla tlcn . However, i t  i s  only necessary to 
recall Joseph Hume’ s vory pointed questioning o f  Loyd before th© I f 40 
Committee on tills  heading to reveal how d iff ic u lt  i t  woe for Loyd to  
defend idc viewpoint
In the f in a l a n a ly sis , th erefore, and without reference to  the 
numerous and various items o f d e ta il raised  in  th© dispute, the differences 
hotweon Loyd and B ailey scorn to b o il down to  th is*  both were agreed that 12
1 Evidsnco before the Ca-a- ittee on Banks of Issue, 1840, op, olt,, 
Q. 2722,“p. 366»
2 Ibid.», Questions 3147-3240, pp. 469-86.
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♦he spocifi oally 'fcccnMnr funeti cns of hanks night he a souroo of in- 
•lability in the system and the instabilities could only he avoided by 
•ouud banking practices, not by legislative enectronts; both war» agreed 
that convertibility of paper otrrreney was neceesary end desirable, On 
the other hand, thay disagreed cn the way in which oonvartibllity could 
best bo ensured and, therefore, on the extent to which positive? govern« 
ttcntftl intervention mas required* and, they attributed different degree» 
of influence to variations in the currency end variation» in banking: 
activity on the level of business• If this is the ease, then toyd and 
B Hoy, as not neocssarily equal in stature and influence hut certainly 
ay representative of the fanllinr currency and banking positions, confirm 
fi'ofassor Schunpetor’s judgement that the differences between the 
currency and banking protagonists wore loss differences of analysis than 
®f the practical importance of their views.* Convertibility was the key 
point bet-’oen them and, as has already been pointed out, there was no 
* priori reason for concluding that special legislative provisions were 
®or© efficacious in obtaining it then mcro individual self-interest. In 
Stressing the great benefits to flow from the "automatic* regulation of 
the currency in accordance with the Bank Act of 1844, the supporters 
of the currency principle implied that there simply was no other way to
Oprevent overissue of the paper money. But there was. And it was en- 12
1 History of Economic Analysis, p, 728,
2 C f, Loyd's Evidence before the Seoret Committee o f the House o f 
jgrds on Commercial D istress in  1848, Q. 1406, Traota, p ,‘ SOti,
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Compassed in bailoj ¿ioi.ua that bankers should do as ;/oich safe wad 
profitable business us «heir resources would penult, including pro- 
«uaably nose issues as well as loans ana discounts,'* Opinions might 
differ us to what was "safe and profitable* and wha burden the "re 
sources'1 of the bank could bear, but by growing In knowledge and ex­
perience cankers would soon loam what v.aa a safe resort ratio to 
aoooa ana discounts* Saving loaraot it, however, there v.uo no intorent 
rwjisou for believing tiiat suspension would be the necessary consequence 
of suon a s y sten* Ihe aotuai process of learning itself iaight prove 
dangerously painful to the economy, as the Currency School was convinced* 
*>ub there is no way of proving ¿hat it would havo been raoro painful then 
»«as in  fact the case after the Bank Act of 1344* Loyd end the others, 
of oourss, believed that things would have boon uuoh worse without the
9
act than they were with it* nut i t  was after all a belief and not on 
Irre fu ta b le  p rod * All of which »cans to say again that the raally in ­
terestin g  and important problem of the period was how bunks would con­
duct thaiasolvas in th e ir  loans and discounts* Compared with V. is, the 
p a rticu lar device by which c o u v o rtib ility  could be ensured was d e fin ite ly  
a secondary n a tte r , although the currency supporters tr ie d  to  make i t  
into one o f fundamental principle* 12
1 Cf* Supra., p . 4 5 6 .
2 B* Wood* op* c lt« * pp. 184-65*
CHAPTER H
SCOPE AND METHOD.
In order to complete the appraisal o f Samuel 1 oiley’s system of 
economic thought it remains to take up bio pronouncements on the familiar 
heading of "scope and method." As is usual in these discussions, it is 
»ore convenient to reverse the order and to consider methodology before 
the limitations and applications of the science. Dailey’s treatment of 
these subjects was not given in any one, single work, so that it is neces­
sary to piece together somewhat scattered references. There is the bfc- 
■tfious danger in such a proceeding that it say tend to suggest a coherency 
in Bailey’s thought which was not consciously present in his mind at the 
tisa. ft will appear that a good portion of Talley’s thinking on the 
aethodology of the science developed after he had written on purely 
economic subjects, so that it is net altogether certain that what cams 
forward in his "economic period” was tise last word lie would riave sup­
ported, The only saving grace in this difficulty is in the fact that, 
fortunately, he made one or two retrospective glances back to the earlier 
from the more mature standpoint. And on these rather slender threads it 
is possible to decide the extent to which Bailey’© thinking was consistent.
1.
On the hth of Lace star, lt>35>, Bailey had read before the S h e ffie ld  
literary and H&losophical Society a paper entitled "On tho Science of
Political Econoray.1,1 The greater part of this paper was taken up with 
a discussion of matters more directly related to the scope of economics.
Put in one or two places Pailey did make sons consents on methodology.
In these ho seemed to take it that the method of the science was pretty 
well formalised, For instance, ha observed that "tho object of Political
Economy i- not to ascertain all the laws by which wealth is produced and
distributed, but only one class of them, namely, the moral or mental laws,
or, in other words, those lane of human nature on which the oconoa&cal
2condition of nations depends." The economist was not cnec'fically con­
cerned with technology, but rather "... with investigating the motives 
or the principles of human nature? which are brought into play in all these 
technology!, together with their effects on the roalth of the 
community.*' Thus, "lot us take for illustration any of the great ques­
tion« which harm raised the science of ̂ elibical "ecnony into so much in* 
portanc'i, and wc shall find then occupied almost altogether with tho con­
sideration. of tho motives by vbieh mop an* actuated, and tho effects re­
sulting from those motives on the condition cf the cfflBBunliy.*̂  j« this 
way ralley indicated hie convection that the questions of political econ­
omy ”... m y  be treated, systematically and on principle, that is to say, 
they r.ay be determined by a regular investigation of the principles on
1 Eeprinted as "Discourse IE" in Discourses on Various Subjects: 
j^ad before Literary and ̂ hiloaophlcal Societies (LaaSont' IdgZ). Cf. 
^hoffield Independent, 5 teceraher, lb3i?. 
iAscouroos, p. 10?.
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tti&ch they depend, by & copious induction of facts**.."3' The laws of 
political economy, therefore, -were "... expressive of the operation of
gcertain motives on the human mind,"
In substantiation of this viewpoint, vie, that the "laws” or "prin­
ciples« of political economy vers founded on the potives held in the in­
dividual's mind, Bailey cited a short essay he had published several years 
earlier, entitled "On the Pa4farad.ty of Causation, explain!: t. the funda- 
cental Principle of all -Mdence and Tjqpeciation*"' Although the main 
Point of the "Tpfjay on Causation* mas to shew that it was a undsmontal 
fend necessary) assumption of human nature that all causes would continue 
to be attended by effects previously expor4erced, unices confounded by 
•voeriences to the contrary»** Bailey could not avoid shat aay properly 
H  termed problems of Induction in the mental sphere. Be had stated in 
the pa-er on political scenery that the laws of that discipline derived 
from a "copious induction cf facts" and it only remained for him to mate 
clear tbs nature of such "induction" and the nature of the "facts" on 
*M.ch it was founded.
Already in 18?3 Bailey had reached the conclusion that political 123
1 I M „  m* 12lu
2 TSid. ,  pp. 111-12.
3 ¥)(fs mac the third of three essays published in Sways on the 
furauit of Truth* on the Progress of Knowledge, and on the' ffrad'i^ntal
Bincjple of afll'l^&nce
* i¥ , in fra T / p. 575. in  M g la te r  '¿ettera on the Philosophy o f Id»
IhaaanT̂ jnjcr (reeand Cories, bend-mj 19591»'p* 163, laCTey1 also referred 
to the 1 assay on Caueailm" *» treating the underlying determinants of 
*jho science of oolitic«! economy.
h Cf. Chapter HI* infra., 575-77*
economy was derivative from what was usually termed the "science of mind." 
And, it has been seen that this conviction was reflected in the Critical 
Biegertation in hi# insistence that value-, wat a '’fooling of the mind" or 
the "esteem" in which objects were held. By 1826, when the "Lsaay on 
Causation" was first written out, he had evidently reached a point where 
he could sake m  explicit and systematic statement of the basis of the 
sconce of politics! economy. %  had little difficulty in showing "... 
that men's actions and speculations as constantly proceed vpon the ex­
pectation that certain voluntary acts will result frer., ertain motives,
3
~c that physics! substances will produce their usual effects." Once the 
correction between "motives and setters" war deme'strated, and once it 
vns wsde clear that uncertainty clout tlx connection derived wholly from 
the "Imperfection of our Itnovledsa," the nay was clear for him to relate 
these propositions to political economy and, accordingly, to exhibit its 
"real basis."
The principle which in at the bottom of all the reasonings 
of political economy, is in fact the uniformity with which visible
or assignable circumstances operate on the human will.**
1 "But the noblest inatanca of the aid which the science of mind 
lias afforded to other subjects, is the admirable explanation it has fur­
nished cf soaa of tha phenomena of political society; —  1 here allude to 
the science of Political Economy, which may be almost regarded as a branch 
of ental Philosophy, and lias its foundations in the uneradicabla prin­
ciples of the human rind," "On the Mutual Relations among the different 
Sciences end the light which they reciprocally afford," read before the 
Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society, 1 August, 1821, Reprinted 
in Clacourse#, p, 23. Cf, also Sheffield Independent, 2 August, 1823*
2' Cf. appendix 11Q11, infra., p. 711.
3 "i'esay on Causation," Pursuit of Truth, p. 239.
U Ibid,, p. 283.
Political economy la in a great measure an inquiry into the operation 
of motivea, and proceeds on the principle that the volitions of ss«s- 
kind are under the influence of precise and ascertainable causes.
Paving narrowed M s  field of investigation to the point where the
influence of motives on voluntary actions constituted the foundation of
political economy, Bailey could reasonably have been expected to take
final steps and, therefore, to try to make explicit the motives or causes
which produced the observed effects. From one viewpoint, it may appear
that he fumbled this, for about the moat positive declaration he brought
forth was that capital moved from one trade to another because the ”cupid-
tty or emulation of a number of individuals” had been excited. Or, as
in the later paper on political economy, that
It would be his [.economist’a J province, for example, to Inquire... 
whether mean, if left to the natural desire of bettering their con­
dition without any interference, would find out and adopt the beat 
modes of cultivating the soil, manufacturing cloth, and caking 
roads) or whether these objects would be most effectually attained 
by directing their efforts through the means of restriction on the 
one hand and encouragement on the other. He would trace t?w> motives 
operating in each case, and the effects resulting to the economical 
condition of society. When Adam Smith showed the benefit of the 
division of employment, by the instance of the pin-maker, he was 
engaged in pointing out the motives which led to such a division, 
and the effect of it on the labourer’s skill and condition.3
On the other hand, in the fact that Bailey did not plunge into behavioural
Psychology, did not try to compile a long list of ”economic” motives, and
did not become Involved in the unhappy “economic man” fallacy, he may
have been more perspicacious than erroneous. it is not too late in the 123
1 Ibid., p. 21*8.
2 1Tfssay on Causation,” Pursuit of Truth, p. 21*6.
3 “Political Economy," rlsedurses, pp. 110*11.
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day to note that over since Wickateed, it has teen clear enough that the 
econosdet need not east® his time in trying to decide what 1®, or is not, 
pertinent data for his discipline.1 All that is required is that the 
behaviour manifest itself In *os» nay. in the market, regardless of the 
nature of the motives behind such behaviour. Thus, if Bailey seems con­
tent to take M s  stand with self-interest as a motive, this may indeed 
stand to M s  own credit. Self-interest need not he equated with selfish-
p
interest or egoism. Self-interest merely assumes that an individual 
enters into an economic relation with another or others at the minima 
at least not for their benefit. And this is practically the same way In 
which Bailey made M s  final statement on the motives relevant to economic 
inquiries. At any rate, Bailey was not guilty of racleod’s charge that 
he had gone ’’too far” in M s  consideration of motives or causes.^ Bailey- 
had certainly made it clear that the economist’s "motive power" resided 
in the mind and that it was necessary for the economist to understand 
this fact. But having proved that much, Bailey did not go on to consider 
the "causes" of these motives, as i’acleod seems to Imply. To have done 
So would have taken him, indeed, into the field of ethics or philosepM- 
csl value.
1 7'icksteed, op. cit>, X, 158 ff.
2 Cf. RobblnaTHature and Significance, pp. 9h~99*
3 "... Mr. Bailey accurately sees tha'i' the source or foundation of 
value resides In the mind, and not in labor, as the second school of 
Political Economy held“.“ "mPut he has gone one step too far in the consider­
ation of causes. ”?e have shown, that the causes wMch act upon the mind 
are beyond the pale of Political Econony. Having got M s  motive power, 
the Political Economist, qua Economist, has no business to inquire fur- 
^ber....” K. B. ’’acleod, A Bictionary of Political Economy (London* 1863) 
I, 63.
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la the same year he had read the paper on political economy Bailey 
published the Rationale of Political Representation (Londont 183?).1 
The Rationale appraised, and made recoanendaticns for the improvement of, 
the than prevailing system of government of England In light of the most 
recent principles of political science. These particular principles were 
derived fro© the principles of human nature with which the scientist was 
familiar. In the course of these proceedings, however, Bailey made some 
remarks which are relevant to the point under discussion, for a full 
treatment of the principles of political science required of him a brief 
consideration of the human motives on which it was based. "It is a prin­
ciple of human nature,” he said, "that men will, in the majority of cases,
prefer their own interests to that of others, when the two are placed in 
2competition." This applied equally to economic, as to political natters, 
and was not controverted by the fact that some "benevolent individuals" 
frequented high-price shops or patronised "destitute widows" and "broken- 
down tradesmen" because of "motives of charity." Anomalies such as this 
did not overthrow "#** the law of political economy that men will resort 
to the cheapest market...."^ And this kind of behaviour on the part of 
econoalaing individuals, this "... natural desire of bettering their con- 
dition, thisMdesire of profit,did not, at the same time, Involve 123
1 Cf, Chapter XT?, infra., pp. 644-?2.
2 Rationale, p. 68*
3 x H d ,, p. 69.
H ""Political Economy," H«courses, p. 109# 
$ Ibid., p. 120.
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behaviour which wan necessarily Kean or degrading. There were plenty
of charges against the exclusive pursuit of wealth as a sordid matter,
the term "wealth" "... denoting the possession of an extraordinary means
of the good things of this life." But, he went on to say,
Substitute for this word the phrase »economic condition of the 
community, * and where is the objection? Is that a mean or sordid 
inquiry wi&ch examines the causes of national plenty or national 
destitution? And what is it, in fact, that occupies, and must 
necessarily occupy, the greater part of the time and attention 
of mankind, which promts their most strenuous efforts, and a 
failure in which leads to the most exquisite wretchedness? Is 
it not, apart from hollow pretence, and in plain horsely English, 
to get a living, to obtain a sufficiency of food, shelter, and 
clothing, and, in other cases, to maintain themselves and families 
in the rank which habit has made almost essential to their exist­
ence?1
It is clear from what has been said, then, that Bailey was not to 
be pinned down to an explicit list of tbs motives which the economist 
was to take as most fitting M s  field of inquiry. Self-interest appeared 
prominently throughout his remarks, as might be expected in light of 
^alley’s own Utilitarian background. But the self-interest was not con­
fined exclusively to material, physical concepts of wealth, as the refer­
ence to "rank" «drove Indicates. It is not too »any steps from this 
Position to licksteed’s proof that motives jser so do not particularly 
®atterj the only important point is that the results of these motives, 
whatever they be, be channelled into the "economic nexus." Heedless to 
®ay, Bailey never succeeded in approaching such a point as this. But it 
could never have been reached until economics was seen at first as grounded 12
1 Ibid., p. 125.
2 Bicicsteed, op. cit., pp. 162-67*
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in the sphere of the mind. Senior and John Stuart M i l  did classify 
econo ¡sics as a mental science, to he sure Put Parley’s best steps «ere 
taken in 132? when be published the "Tsaay on Causation,” and this was 
sot® tine before either Senior or E l l  presented their <rm arguments*
?*
If it may be taken then that Pallets * facte," from which the "copious 
induction" was to establish tl» laws or principles of political economy, 
were found in the mind, it remains to evaluate M s  remarks on the induc­
tion involved# In the "tasay on Causation” he had seen that once the re­
lation between cause (motives) and effects (economic behaviour) had been 
established, the laws derived from that relation coesrsod to display vary­
ing degrees of certainty. He stressed that it was important to widerstand, 
however, that this uncertainty car» ”... not from any irregularity in the 
sequence of causae and effects, It can arise only from our ignorance of 
the whole of the causes in operation#” Thus,
To know a cause es such is to forsee the effect which it will pro­
duce? and If wa know all the causes concerned In a phenomenon, we 
can foretell all the effects. That some events present steadier 
objects of prediction than others, merely attests that with regard 
to the former we have attained a superior knowledge
So much is, of course, familiar faconian doctrine, Ihen it is applied
mental phenomena, however, it encounters the obvious difficulty of 123
1 Cf. Powlsy, Nassau Senior, pp. 5$-6h.
2 "Siaay on Causation,** Pursuit of Truth, p. 231«
3 I b id .,  p. 231.
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conducting experiments and o f em p irica lly  gathering tins b asic  data . F irs t
and la s t  the "psych ologist,"  B a iley  thought the two problem  could or
i»Quld be resolved in  one procedure.
A l l  th at a  man's personal experience reaches to  m anifestly  l a ,  
that he has observed certa in  successions in  the phenomena o f 
the world, m aterial and m ental.-
In  judging o f human nature we are obviously guided p a rtly  by our 
own consciousness and p a r t ly  by our experience o f mankind. Both 
ar© often necessary fo r  the establishment o f general tru th , and 
they admirably unite in  support o f the doctrine o f philosophical 
n e ce ssity . We not only fin d  fro© an examination o f our cm  rinds 
th at i t  s ta te s  nothing a t  variance with what i s  passing th ere , 
but we see when we look abroad that the plionomana o f human l i f e  
are crowded w ith  i l lu s tr a t io n s  o f I t s  tru th .
Hence, in  the s p e c if ic  case o f motivation in  re la tio n  to  s o c ia l or econ­
omic behaviour,
In regard to  moral fa c ts  we appeal to  our own consciousness, whether 
such motives would not have had such e f fe c t s ,  whether vie ourselves 
could have persevered i f  the statement had not been tru e , and we 
f e e l  in te n se ly  sen sib le  o f  the iiaposaibility o f continuod im posture.3
S elf-In trosp ection  i s  in  a l l  cases an indispensable process fo r  ar­
r iv in g  a t  correct conclusions regarding the powers and p rin cip le s  
o f  the human m in d ....4
This approach, as Professor Viner has stressed , was considered b y  
thinkers o f  th is  period as an "em pirical" technique, however the term 
"erspirical" i s  received today. The data revealed b y in trosp ection  was 1
1 Ibid., p. 215.
2 Ibid., p. 298.
3 ?H.d., pp. 295-96. 
ii I b id . ,  pp. 290-91.
not an intuition or innate idea.*
If this was the procedure- of induction, this learning the ‘'principle«
9of human nature« from «individual instances," it still remained to con­
sider the confidenca with which such »enareliaations could be received.
"’■'hen wo reason from a general law or principle,« he said, «we are in
■ struth reasoning from a amber of instances represented by it,”
General rules are drawn originally from particular instances, and 
are afterwards applied with the utmost confidence to other instance« 
more or less analogousj but it is at all times useful to have the 
aid of closely-resembling examples. The closer the resemblance 1» 
between any two instances, the more certain m  shall feel that we 
have overlooked no essential element; but it may be «afely asserted, 
that, in the complicated and diversified transactions of life, ex­
perience would be of little use, if it taught us what to expect 
only in circumstances precisely similar.-'
It was, he went on to say, an unsatisfactory objection to this viewpoint
bo argue that no universal propositions respecting human behaviour could
fco laid down as true, even if some kind of general law of human nature
could be formulated. Soise general laws, lie insisted, whether physical
Qr mental, were universal and without exception? ©Users had few or many
exceptions. But the except!onability did not depend upon the things to
£
’•hteh the laws themselves referred.
The reason of the want of universality of these laws is easy 
to explain. Human bodies are physical compounds, having a general 
resemblance to each other in fora, materials, and cemspositionj but 123
1 Cf. finer, «lentham and J, 3. MiUt The Utilitarian Background,” 
American Economic Review. XXXIX (Karch, 19U9), 379.
2 Rationale,"?.
3 ibid., p. 2a*
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differing from each otJvsr asara or loes in all these circumstances, 
and eves varying in themselves at different tines. Being tí«» 
dissimilar and variable compounds, ít ittmle be & violation of the 
uniform operation of causee and effects» If they were all affected 
alike, and affected in a similar tray at all ticee by tí® applica­
tion of the same substance; and yet being compounds reselling each 
other in a greater degree than they differ, ary varying in them­
selves only to a conparatively small extent, it would be equally 
a violation of that urdfondty, if in the majority of ins teneos 
they ware not affected alike and in a uniform manner. So far as 
they resemble they ?,1 1X be similarly influenced: so far as they 
differ they «ill be differently influenced.
In the same way that ths bodies of son are dissimilar and 
variable physical compounds, the rinds of men aro dissimilar and 
variable moral compounds; and the sane circus»tancas operate dif­
ferently on one adad from «hat they do on an ether, because the 
two minds are different in their constitution. The agents are 
the sane, but the substances acted upon being In earn respecte 
unlike, different results must necessarily ensue. But os minds 
resemble each other in a great many points, however they say dif­
fer in others, there will be a similarity in the effects produced 
on moat of them by the sane causes; and just as certain rules m y  
be laid down in regard to tí® action of medicine on the tanga con­
stitution, other general rules may be laid down in respect to the 
influence of circumstances on human conduct, 1
The only other observation Ballsy isad to stake on this aspect of the 
methodology of the social-mental scior.ce appeared in the later Theory 
of Reasoning (1st ed., London: l8£l). Be stressed the need to make in­
ductions from a sufficiently wide review of the facts. A hasty general­
ization from a narrow survey was ipso facto a caso of fallacious reason­
ing. The ordinary error in such cases as this was the failure to permit 
a fact or phenomenon contrary to the generalization to modify the prin­
ciple or law; instead, the aberration was usually brought within ti» 
general rule "... by an adroit extension or perversion of the terms in
1 Ibid., pp* 20—22
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which the lax is expressed,Ac a case in point of this sort of "verbal 
legerdemain" Bailey cited M s  argument with Janes Mill regarding tbs cf- 
feet of time (and, therefore, capital) on ths value of commodities," Hie 
charge was that instead of cabins this exception fit the law, the proper 
procedure would have boon to reformulate the law to taka cognisance of 
the phenomenon adduced.^ Bailey’s position here m s  unexceptionable and 
surely in accord with presently accepted modes of scientific procedure.
He was clear that in thin respect the method of the social sciences was 
analogous to that of the physical sciences; the promises of economic 
science;,* were positive inductions from the ultimate reality of experience.
The progress of physical science may to looked upon now as 
secure, Tn this department of knowledge, the human mind lias suc­
ceeded in placing itself on tbs right track; and although some im­
provement may be effected In the exact expression of abstruse 
scientific principles, what chiefly remains tc be done, is to go 
forward from the points already attained, to the investigation of 
facts hitherto overlooked, or not yet brought to light, cr not 
sufficiently examined, with all the aid supplied by the exquisite 
instruments and subtle methods cf calculation invented by modem 
ingenuity. The proper mode of proceeding is here insured by such 
illustrious examples of successful investigation, that the neces­
sity of rules and formulas is almost superseded. But in morals, 
metaphysics, theology, end politics, with all subjects belonging 
to social science not comprehended by those terns, and I may add 
in the cclenec of medicine, a different aspect of affairs presents 
itself. Her© there are innumerable gratuitous and baseless assump­
tions, received with entire faith as unquestionable and almost 
self-evident first principles, of the groundlessness of which no 
suspicion is entertained.
These are often mixed with truths, and the various deductions 
from both being perpetually intermingled with the original data 
and with each other, the result is a chaos of opinions, from which
1 Theory of Reasoning, p. 171,
2 m d.,'p7w:"
3 eff. Chapter 71, supra., pp. 222-25
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in moments of speculative despondency, It seem, to the philosophic 
mind, impossible for the human race to be extricated.
The only method of extrication is for the inquirer to allow 
no facts, no propositions, no doctrines, no principles, or whatever 
else they nay be called, to pass before him on any question which 
he has undertaken to examine, without scrutinising their character 
and carefully investigating the evidence un which they rest, or are 
supposed to restj and where there is no evidence at all, attempting 
to trace the groundless assumptions to their origin in mal-observa- 
tion, misapprehension, ignorance, falsehood, the love of fiction, 
or other causes.*
In the final analysis, therefore, it is clear that over-all Bailey
**ad the material to .make a promising venture into the realm of economic
’methodological constructions. Pros this brief review, it is evident
that he never did put M s  observations on method together in one proper
sequence, But i f  th is  i s  tru e , i t  i s  lik ew ise  true th at hia insistence
that econooi.es be conceived m  a mental ccienea was ' uporiant. It came
* t a tine when the m a te ria lity  o f Men Smith’ s viewpoint was accepted
t>y nraeticntly all the English eoonenists except Senior* And, as Dr,
Bsmley sitcpeats, this m y  account in part for the persistence of the
2r«al or lilcardian cost of production theory. It surely would have ex­
pired with a greater awareness and emphasis on what Bailey had described 
aa the "affections of the Mnd," Tn appreciating at least tMa much, 
bailey should be given a few marks. In addition, it should be possible 
to scrape up one or two more for M s  ef forts on the methodology of the 
science. Be in no way approaches Senior, of course. If e judgement is 
hecepsary, he probably falls somewhere beneath Senior, but certainly not 12
1 Ibid,, op. 180-8?,
2 Bowley, Nassau Senior, pp. 63-6h.
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mnong the front or beck rank Hi car clans.
3 .
In dealing with the scope of eeonos&c acLease and with the natters 
"which sight or Bight not legitimately be taken within it# purview, Bailey 
had rather acre to say than in the cases just cona:i clsred* This sight be 
expected, for he was a Benthamite Utilitarian and sas prepared to judge 
social isouos on that well-known calculus* 'Ho was for coco years active 
* n the realc. of public affairs and, accordingly, liad numerous occasions 
to urge or oppose a variety of goveruifcentsl activities* Those, taken 
along with his -written observations, sill be found to constitute a fairly 
useful body of thought on the scope and limitation of the discipline.
Fro® rhat ha* bson recounted of his Triting on methodology, it is 
clear that ballsy intended the science so constructed to be used. This 
notion had been present in M s  earliest 'Writings, even before the 
Critical Dissertation.̂  And in the paper on *Poli tied Fconoay” it had 
emerged in a similar light*
The utility of a science say bo viewed in two aspects —  as enabling
us to avoid evils, and as enabling us to secure benefits* Ignorance
dees not simply deprive us of advantages; it leads us to work our
1 Tn re p ly  to  the questions "What desree o f  o ra etica l importance 
ought to  be ascribed to  the science o f P o lit ic a l  Kconoay?" he had said t 
“To f e e l  the p ra c tic a l lisooriance o f p o l i t ic a l  economy, i t  i s  indeed only 
necessary to  r e f le c t ,  that in  numerous cases a ffe c tin g  national w ealth 
end p rosp erity  we cannot ro m ln  id le ,  we must act j end th is  science i s  
only another nan» fo r  an in v estig atio n  in to  those nodes o f action  which 
ere u s e fu l,n S* B a ile y , Question s on P o lit ic a l  ^conogy, P o l it ic s ,  f o ra ls , 
Metaphysics, P o lite  L iteratu re, and other branches o f knowledge»». (London; 
4.083 j ,pp* "3 , 1 "6*"
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own misery» i t  i s  not m erely a vacuum, void o f  knowledge, but a 
plenum o f  p o sitiv e  e rro rs , con tin u ally  productive o f unhappiness. 
x lK 're m a rk  was never sore apposite than in  the case o f  P o l it ic a l  
Economy.
S u rely , he added,
. . .  no one can be a t a  lo ss  to  decide th at a  comprehensive and 
complete i s  fa r  b e tte r  than a narrow and p a r t ia l  inquiry* and, 
th erefo re, no one can h esita te  as to  the u t i l i t y  o f  P o lit ic a l  
Economy, which i s  on ly  another name fo r  a s c ie n t i f ic  and method­
ic a l  examination o f momentous questions, which must, in  the na­
ture o f the case, be determined e ith e r  w e ll or i l l ,  and the 
determination o f which must be acted upon.
In tiie paper on p o l i t ic a l  economy B a ile y  did not expand on the de­
ta ile d  way In which the science o f p o l i t ic a l  economy was to  a id  in  pre­
d ictin g  e f fe c ts  from the operation o f  certa in  causes. Having d is t in ­
guished p o l i t ic a l  economy from p o l i t ic a l  sc ien ce, a l l  that he did contend 
was»
That i t  oust be u sefu l fo r  a government to  understand the e f fe c ts  
o f  p o l i t ic a l  measures, law s, and in s titu tio n s  on the economical 
condition o f the people, to  know whether i t s  proceedings depreciate 
th e ir  property, in terru pt th e ir  p u rsu its, deprive them o f  th e ir  
means o f subsistence, o r , on the contrary, animate th e ir  industry, 
and r a is e  th e ir  condition, seems too p lain  a proposition to  be 
denied» th a t i t  o u st, a ls o , be usefu l fo r  the people themselves 
to  understand the causes on which th e ir  p ro sp erity  depends, to  know 
what the s ta te  can do to  a s s is t  that p rosp erity , and what i t  cannot, 
and to  be f u l l y  in structed  that there are certa in  e v i ls  which can 
be avoided, and certa in  advantages which can be obtained, b y  noth­
in g but th e ir  p rivate  prudence, seems eq u a lly  p la in .
A ll o f  these things a re , o f course, "p la in ."  But B a iley  neglected to
f i l l  in  the d e ta ils  o f  the manner in  which these "u sefu l” o b jectives could 123
1  " P o lit ic a l  Economy," Discourses, p . 121
2 I b id . ,  p . 12U.
3 l H 3 . ,  pp. 120-21.
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be atta in ed . These, in stead , were reserved fo r  the R ationale, in  a 
chapter e n tit le d  "On the Proper Object and Province o f  Government»*
In  straightforw ard u t i l i ta r ia n  fashion B a ile y  defined the object 
o f  government as the "good o f  the community,**1 But inasmuch as th is  ob­
je c t  -was a lso  the object o f  other organisations in  the s o c ie ty , l ik e  
schools, c o lle g e s , h o sp ita ls , and so on, and as such was not unique w ith 
government, he thought i t  was necessary to  re fin e  the ob ject further*
This gave r is e  to  what B a ile y  c a lle d  the "province” o f government, or 
the d eta iled  se r ie s  o f a c t iv i t ie s  which he believed  i t  could properly 
undertake. In dealing w ith  the "province** o f government,  th erefo re , 
B a iley  was sim ply putting in  d iffe re n t terminology the m aterials Benthaa 
had included in  the "agenda,"1 2
So f a r  as s t r i c t l y  economic a f fa ir s  were concerned, B a ile y  g en e ra lly
held the view that government was b est out o f the way. "The functions
o f government are rath er o f  a negative than o f a p o sitiv e  character! In
other words, they con sist in  preventing e v i l  rather than in  creating
good." This meant, con cretely , that
. . .  whan we r e c o lle c t  th at in  the aain the power o f the s ta te  in  
i t s  e f fe c ts  on human happiness i s  supplemental and preventive o f 
e v i l ,  rather than primary and creative  o f  good, we s h a ll  a t once 
see , th at nothing can be more unfounded than the la rg e  share which 
has been a ttrib u ted  to  governments in  the p rosp erity  o f  nations.
I t  i s  an error o f the earns nature as th at which should regard the 
natural and healthy p lay  o f the organs o f the body as owing to  the 
p h ysician . National p rosp erity  i s  r e a l ly ,  in  a l l  ca ses, the re s u lt
1  R ationale, p , U7.
2 O f, Robbins, The Theory o f Economic P o licy , pp. 39*4*3.
o f  the p rin cip le s  o f  human nature operating in  each Individual in  
h is  p riv ate  career, and the mistake o f ascrib in g i t  to  any other 
source has ev id e n tly  arisen  from the power o f governments to  car 
•what they cannot make. In  the province o f doing e v i l  they aro Tn- 
deed almost omnipotent. Thors i s  no lim it  but the insurgent s p ir i t  
o f  outraged humanity to  th e ir  patter o f  preventing happiness and in ­
f l i c t in g  misery! and th is  power has been amply exercised , both by 
despotic se lfish n e ss , and mischievous, because ignorant, benevolence. 
By almost a l l  governments which have j e t  e x iste d , th is  tremendous 
cap acity  fo r  in f l ic t in g  e v i l  has been la r g e ly  exh ib ited . I t  i s  no 
exaggeration to  sa y , th at the prevention o f  a tta in ab le  enjoymenta, 
and the creation  o f p o sitiv e  wretchedness, have been th e ir  common, 
system atic course j and when in  any country a departure from th is  
course has taken p lace , whan there has teen a  cessation  o f  a c t iv i t y  
in  creatin g  e v i l ,  a withdrawal o f  in terferen ce o f  au th o rity  w ith 
the sources o f individual happiness, an abstinence from uischiovous 
meddling, —  the good e f fe c ts  which have resu lted , the Industry, 
the en terp rise , the w ealth, the c iv i l is a t io n ,  the s p ir i t  o f  in q u iry , 
the in te llig e n c e , the m orality, which have almost immediately sprung 
up, have been placed to  the cre d it *af the supresae power o f the state}  
when in  fa c t  the whole merit o f  government con sisted , net in  the 
a c tiv e  production o f  these f r u i t s ,  but in  the wisdom o f  g iv in g  the 
p rin cip les o f human nature f a ir e r  p lay  and further room fo r develop­
ment.
? h is , o f  course, i s  the strong *Ee Quiet*1 Benthamism o f  the e a r ly  chapters 
o f the Manual o f P o lit ic a l  Economy» And B a ile y ’ s viewpoint i s  based on 
hie own deep conviction that the u t i l i t y  p rin c ip le  provided an almost 
iron -clad  p rescrip tion  fo r  in d iv id u al, as again st s ta te , actio n .
I f  we look in to  that s o c ie ty , fo r  the b e n efit o f  which govern­
ment i s  or ought to  be intended, we s h a ll see th a t by fa r  the la rg e st 
portion o f  the actions o f  mankind are o f  a p rivate  nature, springing 
from in d ivid u al m otives, and terminating in  personal enjoyments, 
which no extern al p arty  can know or ap preciate. The routine every­
day exertio n s, the pursuits o f  business, the recreation s o f le is u r e , 
the intercourse o f  love and frien d sh ip , the ta s te s  and habits o f  
domestic l i f e ,  a l l  go on without any provid en tial care on the p art 
o f  the s ta te . In  the case o f each in d iv id u al, the c h ie f b lessin gs 
o f  l i f e  are attain ed  without any assistan ce from government, e ith er 12
1 Rationale, pp. S?~60.
2 cT." Robbins, The Theory of Economic Policy, pp. 39*4*0.
by hia own so litary  e ffo rts, or by spontaneously uniting -with other 
sen in large or sn ail associations, and in a thousand ways, to at­
tain advantages which his single ana i s  incompetent to roach* Wo 
other part can beneficially direct the greater number of his actions} 
no one can possess the same clear perception that he has of Ms own 
sources of enjoyment} none can be so vigilant in watching the c ir­
cumstances which constitute his wretchedness or hi3 fe lic ity } none 
00 strenuous to guard against the one, or so alert to seise the other. 
He i s  at the helm of the vessel, in which his whole happiness i s  em­
barked} and the main direction of i t  can be undertaken by none so 
well acquainted with the course to be pursued ae himself. For govern­
ment to a t t e s t  to interfere with actions or sources of enjoyment, 
the regulation of which requires a perpetual knowledge of an ever- 
varying train of personal circumstances, would be absurd.
As for the iianjodiato and practical policy recommendations emerging
from th is viewpoint, Bailey generally supported non-interference. In
Ms p o litica l speeches during the Sheffield election in  which he was a
candidate, he argued for free trade, retrenchment, equity of governmental
2activ ities and p riv ile g e s  fo r  a l l .  As has been shown, hie argument con­
cerning the government and monetary problems had reached the conclusion 
that the government should establish convertibility and then le t auto- 
aatic ity  prevail.^ Regarding banking policy and note issue, his position 
bad been the same} le t competition and non-interference see to the regu­
lation of ac tiv itie s in these sphere3 .  ̂ Obviously, to the author of the 
Formation and Publication of Opinions restraint was anathema)
. . .  To check inquiry and attempt to regulate the progress and direc­
tion of opinions, by proscriptions and penalties, i s  to disturb the 
order of nature, and i s  analogous, in  i t s  mischievous tendency, to 
the system of forcing the capital and industry of the community into 123
1 Rationale, pp. h7-U8.
2 t t . Chapter Xni, infra., pp. 601 ff.
3 Ci*. Chapter XX, supra., pp. 427-28.
1» Cf. Chapter X, supra., pp. 450 ff.
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channels, which they -would never spontaneously seek, instead of 
suffering private interest to direct them to their most profitable 
exaployamt.
1 Formation and Publication of Opinions, p . 10U. Bailey*e “order of 
nature" was not""to 'fee taken as signifying «"construct of natural law or of 
abstract natural righ t. I t  was, on the contrary, directly derived frost the 
principle of u tility , * I t  i s  not d ifficu lt to see how the term natural 
rights nay have established i t s e lf , and what i s  the real amount of i t s  mean­
ing, Men in c iv il society are accustomed to regulate their conduct by the 
laws under which they liv e , and hence they acquire certain peculiar feel­
ings, as wen towards those actions which are forbidden, as towards those 
which they are le ft  at liberty  to do, and are in  fact protected in doing.
The liberty  of doing these la tte r i s  zealously maintained, and the least 
infringement o f i t  i s  resented and complained oft and thus such actions 
are invested with associations easily  aroused. Eights defined or guarded 
by law become consecrated by feeling, TTion men with these impressions 
conte’-pls.’te ether actions not permitted by the law* and eee no reason why 
such actions ahould be prohibited, and when especially they find the pro­
hibition injures their welfare and thwarts their wishes, they appear to 
transfer to these actions the feelings and associations which they have 
connected with legal righ ts. That sense of injury and unjustice which they 
have, when they are forcibly withheld from what i s  sanctioned by law, is  
fe lt  when they are prevented by the law it s e lf  from doing what would add 
to their happiness, without any injury to others. Such an action they re­
gard as one which ought to be permitted, which men ought to have the right 
of doing in the nature of thingsj and although i t  has no legal sanction or 
Permission, they consider i t  as sanctioned by nature as one of the natural 
rights of mankind} and any prohibition of i t  as an infringement of these 
r ig h ts ,.. This account of the origin of the complex idea involved in the 
Phrase (natural rights^ leads us to see that there i s  really  a substantial 
leaning in  the expression, although i t  may have seldom been clearly  and 
definitely apprehended. There are certain actions which men can do without 
injury to others, and which therefore they cannot be restrained from doing 
without the production of e v il; actions with which, from their very nature, 
the interference of government must produce mischief. These may be desig­
nated natural righ ts. As a mode of conduct permitted by the law, and which 
therefore no one can legally  prevent, i s  a c iv il or legal rightj so a mode 
of conduct, harmless, or perhaps beneficial from the very constitution of 
things, and which therefore cannot be prevented without occasioning e v il,
»ay be termed a natural r ig h t.• •  I f  i t  i s  agreed that a natural right im­
plies a mode of action which can injure nobody, or which cay benefit some­
body, to contend for natural righ t«, i s  the same thing as to contend for 
the application of the standard of u tility  In a l l  p o litica l enactments and 
»ear-urest for in order to know whether any modes of conduct are to be con­
sidered am natural righ ts, you must determine whether they are or are not 
inimical to the general good. Having determined that they are not, you may 
contend that they ought to be permitted or sanctioned by law, in virtue
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If bo much seems clearly to place Bailey wholly on the side ef non­
interference, it 1® important not to go too far with M r  is this direction 
and, thus, to classify Ida with Carlyle and M e  "anarchy pitas the con­
stable." Like Bentfcaa, Bailey was too much of a utilitarisn to go the 
■»hole way with the "let alone" principle, there were cases as evident 
to him, as there had been to his mentor, in which the pri nciple of utility 
required positive action, instead of Inaction,3' Thu#, said Bailey, al­
though the function» of government were generally of a negative character,
There are undoubtedly sons teortant positive benefits which govern­
ments are capable of conferring, a certain portion of happiness 
which they may be said to have it in their power to create, 1$e can­
not altogether' deny the® this attribute, when m  reflect that they' 
have the means in their hands of instituting a system of universal 
instructions that they can diffuse that knowledge which is one of 
the greatest blessings in the power of can to confer upon mam but 
while they are perpetually in imminent danger of producing evil, 
their chief business Is to prevent it. Their capability of doing 
good resolve© itself for the most part into a power of repressing 
injury.
This "power of repressing injury" received concrete application by Bailey 
in the case of property.
... If we run over In our minds the details of the exercise of 
power in a state, we shall find that they are most of the«, di­
rectly or indirectly, concerned with the repression of wrong, 
with preventing individuals from Infringing on the welfare of
(as the phrase is), of their being natural rights! while an advocate of 
simple utility would say , that they ought to be permitted because they 
are innocent or useful; the sole difference between you and him being, 
the employment on your part of a superfluous term." Suppler»ntory essay, 
"Gn Rights," Rationale, pp. liOS-9. Of. Robbins, Theory of Economic Policy, 
PP. U6-U8. --------  --- — ----
1 Gf, Stephen, The English utilitarians, I, 309-10.
2 Ratiancle, pp. 5fe-̂ 7* ... ’
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each other, with warding oft evil, and not with creating positive 
happiness, or directly augmenting and improving th© sources of en­
joyment.1
In Bailey's mind, however, this mant not inaction, hut definite, positive
performance by the state in these cases in which the community welfare
could he increased by such activity* He sc« the principle of prinogeni-
tur© as an instance in which eossmity welfare could bo raised by a wider
$
distribution of property left intestate, fhe community* a happiness 
could not be increased by equalitarian measures, but it could be dimin­
ished by government activities which increased inequality* The doctrine 
of the equality of condition, he said,
... is one of those multifarious errors which have sprung from re­
garding government as a sort of omnipotent power, commanding all 
the sources of human happiness, and instituted for the purpose of 
moulding entirely the destiny of the community. If, indeed, it 
were a pester of this kind, distributing to the people all the good 
which they enjoyed, it would seem only consequent with its general 
end, to make an equal distribution of property} it would be proper, 
and wise, and equitable, that no one should be more richly endowed 
than another} that no disparities of condition should exist, ex­
cept those few which the public service itself sight imperatively 
require. But when we regard the source of human happiness in th® 
proper light, and the power of the state in its j*.ust character, —  
the owe as irreraovatiy seated in the individual, and requiring the 
incessant vigilance of personal interests the other, as having for 
its proper province to make and enforce such regulations, chiefly 
of a preventive character, as individuals or subordinate associa­
tions are incompetent to carry into effect for their own benefit} 
wo see at once that government has nothing to do, or ought to have 
nothing to do, with regulating those inequalities of condition
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«¡Haag the staple, which necessarily aria« la «vary society, 
froa diversities of bodily posters sad jtftSfcftl abilltl®«, tv m
As tbs i-ovemsent should not propose to Itself to effect an
equality of condition asongst the people» it is plain» by parallel 
reasoning» that it ought not to endeavour to taake a greater in» 
equality than that which the natural operation of the principles 
of the Inxaan sdnd and the circunstancea of the coaounity would 
create. Such an attorapt, just as in the other case, ôultl be a 
meddling, without tho possibility of adequate knowledge* This 
m sdn la manifestly contravened by entails» the right of p r im »  
goniture, end other regulations and practices which hav® the ef­
fect of acccaulatins property in oaasas, into which it wold 
never otherwise be collected.2
the sam grot»* Pulley could oppose what he teraed the "iatolarabl© 
grievance” of the inooas tax» although a syatoa of graduated property 
taaas, ihich mre prasosaably lass inequitable» night be «alloyed with ad­
vantage.^ fomunUy welfare was sustained, or, at any rate, not dimin­
ished by leaving the tonas and m s H tions of contracts between workers 
sod euployera»** and between parties to a pecuniary bargain,* free of 
sovem-ental interference* But the conditions of child eepleynanb In the 
cotton and woolen factories definitely required governmental iatsrvention 
«id control*^ where individual mans wore inadequate to undertake 
»oier.ti.fic end other rigorous Inquiries, the government laid a iegitisiata 
field' of activity,^ But in it« relations wlifc individual inquirers among
1 Rational», pp. 393-9?,
2 TH^TTr hoi.
3 ^fTChaptw m i »  infra.» p. 62k. 
1; Questions» pp.
trolled and inexplicable incidents.
■
the ciiiaanry the state should create no partialities mid afctipa* 
thiee to any particular doctrin es?... i t  should leave concluaioac or 
opinions unpatronioed end unpunished, and extend i t s  encouragemat to 
nothing; but enterprise in  unitor taking, ard diligence and fairness in eon* 
ducting, i&veatigatiG£i*i, 2"?'
There in rxs evidence that Bailey appreciated the significance, and 
difficulty, of fci» problem of declining ¡aargiaal social utility,? although 
he did Ratoa the coavmitional aasuiiption that, in political affairs at any 
rat®, each individual’s happiness v:as to be counted an one, HIn political 
society, every individual counts one, and only one, whether rich or poort 
In other uords, the happiness of one ran ia not to be consulted for it* 
self, sore than the happiness of another? or, to vary the phrase, it is 
not to be considered as a »ore inportant object.**̂  Bailey’s protest 
against ’’equality of condition" objectives for governmental activity tsmm  
to suggest that he vats not prepared to maka the conventional assumption 
of each man’c econosAc happiness counting for one, Whether he did not 
appreciate the full significance of the natter in econcsAc affairs, aa 
compared with political affaire, or whether he rejected eccnotsic 
®Salitarienisn for tl>e Benthamite reasons of the security of property,
51 9
i
1 Ibid., pp, ISMO.
2 T IT rialeyy, The Growth of Philosophic Radicalism, pp. U95-96,
^he complete Ttenthiua i»ii fro^wMcb HaYevy’s brief extracts on the matter 
of adding units of happiness, interpersonal comparisons of utility, etc.* 
nere taken are reprinted in D, Ttaumgardt, Tonthnn and the ethics of "today
(ltd-nee torn 19$2), Appnrrdix TV, pp. 551i-o6.
2 Rationale, p . 393.
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cannot be established* At all events, It Is obvious that he never got 
around to resolving the contradiction between his political views on 
©Quality and M s  economic judgements on the same scale. There is no 
logical reason to conclude that the political happiness o f individuals 
is equal, while holding that the economic happiness of individuals is 
disparate. Part of the twenty-fold happiness enjoyed by Sir Henry Maine’s 
Indian Brahmin* compared with anybody else sight have been due to politi­
cal, as well as economic, experiences,
it.
From what has been said above respecting Bailey’s treatment of scope 
and method, the eimrnry conclusion which emerges is that he never suc­
ceeded in establishing a coherently and consistently organised system. 
There is rdcsing, therefore, that careful incisiveness which he invari­
ably brought to those specific subjects which occupied his attention. On 
the credit side, it is possible to attribute to M m  the important realisa­
tion that political economy was to be considered essentially a mental 
science. The principles of that science residing in the minds and motives 
of all individuals, it was not difficult for him to pass on to the reali­
sation that wealth, as the primary objective of these motives, was virtu­
ally equivalent to welfare. This really amounted to taking wealth out of 
tbs exclusive class of material objects. This was an important advance 1
1 Cf. Bobbins, Theory of Economic Policy, p, 180 and references 
there cited.
at a time when most economists nere still oriented around the Smithian 
concept of material wealth as the subject of their investigations.
An additional derivative of Bailey’s grounding economics in the mind 
«as his appreciation of it as primarily an Inductive science* Experience 
and association provided the initial premises from which tie subsequent 
deductions could be made. This position seems to be at some variance 
«ith John Stuart Mill who, as Is well-toown, had insisted that political 
economy could not be considered an Inductive science because of the im­
possibility of making controlled experiments. In fact, however, Hill and 
Bailey were not ao far apart as the terms might seem to suggest. Mill 
acknowledged that the method of specific e^erienc© —  the "a posterdori" 
»ethod, as be termed it —  was to be employed in verifying the truth 
«hich deductive —  or "a priori” —  moral science reached, Bailey’s 
method said essentially the same thing* Any result which failed to con­
firm the general lav, whether that law derived from positive outward ob­
servations or introspections, necessitated a revision of the law to take 
account of the new data.1
On the basis of his Individualistic, and often introspective, analy­
sis, Bailey generally reached laissez-faire conclusions regarding govern­
ment and economic affairs. The individual Vest know the extent and nature 
of his own happiness and welfare| thus, he was beet left to achieve and 1
1 Cf, J, S, Mill, "On the Definition of Political Economy and on 
the Method of Investigation Proper to it," in "saaya on Some Unsettled 
Questions of Political Economy (Londont l8iih),''tsfei iieprint, 'pp, tJsl-ili?.
further it. Such, of course, ■was the frequent Benthamite conclusion, 
in Bailey’s case, however, the two-sided nature of Penthaiaisra energea as 
strongly as it had in Bentham's cam writings, As has teen seen, Bailey 
had had a sufficiency of advice to give. Bor was ho above urging the 
government to act in cases where a clear advantage seemed possible, '* ow- 
ftver, rough and reader the Benthamite calculus was in practice,* once he 
had declared the object of government was the people’s welfare and happi­
ness, Bailey was at least required to show in selected cases how and why 
intervention would or would not Injure or enhance that welfare, He had 
tried to do this in the political sphere} it was no loss necessary in
1 Cf. Bobbins, Theory of Economic Policy, p. 181,
2 "Every political measure, every proposed laprovemsnt or innovation, 
ought to be determinad by an accurate appreciation of all Its consequences,
well as of all the consequences of emitting to adopt it} and general 
directions afford valuables aid, Inasmuch as they point out both the sources 
whence the elements of the calculation are to be drawn, and the source
*hich ought not to be resorted to,
"Such a computation, to be completa, must include the effects of the 
adoption or rejection of the measure on the interests, habits, and feel­
ings of the people at large, of classes, and even of individuals} and the 
reaction of these effects on the measure when it cones to be enforced, 
l<e must take into account both the numbers which it would benefit and 
Please, and the numbers which it would injure and render discontented, as 
Well as the intensity and duration both of the benefit and the injury,,.
If, then, any politician were to resort for weapons against any proposed 
improvement to the aaoury of general directions here furnished, If he were 
to contend that the measure was too bold, not a sufficiently gradual re­
form, not duly accommodated to existing interests and prejudices, such 
a general declaration would have no force. He must show what are the 
Precise evils, and by whom or by what classes to be suffered} he oust 
specify the prejudices likely to be shocked, the interests injured, the 
feelings wounded, «id the parties who would sustain these hardship«} and 
must further show, that thesa evils would counterbalance the good to 
H  derived from the measure, joined to tí» advantage of escaping the evils 
*hioh would follow its rejection," Rationale, pp, 36$-67*
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the sphere of economic legislation. In laying down and generally adher­
ing to the n&n-interferenca principle, Bailey did not give a satisfactory 
Proof of the way in which welfare or happiness would ho affected. Plenty 
of examples could have been presented to his to demonstrate that the 
govemnsnt sight have occasioned an increase in happiness or welfare by 
Positive action, although Bailey Massif usually clung to the contrary 
belief. It is only necessary to compare Bailey* s general position with 
that which Senior later reached regarding the function of government in
iorder to see the force of this observation.
•’■hat may be offered in explanation of Bailey's inconsistency as be­
tween economic and political functions of government? Probably the sim­
plest Is his own particular middle-class background. Politically he could 
readily enough support the Radical position against legislation which was 
®ore responsive to conservative interests| economically, he could easily 
*hQugh support governmental policy which furthered the interests of that 
***tng middle-class of *hich he was a pert. Ibis is not to suggest, that 
be was given to duplicity* Quite simply, Bailey was a product of his 
bias and environment. It made some lr, terms of his background to demand 
°f the government that it prove its legislative measures to be in the in­
terests of the greatest number of its citiaens, it mad© sense in terms 
°f his business experience to judge that interference was more noxious 
than economic freedom. It never occurred to him that It was inconsistent
1 Of. Bowley, Nassau Benior, pp. 26U-72.
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*0 urge at the san© tins© extension of the franchise and abolition of the 
com Im a and to refyse to sanction egalitarian matures. In the former 
cases I» could comi each individual’s happiness as one, because from his 
standpoint and background it seemed sensible to do soj in the latter case, 
could stress that egalitarianism overlooked the fact that all nor. were 
Afferent, because M s  middle-class thinking resented the fact that a 
government Right count him as one and thereby deny M a  the right to some­
thing he believed himself to have produced. He could show that "natural 
eights" were really grounded in utility concepts, so far as political 
measures were concerned, and that, tharefore, there was nothing sacred 
f̂caut them. He could at the sane time contend that ©concede inequalities 
’’ere dua to the "natural operation of the principles of the human mind 
«od the circumstances of the community," without cooing that there was 
Nothing sacrosanct about the determinants of such Inequalities.
All of which scans to suggest ’ultimately that failoy never ranched 
entirely satisfactory conclusions on those headings, because lie novor 
*eally put his mind to a serious consideration of them. As has been seen 
*n most of his other work on economics, when a specific problem required 
8 more or loss microscopic exploration and analysis, ha was virtually un­
paralleled, Hut In the present casa, which was or» of bringing together 
lews of economic thought and action, it is clear that his interest 
was spread so widely that he never succeeded in placing the subject in 
^hat critical focus which so distinguished M m  in other respects. In the 
fact that the early nineteenth century discussion of scope and method
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**«*■«, so to apeak, carried on aub roaa and did not appear in print an 
«pacific subjects for investigation, the thought probably never occurred 
ko falloy to appraise the» in a truly critical and analytic fashion* Co 
sethodology, ids argument stood out in greater rolief because it was in 
J'ds faadliar area of psychology, recausa he iiad to settle hio thoughts 
°a the "philosophy of the ¡Kind," 1«» could hardly avoid seeing the im­
plications for the science of political economy, The wonder is, however, 
ti«t go many who were In effect Bailey’s philosophical comrades, should 
^tve failed to see, as he certainly die see, that economics was mentally, 




Several weeks after he died the Saturday Review of Literature re­
marked about Samuel Bailey that "the newspapers have lately reeorded the 
death of a man who was at one time of some mark in the world of English 
letters, but who is not destined to be remembered outside the limits of a 
particular school and locality**'1 Now in what has been said thus far it 
is clear that, so far as economic "letters" were concerned, Bailey was rather 
loss provincial than the Saturday Review1« judgement would have suggested.
But if this is true, it seems worthwhile to take a olosor look at the man 
himselfs it seems worthwhile to consider the nature and personality of the 
man who produced not only economic letters, but political, metaphysical, 
poetical, and critical letters as well* While each of these fields which 
Bailey cultivated might themselves more properly warrant individual in­
vestigations, they can be used within the present limitations to serve as 
(rather small) brushes with which to paint a backdrop for what has already 
preceded. For it is probably against somo such intellectual panorama that 
Bailey’s full stature and nature are best revealed.
Of course, the essential facts of Bailey’s life have been available 
for some time in the standard biographical dictionaries and encyclopedias.̂  12
1 Saturday Review of Literature, .XXIX (5 February, 1870), 176.
2 Cf". bailey,* Samuel',’"' 'Dictionary of National Biography, vol* II 
(1885), pp. 409-11. "Bailey, B'amue!i,ilf Paigrave’s Dictionary of Political 
Boonomy, Vol. I (1926), p. 82. "Bailey, Samuel', r Encyclopedia Britannica, 
Vol. Ill (1878), pp. 241-42. Notes and Queries, IX (9 March, 1878), pp* 
182-85. "Bailey. Samuel," Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, Vol. II 
(1930), p. 388.
But the spatial limitations of these sources have necessitated a 
brevity of treatment which leaves something to be desired if one is 
to derive a sound appreciation of this man who left his ’mark," 
however it may finally be evaluated. While the three ohapters which 
are to follow may doubtless seem a presumption on the reader's already 
over-taxed energies; yet, it does seem to be but simple justice to 
go to whatever lengths are required in order to give Samuel Bailey that 
appraisal he certainly earned and, therefore, deserves.
1.
What feelings Joseph and Mary Bailey experienced as they first 
looked upon their fourth son and ninth child in the summer of 1791 
will probably never bo known. Whether they saw in him banker, writer, 
politician, philosopher, or philanthropist only they alone in their 
eternal rewards could reveal. But in the fact that at the time of 
Samuel **3 birth two other sons were alive, one of whom was probably 
already apprenticed to his father's business, there is some reason 
to suspeot that they must have had before them the prospect of an­
other son who would follow Joseph Bailey into his enterprise.
Joseph himself come from a line whose roots had been sunk in
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Sheffield and its environs as far back as the 17th century.'*' His early 
apprenticeship to the scissors trade was doubtless responsible for 
bringing him to Sheffield proper, for ills parents, Matthew end Elisabeth 
Bailey, lived most of their lives in Masboro", a sraall community a few 
miles to the northeast of Sheffield, where Matthew worked as a founder 
in Walker’s Iron Works* After he had completed his time, Joseph set 
himself up in business as a seissormaker, probably around 1773 or 1774? 
which would have put him in his early or mid-twenties«5 His business 
apparently prospered enough to encourage in him the belief that it oould 
support more than one, for on 27 February, 1775, Joseph married Mary 
Eadon, daughter of John Eadon, writing master at the Free Writing School 
in Sheffield, Whether as a cause or effect of this alliance cannot be 
known, but one of Joseph’s first apprentices was Mary Eadon’s brother, 
John.
fhe colonial war and, at its conclusion, the resumption of the 
profitable American trade doubtless contributed to the further expansion 1
1 Sheffield Pedigrees, ed. T.W. Hall (Sheffield* 1915) No. 16. 
"Pedigree of bailey, of Greaoeide and Sheffield, Co. York. Compiled by 
Robert Eadon Leader, 1912.“ In a letter to the Sheffield Independent (15 
June, 1876) Mr* J.D. Leader, brother to the above, refers to the discovery 
of certain gravestones in the Ecolesfield churchyard, some of whioh appar­
ently belonged to the Bailey ancestors. Ecclesfield was a suburb of 
Sheffield.
2 Sketchley’s Sheffield Directory (Bristol: 1774), p. 16.
3 The date of Joseph’s baptism is given as 14 April, 1751. "Book 
of Birth and buriel Certificates” (Leader Collection, Yol. 137, Dept, of 
Local History, Sheffield City Libraries.) Moreover, apprentices in the 
cutlery trades usually served until they were twenty-one. J.H. Clapham,
An Economic History of Great Britain* The Early Railway Age (Cambridge: 
1930); pV 572".------------ ------------ *-----
c£ Joseph's establishment* By 1781 it had expanded enough to permit 
him to move it to more elaborate premises at the corner of Workhouse lane 
and Westbar, where it held forth as "Briley, Joseph, Scissor maker, West- 
Bar*"’ Six years later the apprentice was elevated to status of full 
partner, and as was so often the case with such journeyman enterprises, 
the two men took on the added job of factoring. The firm appeared variously 
in the directories as "Bailey and Eadon, Factors. Wostbar"2 or "Bailey 
and Eadon, Scissor-makers«*1 *45 6 Joseph drew somo minor fame to himself 
for having been one of the first Sheffield merchants to trade with Amer­
ica.̂  In the meantime, his son John had entered the firm as an apprentice 
eoissor-smith, although the activities of "Bailey and Eadon" had been 
expanded even more to include ironmongering.®
While no reoords of "Bailey and Eadon" were found extant, a clue 
to its continued profitability and vigor is certainly revealad in the 
way in which Joseph was able to provide for, and house, the increasing 
brood whioh he and Mary produced during these years. Although only five 
of their eleven children actually reached their majorities,® accomodation 
had to be made for them as they arrived. Joseph accomplished this by
1 Bailey’s northern Directory (Sheffield» 1781), p. 115.
S A Pireofcory of Sheffield (Sheffield» 1737), p. £f.
S Universal British Directory (London* 1722), p. 4014 Sheffield feegister, XtTl&fr ch, 1824
5 A Lirectory of Sheffield (Sheffield* 17S7)
6 Hall, op. oit.
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building a substantial brick residence about a mile north of Sheffield 
proper. nBurn Groav<3," as the house was known, was situated on a mod­
erate elevation, sufficiently far from the center of town that it was 
considered a decidedly country residence. To the Baileys it seemed 
likely to preserve its privacy from the encroachment of the city for 
many ya&rs to come.'*
Some time around the turn of tho century the Bailey-Eadon partner­
ship was dissolved. Thi3 probably occurred in 1799, the year in which 
John Bailey completed his apprenticeship under his father.* John Eadon 
remained at the old location as "John Eadon and Sons, merchants, factors, 
and ironmongers, Westbar,while Joseph moved once more. This time 
it Y.os down the hill on Workhouse Lane to tho comer of Spring and Love 
Streets, where were built the premises of "Joseph Bailey and Sons, Spring 
Street."̂  Since Joseph now had "sons*1 associated with him, and since 
only John and Samuel were alive at the time, it is clear that the latter 
had entered tho firm. He was probably employed in some sort of clerical 
capacity, inasmuch as there is no evidenoe to show that he was ever 
apprenticed in any craft.
Joseph Bailey himself was by no means an inconsiderable figure in 
the town, beyond his own private business accomplishments. Probably the 1234
1 R.E. Leader, Reminiscences of Old Sheffield (2d ed.j Sheffield: 
1870) pp. 159, 161.
2 R.S. Leader, History of the Comnany of Cutlers in Hailamshire 
(Sheffield: 1905), II,™ p.’ TlT.
3 The Sheffield General Directory (Sheffield: 1817).
4 The Commercial Directory for 1814-1815 (Manchester: 1815), p. 215*
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fullest testimony of the great regard and respect in which he was held 
is given in bis election to Master Cutler in 1801. This position, as 
head of the Cutlers Company, involved a great deal of honor, deference, 
and stature in the community, combining in effect the ceremonial office 
of mayor and custodian of the town’s single most important economic 
activity.* Beyond this, however, Joseph’s appearance in n wide variety 
of the town’s business and charitable pursuits testify that he not only 
held a position of some wealth, but also had a sense of significant social 
and community obligation. For example, in 1814 he was sufficiently solvent 
to be able to subscribe is 500 in the name of his firm for the proposed 
Sheffield Canal.2 In 1819 he was appointed a governor of the first board 
of the Sheffield Savings Bank*3 He occasionally served on the Committee 
of Management for the Lancastrian Schools,̂ ' and he sometimes performed 
constabulary duties in his own locality of Ecclesall Bierlow.® Moreover, 
he was generous to charitable and relief causes and was occasionally re-
gported for his contributions to them.
If the rise and growth of Joseph Bailey’s enterprise seems to suggest 
that his sons were schooled in his own careful principles of thrift, in- 1234*6
1 Leader, 18 story of the Company of Cutlers in Hallaxashire, I, p. 281.
2 Sheffield Iris, 27 September, 1814,
3 R.E. Leader, A Century of Thrift. An Historical Sketch of the Sheffield Savings ânlĉ T5Tu-iliî  (Hhef.viol-dL192b,)','rp’.~X'5̂
4 Iris, 25 June, 1816. Sheffield Independent, 18 June, 1822*
6 Independent, 27 April, 1822.
6 Iris., 15 August, 1815. Independent, 25 May, 1822.
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dustry, and diligence, it is possible to observe a somewhat different 
"schooling" influence on Mary Bailey's side of the family. It has 
already been remarked that Samuel's maternal grandfather was John Eadon, 
the schoolmaster. John Eadon was a self-taught and self-educated man 
who had been made headmaster of the Free Writing School in Sheffield 
in 1768. In addition to Ids administrative duties, he taught writing, 
arithmetic, bookkeeping, mathematics, and surveying,1 and gave a class 
in wri t-ing at the Grammar School next door to his own. If the Sheffield 
Register spoke of him with some exaggeration as a first rank mathemati­
cian,̂  it seems clear that nonetheless his influence on the education 
of thousands of Sheffield youths was considerable. His book, The Arith­
metical and Matharaatical Repository (Sheffields 1793) was well received 
and highly praised by his students. His The Arithmeticians Guide 
(Sheffield* 1766) was a somewhat less substantial work, however.
With a grandfather displaying such academic leanings as these, it 
wbb only natural that Samuel Bailey should have been sent to the Free 
Writing School. Although few details are extant of his achievements 
there, certain intimations of the later man began to make themselves 
known. He was described by his contemporaries as reserved, retioent, 
and somewhat prideful. He appears to have been indifferent to the usual 
schoolboy pranks and fun,® and, indeed in a later semi-autobiographical 123
1 Leader, Reminisoeuoes, pp. 38-39. R.E. Leader, Sheffield in the 
18th Century (Sheffields 1905), p. 125.
2 8 May, 1810
3 Leader, Reminiscanoes, p. 41,
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article, he wrote of a "friend" of his who preferred "... even when at 
school, to steal from, the boistrous mirth of his companions, and hide 
himself in a leafy bower, or sit on the banks of a rivulet, with a volume 
of some favourite poet. "■*-
TJhether or not the later scholar developed from solitary speculations 
of this sort, or, more likely, from the efforts of his grandfather, fur­
ther education was arranged for him after his studies at the Free Writing 
School. Inasmuch as it was not the custom for the then middle-class 
fathers to send their sons to a university,̂  Samuel went down to the 
Moravian School in Fulnock. The fact that one of John Bailey’s friends 
was a minister In the Moravian Establishment may explain why it was de- 
cided to sand Samuel there. Another of John Bailey’s close friends 
was James Montgomery, the Sheffield publisher and poet. Montgomery also 123
1 The Northern Star and Yorkshire Magazine, I I I  (July, 1818), p. 36.
2 Although the contrary has been claimed.' . We have heard it 
said that he[Bailê rjattended some classes in Edinburgh University, es­
pecially those of Dr. Thomas Brown...." "The Works of ’Samuel Bailey of 
Sheffield,’ " The British Controversialist and Literary Magazine (Jhly, 
1863), p.6.
It i3 true, of course, that Bailey had a high regard for Thomas 
Brown. Cf. Chapter IV, supra«, p.lJl.But according to Mr. C.P. Finlayson, 
Keeper of the Mss at the University of Edinburgh Library, (Letter of 21 
July, 1954) Bailey's name does not appear in the registers during the 
years when Brown occupied the Chair of Moral Philosophy, i.e. from 1810 
to 1820. Nor is there any trace of Bailey in the Library’s book slips 
or librarian registers. Taken with the fact that no observation whatso­
ever was made in any of the looal Sheffield newspapers about Bailey's 
having attended Edinburgh, it may be presumed that he never in fact went 
up there.
3 Cf. T.W. Ward, Peeps into the Past, ed. A.B. Bell, (London*
1909), p. 166.
had attended the Moravian School.3’
A fter leaving the Fulneok school, Samuel doubtless came d ir e c t ly  
to  jo in  his fa th er and brother in  the business on Spring S tree t. This 
Would probably have been around 1804-6, when Samuel would have been in  
his early  teens. For the next few years he must have been engaged in  
learning h is job and duties. Only one incident remains as noteworthy 
during his period with "Joseph Bailey and Sons." I t  i s  an a lle g e d ly  
w ell-established fac t that Samuel was entrusted with the task  of helping 
to  re-open the American trade which had floundered during the War o f 1812. 
For th is  purpose, he was supposedly sent to America.1 2 I f  in  fao t B ailey 
did go to America, i t  i s  lik e ly  that the tr ip  occurred in  1817. The War 
i t s e l f  did not ond u n til 1815. Bailey was in Sheffield  during the 1816 
depression, for in  the autumn of that year he wrote a le t te r  to  one of
1 Cf, Leader, History of the^ Company o f Cutlers in Kallamshire, I ,  
p. 582* E. Odom, Two Sheffield ' Poets'* James Montgomery and Ebenezer 
E llio tt  (Sheffield : l6'2$), p. 7.
2 Cf. Leader, Reminiscences, p. 326. PNB, I I ,  409. The f i r s t  time
th is tr ip  was mentioned was in Bailey'e obituary in the Sheffield  Inde­
pendent, 19 January, 1870. Leader, whose fam ily long owned and edited 
the newspaper, probably wrote th is obituary, since he knew' Bailey person­
a l ly  and mis d is ta n tly  re la ted  to  him through the Eadono. Someone as 
close to Bailoy as th is could reasonably be expected to know whether or 
hot he had ever made suoh a t r i p .  The S h e ffie ld  Dailey Telegraph>19 
January, 1870, also referred to th is tr ip  in' i t s  own obituary.
On the other hand, i t  is  strange that the tr ip  i s  not corroborated 
by any of the local newspapers for the time in  which iu could have taken 
p lace . Moreover, Bailey him self never mentioned having tra v e lle d  to  
Ameri ca•
the local newspapers, arguing that the high rate o f juvenile delinquincy 
could be allev iated  i f  the town would estab lish  reading rooms where boys 
could amuse and entertain themselves and, thus, stay out of trouble ,1 
Moreover, he was in Sheffield  in early 1818, contributing at that time to 
a series of a rtio le s  to a local monthly magazine, about whioh more w ill 
be 8aid la te r *  In 1817, therefore, the time and opportunity would have 
been right for him to have made the westward journey* Bis e ffo rts  could 
have been bent d irectly  toward helping the family concern overcome the 
effeo ts o f the existing mercantile stagnation* Bailey himself had expressed 
tho oonviotion th at, i f  Sheffield  manufacturers would only trade d irectly  
with foreign buyers and consumers, foreign competition need not be fear­
ed, ̂  His American t r ip , assuming he ever made i t ,  may have grown out of 
ju st  such a conviotion* I t  i s  fa ir ly  well established, at any rate , 
that fche Amerioan trade was of substantial importance to the Bailey firm.
And John Bailey, in  p articu lar, was su ffic ie n tly  forward and agressive to 
see to i t  that i t s  in terests would not su ffer because of any lack of 
application on his part* 123
1 I r i s ,  29 October, 1816*
2 B. Bagshawe, Independent, 4 May, 1887.
3 John was a member of a deputation sent from Sheffield  to London 
to give evidance before the Parliamentary Committee considering the re­
vocation of the Orders in  Council* Sheffield  Hegister, 2 lay , 1812«
T.W. Ward also  recorded that_ w. * *  invited to  meet men from other towns 
at the Bedford Coffee House LLondonJ to  urge on the Ministers the im­
portance of adjusting the matters in  dispute \vith America, he had de­
clined, suggesting application to John Bailey (of Burugreave), then re­
siding as a Steward or Agent, with a Mrs. Beat, of Bethnel Green*” Peeps 
into the Past, p . 199. In May, 1818, Ward had accompanied John Bailey to 
London in connection with negotiations over the pending Cutlery B i l l .  
Ib id ., p. 252.
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2.
Although i t  would be a tax upon credulity to take Samuel B ailey 's
f i r s t  formal appearance in print as of "major” proportions, i t  i s  never­
theless worthwhile to mention i t  in order to complete the chronology of 
his published w ritings. The actual medium of these expressions was a 
somewhat obscure and short-lived monthly called  The Northern Star and 
Yorkshire Magazine.1 B ailey ’ s e ffo r ts , en titled  "Hours After Tea," 
consisted of a series of gossipy, chatty a r tic le s  on a variety  of subjeots 
which from time to time might arrest his attention . And i f  they may 
have brought some ligh t into what Leader saw as a "c le r ica l furrow" of 
pedantry and p ro lix ity  plowed by the Northern Star1 2 thsy are iraportant 
to present purposes only for the one or two autobiographical hints they 
contain.
Number T in the "Hours After Tea" series sought to set the stage 
for tho others to follow. I ts  most provocate point, undoubtedly, i s  to  
be found in the fac t that i t s  author, who described himself as " . . .  past 
the meridian of l i f e ,  and can no longer partake in  the impassioned fervour 
and hearty ga itio s of youth,"3 was nevertheless able to  bring himself
1 The journal ran through three volumes from July, 1817 until 
December, 1818, a fte r  which i t  ceased publication. R.E. Leader, " l i t ­
erature and Archeology in Sheffield  a Hundred Years Ago," Transactions 
of the Hunter Aroheology Sooiety, I  (1919), 216 f f ,  f i r s t  revealed 'edi­
to r ia l  records showing that Bailey had contributed some a r t ic le s  to the 
magazine.
2 Ib id ., p. 221
3 Northern Star II  (Feb., 1818) 138. Bailey was, of course, 28 at
the time.
to remark»
The evening, in  fa c t ,  i s  the empire o f woman, the period during 
which she enjoys her utmost height of power.
Whether she smiles on the s t i l l  scene of domestic l i f e ,  or, 
in  a l l  the gaiety o f d ress, irrad ia te s the c irc le s  of fashion, or
liste n s to the ardent protestations of love, we may exclaim with 
the poet,
’ Here Woman re ign sI’ ^
That Bailey, whose la te r  picture was drawn of the severely unromaatio 
bachelor, should have written along these lin es i s ,  of course, in teresting 
and in triguing* Whether h© derived his fam iliarity  with the a c t iv it ie s  
of woman within her "empire” first-hand, or whether i t  came to him as 
mere heer-say testimony from his family and acquaintances, naturally 
cannot be v e r if ie d . There i s  the barest suggestion of the former possi­
b i l i ty ,  however. Although he never married, i t  i s  known that he embarked 
upon two romances, both with banker’ s daughters and both unsuccessful**'
I t  i s  possib le , therefore, that one of these romances may have taken place 
at th is  time, thus explaining why so much of tho introductory a r t ic le  was 
taken up with very obvious e ffo rts  to  estab lish  an a f f in ity  with the " fa i r  
sox ," as Bailey unimaginatively in sisted  on calling them. Moreover, as 
w ill appear, several la te r  a r t ic le s  in the series dealt with a f fa ir s  of 
th® heart, and i t  seems reasonable to suppose that these matters may have 
been su ffic ien tly  strong in  his mind to suggest such themes to him. 12
1 Ibid*, p. 58,
2 TuB.' Leader, The Sheffield Banking Company Limited (Sheffield» 
1916), p. 22,
B ailey 's "other” romance must hare oocurred some time a fte r  th is , 
however. l i t t l e  i s  known of i t  beyond h is lack of success. Mr. J.H. 
Barber, cashier and subsequently manager of the Sheffield  Banking Company, 
which Bailey helped to found in 1831,* once recalled at a meeting of the 
Sheffield  Literary and Philosophical Society, that Bailey having proposed 
marriage to the lady in question, "somebody afterwards asked her why she 
refused a man in  many respects so e lig ib le , with a fine mind, a fine fo r­
tune, and a kind heart, and she replied, 'To te l l  you the truth , I should 
not like to  marry an iceb erg .’ (Laughter).1'2 Whether or not some meta­
morphosis had changed the Bailey of the "Hours After Tea," who had ex­
perienced the "impassioned fervour" of youth, who knew o f women and who 
could lis te n  to "ardent protestations of love ," to the "ioeberg" of the 
la te r  man, there i s  l i t t l e  doubt that he was generally shy and re tir in g * 
His sister-in -law , Mary Anne Bailey, expressed the b e lie f that "marriage 12
1 Cf. In fr a ., pp. 585-86 .
2 Independent, 4 May, 1887. I t  seems clear that Samuel's proposal
to th is lady, whoever she was, was a genuine and serious one. In a codicil 
to his w ill, dated 23 December, 1837, John Bailey intimated that Samuel's 
su it had passed beyond mere conjecture. In th is codicil John le f t  to his 
s i s t e r ,  Ann Bailey, "a mourning ring of suoh quality and fashion as she 
may choose," and went on to sta te  explicitly  that no money settlement had 
boon provided for her, "she having an income abundantly su ffic ien t under 
her circumstances." He expressed the hope that Ann would approve of his 
disposition of‘ property in behalf of Samuel, " . . .  looking forward to the 
probability of his C l .a .  Samuel ’ s j  having a family to provide fo r *"  Since 
Both Joseph and Mary Bailey were dead by th is  time, and of th eir children 
only John, Ann, and Samuel were a liv e , the "family" John referred to must 
have been that which he anticipated from Samuel's prospective union*
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would have Improved him amassingly,"l meaning, undoubtedly, that the 
cares and demands of wife and family would have softened him, would have 
brought him out of himself in  seeing to  the needs o f the others, and 
would have rounded some of these apparently sharp and uncompromising 
edges and corners.
The other a r tio le s  in the serie s d isclose one or two additional de­
t a i l s  o f B ailey ’ s personality and a few of his ideas toward somewhat 
“philosophical” problems. For example, number XV was a narrative about 
a ’'friend'1 of the author's who came from a "moderately opulent fam ily," 
who had an "impassioned ardour for in te llectu al improvement about him," 
who displayed a "natural reserve" of temper, and who experienced an un­
successful su it with a lady. T h is’Triend," having sucoeeded in  publishing 
a small book of poems whose sa le  was meagre in the extreme, had been 
rescued from hia despairing depths by the enervating love of the lady in 
question. Just when his " fr ien d 's"  addresses appeared to be on tho verge 
of succeeding, "authoritative in terposition s" of others managed to break 
o ff the su it .  In h is disoonsolanoe the subjeot of B ailey ’ s narrative 
plunged into an orgy of immoral and sensual a c t iv it ie s .  Although there 
i s  no suggestion whatever that Bailey ever went to suoh measures to 
forget an unhappy a f f a i r ,  the moral whioh he drew from his “fr ie n d 's"  
experience was typ ical of him. He advised his readers to cu ltivate to
1 Hotes and Queries, IX (March, 1878) 182. Cf. Appendix "b" 
In fra ., p. 700.
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a high degree the moral and in te llec tu a l attainments, so that when th© 
vigorous aspirations o f youth became dampened in  la te r  l i f e  and sub­
sequent maturity, something would remain to f i l l  the necessary ro le  of 
challenge and stim ulation* Without such a substitu tion , he warned, a l l  
that could be expected was a " , , *  systematic abandonment to every thing 
but sensual and temporary g ra t ific a tio n *”*
Sfumber II in  the scrie s  dealt with another " fr ien d ,” who, having 
received a " lib era l education,” had distinguished himself early  in  his 
l i f e  by his " lite ra ry  attainments" and an "unusual combination o f talen ts 
and modesty*" A "handsome patrimony" enabled th is "friend" to seek an 
early  retirement from the world and to ovoid any public display of his 
"powers." Before long, however, the "friend" found that he was envious 
of M s fellow-men in th© wide and varied challenges of their duties and 
professions. For he saw that
.nan i s  born with facu ltie s  f i t te d  fo r action as well as speoula- 
tion , and although the progress of society may possibly be promoted 
by the exclusive attachment of some of i t s  members to  each of these 
modes of oooupation, i t  oan soaroely be questioned that the happi­
ness of the individual, not le ss  than the perfection o f the human 
character, i s  bast consulted by a judicious intermixture of both.
Bailey was probably his own best example of the lesson preached in  th is
episode, for he believed that the habit of "gloomy abstraction" was ju st
hs insidious as chat of "inoessant a c t iv ity ,"  and i t  i s  known that he 12
1 northern S ta r ,I II  (Ju ly , 1818), 38*
2 Ib id ., II  (Maroh, 1018), 224.
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employed his own considerable se lf-d isc ip lin e  In never permitting himself 
to continue an activ ity  in which he was fatigued or had lo st  in te re st**  
Beyond th a t, as m i l  appear subsequently, he did manage to a ffe c t a re­
warding compromise between speculation and action.
Humber I I I  in  the serie s v<as simply a brie? rumination on the pro­
gressive r ise  and f a l l  of c iv iliza tion s and what permanency could be 
oxpeoted from the lite ra ry  and sc ie n tif ic  advances made within those
pcu ltures»
The f i f th  number was a discussion of coincidences in  thought and 
expression. Relying in  part on the assoo iation ist psychology, he took 
up various cases in poetry in  which one poot appeared to derive a manner 
of thought or expression from another without conscious plagarism. He 
did th is , ho sa id , not to detract from th© achievement of one w riter, 
but rather to " . . .  throw some ligh t on the process of the mind in  com­
position . As w ill appear, i t  was probably no accident that Bailey was 
able to re fer to Bugald Stewart during the course of th is  fin a l paper 
dealing with ono aspect of the ''process of the mind," For within u few 
year* he was to publish a more elegant tre a tise  dealing with another 
aspect of that "p rocess.” %'o v q than lik e ly  he had already begun read­
ing the important works in  the fie ld  o f 19th century "psychology. ** 1
1 Notes and Queries, IX (March, 1878), 182.
2 Northern S tar , U  (A pril, 1818), 268-71.
3 Porthern S tar , I II  (August, 1818), 85.
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On the wholes the "Hours After Tea" obviously cannot be afforded 
any appreciable standing among B ailey* 3 subsequent capable and mature 
productions. I f  tho various soleotions in  the series reveal a certain 
breadth of lite ra ry  background, and a certain a b ility  to manage his words 
and sentsneos to some a ffe c t , they do nothing to convoy that careful in- 
ciaiveness of thought and analysis which so characterized his la te r  w rit­
in gs.
3.
In i t s  b r ie f survey of Samuel B ailey 's place in the development o f 
English thought the Saturday Review had made the sound observation that 
"when the history of philosophy compounded out of the psychology of Locke 
and the jurisprudence of Benthaai i s  written, a section of i t  may be 
properly devoted to Samuel Bailey of S h e ffie ld ." *  To write the h istory 
of such an amalgam here would clearly  transcend the lim its of the present 
inquiry* But in  the absence of a sa tisfac to ry  reference to Bailey in 
th is connection, in  wliat are surely "che seminal studies of this phase of 
English thought,2 i t  i s  necessary to try b rie fly  to appraise the nature 
and extent of his influence on that interweaving of p o lit ic s , philosophy,
1 (Ip. c i t . , p. 176.
2 E. Halevy, The Growt h of Philosophic R adicalism, tran s. H. Morris 
(Londona 1949). S ir  Leslis~1Ttep!hen, The English O tilita r ia rs  (London*
*900) I I ,  31, 399, I I I ,  251, did mention Bailey once' or twice, but does 
hot appear to have given his work a careful reading.
and psychology Undertaken by the Philosophical R adicals.
I t  i s  well-known that Jeremy Bsntham, like David Hums and Claude 
Selvetius before him, believed that i t  was possible to e stab lish  a science 
of morals. Bentham himself had made th is clear in his picturesque appli­
cation of the rule of three which Professor Halevy discovered among the 
Bent ham I-iSS at University College. For Bent ham had claimed that "what 
B&oon was to  the physical world, Helvetius was to the moral. The moral 
world had therefore had i t s  Bacon* but i t s  Sswtcn i s  yet to come.ŵ
Benthem's Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation  
(London* .1789) clearly  constituted his solution for the missing quantity 
in the ru le . I t  set down his body of laws of the moral universe and, 
therefore, the means by which he was to become the Newton of the moral 
world.
!h i le  Rentham's simple proportion does possess a certrda in te llec tu a l 
appeal, i t  i s  necessary to appreciate, however, that there are some serious 
d if f ic u lt ie s  associated  with the Bacenian-helvetian elements in  i t .  These 
d if f ic u lt ie s  are, of course, e ssen tia lly  those of the inductive method 
with which every fir s t-y e a r  philosophy student i s  fam iliar . But where 
the main problem in. the natural or physical sciences re sts  on the p o ss ib il­
ity  that an induction may at any time be destroyed by one fa ilu re  to 
confirm i t ,  in  the realm of moral "science" as conceived by these thinkers 1
1 Bentham MSS, University College, &o. 52, as quoted in  Halevy, 
Op. c i t »> p. 19*
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the question goes rather deeper and forees e consideration of the grounds 
for b e lie f . Even in the period in  which they were w riting, i t  was almost 
trad ition al for the natural or physical sc ie n tists  to  take as given the 
data te s t if ie d  by the senses and to leave considerations of i t s  re a lity  
to others to resolve. In the moral "scien ce," on the other hand, the 
matter was not quite so simple, for b e lie f  i t s e l f  appeared as ths eqxiiv- 
alsn t o f tine observed and measured raw m aterial from which the conclusions 
wore induced in  the other sciences, The apparent seourity with whioh an 
induction from natural or physical phenomena could he made in those 
sciences v;as severely restric ted  in the case of moral ''scien ce," because 
of the obvious d iff ic u lty  of knowing whether to aooopt the interpretation  
of the evidence presented to the senses for assent or d isb e lie f. Thus, 
where the 18th century natural or physical sc ie n tis ts  "skipped over" th is 
problem of b e lie f , the 19th oentury moral " sc ie n t is t s ’* had to se tt le  i t  
at tho outset before they oould even begin to  make any inductions* This 
d iff ic u lty , of aourae, is  what underlay so much of Hume’ s skepticism, as 
opposed to his ration alism ,* which Thomas Brown attempted to get around 
by introducing the muscular sensations^ and which James Mill tr ied  to put 
back into Hume’ s rationalism  under tho guise of "indissoluble association ."'* 
Although James '¿ i l l ' s  e ffo rts  were unavailing^ his intention had been, 1
1 Halevy, op. o i t . ,  pp. 10-11.
2 Stephen, "op. o i t » , I I ,  277-80.
5 J .  I5L11, Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind, e d s ., Alexander 
Bain, Andrew Finalater^ George Grote, and J .S . id l l  (l^ndon7 l869 ) l , 364 f f .
4 As Ids son olearly  saw. Cf. Ib id ., pp. 364,n. 367-68,n# 402-23.
when he undertook them, ” . . .  to  make the human mind as plain  as the 
road from Charing Cross to  S t . P a u l's .”*  As Ifi.ll saw i t ,  unless psychology 
or the study of the human mind could be founded as a science, i t  would be 
impossible to ra ise  morals and le g is la tio n  to  a sim ilar lev e l. His ob ject, 
therefore, was f i r s t  and foremost to break down for investigation  and 
analysis those undecomposable and indissoluble sensations which he thought 
made up psychological tru th . As Professor Balevy has well sa id , in order 
to found psychology as a science Mill sought ” . . .  to  destroy the illu sio n  
of psychical ac tiv ity , understood as an irraduciable power endowed with 
a mysterious e fficacy , uand3 to reduce everything to oonstant and in  some 
sort mechanical relations between elements which should be as simple as 
p o s s i b l e . . . .^
At a time, then, when the Benthamite phi1sophor par excellence had 
already determined that U tilitarian ism  had to find i t s  rationale in  the 
science of the mind, Samuel Bailey published his f i r s t  serious work. And 
when the second edition of i t  appeared in the sunnier of 1826 M U  was 
able to preface his remarks on i t  with the observations that " i t  gives 
hs no ordinary pleasure to find that a second edition has been called 
for of th is very useful volume. I t  i s  one of the signs of the times
The t i t l e ,  Essays on the Formation and Publication o f Opinions,^ 1
1 dames Mill to Francis Place, 6 Bee., 1317. B ritish  Museum, Add.
55f 155)
2 Ke.levy, op. g i t . ,  p. 468.
S Westminster Review, VI (Ju ly , 1826), 1.
4 All references are to the second (Londons 1826) ed ition .
was dorived from the t i t l e s  of the f i r s t  two essays in the -volume. In
the present oontext the f i r s t  essay, "Ctei the Formation of Opinions," i s
probably the more important. Bailey b u ilt his argument on the point that
b e lie f was indeoendent of the w ill . "B e lie f ,"  he defined as simply the
"sta te  or affection  of the mind," while "opinion" he used to designate
that which vras believed.^ Somewhat g lib ly  sk irting a d if f ic u lt  problem
in whether or not b e lie f  came from "in tu ition s" a la_ Reid and Dugald
Stewart,^ or from the "em pirical" testimony of the senses according to
Locke,2 Bailey went on to  make his point,
. . .  that by mere vo lition  we cannot c a ll  up any idea, nor, therefore, 
any number of ideas forming an argument; such an operation neces­
sa r i ly  implying the actual presence of the ideas before the w ill 
i s  exertedi i t  i s  a lso  imnossible for us to choose what ideas sh all 
be introduced into the mind by any topic on which we bestow our 
attention ; and i t  i s  m anifest, that when ideas have been once joined 
together, we cannot prevent them from suggesting each other accord­
ing to the regular laws of association . In the examination of any 
subject, therefore, certain ideas vd ll a r ise  in our minds independ­
ently of the w ill , and, as long as we f ix  our attention on that 
sub ject, we cannot avoid the consequent suggestions, nor single out 
any part and forget the r e s t .
I t  followed from th is ,  of course, that the w ill had nothing to  do with 
b e lie f  or opinion. "The understanding being passive as to the impress­
ions made upon i t ,  i f  you wish to change those impressions you must change 1
1 Ibid«» PP* 7”8.
2 Whom he o ited . Ib id . ,  pp. 14, 22-23.
3 TOiom he also  oite"d. Ibid . ,  pp* 3-4, 18-19. I t  may be noted that 
be did have some second thoughts about Locke, who appeared to  him in some 
instances to admit that the w ill exerted an influence on b e lie f .
4 Ib id ., pp, 14-15.
the cause will oh produces them# You oan a lt e r  perceptions only by a lt e r ­
ing the things p erce iv ed ."! Since any proposition whioh was believed 
as obviously accepted as tru e , 2 i t  was c le a r  that tru th  or b e l ie f  was 
not a matter o f  independent Judgement, but was determined by the evidence 
presented to  the senses fo r  neoessary acceptance*
B ailey  then turned to the question th a t, i f ' b e l ie f  were independent 
o f the w i l l ,  how did i t  oome about that a l l  people did not b e lie v e  the 
seme thing or hold or deolare id e n tica l opinions? His attempted so lu tion  
was not p a rtio u la r ly  acute, however, fo r  i t  stumbled once again over an 
issu e  derived from the Reid-Locke contradiction , he agreed that a  person 
mi&ht hold a biased opinion, and, by " w illfu l p a r t ia lity  o f atten tion  
or oxemination" might seek to  enhance his b e lie f  in  it# ’  This"exclusive 
devotion to  one side of tbs evidence* ¿tight havo a "m aterial influence* 
on a person’ s conclusions derived from evidence, he ad;aittad.* He a lso  
admitted that a sooond p o s s ib ility  fo r  d ifferen ces of opinion might be 
found in  tho influsnoe whioh "external oircumstanGes,“ each »3 p a tr io t ic  
amotions, fam ily and c la ss  more», or re lig io u s  oonviotions, might appear 
to exert over a person’ s b e lie fs .^  but none o f those p o s s ib i l i t ie s  de­
stroyed ills  o s itio n , he thought. For such d iffe re n t conclusions from
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1 Ibid., p. 17.
2 TETT., p. 8.
3 ~0xu ., p . 38.
4 T O T ., p. 87.
6 Ibid., pp. 39-42.
the asms argument or evidenee cams from either (1) a " ♦ . .  defect in Ian- 
guago, in consequence of which the terms employed do not convey to every 
mind the same id e a s ," or (2) from " . . .  circumstances which occasion other 
id eas, besides those actually  expressed (and different ideas in the case 
of d ifferent in d iv iduals), to present themselves to the understanding."! 
These factors made i t  appear that b e lie f was voluntary, was a matter of 
an individual’ s deciding how he would react to certain evidenco. But 
there was a difference, he in siste d , between the phenomenon of b e lie f  and 
the declaration of such b e lie f .  Although tho two were intim ately connect­
ed, they were not the seme thing and, therefore, were not to bo confounded. 
The declaration of b e lio f was a matter of the w ill ; the b e lie f  i t s e l f  
was not. "As we can refuse to express our agreement with a proposition, 
so, i t  has been assumed, we can refuse to believe i t ;  and as motives 
have power to indue© a man to deolare his assent, so i t  has been taken for 
granted they have the power of inducing him to yield  his credence."*^
This assumption was fa lla c io u s, however. I t  was necessary to keep in 
ftind the difference between the "state  of the understanding" and i t s  
"outward declaration"; i t  was necessary to keep separate the "internal 
«nd external assen t"; i t  was necessary always to remember, " . . .  that what 
a man affirm s may be to ta lly  at variance with what he b e l i e v e s T h e  12
1 Ib id . ,  p . 44.
2 TOT., p, 28.
8 Ib id ., p. 29.
factors which night influence an individual's disposition to affirm or 
declare a belief might bo jnany end varied, but it was orronoous to take 
such factors as the determinants of the belief Itself,
From Bailey*s argument two things pertinent to the Benthamite 
position emerged, first, since he had evidently proved that belief was 
independent of the will, it seemed to be possible to leave emotional or 
volitional influences entirely outside the gathering of evi.denee demanded 
in the formulating of a science of morals. This being th® ease, the 
evidence accumulated apparently could be placed on the same level of 
credibility as the evidence, say, of the physical or natural sciences. 
James Mil unquestionably saw Bailey's effort as one step toward this 
much-iosired objective.
In the second place, Bailey's argument about the independence of 
belief on the will rendered moral judgements of an opinion or belief 
■untenable, "Results,” he insisted, "which are not the consequence of 
volition cannot be th© proper objects of moral praise and blam e.”2 It 1*VI
1 "In his next edition, which the public wc fondly hope, will soon
call for, we should recommend it to him CBaileyJ, to add to th© proof and
illustration of what takas place in mere belief, the proof and illustration
of what is implied in the proper mode of dealing with evidence, than which 
Nothing of greater importance, as concerns the progress either of intellect
or morality, can be forced upon public attention." Westminster Review,
VI (July, 1826), 21.
Cf. A. Bain, James Mil. A Biography (London* 1882), pp. 304~8, 
for a more complete discussion of mil's article, the greater part of which 
^as devoted to an attack on Wardlaw's criticism of Brougham's "Inaugural 
^ieoourse."
2 Formation and Publication of Opinions, p. 64.
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was p oin tless to  t r y  to  change b e lie fs  by le g a l or so o ia l sanctions, fo r  
the in d ividual was not w i l l f u l ly  responsible fo r  them in  the f i r s t  p lace . 
"The nature o f an opinion oannot make i t  crim in a l."1 The only thing 
th at could be done to  ohange an involuntary b e l ie f  was to change tbs 
evidence from which i t  had been derived. "The v.ay to a lte r  b e lie f  i s  
not to  address motives to  the w i l l ,  but arguments to  the i n t e l le c t . 1,2 
And the only arguments the " in te lle c t"  understood were those impressed 
upon i t  by the testim ony o f the senses. On the other hand, where the 
declaration  o f a b e l ie f ,  not the b e lie f  i t s e l f ,  revealed obvious and 
w i l l fu l  d isto rtio n  or b ia s , i t  might be possible to judge such an act 
w ith "moral obloquy." But once more, he in s is te d , the process by whioh 
a person acquired or expressed h is opinions should be distinguished from 
the opinions them selves. The former might be subjects fo r  approbation 
or disapprobation, the la t t e r ,  as matters not o f the w i l l ,  could not 
Be so judged. Holding an opinion was free  from "moral c u lp a b ility " ;  
expressing i t  was a "voluntary a c t"  and could be commended or reprehended 
according to  the circumstances under whioh i t  took place.^  "Our appro­
bation and disapprobation, i f  they f a l l  anywhere, should be directed to 
the oonduot o f men in  th e ir  researches, to  the use which they make of 
th e ir  opportunities o f inform ation, and to the p a r t ia l i t y  raid im p a rtia lity
1  I b id .,  p . 6 6 .
2 Ibid., p. 71.
3 Ib i <1., p . 73.
visible in their actions."*
The main argument of the second essay, "On the Publication of 
Opinions," derived from the conclusion 3ailey had just reached in the 
first. Publication or declaration of opinions involuntarily received 
was, he agreed again, a voluntary act. At first glance, therefore, it 
Might appear that sooiety had a justification for regulating these vol­
untary actions whose consequences might prove socially injuriousho 
observed that the principle of utility seemed to provide a cloar prescrip­
tion for regulation in such a oase, for "a sooiety has a perfect right to 
adopt such regulations, for its own government, as have a preponderance 
of advantages."3 however, one difficulty prevented the application of 
the apparently simple utilitarian rule. Unless in employing it, Bailey 
pointed out, it were possible to isolate both the happiness to be gained 
and the unhappiness to be incurred, it would be impossible to know whether 
or not total happiness had been increased. In the oase of regulating the 
publication of opinions, it was obviously impossible to nako any suoh 
calculations. Truth and error were so intermixed in the declaration of 
opinioua that no governmental regulation would ever separate them. Be­
cause it was impossible to discover any absolute standard of truth,̂  he 
concluded that it was better to admit both truth and error than to exclude
thorn* Sine© there was no question of the value of, and necessity of 
ensuring the attainment of, truth, which he equated with happiness,1 
the only safe alternative was to permit complete freedom of publication 
and discussion of opinions. Non-interference was the soundest recourse*
Whether established opinions are false or true, it is alike the 
interest of the community, that investigation should be unrestrain­
ed; in order that, if false, thay may bo discarded, and, if true, 
rendered conspicuous to all. The only way of fully attaining the 
benefits of truth is to suffer opinions to maintain themselves 
against attack, or fall in the contest«.* If there war© any fixed 
and unquestionable standard, by which the validity of opinions could 
b® tried, there might be some sense, and some utility, in checking 
the extravagance of opinion by legal iaberferenoo; but since there 
is no other standard than th® general reason of mankind, discussion 
is the only method of trying the correctness of all doctrines 
whatever ■ ..*'!̂
The effect of all of this upon the philosophical Radicals td.ll be 
evident immediately. Here in plain, simple, and clear language was a 
transparent demonstration of the very foundations of their hoped-for
J&oral soience. Here was a reasoned plea to abhor every restraint on 
the freedom of investigating the raw material of that science and every
restriction on the declaration of the results so obtained. Brougham 
thundered out to the students at Glasgow, that ,ftho Great Truth has
finally gone forth to all the ends of the earth, that men shall no more 
render aooount to man for his belief, over which he himself has no control*"® 123
1 Ibid., pp. 107-26*
2 Ibid*, pp* 163-64.3 Înaugural Discourse on Being Installed Lord Rector of th© Uni­
versity of Glasgow," April 6, 1825. Works of Henry, Lord Brougham, FRS. 
(London* 1865-61), VII, 140.
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Franois Place took the trouble of oopying down in his commonplace book 
Bailey’s observations on the irrationality of prosecuting opinions.1 
James Mill ■wrote that "few things we should more rejoice to hear, than 
that this little essay were in the hands of every individual in this 
island, capable of reading it.1,2 The Monthly Heviowj or Literary Journal 
thought that "at a period like the present, we cannot too strongly 
recommend this volume to the attention of our readers,"3 and went on to 
paraphrase Bailey's essential lesson that "in the conflict of opinions, 
where an unlimited freedom of inquiry prevails, truth will surely be 
established in the result*...Another journal5 was so overcome with 
Bailey's speculations that it virtually reprinted his essay in its 
entirety, an enthusiasm which foroed it to continue its discussion of 
It on into a following number. When Col. T. Perronet Thompson several 
years later reviewed another of Bailey's books, he really pulled out 
all stops and stated that "if a men could be offered the paternity of 
any comparatively modern books that he chose, he would not hazard much 
by deciding, that next after the 'Wealth of Nations1 he would request
1 "Common Place Books," Place Collection, Vol. IV, British Museum 
Add. MSS, 36, 626, fol. 183. The quotation is, with minor inaoouraeies, 
from Formation and Publication of Opinions, pp. 70-71.
2 Westminster Review, VI (July, 1826), 22.
3 The Monthly Review; or Literary Journal, XCVII (August, 1822), 385. 
A Ibid.", ' p*' 39¿1. '5 ffiiejMonthly Repository of Theology ana General Literature, XVII 
(Sent,, 1822), 583 ff.
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to be honoured with a relationship to the 'Essays on the Formation and 
Publication of Opinions.And Joseph Hume even went to the trouble 
of calling on one of Bailey's publishers in an effort to promote the 
publication of a still oheeper edition of the Formation and Publication 
of Opinions?
Whether the Formation and Publication of Opinions ’.warranted all 
of this attention will probably be doubted from the present perspective 
of time. But it is important not to forget that the first two editions 
of Bailey's book spanned the period of the founding of the Westminster 12
1 Westminster Review, XI (July, 1829), 477-78. While agreeing that
Adam Smith's groat work ms the "lover which will move the world," the 
"mathematics of grown gentlemen," to have written which would have been a 
"splendid triumph"; yet, Thompson went on somewhat floridly to say that 
"... next to this it would have been a pleasant and honourable memory to 
have written a book so totus teros atque rotundus, so finished in its 
parts and so perfeot in their union, as the 'Essays on the Formation of 
Opinions.' Like ono of the groat statues of antiquity, it might have 
been broken into fragments, and each separate limb would have pointed 
to the existence of some interesting whole, of which tha value might have 
been surmised from the beauty of the specimen."
2 Motes and Queries, IX (13 March, 1878), 218-17,
"When I published what was then a cheap edition of the essays on 
Ihe Formation and Publication of Opinions, I thought I was doing a servioe 
towards the promotion of free' philosophical thought. I paid Mr. Bailey 
60 fc for the copyright of the third edition, which I issued at 5s. 6d., 
and which resulted in a heavy 10S3 to me.
"The late Ir, Joseph Hume called upon mo several times and was anx­
ious that a still cheaper edition should be issued: but, as neither he 
nor his friends were willing to take any share in the risk, I was com­
pelled, as a matter of business, to decline the undertaking.
"It seems to me that the entire absence of verbiage or rhetorical 
ornament will always prevent Mr. Bailey's works becoming popular.
J. Green."
A seoond edition of the Formation and Publication of Opinions was 
published in 1831 in Philadelphia'. (STAppendix-*b T  infra.,?* VO.
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Review and certainly dovetailed very well with, the propagandastie drive 
the Utilitarians had undertaken«-̂  Bailey's lucid preparation of some 
of the essential groundwork must have contributed something to its ad­
vance. Bis style was generally unaffected and certainly possessed more 
onaieur chan dames Mill's exegesis* Bis work, therefor#, was eminently 
store suited to popular tastes and consumption. Indeed, he doubtless came 
fairly close to that right combination of philosopher-publicist which the 
Utilitarian group needed to carry their banner out before the infidels.*
If he did not break absolutely new ground in his work within the Utilit­
arian orbit, he nevertheless contributed something to their success in 
surmounting the prejudice with which their speculations were received.
And it is not too muoh to claim that a substantial part of what appeared 
in the seoond chapter of J.S. Mil's later essay on liberty1' had been oon- 123
1 The British Controversialist, op.oit., pp. 1-2, claimed that 
âlley's "... cogent arguments on the duty of the free publication of 
opinions had, if we are not much mistaken, a considerable effect in de­
termining the promoters of the Westminster Review to commence that im­
portant literary undertaking." It was impossible to find any substanti­
ation or proof of this claim, however.
2 The Independent, 18 January, 1834, claimed that "when the London 
jfaiversity was opened, the chair of Moral Philosophy was offered to him 
U.e, Bailey] ..•." No verification of this olaim could be found, however. 
Nothing is mentioned of Bailey in the places where he surely would have _ 
âen noticed, had he been a serious candidate for the Chair. Cf. G.C# 
Robertson, "Philosophy in London," Mind, A Quarterly Review of Psychology 
Add Philosophy. I (October, 1876), 533-34, and the more exhaustive account
Rob®rtsor“»s article "George Grote," ¿Dictionary of National Biography, 
XXIII, 286-87. Bain, James Mill, pp. 263-64, likewise says nothing about 
®&iley in this connection»
3 "On the Liberty of Thought and Expression," On Liberty (New York* 
1882), pp. 33-9S.
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scared very carefully by Bailey.*
It nay bo observed in passing that one, at least, of Bailey’s fellow 
townsmen took a rather more conservative view toward the Formation and 
Bohlination of Opinions than the Philosophic Radicals. John Holland® 
thought that Bailey’s "startling doctrine" of the independence of belief 
on the will would break down the last barriers and bring about the complete 
destruction of revealed religion. Or. the other hand, it is possible to 
see something of Bailey’s influence in a petition simod by 527 people 
of Sheffield, and presented by Lord Milton to the House of Commons, de­
precating all prosecutions for the publication of certain theological 
opinions and "... seriously entreating the Honourable House to adopt 
such measures for the security and protection of all parties and opinions, 
»8 the soirit and temper of this more liberal age imperiously require and 12
1 Stephen,op. eit., Ill, pp. 251-52, acknovdedged that Bailey had 
argued that man was not responsible for his beliefs, because they were 
keyond his own control. But ho went on to claim that "J.S. 5ft 11, taking 
the ground of ’utility,' is led to wider considerations," whioh seems to 
imply that Bailey did not take the ground of utility and therefore, did 
not go on to such "wider considerations." From what has been said of the 
Formation and Publication of Opinions above it should be clear that it 
Has only because ho took the ground of utility that Bailey was able to 
carry his argument so far. Sir Leslie appears to have derived his tnfor- 
Elation about Bailey’s essay from Bain’s referenoe to it, (Bain, oo.oit.,
P. 304.) rather than having read in it carefully himself. Otherwise, he 
Hould not have waxed so enthusiastic over the way in whioh "ifiLll puts 
Victoriously the oase for the entire freedom of thought and discussion." (Stephen, op.oit., Ill, 252.) The substance of mil’s "four propositions" 
°n the freedom"of discussion was contained in Bailey's essay.
2 The Tour of the Don, (London: 1857), pp. 247-48.
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demand."̂
Little need be said of the "Miscellaneous Essays" subjoined to 
the two principal ones already discussed* (hie or two of these were mere 
diversions on themes similar to those which Bailey had explored in the 
"Hours After Tea” series. Essay III, "On Pacts and Inferences" was 
an illustrative expansion of Reid’s contention that erroneous conclusions 
often followed, not from unsatisfactory testimony of the senses, but from 
inferences too hastily or improperly drawn from the testimony.2 Bailey’s 
point in the present case was to show that the error of .judging rashly 
from factual testimony could arise in any case where a cause produoed an 
effect. This problem rocoived greater attention in one of his later 
■works to he taken up subsequently.
Essay V, "On Inattention to the Dependence of Causes and Effects 
In Moral Conduct,"5 seemed to suggest by its title that Bailey would 
°nce again dig into psychology* In the event, however, the essay turned 
into a sort of sermon on the good life and is of little significance for 
Present purposes.
If the publication of the Formation and Publication of Opinions 1
1 Sheffield Register, 22 May, 1824.
2 T. Reid. Assays on the Intellectual Powers, (Edinburgh* 1785),
P, 29 pp* 170-71.
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in 1821 marked Bailey's initial end anonymous steps in the ranks of the 
Philosophical Radioals, the same year saw his more foroeful appearance 
on the local Sheffield scene. In apparent practice of his preachings 
about the need to combine practical and intellectual pursuits, he oould 
be found more and more in the role which his brother had previously held.*- 
The local newspapers began to make frequent referoicos to his participation 
in the various Sheffield activities and enterprises« He was appointed to 
the Committee of Management of the Sheffield Canal,2 and remained with 
it at least until 1833.3 The Sheffield Gas Company employed his services 
in a similar capaoity.4 3c helped found the Sheffield Mechanics Library® 
and subsequently served on its Committee of Management for many years.6 
he also served as a Committeeman for the Sheffield Library, in which he 
took a considerable interest
"While these activities came to Bailey because of his apparent manage­
rial and business abilities, another organization undertook its first 
"Ventures at this time* And there is every indication that Bailey's pres- 1
1 John had doubtless left Sheffield by this time. The Sheffield 
general Directory (Sheffield« 1821), p. 5, lists the firm as AJoseph 
heiley and Son, Herchants, Faotors, and steel-converters, Love Street 
**- House, Burngreave." It appears that John had married the Mrs. Dent,
with whom ho hud stayed in London soao years before, Cf. Supra., p. 556. 
They subsequently lived in Cheltenham.
2 Independent, 5 May, 1821. 4 iiay, 1822.
3 Ibid., fe kay, 1838.
4 Ibid., 1 August, 1820.
5 Ibid., 5 January, 1824. 14 February, 1824.
8 Ibid., 14 May, 1825; 6 May, 1826« 27 May, 1827; 17 May, 1828.
7 Ibid., 18 May, 1822; 14 May, 1826; 6 May, 1826; 25 May, 1827.
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ence In it was in considerable measure responsible for its subsequent 
success. During the first two decades of the 19th century certain 
organisational rumblings had occurred among Sheffield's intellectuals 
in an effort to promote societies responsive to their various appetites. 
John Bailey had been an occasional guest at the meetings of the "Society 
for the Promotion of Useful Knowledge,"1 and apparently was one of the 
men instrumental in founding the "Util© Pulcie" club, whose members used 
to most at monthly intervals at respective members' homes to read some 
work or discuss some question.** While there is no evidence that Samuel 
Played any great part in these earlier activities, it is not difficult 
to imagine the growth of his interest in his brother's participation in 
them. At any rate, he was present at a meeting of the Book Club in early 
1822 when the idea of a new and more ambitious literary society was first 
raised*®
During the autumn of 1822 the various talks and meetings necessary 
for the founding of such a society took place, and, on 6 November, 1822 
the first public meeting was held at the Cutlers Hall. At that time a 
Committee was appointed formally to carry out the project. T.A. Ward 
was selected as Chairman of this Committee, and James Montgomery, Dr. 123
1 Ward, op. oit., p. 91. Cf. also "'Haute Book of a Society for the Promotion o‘f  Useful knowledge. 2 January 1804 to 2? November 1805." 
looal History Dept., Sheffield City Libraries.
2 Ward, op. cit., pp* 184, 106.
3 Ibid., p. 274.
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A, Biiight, Bailey and several others were appointed Committeemen.1 
This Committee drew up the rules, and a month later another publio meet« 
ing was called for the purpose of passing on its recommendations for the 
establishment of the proposed “Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Soci­
ety." Dr. Knight was in the Chair and, opening with an address appro­
priate to the occasion, observed with some sanguinity that "if oppor­
tunities for improvement in literature and philosophy be offered to the 
present and rising generation, they will certainly be embraced, and it 
is encumbent upon all who have the powers of thus benefitting others, 
to enlarge the sphere of useful knowledge as the direct means of counter­
acting the influence of ignorance and error."2 The relevance of this 
attitude to the author of the Formation and Publication of Opinions 
oould hardly have been greater and, after Ward had moved the first res­
olution setting up the Managing Committee, Bailey seconded with what was 
to become his characteristic high oratory.
Mr. Chairman, —  it is with feelings of great pleasure, checked 
however by considerable diffidence, that I rise to seoond the res­
olution proposed by Mr. Wardj I do it with the more pleasure as I 
perfectly coincide with the sentiments which it expresses. I feel 
a full conviotlon that the establishment of a Literary and Philosoph­
ical Society would be of essential advantage to the local interests 
of the town and neighbourhood of Sheffield.
In so numerous a population as that around us, comprising men 
of various professions, talents and amusements, it is impossible to 
doubt that there are many who are devoted to intellectual pursuits; 12
1 Sheffield Register, 6 Bovember, 1822.
2 W.S. Porter, Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society 
(Sheffield* 1922), p.TTT
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and su rely  there ought to be some common ground on which the lovers 
o f l ite ra tu re  and science might meet fo r  the interchange of knowl­
edge —  o f that which more than any th in g, i s  increased by p a r t ic i­
pation# I t  has been tr u ly  said  —
’ Thoughts disentangle passing o ’ er the l ip .*
The very attempt to communicate our ideas appears to  g iv e  them 
p ersp icu ity  and precision# To the young e s p e c ia lly , on many accounts, 
advantages and opportunities o f th is  nature are obviously important# 
But there are advantages o f another kind contemplated by the proposed 
in stitu tion #  Individuals n ece ssa rily  labour under great d i f f ic u lt ie s  
in  s c ie n t if ic  p u rsu its. Pew o f us can procure the apparatus and 
other aids indispensable to  a p roficien cy in  many branches o f knowl­
edge, and fower s t i l l  have opportunity of a va ilin g  themselves o f the 
in stru ctio n  o f those eminent Professors who explain  th e ir  several 
sciences with so much p ersp iouity and elegance. We are most o f us 
rooted to  the spot by the n e ce ssitie s  of our condition or the duties 
o f our p rofession s. The only a lte rn a tiv e  l e f t  to  us is  to  endeavour 
to  bring those advantages to our doors, and th is  must be e ffe c te d  by 
combined e f fo r t s .  S in gly  we can do nothing —  united we may e f fe c t  
much, both in  acq u isition  of apparatus and in  bringing to the town 
those eminent leoturers to  whom I have before alluded# ffe have 
already an example in  poin t. The amateurs of the town have succeeded 
in  making some o f the f i r s t  musical ta le n t in  Europe tr ib u ta ry  to  the 
g r a t if ic a t io n  o f a S h e ffie ld  audiencet they have a t d iffe re n t times 
brought amongst us a C atalan!, a Braham, a Salmon —  th is  very day 
they introduced to  our n otice a Stephens; why cannot we in  the same 
manner bring to  the town a Campbell or a Smith to  unfold and i l lu s t r a t e  
the p rin cip les o f poetry, or explain to us the laws and organisation 
o f vegetable l i f e ?  Is there any thing in  the ’ concord o f sweet sounds' 
more valuable or more d e lig h tfu l than in  the truths o f soienoe? Hoi 
fo r  man, in  the words o f the poet —
’ For man loves knowledge, and the beams of tru th  
More welcome touch his understanding’ s eye 
Than a l l  the blandishments o f sound his ear#’
The present measure w i l l  not, I tru st,b e  considered as prematurely 
brought forward# IRihen we look around us and view the increase of 
population, the more extensive prevalence o f a good education than 
former times oould boast, and the number o f young men who are r is in g  
up with some ta s te  a t le a s t  fo r  in te lle c tu a l p u rsu its , we oan scarce­
l y  help fe e lin g  that the sta te  of so c ie ty  demands something of the 
nature o f the proposed in s titu t io n . At a l l  events the promoters 
cannot now recede —  the step is  taken —  the Rubioon is  passed.
They have launched the l i t t l e  bark, and I tru s t  i t  w i l l  be born 
along i t s  voyages by the tid e  of publio favour. Were i t  otherwise,
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I fo r  my owa part would be tempted to  throw aside the oar which I 
have prematurely se ized . Gentlemen, I beg to  conclude by seconding
the resolution  which has ju r t  been moved. 1
A fter t h is ,  James Montgomery, the poet, gave an eloquent and s t ir r in g  
appeal fo r  the success o f the S o cie ty , 2 and the venture was under m y .
The f i r s t  general meeting m s held on 10 January, 1823. O fficers 
■ were appointed. Dr. A. Knight was named President. B a ile y , along with 
Ward, Montgomery, and the Rev. C o t t e r i l l ,  were chosen vice-presidents.®
I t  was provided that a t le a s t  eigh t lectu res per year were to  b© given 
to  the S o ciety , e ith e r  by i t s  own members or by outside le c tu re rs . In 
addition, provision  was a lso  made fo r  extraordinary public lectu res to  
be given in  some public p lace , and fo r  which an admission fee  would he 
charged. James Montgomery, in  f a c t ,  gave the f i r s t  o f  these popular 
public lectu res at the Tontine Inn in  S h effie ld .^  Thereafter, several 
times a year the n otices appeared announcing a guest speaker on chem istry, 
phrenology, archeology, and any o f the hundreds o f other subjects within 
the cap acities  o f itin o ra n t lectu rers*  Probably the most i l lu s tr io u s  
ever to  appear under the Society*a auspices was Thackoray, who addressed 
them in  1857 on "The Four Georges." This event i s  gen erally  remembered 
fo r  the fa c t  that he was given one hundred guineas fo r  the four le c tu re s , 
the highest fee  ever paid a lecturer.®  Dickens was in v ited  but declined 1
1 Independent, 14 Deoember, 1822,
2 J. Holland and J . E verett, The Memoirs o f James Montgomery 
(London: 1854-56), I I I ,  359.
3 P orter, Op. p i t . , p . 16.
4 J.D. Leader, Old S h e ffie ld  Jo ttin gs, (S h e ffie ld : 1891) p . 13 . 
6  Porter, op. o l t . , p . 59.
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somewhat perem ptorily declaring that he never read papers before s o c ie tie s
i
except on his own account.
The monthly meetings, which composed the greater port o f the Society*« 
a c t iv i t ie s ,  wore divided in to  two p a rts . The f i r s t ,  oorononoing u su a lly  
around 6*50 in  the evening, was devoted to the p rivate  business, lU th 
the exception o f the a ltera tio n s and emendations o f the ru les and regu­
la tio n s  normally experienced during the i n i t i a l  teething period, th is  
portion o f the S o c ie ty 's  business was gen erally  confined to  the admission 
of new members. Such was accomplished by a statement o f a r e t ir in g  
member o f his desire to  s e l l  his subscription, and a nomination o f a 
current member o f some person who wanted to  take up the vacancy.
In the second part of the meeting, the doors were opened to  admit 
the guests of the a ctiv e  members, whereupon everyone adjourned to  the 
room in  which the leoture or paper would be presented. The general aspeot 
o f the S o c ie ty 's  rooms was pleasant and warm. There were several good 
fire p la ce s  at each end and enough gasligh ts to show o f f  the various ta b le  
oases of minerals and the glazed presses containing instruments and 
apparatus o f d iffe re n t s o rts . At one end o f the room hung a p o rtra it  
of James Montgomery and a t the other an imaginary l i f e - s i z e  sketch of 
Shakespeare. The audience was seated in  confortable ohairs before a 
JUwrgo lectu re  ta b le , a t one end o f whioh was a desk fo r  the reader. I
I I b id .,  p . 60
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-fcaro was aoccmodation. fo r  th ir ty  or fo r ty  persons.*
Tlic rulas o f the Society had provided for a sort o f Order Baper,
so th at there should always he n su ffic ie n c y  o f n ete r ia l on hand fo r  
presentation and discussion. The range o f papers and discussions enter­
tained was evidently wide, and gen erally  turned on the p a rticu la r in ­
te re sts  o f  the respective readers. Hallamshire’ s h isto ria n , Joseoh 
Hunter, spoke on "Armorial In sign ia , as used in  P o la n d . " 1 2 345678 Janee
Hontgomsry tr ie d  h is hand at "The Phrenology of the Hindoos and ITiorors"
*
and B ailey  la te r  gave some s tr ic tu re s  on his position . Tho Rav, H.H. 
Riper spoke on tho Motherlands a rg icu ltu ra l plan fo r  a lle v ia tin g  poor 
d istre ss ,^  and one Robert Grinsford read a paner on primogeniture end 
entail.®  Edward Smith, a banker, gave a paper "On Joint Stock Banks,”® 
on "The Act of Parliament recen tly  passed fo r  the regulation of Joint 
Stock Banks in  England,""^ and somewhat la te r  "On Gold, and whether there 
is  any indication  of i t s  boing redundant in  t i l s  c o u n t r y . J o h n  Holland 
9poke on the way in  which stim uli influence the operations o f the mental 
fa c u lt ie s , 9
B ailey him self was probably the speaker with the widest ca p a c itie s ,
1 I .  Sm ith,f^John Hoi1and?_j  , Sheffield  and I t s  Neighbourhood,
(Londont 1866), pp. 61-62«
2 Independent, 7 June, 1828.
3 Ib id T, 1íl~‘Jixauary, 1829.
4 TbiT., Jiarch, 1831.
5 Minutes of the General Afeotings of the S h effie ld  L iterary  and 
Philosophical ¿oolety , Z September, 1831, p. y3.
6 ib id . ,  7 A p r il, 1837, p. 145.
7 io I T ., 2 A p r il, 1846, p . 225.
8 I b id .,  2 November, 1852, p . 308.
9 Independent, 8 August, 1829.
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®r.d he doubtless gave more ta lk s  than any other sin gle  -ember. The 
Minute Book records him as having spoken on such w idely d iv e rs ifie d  
subieots as "An Essay on the Jfatunl Relations among the d iffe re n t 
Bcienoes and *b© Tight which they re c ip ro ca lly  a ffo rd , ”1 "A b r ie f  
examination o f Beveral hypotheses r e la t iv e  to  the Mamoth or F ossil 
Elephant discovered a t the mouth o f the Lena,”2 *Axi Essay on Mr. Sfelthus* 
Theory o f Population,"® n0n the Art of Reasoning as taught by A ris to tle  
find his Fol lowers, «a Cursory Observation re la tin g  to  the th eo retica l 
h isto ry  o f the changes which have taken place in  the English language, " 6  
and even "On the Theory o f Mt.*® In fa c t ,  sor.e o f Bailoy*n papers were 
sent to  the Leeds Society fo r  reading there.^  His oolleagues considered 
B ailey as the "Fides Aohetes" o f the Society, although he reminded one o f 
them of a "c le a r, lo g ic a l proposition, or an abstract idea p e rso n ifie d .”9 
Bis remarks vrero in v ariab ly  made with "singular clearn ess, precision ,
®nd b re v ity ” and " . . .  were always listen ed  to with atten tio n , respect 
and gen erally  with deference.”® He always drove to  the meetings in  Ms 12345
1 Minutes, 1 August, 1823, p. 16.
2 IbicTT/ ' i  July, 1826, p . 43.
3 Tbs'S, , 4. November, 1826, p . 08.
4 I b id ., 4 September, 182S, p. 79.
6 JbiIT., 4 November 1836, p. 141.
6 Ib id . ,  6 March, 1846, p. 220. Several of b a ile y ^  papers were 
co llected  and published by him la te r  as Discourses on Various Subjects 
lead before Lilerta-y and Philosophical S o c ie tie s . (London» 1852J c f .
Chapter XIV, p. $>9, InfraT̂
7 ivr.ru, op. o i t . ,  p. ¿8 8 . Letter to  Joseph Hunter, 27 January, 1826.
8 T. Frith, or. cit,, p. 62.
5 S t e m  eld S a lly T s lsg ra p h , 19 January, 1870.
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large  fam ily carria g e , drawn by two t a l l  horses, driven by a t a l l  coach» 
man, and attended by a t a l l  footman,*
I f  the papers read a t the Sooiety*s meetings appeared to  cover a 
considerable range o f  subjects and to p ic s , there ie  nevertheless evidence 
to  show that there were some things which i t  was not prepared to  count­
enance« An 1824 a lte ra tio n  to  the Rules o f the ’’f i t  cave o f  unemotional 
s c ie n c e ,” as leader described it,®  stip u lated  that wthe subject o f such 
compositions and ooversatione may be selected  from any branch o f l i t e r a ­
ture and soienoe, excluding a l l  discussion on p o lit ic s  or r e l ig io n ,1̂
This a u ste r ity  apparently extended to  the opposite sex as w e ll, fo r  a 
actio n  to  admit lad ies as guests a t the public part o f the monthly meet­
ings was defeated*4' And although the Sfembers were unw illing to  pass a 
resolution  recommending them to  *•*» abstain  from any expression o f appro» 
bation or disapprobation during the le c tu re s , reading of papers or discus­
s io n s ,"5 the Minute Book records an in terestin g  episode turning on 
some such h istron io  or emotional displays •*  but from the other side o f  
the leotern* Seven and a h a lf  pages o f the Book are devoted to  corre­
spondence pertaining t o  a ser ies  o f  ta lk s  on "Poetry*1 given by an outside 
le c tu re r . Dr. P.C* F avo ll, one o f the corresponding s e c re ta r ie s , made i t  12*4
1 J.D. Leader, “L iterature and Philosophy in  S h e ffie ld t or the Story 
o f Our Society fo r  h a lf  a cen tury.* Miscellaneous newspaper Cuttings, Dept, 
o f Local a s t o r y ,  S h e ffie ld  C ity  L ib raries.
2 Leader, "Literature and Aroheology in  S h e ffie ld  a Hundred Tears 
Ago," op. o it« ,  p , 222.
8 Minutes, 2 January, 1824, p* 21* I t a l ic s  not in  o r ig in a l.
4 Ibid'.V è January, 1887, p . 142.
6 i b i d , , 6 June, 1823, p . 15 ,
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c le a r  to  the pereon in  question th at
. . .  the quotations which you give a t the conclusion of each lectu re 
are much too long. I am sure you would give much more sa tis fa c tio n  
i f ,  instead of re c itin g  one or two quotations of three or four pages 
each from an author, you were to  g ive  an even greater number o? short­
er passages. Secondly, I object not only to  the lei^th of the quo­
ta tio n s , but more e sp e c ia lly  to  the manner in which they are given .
At our Society wo are quite unaccustomed to stage e f f e c t , and I re­
g r e t  th at the fe e lin g s  o f several of our subscribers were so outraged 
on Friday evening that they l e f t  the room. This must have been pain­
fu l  to  you, and I assure you th at i t  was so to  us. My second request 
then i s  that you w ill  read your i l lu s tr a t io n s . The sentiments which 
I have now expressed I hold in  common with by far the greater part 
of your audienoe, with the whole o f.th e  Council, and with our esteemed 
President (My. Montgomery) h im self.
B ailey presided over the Society fo r  tim es, in 1826, I8 5O, I8 3 I ,
and I8 5 5 .  Me served as vice-presiden t every ye ar, excluding those of
hi a presidency, u n til 1864. Hie signature often appears in o e rtifio a tio n
of the Minutes of the preceding meeting, and numerous correotione of the
2
Minutes appear to be in  hia band. Hia devotion to  the Society was evid en tly
* *
considerable, and his book, Questions on Political Economy, Politics,
Morals. Hetaphysios, Polite Literature, and other branches of knowledge; 123
1 As quoted in  Parker, op. c i t . ,  pp. 28-29»
2 See P late I I ,  i n fra . ,  p. 719.
3 Although i t  was c e rta in ly  held w ithin c h a r a c e r t is t ic a lly  w e ll-  
defined lim its . David Farkes, President of the Sooiety in  1866, reca lled  
that "Mr. Bailey wan a very punctual man, but on one occasion of a paper
1 read a t  a Monthly Meeting some 40 years ago he to ld  Mr, John Holland 
that ho should have ordered h is  carriage h a lf an hour la te r  th at he 
©ight hsvo heard i t  to the end i f  he had had any idea i t  would be so 
in te re stin g ."  MS paper "On the Presidents of the L iterary  and Philosophical 
o a ie ty  from 1825 to  1 8 5 0 , with glimpses of the S h effie ld  Society a t  the 
Period of i t s  form ation." S h effie ld  L iterary  and Philosophical Society -  
? o l. 5 6 , p , 6 . Dept, of Local H istory, S h effie ld  C ity  L ib ra rie s .
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fo r  discussion in  l i t e r a r y  s o c ie t ie s , or fo r  p rivate  study, w ith re ­
marks under each question, o rig in a l end seleotod (Londons 1823) c le a r ly  
grew out o f h is desire to  guide and stim ulate discussion in  h is own, as 
w e ll as o th er, l i t e r a r y  groups. 1  When in tern al f r ic t io n s  and d i f f ic u lt ie s  
arose, B a iley  was u su a lly  on hand to  moderate the d i f f ic u lt y  and to  smooth 
the ru ff le d  fe e lin g s .^  He was apparently able to  l i f t  the discussions 
out o f the occasional d u ll and uninspiring groove in to  whioh they some­
times settled.®  His a b i l i t y  and in te g r ity  were such that he in v a ria b ly  
commanded respect and doferenoe, and he was often turned to  when p ro jects 
fo r  furthering the S o cie ty ’ s in te re sts  and ends were in  prospect.4  He 
tw ice represented the S ociety  at Meetings o f the B r it is h  A ssociation  fo r  *2
1  The Questions i t s e l f  was divided in to  four seo tio n s, dealing 
re sp e ctiv e ly  w ith p o lit ic s  and p o l i t ic a l  economy, natural and c i v i l  
h isto ry  and the progress o f  so c ie ty , metaphysics and moral philosophy, 
and miscellaneous questions. A random sample in d icates the so rt of 
thing he had in  mind. "Is i t  true that there oannot be a general g lu t 
o f commodities?" "What i s  the proper end o f object punishment?" "Is 
human nature endowed w ith a moral sense, to  perceive moral p rin c ip le s , 
in  a manner analogous to  the organs o f sense, in  the perception o f ex­
tern a l objeots?" And so on. He provided b r ie f  answers as suggestions 
fo r  add itional discussion, and u su a lly  referred  to  the relevan t l i t e r a ­
tu re .
The Questions was rather extravangantly praised as a "valuable addi­
t io n  to  modern lite r a tu r e "  in  the Monthly Repository, XVIII (1823), 720-
22. The Independent reprinted th is  review, 25 January, 1824, showing 
th at i f  B a ile y ’ 8 name did not appear on the t it le -p a g e  o f the book, -the 
ed itor o f the newspaper, Robert Leader, the e ld e r , knew th a t i t s  author 
Was one o f the S h e ff ie ld ’ s " fa v o rite  sons."
2 C f. Independent, 5 February, 1825. 6 A p r il, 1839.
3 S h e ffie ld  Mercury, 22 January, 1831.
4 Minutes, 3 October 1834, p . 116$ 3 November, 1837, p* 150.
the Advancement o f Soien oe.l I t  I s  probably not too much t o  claim  th at 
a good share o f the suooess enjoyed by the Sooioty was due d ir e c t ly  t o  
th e e f fo r ts  and labors which B ailey  gave to  i t *
6.
in  September, 1823, Samuel's s i s t e r ,  Mary, died a t  the age o f  fo rty*  
This l e f t  to  Joseph and Mary B a iley  only three o f th e ir  eleven children* 
Montgomery commented th at a t the time o f Mary's death both parents were 
exceedingly in firm , although they seemed to  pick up a few weeks a fte r ­
ward.^ Six  months la t e r ,  however, Samuel's fa th er passed away a t the 
su b stan tia l age o f seventy-throe* His mother liv ed  u n til  May, 1830*
With h is fa th e r 's  decease, B a iley  o f  course took over the fam ily 
firm  e n t ir e ly , whereupon i t  became knosPas "Samuel B a ile y , General Mer­
chants, love S tre e t* " 3  Be obviously rose in  eooaomio and business 
stature and began to  branoh out in  h is a c t iv i t ie s *  fie became a share­
holder in  th e newly formed S h e ffie ld  Water Works, and i t  says something 
fo r  the fin a n c ia l condition o f h is own firm  th at he was able t o  subscribe
1 Cf* Minutes, 2 June, 1837, p , 146; 1  August, 1866, p . 366* 
B a iley  was a l i f e  member o f  the B r it is h  A ssociation , although i t  would 
Seem th at he had l i t t l e  a c tiv e  in tercourse w ith i t ,  e s p e c ia lly  in  hie 
la te r  years* In the year o f h is death, fo r  example, he was carried  on 
i t s  records as "Samuel B a iley , S h e ff ie ld ,"  but in  the oategory of members 
o f incomplete or unknown address* Report o f  the F o rtieth  Meeting o f
the British Association for the Advancement of fecianoe« (Londoni IBVl),
pTK-------------------------------------------------
2 Holland and E verett, o p . o l t . ,  IV, p . 32*
3  S h e ffie ld  D irectory and Guide* (S h effie ld * 1828), p . 5*
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to  i t  f iv e  shares to ta ll in g  b 500.i He was appointed to  the Committee 
o f Management o f the Water Works in  the follow ing and successive 
y e a r s H e  a lso  became a p roprietor o f the S h e ffie ld  F ire O ffice , a 
lo ca l f i r e  insuranoe company.3 In the summer of 1825 he was appointed 
to  a Commission fo r  enforcing the P o lice  Aot.^ He apparently had l i t t l e  
enthusiasm fo r  t h is ,  however, fo r  two years la te r  he was d isq u a lifie d  
as a Commissionor fo r  non-attendance during the preceding twelve months.® 
I t  i s  probable th a t , in  addition to  his work a t the firm  and the other 
enterprises in  which he had an in te r e s t , his w riting took up a large 
proportion of h is tim e. I t  w i l l  be reca lled  that during th is  period he 
published the C r it ic a l  D issertatio n , A Letter to  a P o lit ic a l  Economist, 
and the second ed itio n  o f the Essays on the Formation and Publication 
o f Opinions.
On the 5th of May, 1828, B a iley  was e le cte d , along w ith  three other 
gentlemen, to  the Town Trust o f S h e ffie ld . The T rust, as i t  then func­
tion ed , was charged with administering the property o f the common Burgory 
in  a so rt o f quasi-governmental cap acity . I ts  a c t iv i t ie s ,  th ere fo re , 
wore mainly those o f a p o lice  ch aracter, combined with ce rta in  revenue 
fun ction s. They ranged a l l  the way from s tre e t maintenance to  subsidies 
fo r  the construction of a proposed railw ay through S h e ffie ld  and gr&ntB 1
1 Independent, 14 February, 1829.
2 S h effie ld  R egister, 7 June, 1830. Independent, 14 A p r il, 1832.
3 S h e ffie ld  Register*, 26 June, 1833.
4 Independent, 2 August, 1825,
8 Ib id ., 4 A ugust., 1827.
for the erection of a Hall for the literary and Philosophical Society.*
f
The Trust itsolf usually consisted of thirteen members, known as Town 
Trustees or Assistants. One of their number was chosen chairman, with 
the title of Town Collector. Whenever the number of Trustees fell below 
twelve an olaction was required to fill the vseanoies. Voting rights 
extended to all Sheffield freeholders, although this particular suffrage 
does not appear tc have been unduly prized.**
Eailey remained a member of the Town Trust until his death. Only 
rarely did he miss one of its meetings, and he apparently devoted to it 
the same conscientious energies as he gave to the Literary and Philosophical 
Society. When T.W. Ward resigned as Town Collector in May, 1847, the 
Trust resolved that Bailey be elected in his place.3 Tradition has it 
that a certain natural shyness dissuaded him from accepting the office.̂  
When Sheffield received its Charter of Incorporation in September,
1834, most of the local government duties which tbs Trust had perfomed 
passed to the Town Council.® After that divestiture of function, the 
Trust beoame in effect a charitable institution, cooperating with various 
local organizations in the furtherance of any object which seemed of 1
1 J.D. Leader, The Reoords of the Burgery of Sheffield commonly 
galled the Town Trust (Landon: 1837), pp. 443, '450, 487, 449.
2 Sheffield and its local government, (Sheffield» 1935), p* IS.
3 Leader, Records of Burgery of Sheffield, pp. 481, 482.
4 Letter of 2 September, 1953, from Col. R.L. Craig, Law Clerk 
to the Sheffield Town Trust.
5 Sheffield and Its local government, p. 15.
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b e n e fit  to  the town and c itize n s  o f Sheffield.-^ E lection  as a Trustee* 
however, continued to  be considered as one o f the highest demonstrations 
o f esteem and regard S h e ffie ld  oould bostow upon i t s  c it iz e n s . 2
6.
In May, 1829, B a iley  published tha work which Jamas M ill had asked 
fo r  in  h is e a r lie r  review o f the Formation and Publication o f Opinions.  ̂
This was the Essays on the Pursuit o f  Truth, on the Progress o f Knowl­
edge, and on the Fundamental P rin cip le o f A l l  Bvldenoe and Expectation 
(London* 1829) The f i r s t  o f the essays, "On the Pursuit o f Truth, and 
on the Duty o f In q u iry ,"  was derived from M ill ’ s suggestion that B a iley  
consider c a re fu lly  " . . .  the duties of mankind in  the c o lle c tio n  and 
examination o f th at evidence, the e ffe o t  o f which, when once brought 
before the understanding, i s  so completely uncontrollable by the w il l ." ^  
The second, "On the Progress o f Knowledge," was a dialogue whioh meander­
ed back and fo rth  over p ossib le  causes fo r  d iffe re n t rates o f growth o f 
knowledge, the soiences, and the a r ts .  The th ird  d ealt w ith "The 
Fundamental P rin cip le o f a l l  Evidence and Expectation." For present 
purposes the f i r s t  and th ird  have the greatest s ig n ific a n c e . 1
1 R.L. Craig, "The Origins and Development o f the S h e ffie ld  Town 
T ru st,"  Transactions o f the Hunter Aroheologioal S o c ie ty * VI (1950), 249.
2 I b id ., pV 242.
5 Supra., p„, 546. \
4 Pursuit o f  Truth, p . i x .
At the outset of hlS first eSEay Bailey repeated tha assumption he 
had made in tho Formation and Publication of Opinions, namely, that the 
possession of truth was merely the final step in the Utilitarian search 
for happiness«* Moreover, he took it as self-evident that no one would 
hesitate to soak out tho truth, sines not to inquire into the subjects 
which flight have a hearing on an individual’s conduct would leave un­
decided the question of whether or not happiness and welfare could be 
increased by snob, an inquiry* It would leave the attainment of truth, 
to tho "... more choree of our being ignorantly in the right • The 
duty of inquiry thus established, he then went on to consider the duties 
involved in conducting suoh an inquiry. Two prescriptions emerged here. 
First, it was necessary to examine the state of one's own mind before un­
dertaking an investigation. This noont, in effoot, rooting out and ex­
posing any prejudices and predilections which right have been absorbed, 
so that everyone became "perfectly acquainted with the state of his own 
wind."® Second, a similar spirit of impartiality had to be applied to 
the examination of tho subject and evidence of the inquiry.̂  In a 
word, "... the whole of our duty In relation to the pursuit of truth 
°r to inquiry is comprehended in adequate and impartial examination* 
examination in the first place of tho state of our minds in reference
1
2
Pursuit of Truth, pp< 
ibid.’, pp, 26-27.
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to the subject of inquiry, am! secondly, examination, cf the subject 
itself and of the evidence appertaining to it."* The succeeding dis­
cussion. merely expanded on some of the ramifications of these duties* 
how deviations from the proscribed states of mind could occasion indi­
vidual rad social injury, how institutions could similarly effect the 
final result, and how the results of inquiry ought to be received.
The final essay, "On the Uniformity of Causation, explaining the 
Fundamental Principle of : 11 Evidence and Expectation," war. probably 
the most important of the throe, although, as Bed ley appreciated,® it 
imr, not generally suited to popular tastes. Ho bognn by pointing out 
that one of the "primary truths" which was bahon for granted as a 
basis for all reasoning, without any "inference) or argumentation,"
Was what he designated aa the "assumption of the uniformity of causa­
tion."5 This assumption, which he acknowledged, was by no means 
■unique with himself,* was simply that "in all our anticipations of 
ovent3, in all oases of applying to the future our axporience of the 
past, we unavoidably assume the fundamental principle that every onus® 
will continue to produce the effect by which we have hitherto found it 
attended."5 Such an assumption, Bailey oautionod, was to be distin- 1
1 ££!•» PR* 66-69.2 Ibid., pp. vi-vii.
3 i'j'xo., pp. 194-95.
4 He cited Hume, Raid, Stewart, and Brown, as having referred to 
it. Ibid., p. 196.
5 Ibid., pp. 1S5-96.
guished from the "physical truth" that the same causes produce the same 
effects; the assumption itself was merely a "mental faot. It was a 
"primary truth" which was believed without external proof merely because 
of the impossibility of not believing it. It was the assumption, in 
other words, that
in placing your foot upon the ground, in taking up your pen,or 
in eating your breakfast, you still expect that the objects 
around you, the subjects of your operations, will retain their 
usual properties, that the earth will not open a gulph beneath 
your feet, that the pen will not molt in your grasp, and that 
the food which has hitherto nourished you will aot turn to poison 
on your ctomach."̂
From this point, he went on to expand the implications of the 
assumption of the uniformity of causation* Ee argued that not only did 
the assumption apply to the belief that like effects would always attend 
like causes, but also to the belief that the like effects had always 
attended the like causes. "I cannot even think of the past without 
taking for granted that the same causes have produced the same effects 
In every age and every country."® Although the sequence of cause and 
effect was derived from experience and testimony, the uniformity of the 
Bequenoe was necessarily assumed.̂  This applied equally to moral as to 1
1 Ibid., p. 199.
2 iFHT., p. 197.
3 Ibid'., p. 303« J.S. Mill observed that this "... has been well
Pointed out by Mr. B a ile y » .. ."  an: cited ¿v r,..3uit of Truth in confirm­
ation of his judgement. (A System of Logic,8th ed.; Hew York'»' 1884) p. 223.
4 Pursuit o f Truth,"jp.gVdV
physioal causal sequences.* And the greater apparent u ncertainty In the 
causal re la tio n s o f the former was due# not to  any want o f the uniform ity 
o f the oauses and e ffe c ts ,, hut to  " . . .  Ignorance o f the whole o f the 
oauses in  operation ."5*
B a iley  used th is  conclusion to  s e t t le  in  his own mind the question 
o f the freedom o f  the w i l l .  For as he saw i t ,  i t  was wrong to  conclude 
from the apparent in s t a b i l i t y  or uncertainty o f moral events th a t there 
were no determining oauses and that the ind ividual w i l l  or v o lit io n  de­
cided the nature o f such events.® I t  was erroneous to a ssert " . . .  th at 
voluntary actions are not necessary, beoause in  every case the agent 
might have aoted d iffe r e n t ly . " 4  On the contrary, moral or voluntary 
actions were Just as "necessary" as physical ones, were ju s t  as dependent 
Upon oauses. The sequences o f ph ysical or natural re la tio n s  had analogies 
in  moral or mental r e la t io n s . And the advooates o f  the freedom o f the 
w il l  to  determine moral behaviour fa i le d  to  appreciate the fundamental 
u n ity  which n e ce ssa rily  underlay mental or moral, as w e ll as natural or 
P h ysical, oausal sequences. They made the
. . .  in veterate  supposition th at by the term n e ce ssity  i s  meant some­
thin g acting in  opposition to  the w i l l ,  and oblig in g us to  perform 
aotions a t variance with i t ,  and i t  i s  not surprising th at under th is  
supposition the doctrine o f n ece ssity  should have appeared in co n sist­
ent with our own consciousness. But when the term n ece ssity  i s  kept 1
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1 I b id ., pp. 219 f f .
2 I b i l . , p . 251.
3 ib'lcT., pp. 237-38.
4 I O T . , p . 284.
s t r i c t l y  to  one meaning, when i t  i s  used to  denote simply the con­
nection o i causes and e f fe c t s ,  and a l l  th a t t te  doctrine a sserts  i s  
shown to  be that the s ta te  o f the mind termed w illin g , o f being 
pleased to  do a th in g, i s  an e f fe c t  o f regular causes, every sem­
blance o f  ineonsistenoy with personal consciousness vanishes. A ll  
th a t we can in  any case be oonscioug o f i s ,  in  the f i r s t  p lace , the 
occurrence o f a sm aller or a greater number o f  views or considerations 
some perhaps in c lin in g  us to  act one way and some another, and in  
the second place the power o f doing as we p lease . In t h is  there i s  
nothing in  the s lig h te s t  degree incompatible with the dootrine o f 
eausation. The occurrence of certa in  views or considerations to 
the mind i s  one lin k  in  the ohain o f moral oausation, which the ad­
vocate o f  philosophical n ece ssity  cannot he supposed to  deny, —  nor 
does he refuse to  admit, nay he in s is ts  in  i t s  f u l le s t  sense on the 
consciousness o f the power o f doing as we p lea se . We always are 
conscious o f the power, and always exercise the power o f doing as 
we please in  things depending on the w i l l ;  but why are we pleased 
to  do one thing rather than another? This i s  an e f fe c t  whioh by 
the con stitu tion  o f our nature we pronounce must have a causej and 
a l l  that the philosopher a sserts  i s  th at there i s  a cause or combi­
nation o f causes, whioh in  every case brings the mind in to  the sta te  
of being p leased. This cause or combination o f causes cannot always 
be assigned, but there are thousands o f instances in  whioh the con­
nection of the cause and the sta te  o f the mind i s  so com pletely 
ascertained th at we do not h e sita te  to in fe r  the one from the other.*-
In e f fe c t ,  th e re fo re , B a iley  was baok on the ground he had taken 
in  the Formation and Publloatlon o f Opinions. For ho had simply shown 
that an aotlon add oh appeared to  be voluntary and, th e re fo re , in  contra­
d ictio n  to  the dootrine o f n e ce ss ity , was u ltim ate ly  an action  whioh 
responded to  a se t o f  causes d iffe re n t from those assumed in  the neoes- 
®srian sequence. This re s u lt  was of considerable sig n ifica n ce  to B a ile y , 
fo r , as has been seen, i t  was from i t  th at he was able to  oonstruot h is 
foundation fo r  the science o f p o l i t ic a l  economy. 2 i t  was from th is  stand- 12
1 I b id ., pp. 287-89.
2 C f. Supra, Chapter XI, pp. 9̂8 ff.
point th at ho m s able to  take i t  th at p o l i t ic a l  economy was e s s e n tia lly  
a matter o f  mental causes and e f fe c t s ,  o f  m otives, stim ulants and respon­
se s . I t  was a mental or moral science whose p rin c ip le s , i f  le s s  e a s i ly  
or con fid en tly estab lish ed , was not because o f th at d i f f ic u lt y  d iffe re n t 
in  nature or concept from the n atural or physical scien ces.
Although Col. T. Perront Thompson's review o f th e  Pursuit o f Truth 
was w holly laud atory,*  the Edinburgh Review, as might b e f i t  i t s  national 
o r ig in s , took a rather c lo ser look at B a ile y 's  argument. The reviewer 
considered i t  mainly in  re la tio n  to  the problem of m iraoles. A fte r  
agreeing w ith B a iley  th at the assumption of the uniform ity of causation 
was a "necessary part o f our in te lle c tu a l co n stitu tio n , " 2 he went on 
to  question whether or not B a iley  was righ t in  carrying th is  assumption 
over to  the assertion  th at "the lik e  pauses, and none other, have been 
always, or w i l l  always continue, in  operation ...."®  As he saw i t ,
B a ile y 's  argument amounted to  a re je c tio n  o f the p o s s ib i li ty  o f  mirac­
ulous phenomena, or o f a temporary or permanent suspension o f causal 
sequences produced by the Divine In te llig e n c e . For in  in s is t in g  on the 
assumption that certa in  e f fe c ts  would always fo llo w  certa in  causes as 
a necessary construction o f human nature, B a iley  had im p lic it ly  denied 
that th is  sequence could ever be in terru pted . But t h is ,  said  the review er, 
amounted to  denying to the Creator, whose existence B ailey  had aoknowl-
1 Ties taina te r  Review, XI (duly, 1829), 477-89. Cf* Appendix11""
, pp. 708-9.
* Edinburgh Review, LII (January, 1831), 390.
3 I b id .,  p . 390.
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lodged, the power to  modify the rules or causal sequences he had given 
h is  oreation . Or, i f  not th a t, in  admitting the p o s s ib i li ty  of a modify* 
ing power, i t  denied to  man, one of the Creations o f the Divine Power, 
the fa c u lt ie s  and moans fo r  discovering or b eliev in g  suoh a m odification 
or miracle«*’
In the actual essay i t s e l f  B ailey  had act s p e c if ic a l ly  re la ted  h is  
argument to  the problem o f m iracles. I t  is  reasonable to assume that 
he saw the review er’ s objections as p ertin en t, however. Tfhen he brought 
out a second and revised  ed ition  o f the Pursuit o f Truth in  1844 he sup* 
pressed th is  th ird  essay, noting th at "the reasons fo r  the omission are, 
th at i t  i s  a T reatise calcu lated  fo r  a d iffe re n t c la ss  o f readersj and, 
more e s p e c ia lly , th at the Author has not atpresent e ith e r  the le isu re  
or the in c lin a tio n  to  g ive i t  th a t d eliberate r e v is a l which he conceives
i t  to  req u ire . *2
So fa r  as ean be ascertained, James M ill did not form ally comment 
on the p ositio n  B ailey  had maintained in  the Pursuit of Truth, p a rtic u la r ly  
in  the f i r s t  essay . Since h is A nalysis o f the Phenomenon o f the Human 
Mind was f i r s t  published at the same time as B a ile y ’ s work, and since 
he had been working on i t  fo r  a good number o f years,® i t  seems l ik e ly  
th at he found l i t t l e  in  B a ile y 's  e f fo r t  worth noting. The Pursuit o f 1
1 Ibid., pp. 396-9?.
2 Pursuit o f Truth, 2d. e d ., p . i v ,
3 Bain, James ffl.ll,  pp. 204-330.
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Truth did carry somewhat further the analysis Bailey had undertaken in 
the Formation and Pahlication of Opinions» But it is clear that the 
former was certainly insufficient in depth for the psychological spade­
work Mill believed was required and for which he had earlier asked 
Bailey.
The Sheffield iferouryi reviewed the Pursuit of Truths praising it 
highly and contrasting its quality with the surfeit of "enervating 
opiates" then being peddled in literary forts. n!£r. Bailey" was mentioned 
by name, indicating that to the Sheffield public, at any rate, his 
authorship was definitely established, although Bailey still refused to 
fix his name to the title-pages of his books. 1
1 4 July, 1829.
OHAPiiili XIII
BIOGHAPHti I I
%  1881 the population o f S h e ffie ld  was nearly double what I t  had 
been in  1801, the year Joseph B ailey  held the position  o f  Master C u tler.*  
According to  S h effie ld *s most noted h isto ria n , tho stain reason fo r  th ie  
increase (an* gen erally  r is in g  p rosperity i t  evinced) was to  be found 
in  the American demand fo r  S h e ffie ld  products.1 2 * One o f the consequences 
o f th ie  s itu a tio n  was that S h e ffie ld  in d u stries gen era lly  were not swamp* 
ed by the occasional business storms which so disturbed other sectors in  
the economy. In general, S h e ff ie ld 's  produets had continued to  be pro» 
duoed around the e sse n tia l production u n it o f  the small m aster's smithy. 
She great revolutionary changes in  the prooessess o f nanufaoture did not 
appear u n til much la t e r ,  w ith the re s u lt  th at S h e ffie ld  avoided many o f  
the in d u stria l and s o c ia l problems which accompanied the more complex end 
interdependent arrangements o f the te x tile -ty p o  manufacturing en te rp r ise .5 
Admittedly, the expenditure on poor r e l i e f  during these y e ars, increased, 
hut i t  was not as great a percentage increase as the population change 
i t s e l f . 4 S h e ffie ld  hod i t a  d is tre ss  and poverty, o f  course, but they
1 O.CU Holland, The V ita l  S ta tis t!o a  o f S h e ffie ld  (London* 1842),
£•» 27, The figures for" the "parish of Sheffield -.tare:' T
1801 . . . . .  54,758 
1811 ..... 63,281 
1681 91,692
2 Bev. A. Gatty, Shoffield Fast and Present (London* 1573), p. 218. 8 M. Walton, Sheffield, its story and fts aohievemente (Sheffield*
*9*9), PP. 112-18.
4 S h e ffie ld  and I te  lo c a l government, p . 1 1 .
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by no moans compared with the difficulties of the argicultural labourers, 
the hand-loom weavers, the Spitalfields silk operatives, or the merchant 
drapers of Gloucestershire and Somerset. The core of Sheffield’s Industry 
remained hard mainly because technologically it was unable to mushroom 
into that top-heavy state which obtained elsewhere in the economy.
It was a consequenoe of this state of affairs that Sheffield’s busi­
ness eyes tended to be centered on the commercial sectors of the community, 
sinoe it was invariably from that direction that any potential economic 
upheavals might appear. It followed, of course, that the Sheffield bank» 
held a prominent plaoe in any of these real or anticipated difficulties, 
During the crises of 1810, 1818, and 1825 none of the local banks failed. 
While their success in this respect may have owed much to the confidence 
and forebearance which their customers and depositors displayed in them,* 
it seems clear that the business community itself was able to afford mag­
nanimity of this sort only because hardware, unlike textiles, remained in 
generally high demand. At any rate, the local bankers wisely confined 
their business to local enterprises and, thereby, avoided some of the 
difficulties which the Lancashire banks had undergone.2
If Sheffield hankers and businessmen had been astute (or .fortunate) 
up to 1825, the time was soon to oome, however, when the business oommu- 12
1 Leader, The Sheffield Banking Company, p. 9. In December, 1825,
the town merchants and manufacturers had publioally assembled to declare 
"their confidence in the looal banks. Cf. Sheffield Mercury, 14 December 
1825. -------------
2 Ward, op, cit., p. 287.
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nity could, not always be rolled upon as such a source of hope and support* 
While the Sheffield finas exhibited a general solvency, it is clear that 
by their very nature they would, by themselves, be unable to accumulate 
enough wealth to permit them to exploit to the fullest the unsatisfied 
demand which faced them* like moGt single-unit or family-type businesses, 
their solvency was accompanied by a chronic shortage pf working capital. 
The latter, however, invariably dampened any prospects of a substantially 
increased volume by which thoy would have profitted from the prevailing 
strong demand. Tho demand, at all events, was there waiting to be met*
It was this underlying set of circumstances which seems to explain 
the willingness on the part of certain Sheffield capitalists to embark 
on joint-stock enterprises as a means, both of building up their own 
manufacturing resources, and of exploiting a potentially profitable in­
vestment opportunity.* Conditions definitely were changing, and it was 
doubtful whether the private bankers could oope with the demands which 
obviously were to be made upon them. Therefore, when the Joint-Stock 
Bank Act of 1826̂  was passed, permitting joint-stock banks outside the 
65 mile radius of London, business interests in Sheffield were ready to 
take up the option. 12
1 Catty, op. olt., p. 220.
2 Banking Copartnership Aot, 7 Geo. IV, C. 46*
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On the 8th of January, 1831, the Sheffield newspapers carried an 
Item on a "proposed Sheffield joint stock banking company." The aoeount 
reported the intention of several "merchants and manufacturers" of the 
town to establish such a banking company, they having been induced to 
the undertaking, not only by the growing size and needs of the town, but 
also by a fear that "... if such an establishment be not formed by the 
inhabitants themselves, it will be speedily commenced by capitalists at 
a distance." Specifically, it was proposed that the capital of the bank 
was to be fc 300,000 in fifteen hundred shares of b 200 each, of which 
h 40 per share was to be paid as soon as called for, with the remainder 
as and when wanted. The management of the bank was to be responsible 
to two or three Directors "... not eonoerned in any other business, and 
the establishment to be superintended by three Inspectors, not oonneot- 
ed with the Sheffield trade, and to be appointed at annual meetings, all 
to be under obligation to observe secrecy." The shares were to be dis­
tributed as widely as possible! no firm or individual (except Directors) 
was to be allowed to subscribe in the first instance for more than 
thirty. After making a few remarks on the "character, the respectability 
and property" of the people who had already subscribed to the undertaking, 
the report oonoluded with the observation that the establishment would 
undoubtedly be conducted with "satisfaction" to the Sheffield public.1
1 Independent, 8 January, 1831.
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The original group responsible for this undertaking numbered nine, 
of whom the greater part were engaged in some form of business or com­
merce in Sheffield.̂ - The various meetings in the office of John Watson, 
who was eventually to become Solicitor to the bank, and the publicity 
given by the newspapers and word of mouth, culminated on the 17th of 
January, 1831, in a unanimous resolution by ths Committee, of which 
Bailey was Chairman:
1. — That in pursuance of tho first and second resolutions of the
Meeting on the Srd instant, and in consequence of the subsequent 
applications for shares, it is considered said hereby declared 
that the proposed Company ie formed under the title of the Shef­
field Banking Company, to carry on the usual business of bankers.
2. — That the Chairman, Mr* Thomas Watson, and Mr. Edward Smith, be
appointed a sub-cemmittae, to purchase, eroct, or take suit­
able premises for carrying on the business of the Company.
3. — That the shares now remaining unappropriated shall bo disposed
of by the Ccnnnittee in suoh a manner as in their opinion will 
best advance the interests and prosperity of the establishment.1 2
The Bead of Settlement provided the essentials of the organisation. 
There were to be five Directors. Those eventually chosen were Samuel 
Bailey, John Read, Jonathan Marshall, Thomas Watson, brother of the 
Solioltor, and Edward Smith. John Rodgers and Thomas Porter ware appointed 
"Public Officers," to sue and be sued on behalf of the oampany.3 Article 
4 provided that the present and future Directors were to have "entire 
management" of the affairs of the company as regarded its capital stook.
1 Leader, Sheffield Banking Company, pp. 11-16, 62-107, gives roost 
of the background information for the personalities concerned in founding 
the enterprise.
2 As quoted in Leader, Ibid«, p. IS.
3 Deed of Settlement of'̂ Ke Sheffield Banking Company (Sheffield: 
1832), p. iii.
funds, ©stats, property and revenue. It also provided that
• tiro of the Directors for the time boizig (to he termed Special 
Directors, and to he elected from the body of Directors in a man­
ner hereinafter mentioned) shall alone have access to the private 
accounts of the customers; and that none other of the Shareholders 
(except the Directors) shall he entitled to see the books of account 
or other papers, documents, deeds, or writings; nor shall the Share­
holders, or any of thorn, interfere in any manner with the Directors 
under any pretense (except as hereinafter mentioned.) 1
fthat may seem like an undue sense of precaution regarding seoreoy 
and isolation of the Directors from the Shareholders* influence was doubt­
less invoked by the organizers in order to counteract prevailing opinions 
about joint-stock banks. The private bankers of the town had made much 
of tha fact that all of their business ms secret and confidential, in 
the nature of a "doctor-patient” relationship and, therefore, not sus­
ceptible of scrutiny by some external group of strangers.** The promoters 
of this bank obviously had to calm fears on this point, which explains 
why so many references to the matter of secrecy occur in the Deed of 
Settlement* Artiole 82 repeated the safeguard of Article 4, that only 
the Speoial Directors were to have access to customers' accounts.®
Article 47 asserted that "no person who is a Banker, a Bill Broker, Clerk, 
Aooountant, Agency of or Director in any other Banking Company can become 
a Director,"̂  thus removing the temptation to manipulation or disclosure 
of confidential matters. The public announcement given out on the first 12*4
1 Ibid», pp* 2—4.
2 Sheffield Mercury, 14 January, 1831. Independent, 29 January, 1881.
S Deed of Settlement, p. 14.
4 Ibid., p. 23.
day of operation of the new company also expressly declared that "the 
Directors, Manager, and Clerks are all under obligations of secrecy, 
and only two of the Directors will have access to the Bills of Exchange
and Customers1 accounts, of which no other Directors or Shareholder will 
have any cognizance whatever#"1
The firm and somewhat heavy Land o f the Directors emerges clearly 
from several other of the original Articles# A rtiole 44, for example, 
stipulated that the two retiring Directors automatically became elegible
for re-election at the Annual Meeting, although the Shareholders were?
entitled to nominate additional candidates for directorships one week 
before the meeting*2 Article 13 also showed where the whip bond was 
to be found, for it provided that, in addition to the two installments 
of twenty pounds each already paid in by the Shareholders, the Directors 
could call for the remaining hundred and sixty pounds on each share 
*'*#• at such times and in such instalments as the Directors shall think 
fit#*•♦*3 And although any such colls could not exceed five pounds per 
share upon notice of three months for each call, a Shareholder could 
not escape euch a coll without some difficulty# Tho sens Article stated 
that no sale or transfer of any share could be valid without the "con­
sent or approbation" of the Directors* In order to obtain this consent 
a Shareholder had to give fourteen days' prior notice in writing of his 123
1 Leader, Sheffield Banking Company, pp. 28-29.
2 Deed of Settlem ent, pp.SX-22."’
3 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
Intention to sell or transfer. This notioe also had to inolude the names 
and addresses of the proposed buyer or transferee. If the Direotors re­
fused to approve of the transfer or 3ala, the Shareholder had to proposej
\able at all times for inspection, and to contain the names, addresses, and 
number of shar©3 held by any individual Shareholder. Hotioe of any alter­
ation in the data recorded in the Share Ledger was to be given in writing 
to the Directors.® Article 8 requested that "... eaoh Shareholder shall, 
as far as practicable, keep his or her Banking Account with and transact 
bis or her Banking Business at the Bank of this Company, or with any suoh 
Branch Bank or Branch Banks as may hareafter bo established in pursuance of 
these presents.”® As a further effort to keep the movements of the entire 
organization within the surveillance of the Directors, Article 7 stated 
that
no person shall hereafter bo admitted a Shareholder, whose 
usual place of residence is mors than ten miles distant from the 
Town of Sheffield, (unless the Direotors for the time being shall 
deem it particularly advantageous to the Company that any person 123
another parson.* Presumably, this would go on until the Directors found !
1 Ibid., pp. 8-9
2 Ibid., p. o.
3 Ibid., p. 5»
or persons wishing to hold t Share or Shares in tie said Company, 
and residing at a greater distance, should be permitted to hold"
such Share or Shares).... *
Before launching thoir enterprise, the cautious, ever cautious, 
Directors determined that if "foreign capitalists" were not to he allow- 
ed to undertake banking business in the Sheffield area, at least some­
thing useful might be made of observing their machinations in their home 
looalities. Accordingly, a sub-committee set out to investigate the joint- 
.stock banks in the neighbouring oomenunities of York, Manchester, Birming­
ham, and Halifax. The Ccarnaltteo reportod back that all except the Birming­
ham bank had permitted only one or two Directors to havo access to the 
books and aooounts as a means of enforcing secrecy. In all cases. Direc­
tors servioea were gratuitous, although the York bank gave its Superin­
tending Directors b 150 eaoh yearly. In all the banks visited, the Manager 
was joined with the over-all management of the bank, rather in the manner 
of an acting partner in a private bank. His salary, they noted, ranged 
from b 500 to b 600 a year. All the hanks required that some kind of 
security arrangement, in the form of a bond, be established for the 
Manager arid other higher officers. The Committee concluded its report 1
1 Ibid., p. 5. This last qualification apparently was inserted 
on the behalf of one "Yd Hi am Chance, one of the Directors of the Birm­
ingham Joint Stock Eank, who requested to be allowed to be a subscriber 
in consequence of the proposal for the formation of the Bank being sug­
gested by him. He was admitted to subscribe for twenty shares in con­
sequence." Leader notes that it was a "not very palatable fact" that 
the inspiration for the Sheffield Bank should have corns from an "outsider" 
from Birmingham! Sheffield banking Co., p. 16. How the private Sheffield 
bankers would h*v© exploited the presence of this "foreigner," had they 
known of it, oan readily be imagined.
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by recommending, on the basis of its inquiries, that the Directors hold 
weekly board meetings, and that the Directors be either absolutely free 
from other business activities or as little connected with Sheffield 
trade as possible. It recommended the establishment of the post of ?5m- 
ager, and suggested that the two Superintending Directors be given a sal­
ary of is 200 a year.*
Within a few weeks suitable premises in George Street wore purchased 
for b 2,200 and two perpetual ground rents of b 20 and h 10 to cover the 
bank building and dwelling houses on the site.2 At tho same time an 
advertisement was run in the local newspapers asking for an "experienced 12
1 Leader Collection - fol. 152, Dept, of Local History, Sheffield 
City Libraries. These MS notes wore taken by R.E. Leader from the "Com­
mittee Minutes of the Sheffield Banking Company" for some period in Feb­
ruary, 1831.
In compiling the "offioial" history of the bank in tho Sheffield 
Banking Company Leader reoeived only minimal oooperation from its offic­
ials. He was refused access to detailed bank data and records, as the 
perusal of his book shown. The correspondence between Leader and Mr.
Ernest G, TTragg, the Bank’s thou Manager, during the writing of Reader's 
book, makes Leader’s distress on this point quite dear. (Cf. Leader 
Collection - fol. 150. Dept,, of Local History, Sheffield City Libraries.) 
One letter retained in this collection is from Professor H.S. Foxwell to 
Leader on 3 March, 1918. In this letter Professor Foxwell thanked Leader 
for sending him a oopy of The Sheffield Banking Company and went on to 
lament the paucity of actual banking material in' it, however, since he 
anticipated that much of interest to the economist would have been disclosed 
in Leader’s roaearohos. He said that he understood Leader’s problem, and 
«̂ pressed condolences for the trying conditions under whioh Leader must 
have written his book.
The present writer experienced a similar reticenoe on the part of 
the present officials of the Bank, now a branch of the national Provincial 
Bank, to open their earlier reoords*
2 Leader, Sheffield Banking Company, p. 25. Cf. Committee Minutes,
23 February, 1831, Leader Collection - fol. 152. êe Plate I, infra.,
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manager, thoroughly conversant with the principles and practice of* bank­
ing.” The Minutes for 25 Slaroh, 1831 observed that one James Drabble 
appeared to be the most likely among the several applicants for the posi­
tion. The conditions of employment put to him were stated thus*
James Drabble, Manager, Terms of Employment.
Mr. Drabble will be required to give up, for the 1st day of 
June next, the whole of his time and attention as is usual at all 
such establishments at least from 10 am till 4 pa, or for any greater 
number of hours that any other Banking Establishments shall keep 
open. He is to be entrusted (nevertheless under direction of five 
or more Directors, two of whom to be Acting Directors) with the 
management of the business - in the same way as is usual for an 
aotive partner in any private bank, fie is to sign all notes, bills 
and accountable receipts} to conduct the correspondencej receive 
the applications and to be the sole medium of cammunication between 
the Bank and its customers¡ to give his bond, together with two 
sureties to the amount of b 2000 for his faithful services, and as 
is usual in such cases, he will be required to subscribe for and 
permanently hold while in office, thirty shares, and is,when at 
liberty to subscribe, to hold twenty more shares, but he will not 
be required to live at the Bank. The salary to be b 700 per annum 
payable quarterly.*
Drabble, who had been a merchant before undertaking the Managership, was 
evidently undaunted by this formidable list of particulars, for the Minutes 
of March 31st, 1831, record his having accepted the position.2 In accept­
ing, Drabble was careful to insist that the Directors agree to hire him 
for a definite three year period, since the required sale of his mercan­
tile establishment would place him at a considerable financial disadvant­
age upon a smaller tenure, fie also contritely hoped that the Directors 12
1 Leader Collection - fol. 150, Dept, of Looal history, Sheffield 
City Libraries.
2 Leader Collection - fol. 152, Dept, of Looal History, Sheffield 
City Libraries.
Bight 30d their way to permit him an occasional absence from the Bank, 
provided he had obtained "written permission" or had suffered a "sudden 
and severe indisposition." The Directors agreed to these requests.̂ -
Once more the outside banks came to the assistance of the Sheffield 
embryo, for the newly appointed Manager was dispatohed to Manchester, 
Birmingham, and Huddersfield "*.« to make himself acquainted with the 
best mode of conducting business and keeping books»"''’
On May 11th, 1831, a Richard Burkinshaw was appointed Cashier at a 
salary of is 200 a year. Bis conditions of employment wero that he ms 
"•♦•to reside on the premises in a house thoro, rent, taxes, and water 
free) to keep the Bank and other rooms dean; to find a servant to light 
the Bank fires, for which an allowance is to be made of six guineas a 
year, provided it is always done under his own inspection.On 23rd 
May, 1831, James Senior was appointed Accountant at b 150 a year, with 
house and taxes free.* A boy was hired as general handyman and assistant.
Finally, with the managerial, administrative, and menial oorps assem­
bled, and with the 225 partners subscribed, the organization was ready to 
begin business. After acceding on June 5th to a last-minute request by 
Parker, Shore’s and Company’s Bank not to remain open every day until 
4j00 p.m.,6 the doors were officially opened on the 1st day of July, 1831.
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1 Leader Collection - fol. ISO, Dept, of Local History, Sheffield 






The newspapers recorded that "the Sheffield Banking Company commenced 
business in their Premises, in George Street, this day. Directors* Samuel 
Bailey, Esq«, John Read, Esq., Jonathan Marshall, Bs%*, Thomas Watson, 
Esq., Edward Smith, Esq. Managers Mr* James Drabble. London Agents* 
Messrs Smith, Psyna, end Smiths. Hours of attendance« ten to four on 
Tuesdays and Saturdays; and on ether days ten to three.**
2 .
By 1831 Bailey had undoubtedly already wound up the affairs of 
"Samuel Bailey and Company, Lots Street.Thus, there was nothing to 
prevent his accepting the Special Directorship whioh was tendered to 
him. Thomas Watson, who was also of independent means, was named as 
the other Special Director, although he held the position for only one 
year, being succeeded upon his death In 1832 by John Road. Bailey served 
as a Special Director, as well as Chairman of the Board of the Bank, 
from his first appointment until his death in 1870« Hie devotion to 
the Bank is testified in the determined and serious manner in whioh he 
guided and controlled it. J.D. Leader has likened the Bank to the "wom­
an" in Bailey's life. "He was tender over her interests, he multiplied
1 The last intimation of the firm in the looal press was in the 
Independent, 10 May, 1828, where the expression "Samuel Bailey, Es., 
Merchant" was used. In the Sheffield Directory and Guide (Sheffield* 
1828), p. 6, the latest directory available to cover the period in 
question, Bailey was listed as "Bailey Samuel and Co., general merchants, 
Love-Street.1' No directories for 1329 or 1830 were available, however.
th© number of her visitors, ho oavad hor from profitless connexions, 
hs issued most judioious roportn of her garters! conduct and "behaviour; 
and, In augmenting her incomo, ho swelled his ovm,nl Bailey’s own pr©- 
oision and discipline wore certainly communicated to the Bank and mani­
fest themselves in the manner in which ho insisted on regulating oven 
the most minuto and trivial details of its operation. He sought from 
its employees, shareholders, and Directors a davotion as unbending and 
steadfast as his own. Lighter moods and sentimentalities were to he 
loft outside the Bank.̂
' As far as th© everyday affairs of the Bank wore concerned, Bailey 
sustained a completo and uncompx*omsing adherence to the commandments 
laid down in the Deed of Settlement. A Directorial edict required that 
no Director could even visit the Banlc for business purposes during th© 
actual banking hours, thus carrying further the declared policy of "quar­
antining” Directors from undue familiarity with actual or prospective 12
1 J.D. Loader, "Samuel Bailey as a Poet," paper read before the 
Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society, 4 March, 1873, as quoted 
in leader, Sheffield Banking Company, p. 64.
2 It is unlikely that the searching "inquisition" to which an ap­
plicant for cashier’s post was subjected is overdrawn or exaggerated*
In the incident in question, Bailey and the formidable Edward Smith, 
had put the candidate through a difficult and thorough examination. The 
applicant, Mr. J.H. Barber, emerged from the interview "limp and despair­
ing," convinced of his failure. As a matter of fact, he had passed more 
than satisfactorily, but his interviewers were not the men to let mere 
sensitive emotions overrule business propriety. Leader, Sheffield Bank­
ing Company, p. SO. Cf. also the artiole, "Barber,” in Botes and Queries, 
A Quarterly Magazine fIllustrated) devoted to the Antiquities, family " 
TraditIona'VlFarochial Rocords, Folk Lore, Quaint Customs, eto. of South 
^orkehire/DVrS^Mre,' Hotta«, nnd̂ Lincolnshirc» I (June, 1899).
clients. Bailey obviously expeotod from the other Directors and employ«©« 
the same attitude toward the so natters which ho, himsolf, hold. Be strong 
ly insisted that one's position within the Bank's organization was never 
cm excuse for relaxing that strict coda of business bohaviour he espoused* 
J*H. Barber, who later became Manager of the Bank, end who had had such 
sea unoasy introduction to Bailey, once remarked that . he ms brought 
every week into contact vrith Bailey, and there ms no nan whose advice 
could be more rolled on where judgement, olsarnoss of mind, and clear- 
neus of expressions were needed* He was a hard master to serve, but when 
he had examined one's work and approved it, one could b© perfectly certain 
that it was all right.Another who knew' Bailey pointed out that as 
Chadmen of the Board he had displayed the "most scrupulous integrity" 
and the "strictest sense of honour," and that whatever prosperous fortunes 
the Bank experienced were largely due to th® "soundness of judgement and 1
1 At the annual meeting of 188S, for example, he oov mted on th© 
impossibility of any managerial or Directorial "irregularities" ever 
occurring at George Street, "Inasmuch os an example may place the matter 
in a dearer light then o general statement, I will tell you what took 
place when, a year or two ego, X wanted myself an advance of a few hundred 
pounds, I iae.de a written application through the manager, requesting him 
to bring the matter before the Board} which he did, and the Directors were 
pleased to grant me a fluctuating credit of one thousand pounds, the Bank 
having ample scour!ty in hand* I am now, then, entitled to overdraw my 
account by that sum. Were I to draw out more, it would be the duty of 
the manager to report the eircumstanoe to the next meeting of the Board*" 
Leader, Sheffield Banking Company, p. 49,
2 Independent’, 4 Hay, IBB*?,
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business tact" which Bailey himsolf possessed.*
Bailey’s steady and deliberate business maimer was evidently in 
lino with the conceptions which the other Directora held regarding Bank 
policy. A clear sense oí caution and circumspection characterised their 
aoüivitios. In the first report, given after eighteen months of operation,2 
they claimed that "from the outset they have been anxious rather to lay 
a solid foundation for permanent prosperity than to rush into an extensiva 
business for the sake of making large ostensible profits. The transactions 
have been safe and profitable."® Bailey's own attitude was that
it has been too little understood that Backs are establishments 
not for inordinate or permanent loans, but for advanoes of a safe, 
moderate, end temporary character, so that capital lent out shall 
be periodically returned. Unless these principles are carried out,
and others which flow from them are kept in view, no Bank, however
flourishing in appearance, can prosper. *
It may be admitted that this viewpoint of the Chairman and his 
Directors seems to have aohieved the result intended. Only onoe from 
1832 to 1870 did the dividend rate paid fall as low as 7.5& indicating 
that Bailey'3 "safe, moderate" policy oame fairly close to realizing that 1
1 Sheffield Telegraph, 18 January, 1870.
2 It had been deereed that no dividends would be paid during the 
first year of operation. Any profits were to aoorue to a "Surplus 
Fund." Subsequent dividends were then to be paid from net profits 
according to the proportion of shares held, after a maximum of one 
quarter of the total profits had been put aside in the Surplus Fund. 
Pood of Settlement, Artiole 55, pp. 25-26.
3 As quoted in Leador, Sheffield Banking Company, p. 33.
4 Ibid., p. 34.
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"solid foundation of permanent prosperity" which the Creators had in 
mind.* Indeed, hut little nore than a yoar and n half aftor its found­
ing, tho shar3S of tho Sheffield Banking Company wore soiling at a pre­
mium of b 18,** and hy the end of 1854 the premium had risen to *j 40 par 
share.5 Business prospeots eventually proved good enough that the ilrec­
tors were ahlo to establish a branch of the Bank in nearby Rotheram.̂
1 The dividends paid per cent by the Bank during Bailey’s reign as 
Chairman were*
1882 —  8% 1889 —  8.5# 1846 —  12% 1855 —  15% 1860 —  15#
S3 —  10 % 40 —  8.5 ; 47 —  13.5 84 —  18% 61 —  15
34 —  10 41 —  8.5 48 —  12.6 55 —  17 62 —  14.5
35 —  8 42 —  8.5 49 —  10 86 —  17.6 63 —  18
36 —  8 43 —  8.5 SO —  10.6 57 —  17.5 64 —  20
37 —  7.5 44 —  9 61 —  12 68 —  16 65 —  20
38 —  8 46 —  10 52 —  12 59 —  16 66 —  18
1867 —  13.6%
68 —  12
69 —  18
70 —  12.5»
2 Sheffield Register, 7 February, 1838.
5 ibid., 27 December, 1834.4 fEe"director’s rationalisation of this move is amusing, as is 
what amounts to an apology to the Shareholders for such a "rash" adven­
ture. "At the time of the forming of this Branoh," they said, "it was 
the opinion of the Directors, which additional experience and informa­
tion have tended to confirm, that branoh Banks in general are a source 
of weakness rather than of strength to the parent establishment. The 
best oonduoted and most flourishing Banking Companies, they feel pur- 
suaded, will prove to be those which, confining their attention to one 
district, and having for their shareholders respeotable parties resid­
ing on the spot, can conduct their business with an adequate knowledge 
of their customers and are supported by the interests and good will of 
the surrounding inhabitants. If Rotheram had been an a greater distance 
it is highly probable that this consideration would have prevented the 
Directors from taking a step which, they hope, under actual circumstances, 
will prove not only safe but beneficial." Leader, Sheffield Banking 
Company, p. 86.
The relatione which obtained between the Directors and the Share* 
holders were probably another reflection of Policy’s conception of proper 
business procedure. In ostensible practice of the declared rule of secrecy, 
the Shareholders ware hold ir. complet® ignorance of the contents of the 
Annual Report until the Chairman revealed it to them at the annual meet­
ing, convened on the last Friday in January. Speeches by the Chairman, 
Directors, and Shareholders ware private, and only the briefest announce­
ment of the proceedings appeared in the newspapers of the following day.
Tho dividend declared '.vas usually published, however. Up until 1840 a 
statement generally was 3ua.de to the offset that "three hundred pounds 
were unanimously voted to the Directors for their efficient services dur­
ing the past yaar....** It was not until after 1840 that the 'Directors 
overcame what Leader called their "engaging affectation of bashfulness" 
and consented to remain in the room while the Shareholders proceeded to 
xasko their votes of thanks cad expressions of gratitude for "efficient 
services."1®
5.
It was about the time that Bailey had commenced his ministrations 
to the Bank that he assumed a role in some contrast with those he had 
hitherto played. This was his venture as a practical politican during
"v
1 Independent, 31 January, 1831*
? Leader, Sheffield Banking Company, pp. 32-33.
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Sheffield*« p artic ip a tio n  in  the nation-wide p o li t ic a l  extravogansa 
follow ing the passage o f the Refora B i l l  o f 1832. The s to ry  o f th is  
national event i s  too fam ilia r  to  require r e - te llin g  here. But an exam­
in ation  o f B a ile y 's  part in  i t  i s  useful in  revealing another fa c e t of 
ids d iv e rs ifie d  character. A oareful appraisal o f his a c t iv i t ie s  during 
th is  period is  important fo r  an additional reason as w e ll, however. For 
some ourrenoy has obtained on the opinion that his fa ilu r e  in  the two
electio n s fo r  whioh he was a candidate was due to the "prejudice o f prac-
1
t i c a l  men against »theoretical* p o l i t ic ia n s .* .,  an opinion fo r  whioh 
John Holland probably was in  large measure responsible.^ The ta sk , 
th ere fo re , i s  to  examine in  some d e ta il the actual part whioh B ailey 
played in  these e le c tio n s , in  order to  discover whether or not his poor 
showing was due in  fa c t  to hie being the "th eoretica l p o lit ic ia n "  lack­
ing appeal fo r  the "p ra ctica l men."
I t  w i l l  be acknowledged immediately that what has beer, learned so 
fa r  of h is l i f e  and manner tends to  convey the impression o f  what may be 1
1 MB, I I ,  409. The Encyclopedia B ritannioa, I I I ,  p . 247, noted
that b a ile y  was of " . . .  too re tir in g  a d isp osftion i' and had too much o f 
the philosophical p o lit ic ia n  about him to win the admiration or suffrages 
of an ordinary body of d o c t o r s *"
% Regarding B a ile y 's  fa ilu re s  in  the two e le c tio n s , Holland had 
s&id th a t "ilis want o f success was obviously ascribabie to  several causesj 
with a p o li t ic a l  creed so welcome and complacent toward the orowd, few 
parsons appear le ss  a ffa b le  and approachable -chan Mr* ou rley . This pecu­
l i a r i t y  may be la r g e ly  due to the lo g ic a l se v e rity  o f  his stu d ies; a 
«iroumstauee i t s e l f  l i t t l e  oalouluteu to reader him a popular o rator, or 
to  allow  him to  assume those f le x ib le  a tt itu d e s , which may be rig h t or 
wrong, but at a l l  events are so Important in  election eerin g s tr a te g ie s . 
Iforeovsr, he derived no advantages from the reputation o f p ie ty , or the 
outpourings of benevolence. ' four o f the oon, pp. 253-64.
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c a lle d  his rather reservad bookishness. What i s  known o f his e a r lie r  
sohool years supports t h is ,  and Ids associates a t th e  Bank almost uni­
v e r s a lly  remarked o f h is s te m  business manner. Nor did anything he 
undertook a t the l i t e r a r y  and Philosophical Society appear to  change 
th is  impression. At the same tim e, i t  may be admitted th at in  few of 
the situ atio n s he has been found thus fa r  was there any p artio u lar c a l l  
fo r  more in g ratia tin g  g a ie tie s  and moods. That i s ,  in  h is round o f pur­
su its  i t  seems c le a r  th at B ailey  simply conducted him self in  a manner 
which he deemed appropriate. The Bank and Philosophical Society  were 
occasions fo r  serious and d eliberate  thought and action  as fa r  as he 
was concerned. Thus, he can hardly be blamed fo r  shunning the more 
t r i v i a l  appearances, which he probably saw as wasting h is , as w ell as 
other peoples’, tim e. I t  i s  c le a r  enough that he was d irect and deter­
mined in  his behaviour. He devoted his exclusive a b i l i t ie s  to  whatever 
engaged h is a tten tio n , because he had acquired the f a c i l i t y  o f  pursuing 
a l in e  o f endeavour or thought without g ivin g in  to d etraction s. His 
f ie ld  o f in te re s t  was not n ece ssa rily  narrow, but onoe having chosen to  
in v e stig a te  a subject w ithin  i t ,  he saw no reason to encumber him self w ith 
irre lev an o iea . To many, th is  concentration was equivalent to  in a f fa b i l i t y .
B a ile y ’ s f i r s t  appearanoe o f any importance on the S h e ffie ld  p o l i t ic a l  
stage was in  direot application  o f the doctrines he had put forward in  
the Formation and Publication o f Opinions. Already in  1824 Lord Milton
had presented the S h e ffie ld  p e titio n  to Commons abjuring re lig io u s  per-
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oooutions.* 'When, th erefo re , the Issue f in a l ly  osme to  a head upon P e e l's  
and "Wellington's announcements o f a measure to  remove c i v i l  d is a b il i t ie s  
on account o f re lig io u s  fa ith  and worship, B ailey  m s on hand in  February, 
1829, to  argue fo r c e fu lly  fo r  the cause o f Catholic Emancipation* Eds 
speech gives the l i e  to  what so rt o f "th eo retica l p o lit ic ia n "  he r e a lly  
was* He made a few light-lietxrtod je s ts  a t the fears and v io le n t appre­
hensions o f the conservative faotions opposing emancipation! he argued 
th at the temper o f the times would not permit or to le ra te  a reversion 
to  the "dark night o f ignorance"; he added to tho unjustness of re lig io u s  
re s tra in t the additional unpopularity o f expensive m ilita r y  establish** 
meats in  Ireland; he pointed out th at delay on th is  issu e fo re sta lle d  
those other measures, such as retrenchment and reform, fo r  which the 
people were eagerly w aitin g; he tabulated the names of the p o l i t ic a l  
g re a ts , l ik e  Burke, Fox, P i t t ,  Cenning, and Brougham, who, through the 
years, had passed from " i l l ib e r a l i t y  to  concession"; and, f in a l ly ,  in  
his conclusion he l e f t  h is hearers with a good, ringing laugh at the ex­
pense o f the other side*1 2 How B ailey a t th is  time was by no means a 
seasoned p o li t ic a l  campaigner. But i t  seems d i f f ic u lt  to  deny to  him 
h is perception of oertain  necessary tenets in  the p o lit ic ia n 's  dogma, 
v iz*  taxes, retrenchment, improvement over the status quo, and appeal 
to  auth ority. I t  w il l  appear subsequently that B ailey  ra re ly , i f  ever.
1 Chapter X II, supra*, pp. 557-58.
2 Independent, 21 February, 1829.
in  b is  actual campaign lo f t  these fundamental points to  pass H b e o re ti-  
c a l ly ” over the beads of bio audienooa*
At any rate* B ailey ’ s e f fo r ts  in  behalf of CJatholic Emancipation
were rewarded la te r  on. In May, 1629 he appeared as f i r s t  speaker a t
a costin g of congratulatory addresses to  the Duke of Norfolk* who had
recen tly  taken h is  seat in Parliament and had bad hie previous p riv ile g e s  
1
restored to  bias.
In February of the follow ing year, when the tempo of the Reform 
a g ita tio n  bad begun to  quicken, Bailey again appeared before the c it iz e n s  
of S h e ffie ld . The occasion waa a public meeting held fo r  the purpose 
of petition in g Parliament to  grant the o leotive  franchise to  Sheffield*
I t  so happened, however, th at the nation was passing through a business 
depression a t the time* Thus, there were present a t th is  meeting a 
number of people who sought to turn i t  from i t s  declared purpose and to 
p e t it io n , in stead , fo r  d irect measures o f r e l ie f  in  place of the vaguer 
suffrage o b jectiv es , Bailey replied to  th is  argument, bolding th at i t  
was to  S h e ffie ld ’ s greater in terest to  be strong on th is  occasion, to  
keep company with Birmingham, Manchester, and Leeds, and to  s e t t le  fo r  
nothing le ss  than the fran ch ise . Once th is  was obtained, ho thought i t  
would then be possible to  pass on to  the other problems of additional 1
1 Independent, 16 Kay, 1629
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reform, retrenchment, tax  reductions, fr e e r  trad e, and so on. He quest­
ioned the a d v is a b ility  o f  deviating from measures o f true b e n e fit to  
S h e ffie ld  in  favour o f doubtful short-term expediencies. A fte r  some 
discussion, the meeting voted and passed the resolu tion  urging the ex­
tension o f  the e le c tiv e  franchise to  S h effie ld .^
In the la te  summer o f 1830 the two Yorkshire reform Members, Lord 
Morpeth and the then Henry Brougham, were returned to  Parliament. The 
sign which th is  portended prompted B ailey to  publish a small pamphlet 
e n tit le d  A Discussion o f Parliam entary Reform (London* 1830), which he 
dedicated, as he sa id , "to the Freeholders o f the County o f York* who 
rece n tly  distinguished themselves by the independent exercise  of the 
e le c tiv e  fran ch ise, without expense to  the men o f th e ir  ch oice. . . V  
This pamphlet i s  important fo r  two reasons. F irs t  i t  sets down B a ile y ’ s 
own p o l i t ic a l  credo and p r a c t ic a lly  form alises the e sse n tia l points around 
which he was subsequently to  conduct his p o li t ic a l  ventures. In a sense, 
th erefo re , i t  was a means o f proclaiming his own platform in  case the 
S h e ffie ld  e le cto rs  should decide to  act upon i t  at some propitious .junc­
tu re . Although he la te r  denied that he wrote th is  pamphlet with his 
eye on the S h e ffie ld  seat,® when he did come out as an a c tiv e  candidate, 
he gen erally  referred to  the pamphlet as embodying a l l  o f  h is p o lit ic a l  
b e lie fs  and requested his lis te n e rs  to  consult i t  in  th e ir  own in te r e s t . 1
1 Independent, 20 February, 1830.
2 ffie fe S a cE M o f Ssmuel B a iley , February 6th, 1854. f o l .  18 -1, 
Dept, o f  Locn'i ill s to ry , S h e ffie ld  C ity  l ib r a r ie s .
In the second placo, the pamphlet con stitutes the nuoleus 8.round 
■ which B a iley  constructed a much more ambitious presentation o f his p o li t ­
ic a l  philosophy in  h is la te r  Rationale of P o litica l. Representation 
(Londont 1035).1 i t  in therefore useful to  consider the development o f 
M s p o li t ic a l  thought during the f iv e  years separating the two works.
B ailey  began h is argument in  the Parliamentary Reform by a review 
o f the progress o f opinion on the subject o f reform« The in stan t e le c ­
tio n  ha took as an example o f the change in  the "moral sentiments" o f  
the p u b lic, wherein the idea was evid en tly  grovdng th at public o f f io ia ls  
should exh ib it the same sort o f moral conduct in  th e ir  public duties as 
■ was expected o f them in  th e ir  p rivate  intercourse* Anachronistic sin e­
cures, he sa id , vere an example o f the sort o f thing which had p ersisted , 
but which people w© no longer reconciled to  accepting« The present 
mode o f conducting © lections, characterized by "bribery, fraud, fa ls e ­
hood, drunkenness, and r io t "  was another case in  p o in t,3 and the w e ll-  
known in eq u ities  in  the d istrib u tion  o f the franchise was a conclusive 
example o f  the s ta te  o f a ffa ir s  which was no longer tolerated«^
His next step was to  appraise what he considered to be defects in  
the House o f Commons. I t  tvas admitted, he began, that the House o f  Com­
mons was a representative body* The question was, however, whom i t  rep— 1
1 He had made one or two observations on p o l i t ic a l  and governmental 
matters in  the second essay of the Pursuit o f Truth, pp. 150-52, but 
they rere  by no means comprehensive.
2
3
Parliamentary Reform, pp« 3-4« 
I b id .,  p . 7.
reseated . "Ths idea of deputation than involves ths power of e le ctio n  
and the power of removal; and i f  i t  is  proper and expedient in  any 
country to  hava a house of deputies, i t  i s  proper th at they should be 
deputed by the aen whose in te rests  they have to superintend, and be l i ­
able to be removed at stated  tim©3 by th e ir  co n stitu e n ts.w* On th is  
view, th erefo re, ho thought i t  was s u ff ic ie n t ly  c lear that the House of 
Commons defected. F ir s t ,  one h a lf  o f i t  was elected  by loss than two 
hundred in d iv id u als, and the remainder o f the members were not gen erally  
responsible to those who had returned them* Second, the duration of the 
elected  body was not w ithin the control of the e le c to rs . I t  v»a3 out of 
th is  review o f conditions that B ailey then proceeded to fashion his own 
set o f p o l i t ic a l  p r in c ip le s .
Sc fa r  as Commons fa i le d  to represent a sufficen oy of those whose 
in te re sts  i t  con tro lled , he saw an a solution  the p rin cip le  o f universal 
su ffra g e • Ee admitted that absolutely universal su ffrage was c le a r ly  
an. id ea l but lim itin g  case, and that i t  was, th erefo re, necessary to 
proscribe some lim itatio n  on the suffrages say, o f i l l i t e r a t e s ,  mental 
d e fe ctiv e s , and 00 on. Ee recognised that th is  admission immediately 
involved him in  the problem o f degree o f lim itatio n  and, accordingly of 
whore the lin e  should be drawn between (1) the mere in te llig e n t  e lecto rate  
and (2) the e le cto ra te  which represented the universal w i l l . 2 Ho gave
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no so lution  to  th is  problem, although he did urge th a t th e  rig h t o f 
Suffrage ought to  be extended to  women, sinoe i t  was wrong to  assume 
th at th e ir  in te re sts  were n ecessarily  oo-extensive or id e n tic a l w ith 
those o f th e ir  male r e la t iv e s .!  On balance, i t  i s  c le a r  th at B a iley  
preferred the w ider, to the narrower e le c to ra te , but that he recognised 
th at i t  was im possible to g ive a preoise delineation  o f i t s  s iz e  and com­
ponents ,
The same problem o f decree appeared in  his discussion o f the duration
o f Parliam ents. His f i r s t  suggestion was fo r  annual Parliaments, but he
appreciated that such a b r ie f  period might prove unworkable through i t s
continual disruption o f the organisational lin es and channels. I f  that
were the case, the duration could be extended gradually, keeping in  mind
th at " . . .  the duration o f  parliaments ought to be so short as to  keep
up a l iv e ly  sense o f re sp o n sib ility  in  the minds o f the rep resen tatives*B2
The la s t  Important p rin cip le  B ailey considered was that o f the b a l lo t .
His argument was th a t, inasmuch as a m ajority p rin cip le  fo r  deciding
public matters had been accepted, i t  n ece ssa rily  followed th at a vo ter
had to  be assured that h is vote would re su lt in  the e le ctio n  o f his
chosen candidate, provided his vote were in  the m ajority. The only way
th is  re s u lt could be brought about was by invoking the secret b a llo t*
The present system i s  productive o f the immorality o f enticement 
and in tim idation, to  an in calcu lab le  exten t. I t  g ives r is e  to  a 12
1 I b id ., pp. 19-20.
2 I b id .,  p . 24.
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double immorality: i t  induces the oandidate to  make u n ju stifia b le  
inroads on the independence o f e le c to rs , to  be g u ilty  o f attempt­
ing to  a llu re  or overawe th e ir  su ffrages, to  bribe or menace them 
out o f th e course prescribed by the public goodj and, on the other 
hand, i t  e ffe o ts  the degradation of the e le c to rs , by influencing 
them to give th e ir  votes in  opposition to  th e ir  sense of duty, end 
th ere fo re , to  v io la te  th e ir  consciences.1
Having set down these esse n tia l poin ts, B ailey concluded his essay 
with what he conceived to  be a modal address by a candidate to  h is con­
s titu e n ts , Such a candidate, he sa id , would appear before the e le c to rs , 
a fte r  the close o f the annual session . He would come forward not to  
s o l ic i t  votes, but to  submit his claims for examination to the v o te rs .
Ho would c a l l  upon them to  consider his " in te g r ity  and a b ilit ie s " ?  he 
would ask them to  consider whether or not those q u a litie s  would promote 
the "public good," He would not encourage anyone to vote fo r  him i f  the 
voter was convinced that another oandidate could b e tte r  serve the public? 
he would "re jo ice "  i f ,  a fte r  carefu l scrutiny o f tho claims of a l l  the 
candidates, the e lecto rs ohose one whose a b i l i t ie s  and zea l oould b e tte r  
serve the country than his own.^
In December o f 1830 B ailey  was once again present w ith the other 
S h e ffie ld  Reformers at a public meeting hold in  Paradise Square. By 
th is  time the TThig cabinet had been formed under Rarl Grey with the 
avowed intention  of bringing in  a Reform B i l l .  B ailey  c le a r ly  re fle c te d  
the general optimism and confidence in  the outcome when he to ld  the crowd 
that i t  was hardly necessary fo r  him to  re -sta te  the fam iliar and w e ll-  12
1 I b id ., p . 36.
2 I b id ., pp. 43-44.
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knoroi reform p rin c ip le s . The cause o f reform had been d e fin ite ly  
establish ed , he declared. The prospects looked b rig h tj the m ajority o f 
the nation was fo r  i t ,  as wore large numbers o f in te lle c tu a ls  and the 
p ress. Even the Government, he added, ” . . .  have placed themselves on 
the ra il-ro a d  of reform! i f  they move a t a l l ,  they must move stra ig h t 
forward, and I trusf; the power o f public opinion —  excited  at high 
pressure i f  need be, —  w il l  send them rap id ly  to  the go al.**  He cau­
tioned his audience to  beware of the opponents o f reform, who might seek 
to e x p lo it  minor d ifferen ces among reformers themselves and suggested 
that th e best way to  expediate the passage o f the B i l l  was to  support 
the M inistry com pletely. He fin ish ed  his remarks on the optim istic note 
th a t, before long the people o f S h effie ld  would see th e ir  own candidates 
before them on the hustings. The meeting wound up with the passage of 
another p e titio n  urging a shorter Parliament, extension o f the fran ch ise, 
a lte ra tio n  o f the method of vote-takin g, and such various other measures 
as would ensure f u l l ,  fre e , and equal representation fo r  the people o f 
S h e ff ie ld ,2
Heedless to say, B a ile y ’ s "ra il-ro ad  o f reform* did not maintain 
the fa c t  schedule he had hoped fo r , encountering, as i t  did, some rather 
d i f f i c u l t  sections at the hands of the Tory opposition. The frequent 
public meetings during the period to show support fo r  the M inisters of 12
1 Independent, 4 December, 1880.
2 Ib id .
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the Gray oabinot wore, th erefo re, ra-routed -.than the Ying dissolved 
Parliament on 22 A p ril, 1851. Tha immediate ob jective o f tha S ta ff ia id  
reformers than become to bring about the re -e le c tio n  o f tho Yorkshire 
reform members. B a iley  played M s usual part in  tho speeohnaking a t a 
puhllo dinner held for th j candidates.1 lie helped to  e sta b lish  a "Shef­
f ie ld  Petri o f  o Fund" for tho purpose of transporting e lecto rs to  York 
in  order to  r o t e .5* Hs joined, and was a Councilor o f , the S h e ffie ld  
P o lit ic a l  Union, whoso declared objective was reform. was present 
at most of tho public nestings convened during th is  period.** His pam­
phlet on reform was before the public and was discussed in  an Independent 
e d ito r ia l .4
With the return of tho Government in  the summer o f 1831, S h e ffie ld  
immediately sot about finding i t s  candidates, in  order that they be on 
hand as soon as the Reform B i l l  was passed. On the 26th o f  August a 
deputation headed hy Dr. A. Knight presented i t s e l f  to John Parker, son 
of Hugh Parker, the S h effie ld  m agistrate and banker, and. requested him 
to  o ffe r  him self as a candidate in  lie u  o f his fa th e r ’ s refu se! to  do so. 
Parker’ s rather breath less and involved rep ly  made i t  quite c le a r  that 1234
1 Independent, 50 April, 1831.
2 Ibid.. 7 May, 1831.3 Cf. Independent, 18 January» 1851t 29 January, 1831 j 12 February, 
1851j 15 Maroh, 1831.4 The editor observed that the pamphlet was written by Bailey and 
than it contained his usual "sound information and eloquent reasoning."
The work would, he thought, give a great impetus to the cause of reform 
by preserving the same spirit of inquiry which Bailey had manifest so well 
la tho Formation and Publication of Opinions. Independent, 15 January, 
183!. - ----------------  ---------------
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ha would bo only too happy to  asoodo to  the roqusst and th a t in  doing so 
ho would w all oorvo the commercial and businoss in te re sts  who had sought 
hioi out.*  Qa the follow ing day, the ladopendont oomnontod on Parker*s 
req u isitio n  and notad that "Samuel B uilay, P.A. Ward, Usury Walton, H. 
G aily  ¿n igh t, J. Rimington, and B* Stoado” wars being roforrod to as 
possib le candidates as w all* So fa r  a3 i t  could judge, the newspaper 
thought that '"public fo o lin g 11 favored B ailey , " . . .  whose w ritin gs and 
b u sin ess-lik e  habits and well-known p rin cip les f u l ly  prove h is fitn e ss  
fo r  tho high sta tio n  to which we doubt not his follow-townsmen w il l  ra ise  
him.'1 I.A* ’»lard was also  mentioned as haring high favor, and saaa stops 
Apparently had already been taken to prepare a req u isitio n  to him.2 Tho 
events which followed upon this s itu a tio n  are o f sons importance in  undor- 
ssanding B a ile y 's  conduct in  the.ensuing e le ctio n , so i t  w i l l  bo necessary 
to  consider them in  sons d e ta il .
I .A . Ward was, of course, a fam iliar fig u re  in  S h e ffie ld . Ha had 
boon brought up in  h is fa th e r 's  m ercantile concern and subsequently car­
ried  on the business himself* Ho was an ardent Reformer and became pres­
ident of tho S h e ffie ld  P o lit ic a l  Union, which ho had helped to  found. His 
Radicalism was o f a rather more earthy v a rie ty  than B a ile y 's , which gave 
him considerable popularity with the lower classes in  S h e ffie ld . At a l l  
events, a req u isitio n  was eventually addressed to him, as tho Independent
1 The Poll Book? containing a oorreot list of the Electors who Polled» 
jUotinguiahing the Can'cHdates for~w£om~they voted! also thefeces of the' 
Eegiscared Voter* who did 'not Poll in the First flection oFMembers for 
the Borough of Sheffield. neoltrib'er 'ib andl4, lb<>2. (Sheffield}'' 1833), p. 3.
"* 2 Independent, 27 August, 1831.
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had intimated* But i f  h is ohauooa oi* being ©looted seamed good,* i t  
i s  a lso  d e a r  th a t Ward bad some second thoughts as to tho f e a s ib i l i t y  
o f  his serving as Member fo r  S h e ffie ld . Be to ld  Hunter that hs lacked 
th e  necessary property q u a lifica tio n }  i f  he disposed o f h is  business, 
h is independency o f means might not be secure} he was a widower, and 
the demands upon bin time in  London might cause great disruptions in  
the care o f h is fam ily.^
In any ease, a week la te r  publio opinion had reduced the s ix  o rig in a l 
candidates to  two, beyond Parker, who had already aeoepted* These were, 
o f oourse, Ward and B ailey* With Parker already ce rta in , the problem 
seemed simple enough, fo r  Ward and B ailey were close enough in  th e ir  
p rin cip les and a ttitu d e s  to  oommand the votes o f almost id en tlo al e le o - 
tors* Therefore, i t  was merely a matter o f deciding between the two men. 
In the event, however, th is  problem beoame considerably more involved.
Tho Independent c o rre c tly  appraised the situation*
I t  i s  m anifest, however, that ainoe Mr. Parker, in  compliance 
w ith a re q u is itio n  which spoke the fe e lin g s  and wishes of almost 
the whole town, declared his intention  to beoame a candidate, another 
only i s  needed} and as the admirers and supporters o f Mr. WAHD end 
Mr» BAILEY are the same. I t  would be most im p o litic  and absurd to  
divide the in te re st  which, united, would be able  to  return e ith e r , 
but might otherwise be defeated by some other candidate.«« Their 
present r e la t iv e  s itu a tio n  i s  t h is .  A req u isitio n  to Mr. WARD was 
se t on fo o t la s t  week. This step would a t onoe have decided the 12
1  Ward, O p .,a it . ,  p . 297. "I have been to ld  that I  s h a ll hare a 
req u isitio n  addressed to  me, and that I  may depend upon 8 out o f 10 vot­
er* .«  T.A. Ward to  Joseph & m ter, 27 August, 1831.
2 I b id ., p , 287.
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mutual frien d s o f both p a rties  to forgo any previous in ten tion  o f 
in v itin g  Mr* BAILEY to o ffe r  himself* but i t  was understood th at 
Mr. WARD eould not a t present determine whether he should accept 
the o a ll  o f the req u isitio n  or n ot, and that even the presentation 
o f the dooument would not be s u ff ic ie n t  to induce him to  deoid® the 
important question, t i l l  the nearer approaoh o f the time o f e le e tio n . 
I t  was neoessary, th erefo re , fo r  those who had not already signed 
the req u isitio n  to  him, to  prepare one also fo r  Mr. BAILEY* in  order 
to  avert as fa r  as possib le the inconvenience that -would a r ise  from 
Mr. WARD'S h e sita tio n , should he afterwards resolve not to  become 
a candidate. Such a req u isitio n  is  therefore now in  the course o f 
sign atu re. —  We believe* however* that when the time o f e le ctio n  
sh a ll a rr iv e , one o f thOE© gentlemen w il l  leave the f ie ld  open to  
h is friends* sinee* i f  both should become candidates, both might be 
defeated by some other person* not possessed o f a t ith e  o f th e ir  
q u a lific a tio n s .1
The events which were soon to fo llo w  f a i r l y  w ell accorded with the 
Independent's p red ictio n s. Four days la te r  a deputation headed by John 
Watson, a brother o f B a ile y 's  oo-direotor a t  the Bank* presented the 
req u isitio n  to  B a ile y .2 In a c le a r  reference to  Ward's hesitancy, B ailey  
said  th at he would "unreservedly” aooept the request. He pointed out 
th at he considered him self to have certa in  q u a lifica tio n s best su itin g  
him to  represent S h e ffie ld  and i t s  in te r e s ts . He had long been engaged 
in  various kinds o f publie and p rivate business in  S h e ffie ld  and thus 
possessed some knowledge o f i t s  lo ca l problems and needs. And he had 
been, fo r  a large part of his l i f e ,  oeoupied with the study o f "prin­
c ip le s  o f  national p o licy"  on which the "momentous questions" o f the 
day were n eo essarily  determined.® He said  that he was impressed with 1
1 Independent* 3 September* 1831*
2 Poll ‘Book, PP* 4-5.
3 iF id V ; pp. 6 -7.
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two tundamental doctrines" whioh he would pursue with a l l  h is cap acities  
i f  he were e lected , v iz*  " . . .  th at a l l  p o lit ic a l  power without exception, 
whether in  the hands o f Kings, M inisters, R epresentatives, or E lectors, 
i s  r ig h t fu lly  held only fo r  the public g o o d ..."  and " . . .  that the same 
p rin cip les o f moral reoitude, the same r ig id  adherence to  equity and 
abstinence from encroachment on the righ ts o f others, whioh are required 
in  p rivate  l i f e ,  ought to  mark a l l  p o li t ic a l  transactions whether between 
a government and the people, or between one nation and another."* Be 
concluded by thanking the deputation fo r  the "high honour" they had con­
ferred  upon him by t h e i r *10X8 0 1 1  c ite d  o ffe r"  to  support him.2
On the 10th o f September the copies o f the req u isitio n  to  B ailey , 
and his acceptance o f i t ,  were published on the front page o f the Inde­
pendent. The day’ s e d ito r ia l referred  to  B a ile y ’ s req u isitio n  and noted 
th at the number o f s i gnatozi.es would have been la rg er had more time been 
a v a ila b le . A fte r  a quotation from B a ile y ’ s speech o f acceptance, the 
ed ito r declared that the Independent would think o f him " . . .  as our 
futu re representative w ith pride and ex u lta tio n ."  A referenoe was made 
to  Ward's p o sitio n , stressin g  again the awkward situ atio n  whioh would 
a r ise  i f  Ward b e late d ly  should decide to  become a candidate and express­
ing the hope that he would not "weaken the cause by d iv is io n ,"  e sp e c ia lly  
in  view o f the fa e t  th at B ailey  would never have been c a lle d  i f  Ward had
1 Ib id . ,  pp. 6-7.
2 Ibid., p* (s
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e a r lie r  declared hie in ten tion  to stand.^
One week la te r  a req u isitio n  was form ally presented to  Ward. Ho
accepted i t  w ith the conditions hitherto mentioned. The Independent
noted in  somewhat cool tones th a t Ward " . . .  adheres to the course which
we understood ho had deterrained upon, v i s .  to postpone fo r  tho present
givin g a deoisivo answer to the in v ita tio n ,*  I t  admitted th at Ward’ s
postponement was the cause fo r  presenting the req u isitio n  to  B ailey ,
but o lai-od  that npublic duty" had prescribed a "d iffe ren t course" from
so rely  s it t in g  id le y  by u n til Ward made up his mind what he wanted to 
Pdo. This "d iffe ren t course” was a reference to the a c t iv i t ie s  o f  the
fourth candidate who had entered the f ie ld  in  the meantime. He was James 
S ilk  Buckingham.
Buckingham was a w idely tra v e lle d  w riter and lectu rer who hnd under­
taken a crusade in  1829 against the Fast Indra Monopoly. He espoused 
fre e  trade and gen erally  moderate p o lit ic a l  measures.® His a c t iv i t ie s  
wore s u ff ic ie n t ly  well-known to  the S h effie ld  v ic in it y  fo r  the S h effie ld  
I r is  to  urge, on 13 August, 1829, the electio n  o f "the man to  whom in  
a l l  like lih ood  Great B rita in  w il l  be mainly indebted for the fre e r  in te r -  
coureo with the eastern w orld." From that time on, Buckingham's campaign 
against the East India Company's monopoly had been expanded into a course 
of lectu res on tho esse n tia ls  of his p o li t ic a l  creed, whibh sought free  1
1 Independent, 10 September, 1831.
2 Independent, 17 September 1831.
3 fe.E .T urner, Jamos S ilk  Buckingham (London* 1934), p. 246.
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tra d e , the a b o litio n  of s la v ery , and the usual g e n e ra litie s  o f "national 
happiness" and "universal peace." By August o f 1631 th is  broadside had 
been turned in to  an e x p lic it  campaign fo r  the b en efit of the S h e ffie ld  
e le c to r s , urging them to  choose one lo oal man to  serve th e ir  p a rticu la r  
In te re s ts , and one man o f wide experience and knowledge to  serve le s s  
r e s tr ic te d , but no le ss  b e n e fic ia l, ends.* Lest the S h e ffie ld  e le cto rs  
have any doubts about whoa he had in  mind to  f i l l  the la t t e r  parliamen­
ta r y  r o le , Buckingham took two hours to  explain to  them h is own views 
on the d u tie s, q u a lific a tio n s , and requirements o f parliam entary rep­
re s e n ta tiv e s .2 The S h e ffie ld  Mercury took Buckingham’ s lectu res as an
overt in v ita tio n  to  candidature.®
I t  is  evident now th at th e  suooess which attended Buckingham’ s
so rtie s  in  the p o l i t ic a l  f ie ld  was the fa c to r  which had moved the sup­
porters o f  Parker, Ward, and B ailey  to  th e ir  respective courses o f a ctio n . 
Buckingham’ s im p e ria lis tic  and free  tirade tirad es had obviously appealed 
to  the monied in te r e s ts , and the number of Go’ s" signatory to  h is 
re q u is itio n  bears th is  out. Moreover, his s ty le  o f oratory was popular 
with the lower c la s s e s , who were charmed by his readiness to  confront 
any and a l l  re a l or imaginary abuses»* With Buckingham apparently 1
1 *3>id., pp. 246-47,
2 Independent, 6 August, 1831.
» ^August, 1831.
4 J . Hunter, Hal lams hi r e , ed. A. Gatty (London: 1806), p . 179. C f.
Also Philo V e rita s , A Letter"to  John Saneom, Esquire, the Master C u tler.And the Keturning Officer for tho ".jorough of Sheffield on the proooedTnjce
i f  th e  reoent E lection  (S h e ffie ld : 1836;, p . 4» "
„ Ward,  who had introduced Buckingham to  James Montgomery, thought him 
Amiable" and a " . . .  most flu e n t, conversational speaker, c le a r , s a r c a s t ic , 
and argumentative, but not possessing th e highest speoies o f oratory -  the 
Power o f  moving the fo e lin g s  and a ffe c tio n s  o f  h is a u d i t o r s P e e p s  
in to  th e  P est, p . 293.
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rawing along at a grant dip, cmd with Parker already a certa in  candi­
date, the supporters o f  Ward and B a llsy  had agreed, as has teen pointed 
out, th at overtures would f ir s *  bo nude to  Ward. I f  ho accepted, nothing 
would bo forthcoming to  B a iley j i f  he dessurrod, th e ir  weight would swing 
in  behind B a ile y . In e ith e r  case, ifc was c le a r ly  necessary fo r  them 
to  act quickly in  order to  damp down tb s  v e lo c ity  BwriilBghlWB had b u ilt  
up. As tho e d ito r ia ls  in  the Independent had made c le a r , however, Ward*e 
h esita tio n  forced the lib e r a l Ward-Bailey support err, to  proceed simul­
taneously w ith two e n tr ie s . Thus, the s itu atio n  on September tho 17th , 
whan Buckingham acceded to  his deputation*« rocuest to  booowe & candi­
d a te ,!  vas th at Parker and B ailey  were poised opposite Buckingham.
Ward was hanging f ir e *
I t  was in  those circumstances that S h effie ld  found i t s e l f  when the 
House o f lords refused to  pass tho Government*s Reform B i l l  in  October, 
1851. A cholera epidemic during the winter o f 1BS1-52 snotherod much 
o f  the S h e ffie ld  reform a g ita tio n , so the* i t  was »ot u n til e&rlV 
1852 th at the S h e ffie ld  Rofcmers were again heard, p etition in g  the H ag 
to  crea te  a s u ffic ie n t  number o f Peers to ensure the passage o f the Re­
form B U I through the lo rd s .8 In the meantime, Buckingham c l e a r l y  had 
kept bins I f  in  the public eye by spending the w inter in  S h e ffie ld , giving
lectu res on India at the husio B a ll.»  B a iley , o f courea, as busy with 12
1 I«dependant, 17 , September, 1851.
2 independent, S May, 1832.
5 H e'also spent some time experimenting w ith the slope and p osition  
o f the demand curve fo r  t ic k e ts  to  his le c tu re s . Bis procedure was to  
®ake an advance s a le  o f 2/'6d. fo r  each t ic k e t|  when the sa le  seemed below hla expectations, he would a lt e r  the o rig in a l contract by admitting one 
Suest f r e e  w ith each t ic k e t  holder. As might be expected, th is  procedure 
l e t  him in  fo r  some adverse c r it ic is m . Turner, op# o l t . , p . 243.
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the a ffa ir s  at the Bank. He a lso  devoted a considerable amount o f time 
during the w inter to  the problem o f  the cholera epidemic and to the 
establishment o f a Public Dispensary in  S h e ffie ld .*
With W ellington’ s fa ilu re  to  form.a cabinet and Lord Grey’ s r e c a ll  
in  May, 1852, the Reform B i l l  was assured o f i t s  passage through Lords. 
June, th erefo re, saw S h effie ld  making preparations fo r  a celebration  be­
f i t t in g  tha occasion. On the 9th day o f th at month, immediately a fte r  
the Reform B i l l  had been passed by the House of Lords and in  the midst 
o f general optimism, the S h e ffie ld  Reform party was plunged in to  complete 
consternation when Ward published an eloquent acceptance o f the req u isi­
tio n  whioh had been tendered to  him nine months b e f o r e T h e  Independent 
pointedly observed th at Ward had accepted the in v ita tio n  given to  him 
wsome time ago."55 With four candidates now in  the f i e l d ,  a oontest was 
in e v ita b le . Prom th is  time on, the campaign began in  earnest.
B a iley  soon published an open le t t e r ,  between the lin e s  o f which 
i t  is  not d i f f ic u lt  to  see an implied reference to  Ward’ s actio n s.
The length o f time Qho said^which has elapsed since in v ita ­
tio n s  were p u b lic a lly  given to  several individuals to become Candi­
dates fo r  the Representation of S h e ffie ld , seems to render i t  proper, 
i f  not necessary, that you should be e x p lic i t ly  ln fom ed, now th at 
you are at la s t  happily invested with the E lective Franchise, wheth­
er the intentions o f those who accepted such in v ita tio n s , continue 
the same *4 1234
1 Independent. 12 November, 1831, 21 January, 1852, ¿8 A p r il, 1852.
2 Independent!", 9 June, 1852. Ward’ s d iary, Peeps in to  the Past,
P. 298, has“ the entryt "June 9, Crossed the Rubloon." Turner, op. d i t . , 
p . 200 claimed that B ailey and Parker followed Ward in  announcing them­
se lv e s . C learly , th e ir  announcements had been made the previous September.
3 Independent, 9 June» 1932.
4 Independent, 16 June, 1852.
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He declared that h is own sentiments remained unchanged from the time he
had f i r s t  accepted his req u isitio n  and restated  once again that*
. . .  the corn laws, the East India and bank monoplies, negro s la very , 
the obstacles to  the dissemination o f knowledge, the w astefu l expen­
diture o f our fin a n c ia l system, the s ta te  o f Irelan d , the defects o f 
our o i v i l  and crim inal laws, are subjeots requiring a l l  the extensive 
knowledge and coolness o f judgement whioh can be brought to  th e ir  
consideration. On these momentous to p ics , X sca rce ly  need inform 
you, I agree w ith  the m ajority o f my fe llo w  townsmen being on the 
side o f freedom against monopoly, o f  l ib e r ty  against oppression, o f 
knowledge against ignorance, o f eoonomy against extravagance, o f 
equity against ju s t ic e . !
Ward’ s platform  was gen erally  the same as B a ile y 's . He championed 
l ib e r ty  and reform* H© urged the ab o litio n  o f t it h e s ,  o f  the China mon­
opoly, o f  s lavery , and o f taxes on knowledge. As President o f the Shef­
f ie ld  P o lit ic a l  Union he had considerable popularity w ith the working 
c la s s e s . He enhanced th is  by urging the improvement o f the worker’ s 
p o sitio n , correction  o f municipal abuses, and use o f the secre t b a llo t*  
l ik e  B a ile y , he declared that he was opposed to a personal oanvass fo r  
v o te s .2 Ward’ s committee apparently had fewer compunctions on th is  
soore, however. For having made the e x p lic it  request to  a l l  candidates 
to  re fra in  from a canvass,1 23 4in  th e follow ing week i t  made a complete 
about-faee. The Independent brought forward conclusive evidenoe th at 
Ward’ s supporters were making personal so lic ita tio n s*^  In fa o t, sh o rtly
1 Ib id .
2 wSTd, Peeps into the P ast, p. 298. Ward to  Joseph & m ter, 24 
August, 1832.
3 Independent, 16 June, 1832.
4 Independent, 25 June, 1832.
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before the actual p o llin g , his Committee claimed that 1700 pledges had 
been given to  Ward by the e le c to rs .*  Whether Ward him self sanctioned 
those a c t iv it ie s  may bo questioned, fo r  h is own honesty and in te g r ity  
had ra re ly  been compromised. But h is Committee probably raw th e ir  
candidate's la te  entry in to  the f ie ld  as a source o f extraordinary meas­
u re s .2 Buckingham, o f oourse, had been canvassing "wholesale” from, the 
very beginning.®
By the end o f June i t  had become c le a r  that i t  was too c o s tly  fo r 
B a ile y 's  committee to  abstain  from making a general canvass. According­
ly ,  the committee, o f  whom Edward Smith was Chairman, pxiblished in  the 
Independent, SO June, 1832, the statement*
Mr. B a ile y 's  Committee having received an o f f ic ia l  oonrnmnication , 
th at the fr ie n d 's  o f the other Candidates have commenced a general 
Canvass, re s p e c tfu lly  inform the electors of S h e ffie ld , that they 
w i l l  s i t  d a ily , a t the Committee Room, a t the Commercial Inn, Bay 
Market, S h e ffie ld , u n til the Canvass be completed. ¡They w i l l  be 
happy to  receive the assistance o f friends o f that Gentleman, and 
to  re g is te r  th e ir  v o tes. The Electors are eleo re s p e ctfu lly  in ­
formed, that they w i l l  be waited upon as e a rly  as p o ssib le .
The Independent i t s e l f  deprecated the in it ia t io n  by Ward's committee o f 
a personal canvass, and praised B ailey and Parker fo r  having refrain ed  
from undertaking on© as long as p o ssib le . The follow ing month, the In­
dependent. came out in  " o f f ic ia l"  support o f Parker and B ailey  as i t s  I*3
I Xeroury, 16 June, 1332,
M .  I  ¿ M -Z S S Z  p ro test asa in st en attes.pt
Union t ,  usurp the C u tle r 's  —  “ b ~ t7 o n I t ^ p « « E.
plaoe at the head of a procession organis , . . Qr  not cannot be
o f the Heforn B U I. Whether Bf î f £ “ £ £ £  £ i C  1= * 0
ascertained. But i t  was signed A .B ., a a s s ig n * ^ «  *
have used sometimes.
3 Philo V e rita s , op. d t . , p . «•
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choice for Sh e ffie ld ’ s representatives.’
During th is period Bailey had been attending almost weekly meetings 
connected with the election . While his committee undertook a canvass 
of so rts , ho hiii8olf remained opposed to a personal so lic ita t io n , up­
holding the sentiments he had published in the Reform pamphlet. 3e con­
tinued to re iterate  his claim that a l l  a candidate should ask of the 
eleotoro was that they know of his qualifications and program and that 
they base th e ir  ohoices on th is information. He gave a l ig h t , stim ulat­
ing toast to the great mind of Bcntham at a dinner in  June celebrating 
the passage of the Reform B i l l .1 2 At the end of the 3ams month he spoka 
on the in jurious e ffec ts of the escisting com laws and urged the imposition 
instead of a fixed  countor-vailing duty. He also protested against the 
Bank of England monopoly and the advantages i t  unfairly derived from the 
absence of competition. He referred to the usual items of negro slavery, 
the East India Monopoly, economy and retrenchment, and had to deny a 
report that he did not ¿spouse the Christian fa ith .3 A few ’.reeks la te r  
Buckingham’ s supporters circulated a handbill attacking B ailey ’ s re lig iou s 
principles and quoting (probably without understanding) the Edinburgh 
Review as authority fo r  B a llsy ’ s d isb e lie f in m iracles.4 Cholera again
1 Indeoandant. 14 Ju ly , 18S2.
2 Independent, 23 June, 1832.
o Independent, 30 June, 1632.
4 Of. Chapter X II, supra, P.579.In a le tte r  to Joseph Hunter, 50 
September, 1832, Ward observed that Buckingham’ s supporters ” . . .  speak 
i l l  of Bailey as a D eist.” Peeps into the Past, p. 299.
interrupted the campaign ac tiv ity  during the summer end autumn, and 
B a iley 's committee annouuceu that i t  would suspend i t s  canvass until 
nearer election  tim e.1 Bailey Busied himself with the usual duties at 
the Bank, an election  to the Board of Health,^ a petition  protesting 
the wrongs done Poland by R u ssia ,0 aiid work involved in  founding a 
Mechanics In stitu te  for Sheffield»^ F inally , when Parliament was d is­
solved in Deoember, he published a long le tte r  restatin g  Ins old positions 
on the com laws, the Bank of England charter, the currency, abolition 
of t ith e s , taxes on knowledge, and the Bast India monopoly? A few days 
a fte r  th is ,  along with the other candidates, he had his f in a l opportunity 
to confront ids constituents.
the nomination of the various candidates took place at the hustings 
situated  opposite the worn Bxonangs in  the Hay Market, ¿.arly on the 
morning of December 12th the d ifferent groups of supporters began to 
demonstrate fo r their fav o rite s . Rosettes and favors were displayed 
signifying particu lar ailegienoes; yellow was for dard, orange for Parker, 
pink for Buckingham, and green for Bailey* About ten o'clock the Master 
Cutlor, Mr. Ihomas Dunn, read'the order callin g together those persons 
interested in the election of Members to represent Sheffield  -in the en- 12345
1 Independent, 21 July, 1832,
2 Independent, 28 July, 1852.
3 inaeoendent, 8 September 1852. 15 September, 1832,
4 Independent, 20 October, 1832.
5 Ib id ., 8 Doeomber, 1832.
suing Parliament. A fte r  speaking gen erally  on the duties and obligation s 
o f e le c to rs , the problems confronting rep resen tatives, and bhe proper 
conduot in  the in stan t proceedings, Mr. Bunn then inquired i f  any gen tle­
man had a candidate to  propose. Dr. Arnold Knight came forward to  nom­
in ate  John Parker, to  the accompaniment o f "groans" by the crowd. Joseph 
Read’ s seconding o f Knight's motion was greeted with "great disapproba­
t io n . "1 Then Edward Smith, B a ile y 's  committee ohairaan, came forward 
and sa id , "Fellow Townsmen, I beg leave to  present to  you Samuel B a iley , 
o f Burn Greave, as a f i t  and proper person to  represent th is  borough 
in  the ensuing Parliament, and I do hereby nominate him accordingly. —  
(Loud C heers.)"2 A fte r  Smith's motion was seconded by William Fisher, 
Ebenezer E l l io t t  proposed T.A. Ward, who was duly seconded. Then William 
Vickers proposed, and Mr. Ibbotson seoonded Buckingnam, "••• amidst 
tremendous oheers and waving o f h a ts ."3
The candidates then were requested to  speak to  the assemblage in  
the order proposed. Parker, who was a Whig, came f i r s t  and spoke "amidst 
h isses and groans, and oheers from his frien d s, which eontinued during 
the whole t im e . . . . "  He continued on a t greater length than any o f the 
other speakers, touching on the cause o f additional reform ,inequities 
in  the former system o f representation, tr ie n n ia l e le c tio n s , the b a llo t ,  
s im p lifica tio n  o f the le g a l system, co d ifica tio n  o f a system o f  punish-
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xnsnt, reformation of the Churoh Establishment, ab o litio n  o f s la very , 
national finance and commerce, fre e  trade, rev ision  o f the corn laws, 
and peace. A fte r  th is  encyclopedic perfonnanoe, he answered eomo quest* 
ions put to  him about t it h e s ,  the currency, and the East India monopoly, 
and then " . . .  resumed hie seat amidst groans, h isses, and oheers."
B ailey  was next to speak, having taken the oath on the necessary 
property q u a lific a tio n . His speaoh dealt with several items which, as 
he sa id , he had not previously considered in  his e a r lie r  addresses to 
th e  e le c to r s . He took i t  that his audienoe was aware o f h is Reform 
pamphlet and h is stand on questions o f general in te r e s t . He thus went 
d ir e c t ly  into a discussion of the inequitable re g re e s iv ity  of tho window 
ta x . He suggested that the assessed taxes should be lowered and that a 
system of graduated property taxes be substituted in stead. Ho inveighed 
against the system o f impressment, which he oonceived to  be in  the seme 
moral error as negro s la v ery . On the same lin o  he reoomnendod an im­
provement in  the working conditions o f ch ild  "slavery" in  the cotton 
and woolen in d u strie s . He urged that ca p ita l punishment t ?  abolished 
in  even more cases than had been achieved by the work o f Romilly and 
Mackintosh. On in tern ation al re la tio n s , he thought that they were beet 
confined to the exchange of "commodities and knowledge." He agreed, 
however, that when a strong nation transgressed upon a weaker one, "moral 
duty" required in terferen ce by a th ird  in  order to  protect the transgressed. 1
1 I b id ,,  pp. 17-22.
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The remainder of h is speech was directed toward proving h is p a rticu la r  
qualifications tc be a Member o f Parliament. He made two p oin ts. F ir s t ,  
he stressed  the time-consuming nature o f a Member’ s duties and a c t iv i t ie s  
in  London* For this he allowed that he wns well prepared, having his 
whole time at his disposal and being financially independent. Hie second 
point was in  the nature o f a reply to a person who had written a le t t e r
charging that he would be unable to hold his own in  the rough-and-tumble 
o f a Commons debate and th a t, th erefo re, he would be unable to  n. . .  sub­
due or overawe opposition in to  a oalm."-*- B ailey rep lied  to tn is  that 
he f e l t  not the le a st  awed or intim idated before men o f "rank and ta le n t ,"  
and that he objected to  having Members o f  Parliament a l l  out to  f i t  the 
same Procrustian bed o f id e n tica l capacities and a b i l i t i e s .  He c ite d  
Ricardo as an example o f a Member who lacked eloquence in  h is speeohes, 
but who, n everth eless, was heard w ith respect and atten tion  when he spoke. 
Repeating once again his request that the e lecto rs .ionor -i.. on... with 
th e ir  "p e rfe c tly  fre e  and unbiassed ohoioe, B ailey set up a nautical
metaphors —
I have nailed  the green f la g  to  the mast o f the good ship Emerald, 
and intend to keep up the b a tt le  to  the la te s t  moment} and whether 
I have to  contend with a ga llan t 74 from the dockyard o f the House 
o f Orange, or a t ig h t  b u ilt  b rig  from the Park, or a fa s t  sa ilin g  
Indiaman from Calcutta (loud applause) I w i l l  not resign  the con­
te s t  while a frien d  stands by my sid e , or a plank remains above
water —  1
1 Independent. 8 December, 1832, The w riter was Buckingham. 
°f*  Philo V ert.tas,~op. o i t . ,  p . 35.
dud rasumad his seat to the no«ompauL-iont o f "hearty cneors and great 
applause."*-
ib i s  d i f f i c u l t ,  of course, to  evaluate the "loud chearingsn and 
’’great applause" v#hioh appeared a t in terva ls  w hile B ailey spoke. ¿hers 
i s  no way of knowing how completely or strongly they represented the 
fe e lin g s  o f the crowd, or more im portantly, tho a 13 rrseh oid ers. But 
a t tho very minimum, i t  is  hard to  give* mush orcdoaac to «ho onargo «hat 
B ailey was tho '’th e o re tica l p o lit ic a n ,"  unable to appeal to the sympathies 
and in te re sts  o f "p ra ctica l men." Once again his 3pacch roads lik e  fc-ie 
sort of thing which p o lit ic ia n s  have expounded ever sinoe tho f i r s t ,  
whoever he was, sought to give his audience the much-abused and hoary 
"few simple fa o ts ."  Whether or not B ailey locked, l ik e  a ’lo g ic a l propo­
s it io n "  when he delivered his addresses cannot bo known, of course.
But the things he said  were ce rta in ly  not so ’'th eo retica l as to  be un­
in te re stin g  or unappealing to the vo ters. I f  he was not the most popular 
candidate with the general orowd, ho was, a t any ra te , in variab ly  t r e a t­
ed w ith respeot by them.2
T.A. Ward followed B ailey on the speaker's atand and repeated the 
substance o f  h is previously declared p o li t ic a l  p ositio n . Buckingham 
came la s t .  A fte r  passing once more over his own p o l i t ic a l  ground in  
much the same fashion as the other speakers, he brought o f f  what was 1
1 Poll &ook. pp. ¿2-26.
2 Fhilo Veritas, op. cit., p. 36
doubtless the major oratorical triumph of the day —  at the expense of
B a ile y . His speeoh deserves to be recorded at length*
In f e r t i l i t y  o f his w it , the exuberance o f his fancy, and 
la rg e ly  crea tiv e  powers o f his fin e  imagination, Mr* B a iley  gave 
you a b e au tifu l and happy designation o f the sev era l candidates, 
as 8hips o f d iffe re n t classes end kinds. In the f i r s t  plaoe he 
mentioned ’ a man o f war, from the dock—yards o f the House of 
Orange,* *a t ig h t  l i t t l e  brig  from S h e ffie ld  Park,* »and the f a s t -  
s a ilin g  East Indiamen from Calcutta* * How, although X do not pre­
tend to  be an oracle of naval metaphore, yet I think you w i l l  g ive 
me cre d it fo r  possessing a s u ffic ie n t  knowledge 01 s a l t  water 
a f fa ir s  to  explain  th is .  In the f i r s t  plaoe then, »a man o f war* 
i s  gen erally  employed fo r  intim idation or fo rce , and I think you 
w i l l  admit that is  i s  a very proper designation fo r  Mr. Parker, as 
a man o f war i s  gen erally  supposed to oarry a great weight o f 
m etal, and i s  therefore w ell calculated  to represent the moneyed 
in te re st  o f the town* He next spoke o f *a t ig h t  l i t t l e  b rig  from 
S h e ffie ld  Park,* which was probably spoken without considering the 
f u l l  exten t and meaning of the expression) lo r  when the oracles 
o f old were in sp ired , they often spoke what they did not understand 
them selves, though i t  was understood by others, and modern oracles 
may sometimes do the seme! »Tight l i t t l e  brig,»  then, i s  one th at 
w i l l  never spring a leak and w i l l  stand a l l  weathers and a l l  storms, 
which i s  in  no danger o f being foundered or shipwrecked, and per­
haps Mr* Ward may yet prove the trveh and force oj. t in s  designation 
given to  h is l i t t l e  v e s s e l. Mr* B ailey nex< noncurc . 3 with a 
designation o f which I am more proud than a l l  the r e s t , and fo r  
which I return my very most hearty thanks, that o f  the » fa s t-s a il­
ing East Indiaman o f Calcutta.» Yes, S ir s , they have found that 
I have sa ile d  too fa s t  fo r  them already. And, by and by, th ey w i l l  
fin d  that my fa s t- s a il in g  q u a litie s  w il l  plaoe me higher in  the 
p o ll ,  than the man o f wsr with a l l  her m etal, may now think 
p o ssib le . But there is  something more in  a fa s t - s a il in g  East 
Indiaman. An East Indiaman, you know gen erally  oarries the r ich ­
est fre ig h t o f a l l  the ships that navigate the seasj and with f a s t ­
s a ilin g  thus combined, a oargo o f r ich  and varied ^ n d . * only 
hope th at I may bs found to possess th is  happy combination, and 
then, I need not fe a r  the issu e . The honourable gentlem an how­
ever, did not designate him self, end therefore v marltin»
lib e r ty  to  sunply th is  s lig h t omission, by furnishing a maritime 
comparison fo r  him a lso , and rate  him in  h is proper c la ss  o f ship­
p in g  I consider Mr. B ailey , then, to resemble a stenm v e sse l but 
the engine kept a t too low a pressure. The steam i s  too d i f f io u lt
to  get up —  there i3  want o f f i r e ;  and although when the weather 
Is  fin e  and the water smooth, and b righ t sunshine cheers the sky, 
he would make a good cru ise r  on r iv ers  and smoother waters —  y e t, 
bring Mm out in to  the boisterous ocean —  se t Mm to  s a i l  upon 
the sen of s t r i f e  and contention —  bring the c h ill in g  night a ir  
upon his frame as w ell as the day, and he would be u tte r ly  lo s t  
in  the c o n f lic t*1
Thus Buckingham on him self and his r iv a ls .
The speeohmaking completed, Mr. Dunn then proceeded to c a l l  fo r  a 
show o f hands fb r the respective candidates. About 30,000 people were 
gathered at the time in  the Hay Market, although only 3,500 S h e ffie ld  
c itize n s  a ctu a lly  possessed the h 10 Freeholder q u a lific a tio n  e n tit lin g  
them to  vo te . The c a l l  for Parker was answered with s"very inconsiderable 
number.” When B a iley ’ s name was mentioned, there appeared to be a 
" t r if ly in g  m ajority” over Parker’ s vo tes. The announcement o f Ward 
” . . .  was greeted by a show of hands, amounting at le a s t  to  14,000 or 
15,000." Bixckingham’ s name then was read, and at th is  " . . .  the show of 
hands was immense.”  ̂ Mr. Dunn then proclaimed that the S h effie ld  e le c­
to rs  had ohosen Ward and Buckingham as th e ir  representatives in  the Reform 
Parliament# When quiet was eventually restored, B ailey and Parker came 
forward and, as was expeoted, demanded a p o ll .  The Master Cutler there­
upon announced that p o llin g  would take piece fo r  two days on the Thursday 
and Friday follow ing, and the town undertook to  prepare i t s e l f  fo r  the 
p o li t ic a l  f e s t i v i t i e s .
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The polling oosamenoed at 3 o ’ clock Thursday morning. Throughout 
the day Buckingham led the town p o ll, but by evening, when the outlying 
townships had made their returns, Parker stood at the head, Buckingham 
was next, followed by Ward, with Bailey la s t .  At the olose of the p o ll* 
on Thursday, each candidate spoke to the assembled crowd, expressing his 
confidence in the following day’ s outcome. Bailey proclaimed his 
ignorance of the present sta te  of the p o ll, and allowed that i t  was un­
important, since one ¿hay’ s a c t iv it ie s  were, in his view, no criterion  
of two, fie took the opportunity of refuting a charge by an "anonymous 
slanderer"^ that his physics! condition was bad and called upon his 
doctor’ s records to corroborate his claim. Be assured the people that 
he would keep the poll open to the la te s t  time permitted by law, acting 
on the maxim "n il desperandum - never despair," and sat down amid the 
fam iliar "hearty cheers.
By the time the po lls closed on Friday the town was in  such an 
agitated  sta te  that the respective committee chairmen agreed to dispense 
with speeches by their candidates in the hopes that the demonstrators 
would disperse. The hope was unfounded, however. That evening the 
non*electors proceeded en masse to the house of a Mr. ihlfryman, who 
was a friend of Parker, had served as a sort of campaign manager for 
him and privately  had acted as his so lic ito r , and began to bombard the 1
1 Who was Buckingham. Cf. Philo V eritas, op. o i t . ,  p . 56,
2 Poll Book«, pp* S4-S5.
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premises w ith stones and other m is s ile s . The a rr iv a l o f  the p a tro llin g  
constabulary and so ld ie rs  raised the disturbance into  a fu ll-fle d g e d  
r io t  in  whioh s ix  people ware k il le d  and several were Injured. On Sat­
urday afternoon at li3 0 , a l l  speeches having been abandoned in  lig h t  
o f the events o f the previous evening, Mr. Dunn peremptorily announced 
the re s u lts .
Parker 1,515
Buckingham • • • • • 1,498
W ard.............................1,210
B a iley  • • • • • • •  815
The voting figu res are, of course, oonolusive. Baoh e le cto r  was 
e n tit le d  to  two v o te s . In the event approximately 432 electo rs fa i le d  
to  vote at a l l ,  leaving a possible to ta l number o f votes o f roughly 
6,000 fo r  the 3,500 reg istered  v o te rs . Out o f the 3,000 a c tu a lly  vot­
in g , Buckingham was able to  secure 428 "plumpers,” i . e .  e le cto rs  who 
used only one o f th e ir  two vo tes. The to ta l  number o f plumpers fo r  the 
other candidates was su b stan tia lly  le ss  than th is .  There i s  probably 
nothing to  be gained by conjecturing on the resu lt " i f "  a l l  the e le cto rs  
had voted and " i f "  a l l  had voted fo r  two candidates. Possib ly the 400- 
odd who did not vote at a l l  might have distrib uted  th e ir  choices in  such 
a way as to  modify the actual result? p ossib ly , i f  Buckingham's plumpers 
had voted fo r  another candidate as w e ll, the outcome might have been 
d iffe r e n t. But i t  i s  c le a r  enough, that without knowing the background 
circumstances o f these 800 votes whioh were not exercised at a l l ,  l i t t l e  
can be gained in  second guessing.
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On the other hand, i t  is  worthwhile to  point out the fa c t  that 
Ward's and B a ile y 's  to ta l  number o f votes bore out the fe a r  whieh the 
Independent had expressed before the e le c tio n , namely th at i f  both Ward 
and B ailey  entered the campaign, both might be defeated by a th ird  candi­
date who could s l ip  between them* As the t r u ly  Radical candidates. Ward 
and B ailey  had enough votes between them to put e ith er one at the head 
o f the poll* When the s itu atio n  is  seen in  th is  l ig h t ,  however, i t  is  
d i f f ic u l t  not to  make a strong presumption fo r  B a ile y 's  defeat on Ward's 
d ila to ry  ta c t ic s  in  the face of the open agreement made between h is and 
B a ile y 's  mutual supporters* Doubtless B ailey was too much o f  a gen tle­
man to make an e x p lic it  charge o f th is  nature against Ward. But in  his 
le t t e r  o f thanks to  the S h effie ld  e lecto rs immediately a fte r  the e le ctio n  
i t  i s  possible to  fin d  a s l ig h t ly  se lf-righ teou s tin ge o f complaint which 
may be re la ted  to Ward** *I
1 "Having been o r ig in a lly  in v ited  to  become a Candidate under 
oirouastaaoes highly Honourable to me, and having endeavoured through­
out to  conduct the contest in  an upright, peaoeful, and orderly maimer,
I have at le a s t  the s a tis fa c tio n  o f beizig able to  look baok upon it 
without se lf-re p ro a c h .* .."  Independent, 22 Deoember, 1832*
Some, but c e rta in ly  not very nuch weight may be given to  the argument 
th at Bailey»e fa i lu r e  was due to h is "unapproachable manner" or to  the 
"aloofness" o f the "th eoretica l p o litic ia n » " Personal considerations 
may, o f course have influenced the choices o f sam9 o f the e le c to rs .*
The fa r  more l ik e ly  d ivisio n  o f votes would seem to have been between 
the d e fin ite  Radical candidates, Ward and B ailey , and the two others 
representing the business and commercial in te rests  of the town. Thus, 
the Radical forces wore divided when Ward refused to make a d e fin ite  
answer to the req u isitio n  o r ig in a lly  presentad to him. Once B ailey  had 
been asked end had committed him self, i t  was impossible fo r  him to  w ith­
draw, given his honesty and in te g r ity  and conviction th at, having been 1
1 Leader suggests that the B ailey firm ’ s p ractise  o f the truck or 
"stu ffin g "  system o f wage payments was responsible fo r  B a ile y ’ s poor 
showing. Regarding the payment in  kind, i t  was said  that the firm  had 
" . . .  r ig h t ly  or wrongly, the reputation o f la rg e ly  carrying on the 
obnoxious system —  and the unpopularity that incurred lasted  so long 
a fte r  the system f o i l  in to  desuetude, that the defeat o f Mr. Samuel 
B ailey , at tho f i r s t  Parliamentary e lectio n  fo r  S h e ffie ld , was a ttrib u ted  
by some in  olose touch rdth public sentiment, to  tho prejudice s t i l l  
ex istin g  in  the minds o f the townsfolk against the race o f facto rs to  
whom he had belonged." S h effie ld  in  the 18th Century, p. 1 11 .
John B ailey  had been a staunch Defender of" the s tu ffin g  system and 
had argued th at i t  was not detrimental to the S h effie ld  ou tlery  trad e. 
Independent, 18 March, 1820. Cf. also  Leader, History o f the Company 
of” Cutlers in  Hallamahire, I ,  282. S h e ffie ld  Daily Telegraph, 19 
"January, l37'0. Samuel did not make a’ "formal pronouncement one way or 
the other, although he had seemed to suggest e a r lie r  that a law out­
laid  ng the system seemed to  v io la te  that freedom of bargaining which 
was a "grand p rin cip le  o f p o lit ic a l  economy....'* C f. questions, pp. 95-96.
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asked, i t  was Ids duty to Ms req uisition ers to  oomply.
I f  to a l l  tMB is added the fa c t  th at both the p rin cipal S h e ffie ld  
newspapers, the Independent and the Mercury, openly supported B ailey , 
there is a strong presumption that the e lectio n  resu lts  turned on some-* 
thing more than mere p erson ality  considerations. Although the S h effie ld  
e lecto rs may have been swayed in part by o rato ries, i t  is  surely giving 
them cred it fo r minimal Intelligence and perception to claim th at they 
a l l  wore beguiled in  the face o f reason. Sh effie ld ers were probably no 
le ss  aroused over reform than any other seotion o f the country. Of the 
four candidates, only Buckingham was not a reformer, ihat he should 
havo defeated both o f the outright reform candidates seems to fin d  a 
sounder explanation in  the s p lit  o f the Reform bloc rather then in  
B a ile y ’ s personality*
4.
Tiro years a fte r  th is  f i r s t  defeat Brougham reviewed Eboneeer
E llio t t* s  Porn Law Rhymes, in  the course o f which he observed that*
The men o f S h effie ld  were not more wanting in  discernment than in 
a proper pride of th e ir  townsmen, when they preferred, at the laat 
e le ctio n , the speeches of Mr. Buckingham to the s te r lin g  merits of 
»the Bentham of H ailam shire.* For the sake of Montgomery and Elliott, 
wo tru st that i t s  poets havo a better ohance than i t s  metaphysician» 
and p o li t ic a l  economists o f being prophets in  th e ir  own country.! 1
1 Edinburgh Review, LX (October, 1814), 92* E ll io t t  had dedicated 
one o f his poems,' 'la th ered  Wild Flow ers," to  the "Author of the Essay 
on the Formation and Rubli oat ion o f Opinions —  fix© Bentham of Hailam­
s h i r e . C o r n - L a w  Rhymes; The Splendid V illage? The V illa g e  Patriarch; 
Love, and other Poems (London* 1834) I I ,  235.
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Brougham’ s tru st was not to  be long In the te s tin g , however. Shortly 
a fte r  his return from a "tour o f p leasu re,"1 B ailey once again became 
involved in  p o l i t ic s .  The dism issal o f the Melbourne M inistry by the 
Ring in  November followed by the Duke o f W ellington’ s temporary govern­
ment, had raised tho p ro b ab ility  o f a general e le ctio n . In an ticipation  
o f  t h is ,  Barker and Buckingham once more offered themselves to  the e le c­
to r s .  Ward made a firm declaration not to stand again, so that the 
foroes whioh previously had divided themselves against Parker and Buok- 
ingham were now a v a ilab le  for another candidate. The Independent^ noted 
th a t a req u isitio n  was once again being drawn up to  secure B a ile y ’ s 
candidature. I t  cautioned his supporters to beware, however, le s t  his 
coming forward prejudice the status o f the encumbent lib e r a l Members by 
enabling some Tory candidate to  s lip  between. This advice apparently 
was w e ll taken, for the follow ing week B a ile y ’ s friends took the sensible 
step o f securing signatures to  a req u isitio n  in  order to  make morally 
oertain  that he would have enough votes to  ensure M s e le c tio n . The 
Independent b r ie f ly  reviewed B a ile y ’ s q u a lifica tio n s and ro-affirm ed i t s  
support o f him i f  and when he came forward. I t  remarked that he was at 
work on the Rationale o f P o llt lo a l Representation and concluded with the 
hope that "the e lecto rs o f S h effie ld  would honour themselves and b en efit 12
1 Ward, Peeps into the Past, p. 304*
2 6 December, 1834.
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th e ir  oountry by returning such a man" «ho, in  th e ir  opinion, was the 
"boau id ea l of a senator and a statesman."*
Ga the 20th of Decomber B ailey addressed a statement to  the looal 
newspapers in d icatin g that notwithstanding the anticipated req u is itio n , 
he w'ould not stand a c tiv e ly  es a candidate. Fe gave two reasons fo r  his 
d ecision . F ir s t ,  he did not want to disturb the town again by a con test, 
implying that he judged the fe e lin g  s u ff ic ie n t ly  evenly d istrib uted  over 
the three possible candidates that a sb07/ of hands would be inconclusive 
and, th erefore, that a p o ll would be neocssary# Seoond, he in s isted  
th at he did not want to  s p lit  the ranks of lib e ra ls  snd reformers and, 
thereby, give an advantage to the enemies o f the good cause.* Although 
the Independent assured B ailey  th at by th is  time i t  had beocme c le a r  th at 
there would be no reason to  fe a r  a Tory candidate in  S h e ffie ld , he re­
tained his deolared p ositio n . In deference to  th is ,  his friends met a 
few weeks la te r  to  form themselves into a "B ailey S o c ie ty ,"  not, as they 
sa id , " . . .  w ith a view to the present e le ctio n , but to watoh the progress 
o f events, and prepare the way fo r  the gentlemen’ s return to  Parliament,
w«at
whenever a su itab le  opportunity sh a ll present i t s e l f .
This "su itab le  opportunity" was not long in appearing, however. 123
1 Independent, 13 Deoember, 1834.
2 Independent, 20 December 1834. The Spectator, II  (13 December, 
1834), l l t 9 ,  had remarked, erroneously, that "iir. Samuel B a iley  has 
o ffered  him self, and fo r  the cred it of S h e ffie ld , we tru s t he w i l l  be 
returned. I t  is  r e a lly  a disgrace to  see that independent community 
p refer any man in  England to  th e ir  ex ce lle n t, enlightened, and accom­
plished townsman."
3 Independent, 2 January, 1835.
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Within a few days, as Leader pointed out, ” . . .  the current of public 
opinion flowed so stron gly in  favor ol’ th e ir  candidate, th at they found 
they must e ith e r  relinquish  th e ir  prospective character and act by noa- 
ianting; Mr* Dailoy without hie consent, or the cause would he taken out 
o f th e ir  hands, and he would be put in  nomination by o t h e r s . T h o s e  
"oth ers," o f  whom Loader had spoken, wore a group of S h e ffie ld  publicans 
and v io tu a le rs , who had determined to  oust Buckinghs-!. They vraro resent­
fu l  o f  h i3 strong a f f i l ia t io n s  with the Temperance Movement and the faot 
th at he had held the Chairmanship of the "Drunken Committee" in  the 
preceding session of Parliament. In th is  sta ts  c f  a f f a ir s ,  the only- 
course open to  B a ile y 's  o rig in a l supporters was to jo in  forces with the 
publicans, Bence, on the 8th o f January, 1835, a fte r  Barker and Buck­
ingham had been nominated. Sir* William Fisher nominated, and 3ir. Thomas 
Dunn sooonded. B a llsy  e.3 a candidate without his consent,*
The circumstances o f the f i r s t  e lection  were v ir tu a lly  repeated.
Tho fa s te r  Cutler ca lled  fo r  a show o f hands for the respective candi­
date. Buckingham and B ailey tf3re the obvious choices o f tho crorrd.
Parker, n a tu ra lly , demanded a p o ll .  Two days la te r ,  without B ailey  
having uttered a word in  his own cause, the Raster Cutler declared the 
s ta te  of the p o ll to be* .
Buckingham • • • • • «  1,554
B a i l e y ..................... t • 1,424 1
1 Leader, Kominiseances o f 01<* S h e ffie ld . ,  p . 299.
2 Philo V e rita s , bp. o it« / PP» 10 -ll«
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l a  deforeace to  those who had voted fo r  Mm B ailey  appeared at the 
declaration  o f the re su lts  and said  that he had f e l t  "bound in  honour? 
not to  beocrne a candidate, and neither by "word," "deed," "whisper," 
nor ”lnsuinationM had ho assumed th at character. So the objections of. 
h is opponents that he should have made e x p lic it  his intention  of de­
c lin in g  the seat had the e le cto rs  a c tu a lly  chosen Mm, he rep lied  th at 
i t  was not h is in ten tion  o f declin ing i f  such had been the case. The 
choices o f the e lecto rs were, he thought, en tire ly  th e ir  own and they 
were not required t o  confine th e ir  votes exclu sively  to  those who openly 
had s o lio ite d  them* Nor ims he required to  demur receiving th e ir  votes 
out o f a suspicion that th e ir  motives or characters might not be "proper," 
i .e *  ta in ted  with "p u b lican ism .B u ck in g h am  was M ghly incensed th at 
B a iley  should hsve appeared a t th is  time to  d e live r an address so 
"studiously prepared"^ and spent a large portion of h is subsequent speech­
es the Music B a ll abusing, ca stig a tin g , and c r it ic iz in g  the behaviour 
o f B a ile y  and hi® Committee during the course o f the campaign.®
The breakdown o f the voting figu res is  revealin g. In the e a r lie r  
e le c tio n  the Bailey-Yfard contingent had managed roughly 2,000 out of 
the 5,036 votes a c tu a lly  o ast. This 5,035 did not include the 400-odd 1
1 Leader, Reminiscenoes of  Old S h e ffie ld , p . 330. Banter, op. o it» , 
p . 179. G atty, op." olfc'.', p . ¿Efr.
2 PM lo V e rita s , op. o l t . , p . 3.
3 I b id ., pp. 7-9. TMs“ attaok by Buckingham a fte r  the event was 
evid en tly  undertaken by him in  order to  destroy B ailey*s chances in  any 
future engagement.
who fa i le d  then to  vote a t a l l ,  but did include th e  428 sin gle-vote 
plumpers Buckingham had secured. In the present e le ctio n  4,685 votes 
were recorded. B a iley  increased his individual to ta l by about 600 over 
the 1852 number. Bis 1,424 votes were a decline o f approximately 600 
from the to ta l  both he and Ward had managed in  1852. The other candi­
dates a lso  increased th e ir  1852 t o ta ls ,  Parker by roughly 100 votes and 
Buckingham, by 56. Although i t  i s  not known how many e le cto rs  fa i le d  
absolutely  to  vote in  th is  e leotion , one s ig n ific a n t fa c t  may be taken 
to  account fo r  the sm aller o v e r-a ll to ta l  o f  votes oast fo r  the en tire  
three candidates and fo r  B a ile y ’ s own t o t a l .  In the present eleotion  
Buckingham seoured 995 plumpers, double the number he had obtained in  
1852. This roughly aoeounts fo r  the decline of 400 votes from the 
to ta l  1852 to  the to ta l  1855 f ig u r e . This, in  turn would suggest that 
probably the number o f people ao tu a lly  voting was somewhere near the 
5,000 mark o f the e a r lie r  e leo tio n . At the same time, the number o f 
Buckingham*8 plumpers oasts some lig h t  on B a ile y ’ s showing. Assuming 
th at only h a lf  o f Buckingham’ s plumpers had oast th e ir  other vote fo r  
B a iley , th is  would have made his individual to ta l approximately the 
eame as the 2,000-odd he and Ward had managed in  1832. One quarter o f 
Buckingham’ s plumpers would have plaoed B ailey in  one of the sea ts , 
even allowing Buckingham’ s to ta l vote to remain the same. A ll  o f which 
goes to  suggest that the figu res form ally declared at the p o ll may d is­
guise some important factB . Buckingham, o f course, i s  the key f ig u r e .
The newspapers o f the period o f the e lectio n  have l i t t l e  to o ffe r  
as a possib le explanation of the result* in  contrast w ith  the Independ­
e n t s  p rediction  o f the 1832 r e s u lt .  However, one recount o f the pro­
ceedings seems to  make c le a r  the movements which underlay the voting 
f ig u r e s .
• ••Th.e p o ll la sted  two days. Mr. E. Smith, Mr, Dunn, Mr. W. Fisher, 
Mr, Palfreyman, and perhaps another or two, met the evening before 
the p o ll to  make the f in a l  arrangements, Mr. Dunn sa id , »Let us 
put out a l l  our strength the f i r s t  day, bring every voter we oan 
to  the p o ll ,  and gain such a position  that on the second day doubt­
fu l  men w il l  come to  us as the winning s id e . ' Mr. Palfreyman sa id , 
»Hot so . Qn the f i r s t  day le t  us show that we oan hold our own, 
but keep in  reserve a large body o f our certain  men fo r  the second 
day, and then bring thorn forward with overwhelming e f f e c t . '  Un­
fortu n ately  the p olioy  o f not putting the best foot foremost pre­
v a ile d . At the end o f the f i r s t  day Mr. Buckingham's friends saw 
th at th e ir  candidate was in  danger. Between the close o f that day's 
p o ll and the second day's p o llin g  Mr, Buckingham's friends made an 
e f fo r t  o f  desperation. Men and women worked fo r  four-and-twenty 
hours with unremitting ardour. The constancy of the voters who 
had been supposed certa in  fo r  Mr. B ailey was shaken, and so many 
o f them fo r fe ite d  th eir pledges that Mr. B a ile y 's  friends were 
again d efeated .1
That th is  explanation appears to  have considerable merit i s  supported 
by the fa c t  th at a t the end o f the f i r s t  day's p o ll Buckingham led  
B a iley  by only 50 v o te s .1 2 3 I t  seems c le a r  enough th at the round-the- 
olook e ffo r t  o f  Buckingham's supporters was direoted, not so muoh toward 
securing additional votes fo r  th e ir  candidate, as turning those who had 
already made th e ir  pledges to  him into  absolutely certa in  plumpers.3
1 Leader, Reminiscences o f Old S h e ffie ld , p , 336. This account 
was given to  Leader by Thomas Dunn.
2 Independent, 15 September, 1881.
3 íthe \rd o u r*  o f Buckingham’ s workers was s u ff ic ie n t ly  strong
that most people considered Norfolk Row, in  the center of S h e ffie ld , as 
a most hazardous gauntlet to be rim during the e le ctio n . Of. Philo 
V e rita s , op. c l t . , pp. 52-53.
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At til» «ad of the first day i t  must hove boon evident to  them th at Ida 
only way Buckingham could boat B ailey  wae by using the plumping devioe. 
The success o f th is  plan emerges c le a r ly  from the actual figu res* »'♦ boa 
B»«)h • pbnsping strategy  i s  ooobissd with the obvious °aotxo»l
erro r on the part o f  B a ile y 's  Ccaaittoe* i t  i s  p lain  enough th at B a iley  
once again was more the victim  o f poor stratagoii# on -he part o f his 
backers than of a "cant o f sympathy* with his electors*
There ie  no point* o f course* in  disput-ag ‘¿ha ia o t ti»at ~i»i*e>y *.as 
w ell aai tr u ly  beaten on both occasions; the iigu res are d o u r  enough 
on that* But i t  does aeon but elementary ju etio e  to a ttr ib u te  h is f a i l ­
ures to  reasonable causes * In lig h t  o f what ha3 been adduced above, 
l i t t l e  can be aoeoried the view that* because he sas a th eo retica l 
p o l i t ic ia n ,” ho was unable to  ooouro the ooaiidoaoo of his townsmen*
His p o l i t ic a l  creed was s u ff ic ie n t ly  p la in  and unambiguous to  appeal to  
a l l  but the "lun atic  f r in g e ."  Beyond th a t, i t  would te s t  a l l  oredenoe 
to  allow  that uo luoid and c lsa r  a w riter could befuddle or confuse h is 
auditors la  d ire c t  address* Hi» speeches o ortain ly  w ostify the contrary* 
His conduct in  tho f i r s t  oampalgn uenonstratod that he possessed the 
a b i l i t y  t c  place him self on whatever le v e l was required a t  tho moment.
In tho second "campaign" i t  i s  perhaps true that ho did not se ise  the 
fe e lin g  o f the orowd and, therefor®, helped in  hia otm defeat by re fu s­
ing to  appear in  h is ossa behalf* But hia own adhoronoe oo the s t r i c t  
code o f  public behaviour he held, ce rta in ly  must have been apparent to  
the c itize n s  o f  S h effie ld *  At any r a te , he had made i t  c lea r enough
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th a t ,  i f  ho wore chosen to  represent them, ha w illin g ly  would have gone 
to  London# T aits sear B ailey in  the proper perspective when i t  remarked 
th a t
i f  the oosRon# but aost fo o lis h  fa l la c y , that a philosopher must 
be an in d iffe re n t statesman# required p ra c tic a l and emphatic con­
tra d ic tio n , i t  obtained I f  from Mr* B a iley ’ s conduct during hi a 
two unsuccessful contests fo r  representation o f  Sheffield# The 
c le a r  in sigh t there shewn by him into our presont complex and 
threatening so c ia l relations# marked him as one who would strength­
en# in  no ordinary dogroe, the cause o f his adoption# 1
6*
tiro years la te r  B ailey  was s t i l l  s u ff ic ie n t ly  a ttra c tiv e  to  hia 
frien d s to be the object o f th e ir  i n i t i a l  overtures preceding the general 
e le ctio n  at the cutset o f the reign o f Queen V ic to ria . The fin a n c ia l 
fortune* o f Buckingham had experienced rather rougher weather than the 
" fa s t-s a ilin g  Indianan from Calcutta® could sa fe ly  handle# and on the 
14th o f February# 1837, he had published a le t t e r  in  the S h e ffie ld  press 
declaring the n ecessity  o f his resignation as Bferabsr fo r  S h e ffie ld . The 
S h e ffie ld  Reform A*«eolation followed up «John Stuart H all’ s lament th at 
B a iley  had not been returned,1 2 and o ffered  the candidature to  him in  the
1 h a lt ’ s Edinburgh Magas ice  («June, 1836)# 418# The w riter o f th e  
a r t ic le  suggested th at one o f the S co ttish  constituencies might secure 
the seme "praise" and "honour" as had been bestowed on Dundee and Kilmar­
nock by sending B ailey to  Parliament to  jo in  S ir  ¡Henry Parnell and Dr# 
Bowring#
2 I t  was re g re tta b le , said  M ill, that B a iley  " . . .  has not yet ob­
tained the opportunity he sought, o f  proclaiming in  the Bouse o f  Commons th* 
great p rin cip les which t i l ls  work [jL#©# the Rationale of P o lit ic a l  Rep­
resentation" w i l l  contribute so la rg e ly  to  diffuso# That ho fa i le d  to 
obtain th at opportunity i s  anything but creditable# a l l  circumstances 
considered# to  the e le cto rs  o f  the great and important town fo r  which he 
o ffered  him self as a candidate. We tru s t that# ere long# some lib e r a l 
constituency w i l l  elaim  fo r  i t s e l f  the honour whioh his own townsmen
knew not how to  appreciate*" London Review# I («Jbly, 1836), 870-71#
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unanimous expectation that he would ncor oomo forward to reotclts 
the offioa whioh twico before had bean denied Maw* Bailey, however, 
had apparently had enough of politic© by tide time, and ho notified the 
Association to that effect#® The Ref ora Association then entered into 
ooasnunieaticn with several possible CFttdiiatcB ond finally ©amo to an 
agreement with H.G, Ward, then 8f#P# for St# Alb ana.® Ward, along with 
Parker, was subsequently returned with a large majority over the Tory 
oandidate in duly, 1837#* Clearly, Bailey oould have taken the Sheffield 
seat at this time. But for whatever reasons he may have had, he deter­
mined that the national political stage would not see hirt. Thenceforward 
he betook himself into that other public sphere where hia suoaossos bad 
been more immediate and lasting# 1234
1 J* Parker, Chapters in the Political History of Sheffield, 1832-
49 (Sheffield* 1044;, p. i'/* ~ ~2 S h e ffie ld  R esisto r, ZZ February, 1857.
3 Raricer. op# c it « ,  p* 17 .
4 Tha reeulcsIT Parker *••• *,106* <;ard 1,976* Thornly .... 635.• •••
CHAPTER XIV
BIOGRAFHYi I I I
TOven Samuel B a iley  had refused the seat fo r  S h e ffie ld  whioh had 
been offered him in  1837, he had v ir tu a lly  determined the remaining 
course o f h is l i f e .  His round o f a c t iv i t ie s  thenceforward was to  be 
confined p retty  much to  his m inistrations at the Bank, to  his p a r t ic i­
pation in  tho a c t iv i t ie s  o f the li te r a r y  and Philosophical S o cie ty , and 
to  his w ritings* This la t t e r ,  in  p a rticu la r, was to  become the great 
oenter of his in te re s ts , and what remains to  be to ld  o f his l i f e  i s ,  in  
large measure, & chronology of the works whioh he published from th is  
time on. The pattern o f hie p rivate l i f e  in  S h effie ld  remained gen erally  
as i t  had been. His public l i f e ,  however, a l l  butoo&sed except, perhaps, 
fo r  h is work with the Town Trust* He was no longer to be found on the
speaker's platform when S h effie ld  petitioned fo r  additional reform ,1 or
}
fo r  incorporation,^ or fo r  the repeal o f the Com Laws*® He doubtless 
f e l t  that h is views were, or should have been, known on these questions 
and that he eould add l i t t l e  to  them. Rather than devote M s time to  
preparing public speeches, he could b e tte r  spend i t  in  speculations in  
his study. The publio would benefit when he chose to publish these 
thoughts * 123
1 Independent, 16 December, 1837.
2 Independent, 6 January 1838.
3 Ibid,!," 2 February, 1839•
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In March, 1836, B ailey published the Rationale o f P o lit ic a l  Repre­
sentation, which presented h is more nature thoughts on th e  subject of 
the e a r lie r  pamphlet on reform. For present purposes i t  i s  convenient 
to  take h is work as consisting of two main p a rts . One, which has already 
been discussed elsewhere,1 dealt with the scope of governmental a c t iv i t ie s ,  
or what B ailey had termed tho " ta c t ic s ” o f the le g is la t iv e  assembly.
The other, which w i l l  be taken up here, was conoernod with what he de­
signated as the "constitution" of representative government.1 2 His argu­
ment, roughly, was to  analyse the nature of the representative body, to  
judge how w ell or i l l  i t  f u l f i l l e d  the u t i l ita r ia n  diotumn, and to make 
recommendations on the basis o f  such conclusions. The re la tio n s  between 
the representative and e le c to ra l bodies and tho manner and conduct o f 
e le ctio n s could then be appraised on a sim ilar u t i l i t y  b a s is . While the 
ta c t ic s  and composition o f the representative body would, in  many Instances 
over-lap , B a ile y ’ s emphasis la y  less  on Benthamite "m orality" —  how the 
le g is la tu re  ought to act —  than on the composition o f that body and the 
e f fe c t  which th is  produced on the general w elfare and happiness.
B a ile y ’ s series o f arguments in  the Rationale rested on two funda­
mental te n e ts . F ir s t ,  he took i t  that h is f ie ld  o f in vestigation  could
1 Supra., Chapter XI, pp. 510 FF»
2 Rationale, p, 15.
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properly be considered ns a scien ce. The parts o f the "system o f p o l i t ic a l  
represen tation ," he sa id , wore susceptible of explanation on deter­
minate p rin c ip le s ."*  Those p rin c ip le s , in  turn, depended on the "prin­
cip les  o f human n a t u r e , - w h i c h  could be iso la ted  and re la ted  in  such a 
vmy as to form a foundation fo r  subsequent reasonings. This method o f 
proceeding, obviously, was akin to  the position  he had taken in  the Pursuit 
o f  Truth, v ia .  th at i t  was possible to  generalize p rin cip les o f behaviour 
from a number o f external and in trospective observations, and that these 
generalizations were operafciv© from past to  present and from present to  
past on the assumption o f Uniformity o f Causation.® Second, he took i t  
as "a proposition which soarcely requires proof" th at u t i l i t y  was to  be 
tho p rin cip le  on which the very existence of government depended, since 
u t i l i t y  was equated with happiness, which was equated with truth.^
Once these points were extant, B ailey then appealed to  a "princip le 
o f human nature" by which, he declared, men would " . . .  in  the m ajority o f 
eases, p refer th e ir  own in te rests  to  that of others, when the two are 
placed in  competition*"® From th is  i t  followed that " . . .  the in te re st 
o f the community at largo w i l l  bo uniformly consulted, only when they 
have the regulation  of th e ir  own a f f a i r s ." 6 This, in  turn, led him to
1 R ationale, pp. 10'
2 Ib id ., p . 15 .
8 Ib id ., pp. 18-50.
4 ib i d . , pp, 45, 47,
6 i b i d , , p . 68.
6 Ibid '., p . 66 .
the conclusion that the representative form of government would best 
approaoh the u t i l i t a r ia n  end. Fure democracy proved unwieldy in  ad­
m inistration  and execution* pure despotism cu rtailed  the in d iv id u a l's  
happiness in  the in te re st of the r u le r 's .  In the representative system, 
however, the "public good" was ensured without promoting the "private 
in te re sts"  o f the representative himself by the "simple expedient" of 
making the o ff ic e  of the le g is la to r  or statesman dependent upon the "w ill 
o f the people." Accordingly, the rep resen tative 's in te re st " . . .  i s  forced 
in to  coincidence with th eirs."^ -
Having thus exposed what John Stuart M ill approvingly termed the 
"fundamental tru th " o f a "need of popular r e p r e s e n t a t i o n , B a i l e y  then 
moved on to  consider the various features o f the representative body so 
estab lish ed . He argued on. the u t i l ita r ia n  assumption, that decentral­
is a tio n  o f the le g is la t iv e  function would Increase public w elfare. Since 
the supreme L egislature could not deal with lo ca l problems as w ell as 
lo ca l bodies, and since only the supreme le g is la tu re  oouid manage a ffa ir s  
o f national scope and magnitude, there was a c lear case, he thought, fo r  
a d ivisio n  of le g is la t iv e  la b o r.3 Ihe national body might, he b e liev ed , 
provide general regulation s, define the powers o f subordinate bodies, 
and stand as an ultim ate court o f f in a l appeal in  disputes. But a 1
1 Ib id . ,  pp. 70-71.
2 London fteview. I (July, 1835) 343. An extract of M i l 's  review




" d is tr ic t  assembly" could more properly take up the problems o f "roads, 
bridges, prisons, court-houses, and assessm en ts...."*
As fo r  the actual process of le g is la t io n , the attitu d e he had manifest 
in  the Formation and Publication o f Opinions ©merged most fo ro e fu lly . Legis­
la tio n  required a oareful examination of th© grounds upon which i t  was 
proposed; i t  needed a c o lle c tio n  o f fa cts  end data; i t  demanded oareful and 
considered discussion of the inferences from such data. The p'roi)l«:n» 
th erefo re, was almost id en tica l with that o f forming and publishing an 
opinion.'' B a ile y ’ s recommendations, accordingly p a ra lle lle d  those he 
had made in  th e  e a r lie r  work. Free discussion and debate 7/ould help to  
arrive  at sounder and more tru th fu l conclusions than could be obtained 
by the exertions o f "clo set controversialists."®  Regulations for the 
professed good of the community could only a tta in  that object by exposing 
th e ir  features to  the examination o f the public through debate in  the 
supremo assembly.^
B ailey then referred  to  the need fo r  p u b lic ity  of the proceedings 
o f the supremo assembly in  order to estab lish  that proper re sp o n sib ility  
existed  between representatives, th e ir  own e le cto rs, and the country at 
large.® That i s ,  the ©lectors had delegated th eir fundamental authority 
and righ ts no the representative; in  order to preserve them they were 1234
1 Ib id . ,  pp. 22-94.
2 ib id . ,  pp. 1QS-4
3 Ib id . ,  pp. 104-6
4 IbTT., p. 113 .
6 I b id .,  pp. 144 f f .
e n title d  to  pa63 judgement on the manner in  which the representative had 
discharged th e ir  t r u s t .1 But th is  function oould only he performed 
s a t is fa c to r i ly  i f  the e lectors wore fr e e ly  end f u l ly  informed o f the 
a c t iv i t ie s  undertaken by th e ir  delegated representative.
The u t i l i t a r ia n  ru le , he thought, could be o s llcd  upon to a id , but 
by no meana give quantitative precision  to , the determination o f the 
number o f members who ought to  compose the le g is la t iv e  assembly. The 
procedure he suggested was, f i r s t ,  to determine the functions tho le g is ­
latu re  was to perform; eeoond, decide how many members were noceesary to  
perform i t ,  and th ird , divide the oountry in to  the appropriate number of 
e le c to r !a l d is tr ic ts  necessary to secure that numbor of members.2 The 
problem again ..as the fam iliar one of choosing betx-reen estrones and could 
only be decided, he admitted, by reference to the "peculiar circumstances.»«
A discussion of tho proper q u alificatio n s fo r  a representative then 
follow ed, during the course of which B ailey readier tho conclusion th a t 
the only q u a lifica tio n s to  be made the subject o f le g a l enactment wore 
(1) age and (2) freedom from other occupation«4 ™ s la t te r  led him to  
suggest that providing a sa lary  fo r  representatives would a s s is t  in  
obtaining the bast availab le  mind3 free from "private cores."5
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1 pp.124 ff.; p* iso.4 fS** PP* 156-67.
i  n r r *  P . 179.0 i2i£*. PP. 19S-94
The length o f parliaments was another problem o f degree, he admitted, 
since i f  they were too short, sa tis fa c to ry  work would bo prematurely in ­
terrupted, and i f  too long, re sp o n sib ility  to the e le cto rs  would be abrogated. 
B a iley  thought that three years might prove acceptable as a s ta rte r  fo r  
the duration o f the le g is la t iv e  assembly, thus extending the time period 
he had recommended in  the Reform pamphlet. 1 He was c le a r , at any ra te , 
th at the prerogative o f executive d isso lu tion  o f Parliament should be 
discontinued, since a law se ttin g  tha length of that body would have been 
made with the f u l le s t  public good as i t s  o b ject. An. abbreviation of such 
a term would serve no public end, th erefore.^
The next subject which B a iley  analyzed was the e le c to ra l body i t s e l f .
He took some pains over the p o s s ib i li ty  that the individual might d if fe r  
from the community in te r e s t . In M s own e le ctio n  speeches and in  the 
Reform pamphlet he had expressed the prescription  that the e le cto rs  should 
g ive  th e ir  votes fo r  the "public good." Yet, at the same tim e, h® had 
admitted that an in d ivid u al or p a rtia l in te re st might conceivably diverge 
from the In terest o f the community. This p o s s ib ility , o f course, was the 
stumbling block which Benthem had l e f t  to  his su ccessors,5 and about a l l  
that B ailoy could do w ith i t  was to  suggest that the prevalence o f p a r t ia l 
in te re sts  might be resolved by granting universal su ffra g e .4 Even uni- 12*4
1 IbJl* » P* 20S.
2 Ibid*«, ? . 208.
5 Of. Stephen, op. a lt . ,  I ,  314-15.
4 R ationale, ppT219-20.
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v e rsa l su ffrage would not solve the problem com pletely, however, fo r  he 
recognised chat m ajority would be bound to  p rev a il over m inority in te r ­
e s t» .1 He gave no answer to  th is  question, beyond concluding rather 
weakly that such a possib le instances o f m ajority over jainority in te r e s t  
would probably be "comparatively ra re ,"  being usually " fie o a l and com­
m ercial reg u la tio n s."  In the most governmental censures, 0n the ooatrary, 
ha thought th at a l l  c lasses and ind ividuals woula have a "common in te r e s t . 
An ©lector might, he admitted, seek to  secure h is own. in te re s t  by accept­
ing or g ivin g a bribe fo r  that purpose. But the gain from such a praotioe 
woula bo sm aller, he believed , than the f ain from general acts o f  the 
government In the in te re st  of the public good, and i f  a l l  e le cto rs  were 
f u l l y  aware of th is ,  thoy would probably adopt the la tter alternative.®
Ho was unable to support th is  observation with any proof, however. The 
beet th at he could do was to  urge that by maiding the suffrage as wide as 
p o ssib le , the lik e lih o o d  of oorrupting any o f the e le cto ra te  would be 
minimized. This conclusion, then, was su b sta n tia lly  the same as th at o f 
the e a r lie r  pamphlet on the matter o f ind ividual versus community in te r e s ts .
This same problem o f degroo cropped up once more when B ailey  sought to  
disouss the matter of e le c to ra l q u a lific a tio n s . R estriction s o f th is  
nature wer® d irected  toward providing an e le cto ra te  in te llig e n t  enough 123
1 Ibid. ,  pD. 2<¡1-22.
2 I b id . ,  pp. 222-23.
3 £bid*,  pp. 224.
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to  understand, and vote fo r , the general In terest o f the country. Uni­
v ersa l su ffrage, accordingly, would admit the p o s s ib i li ty  o f con trollin g  
the le g is la tu re  out o f ignorance, but lim itation  o f universal suffrage 
would involve the danger of control by p a rtia l or ind ividual in te r e s ts .1 
Therefore, some compromise between the two lim its was obviously required. 
B ailey  suggested that i t  might be possib le to  tied a portion o f the e le c t­
oral body whose p a rtia l in te re st might be id en tica l with th at of the country 
as a whole, end that no community ham would be don© by re s tr ic t in g  suffrage 
to  them. A fter appraising several c r ite r ia  by whioh such a class might be 
found, he oame up with the suggestion th at, fo r his England a t any r a te , 
property, or taxes lev ied  thereon, would provide a rough in d ication  of 
in te llig e n c e  and an id e n tity  of individual and so cia l in te r e s ts . An 
age q u a lific a tio n  might a s s is t  in  arrivin g at the req u is ite  degree o f in ­
te llig e n c e . but the property q u a lifica tio n  was probably b e tte r.»  On the 
q u a lific a tio n  of sex, he proved, by rosorting to  the o rite r io n  of u t i l i t y ,  
that there was no ground fo r  denying women su ffra g e .4 This merely fo llow ­
ed the p osition  he had taken in  the e a r lie r  Reform pamphlet.
The remainder o f the Rationale dealt with e le c tio n s , the method of 
taking vo tes, canvassing, and so on. B ailey  repeated in  substance most 
o f the things he had said  before and embellished them with obvious re ­
ferences to  his own experiences in  the 1832 e le c tio n . He made no innova-
1 S id » *  p. 228.
2 ItJXu. . p . ¿3d.
3 Ib id . ,  p. 236.
4 I b id .,  pp. 236-42»
tions over h is e a r lie r  viewpoints in  urging the secret b a llo t as a means 
of avoiding elector submission to "s in is te r  in te re s ts ." *  E® retained 
opposition to personal so lic ita tio n s on the part of candidates.^ Extras** 
tion  o f promises and pledges from candidates by voters likewise f e l l  
before his axe of u t i l i ty ,  sharpened as i t  was by tho lib ertarian  attitudes 
o f the Formation and .Publication of Opinions. 0 The raucous proceedings 
at Sheffield  were unquestionably in  his mind when he protested against 
"popular excitement" during elections, by which tho elector3 were pre­
vented from carrying out th e ir "deliberation and decision .”4
' TSban the Rationale appeared in public, Talts described i t  glowingly 
as a " . . .  hook of TROTH — the sum of tho reflections of a clear and 
powerful mind, working on topics of the highest in terest to  mankind* and 
there i s  no c la ss  or society of mankind among whom free in stitu tion s and 
free thoughts are in  a sta te  of development, who may not, and w ill not, 
bo instructed by it ."®  John Stuart M il  likewise praised i t  in  the London 
Review,6 although, as was his went, more of tho a r t ic le  war. devoted to 
M il  than to  Bailey. Whether Bailey ’ s book exerted any great degree of 
influence on contemporary thinking i s  d iff ic u lt  to say. Most of che 
elements in i t  had been promulgated by Bentham bo®  time before, as Bailey 123456
1 I b id ,, o . 290.2 151?.. p. 307.
3 TbirT., pp. 323-24.
4 IbTcT., pp. 331-32.
5 T a l f n  Edinburgh Magazine, (June, 1835), 419.
6 London Review, I (July, 1835), 341-71.
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himself had acknowledged. On the other hand, i t  was a much more readable 
hook than most of Bentham’ s publications, being expressed in Bailey»« 
usual clear and unambiguous sty le . Bailey admitted that what he had 
written in  the Rationale was by no means a complete and systematic theory 
of government. But he seems to have been impressed with the fa c t  that 
the subject of p o lit ic a l  representation per so bod not been treated ex­
clu sively  from the standpoint of the u tilita r ia n  philosophy.* And in  
th is  he was probably correot. For i t  i s  possible to  take the work as 
another in  B ailey ’ s line of endeavours turned toward clearing the area 
around f i r s t  and elementary p rin cip les. I t  ,ms another o f hia attempts 
to formulate tho basic concepts c learly  and to show on what grounds use­
fu l inductions and deductions could be mede* I t  was consistently  in line 
with M s conviction that p o lit ic a l or socia l phenomena, as deriving u l t i ­
mately from mental s ta te s , could be organised into a body of principles 
and, therefore, raised  to the status of sc ie n tific  inquiry, This con­
viction  of his had never wanned from the time he had f i r s t  displayed i t  
in the Formation and Publication of Opinions, Indeed, i t  was to  grow 
stronger as i t  appeared again and again in bin subsequent works. And 
Professor Bain has probably not overstated the case when he claimed that 
"a fte r  Bentham end the M ills, no man of th e ir generation was better 
grounded in load.cel methods, or more thorough in Ms method of grappling 1
1 Rationale, p, 11.
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with political and other questions, than Saxnuol Ballay."-*
2.
In 1837 Bailoy brought out the small pamphlet, The Right of 
Primogonlturo Eacaninad, on tho occasion of a Bill offered by lip. Evrert, 
li.P. for Liverpool, to abolish tho r ght of primegeniburo. Bailey con­
sidered the objections to Ewort's bill, which ho supported, in light of 
the utilitarian criterion. In generally the sar.3 stumor &o ha had dealt 
with, the matter of class representation in the Rationale, he showed that 
arguments supporting primogeniture in order to preserve tho aristocratic 
classes and to ensure tho stability of the British for? of government, 
were without substance. Any "remote political tendencies" of Ewart's 
bill were not to be adduced by its opponents as determinants of its 
impropriety} the influence of cne class was not to be permitted to main­
tain itself at the cloar expense of the general welfare.^ There might 
be cases, he admitted, where it would be necessary to weigh up the more 
remote effects on general happiness of certain particular class regula­
tions and to place these against immediate concerns an'1 interests. But, 
in the present issue, no evidence had been forthcoming to show that the 
remote injuries were greater than the immediate benefits of the bill.
■ • :x,
In tho oass boforo us it is the happiness of families —  on© 
of the most saored objects in tho eye of a wise legislator —  12
1 A. Bain, John. Stuart Mill. A Criticism (Londons 1832), p. 47.
2 Primogeniture, pp. 29-31.
which requires that some law should determine with exactness the 
d istrib u tio n  of the property o f a man who before death has neglected 
or omitted to  d irect the d istrib u tio n  of i t  h im self. As i t  i s  sim­
p ly  fo r  the good o f the fam ily th at the s ta te  i s  c a lle d  upon to  
interpose at a l l ,  i t s  enactments must be shaped accordingly, and i f ,  
in  consequence o f wise laws o f succession, the esta tes o f the 
a ris to cra cy , h ith erto  kept together in  masses, should be broken 
in to  sm aller p a rts , should the influence o f that c la ss  be thereby 
impaired, and some m odification of the con stitu tion al powers be 
required to meet the change, every step in  th is  preoess i s  by the 
supposition token in  s t r i c t  pursuance of the legitim ate object o f 
government, and cannot, th erefore, he deprecated, except by those 
who think th at the w elfare o f the many should be made subordinate 
to  the importance o f the few .l
Obviously, the v a lid it y  of B a ile y 's  argument depended on th e  w i l l ­
ingness with which one could accept his judgement that a re-distribution, 
o f property would increase the sum to ta l o f community happiness. This 
judgement, of course, depended u ltim ately  on the t a e i t ,  conventional, 
Benthamite assumption that eaoh man's oapaoity fo r  happiness was to be 
oounted as eq u al.3 This assumption, however, was part and parcel o f 
B a ile y 's  thinking and he had used i t  before in  suggesting a red istrib u tio n  
of property by means of a graduated property t a x .3
In the same year the Primogeniture was published, B ailey brought 
out the Money and i t s  V icissitu d es in  Value,^ and followed i t ,  in  1840, 
w ith the pamphlet, A Defence of Joint-Stock Banks and Country Issu e s .**
The d e ta ils  o f both o f these works have been taken up elsewhere. But 12*4
1 I b id ., pp. 36-37.
2 '<?£."‘feobbins, Theory of Economic P o licy , pp, 179-80.
8 Of. Chapter X III, su pra., p
4 Cf. Chapter IX, supra., p.385*
6 C f. Chapter X, supra. ,  p.446.
i t  800ms c le a r  that the S h effie ld  Banking Company was undoubtedly a 
fa c to r  in  prompting him to  adopt the positions taken in  those works.
3.
In 1839 B ailey  turned once again to philosophy and published the 
anonymous te tte r s  o f an Egyptian K afir on a V is it  to England, in  search 
o f a re lig io n , Eaforoing some neglected views regarding the duty o f 
Theological Inquiry, and the M orality of Human Interference w ith I t .  
(London* 1 8 3 9 This work was in  the lin e  o f the Formation and Publication 
o f Opinione in  arguing against blind acceptance of th eo lo g ica l dogma and 
in  pleading fo r  the moral duty o f fre e  inquiry into  r e lig io u s , ju s t  as 
in  other, b e l ie fs .  Bailey*a method was to  teach a lesson o f analogy in  
wMoh an Egyptian in f id e l ,  who had experienced the v irtu e s  o f the posi­
t i v i s t i c ,  s c ie n t if ic  method o f the western world, questioned the v e ra c ity  
o f the Koran and the re lig io n  of Mahomet. Having liv e d  in  England, th is  
Egyptian K afir had determined not to  remain among those who merely held 
a " . . .  blind and tra d itio n a ry  b e lie f  in  th eo lo g ica l d o ctrin es."  The 
K afir had eviden tly  read the Formation and Publication of Opinions and 1
1 Alexander Ireland observed, (Motes and Queries), IX (March, 1878), 
185.) "The author never included th is  in  the l i s t  o f h is published w o rk s... 
The book i s  extremely scarce, in  consequence o f the whole impression 
having been destroyed by f i r e ,  except about f i f t y  cop ies. In a le t t e r  in  
my possession, in  Bai l ey ' s  own handwriting, he says: -  'The work was 
never in  the hands of a bookseller, although a few copies were dispersed 
amongst reviews, etc* X b e lieve  there are not more than tw enty-five 
copies in  existence, except what I  have in  my hand.» (January 28, 1847.)"
a s ?
the Pursuit of Truth, for it appeared to bin that,
...if the do3tiny of mankind io really to bo affooted by tboir opinions in thi3 important subjeot, if religion is really of con­sequence to tboir wolfaro hore and bore after, it is a palpable nogloot of the duty man owes his Maker« as well as treason against bis own happiness, to remain paosivo in acquiescence in what may happen to have been tat̂ ht to him by nur9es, priests, and preceptors| without a diligent examination, on his part, of the grounds on which their doctrines rest»*
Beoide the English thinkers, the Egyptiam Moslems were "mere children”
in the matter of formulating the principles of physical investigation;
consequently, the Moslems did not know how to apply corroct principles
of investigation to other fields of inquiry.
The practices of rejecting mere gratuitous hypotheses, of demanding facts, of requiring every step of reasoning to be clearly exhibited, of looking for perfect precision in the use of terms, of discarding rhetorical illusions and mere phrases, of scouting pretensions to infallibility or exemption from rigorous research, are all prevalent here, all reoognized as indispensable in physical research, and cannot possibly be confined to the department of material philosophy. They will necessarily be extended to moral inquiries.♦..*
The Egyptian Kafir received no notioe in the reviews, probably be­
cause the edition was so limited. A dubious olaim to fame for it may be 
found in the erratic Joseph Blanco White’s observation that Bailey’s 
description of the Kafir's religious experience strongly resembled his 
own.5
Prom this tin» on most of Bailey’s publications were in the field 1
1 Egyptian Kafir, pp. 6-7.2 Ibid., p..ljffi. This, and some other passages from the EgyptianKafir were quoted in the second edition of the Pursuit of Truth (London» 1844), pp. 25, 18̂ , 272-75.
5 Motes and Queries. IX (March, 1878), 184.
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o f psychology or m etaphysics.* In 1842 he published h is f i r s t  work under 
his own name. This was A Review of B erkeley's Theory of V ision , designed 
to  show the unsoundnesa o f that celebrated speculation (London* 1842).
The subject i s  one which psychologists and ph ysiologists even today have 
not e n tire ly  s e tt le d , and to  fo llow  B ailey  very deeply in to  h is argument 
would oooasion a greater digression than time and space a t present afford* 
In b r ie f ,  however, B ailey took the doctrine o f b e l ie f  as an immediate, in ­
voluntary consequences o f perception, which he had propounded in  the 
Formation and Publication o f Opinions, and applied i t  to  the Berkelian 
theory o f v is io n . B erkeley's theory, as set down in  the Essay Towards a 
Hew Theory of V ision (Dublin* 1709), held th at o p tica l sense responses 
alone fa i le d  to  con stitute  the oomplete v isu a l experience. Father the 
whole o f th at experience derived from those o p tica l responses taken in 
conjunction with another sense, v i s .  the sense o f ‘‘touch.** D irect ocular 
sensations consisted o f colors only, but perception o f depth, or "outness,* 
obtained only when the mind made judgements or inferences about the 
re la tion s between v isu a l sensations and ta ctu a l sensations. In oonsequence, 
th erefo re, Berkeley's theory posited th at s p a tia l, or depth, perception 
was not d ir e c t ly  given in  the process o f v is io n , hut came instead from 
a mental in terp retatio n  o f the other sensation of touch a ll ie d  with the 1
1 Th. R ibot, Contemporary English Psychology (London* 1875), deals 
w ith B a ile y 's  metaphysics and psychology in  comparison with those o f the 
M ills , Bain, Spencer and others*
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■ visual experience.
I t  was against th is  position  that B a iley  d irected h is s tr ic tu r e s .
In h is view, "outness" or space was perceived d irectly *  Outness,"
he sa id , " is  ju s t  as much perceived by the sight as by the touch! or,
in  more accurate language, . . .  when a p icture i s  formed on the re tin a ,
the object is  seen to be external as d ire c tly  and immediately, as the
object i s  f e l t  to  be external when an impression i s  made on the skin or
muscles."^ He adduced several experiments made with young children and
small lower animals to  support his p osition .^  Berkeley, he added, had
not succeeded in  making c le a r  how the sensation of touch, and, th erefore,
"outness," was tran sferred  into a v isu a l sensation, and v ic e  versa.
Let there be a thousand rep etitio n s o f the in tern al fe e lin g  with 
the external sensation, and a l l  that can be affeoted  w i l l  be that 
one w i l l  in v ariab ly  suggest the other. B erkeley’ s theory, however, 
demands more than t h is .  He m aintains, that because the Internal 
fo e lin g  has been found to be accompanied by the external one, i t  
w i l l ,  when experienced alone, not only suggest the external sensa­
tio n , but absolutely  be regarded as external i t s o l f ; or rath er, be 
converted in to  the perception o f an external o b ject.3
Hothing, said  B a ile y , that was given in  th e  arguments by Berkeley and
his follow ers constituted a s u ffic ie n t  proof o f the im p o ssib ility  o f
"seeing distance" or perceiving "outness."4 When Berkeley’ s theory was
te ste d  in  p ractice  and experiment i t  fa i le d  to  support i t s  conclusions!
1 Berkeley’ s Theory o f V ision , pp. 28-29.
2 Ib id .,'" pp»' 2?~, 1 4 9  f f .
5 H H e* PP* 20-21,
4 rbirT. ,  pp, 255-36»
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*» ., metaphysical in v estig atio n  and p h ysiological inquiry have given the 
Bsuie answer, and a lik e  served to  confirm the universal b e l ie f  o f mankind 
in  th e d irect v isu a l perception o f the three dimensions o f space**1 
B a ile y 's  book was reviewed by Professor Perrier® and John Stuart 
M i l . 1 2*45 Both reviews were unfavorable to B a ile y 's  point o f view. P errier 
charged that ” ••• there is  nothing in  whole h isto ry  of philosophical o r it -  
i  c l  sin analagous to the blunder o f his j~Berkoley'sJ review er.*4 The 
"blunder* h® took to  be t h is ,  th at B ailey  had misread Berkeley in  a t t r i ­
buting to  him the conversion o f a ta c tu a l sensation into  the perception 
o f an external object by association  and the subsequent id e n tifica tio n  
o f the v isu a l with the external object.® This was an erroneous in te r­
pretation  o f Berkeley, said  P e rrie r, because "outness" was to be d is tin ­
guished into  "v is ib le  outness" and "tangible outness." The former meant 
external to  the mind? the la t t e r  was simply ta c tu a l experience. The 
former could not be seen to be external» i t  could only be suggested as 
such through the sensation o f touch. Hence, B ailey  had fa i le d  to 
appreciate co rre ctly  what Berkeley had maintained*
I t  i s  not necessary to attempt to  plumb the metaphysical depths 
o f th is  m atter, nor is  i t  l ik e ly  that any p o sitiv e  solution  would be
1 I b id .,  pp* 237—38.
2 ITaokwood's Sdlnburgh Magazine, LI (June, 1842), 812-50, re­
printed in  P errier, Lectures on ¿reek"Philosophy and Other Philosophical 
Remains (London» 1866) IX, 291-347*
& Westminster Review, XXXVTII (October, 1842), 318-56, reprinted 
in  D issertations and Discussions, I I ,  162-91.
4 Philosophica l Remains, p. 335.
5 I b id .,  pp. 336-37.
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•immediately forthcoming in  the endeavour. So fa r  as Professor .Perrier’ s 
charge is  concerned, however, i t  appears that B ailey  had th e b e tte r  o f 
tha dispute. For B a iley  had seen th at Berkeley’ s p ositio n  on -vision had 
led him into a contradiction , and had pointed out th at in  h is la te r  work« 
Berkeley had abandoned the notion o f an external ex isten ce.*  Sine© 
B erkeley’ s e a r lie r  formulations did not stand up under his om la te r  
c r i t i c a l  scru tin y, there is  a presumption at le a s t  that B a ile y , and net
o
Professor F o rrier, was h is b e tte r in terp reter on th is  point*
As might bo expected, John Stuart M ill chose to defend B erkeley’ s 
theory whioh, as he pointed out, had been aooepted by a l l  the important 
English philosopher-psychologists, including, o f  course, his father*^
M ill ’ 5 c r it ic ism  o f B a iley  was confined to  the theory o f v is io n  i t s e l f  
and did not enter in to  possible ram ifications o f i t  in  B erkeley’ s over­
a l l  system of thought. Bis judgement was that Bailey had fa ile d  to  show 
th at Berkeley’ s theory was wrong, that he had not succeeded in  demonstrating 
th at the evidence supporting Berkeley’ s theory was fa ls e , that his own 
experience accorded w ith B erkeley’ s presentation, and th a t, therefor©,
B ailey  had not demolished Berkeley a fte r  a l l .  Beyond t h is ,  said m i l ,
E ailey  was wrong in  requiring Berkeley to  show how one sensation of 
co lo r, derived from unaffected s ig h t, could be converted in to  the per- *25
* Berk e le y ’ s Theory of Vision., pp. 83-34.
2 X  Wild, 'Beorge Berkeley. A Study o f Bis L ife  and Philosophy
(Bow York: 1936), pp, ioF-d, agrees that Berkeley la te r  abandoned the
theory o f the Hew Theory of V ision  beoause he was u n satisfied  w ith i t .
5 D issertations and Discussions, pp, 162-63.
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ception o f an external object as a re s u lt o f the ta c tu a l experience.
The perception o f th e  external o b ject, he claimed, was merely a "judge­
ment" in ferred  from the sensation o f color which, in  the p a st, had always 
been associated with the ta ctu a l e x p e r i e n c e . I n  addition to  t h is ,  however, 
Ifl.ll waved the red flap; to  B ailey by charging him, o f a l l  people, w ith 
having fa ile d  c le a r ly  to  perceive and express B erkeley's doctrine and 
with having erected a "rampart o f words" which prevented him from e f fe c t ­
iv e ly  coming to  grips w ith  the essence o f B erkeley's theory.**
I t  would appear th at the weight o f modern opinion seems to  l i e  no re 
w ith M ill, and, th erefore, the e a r lie r  Berkeley, than with B a iley . That 
i s ,  contrary to  B a ile y 's  theory th at depth was perceived immediately 
through v isu a l sense, i t  i s  thought today, with some reservation s, to  
derive from the complex operation of a number of sense fa c to r s , including 
the k in easth etic , the sensations o f re tin a l d isp a rity , the co lo r and 
brightness o f objeots, the previous or acquired knowledge o f sp a tia l 
arrangements, and the perspective e ffe c ts  o f shadows, r e l i e f ,  and so on.5 
So th at i f  B ailey had the edge in  finding a lo g ic a l error in  B erkeley's 
theory, and, th erefo re , in  overcoming F e rr ie r 's  ob jection sj y e t, B a iley  
was wrong in  basing on that error his own conclusion that depth perception 
obtained without the assistan ce o f the other senses. 1
1 I b id .,  p . 171*
2 I b id .,  pp. 1G4-169.
3 Cf. M.D. Vernon, A Further Study of V isual Perception, 
(Cambri dge CEngland J s 19 b i ), pp," 91 W ,
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At a l l  ©vents, both a r tio le s  by F errier and M ill aroused B ailey  in  
much the same mannar aa jaad the review o f his C r it ic a l D issertation , And 
in  the follow ing year he published A L etter to  a Philosopher in  Reply to  
Some Recent Attempts to  Vindicate Berkeley*s Theory V ision and In furth er 
elucid ation  of i t s  Soundness (Londons 1843). In the L etter to  a Philos­
opher B ailey took excaption to M ill ’ s review* on the ground that M ill 
had used several expressions which derogated his understanding, and th at 
M ill had not suocaeded in  overthrowing the arguments put forward in  
B erkeley’ s Theory o f V ision . M i l  rep lied  again in  the Westminster.  ̂
Hothing was added to the viewpoint he had put forward in  the f i r s t  review, 
although M ill did take the trouble to answer B a ile y ’ s oomplaint o f a 
h o s tile  tone, remarking that*
We were so e n tire ly  unaonsoious of having la id  ourselves open to  
th is  kind o f reproof, as to  have f la tte r e d  ourselves that the s ty le  
and tone o f our o ritic ism  on a sin g le  opinion o f Mr. B a iley  bore 
indubitable marks of the unfeigned respect which we en tertain  fo r  
his general powersj nor are wo aware of having shown any other 
’ b lu n tn ese,’ ’ con fid en ce,’ or ’ arrogance,’ than are im plied in  
thinking ourselves r ig h t , and, by consequence, Mr. B a iley  wrong.
We ce rta in ly  did not fe e l  ourselves required, by consideration fo r  
him, to  sta te  our difference o f opinion with pretended hesitation.®
P riv a te ly , M ill had referred  to  B a ile y ’ s L etter to  a Philosopher and had
to ld  Professor Bain th at "the tone o f i t  i s  peevish. But B a iley  i s ,  I 1
1 Professor Bain recorded that M ill had to ld  him he had w ritten  
the a r t ic le  in  three days during a weekend in  the country. Bain, John 
Stuart M i l ,  p. 76.
' ' 'Z V.!3s~tain3ter Review, XXXIX (May, 1843), 491-94. Reprinted in  
D issertations and d iscussion s, I I ,  192-97.
3 D issertations and D iscussions, p . 196.
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know, o f that temper -** or rather I  in fe r  i t  from sundry indications."-*’ 
Like M IX, Professor P errier rep lied  to B a ile y ’ s L etter to  a P h il­
osopher.  ̂ He sought to  prove that Berkeley had denied the existence o f 
two-dimensional, equally with three-dim ensional, space. In th is  way, 
he thought to get around B a ile y ’ s e a r lie r  charge th a t Berkeley had Been 
inconsistent in  admitting two dimensions to be v isu a l experience, while 
denying three dimensions to  that seme experience.3 The v a lid ity  of 
B a ile y ’ s charge is  admitted by Professor W ild,4 Since both B ailey and 
Professor F arrier were able to fin d  passages in  Berkeley to  support th e ir  
claim s, and since i t  i s  accepted that Berkeley him self was mo-iing away 
from th is  inconsistent p osition  and toward his f in a l goal o f in te lle c tu a l, 
instead of immediate sensory, c o n s t r u c t i o n s i t  i s  impossible to decide 
d e fin ite ly  between them. On the basis of the Essay Towards a New Theory 
o f V ision alone, however, B ailey apparently had the edge in  his dispute 
with F e rrle r .
4,
On the 11th  o f January, 1642, Samuel’ s brother, John, died at his 
home in  Cheltenham. In M s la te r  l i f e  John had experienced a rather 1
1 Bain, John Stuart M ill, p . 76.
2 Blackwood * s Edinburgh'Magas in e , LIII (June, 1843), 762-70. Re­
printed in  Philosophical'kem aine, 'll 351-77«
3 Of. Berkeley’ s 'Theory of" V ision , pp. 130-31, 132-47.
4 Cf. Wild, op. o i t . , pp. 96, n . 101, n.
6 Wild, op. c i t . , pp. 101-5.
6 Independent, 15 January, 1842. Cheltenham Looker-on, 15 January,
1842.
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vio le n t re lig io u s  conversion and at the time o f hie death he is  said to  
have believed completely in  the "righteousness of C h ristian ity*  and in  
the " f u l l  assurance o f his personal eleotion  to  eternal l i f e . * *  Bis w i l l  
provided fo r  a number o f bequests to various m issionary s o c ie t ie s , r e la -  
t iv e s  and frien d s, the disposal o f his property in  tru st fo r  his w ife ,
Mary Anne B ailey —  except fo r  his "gold watch, chain, seal and fob* 
which went to  his close frien d , James Montgomery - -  and the appointment 
o f h is brother, Charles S a lt and Henry Bowyer, o f Cheltenham, as executors. 
From th is  time on B ailey made one or two tr ip s  a year to  Cheltenham to 
administer his brother’ s esta te  in  behalf o f his s is te r-in -la w .
In 1844 he brought out the second ed ition  of the Pursuit o f  Truth.**
The second essay, “On the Progress o f Knowledge,* remained as before, 
except fo r  certain  verbal a lte ra tio n s , The f i r s t  essay, "On the Pursuit 
o f Truth," was completely revised, however. Hot only did i t  again enter 
in to  the problem o f the duty o f fre e  inquiry and the prooess to  be used, 
but also  i t  expanded these matters to take in  such things as duties to ­
ward others in  re la tio n  to the pursuit o f tru th , the problem o f  public 
communication o f the resu lts  o f  in q uiry, what governments should do in  
re la tio n  to teachers and other researchers in  order to promote the a tta in ­
ment o f tru th , how an individual ought to  apply him self in  examining and 
judging the evidence obtaining from God, The expanded version o f the 1
1 Holland and E verett, op, c l t . , p. 97, n .
2 The Pursuit of Truth and on the Progress o f Knowledge (London*
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e a r lie r  essay represented one more movement by B ailey  toward h is goal 
o f a system atic m orality whose f in a l  o b jective  was u t i l i t y  or truth*
The next time B ailey  appeared in  p r in t, a fte r  the second ed ition  o f 
the Pursuit o f  Truth, was in  the somewhat unusual guise of poet. The 
medium by which he completely reversed his l ite r a r y  f ie ld  was the anony­
mous Mare; o r, Poetic I r r i t i b i l i t y  ( London: 1845).^ Mr. ?,.E. Leader has 
to ld  how a few years a fte r  D ailey 's  death, h is brother, J.D. Leader, by 
ohance obtained a small booh o f poems and found by "conclusive proof” 
th at B ailey was the author o f the ”astonishing production.”** The reason 
why th is  work by B ailey was ‘’astonishing” was because i t  dealt w ith the 
struggles of a r is in g  young author and the love c f  e woman who supported 
him through his e a rly  d i f f ic u l t ie s .  Despite the remonstrances o f fr ie n d ly  
c r i t i c s ,  the youthful w riter in s is te d  on publishing his immature and un­
polished work. The s a le , of course, was minimal, the ton copies a c tu a lly  
sold having been purchased by the lady l^ r s o lf .  The w r ite r 's  re a lisa tio n  
o f her love and understanding eventually led to marriage, by which he 
was saved from a possib le l i f e  of d isso lution  and despair brought on by 
his e a rly  fa i lu r e . The s im ila r ity  o f la ro  to the fourth o f the "Hours 
a fte r  Tea" a r t ic le s  i s  apparent immediately,3 The in trigu in g  question 
i s ,  however, why B a ile y , at the age o f 54, should have taken up th is  1
1 Misprinted in  phB, I I ,  411, as TPootio S e n s ib i l ity .”
2 R.E, Leader, "Literature and Archeology in  S h e ffie ld  a Hundred 
Years Ago," op. o i t . , p* 222.
5 Cf, (Chapter X II, supra., pp. 54o-4l.
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p a rticu la r  subject once more. I t  may have been nothing more than his 
personal determination to  vary h is f ie ld  o f in te re st from the deeper 
works in  which a t th e time he was gen erally  involved. On the other hand, 
i t  may have been a sentimental return to  a subject which had entertained 
him twenty years b e fo re . 'Whatever the cause, the production i t s e l f  was 
such as never to secure poetic immortality f o r  Bailey. And Gatty was 
co ld ly  truthful in  observing that ”... the sale o f i t  probably equalled 
that o f his hero’ s f i r s t  appeal to  the M u ses...,
In January, 1845, Parker and Shore’ s Bank collapsed, spreading con­
sternation  throughout the c it y ,  as w e ll as among the Bank’ s own customers 
and depositors. B a iley  signed a declaration  by the "merchants, manufacturers, 
and other inhabitants of S h e ffie ld ,"  proclaiming confidence in  the remaining 
S h e ffie ld  Banks, ju s t  in  case anyone’ s thoughts were wandering.^ A ll  th at 
was eventually  salvaged from Parker and Shore’ s wreckage was 15s. l^d in  
the pound.® However, the one man’ s poison was not long in  becoming the 
o th er's  meat. In the week follow ing the old bank’ s fa i lu r e , B a ile y ’ s 
bank reported a substan tial increase in  new customers and the Annual 
Report fo r  1844 s p e c if ic a lly  stated  that an "important" increase in  busi­
ness had been due to  Parker and Shore’ s collap se.^  The p o li t ic a l  up­
heavals on in  the Continent in  1848, and the concomitant eoonomto d is-  1234
1 G atty, Sheffield» Past and Present, pp, 244-46.
2 Independent," 21 January, 1845.
3 Leader, The S h e ffie ld  Banking Company, p, 43.
4 Ib id ., p. i l l  *
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ruptioris in  England, accordingly found th© S h e ffie ld  Banking Company 
in  a p osition  to  face  the d i f f ic u lt ie s  w ith  r e la t iv e  equanimity.
In February, 1848, the la s t  member o f Bailsy»s fam ily , his s is te r  
Ann, passed away. This l e f t  to  Samuel only John’ s widow as a near r e la t iv e . 
Thus alone, he began to  devote him self more and more to  his serious w rit­
in g . In 1051 he published the f i r s t  ed ition  o f The Theory o f Reasoning.
The work i t s e l f  i s  a c r i t i c a l  review of the m erit of the old sch o la stic , 
s y l lo g is t ic  lo g ic , and an attempt to show th at as a s a tis fa c to r y  theory 
o f reasoning the syllogism  was empty without recourse to  inductive pro­
cedures. Of course, M ill had preceded B ailey  by ten years in  subordina­
tin g  demonstrative, to inductive reasoning and had gone beyond him in  
form alising the p rin cip les o f the inductive lo g ic .*  B ailey gave h is own 
argument a d iffe re n tia tin g  ’’tw is t1’ by designating induction as "contin­
gent reasoning," in  order to  stress  the nature o f th at prooess o f reason­
ing which in ferred  a general law from observation o f one or a number o f 
fa c ts  or phenomena.2 Demonstrative, or deductive, reasoning was h elp fu l, 
he thought, in  i t s  stressin g  o f c lass a ttr ib u te s , but by i t s e l f  he claimed 
th at i t  could not d isclose any new or unknown fa c ts  not already contained 
in  the mâ Jor premise and, consequently, in  the conclusion.3 Be was c lea r 
th erefo re , th at no soienoe could be based on mere s y l lo g is t ic  or demon­
s tr a t iv e  reasoning alone.^ Those sciences whioh appeared to depend upon 1234
1 C f. jail, A System o f Logic, Book I I ,  Ch. VI| Book I I I .
2 S. Braj.leyt~Yho Theory of Seasoning, ( 1 s t .  ed. London: 1851),
Chapter I I ,  pp. 7-32.
3 I b id ., pp. 39-40.
4 Ib id .,  p . 44.
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demonstrative reasoning exclu sively  could be & own to be contingent 
in  r e a l i t y .  Although th e ir  form was demonstrative, th e ir  substance was 
contingent. And i t  was th is  fa c t  whioh permitted the discovery o f new 
fa c ts  and new tru th s, something the syllogism  alone was unable to  acooni- 
p lish .^  Although bailey*« general argument was accepted by i-tili,^* I t  did 
nothing to  advance lo g ic  beyond the point M ill had taken i t ,
A second ed ition  o f 1’he Theory o f Reasoning ww« published the fo llo w - 
ing year.® I t  was unchanged from the f i r s t  e d itio n , except fo r  minor 
verbal correctio n s. In the seme year B a iley  co lle cte d  together some of 
the paper3 he had road before the S h e ffie ld  L iterary and Philosophical 
Society  and published them as Discourses on Various Subjects; Read before 
L iterary  and Philosophical S o cie ties  (Londons 1852). In 1853 he served 
fo r  the la s t  time as President o f the L iterary  and Philosophical S o cie ty . 
In the same year he supported in  ch a ra cte ristic  fashion a cause upon which 
he had bestowed much energy, namely the establishment of free  publio 
lib r a r ie s  in  S h e ffie ld . He read a paper on the subjeot before the Philo­
sophical Society^ and had th is  published fo r  more general distribution.®
A year la t e r ,  the rural privacy o f the fam ily homestead having been in ­
vaded by the outward expansion o f the town, he removed to  "Korbury," 
which was situated  about a mile further out on the Barnsley Road. Korbury
1 Ib id ,, Chapter IV, p a rtic u la r ly  pp. 51-55.
2 W IT, System of Bogie, p . 154, n .
5 The Theory of RoasonTng (2d. ed ., Londoni 1852)
4 Minutes, 4 le& ruary, HT68, p . 312.
5 On Free Public L ib raries, a Paper Read before the S h e ffie ld
L iterary  and Philosophical Society (S h effie ld ! 1853).
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was a la rg e , form idable, gray stone house, set led on the orest o f a h i l l  
commanding a fin e  view northward over the v a lle y .*
By th is  time clie pattern of B a ile y ’ « la te r  years had teen s e t .  The 
Bank doubtless had the greatest claim upon his "public" time; the Town 
Trust and the L iterary  Society had lose and l« ss . Alone a t  the quiet 
Horbury, except fo r  ilia few servants, the picture of the old bachelor i s  
drawn complete, even to  the ch a ra cte ris tic  in v ita tio n  to  spend Christmas 
dinner in  the company o f one or two old friends.^  In t i l s  secluded and 
le is u r e ly  in te rv a l, then, he was able to  devote his time to completion o f 
his most mature philosophical work. The f i r s t ,  second, and th ird  series  
of the Letters on the Philosophy of the Human 7and wore published respect­
iv e ly  in  1355, 1858, and 1853. In these le t te r s  b a ile y  undertook to  com­
ment on and c r i t ic iz e  the body of mental philosophy current a t the tim e. 
Sinoe th is  subject was e sse n tia lly  psychology, and since B ailey had already 
made most of his major points at oaa place or another in  his previous 
w ritin g , i t  ie  only to be oxpcotad that the Philosophy o f the Human Mind 
contained l i t t l e  th at was novel. He dealt with such well-known matters as 
methods o f in v estig atio n , sense a ffe c tio n s , w illin g , theories o f percep­
tio n , causation, and so on. And although these had been fam ilia r  subjects 
under his pen, i t  i s  c le a r  that he wanted th is  cne f in a l opportunity to  12
1 See P late  I I I ,  p. 720.
2 yard* Peeps in to  the Past, p. 332.
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’nut them before the rending publio.^
I t  would unduly protract an nlready over-long account to  consider 
in  any d e ta il the matters which B ailey took up in  these three volumes*
One thing which does emerge from them, with perhaps greater o la r ity  than 
in  his other works, was his attempt to  straddle the r e a l is t - id e a l is t  con­
tro versy  which had run through so much o f his w riting* He declaredt
1 .  That the objects o f human knowledge are of two kinds, external 
existences amT events peroeived through the organs of sense, and 
in tern al states and operations, or in  other words mental existences 
and events} whioh two olasses comprise everything we a c tu a lly  know:
2. That our ideas are representative o f the objects belonging to  one 
or the other "'of' these two olasses} and other ideas than these we have 
none, although we have the power o f putting them together in  new 
combinations of endless d iv e r s ity .2
The weight o f h is thinking appeared to  oame down on the side of em pirical 
realism , although he obviously was not prepared f u l ly  to  abandon "mental 
ex isten ces ,"  which c le a r ly  implied a sort o f idealism  or nominalism.
When to th is  i s  added the fao t that B ailey held th at the existence o f ex­
tern a l objects could neither be proved nor disproved, but was a “primary 
fa o t" or"primary mode o f consciousness'' unresolvable into any thing 
else,® i t  i s  evident that there was ground, as Professor Bain has point- 12
1 Of. hisurusually revealing remarks in  the "introductory L e tte r ,"  
S. B a iley , Letters on the Philosophy o f the fimaan Mind (1 s t  S e rie s, 
London» 1865), pp. 2-3.
2 S. B ailey , Letters on the Philosophy o f the Human Mind 2d. 
S e rie s , London» 1868), p* 18*
5 B ailey , Philosophy o f the Human Mind, 1 s t  S e rie s , pp. 139-41*
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od out, for a more satisfactory axplanation of these things than Bailey 
had given.
The third series of the Philosophy of the Human Mind was concerned 
mainly with problems of morality and re-stated positions which have al­
ready been considered. However, if it ware necessary to select one 1
1 A. Bain, Mental Science (Hew York: 1888), p . 212. John Stuart 
M ills observations on B ailey  aro also  worth noting. In a le t t e r  to  Bain,
6 December, 1867, concernin'* the forthcoming edition of his father’s 
A nalysis o f the Human Mind, M ill referred  to Bain’ s suggestion to  re-read 
Salley. 'WI hove not found any help in Eailey for dealing with Nominalism, 
though he objects to  the same parts in  my fa th e r ’ s exposition whioh I 
object to. I have, however, derived some benefit from reading again 
B a ile y ’ s four volumesj but how very shallow he i s  I He not only oannot 
seise any of the less obvious applications of the principles of Associa­
t io n , but i s  unfeignedly unable to  make out what the w riters who speak 
of such things can possibly mean. Yet at the same time, ho?/ plausibleX 
He has soaroely his equal in  skimming over the hollow places in  philosophy, 
and putting a smooth face on unsolved difficulties. I f  he had been in 
the Forum at the time of Curtius he would not have leaped in to  the g u lf ,  
but would have thrown a platform over it, by wh;ch people might walk 
aoross without notioing i t .  When he attempts to  eonfute those who are 
trying to resolve difficulties which h e .does not see, he usually does 
i t  by form ally statin g  and developing a t great length some elementary 
truth whioh he fancies to be all there is  in  the matter. As elementary 
truths are very often lo s t  sigh t o f ,  these elaborate enforcements o f 
them are in many cases useful, but aro seldom at a l l  germane to the 
p a rticu la r  controversy. The best thing about him (excepting hie chapter 
on moral sentiments) is that he is a decided supporter of the ttexperl- 
enoe hypothesis’ j but he is  so in  a way, and in  a sense, peculiarly hi» 
own. What used to he c a lle d  the munaus intelllgibilis, consisting of 
a l l  the obscurer notions which have wearied and' divided metaphysician«, 
he disposes of by maintaining that the intelligible world is perceived 
through the senses. Why puzzle ourselves about the n ece ssity  o f any 
of our b e lie fs?  N ecessity i s  a q u a lity  o f outward p a rts , and osn be 
seen. We see that the theorems o f geometry are necessary. Eow absurd 
to  seek fo r an explanation or a d e fin itio n  of Cause! We see one thing 
oause another.” Letters of John Stuart M ill, ed. by H.O.R.'¡E lliot*
(London: 1910), I I , 97-9».
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ch a ra c te ris tic  which stood fo rth  moat prominently from any other during 
the en tire  a e rie s , i t  would doubtless be B a ile y 's  frequent assertions 
o f the conviction he had long held, namely, that without a true science 
o f the mind l i t t l e  advance in  human w elfare oould be expected. His v a le ­
d ictio n  i s  c le a r ly  in th is  lin e  o f thought.
Our great achievements are only triumphs ox m aterial science 
and mechanical a r t , while in  a l l  'that con stitutes moral progress, 
in  the cognisance o f what is  purely in te rn a l, in  the knowledge o f 
the dependence of mental causes and e f fe c ts , and th e ir  connection 
with physical circumstances; of the nature and v a r ie tie s  o f in -  
ts llo o tu a l and emotional processesj o f the true character and use 
o f evidence on which so immense a superstructure must always re s t;  
o f the T.lsest modes o f individual and so c ia l procedure so as to  
insure a l l  praotlb le  happiness to  every human being; o f the best 
methods of o u ltiv atiu g  the nature o f every man so as to bring out 
h is c a p a b ilitie s  and make him no unworthy specimen of h is race —  
in  the knowledge of a l l  suoh th in gs, and above a l l ,  in  the appre­
c ia tio n  o f what i s  purest and noblest in  sp ir t  and in  conduct, we 
have comparatively speaking made scarcely  a perceptib le advance.
The discrepancy, too, between our rapid s trid es  in  physioal 
acienoe, and. our tardy progress in  moral and in te lle c tu a l knowledge 
and i t s  application ; in  the science o f human nature and human wel­
fa re ; seems to become every day wider end more conspicuous. We 
are tr u ly , as i t  has been said  by some one, 'immersed in  m atter.*
I f  c iv i l is a t io n  may be compared, as i t  sometimes i s ,  to a r is in g  
tid e  with i t s  a ltern a tiv e  advances and retrocession s, i t  would be 
d i f f ic u lt  to  show, as fa r  as m orality, mental refinement, and 
general happiness are concerned, th at i t  i s  not in  the present sta te  
at a very low ebb.*
In such a s ta te  of a f fa ir s ,  ho went on to  say, i t  was surely f o l l y  to
deny energies and e ffo r ts  turned toward researoh and inquiry into  mental
* Philosophy of the Human Mind, 2d. S e rie s , 276-77
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science* The route ahead was c le a r  and plain*
With regard to  ray sp ecia l su b ject, the philosophy o f the mind, 
which must always con stitute the foundation of non-physioal science 
o f every d escription , I venture to  repeat the prediction  that no 
great progress w i l l  be made by those who prosecute i t ,  and that 
they w il l  continue to move in  a c ir c le ,  u n til they consent to do 
what successfu l physical inquirers do, namely, to  dismiss a l l  
f ig u ra tiv e  statements o f fa c t ,  a l l  f ic t i t io u s  e n t it ie s  and ocour- 
renoes, a l l  abstractions except ae mere foras o f expression, a l l  
hypotheses but such as may be professedly put forth  in  the char­
acter o f te n ta tiv e  suppositions; and to  confine themselves to rea l 
o b jects , actual events, l i t e r a l  statements, and rigorous conclusions*^
In 1862 B ailey tr ie d  h is hand in  a completely new d irectio n , and
in  that year published a work as remarkable, in  i t s  way, as Maro had
been almost twenty years before* This was On the Received Text of
Shakespeare’ s Dramatic W ritings and i t s  Improvement, (London* 1862), I ,  
undertaken, as he explained in  the Preface, as a diversion from "abstruser 
stu d ies" and subsequently involving him in  almost as much "d ilig en t re­
search" and "patient thought" as in vestigation s into valu e, metaphysics, 
v is io n , or reasoning. The work was an attempt to  re-arrange and re ­
in terp ret on etym ological bases certa in  passages from Shakespeare’ s 
more important works* I t  i s  to bo assumed, o f course, that B ailey was 
in  complete seriousness when he undertook th is  p ro je c t. But whether 
the in firm itie s  o f his years had begun to  t e l l ,  whether the conditioning 
o f methaphysical tre a t is e s  had had i t s  way, whether the ohannels o f his 
mind were too deep, Shakespeare was ce rta in ly  an inappropriate plaoe 
fo r  him to  implement h is penehant fo r  greater precision  in  lin g u is t ic  1
1 Ib id *, pp. 279-80.
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expression. And the Saturday Review was not too harsh with him in  ob­
je ctin g  with con trolled  irony that»
Lady Macbeth's taunt ‘ From th is  tim e, such I account thy love,*  
i s  improved by Mr. B ailey into  'From th is  time I account thy 
l i v e r , ' as i f  Macbeth had been an Fast Indian nabob and Lady Maobeth 
a West-end physician. The l iv e r ,  however, as Mr. B a iley  explain s, 
was conceived to be the seat o f courage or cowardice. Shakespeare 
possib ly  would have expressed him self as lir . B ailey  thinks he did 
i f ,  instead of being Shakespeare, he had been Samuel B a iley  of 
S h e ffie ld . Ee would have been precise as to the . . .  p h ysiological 
seat of the emotions.
B a ile y 's  mental science probably did stand in  need o f greater precision  
o f expression, as he had many times claimed. But Is i s  doubtful i f  h is 
researches on th is  heading could, by th e ir  very nature and conception, 
contribute much u t i l i ta r ia n  happiness in  the appreciation o f Shakespeare's 
m asterpieces. I t  i s  an in terestin g  in sigh t into  B a ile y 's  character, 
however, that he, at le a s t ,  was not above thinking that even great l i t e r ­
ature could be improved by cleansing i t  o f abstraot, f ig u r a tiv e , and 
f lo r id  expressions.
6.
Although ho waa w ell into  his seventies when h is la s t  volume of 
Shakespeare's Dramatic Writings was published1 2 the signs were begin­
ning to appear that the tempo of his a c t iv i t ie s  was slowly coming to 
a h a lt . In 1805, with perhaps a mixture of gratitude and s o lic itu d e ,
1 Saturday Review o f L iteratu re , XXIX, 17V.
2 On the Received $ext of Shakespeare's Dramatic Writings and
i t s  Improvement (London» 1S6GJ, il.
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the shareholders o f the Bank subscribed fo r  a p o rtra it  o f him to  be 
painted in  o i l s .  This was duly placed in  the waiting room o f the George 
S treet prem ises." Four yaars afterw ard, fo r  the f i r s t  time sinoe i t s  
founding, B a iley  t/as not elected  a vice-presiden t o f the L iterary  and 
Philosophical Society.^  The absence of any referenco to him in  the 
S o c ie ty 's  records a fte r  1864 suggests that by this time his p artic ip a tio n  
in  i t s  a c t iv i t ie s  was minimal, i f  at a l l .
Ho public notioe of him is  recorded in  the S h effie ld  area from the 
time of publishing the second volume c f  the Shakespeare work u n til h is 
death. He had evidently become in firm , although s t i l l  able to  carry on 
with M s duties a t the Bank. In December, 1869, a heart ailment made 
i t s  appearance, whioh, a t his age, seemed to  portend that the end was 
not fa r  o f f .  His doctor, Jonathan Barber, attended Mm and, -with some 
oare, succeeded in  ra lly in g  him to  auoh an extent that he ’¿as able to  
take h is oustomary place as Chairman o f the Board at the Bank fo r  the 
f i r s t  two weeks in  January. His feebleness iraa evident to his colleague«, 
however, and several expressed doubts that they would see him in  that 12
1 Sh e ffie ld  R egister, 1 July, 1862. A le t t e r  from G.W. Parker 
to  R.B* Leader,*"¿7 March, *lvl7 (Leader C ollection  - f o l .  150, Dept, o f 
Local History, S h effie ld  C ity  L ib ra r ie s .)  s ta te s : "Hr, B a ile y ’ « p o rtra it  
at one time hung in  the anteroom. Qua day I iouaa James Poole, the a r t i s t ,  
who then lived  in  E cc le sa il, standing before the p r o tr a lt . 'Do you know,’ 
he sa id , 'th at you have a very valuable p icture here; and th at i t  i s  
being shockingly neglected? Irresp ective  o f the p o rtra it that p ictu re
i s  worth f iv e  hundred pouncts. 1 should lik e  to speak to the manager. •
He did, and the p o rtra it  was c a re fu lly  cleaned, and tran sferred  to what 
was considered a sa fe r  s itu a tio n . " This p o rtra it a t present hangs in  
the Board Room o f the George 8treet branch o f the Mational Provincial 
Bank. C f. Plate IV, in fr a . , p. 721.
2 Minutes, 8 January, 1867.
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volition the following -week. However, on Monday, the 17th of January, 
he eonsi derod himself sufficiently restored in strength to take a drive 
in his carriage. Although this w b  subsequently abandoned, on the 
following day he was well enough to resune his usual habit of rising at 
six o’clock in the morning. A short time after a servant had delivered 
hot water to his room, ho recalled her and told her that he was having 
some diffioult;/ breathing. He said, however, that he thought it in­
sufficiently serious to call Dr. Barber and, even while talking with 
the servant, began to foel better. The servant loft upon his declaration 
that ho would ring for her if he needed any help. 'When he failed to 
come downstairs, she returned to his room and found him there upon the 
floor, he having evidently passed away while dressing*1
At Bailey’s specific request, the funeral was of a private nature, 
simple and devoid of any pomp. The hearse was followed by one funeral 
carriage containing his exeoutors, William Fisher and J.H. Barber, his 
solicitor, H.W* Watson, and Dr. Barber. Three or four private carriages 
of his friends and associates at the Bank, the Town Trust, and the 
literary Society, made up the remainder of the procession. After the 
Rev* T.W, Sale had read the sendee, the polished oak coffin, encased 
in another of lead, was confined to the family vault in Attercliffe 
Old Chapsl Carnet ary *2 12
1 Independent, 10 January, 1870, Sheffield Daily Telegraph, 19 
January, 1870.
2 Cf* Plate V, infra., p. 722.
Bailey's nri.ll was proved by H.E. ’Vatson on the 9th of February,
1870, upon the affirmation of hi3 executors. It provided for legacies 
of ft 2000 to the Sheffield General Infirmary, ft 1,000 to the Sheffield 
Dispensary and Hospital, ft 500 to the Sheffield Lancastrian Doys Sohool, 
ft 500 to the Sheffield Lancastrian Girls School, ft SCO to the Aged Female 
Society, and ft 1,000 to the Sheffield Literary and Philosophical Society, 
The remainder realised from the disposal of his real and personal property 
not previously bequeathed, he left to the Town Trust, This ultimately 
realized ih3 surprising stun of ft 101,626, lOŝ - Although Bailey's 
generosity was clearly disclosed in tbs sc rifts, it was somewhat char­
acter! Rtio of him to prescribe in his will that the Town Trust might 
Invest his monoy in any course lawfully open to then and might use the 
proceeds from such an investment for such objects of publio utility
in Sheffield or for suoh other Charitable purposes (not being of an 
ecclesiastical nature) ••« as it deemed fit,”
In other bequests he left to his sister-in-law, Mary Anne Bailey, 
the property which had oarlier boon left him in trust by John, She also 
received all of his "jewelry, watches, trinkets, wearing apparel, linen 
of every description and prints and pictures in frames (except the said 
portrait of myself)1 2 and all my letters and menusoripts of all kinds.,.,"®
1 Leader, Records of the Furgery of Sheffield, p, xlii.
2 This is a reference to tkeportrf.it by Poole, which Bailey left 
to the Literary mi Philosophical Society. Cf, Plate VI, infra., p. 725.
Z Cf, Appendix for matters bearing on this MS material«,Infra,, 
pp. 700-7«
J .  H* Barber and 'V illi am richer each received h 150, in  addition to tli» 
sums fo r t  he acting to thorn in  th e ir o ffice s as executors* A ll the o ffice rs  
and employees of the Bank received sums equal to a quarter of their yearly 
sa la r ie s  obtaining at the time he died. ISLe male and foxa&lo servants 
were given suite of mourning, in addition to 3a 1C por year o f service 
fo r males over tventy-one. The female servants roooived h 6 fo r each 
year of service over that age, and a l l  the younger ones received a 3 for 
each year they lied worked fo r  him*
Thus ended th® appearance on the Sheffield stag® of the man whom 
Catty said was not distinguished for "open-handed generosity,"* and 
whom John Holland claimed had no reputation for the "outpourings of 
benevolence.Those cursory judgements were, of coui'se, pertinent ex­
amples o f tlie kind of reasoning against which Bailey himself had so strong­
ly inveighed. They manifest that neglect of careful and patient inquiry, 
that investigation of the fullest facts, which Bailey had so many times 
abjured. On© may agree with Loader that Bailey’s outward demeanour 
probably oontributed to hasty evaluations o f this kind.5. But such general­
isations surely do Bailey leas than elementary justice. Of course, he 
did have the facility of disciplining himself to whatever extent the nature 1
1 Hunter, Hallamsire, ed. G atty, p . x x x i.
2 Holland,“Tour o f  the Don, p . 253.
3 Leader, " lite ra tu re  end Archeology in  S h effie ld  a Hundred Years 
Ago," op. o it .»  p. 221. "By the few o f us who remember his mein o f f r ig id  
detachment, tho p erson ality  reca lled  i s  th at of a severely-austere man, 
with no graciousness o f manner, unapproachably a lo o f. The dry reasoning 
o f his books, unfolded in  sentences o f impassive p recision , aocords per­
f e c t ly  with his outward a sp ect."
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of the immediate task before him required. To others this doubtless 
made him aloof andunapproachable. But when one reoalls his speeches and 
conduct in the elections, it is dear that he was able to unbend to 
whatever degree was demanded by the conditions of the moment. Those who 
could not read or understand his books thought him a complete asoetio, 
but in doing so they conveniently overlooked the sooial compassion whioh 
was contained within them. Those v»ho thought him penurious conveniently 
overlooked the time and money he gave to the many Sheffield oh&rities 
and organisations.*
Tho absence of a diary or of any correspondence is, of course, a 
distressing stumbling-block to a thoroughly accurate evaluation of Bailey. 
From what ha3 been said, however, it is clear that it was the pattern of 
his later years which most vividly fixed itself in the minds of his con­
temporaries and, accordingly, influenced their judgements of him.**
1 His bank manager, J.E. Barber, once declared that ”... any notion 
that Beiley was a miser or parsimonious was a mistake. His accounts were 
kept with perfect accuracy up to within two days of his death, and his ex­
penditure came to quite h 1000 a year....1  Independent, 4 May, 1887.
Another little-known incident bears this out. hoeneaer Rhodes, a 
local cutler, with a great penchant for writing, Peak Scenery (London* 
1818-28), Yorkshire Scenery (London* 1826), The Derbyshire tourists Quid» 
and Travelling ‘Companion^London; 1857), so neglected ids business that 
he went bankrupt. "He died considerably in debt in 1833, leaving a wife, 
two widowed daughters with children, and four unmarried daughters. Be­
tween them, Sir Francis Chantry, James Montgomery, and Bailey raised 
enough money to provide for the unfortunate Rhodes Family.
2 Cf. Catty, Sheffield; Past and Present, p. 245. "For many successive 
years we used constantly to meet him on the road betwixt Ecclesfield and 
Norbury, where he latterly lived and dieu, seated in hia open carriage, 
wrapped in a cloak, and always alone —  meditating, no doubt, on more things 
in heaven and earth than were dreamed of in Horatio’s philosophy." Or,
p, 244, "Fis writings were too abstract and profound to be popular, end 
were like the man himself, who with cold manners end mec.hod,i.oal address 
res esteemed by the few who esme in oontact with his dear intellect over 
business, whilst he remained ‘caviare to the millions’ outside."
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But the impression which has been reoeived from an over-all review of his 
life and work is something different* There is no question that he was 
sufficiently self-dloiplined to refuse to waste his time and efforts on 
what he thought to be superfluous or trivial pursuits. This, obviously,
stamped him as "unapproachable” or "ascetic." But it is clear now that 
in whatever ha undertook, Bailey acted with diligence and serious and 
sincere intent. If he could not devote himself wholly to his work in 
that way, he refused to take it up. At the Literary Society, for exam­
ple, he spoke only when he had something valuable to contribute, a deter­
mination which less perspicuous people misunderstood. His conduct during 
the elections is in line with this trait, for he expressly refused to 
indulge the time of his audience in that thin and empty banter whloh 
merely deceived them with form in the place of substance. At the Bank, 
he similarly devoted himself exclusively to the matters at hand. Yet, 
to his friends, whose self-oommand was perhaps less well developed, he 
appeared to be "without oooipassion." As a Utilitarian, Bailey’s "calcu­
lations" enabled him to avoid the frivolities in acting in pursuit of 
what he conceived would oonduoe to the ultimata happiness of the great­
est number. He may have erred in diminishing peoples' "happinesses" 
through failing to pander to their non-r&tional appetites, but he clear­
ly thought to add to those “happinesses” (whether they knew it or not) 
by not wasting their time on the inconsequentials. This is more, at 
any rate, than may be said of those who were shaken with his alleged 
ungraciousness.
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In the final analysis, however, the memory of Bailey which persis­
ted wns that of the stony-hearted philosopher. So that notwithstanding 
an occasional lament of his neglect,̂  the only publio recognition aooord- 
od the "Bonthom of Enllamshire" is the presanoe of his portrait in the 
Sheffield Town Gall, and the solemn toast received in silence at the 
festive board of the Town Trusts
wTo the pious memory of our benofaotors —  Lord de Furnival,
William Eirloy, and Samuel Bailey." 1
1 Independent, 11 May, 1887. "As a fellow townsman it is impossible 
not to feel thaiT'a"wrong is being done to a great local genius. Samuel 
Bailey has been treated with silent neglect, although with the money he 
has left behind him the town is being reconstructed, and in some parts,
almost re-croated."
Another complained that "he gave over h 100,000 to the Town Trust, 
the largest benefaction it has ever received; and what ban the town done 
in recognition? To the discredit of the citizens let it be said, there 
is not a town pumr> or even a horse trough to perpetuate his memory." 
Local Botes and Queries, op. oit., I, 267.
APPENDICES
APP88DIX "A"
AUTHOR OP WSSmtBSTSR RSYIS7T OH THE CRITICAL SISSBRTATXQg
Up to the present tin» no authentication of the authorship of the 
Westminster Review article on the Critical Dissertation has been forth- 
coming» G.L. Heebitt's Beathanlto Reviewing. The First Twelve Tears of 
the Westminster Review (lew Torki 1984) is the most coup robe naive effort 
along this line. But Hr# Vssbltt searched in sain for the editorial 
records of the Westminster. Therefore* he had to resort to biographies 
and letters to verify the authorship of suoh articles as he «as able to 
Inolude in his list. Mr. Sraffa did not encounter‘anything about this 
artlols in any of the Mill-Ricardo papers to worked through*1 nor «as 
it the subject of any known correspondence between Ricardo's friends 
after Ri oar do’s death. Hothing about the article appeared In any of the 
ether likely places except for Henry Higgs' suggestion that James Mill 
might have written it.8 In private ooBsaunieationa to the writer both 
Professor Viner® «aid Professor Hayek* expressed the belief that James 
Mill had written the review. The writer's own researches likewise fail­
ed to turn up any definitive evidence hearing on the authorship of the 
article. Thus* the only means left to establish its authorship was to 
traoe contextual and styllstio similarities in the article and other 
known writers of the period. 12*4
1 Letter of 21 September* 1953.
2 "Samuel Bailey*" Encyclopedia of the Social Seienoes. 11, 588.
Riggs gave no reason for l o s i n g  ail!* however........' '
5 Letter of 5 March 1954.
4 Letter of 9 March* 1954.
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So far as context la concerned, the first person suggested Is # of 
course, James Mill« The writer of the Westminster article took obvious 
pains to vindicate certain passages in Hill's Elements from the charges 
which Bailey had made against them« Bailey himself had noted that the 
writer of the article seemed to be so "peculiarly sensitive" In Mill's 
behalf as to undertake a "laboureddefense" of him.1 In addition, the 
reviewer was obviously determined to prove that Bailey's oritiolsms of 
Ricardo were essentially matters of fora, and not substance« Bailey's 
attaok, he said, lay *••• on some of Mr. Ricardo's forms of expression 
,«," but Rieardo's doctrine still remained unimpaired,1 2 *4 It is unnecessary 
to insist on the well-known faet that Mill was prepared to take Rloardo's 
pronouncements ex cathedra and to aoeept them even more literally than 
Rioardo himself«2 The writer of the Westminster article woodenly re­
fused to see anything at all in Bailey's stricturesrevealing the same 
sort of it priori dogmatism that was so obareoteristio of mil«
One other general contextual similarity seems to point toward Jamas 
Mill« There is a remarkable parallel between the referenoes to authors
1 Letter to a Political Economist. p. 60«
2 Westminster Review, V (January, 1B26), pp« 67-69, 160, 163, 166,
168, 167« All succeeding references in this Appendix will be to this 
number and volume of the b'estainstar« _
S Cf. e«g* "There is" not a"single proposition IjUx the Principles J  
the proof of udiioh I think is not irrlsistable«" Mill to Ricardo^ 18 ' " 
November, 1816, VII, p« 88. See also. Chapter II, supra«, p
4 Cf. Chapter VII, supra,, p
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quoted 1b  the Westminster article and the readings which John Stuart 
Mill's circle undertook at Grote's. For example* the Westminster writer 
quoted Bhately's article on logic in the Encyclopedia Metropolitans!
He then referred to Aldrich's Oxford Text Book of Logio® ang aada a rof- 
erenoe to Hobbos ’ Log.I o.1 23 4*6 How aftsr reading Ricardo's Principles,
James Mill's Elements, and Bailey's Critical Dissertation. Bail's read­
ing group took up Aldrloh, DeTrieu, Wfaately, and finally, H o b b e s T h e  
appearance of most of the books read at 0rote's in the Westminster 
article suggests that the author of the latter was either one among* or 
closely related to* the reading circle.
Professor Viner has pointed out to the writer3 that the reading of 
Whately's Lofrio at Greta's makes it possible to date the reading of 
Hobbes* The first published edition of Whately's work appeared in 1828. 
Since Hobbes followed Whatsly on 18.11's reading-list, the Westminster 
reviewer obviously had not derived his familiarity with Hobbes as a 
result of the readings at Grots'«» This would eliminate the possibility 
that any of the "economists'1 in the group® had written the article, al­
though Professor Schumpeter had suggested that J.S. 1811 was the author.7
1 Westminster Review, p* 187.
2 Ibid.,’' "pp. 160-til.
8 m l , ,  p. i6i.
4 ?iilX, Autobiography, pp* 120-22.
6 Letter of 6 March, 1964.
6 e.g. William Ellis, Byton Took©, George Graham, J.A. Roebuok, 
or even J.S. 1811 himself. Of* Mill, Autobiography, pp* 96-97, 121*
7 J.A. Schumpeter, boonumio Dootrina and Ifethod, tr* R* Aria, 
(Londont 1964), p. 116*
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However, la 1826 Jamas Mill was In the raidst of writing hit Analysis 
of the Hunan Mind,* and it would have been natural for his to suggest 
to his son for reading at Grate's a work whioh he would have explored 
in his own researches.
Beyond Bioardo, Hobbes was the author to whom the Westminster re­
viewer showed the most indebtedness* H d oalled upon Hobbes to help him 
in an alleged refutation of Bailey*» use of the notion relative and the 
concept of relation* "He (jBaileyj makes vast use of the word * relation** 
But it is very evident to us, that he does not knew what it moans* Is 
ho acquainted with Hobbes' profound remark, that there is nothing relative 
but terns? With all hit metaphysics, we will give him a month to explain 
what is meant by relation,"** The passage in Hobbes to which the writer 
referred it in the second chapter, "Of Names,* where it was laid down*
Sixthly, ©f names, seme are absoluta, others relative. Relative 
are such as are Imposed for some comparison, as father, son, oouso, 
effect, like, unlike* equal, unequal, master, serrad* oto. And' 
those that signify no comparison at all are' absolute ñames* But, 
as it was noted above, that universality is to bo attributed to 
words and names only, and not to things, so the asms is to be said 
of other distinctions of names) for no things are either uncqulvooal 
or equivocal, or relative or absolute.8
Jemes Hill's deep admiration for Hobbes has already been well established,*
And he adopted Hobbes' position on relative and relation in hie Analysis
of the Buscan iáxnd§ This is the same approach adopted in the Westminster 1
1 Bain, Jamas H il l ,  p . 203, H il l ,  Autobiography, pp. 68-69.
2 Westminster Review, p* 161*
3 if* kobbosj' Computation o f Logio, ed. Sir W. Holesworth, (London*
1839), X, 23. ------------------ -
4 Halevy, op. olt+, p* 446,
g Mill, Analysis of the Human Mind, II, 86-68*
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artiola, where it was objected against Bailey that
Coaosming the suojeot of relations tho logicians have dis­
tinguished the following particulars i 1. Belatloj 2, Subjeotumj 
3* Helatuni 4» Correlatuaif 6« guuadamsntiaaj Q, rerainuaV ¿ni of 
so much' importance to tta understanding of the roictio are tho 
other particulars included in the enumeration, that the following 
is their rule for its definition*
Relatio definítur, aubjuoto. relato, corroíate, fundamento, 
et ta m l  no, Vfhon those things have separate names, the ease is 
Tin geheraï" olear, and easily understood. In the oaso of value, 
it so happens, that the rolatio, and the fundaaentua, have not two 
names, but unfortunately one and the sb o b  hams,'" By“the authors 
who think they have done something grant for political economy, 
when they have told us, that value i s  exchangeable value, and a 
relation, those two meanings are confounded in almost every page. 
We ask them, if value be the relatio, to tell us what is the 
fundaagntum. let them do so, end they will probably discover, 
that they have less ground, than they thought, of complaint against 
Ricardo and his followers,*
Th» meaning which is to be applied to the relation of value in re­
spect to the "rolatio" end tbs "fundamenta»” of the above passage, par­
ticularly in the case of the quantitative measurement of value, may once 
again be found in Mill's Analysis of tha Human Mind,1 2 which evidently
1 Westminster Review, p, 168*
2 ^Gn what'account, then, is it we give to any thing the nave 
Quantus? As a standard by whloh to name another thing Tantus, The 
thing oalled Quantus, is the previously knewnthing, the ascertained 
amount, by which we oan mark and define the other amount. Leaving out 
the connotation of Quantus, whloh is some one individual body, Quantltas 
merely denotes such and such an amount of body* Quant it as, if it was” 
kept to its original meaning, would still oonnote ?antltasj just as 
paternity connotes filiality* But in the oaee of Quantity, even this 
connotation is droppedt It is used not as a relative abstract term, but 
an absolute abstract term» and is employed as a generioal name for any 
portion o 7 ~"wet ansi on, any portion of weight, of heat, or anything else, 
whloh oan be measured by a part of itself,” Mill, analysis of the Human 
Mina, II, p, 63.
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derived much from Hobbes again.* The effect of this was to show that 
the quantitative relationship of value in the final analysis erase down 
to a "fundranentym* or "absolute" (in Hobbes' nominalist sense). So that 
in the immediate point at issue, this merely provided philosophical back­
ing for Mill's contention that oost of production was the "roiprlrtor* 
or “standard" of value* mil, like the author of the Westminster article 
thought that value had to bo traced to a fundamental cause. 2 It is not 
surprising, then, to encounter the sneer in tho article at "*,. the 
writers who resolve the principle of value into a relation) and than 
imagine thoy have enlightened the world. " 8
Another matter which suggests the hand of the author of the Analysis 
of the human Mind in the Westminster artiole is the stress laid in both 
works on precision in expression* Mill devote X a good portion of the 
-nalyais to what he called "Haming," and this involved making clear the 
meanings and implications of terms and expressions, both etymologically 
and grammatically.̂  When it is recalled that the be strains tor review 
would have boon written midway through the Analysis of the Human Mind. 
it is not difficult to visualize their author pointing out to Salley 
that
1 C f. f .  Hobbes, S ix  Lessons to  the S a v illa n  Professor o f iSaihe- 
a a t lo s , ed. S ir  W. Molesworth,' (London;' 1839) ^ II , 191-96, 2S7-39*'" 'i Westminster Review, pp* 170 -71. C f. Chapter V II, su pra., pp.5 0 1 - 5 .
3 Westminster Review, p . 161.
4 a l'llV  Analyaia' of~the human Mind. I .  Ch. IV , pp. 127-222) Ch.
u ,  pp . 29-i-gi7 ; T g r O T T g T 'i - m .
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they Q.»e* the writer« of the 'exchangeable-value school %J would have performed a better service, than that of cavilling at Mr* Ricardo because he used the word value in a new sense» at the same time that he used it in the old, hod they taught us how to dispense with a word which it is so very difficult to uee with the requisite precision. It is a great pity that the word exchange is so unman­ageable a word} otherwise It would have been highly convenient to have made from it a word to express value iu  exchange exclusively and definitely, Sxchangeabllity would not do, because it has a passive signification. Kxchan̂ ivii.v would have the proper signi­fication! but then it ie an awkward word, i t  wight, by dropping the ox be eoftened to ohaagivityj and would, i f  the nubile were roconciled to it, be exceedingly useful. V&» should then speak of the changivity of oonsaodities instead of th e ir  value. We should oall them changive, instead of valuable, and should talk of degrees of ehangivity, regulator of ohangivity, measure of ohanglvity, and so on.l
While on the subject of language It ie possible to attach some weight 
to oao illustration used by the Wewtmlnster writer in regard to the in­
troduction of unusual expression and terminology into a science* Be 
had argued that economies was a soienoe whiob did not demand excessive 
"innovations* in language, and he ohose to contrast this with chemistry, 
in which, he 4aid, there was a "pre-disposition to admit such "innova­
tions. " 2 How there is no partioular reason why chemistry should have 
been selected the exemplify this point* any of the other natural or 
physical soienoes would have served equally well. In James Mill's case, 
however, there was the well-known and long-standing fr ndship with 
Thomas Thomson, Professor of Chemistry at the University of Glasgow. 3 
John Stuart Mill thought moat highly of Thomson's work4 and it is likely
l ggftmlnstcr Review. P* 1W.
:  2 2 * »  p* j s s *
i r r r r 11̂  pp* *«***.4 13,13 * Autobiography, p. H m
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that hie father was equally well aoquaiated with it* as wall as the 
discipline from which it emanated* It would have bean natural* there» 
fore* for Jeme* Mill to insert a "chemical" illustration for his point 
about scientific expression.
From this point it 1« possible to pea8 on to wore strictly eoonoaio 
contextual sign» suggesting toward .Wos Mill, One natter v/hioh it ie 
possible to trace directly to Mill ms the rovicucr’s uonviotion that 
Ricardo had used value in "two senses!l "avowedly. " 1 Although the author 
of the Westminster article hollared that Hioardo had employed the term 
value in such a way that no confusion resulted* he also thought that 
Ricardo had boon too sanguine in trying to introduce , more precision 
into the language of political oooncany, by giving a technical meaning 
to the word ’value,’ "2 Ha doubted whether Ricardo’s choice of the 
term "value* was the bast possible one to signify that "peculiar and 
teohnioal sen e" he had in mind#55 Bow it is known that Mill thought 
he oould expound the principles of political sccncmy without becoming 
involved in the difficulties surrounding the word valueSo that when 
he considered the sub,loot in the first edition of his l̂omants "exchange­
able* or "relative”value was the only kind explicitly dealt^with*6
1 ’’estninstor Reviorr* pp* 158-59.
2 ibid#, p. ifitf* z TT̂nr, * p, i58«4 K3ucardo to McCulloch, 17 January* 1821* VIII* p# 557#5 Cf. Chapter VII* supra«* pp. 2 75-7 5.
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Moreover* wlum John Stuart M ill debuted Tilth Torrens on tb© Measure o f 
value he roads the same points whioh la te r  appeared in  the Westminster 
a r t ic le ,  v is*  th a t Ricardo’ s application  o f  a "peoullar technical** sens« 
to  the term "value" would cause ’’ambiguity" and lack  o f  "precision*" 
and that James M ill thought I t  best to  confine "value"to "exchangeable 
value only*"* I t  i s  reasonable to  suppose th a t the John Stuart M ill o f 
the Torrens debate was a  fa ith fu l In terpreter o f h is father*» view s*2
One other point rein forces th is  conclusion. James M ill ’ s in a b il it y  
to  understand the im plications o f  resolving cost o f  production into 
•sim pler elements" and i t s  bearing on the measure o f value d i f f ic u lt y  
has already been noted.3 The Westminster w rite r  was one w ith M ill in
t h is ,  fo r  he refused to  enter the "controversy" o f whether or not cost 
o f  production oould bo "resolved" into  “simpler elements*"4 Be m s 
w illin g  to  lump Ricardo, SfeCullooh, and lfi.ll together as b e liev in g  th a t 
c a p ita l oould be reduced to  a simpler element*5 And th is  vma on a le v e l 
w ith James M ill’ s known in a b il ity  to  see the i f f io u lt ie s  which Ricardo 
had understood,®
There remain two other points o f  economic doctrine in  the Woe timing t e r  12*456
1 Westminster Review, p , 169* M ill, Taro L etters , p* IS*
2 C f. Chapter V III , supra.* PP* 555-5̂ .'Chapter VII, supra., p. 275.
5 Chapter V II, supra»«. pp. 5 0 6 - 9 .
4 Westminster Review, p* 167.
5 Tbid.V p. ieT ;----
6 Kicardo to  Malthus, 3 August, 1623, IX, p* 326* "As fa r  jus I have 
y e t been able to  r e f le c t  upon McCulloch’ s and M ill ’ s suggestion [th a t 
ph ysical be equated w ith machine labor; I am not s a t is f ie d  with i t *  They 
make the best defense fo r  my measure but they do not r e a l ly  get r id  o f 
a l l  the objections*"
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a r t ic le  which nay be re la te d  to  ¿ones H ill*  Ctoe o f these i s  t í»  review 
e r ’ s a ttitu d e  toward the orthodox Eicardiar. relation sh ip  be traen \mgaa 
and p ro fits*  I t  has beoa seen th at B a iley  had nada strenuous and suc­
c e ssfu l objections to  the w a g s s -r ia e -p ro fits -fa ll argument.* The West­
m inster w rite r  couaentcd thus on the chapter in  which B a iley  had made 
these critic ism s o f  Ricardo*
The object o f  th is  chapter is *  to  shew th a t Hr# Ricardo c«a- 
m itted an error* shea he stated  th a t as mages r i s e ,  p ro fits  f a l l .  
This author begins by defining a  r is e  or fall o f  mages* to  be an 
increase or deereaae in  the quantity o f  commodities given fo r  
labour* Sow* in  th is  meaning o f the terms r is e  or f a l l  o f wages, 
n eith er Mr* Ricardo nor any body e ls e  ever maintained* th at as 
wages r is e  or f a l l ,  p r o fits  f a l l  or r i s e .  Mr:* Ricardo d is t in c t ly  
maintained the contrary. This author labours under a perpetual 
ignoratio  e len oh il
iihare Bioardo " d is t in c t ly ” mode the "contrary" o f  the proposition in  d is­
pute i t  ie  impossible to  discover* In  any oase, i t  has b e a  seen th a t 
almost alono arsons the Rlcardia&s, «Jasas* 3Ei.il took the trouble in  the 
f i r s t  ed ition  o f h is Elementa to  t r y  to  sake ole r  the seuso in  which 
p ro fita  more fu n ctio n a lly  re la ted  to  mages«8 E l l ’ s p osition  m s iden­
t i c a l  w ith th a t in  the passage ju s t  quoted.
Tho other ocoaceaio dootrine in  the Tfestmineter a r t ic le  which sesons 
to  point to  James M ill i s  the review er’ s in sisten ce th at "Mr. M ill"  took 
demand as the "oause" o f vnluo*^ The reviewer then added th at "cost 1*4
1 Chapter VI* supra*, pp. 255-5 5.
Ü Westminster ibviow* pp* 164-86*
S Cf. Chapter V I I supra«* pp. 555-58.
4 Westminster Review* pp. 168, 171*
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of production, by preventing dsanrna frx. raising value above its o*n 
level. Units and determine* valuej and, therefor© aay, with great 
correctness, be denoadmteu the Regulator of Yalue«,*! M i l ’s argu- 
m n t0 which was unchanged through the three editions of the hl&asntg, 
waa that "ce&aud creates, and the loss of demand annihilates, supply*”®
So that <r... th* relative value of oesaaodities ..* dopcads upon demand 
cad supply, in the first instance* but upon cost of production., ulfci- 
natelys and bunco, it accurate language, upon coat of production entirely. 
*••• Cost of production, than regulates the exchangeable value of 
eeew&ditlee*1 1® The connection between the tu» stains l or article and the 
Blent ats is obvious*
One f in a l n atter of contextual sig n ifican ce  »ay bo mentioned* At 
the vary end o f h is a r t ic le  the WeBtnlm>ter w riter sought to so ften  the 
vigor o f h is s tr ic tu re s  on Bailey* A fter noting th at Bailey*« lack  of 
success as a floordim . o r it io  was probably due to Li a not having discharg­
ed icng enough the "functions o f t  le a rn e r,"  ha ealds ”TBe p rod iet, that 
ut e future time, we shall have n amoh more agreeable task to  perform, 
that of bestowing upon hi» ¡ B a ile y , a large measure o f m i l merited 
applause*"4 S ix  months la te r  Janos kill reviewed the second edition 
of Bailey*© Formation end Publication o f Opinions? Inasmuch as the
1 Ibid«,  p* 168.
2 HIT. Elements, let ed*, p. 67* 
S Ibid:,”FpT6^9.
4 Vies^ainster Review, p. 172,
5 Cf. Chapter ill, supra., p. 545.
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Formation and Publication of Opinions had been out in the firet edition 
•inoe 1821, «lames Mill undoubtedly knew of It* By January, 1826, there­
fore, when the review of the Critical Dissertation «as given, Mill could 
already have been selected to review Bailey*# other book, thus explain­
ing the hint of the ’‘well merited applause" he was soon to receive in the 
Westminster,
2,
In {Hissing from the examination of the context of the Westminster 
article it is possible to bring up one or two points on the matter of 
style whioh seem to suggest Jhmss Mill, There is first of all the ob­
vious strong tone and language in which the article was written, Bailey*# 
work wae deprecated because It took two hundred, Instead of twenty, pages 
to deal with the subjeot, and this great length m e  charged against 
Bailey as an " »effectual veil of fallacy,* The Critical Dleeertatlon 
displayed a "great expenditure of metaphysics, not very valuable,"
"many words in very comely phrase," but "to no little purpose,"* Bailey 
was credited with having shown a "very inadequate and shallow view" of 
hie subject in pouring "contempt" upon Ricardo,* The chapters of the 
Critical Dissertation revealed one after another "more logomachy,"4 the 12*4
1 Westminster Review, p. 167,
2 Ib fd — 58-55S------
S fEid., p. 160.
4 p* i'*4*
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"earae fighting with at shadow,* "the same ignoratlo elenohl.”1 Bailey 
wat described as a "language-ernster,"2 a "juvenile author,“5 who had the 
"art, la great perfection, of Imposing upon himself,"* an<j who indtllgad
an "Idea of hi a own superiority," due "solely to his own imagination,"5 
Bailey, said the reviewer, imputed to Hi oar do "the confusion which reigns 
only in hie own brains'.’6 Bailey’s book was a "boastful volume"T devoted 
to * *muoh ado about nothing«* "®
Professor Bain has pointed out that this use of strong language was 
characteristic of J«e# Mill in his bottles in behalf of whatever cause 
he defended or espoused«9 It is instructive, therefore, to compare the 
Westminster article with Mill*« Fragment on Mackintosh«3,0 it is name* 
essary to venture into the background of this remarkable work, which 
mil first wroty cut in 1830*11 But there is as much dcgaatic energy 
spent by M U  in defending Eobbes, Eblvetius, Beathaa, and Janes Mil 
frota Sir Janes ' dissertation on Ethical Philosophy as there was in de­



























p. 172.Janes Mill, p* 424«
..toRoferenoea are to the London* 1870 edition«Cf. Bain, Janos Mil, p?. 343, 5 74, 415-18, 263.
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same confidence In on established organon is displayed in both the<
Fragment and the Westminster article. There is the seats distinctive, 
high-velooity criticism in each production, so that even similar expres­
sions appear in them* For example, in the Fragment Mill used the word 
"jargon* at frequent intervale.1 In the '^estmicater Bailey mas twice 
held up as writing Jargon. Moreover, when Mill was writing a polemio 
or disputation, his style tendsd to become short, rapid, and staooato. 
This was undoubtedly good for rhetorical effect. Rut in Mill's case 
it gave rise to an exoescive use of the aomi-colon. In the same con­
nection, this kind of critical breathlessness prompted 13.11 to string 
together hie elauses and sentences with a large number of "ande” and 
*bute*" Be invariably used one or the other as a transitional adverb 
after a period, or as a ocerdinating conjunction after a semi-colon.
This style naturally kept up the pace of Mill's delivery. But it is 
fairly easy to spot. It Is obviously impose! la to o tg each instance 
of this stylistio peculiarity, but the following quotation» may give 
seme idea of the effect. From the Fragment M i l  s&yss
One would imagine that this is what ho does suppose, by what he 
says about the resemblance of the principles of jurisprudence to 
pure mathematics. But if this be what he understands by the prin­
ciples of jurisprudence, jurisprudence has no euoh principles! and 
hie definition of the art ©f legislation, therefore, is that it 
applies nothing to something! vis. to the oirouraetanees of a people.® 12
1 Mill, Fragment on Mackintosh, pp. 46, 78, 98, 109, 115, 141, 
194, 217, 221, 268» ¿if.
2 Westminster Review, p. 162.
5 m il .  F W m e n t  on Mackintosh, p. 144.
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And Srosa the Westminster article i
To this commodity, answering thus extensively the purpose of a test, 
in all changes of value* Mr* Ricardo thought that the name of 
Standard of Value might not improperly be applied* end that it might 
be considered as invariable* not surely invariable in its own pur» 
chasing power; that is & meaning which no one can for a moment 
suppose was applied to it by Mr* Ricardoj but invariable in its 
accuracy as a tost to mark the variations in the t urohcaiug power 
of other commodities*!
As a final instance of one of Mill’s stylistic peculiarities. It 
Is possible to find in the Westminster article several oases of the old» 
fashioned negative which Mill is known to have used frequently*2 For 
example, the Westminster writer at one plaee used the expression "whioh 
we have thought it was not**3 hater on he protested that Bailey "say* 
not one word."* And still further on he introduced a question with the 
phrase "is not this...."®
3*
In the final analysis, then, the total effect of what has been ad- 
duo ed above seems to point strongly toward James Mill as the author of 
the Westminster article cm Bailey*« Crltloal Dissertation* While each 
of the separate arguments brought forward would not of itself eonstitute 
a proof of this authorship* yet, when they are taken all together the
1 Westminster Review, p. 160.
2 gain, ' AaMTESIT"?• 426• **•**»• Ricardo’s Works, I, xxi* 
8 Westminster Review, p# 1S8.
4 ra t:; pT y ik ;—
6 T b IT ., p . 170.
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case become» ¡acre imposing and impelling. At any rate, until more def­
inite proof coxae© to light, the conclusion whioh has been readied helps 




Although the searoh for Bel ley«* MSS proved unrewarded, it oay he 
worthwhile to relate it» detail* In the chance hope that scans future in­
quiry might thereby he »tisolated*
Other than the ebviou* inference that ft mass of paper» would natural­
ly accumulate in the prooeet? of publishing suae twenty-odd volumes end 
in the course of e fa irly  active hualnoss end nolitlonl life, the most 
suggestive indication that Bailey in faot le ft  MSS is in his own will«
In the will, whioh was drawn up, signed, and witnessed on 1 Oatober, 1860, 
Bailey statedi "I bequeath ail my jevrslery, watches, trinkets, wearing 
apparel, linen of every description, and prints and pictures in frames 
(except the said portrait of myself) and ell my letters end manuscripts 
of all kinds to the said Mary Anne Bailey absolutely, hut I hereby re­
quest her to dispose of such of them as t shall hereafter give directions 
to her about." Mary Anne Bailey was Samuel»» sister-in-law and only 
surviving relative at the time the will was drawn up. So far as the will 
itself was oonoerned, he never gave her any "directions* regarding his 
papers and other items, although instructlone of this nature may have 
been passed verbally by him. Bailey*» library was probably sold in the 
disposal of the remainder of hi* personal estate. It was impossible to 
verify this, however*
At the time of Samuel *s death Mary Anne Bailey was living at 6,
Pittvilie Lawn, Cheltenham, 6 Pittville Lawn had been left in trust by
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John Bailey to hia brother for Mary Anna Bailey*« use* As executor,
Samuel in hia turn left the house to her «hen he died* Mary Anna 
Bailey*« estate «as relatively snail at the tine of her death on 17 
January 1880# 6 Pitted lie Lawn «as left by codioil to one Robert John 
Shepherd, St# Olave's Infirmary, Rotherhithe, London, and the remainder 
of Mery Anne Bailey*« «state, leas a legacy of i» 60, vas left to her 
uieoe, Eleanor Miriam Slatter, wife of Jumas Blatter of Evesham, Worcester.
In order to find out whether or not Bailey's papera had ever moved 
fro» Sheffield to Cheltenham in the disposal of the estate, the firms 
of solicitors concerned In the witnessing and proof of Samuel*s will 
were contacted. Bailey's will had been witnessed by Messrs. Walter and 
Charles H. Jessop, Solicitors, Cheltenham. Walter Jessop died In 1885, 
end Charles died in 1918. Although the firm of Jossop and Sons,
Solicitors, still practices in Cheltenham, inquiries addressed to them 
were unrewarded. The present partners, Walter H# and Charles E* Jessop 
both began practice after the earlier Jessope had died# Since it wae 
the film's polioy not to retain papers older than the present century, 
they were unable to secure any information relative to the earlier Jet- 
sops* activities in connection with Bailey's will,1
Samuel's will was proved at Wakefield on the 9th of February, 1870, 
upon the affirmation of his executors, James Scary Barber and William 
Fieher, the younger. The extracting solicitor was Mr. Honry Edmund
1 Letter of 16 September, 1963«
Wat8on* Hr* Watson mi head of tbs firm which served as solicitors to 
the Sheffield Banking Company, ihe Watson film practised in Sheffield 
up until the last war, and on® of its partners was the grandson of Benry 
Edmund Watson* However, during the air raids on Sheffield in December, 
1940, the fim*s premises were almost oosraletnly destroyed and aoat of 
the documents were lost.1 Although the fine now practises in Sheffield 
as Watson, Esam, Barber and Brays raw, inquiries addressed to them proved 
unfruitful.
Mary Anne Bailey‘a will was proved on 17 Bovaeber, 1880 at Gloucester 
on the affirmation of her cousin, Charles Best, the sole oxocutor. Mr. 
Walter Jessop and his clerk, William Jewell, of Cheltenham, served as 
witnesses to Mary Anne Bailey's will. Although William Jewell did not 
die until 1926, the present partners of the Jossop firm had no informa­
tion of Jewell or of any recollections he might have had ounceruing Mary 
Anne Bailey's estate. The extracting solicitor of Mary Anno Bailey's 
will was one Joseph Martin of Bershore, Woroa. Inquiries to practising
solicitors in Porahora disclosed that none had taken over Martin*« practise
2and that his firm apparently had gone out of existence upon his death.
It was therefore impossible to obtain any information bearing on the 
actual contents of li&ry Anne Bailey's personal estate*
In an effort to follow up any descendants of Mary Anne Bailey, in- 12
1 Letter from *i»* &.L* Craig, 3 September, 19S3*
2 Letter fro» Messrs. L̂ roh and Edwards, Pershore, 23 September,
1963
q u iries war* addressed to  the Eveshaa Public L ibrarian, Mr. C.W. Buddy, 
concerning a fam ily o f  B la tters  mentioned in  Mary Anne B a ile y ’ s w ill»
Mr* Buddy discovered th at a Mr. A.M. B la tte r , who had died in  1949, was 
survived by h is widow.^ An inquiry to  Mrs. B la tte r  revealed th a t she 
knew nothing o f th e  Eleanor Miriam B la tte r  mentioned in  Mary Anne B a ile y ’ s 
w i l l .  Mrs. B la tter  k ind ly requested her s is te r-in -la w , Eleanor B la tte r , 
to  look out fo r  any evidence that B a ile y ’ s papers might have come to  
Evesham by way o f  Mary Anne B ailey  and the Eleanor Miriam B la tte r  men­
tioned in  the w ill« 1 2 Bothing came o f these searches, however. Accord­
ing to  Mr. Ruddy, the lo c a l d irecto rie s  o f tbs period around 1680 fa i le d  
to  mention the James B la tte r , husband o f Mary Anne B a ile y ’ s n ie c e . This 
made i t  appear u n lik e ly  th at any fam ily o f  B la tte rs , other than the one 
contacted, had survived in  the Evesham area. Accordingly, i t  was neces­
sary  to  abandon the search th ere .
I t  was impossible to  traoe the Robert John Shepherd to  whom U&ry 
a.'tui B a iley  had l e f t  8 P i t t v i l le  Lawn. Inquiries to  the present ooou- 
pants o f B P i t t v i l le  Lawn were not answered.
Although none o f the in vestigation s thus fa r  recounted d e fin ite ly  
established  th at any MSS or le tte r e  ex isted , beyond B a ile y ’ s statement in  
h is  w i l l ,  conclusive proof on th is  point emerged from a somewhat d iffere n t 
d ire c tio n . In the Spring o f 1873 a b r ie f  sketoh o f Samuel B a ile y , along
1 L etter o f 25 February, 1953.
2 L etter o f  B March, 1953.
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with & few b ib liograp h ical data, appeared in  hot«» and Quarles over the
signature o f "Alexander Irelan d, Inglewood, Bowdon, C heshire."1 A fte r
eu logisin g  B ailey*s character and in te lle c tu a l a b i l i t y ,  as manifest in
hie published works, Ireland had oonoludedt
I f  the Editor o f ’ Notes and Queries• considere th at a l i s t  o f Mr. 
B a ile y ’ e works would be o f In terest to  I ts  readers I s h a ll be glad 
to  furnish one, having a l l  the volumes and pamphlets w ritten  by him 
in  my possession. I  am to ld  th at bo lo f t  a quantity o f  manuscript 
matter* A uniform ed itio n  o f h is w ritin g s, including a se le c tio n  
from hi# manusoripts, would be a f i t t i n g  memorial o f  th is  admirable 
thinker and manly advocate o f the righ t and duty o f fre e  in q u iry .2
Voir Alexander Ireland was a considerable l i t s r a t o r ,  in  addition to  
h irin g  served as sd ito r  o f the Manchester Examiner from 1846 to  1886«z 
Although the ed ito r o f Motes and Queries accepted Ire la n d 's  o f fe r  o f  a 
l i s t  o f B a ile y 'a  works, i t  was not presented u n til 1878, when i t  appear­
ed accompanied by a somewhat expanded biographical sketch of Bailey«*
By th is  time Ire la n d 's  proposed uniform ed itio n  o f  B a ile y 's  works had 
ev id en tly  passed tho planning s ta g e . For ho now remarked, " a l l  h is  
[B a iley *slw ritin g s, including a se le c tio n  from his unpublished manu­
s c r ip ts , which I b e lieve  are numerous, might bo oomprised in  seven or 
e igh t volumes. I  have reason to  know th a t tho prospeotus o f  suoh an 12*4
1 Notes and Q ueries, XI (May, 1078), 884-85.
2 I b id .,  p . 586.
8 Ireland published a number o f books, among which the b est known was 
probably h is  Book-Lovers Snohlridon, A Treasury of Thoughts on the Solaoo 
and Companionship o f hookah gathered from the w ritings o f "the greatest 
th in k ers. from Cloero, Pe'tWrc'h, and ?fcntrdrne, to 'C a r ly le , Emerson and 
Huakin (London: 1388 ). He was a'lno a personal fri'on i o f Ralph Waldo 
Emerson and was, indeed, instrumental in  bringing Emerson to  England on 
a lectu re  tour in  1847*48. Of. "Alexander Ireland" DSB, Supplement, I I I ,  38«
4 Notes and Queries, IX (March, 1678), 182-85.
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ed itio n  w i l l  eoon be issued*”1 The plan never in  fa s t  m aterallsed, 
o f  course*
In both th is  and the 1078 quotation given above, Ireland had referred  
to  th e fo o t th at B a iley  had l e f t  a quantity o f  MSS and papers, which he 
believed  were "numerous.” The fo ra  o f h is expression in d icates that 
Ireland probably had never put h is hands on the papersj otherw ise, he 
would have known d e fin ite ly  whether they were "numerous" or n o t. On 
the other hand, he oould hardly have declared p u b lio a lly  h is intention  
to  publish ex tra cts  from B a ile y ’ s papers unless he were ce rta in  that 
such paper« ex isted  end would be accessib le  to  him. That he possessed 
suoh an assurance seems c le a r  from h is  remarks on the more intim ate 
biographical d e ta ils  included in  the 1078 a r t ic le .  This inform ation, 
oaaio to  Ireland from one whom he c a lle d  a "surviving r e l a t i v e T h i s  
oould only have been liary Anne B a ile y , fo r  Samuel outlived  a l l  the mem­
bers o f  h is  own issaediate fam ily, none o f  whom had married except John* 
There was no issue from «John and Mary Anne Bailey*# marriage* But i f  
th is  Is  tru e , and i f  Ireland was In oontfot w ith Mary Anne B ailey between 
1878 and 1878* then the B ailey MSS and papers must have been in  ex ist«  
ease# end probably in  Mary Anns B a ile y 's  possession a t  that time*
In an e f fo r t  to discover whether Alexander Ireland had ever ao tu a lly  
seen or possessed the B a iley  papers a fte r  1878, a search was made fo r  12
1 Ib id *, p . 188.
2 Ibid», p , 182,
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hi« l ite r a r y  remains. Ho information was turned up in  Bowdon, Cheshire,
1 - i
wtere Ireland liv e d  a t  the time o f  the Sotos and Queries ar t i c l e s .  How­
ev er, Ire la n d 's  w i l l  had stip u lated  that " th ir ty  volumes to  be se lected  
from h is lib ra ry "  should be bequeathed to hie " f iv e  ch ild ren ."  An appar­
e n tly  promising discovery was the fa c t  that one o f those children was 
Dr# John Ireland, vhe composer. In  rep ly to  an inquiry addressed to  him, 
Dr, Ireland disclosed that he was extremely young when hie fa th e r died 
in  December, 1894, Accordingly, no books or papers ever cams into h is  
hands. Since a l l  the remaining numbers o f Dr. Ire lan d 's  fam ily were 
dead, i t  was impossible fo r  him to  provide any information about what 
had happened to  his fa th e r 's  papers.1
toward the end o f h is l i f e  Alexander Ireland had ooee into  finan­
c ia l  d i f f i c u l t ie s .  His lib ra ry  was sold by Messrs* Sotherby, Wilkinson 
and Hodge on 13 Maroh, 1885. The sa le  catalog l is te d  no items by Samuel 
B a ile y , and the part o f  Irelan d 's lib ra ry  which was purohaaed by T.H* 
W ilkinson, and presented by him to  the Manchester Public L ib raries, con­
tained only works by, or re la tin g  t o .  Lamb, E a s lit t ,  Bunt, C a rly le , and 
Emerson, Mr# Sidney Eorrooka, Librarian o f  the Manchester Public Librar­
ie s ,  in  providing th is  information® noted that Mr, C,W* But.,on, a former 
Chief Librarian o f the Manchester Public L ibraries and personal frien d  
o f Ireland, bolieved th at a m ss  o f Ire la n d 's  papers and correspondence 12
1 L etter o f  4 May, 1955.
2 L etter o f II  Jfey, 1963.
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bad been sold  by him to  the B ritish  Museum, The papers to  which Mr* 
Sutton had referred  appear to  be some le t te r s  o f Hunt, C a rly le , Cobden, 
Eteerson, and a W o f Emerson*# address "Aspects o f  C u ltu re ,Hl nothing 
re la te d  to  Bailey i s  contained in  the», however.
So fa r  os Bailey*« publishers were concerned, l i t t l e  assistan ce was 
forthcoming* Of R. Hunter, S t ,  Bawls Churchyard, who did most of Bailey*« 
e a r ly  publishing,no tra ce  whatever could be found, lo r  was i t  p ossib le  
to  discover anything regarding dames Ridgway, M o e d illy , or Effingham 
W ilson, The most prosaissing p o s s ib ility  was Messrs, Longmans, Green, 
and Company, Ltd, who had taken over B a ile y ’ s publishing in  1344, In 
tho »vent, however, th ey  were unable to  divulge any information concerning 
Bailey** MSS or papers due to  the destruction o f  th e ir  records during 
the a ir  raids o f 1940,^ 12
1 B r it is h  Musouxa, Add. MSS, 33, 615,
2 letter of 11 Maroi, 1902.
BAILEY'S P'JP.S'llT OF TRUTH
Several sources1 heve or-jdited the review of Bally's Essays on the
Pursuit of Truth to Jamee Mill* Boworcr, by July, 1529, when the review
appeared, both IfiH« had l*>ft the Tf*«talngter.g ihreover, a ir r itâ t in
litotes and Queries^ pointed oirfc that tho complete T?-;etr;icster artiolo was
«»printed In Col* .I’erronet Thompson's Siterclcss, P o lit ic a l ana Othare.
(London: 1842),'* thus clearly establishing the etrtthership.
The jm*aag*B in Bailey's Pursuit o f Truth which Tkorcpeon bad described
aa a sort of "Review of Reviews* appear to bo those ftrand in Chapter til,
*tta the Spirit in which we ought to oocrmnloat® and rose Ire the results of
Inquiry," of the first essay. There, for erasple, Bailey had urged:
... I hare only one request to ranko, that the exiotenso of an error 
may be shown, not merely asserted} and that any fallacy is reasoning 
may be directly pointed nut, rather than mot by countor-argumenta 
drawn from different premises. When any train of reasoning is fairly 
laid down before no, if it involves an error the fallacy »ay be de­
tected and exposed. For any euoh detection then I shall be grateful*
I am willing to review, to «.«cues, to analyse again any principle which 
I have maintained, and should rejoice to emancipate myself from any 
illusion.
Should any one intermix his exposure of ay errors with opprobrious 
language, it will be to his own detriment and disgracej but it shall 
not prevent me from taking advantage of his perspicacity to dear 
my understanding from inaccurate perceptions. While I shall do my 
best to seise the truth of his arguments, I shall also in the same
APPSSTlTX *<J"
1 E.g. Sir Leslie Stephen, "Samuel Bailey," Dictionary of Bational 
Biography, II, 410. Rev. A. Catty, Shofflnld« rr.sFân^ tVecorA, p*' 2&Ç 
brillait Kuaaum (¿encrai Catalog, "Bailey, Samuel.1 2*4'
2 Bain, Jfenee Kill, p. 512. «slevy, op. cit., ?. 488.
5 4th Series, XII. (October: 1875), 816.
4 I, 152 ff.
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spirit of fairness endeavor to appreciate and exhibit in its true 
colours, that unfortunate junction of malignancy of disposition 
with intellectual power of which ho had afforded the molanoholy 
spectacle,!
In the final analysis, Bailey added, it appeared that
the whole duty on the subject (of reoeiving the results of 
in%uir^j indeed, say be comprised in cac word —  justice* This is 
what every critic ought to give, and mere then this a man ought 
not to wisn to resolve, ¿he general presumption in favour of an 
author's intentions, in the absence of ail evidence to the contrary, 
should obtain for him the courtesy due to a laudable attempt, and 
secure M m  from all imputations of bad motives, but not shield his 
speculations from scrutiny, fixers Is nothing incompatible between 
thorough esteem for the moral and even intellectual qualities of 
his mind, and a full conviction of the* inaccuracy of his views and 
the unsoundnoss of his arguoontsj —  nothing inconsistent between 
respect for the one and a free exposure of the other*2
bailey's own somewhat casual remarks in the Preface ci the first 
edition of the Itirauit of I ruth m y have occasioned some obscurity as 
to whether or not Col. Thompson1 s judgement about the final chapter of 
the first essay was correct* That is, whether indeed it hud been pro­
voked by tho ’‘petulance of oritieisa**^ Gu the one hand, E&iloy himself 
had stated in the Preface, which he dated March, 1822, that ‘the greater 
part of tka volume indeed was written out for the press four or five years 
ago, since which it has had the benefit of repeated scrutiny and revision.** 
Shis "four or five years ago," taking Karch 1825 as tho bass, would place 
tho writing of tho essay in 1824 or 1825, which dourly would have been 1*34
1 1st t'd •, pp* 101—2*
8 IHia., pp, loot.
3 ¿ 1 » 1 "bixupter "VI*, sup* ft* j P • 260 ,
4 Pursuit of Truth, ‘1st.' ed*, p* viii.
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before tho Critical Clasertetlon had boon reviewed in the Weat&laster»
Ou this reckoning, the», Col» ThoRpsca»?. Judgement would bo wrong*
Qq the other hand, earlier 1» the Preface* Bailey had r«narked that
the first essay had boon wriitee by him la response t» r suggestion made 
regarding M b ether Sr.say cn tho Formation and Publication of Opinions» 
Shis "suggesticnn toe ole-orly that wfcloh Jam s Mill had made in hit review 
of the «second edition of the Formation, and Publication of Opinions«* 
this eiismlu* to write bating occurred six months after tha review of the 
Criticai Dissertation, the "petulance of criticism" way well have been 
in Bailey»# wind when he tsndertecfc the Pursuit of Truth» This, of course, 
would confirm Cel» Thcmyson»« vlewpeiat»
In the absence of any positive proof one my or the other, there i s  
one additional natter which seems to support that latter positi©,», vis, 
that. B5.il.0y did have the review of the fr itto c i Clos-arr.ation in wind 
when he was writing tho f ir s t  essay on the Pursuit of Froth» la  1844 
ho published a second and revised edition of tho Pursuit of Troth» la  
It the third «Afte,y of the f ir s t  edition, "Bssay cn tho Uniformity of 
Causation, explaining tho ^»dementai Principle of All Evidence «ad 
Bxpoetntion," was suppressed• Fewever, some years later in tho Letters 
on the Philosophy of the Umm fM.nd Bat Icy quoted several lengthy pass* 
ages from tho vaaay or eruastion, explaining, as he said, that i t  ana 12
1 Ibid,, pp. H i-It .
2 TO5alggtor Review, VI (duly, 1826), 1-25. Cf, Chapter XII,
sagra»» P. 575.
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"out o f p r in t, and la  not l ik e ly  to be soon republished. Be referred  
to  the eesay a« bavin*; been “published* by him "above t h ir t y  year« ago" 
and gave as th e s p e c if ic  date o f publication  "À.D. 1826*”  ̂ Since th is  
essay was never form ally ‘’published” by B a iley  a t th at tim e, i t  would 
appear that he moant that he had "w ritten f i t  J  cut fo r  the preea” in  th a t 
year, which expression he had used in  the Preface to  the f i re t  ed itio n  o f  
th e  Pursuit o f  Truth. I f  th is  i s  h is moaning, th e  f i r s t  esaay o f the 
Pursuit o f Truth would then have been w ritten  a fte r  the Cr i t i c  1 D isser­
t a t io n had been reviewed in  January o f  1826.
In th e eeoond ed itio n  o f the Pursuit o f  Truth the substance o f the above 
quotations from the f i r s t  ed itio n  was retain ed . Ha embellished hie remarks 
on the duty o f receiving the re s u lts  o f  inquiry and c r itic is m , however, by 
referrin g  to  several oases o f philosophic, so le n tif i e ,  and pecuniary Ices 
to  the world because o f  ”an i l l i b e r a l  and unlust reception o f the communi -  
cations made to the world by some o f  i t s  master s p i r i t s . ”8 On th e theme 
o f  the "petulance o f  c r it ic is m ” he then went on to  observe that
these few in stan ces, which might be e a s i ly  m ultip lied , suffice  
to  show th a t a re a l discouragement is  offered to  the f in e s t  minds 
by an unjust and ungenerous reception o f th e ir  labours; and i t  cannot 
be doubted th at the experience or the apprehension o f such treatm ent, 
by s t i f l in g  many b r i l l ia n t  thoughts, comprehensive speculation s, and 
u sefu l d isco v eries, has kept down the d ign ity and happiness o f  mankind 
below the point to  which they might have obtained. But although 
genius had never yield ed  a step  to  such in ju s t ic e , although by such 
means no profound tr a in  o f thinking had been suppressed, no happy
l  betters on the Philosophy o f  the Human Mind, 2d, s e r ie s , p , 168,
8 Ibid ., p.
8 Pursuit o f  Truth, 2nd o d it ion, p , 14 1.
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conception inprisoned in it# birth-place, no diseovery nipped in the 
bud, yet assuredly every right feeling demands that the happiness 
of these benefactors of soeiety should at least be protected from 
wanton injury* If we oannot find in our hearts to reward their 
merit, let us at all events abstain from thoughtlessly robbing them 
of their peaoe* This is, indeed, not more than our own palpable 
interest dictates. Even in the present day, it is impossible to tell 
how much we all dally loss by the reserve of wise and thoughtful 
men. In hooping back the fruits of long-oontinuod research and med­
itation, from an apprehension that the prejudice of eooiety and the 
rancour of criticism might ineade that tranquility of mind, for ths 
loss of whioh no reputation would oonpensate**
This emphasis by Bailey on intellectual freedom was, of oouree, part 
of his down-the-lins utilitarianism* But it seems clear that the harsh­
ness with which his Critical Dissertation was reeeived oaused him great 
distress* And, as he had implied in the passage quoted immediately above, 
there was a serious matter to be resolved regarding the effect of suoh 
hostile receptions on social happiness whioh, after all, was the professed 
objective* It is doubtful if he would have taken ths trouble to express 
himself in this way if, as Col. Thompson had first pointed out, he had 
not in sane way suffered personally from an unfavorable review* 1
1 Ibid*, pp* 142-43*
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